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 PREFACE. 

In this volume, which completes the Works of Plato, generally admitted to be genuine, will be found the only English translation of the Laws, hitherto made directly from the Greek. For although they form part of Taylor's publication, it is not too much to say that he can scarcely have looked at the original, but must have depended on the Latin version of Ficinus; and this too not the genuine one, but the reflection of it which was made by Symon Grynsæus to suit the printed text.

Of the grounds on which this suspicion rests, numerous proofs will be found in the notes. Not only has Taylor tacitly followed Ficinus in his omissions and insertions, but in numerous instances, where the genuine version had preserved the sense of the original, he has neglected it, in accordance with the revised version by Grynsæus.

For this dereliction of the first duty of a translator, Taylor would perhaps have pleaded, that, as he never presumed to rival Ficinus in his knowledge of Plato, whose writings the Italian scholar had studied from his earliest years, he conceived it far more advisable to follow the Latin version than to attempt to unravel the original Greek; where so numerous are the difficulties and so unaccountable the corruptions, as to render it frequently impossible to give even a readable, much less an elegant, rendering. And so too, it would seem, thought the French translator Grou; who, as remarked by Cousin, has frequently followed Ficinus; and even the German translator Schulthess seems to have found it easier to translate from the French than the Greek. Cousin has himself been content
to adopt Grou's translation, as a basis, rather than make a new one from the original; which he says is full of novelties of syntax, or rather of the want of all syntax, differing in this respect from the other dialogues of Plato—a discrepancy, he thinks, owing to the fact, that the Laws had not received the last touches of the author's hand.

That the Laws have come down to us in a very unsatisfactory state, is well known, and was long since ably shown by Boeckh; and it was doubtless owing in part to this conviction that, after penning some first-rate remarks on the three opening books, he gave up the task in despair; he saw that the nine remaining presented a series of obstacles, which it was useless to encounter and hopeless to overcome.

The labour, however, that Boeckh was unwilling to undergo was subsequently undertaken by Ast; to whose exertions the reader will find I have been not a little indebted. Since his day, although the Greek text has been edited and improved partially with the aid of MSS. by Bekker,—for those, which were collated for Stalbaum's edition, have afforded nothing new or valuable,—yet little has been done in the way of conjectural criticism, either by those scholars, or by the united efforts of Orelli, Baiter, and Winckelmann, in their two Zurich editions. Now though Porson said, as we learn from Kidd, in the Pref. p. xlv. to "Porson's Miscellaneous Criticisms," that in depth of thought Plato was without a rival; still the stream of his ideas generally flows as clear as if it were the shallowest of rills; and hence Porson was led to remark, that if the text had not been obscured by numerous interpolations, it had lost a portion of its original transparency.

Equally barren of results has been the search amongst the few Academic Dissertations, written by the scholars of Germany, nearly all of which have passed through my hands. I consider it a fortunate circumstance that my attention has been recently directed to the Notes of Sydenham, published by Matthias, at the end of his edition of the works of Thomas Gray, the poet; where are anticipated some of the better emendations of subsequent critics. And in the Remarks of Gray himself, it will be seen that, although they are less critical than those of Sydenham, he has forestalled some of
the objections brought forward by the more recent impugners of
the genuineness of the Letters.

On arriving at the 11th Book, I learnt, for the first time, that
there existed in MS. (Harl. 3261) a hitherto unedited version of
the Laws and EP inomis, by Gregorius, or, as it should be written,
Georgius Trapezuntius. It is not however so much a version as a
full abridgment of those two treatises. But it exhibits this remark-
able phenomenon, that not only does it agree almost verbatim with
the translation of Ficinus, where the latter is at variance with the
Greek; but it differs likewise in other passages to such an extent
as to show that the MS. he used was the same as, or the counterpart
of, the one that fell into the hands of Ficinus. Now as the two
translators were contemporary, and the version of Ficinus was not
put to press till 1483, and did not appear till 1484, two years before
the death of Georgius Trapezuntius at a very advanced age, accord-
ing to the authority, quoted by Leo Allatius de Georgiis, p. 375, it
was scarcely possible for Trapezuntius to have made use of the ver-
sion of Ficinus. Nor, on the other hand, was it likely that Ficinus
would have inserted in his own translation, passages taken from the
version of Trapezuntius, not found in the Greek MS. before him;
even if we admit that he, who considered Plato to be almost an in-
spired writer, would have condescended to look into a translation
made by the very individual, who had done all in his power to
throw down Plato from his former pedestal of honour, and to place
Aristotle, Plato's great opponent, in his stead.

As the MS. used by the two translators was either one and the
same, or of the same character, it is fair to infer that the variations
from the usual text are derived from a MS. far superior to any since
discovered; and hence in the case of the other dialogues, where
there is no opportunity of testing the version of Ficinus with that
of a contemporary translator, there can be no sufficient reason for
doubting his good faith in neither adding nor omitting any thing
but upon MS. authority.

Had the Epinomis not been confessedly a spurious treatise, it
would have been added to the present volume. As it is, it will find
a more fitting place in the next, which will contain six other dia-
logues, all presumed to be spurious; but which are usually given
in the more complete editions of the Greek text. To these will be
added the Definitions, attributed to Speusippus, and also what has hitherto passed under the name of Timæus Locrus; none of which, with the exception of the Epinomis, has hitherto appeared in an English dress. And that nothing may be wanting in this translation, relating to the Platonic writings, there will be subjoined the three existing Greek Lives of the philosopher, and the Introduction of Alcinos, all for the first time translated into English.
INTRODUCTION.

Plato, having in his imaginary Republic delineated what he conceived to be the best form of government, and prescribed the course of instruction, by which the people living under such a polity, might be brought up and fitted for it, has in the Laws detailed some of the leading enactments, which such a constitution would require.

To carry out this idea, he supposes that three elderly statesmen come together; belonging respectively to Athens, Crete, and Lacedaemon; and that the first is requested by the second to lay down a code of laws, which the Cretan is desirous of submitting to his countrymen, previous to their re-establishment of a city which had been depopulated. For Clinias had been appointed as one of the ten Commissioners of Cnosus, authorized to draw up a code, such as they might think of themselves, or obtain from any other quarter.

For the preference thus shown to the statesmen of Crete and Lacedaemon, as being the parties who could best appreciate the best code of laws, Plato has furnished the clue in Protagoras, § 80. For he there states distinctly, that in those very cities a most beautiful philosophy was to be found, which had been handed down from ancient times; although it was designedly concealed, with the view of preventing other nations from profiting by the knowledge of it. So too in Hipp. Maj. § 8, Lacedaemon is represented as a city well regulated by laws; doubtless because the masses, who were the masters at Athens, possessed only a little power at Lacedaemon.

So plainly indeed had Plato, according to Aristotle in Polit. ii. 2, 3, exhibited his feelings in favour of a mixed form of government, as recommended in the Republic, that the Stageirite insinuates that the philosopher of Athens had imagined merely, what was actually realized at Lacedaemon. But if that were the case, Plato would surely never have wasted his time in writing two elaborate treatises on matters already well known, when it would have been sufficient to point out, in the Statesman especially, the institutions of Lycurgus, as the pattern, if not of a faultless government, at least of one, that approached the nearest to perfection. Hence we may fairly suspect that Aristotle merely meant to infer that Plato's notions were not original; a charge to which the philosopher might have replied by saying, that they were all the better on that very account; for it was thus shown that, as some of them were practicable—since they
had been really put in practice—the rest, which were a reform rather of existing institutions, than the construction of a code perfectly novel, would be equally practicable, if they were submitted to the same test.

Of the persons of the dialogue, Clinias the Cretan, and Megillus the Laecedemonian, are supposed by Boeckh to be fictitious characters merely. But as in all the other dialogues of Plato, whenever a speaker is mentioned by a specific name, there is no reason for believing that he is a mere coinage of the author’s brain, but every reason for a contrary supposition, it is surely fair to infer that two persons of those names were really living in the time of Plato, although not the least mention of them is to be found, it would seem, elsewhere. Far better founded is the suspicion of the Scholiast, that by the anonymous Athenian Plato himself was intended; and so too thought Cicero, as may be inferred from the language adopted De Legg. i. 5, and Plutarch after him, De Isid. et Osirid. ii. p. 370, E., as Boeckh was the first to remark.

With regard to the time when the Laws were written, Bentley and Boeckh refer it to Ol. cvi. 1, when Plato had passed his seventy-fourth year; while according to a tradition, mentioned by Diogenes Laert. iii. 37, it was not published by Plato himself, but by a friend and disciple, Philip the Opuntian. Hence Wolf in Prolegomena. Homer, p. cliii., and Cousin after him, were led to believe that the treatise never received the author’s last touches. Similar too are the sentiments of Schneider in Prefat. Xenophont. Cyrop. p. xiv.; who conceives however, that although the greater part exhibits only a sketch of what the Philosopher intended to say, yet to some passages he had given the last polish. Now if this were the fact, it would be a work of supererogation to attempt even to correct the numerous passages, where errors of every kind are to be met with. But on this point I confess myself to be rather sceptical. For I cannot understand what could induce an author like Plato, who said that writing was the grave of thought, to scribble down his first and crude ideas upon parchment, when a little time and reflection would have furnished him with matter far more fit to be read. How much more reasonable is it to suppose, that all the faults are to be referred to some other source than the author himself. For as he lived to the advanced age of eighty-one years, and died, as we learn from Cicero, De Senect. § 5, in the very act of writing, he had plenty of time during a period of seven years to re-touch, what he had written at first only imperfectly. And hence I have every where been led to adopt in the text or notes, whatever has been furnished by the collations of MSS. and the conjectures of critics, in harmony with the genius of the language and the flow of thought. And hence too the argument against the genuineness of the Laws, which Ast has drawn from the imperfection of the style, will only then be considered of the least value when it shall be shown that
INTRODUCTION.

the imperfection is to be referred to the author alone, and not to the
bad faith of interpolators and the carelessness of transcribers.

So far, however, does Ast appear to have been aware of this rea-
sonable solution of the difficulties of the construction, that he has
thought proper to startle the learned world with a paradox; and to
assert that it is sufficient to read only a page of the Laws to be
convinced that the treatise was never written by Plato. But as
Aristotle distinctly acknowledges the Republic and Laws to be the
production of the same writer, it seems quite futile to fancy that the
Stageirite was the dupe of a personated Plato; and still more to
draw any inference, but the reverse of what has been drawn by Ast,
from the anecdote recorded by Stobæus, in xiii. p. 147; for it proves
that Plato did really employ himself in writing Laws, after the
publication of the Republic. The story is that—"Diogenes once
inquired of Plato, whether he was writing Laws? He was, said the
other. But what, have you not written the Republic? Certainly.
What then, had not the Republic laws? It had. Why then was it
requisite to write laws again?"—To this, says Cousin, Plato might
have given a ready reply, by stating that in the Republic the enact-
ments were purely of a moral kind; but in the Laws, of a penal
character likewise. For in the former treatise, the whole super-
structure of a state is supposed to rest on the basis of moral habits,
resulting from a correct education; in the latter, the arm of the law
is called upon to restrain by punishment the deviations from a cor-
rect moral conduct.

And a similar answer may be given to the arguments deduced
from the discrepancies to be found in the Republic and Laws; on
which Ast appears to have laid no little stress, as affording a con-
vincing proof that the two treatises could not have emanated from
the same head and hand. For Apuleius, quoted by Dilthey, in his
dissertation published at Gottingen, in 1820, under the title of
"Platonicorum Librorum de Legibus Examen," and written in re-
futation of the theory of Ast, observed long ago, that "in a polity,
such as Plato has feigned, there would be no need of any laws what-
ever;" for their place would be supplied by a virtuous education.
Now as the Laws are supposed to be laid down for a state not merely
now, but one to be put into practice, we need not be surprised at
finding that specific enactments are suggested, relating to covenants
and dealings in trade, which are rejected in the Republic, as being
useless in a well-regulated state; for there persons would be unin-
fluenced by that pursuit of gain, which leads mankind to evade the
spirit, and sometimes to defy the letter, of the law, and to run the
risk of a punishment uncertain and remote.

To meet, on the other hand, the arguments drawn in favour of
the genuineness of the Laws, from the similarity in sentiment with
the ideas promulgated in the Dialogues, which Ast himself acknow-
ledges to be genuine, he is compelled to have recourse to a theory,
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for which there is not even the shadow of proof. For he supposes that the author of the Laws was some moral philosopher of the school of Socrates; who, not understanding the spirit of the Republic, amused himself with drawing up a treatise, which was to be rendered of a more practical character, by the rejection of what he considered to be objectionable in the Republic; and that it is to this cause we must attribute the absence of all reference to the doctrines, promulgated in the Republic, relating to a community of goods, women, and children. But surely it is far more reasonable to suppose that such doctrines were not touched upon by Plato, from his perceiving that they could not be carried out, unless the whole frame of society was remodelled; and that he was therefore content to select, what he considered to be the wisest enactments in the existing codes of different states, and to add to them others, against which there would be no prejudice in favour of any prescriptive ideas of right or wrong. Now that Plato did in all probability make such a selection, may be inferred from the facts brought forward by C. F. Hermann, in his two Academic Dissertations, published at Marburg, in 1836, under the titles respectively of "De Vestigis Institutorum Veterum, imprimis Atticorum, per Platonis de Legibus libros indigandis"—and "Juris domestici et familiaris apud Platonem in Legibus cum veteris Graeciae inque primis Athenarum institutis comparatio."

With regard to the matter of the treatise, it is to be regretted that Plato did not, what he might have done very easily, treat it in a more formal manner, by detailing the duties which men owe to the gods, to themselves, and their fellow-creatures; and by mentioning what rewards and punishments ought to be assigned for deeds of a virtuous and contrary character. Instead, however, of adopting so obvious and almost necessary a plan, he has thought proper to imitate the desultory conversation of a garrulous old age, and to make one third of the treatise little more than an Introduction to the remainder; where, while some laws are introduced with an elaborate preface, others are dismissed without any; and instead of the rights of persons and things being defined within strongly marked limits, they seem to be discussed just as his fancy led the writer to touch upon each question, no matter how important, or the reverse.

Of this inattention to the natural order, in which the subjects should have been taken, no better proof can be furnished than by referring to the passage in ix. § 13, where it is stated that—"It is necessary to lay down laws for men, and for them to live according to law, or else to differ in no respect from animals in the wildest state of nature;"—a sentiment, which ought to have been prominently brought forward at the very commencement of the treatise, and made the basis of all legislation; and an additional support would have been thus given to the doctrine, broached in the Protagoras, that laws are required to check the weakness and
INTRODUCTION.

the depravity of human nature. Instead, however, of assuming a broad basis like this, on which to build the superstructure of his code, Plato commences with an inquiry of a very limited kind—although well suited to the institutions of Crete and Lacedæmon, which appear to have had a great affinity with each other—whether the fortitude exhibited in war is any and what part of virtue; an inquiry that ought rather to have found a place, where laws are laid down relating to the duties of soldiers, who should have been urged to take as their rule of conduct, the sentiment expressed by Bias, and subsequently by Horace,

Oderunt pecare boni virtutis amore.

The good, through love of virtue, hate to sin.

In defence, however, of this want of method, Cousin has boldly stepped forward, and asserted that, despite an appearance to the contrary, there is to be found in the Laws a perfect regularity, which reveals itself to those, who study that treatise attentively; while they, who are not sufficiently versed in the philosophy of Plato, will doubtless be unable to follow the thread of the discourse, when it seems to be broken by numerous digressions; for the art, which reigns through the whole treatise, is a kind of snare for a reader of modern times, or a labyrinth with its thousand intricacies, totally unlike the regular and easy road laid down by modern writers on jurisprudence.

What credence this assertion of Cousin may gain with others, I know not; but to myself it is far less satisfactory than his defence of the prefaces to the different Laws, with which Seneca found such fault. For, as Cousin remarks correctly, Plato adopted them, to show that the law-giver ought to treat men, as creatures of reason, and possessing free-will; and that he should employ persuasion as well as force; and explain the moral intention of the laws he introduces; and found the obedience to them rather on the light of reason than the dread of punishment. This very doctrine had indeed, according to Cicero, De Legg. ii. 6, been inculcated by Charondas and Zaleucus; but it was left for Plato to enforce it with greater power, and to put it in a clearer light.

Although there are not a few subjects, dispersed through the whole treatise, that can scarcely fail to excite the surprise of a modern reader, the one most conspicuous perhaps is that relating to the importance attached to the cultivation of music and dancing, as something beyond a mere amusement and accomplishment, as they are deemed at present. For though it may be true, that certain kinds of music, even without words, have a tendency to elevate and purify the soul, and to prevent it from seeking a gratification in grovelling and gross pursuits, yet it may be fairly doubted whether any one was ever corrupted by music alone; although he might be by witnessing the dancing, which travellers tell us is to be seen
even at this day in Spain and other countries on the shores of the Mediterranean, and which is evidently only the still surviving remnant of the Satyric dance of the olden time.

The last point to which it is requisite to draw the reader's attention, is the diminutive size of the state, for which Plato has framed his elaborate code of laws. For though it is true, as remarked by Cousin, that it faithfully represents the spirit of the times, when persons legislated for small republics, yet Plato must have known, from what he had seen or heard of, that it would be impossible to preserve his chosen number of 5040 families and the lands assigned to them, even should the increase of births be remedied by emigration, or the population suddenly diminished by pestilence or famine; and it was therefore not without reason, that at the close of the treatise he looks forward to some power to preserve, what he felt, no doubt, carried within itself the germs of future decay, which the largest empires in the East and the smallest republics elsewhere have been destined to feel alike.

As the work of Cousin is not likely to be readily accessible to the readers of this translation, I have transcribed from his note on v. § 8, p. 171, the list of the 59 divisors of 5040, which is more correct and full than the one given by Cornarius.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 28, 30, 35, 36, 40, 42, 45, 48, 56, 60, 63, 70, 72, 80, 84, 90, 105, 112, 120, 126, 140, 144, 168, 180, 210, 240, 252, 280, 315, 336, 360, 420, 504, 560, 630, 720, 840, 1008, 1260, 1680, 2520.

For a similar reason I have extracted the parallelisms between the Laws of Plato and Holy Writ, as they are noticed in "Luxdorphiama e Platone," which Olaus Wormius edited at Copenhagen in 1790, although some of them might be omitted, as being irrelevant; while in lieu of the pages of ed. Lugd. 1590, I have substituted those of ed. Steph.

Legg. i. p. 626, E. = Proverb. xvi. 32; p. 636, C. = Roman. i. 26; p. 637, E. = Coloss. iii. 11; iv. 6.
Legg. v. p. 728, A. = S. Matth. xvi. 26; p. 732, A. = Roman. i. 22; p. 738, E. = S. Matth. vi. 22; p. 742, C. = Levit. xxv. 35.
Legg. vii. p. 823, E. = Jerem. xvi. 16.
Legg. ix. p. 856, C. = Deut. xxiv. 16; p. 873, D. = Exod. xxi. 28.
Legg. x. p. 885, A. = Rom. i. 20; Psal. xix. 1—4; p. 904, C. = S. Matth. vi. 22; 905, B. = Psal. cxxxix. 2—10.
Legg. xi. p. 924, E. = Deuter. xxv. 5.
Legg. xii. p. 953, E. = S. Matth. xxvii. 7; Genes. xxiii. 11.
THE LAWS.

BOOK I.

PERSONS OF THE DIALOGUE.

AN ATHENIAN GUEST, CLINIAS OF CRETE, AND MEGILLUS OF LACEDÆMON.

[1.] Has a god, or some man, obtained from you, O guests, (the same of being) the cause of the laying down of laws?

Clin. A god, O guest, a god, to say what is most just; with us indeed, Zeus; but amongst the Lacedæmonians, from whose country is this person here, I think, they mention Apollo.1 Is it not so?

Megil. It is.

Athen. Say you then, according to Homer,2 that Minos did constantly on the ninth year3 go to a conference with his father, and according to the oracular responses given by him, lay down the laws found in your states?

Clin. It is so said by us; and, likewise, that his brother Rhadamanthus—for you have heard the name—was the most just [of men]. Now we Cretans would say that he obtained this praise from his distributing at that time things pertaining to justice in an upright manner.

1 There is not a little difficulty in φάναι τούτους. For τούτους could hardly follow παρὰ Λακεδαιμονίους. Ficinus has "Apollinem dicturos istos existimo." Taylor, "I think Apollo dictated the laws."

2 Od. xix. 178, Μίδως ἐννέωρος βασιλεὺς Δίως μεγάλου δαιμόνιος.

3 Ficinus, "semp er per novennium," as if he had found in his MSS. εὐνοοῦν ἰδάστορι δη ἱετοῦ ἱτούς. This interpretation is adopted by Boeckh on Pseudo-Platon. Minos, § 13. But Ast prefers the account given by Valerius Maxim. i. 2, "Minos—nono quoque anno—a Jove—traditas sibi leges prærogat."
Athen. And honourable is the renown, and very becoming to the son of Zeus. But since both you and this person here have been brought up in legal institutions of this kind, I expect it will not be unpleasant for us at present to have a dissertation, by speaking and hearing respecting a form of government and laws, and at the same time to be taking a walk. Now the way from Cnosus to the cavern and temple of Jupiter is, as we hear, altogether sufficient, and the resting-places along the road are, as is proper, during the present sultry weather, shady amongst lofty trees; and it will be suited to our age to rest in them frequently, and by relieving each other during the conversation, to go in this way through the whole walk with ease.

Clin. There are indeed, O guest, to a person as he goes on, in the groves cypress-trees of wondrous height and beauty, and meadows, in which while we rest, we may discourse.

[2.] Athen. Speak you correctly?

Clin. Entirely so; and we shall say so more, on seeing them. But let us go with a good fortune.

Athen. Be it so. But tell me, why has the law ordained for your joint-feasts gymnastic exercises and the handling of arms?

Clin. I conceive, O guest, that it is easy—even for every one—to apprehend these customs of ours. For you see that the nature of the whole country of Crete is not a plain, like that of Thessaly. On this account, they make use of horses more; but we of running. Now as this irregular ground is more adapted to the exercise of foot-races, it is necessary for a person in such a case to have light arms, and not to run holding what has a weight. Now the lightness of bows and arrows seems to be fitted (for this). All these therefore have been adopted by us in war; and all this has the legislator, as it appears to me, looking to this point, ordained; especially...

---

1 In lieu of ἰκανῆ, I should prefer ὅν κακὴ “not bad—”

2—3 Ficinus, finding probably a difficulty in the words καὶ παυρί, has neglected them; and so after him has Taylor. The sense requires either the omission of καὶ, or the reading καὶ παυδί “even to a child.” On the loss or confusion of παῖς in this formula, see at Phileb. § 32.

3—4 The Greek is ἐὰν γὰρ ἀνώμαλος αὐτοῦ, where γὰρ and αὐτοῦ are equally unintelligible. They are omitted by Ficinus, who has “haec inequalis est.”

4—4 Ficinus has, what the sense requires, “ne pondere suo ensimum impedit.” At all events μη βάρος ἔχουσα are superfluous after ἰλαφρά—
since he nearly seems to have instituted the joint feasts, through perceiving how all persons, when engaged in war, are then compelled by the thing itself, for the sake of their own defence, to feast at that time together. In truth, he appears to me to have condemned the multitude of stupidity, for their not learning that there is constantly through life a war to all with all states. Now if during the time of war it was necessary to feast in common for the sake of defence, and for certain persons, both rulers and ruled, to be drawn up as their defenders, this should be done in the time of peace likewise. For that, which most men call peace, is only a name; but in reality there is a war, not proclaimed by a herald, according to nature, to all against all states. For by thus considering, you will almost discover, that the Cretan legislator has, looking to war, ordained for us all institutions both public and private, and ordered us to guard the laws in such a manner, as if nothing else were useful, either of possessions or pursuits, unless one became victorious in war, and all the goods of the vanquished became the property of the victors.

[3.] Athen. You appear to me, O guest, to have been well practised in seeing through the laws of Crete. But tell me still more clearly this. For by the definition you have laid down of a well-regulated state, you seem to me to say that one ought to administer it, so arranged in order, as to be victorious over the rest of states in war. Is it not so?

Clin. Just so; and I think it will seem so to this person here.

Megil. For how can any Lacedemonian whatever, O thou divine man, answer otherwise?

Athen. Whether, then, is this right in the case of states towards states, but otherwise in the case of one village towards another?

Clin. By no means otherwise.

Athen. But it is the same?

Clin. Yes.

--- The words τοῦτον τῶν χρόνων are perfectly unnecessary after the preceding τόιτε.

--- Instead of πάσαις the train of ideas leads to πάσι, as shown by the preceding πάσι πρὸς ἀπάσαις τὰς πόλεις.

--- The words within brackets, in Greek, ὃν γὰρ ἔφεβον ἔθουν, are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor; who here, as elsewhere, has paid attention to the original.
Athen. What then, is it the same in the case of one family towards another family, and in the case of one man towards another?

Clin. The same.

Athen. But in the case of a person towards himself, shall we consider him in that of an enemy towards an enemy? Or, how shall we say?

Clin. O Athenian guest,—for I am not willing to call you Attic, because you appear to me rather to deserve to be called after the name of the goddess Minerva,—you have, by correctly carrying back the reasoning to its principle, made it clearer; so that you will more easily discover that it has just now been rightly said, that all persons are enemies to all, both publicly and privately, and each individual to himself.

Athen. How hast thou, O wonderful man, said this?

Clin. And these, too, O guest; it is the first and best of all victories for a man to conquer himself; but to be vanquished by himself is of all things the most shameful and vile. For these words signify that there is a war in each of us against ourselves.

Athen. Let us then turn back our discourse. For, since each of us is one better and another worse than himself, shall we say that a family, and a village, and a state, have this same thing in them, or not?

Clin. Do you mean that (one) is better than itself in some things, and the other worse?

Athen. Yes.

Clin. Concerning this too you have rightly inquired. For

1 Namely, Athéné. Plato meant to say that the guest was Athéné-like, not merely born in Attica, where there were many persons not at all like Athéné, the goddess of wisdom.

2 Ficinus has "et," answering to kai in MS. Voss. alone.

3 Ast explains kai ἐνταῦθα by "in the latter case," viz. of an individual. But ἐνταῦθα could hardly be thus applied. There is doubtless some error here.

4 Namely, "to conquer and be conquered." Ast.

5 Instead of δ ἐν—δ ἐκ, which could scarcely thus follow εἰς ἱκαστὸς

6 Ast says that τὶς μὲν is to be supplied in the first clause, answering to τὶς ἐκ in the second, and refers to Heusde Specim. Crit. p. 76, Heind. on Gorg. § 24, and Hermann on Viger. p. 699.

7 Ficinus has, "non enim minus civitatis id contingit; immo
a thing of this kind occurs very and much, not the least in states. For, in the case of those, in which the better conquer the multitude and the worse, such a city would be correctly said to be better than itself, and be most justly praised for such a victory. But the contrary where the contrary (occurs).

Athen. Now the question, whether the worse is at any time more excellent than the better, let us lay aside; for it would be a long discussion; but for the present I understand what is asserted by you; that sometimes citizens of the same family and of the same city, being unjust and numerous, will, by coming together, forcibly attack the just, fewer in number, and enslave them; and that, when they conquer, the city may be justly said to be inferior to itself, and at the same time depraved; but, when they are conquered, better than itself, and good.

Clin. What is now said, guest, is very strange; but yet it is most necessary to confess it.

[4.] Athen. Hold then, and let us again consider this. Many brothers may surely be born from one man and from one (woman). Nor is it at all wonderful that the greater part of them should be unjust, and the lesser just.

Clin. It is not.

Athen. Nor will it be proper for me and you to investigate this, that, when the base vanquish, both the family and every kind of relationship may be called inferior to themselves, but better than themselves, when the base are vanquished. For we do not investigate these things at present for the sake of some elegance or inelegance in words, according to the discourse of many, but for the sake of discovering what is a natural rectitude and error in the case of laws.

Clin. You speak most truly, O guest.

Megil. To me too so much appears to be well said.

Athen. Let us look into this likewise. Can any one become a judge of the brothers just spoken of?

Clin. Doubtless.

Athen. Which then will be the better judge? He, who cuts off such of them as are bad, and orders the good to

\[\text{maxime in eis perspicuum,} \text{ which is far more intelligible than the Greek, πάνω γάρ ἐστι καὶ σφόδρα τὸ τοιοῦτον ὃ ἥκει τὰ ἡμῖν εἰς τὰς πόλεις.}\]

\[\text{1 On the omission of γυναικός, Ast refers to Schaefer on Bos Ellips. p. 93.}\]

\[\text{2 Instead of πλείστωνδ' ἑν δύο MSS. πλείους, similar to "plures" in Ficin.}\]
govern themselves? or he, who causes the good to govern, but suffers the bad to live, being willing to be governed? But let us mention a third judge, if such there be, with respect to virtue; who, receiving a single clan at difference with itself, will not destroy any person; but, after having reconciled the parties, will lay down for them laws relating to each other, and be able so to guard them, that they may be on friendly terms.

Clin. Such a judge and legislator would be the better by far.

Athen. And he would frame laws for them, looking to a purpose contrary to war.

Clin. This indeed is true.

Athen. But what is he, who brings a state together? Would he, by looking to external war, better put in order its life than (by looking) to the wars produced constantly within itself, which is called sedition? which every one would particularly wish not to occur in his own state; and when it has occurred, to be released from it as quickly as possible?

Clin. (By looking), it is evident, to this (the latter).

Athen. Whether would any one choose that peace should result from sedition, through one party being destroyed, and the other victorious, or that, by peace and friendship resulting from a reconciliation, they should necessarily direct their attention to external wars?

Clin. Every one would rather wish it to happen to his own state in this way than in that.

Athen. Would not a legislator too in a similar manner?

Clin. How not?

Athen. Would not every one lay down all laws for the sake of that which is best?

Clin. How not?

Athen. But neither war nor sedition is the best of things, 3—for to be in want of these is a thing to be prayed for—but

1 Ficinus has "cum altera pars victoria potita sit," which led Stephens to alter τῶν ποτίσων, hitherto found in all the MSS., into τῶν ἐπίσων as the sense evidently requires.

2 This "necessarily" seems rather strange, instead of "more readily."

1—3 Ficinus, unable to understand ἀπευκτόν δι’ τὸ δεηθήμα τοῦτων, renders these words, "omnes enim deprecantur ne quid horum sibi in eundum sit." Taylor's version, "for to be in want of these is execrable," shows by its closeness the absurdity of the original. Plato wrote ἀπευκτόν, as I have translated.
peace with, and kindly feelings towards, each other. Moreover, for a state to vanquish itself, is not, it seems, one of the best, but of necessary things; just as if any one should think a body in sickness would, when meeting with medicinal cleansing, be then doing the best, but should pay no attention to the body, which needed (the cleansing) not at all. Should any one in like manner have his thoughts directed to the happiness of a state or an individual, he will never become correctly a statesman, while looking only and primarily to external war; nor will he be an accurate legislator, unless he lays down laws respecting war for the sake of peace, rather than laws respecting peace, for the sake of war.

[5.] Cin. This reasoning, O guest, appears somehow to have been stated correctly. But still, I wonder whether the institutions existing with us, and still more those relating to Lacedemon, have not given rise to all care for the sake of those things. Athen. This may perhaps be the case. We ought not, however, to contest the matter at present in a harsh manner; but quietly to ask questions, as both we and they have especially an interest in things of this kind. Do ye then keep pace with my discourse. In the first place, we will place before you Tyrtæus—who was by birth an Athenian, but afterwards a fellow-citizen with these persons here; and who has the most of all men been engaged on these points—where he says, “I would not bear in recollection the man, nor hold him in any account, not though he were the most wealthy of men, and possessed many good things,”—and he enumerates nearly all,—“who is not always the best in the affairs of war.” For you have surely heard of his poetry. For this person here is, I think, saturated with them.

1 Before “just as if,” in Greek ἀντεισαμοταυμίους κατ’ εἶ, Ficinus inserts “putare autem optimum civitatis statum in pugnando et vincendo consistere,” adopted tacitly, as usual, by Taylor.
2 Instead of ὅρθως, Boeckh suggested, and Ast approved of, ὅρθος, so that πολιτικὸς ὅρθος might correspond to νομοθήκης ἀκριβῆς. Stalbaum is, however, content with ὅρθως, which he would perhaps translate, with Ficinus, “evera.” But such is not the meaning of the word.
3 Tyrtæus was an elegiac poet, lame, and despised by the Athenians. The oracle of Apollo, however, ordered the Lacedæmonians to use him as their general, in the war in which they were then engaged with the Messenians. Arriving at Lacedæmon, he did by his poetry so animate the Lacedæmonians, that they vanquished the Messenians. He flourished a. c. 684. T.
Megil. Entirely so.
Clin. And they have reached us likewise, having been brought from Lacedæmon.

Athen. Come then, let us interrogate in common this poet somehow in this fashion. Thou, most divine poet, Tyrtaeus,—for you appear to us to be wise and good, because you have celebrated excellently well those, who excel in war,—and as myself, and this person here, and Clinias the Cnossian, happen, as we seem, to agree very much with you in this particular,—we wish to know clearly, whether we are speaking about the same men or not,—do tell us, whether you too think, as we do, that there are two kinds of war? Or how (say you)? To this I think that a man, much inferior to Tyrtaeus, would say the truth, that there are two kinds; one, which we now call sedition, which is the most grievous of all wars, as we just now asserted; but the other kind of war, which we employ in our differences with those out of the state, and of a different tribe, we will lay down, as being milder than the other.

Clin. How not?
Athen. Come now, (inform us) what men, and for what kind of war, have you so transcendently praised (some) and blamed others. For you appear to have praised those (engaged) in a foreign (war). For you have said in your poems thus—that you by no means endure those,

Who dare not upon gory slaughter look,
Nor with the hand, close standing, clutch the foe.

Hence, as an inference, we should say that you, Tyrtaeus, are praising, it seems, those, who have been eminently conspicuous in a foreign and external war. Surely he would say this and confess it.

Clin. How not?
Athen. But we, although these are good, assert that those are far better, who are conspicuously the best in the greatest war. We have too the poet Theognis as a witness, a citizen of Megara in Sicily, who says,

---

1 On the omission of τοῦς μὲν in the first clause, to be supplied from τοῦς δὲ in the second, see above, § 3, n. 6.
2 — 2 In lieu of πρὸς τοῦς ἱερὸς, Boeckh was the first to suggest, what the context requires, τοῦς πρὸς τὸν ἱερὸς —
The man, who, when the strife of party's high,
Is faithful, is in gold and silver worth
His weight.

Now, such a one we say is in a more difficult war altogether superior to the other, by nearly as much as justice, temperance, and prudence, when coming to the same point, are superior \(^1\) to fortitude (by itself alone).\(^1\) For no one can be found faithful and sound in seditions, without the whole of virtue. But, as Tyrtaeus says, there are a great number of mercenaries who fight \(^2\) standing firmly with their legs apart, \(^2\) and die willingly in battle—among whom are the most \(^3\) bold, and unjust, and insulting, \(^3\) and nearly \(^4\) the most thoughtless of all (men) except some very few. But to what does this story tend? And what did he wish to render clear, when he said this? It was evidently this above all; that both he, who laid down laws here from Zeus, and every one else, from whom there is even a little advantage, will lay down his laws, while always looking for the most part to nothing else than the greatest virtue. But it is, as Theognis says, a faithfulness in things of dread, which a person may denominate perfect justice; but that, which Tyrtaeus has praised so highly, is indeed beautiful, and opportunely celebrated by the poet, yet it may most rightly be called the fourth in number and in the power of being in honour.

[6.] \textit{Clin.} Shall we, O guest, throw \(^5\) our legislator away amongst the remote legislators?

\textit{Athen.} Not (him)\(^6\) indeed, most excellent man, but ourselves, should we imagine, that both Lycurgus and Minos laid down their laws in Lacedaemon and here, looking especially to war.

\(^1\) In lieu of \textit{μετ' ἀνδρίας}, Proclus on Rep. p. 402, has preserved \textit{αὐτὴς μόνης τῆς ἀνδρίας}, first pointed out by Boeckh, whom Ast has followed. Stalbaum is content with the common reading.

\(^2\) On this gesture of a man fighting see Homer, II. xii. 458.

\(^3\) In confirmation of the character given here to mercenary soldiers, it is sufficient to refer to Thucydides, vii. 29.

\(^4\) Clemens Alexandr. correctly omits \textit{σχέδων ἀπαντῶν}, words quite superfluous, when followed by \textit{ἐκτὸς ὅ τινος μάλα διίγων}.

\(^5\) Ficinus has "rejiciens"—which leads to \textit{ἀποβαλλόμεν} in lieu of \textit{ἀποβάλλομεν}.

\(^6\) Ficinus has, "Non illum—sed nos ipsos—" as if he had read in MS. \textit{Ὀχὶ ἡμεῖς ὑπὶ ἵκινον}, what the antithesis requires.
Clin. What then, (and) how ought we to say?

Athen. As truth and justice, I think, require those to speak, who discourse about a divine (republic). Not looking to some part of virtue, and that the most trifling, but to the whole of virtue, he laid down, and according to their species to seek the laws, not what those seek who place species before those now—for that, of which each person is in want, does he laying aside seek; one, the laws about inheritances; another, those about sole heiresses; another, those about an assault; and others, about ten thousand other matters of a similar kind. But we assert that the inquiry about laws is the business of those, who properly inquire, as we have just now begun (to do). And I am in every way delighted with your attempt to give an explanation on the subject of laws. For it is right to begin from virtue, by asserting that for its sake a person has laid down laws. But when you said that the legislator had laid down all (laws) with reference to a part of virtue, and this too the least, you did not appear to me to speak correctly any longer; and on this account did I speak all this subsequent speech. Do you, then, wish me to say in what

1— Such is Taylor’s translation of the Latin of Ficinus; who seems to have found in his MS. the Scholium, discovered in other MSS. also, where it is stated that πολίτειας is to be supplied after θείας. But as such an ellipse would be inadmissible, Stephens suspected that something was wanting in the Greek—Ωσπερ το τ’ ἄληθες, οἷμαι, καί το δικαιον ἐνιπ γε θείας διαλεγομένους λίγεν, literally, “As (it is meet) for those, I think, who converse about a divine, to say what is true and just”—for χρή might be supplied from the preceding speech of Clinias.

2— Such is the literal translation of the Greek text, given by Beccker and Stalbaum. Ficinus has, what is not quite so unintelligible—ipsos replica esse putandum, et per singulas earum species leges quasasse, nec eas species investigasse, quas multi modo proponentes quaerunt.” From whence Stephens was led to read δικαιον, found subsequently in one MS., and to suggest the insertion of πολλοί before τῶν νῦν—As however would supply πολίτειών after τῶν νῦν, and alter ζητειν αὑτῶν into ζητεῖν αὑτῶν (the lawgiver), so that there may be a change from a direct to an indirect form of speech. What Plato really wrote it is difficult to state positively, but it is easy to see what is required by the natural connexion of ideas.

3 Ficinus, unable, I suspect, to understand παραθέμενος, has omitted it in his version, “id enim quisque maxime quaerere solet, quo maxime indiget.

4— The Greek words καί τιναίρην are omitted by Ficinus.
manner. 1 I am still willing for you to speak in detail, and myself to hear. 1

Clin. Entirely so, O guest.

Athen. It is proper to assert that the laws of the Cretans are not vainly held in very great esteem by all the Greeks. For they are in a correct state by their making those, who use them, happy; for they impart every good. Now there are two kinds of good; one human, and the other divine; and the former hangs upon the divine; and if any state receives the greater, it possesses likewise the lesser; but if not, it is deprived of both. But the lesser are those, of which health is the leader, beauty the second in order, and strength for running, and all other movements of the body, the third; but the fourth is, Plutus, (wealth,) 2 not blind indeed, 3 but seeing acutely, if it follows prudence. Now that which is the first good (and) 4 the leader of the divine, is prudence; but the second, after intellect, 5 is a temperate habit of the soul; from these (two) mixed up with fortitude, 6 the third in order will be justice; and the fourth, fortitude. Now all these are naturally arranged before those, and so must they be arranged by the lawgiver; 7 and after these he must enjoin upon the citizens the other ordinances that look to these. 7

1—1 The version of Finicus—"te nobis distinguere voluissem," is followed implicitly by Taylor.
2—2 The same order is repeated in the Laws, ii. § 6, and in Gorg. p. 451, E. § 14, where it is assigned to a Scillon preserved by Athenæus, xv. p. 694.
3 On the blindness of Plutus see Aristophanes in the play of that name, and Plato Rep. viii. p. 554, B. § 8. Theophrastus, says the Scholiast, observed, that if Wealth had life, it would come only to the good; but now, since it is without life, it falls to the bad likewise.
4—4 Instead of αὖ, which has no meaning here, and is omitted by Theodorus, the sense requires καὶ—while ἄγαθῶν in two MSS., in lieu of ἄγαθον, answers to "bonorum," in Finicus.
5 Since νοοὶ seems to be here the same as φρονησίς, it is not easy to understand why Plato made use of two different words instead of repeating the same one. MS. Voss. and Theodorus read μετὴ νοοὶ, similar to the subsequent μετὰ ἀνθρώπων.
6 In the enumeration of the four cardinal virtues, each is generally considered to stand alone, not, as here, one to be mixed up with another one.
7—1 The Greek is μετὰ δὲ ταῦτα τὰς ἄλλας προσφάτες τοις πολιτικῶς εἰς ταῦτα βλέπουσας αὐτοῖς εἶναι διακινδυνώσαν—where I cannot make out either syntax or sense; nor could, I think, Finicus; whose version is—
But of these the human look to the divine, and all the divine to their leader intellect. And he ought to have a care respecting marriages contracted by each other, and after these in the procreation and education of children, such as are male and female, and likewise of those still young, and of those advancing in years to old age, and to hold correctly in honour and dishonour; directing, in all the intercourse of these persons, his attention to their pains, and pleasures, and desires, and eagerness in all matters of love; and acting as a guard over them to blame and praise correctly through the laws themselves. In the case of anger and fear, and what perturbations soever in the soul arise through misfortune, and whatever escapes from them exist in prosperity; and whatever sufferings happen to men through disease, or wars, or poverty, or the contraries to these, in all such occasions he must teach and define what is beautiful, or not, in the arrangement of each. And after this, it is necessary for the legislator to watch over the property and expenditure of the citizens, in whatever way it may take place, and the unions and separations from each other in all persons (acting) with their free will or without it; and to have an eye to what is just or not, and in what things it exists or is wanting, and to distribute honours to those who obey the laws, but to inflict upon those, who do not obey, punishments ordained (by law); until, having reached the end of all polity, he shall perceive in what manner it is meet for the burial of the dead to take place, and what honours to pay to them. And after perceiv-

"et mandet omnibus ut semper ad hae ipsae respiicentes in singulis operentur"—thus translated by Taylor, "and should command the citizens to look to these divine goods in all their actions."

1. This passage, says Boecekh, is most difficult and corrupt. Viger on Ensebius, Præp. Ev. xii. p. 589, wished to transpose ἡμιὰ δὲ ταῦτα—
and to place these words before παρίτι τα γάμονες— For he found in Ficinus—"curet præterea oportet nuptias inter civis et generationes."

2. After "dishonour" there is evidently something wanting, supplied by Ficinus; whose version is, "et eos, qui recte in hisce se gerunt, ut decet, honorat"—adopted, as usual, by Taylor; who has in the sentences following been content, without looking at the Greek, to translate the Latin translation of Ficinus, as altered by Grynaeus; for the genuine one has, "contra vero dolores, voluptates, cupiditates in omni conversatione vituperet; considerabit etiam diligententer, ad quae studia quemque raptat amor; rectaque officia per leges laudabit, vituperabit contraria."
ing, he who has laid down the laws shall place over them all, as guardians, some persons on account of their prudence, and some who have gone through a truthful reputation; so that intellect, binding all these together, may exhibit them as following temperance and justice, and not riches or ambition. In this manner, O guests, I did wish, and still do wish now, that you would explain how all these particulars exist in the laws said to be from Zeus, and in those of the Pythian Apollo, which both Minos and Lycurgus laid down; and how, after they have assumed a certain order, they become evident to a person skilled in the business of law, either through art or certain customs; while to us, the rest of mankind, they are by no means apparent.

[7.] Clin. How then, O guest, ought we to speak of what comes after these?

Athen. It appears to me that we ought to go through again from the beginning, as we have begun (in part), in the first place, the pursuits of fortitude; and afterwards we will go through another species of virtue, and again another, if you are willing; and that we may go through the first subject, we will endeavour, by laying down a pattern, and conversing about the others in this way, to make for ourselves a beguilement of the road; and afterwards we will show, if God is willing, that the things relating to the whole of virtue look thitherward.

Clin. You speak well. Endeavour then, in the first place, to sift for us this praiser of Zeus.

Athen. I will endeavour likewise (to sift) both you and myself. For the discourse is common. Speak therefore. Shall we say that the joint-feasts and gymnastic exercises were invented by the lawgiver for the purposes of war?

Megil.1 Yes.

Athen. And that a third or fourth thing (was invented)?

For perhaps it is necessary for a person thus to make an enumeration respecting those of the rest of virtue, whether it is right to call them of parts, or any thing whatever, only showing clearly what he means.2

1 Boeckh was the first to substitute Megil. for Clin.
2 Such is the literal version of the Greek text, which, I confess, I cannot understand. Ficinus has "Forte enim ita numerare oportet,
Megil. The third thing, as I and any Lacedemonian whatever likewise would say, he discovered was hunting. And a fourth, and even a fifth, thing let us try, if we can, to mention. I then would endeavour to mention the fourth thing, namely, that which takes place to a great extent with us, in the endurance of pain, which occurs constantly in fighting with hands against each other, and in certain snatchings in the midst of many blows. There is, moreover, what is called a concealment, wonderfully laborious as regards endurance (of pain); and the being in winter without shoes and without a bed, and waiting without servants upon themselves, while wandering night and day through the whole country. Still further, in the exercises of naked persons, there is a severe endurance amongst us when contending with the violence of intense heat; and there

1- The words within the numerals Stephens says have been assigned to the Athenian Guest; an arrangement of which both Ast and Baiter approve. Winckelmann however considers the whole sentence to be spurious; but he does not state why, when, or by whom it was interpolated.

2 The Greek is Ἡ πᾶσχον. But Ficinus has "et quinimum:" which leads to Ἡ καὶ πᾶσχον.

3 Ast explains this by saying that the boys at Sparta were taught to steal; but that, if they were detected, they were beaten, not for the theft, but for doing it clumsily; and he refers to Xenophon Laconic. i. 8.

4 Respecting the Spartan κρύπτης Ast refers to Plutarch in Lycurg. p. 36, E.; who says that such of the young men as were supposed to be of a superior mind were sent through the country with small swords and the necessaries of life, but nothing else; and that during the day they concealed themselves, and took their rest in retired spots; but at night they went to the public roads, and murdered such of the Helots as they could lay hold of. A similar account is given in a fragment of Heracleides Ponticus. According to the Scholiast, it was a form of exercise suited for war. For the young men were stript naked, and ordered to wander for a whole year out of the city, among the mountains, and to support themselves by theft, and other stratagems, but in such a manner that no one might detect them. Hence this was called κρύπτης, a concealment; for they were punished if they were at any time discovered.

5 These "naked exercises" took place at the summer solstice; and hence the allusion to the intense heat, to which those, engaged in them, were exposed.
are very many other things \(^1\) (of this kind),\(^1\) in detailing which a person would \(^2\) nearly never cease.\(^2\)

_Athen._ You speak well, O Lacedæmonian guest. But come, whether shall we put down fortitude as a contest merely with fears and pains? or with desires likewise and pleasures, and certain vehement fawnings of flattery, which soften \(^3\) the minds of those, who deem themselves objects of worship, and mould them like wax?\(^4\)

_Megil._ \(^5\) I think thus,\(^5\) (that it is) a contest with all these.

_Athen._ If then we call to mind the previous discourse, this person here said, that both a state is inferior in some things to itself, and \(^6\) a man (to himself).\(^6\) Was it not so, Cnossian guest?

_Clin._ Entirely so.

_Athen._ Now then, whether shall we call him the inferior,\(^7\) who is subdued by pain, or him rather, who is subdued by pleasure?

_Clin._ Him, it appears to me, who is subdued by pleasure. And surely we all much rather say that he, who is vanquished by pleasures, is disgracefully inferior to himself, than he, who (is vanquished) by pains.

_Athen._ Surely the legislator through Zeus and he through Apollo did not lay down by law that fortitude is lame, and able to march against things only on its left hand, but unable (to do so) against elegancies and flatteries on its right hand? or (is it able to march against) both?

_Clin._ Against both, I think.

_Athen._ Let us, then, mention again what those pursuits are, in both of your states, which give a taste of pleasures, and do not avoid them in the same manner, as they do not avoid

---

\(^1\) Ficinus has "multa hujusmodi," as if his MS. read τερπα τοιαύτα.

\(^2\) Ficinus, conceiving perhaps that χυδήν — ὁδὲ — ἰδάστορε could not be united, has "quae non facile quispiam enumeraret," adopted by Taylor.

\(^3\) All the MSS. omit μαλάττουσα, and some too _κηρίνους._ Ficinus has "animos flectunt, et quasi cereos faciunt," which leads to _καμακτούσιν_ ὁλον _κηρίνους_ _πλάττουσιν_; as in vii. 2, p. 789, E., _πλάττειν_ ὁλον _κηρίνου._

\(^4\) Ast quotes opportunely from Horace, "Cereus in vitium flectit."

\(^5\) The words _Olim miν υπερ_ are omitted by Ficinus, and the MS. Z, from which Aldus printed the ed. pr.

\(^6\) Ficinus alone has "et virum aliquem inferiorem se ipso," thus supplying what is requisite to preserve the balance of the sentence.

\(^7\) Instead of κακὸν Boeckh would read κακιον', from "inferiorem" in Ficinus.
pain, but bring persons into the midst of them, (pleasures,) and induce them, partly by force, and partly by honours, to vanquish them. Now where is the same thing ordained in your laws respecting pleasures (as respecting pains)? Let it be stated, what is that, which in your case causes the same persons to be similarly brave, both with respect to pain and pleasures, while they are victorious over those things, in which they ought to be victorious, and to be by no means inferior to enemies the nearest to them and the most difficult (to contend with).

Megil. In the same manner, O guest, as I had the power to mention many laws opposed to pains, I should not thus perhaps possess the means of speaking about pleasures according to their great and conspicuous parts; but according to their small I might perhaps have the means.

Clin. Nor should I be able myself to do any thing of this kind clearly in the case of the laws of Crete.

Athen. This, O ye best of guests, is by no means wonderful. But should any one of us, who is desirous of seeing what is true, and at the same time the best, find fault with anything in the laws of our respective countries, let us receive (the words)¹ from each other not harshly, but with mildness.

Clin. You speak well, O Athenian guest; and we must obey you.

Athen. ² For no other conduct than this² would become men of our age.

Clin. Certainly.

Athen. Whether then a person finds fault rightly or not with the Laconian and Cretan polity, is another question. But perhaps I can better tell what is said by the multitude than either of you can. For although the laws are regulated even moderately well, yet there would be with you one law the most beautiful, not to permit any youth to inquire which laws are well or ill established, but (to ordain) all to proclaim, with one voice, and with one mouth, that they are all beautifully laid down, since the gods were the parties who gave them; and that, if any one says otherwise, persons should not endure

¹ Both the syntax and sense require τὰ ἐπὶ δεχόμεθα, in lieu of ἄπο-δεχόμεθα, similar to τὰ λεγόμενα—δεχόμενω shortly afterwards.

²² The Greek is Ὡ τῷ ὑπὸ—πρέπει τῷ τοιοῦτον. But Ficinus has "Profecto non alter—facere decet," which leads to Ὡ τῷ ὑπὸ—πρέπει τῷ τοιοῦτον.
to hearken to him: and that if any old man has any thoughts respecting them, he shall place his reasons before a ruler and his equals in age, but not in the presence of a young man.

Clin. You speak most properly, O guest: and, like a seer, although you were absent from the then thoughts of the party who laid them down, yet you appear to me to have made a conjecture reasonably correct, and to have spoken what is very true.

Athen. There is then a freedom now from the presence of young men; but we, on account of our old age, are permitted by the lawgiver to speak about the laws among ourselves, without doing any wrong.

Clin. Such is the case. Do not then be remiss at all in reproving our laws. For it is not dishonourable to know aught of what is not beautiful; but by this means it happens that a remedy exists to a party receiving what is said with not an envious feeling, but with a good will.

[8.] Athen. (You speak) correctly. I shall not however speak in reprehension of the laws before diligently considering them to the utmost of my power; or rather, (I shall speak) doubtfully. For upon you alone of all the Greeks and Barbarians, of whom we hear, the legislator has enjoined to abstain from the greatest pleasures and sports, and not to taste them; but on the question of pains and fears, which we have lately discussed, he was of opinion, that if any one should avoid them thoroughly from his infancy, he would, when he came to endure necessary labours, and fears, and pains, avoid those, who are exercised in them, and would become their slave. The same lawgiver ought, I think, to have thought the same respecting pleasures, and to have said to himself that, if the citizens shall from childhood be inexperienced in the greatest pleasures, and be unpractised in bearing up against pleasures, so as not to be compelled to do any thing base for the sake of the sweetness rising from pleasure, they would suffer the same as those, who are vanquished by fear, and become the slaves in a different and still baser manner to those, who are able to bear up against pleasures, and are the masters of what relate to pleasures, although they are sometimes the worst of men; and they would have their soul partly a slave, and partly free, and

1 Instead of καύ the sense requires ἄντι καύ—as I have translated.
be unworthy to be called wholly brave and free. Consider therefore whether aught of what has been now said appears to you to be according to reason.

Clin. It appears so to us somehow, on the speech being spoken. But immediately (and) readily to be confident about questions of such moment would be the act rather of young and senseless persons.

Athen. But if, O Clinias and Lacedæmonian guest, we discuss some one point of those, which we proposed—for after fortitude let us speak of temperance—what difference shall we find between these polities and those, which are laid down at random, as the things relating to war just now?

Megil. It is nearly not easy. But it seems that the joint-feasts and gymnastic exercises have been well invented for both.

Athen. It appears then, O guest, to be a difficult thing for what is incontestable on the question of polities to exist in deed as well as in word. For it seems almost that, as in the case of bodies, it is not possible to order any one regimen for any one body, because the very same thing would be seen to do

1 All the words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, either because they were wanting in his MS., or because he thought them unnecessary; and he is followed tacitly, as usual, by Taylor.
2 I have translated as if the Greek were ΄ΑΛΛ' εί μετά ταῖτα διεξομέν τι ὄν—not ΄ΑΛΛ' εί το μετά ταῖτα διεξομέν ὄν—where το is at variance with the sense, and ὄν with the syntax. Ficinus, "quamadmodum," as if he found in his MS. ός in lieu of ὄν—
3 Such is the literal translation of the words ὃπερ τά περὶ τῶν πόλεμων νῦν δὴ. Taylor has, "in the same manner as we have now spoken about war." Perhaps Plato wrote ὃπερ εἰρήνας περὶ—For ὄν δὴ are perpetually united to a past tense.
4 After Σχίσδων οὗ ῥάσιον Ast would supply εἰπεῖν. But he says nothing about σχίσδων, which could hardly be thus united to οὗ ῥάσιον.
5 Ast refers ἀμφότερος to ἀνδρίαν and σωφροσύνην. But in that case Plato would, I think, have written ἀμφότερος ἀμφότερος: and so perhaps he did.
6 Instead of ἀναμφίσβητος, Ficinus seems to have found in his MS. ἀναμφίσβητον. For his version is "tutum aliquid certumque." Ast, however, says that the adverb is put for the adjective, and refers to his note on μερίζω γίγνεται, in Rep. vi. p. 504, C
7 The Greek is ἦν ὃ ὦτα ὃν—where Ast was the first to object to ὃ, which he says must be referred to ἐπιτηδευμα, to the detriment of the sense. But his correction ὃ ὦτα ὃν—I confess, I cannot understand. I have translated, as if the text were Ἐθομοντα ὃν—for the negative particle is at variance with the train of reasoning, and is properly omitted by Taylor.
an injury to some of our bodies, and a benefit to others, (so too in a state); since these gymnastic exercises and joint-feasts are on many other grounds now beneficial to states, but in seditions are hurtful. This do the children of the Milesians and Boeotians and Thurians make evident. And in truth this very institution, legalized of old, appears to have perverted the natural pleasures of Venus, not only in the case of men, but of beasts. And of such things a person may accuse your cities the first, and such others, as have chiefly adopted gymnastic exercises. And whether one ought to consider things of this kind in a jocose or serious manner, still we must consider that, to the male and female sex, proceeding to a participation in production, the pleasure arising from the act seems to have been imparted according to nature; but, that the copulation of males with males, or of females with females, is contrary to nature; and that the daring attempt of those who first did so, arose from the non-mastery over pleasure. We are all of us indeed bring an accusation against the Cretans, as having invented the story respecting the fable of Ganymede. (For), since their laws are believed by them to have been from Zeus, they have put together this fable against Zeus, in order that they may enjoy this pleasure, by following forsooth the example of the god. But let us bid farewell to although it is acknowledged by Ficinus, “quod aliis probes, aliis obsesse sidem corpori non videatur,” a version that plainly proves his inability to make any sense out of the Greek words before him.

1 The MSS. read βλάπτων τα ἡμῶν, which leads to βλάπτων τι ἡμῶν, for the article could not be repeated after τα μὲν—

2 The words between the numerals, absolutely requisite to complete the sense, are found only in the version of Ficinus, “sic et in civitate.”

3 On the seditions that took place at Thurii and Mileitus, Boeckh and Ast refer to Diodor. Sic. xii. 11, and xiii. 104; but for those that occurred in Boeotia they do not produce any authority, observing merely that many happened there: alluding perhaps to the frequent differences between Thebes and Platae, for example, as detailed by Thucydides; for Thebes itself is stated by Plato, in Criton, § 15, to have been a well-regulated city; and consequently not exposed to seditions.

4 I have adopted Boeckh’s conjectures, πάλαι δὲν νόμομον, in lieu of παλαιὸν νόμομον, and τὰς κατὰ φόσιν instead of καὶ κατὰ τὰς—to which last he was led by finding in Ficinus “naturalēa Venereorum voluptates.”

5 This mention of beasts seems rather strange; for they have not naturally, as men have by law or custom, γυμνᾶσις and συστίσις. Boeckh says that the word θηρίων is introduced hyperbolically, and refers to Legg. xii. p. 942, D. Rep. viii. p. 562, E., 563, C. But an hyperbole would be here out of place. In θηρίων lies hid, I suspect, θεῶν οὖ θηρίων τι—
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the fable; but of those, who direct their attention to law
nearly the whole consideration is with regard to pleasure and
pain, in the case of states and the morals of individuals. For
these two fountains are permitted to flow by nature; from
which he who draws at what place and at what time and
what quantity, he ought, is happy; and so is a state, and an
individual, and every animal: but he, (who draws) unskilful
and at an improper time, will live in a manner the contrary
to that person.

[9.] Megil. This, O guest, is surely said beautifully. Never
theless a want of speech does not lay hold of me as to what
I ought to say against it. Still to me at least it seems corre-
that the Lacedæmonian lawgiver exhorted persons to fly from
pleasures. But with respect to the Cnossian laws, this per-
son here will, if he pleases, assist us. But those at Sparta
relating to pleasures seem to me to be laid down most beau-
fully of all.¹ For that, by which men chiefly fall into the
greatest pleasures and insulting conduct and all kinds of folly
the law casts out from the whole of our country; nor would you
see in the fields or in the cities, over which there is to the
Spartans a care, banquets or such things as attend upon them
and excite, according to their power, every kind of gratifica-
Nor is there one, who, meeting with a person revelling from
intoxication, would not immediately inflict on him the great-
est punishment; nor would he let the party go free, pleading
as an excuse a Dionysiac festival, as I once saw was the case
with your people when (riding) in carts;² and at Tarentum
amongst our colonists, I have seen the whole city intoxicated
during the Dionysiac festival; but with us there is nothing of
the kind.

Athen. O Lacedæmonian guest, all such things are to be
praised, where there are certain endurance of pain; but, when
there is a remission of the latter, the former are rather of a stupid
kind. For some one, defending our institutions, would very
quickly lay hold of you by showing the free manners of your

¹ Vitellius has “optime omnium,” in Greek κάλλιστα πάντων, which
far superior to the unintelligible κάλλιστ’ ἄνθρωπων.
² Plato alludes to the custom of persons riding in carts to and from
places where revelry was going on during the festivals devoted to Dioni-
sus, the god of wine, and cutting their saucy and ribald jokes on the
passers-by. Ast refers to Demosth. on the Crown, p. 268; the Schol.
on Aristoph. Plut. 1615; Harpocration in Πομπείδι, and other authors.
women. Now in all these cases, occurring at Tarentum, and with us, and with you, one answer appears to free them, so that they are not in a bad state, but in a correct one. For every one may answer and say to a stranger, expressing wonder on his beholding what is unusual in his own country—Wonder not, O guest. This law exists amongst us; but with you perhaps there is upon the same points a different one. At present however our discourse is not, O friends, about different men, but about the vice and virtue of the lawgivers themselves. But let us speak more fully about all kind of intoxication. For it is not a thing of a trifling nature; nor to know it thoroughly is it the province of an inferior lawgiver. I am not speaking about drinking wine or not, in general, but about intoxication itself, whether it is to be adopted, as the Scythians and Persians use it, and still more the Carthaginians, and Celts, and Iberians, and Thracians, all of whom are warlike nations; or, as you use it; for you, as you say, abstain from it entirely. But the Scythians and Thracians use it entirely unmixed with water, both women and men, and pour it on their garments, and imagine they are engaged in a beautiful and blessed occupation. But the Persians make much use of other luxuries, which you reject, yet, O thou best of men, in a more orderly manner than these.

Megil. All these, however, we pursue when we take arms into our hands.

Athen. Do not, thou best of men, say this. For many flights and pursuings have been, and will be, without a proof; on which account, we cannot at any time give a clear definition, but (rather) a doubtful one, about occupations honourable or not, when we speak of victory and defeat in battle; especially since the greater states, when fighting, overcome and enslave the lesser; as the Syracusans did the Locrians, who were thought to be regulated by the best laws of all those around that district; and as the Athenians did the Cean, and we could find numberless other instances of a similar kind. But let us endeavour by speaking to persuade ourselves

1 Ficinus has "fundimus atque fugamus," as if his MS. read διώκομεν ἐκ οὐγή instead of διώκομεν ἐκ γέ—
2 Respecting the well-regulated city of the Locrians, whose lawgiver was said to be Zaleucus, Boeckh refers to Bentley on Phalaris; and respecting the Cean, to Heracleides Poli. 49.
of each pursuit taken by itself; and let us for the present put out of the account victories and defeats, and let us state how a pursuit of this kind is honourable, but of that kind not honourable. But first hear from me, how we ought to consider what is useful or not as regards those very things.

Megil. How then say you?

[10.] Athen. All those, who in talking lay hold upon any pursuit and propose to praise or blame it immediately it is enunciated, appear to me to act by no means according to reason: but to do just the same, as if, while one person is praising wheat\(^1\) as good, another should immediately blame it, without having heard either its operation or utility, (and) in what manner, and for what, and with what\(^2\) and how it has itself, and to persons how having themselves, it is useful.\(^3\) The very same thing do we seem to do now in the case of our discourses. For after merely hearing about drunkenness, some of us immediately blame, \(^3\) and others praise\(^3\) it, and very absurdly too; for making use of witnesses and those who praise, we each of us praise,\(^4\) and some of us think we say something decisive, because we adduce many (witnesses); but others, because we see that those, who do not make use of it (wine), are victorious when fighting. But this too has been considered doubtful by us. If then we go through in this manner each of the other laws, it will not be to me at least according to sound sense. But \(^5\) I am desirous of speaking in the manner, which it seems we ought, by endeavouring, if I can, about this very matter\(^6\) [drunkenness],\(^6\) to point out the right road for us in all such cases; since ten thousands upon ten thou-

\(^1\) Instead of \(\tau\nu\rho\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\) Cornarius suggested \(\tau\nu\rho\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\), "cheeses." For this illustration of Plato was obtained from Hippocrates, who says, \(\sigma\nu\pi\rho\omicron\eta\nu\eta\omicron\) \(\epsilon\nu\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\) \(\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicr
sands of nations are in doubt upon these points, and would contend in a discourse with your two states.

_Megil._ If indeed we possess any correct method of inquiry touching these matters, we must not shrink from hearing it.

_Athen._ Let us then consider somehow in this way. Come now, should one person praise the rearing of goats, and the animal itself, as a beautiful possession, but some other person blame it, from having seen goats feeding apart from the goat-herd, in cultivated grounds, and doing mischief, and from seeing that every kind of cattle is either without a ruler, or under bad rulers, should thus find fault, should we hold that the blame of such a person has blamed any thing whatever soundly?

_Megil._ How should we?

_Athen._ But is a commander-in ships, who possesses merely nautical skill, useful, should he be troubled with sickness or not? or how shall we say?

_Megil._ By no means (useful); should he have in addition to his skill the suffering you mention.

_Athen._ And what is the commander of armies? Is he competent to command, if he possesses the science of war, although he may be timid in danger, and be sick with the drunkenness of fear.

_Megil._ How can he?

_Athen._ But what if he does not possess the art, and is timid?

_Megil._ You are speaking of a person, who is in every respect vile, and by no means a ruler of men, but of some very women.

---

1. The words within the numerals are omitted by Taylor, although found in the version of Ficinus—"damnunque facere."

2. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, omits the words between the numerals. Perhaps Plato wrote ἵδων ὑπεκρίνεται, not ἵδων ὑπάρχει, i. e. "seeing every animal doing the same thing."

3. As the same commander cannot be in two ships at the same time, one would prefer ἵνα πλοῖος, "in sailings," unless it be said that πλοῖος means here "a fleet of many ships" under one commander.

4. Such is the literal version of the Greek. Taylor's translation is, "This passion, which you speak of, is not in any respect connected with the nautical art."

5. Although Ast endeavours with some learning to defend this violent expression, yet one would wish that MSS. had given ὑπὸ μίθης, ὡς ὑπὸ ὀφθαλμὸν ναυτικ, i. e. "be sick with fear, as with drunkenness."

6. As the whole train of argument has a reference to a commander merely, and not to the persons, over whom he has the command, there is probably some error here, which it would not be difficult to correct.
Athen. But what (say you) of him, who praises or blames a community, over which is naturally a ruler, and which with him (the ruler) is useful? 1 But he, who has never seen it in communion with a ruler over itself, but always without a ruler, or in communion with bad rulers, 2 can we imagine that such inspectors of such communities 2 will blame or praise anything usefully?  
Megil. 3 How can those, who have never seen or been connected with any one of such-like communities rightly constituted? 3  
Athen. Attend then. Out of many communities, shall we not lay down, that fellow-drinkers and fellow-drinkings are a certain single association?  
Megil. Yes, very much so.  
Athen. Has any one then ever seen this existing in a proper manner? Now it is easy for you to answer, that no one has ever (seen it) at any time; for it is neither according to your country nor laws. But I have met with many, and in many places; and moreover I have diligently inquired, as I may say, about all; and I have seen or heard of scarcely one whole (community) existing correctly. And though (there are) a few and small portions, 4 yet the whole together, so to say, are for the most part in error. 4  
Clin. How say you, guest, this? Speak still more clearly. For we, as you say, through our inexperience in such matters, would perhaps, even when meeting with them, not immediately know what in them is right or not.  
Athen. You say what is reasonable; but, while I am speaking, do you endeavour to learn. Do you then acknowledge, that, in all associations and communions of any doings whatever, it is proper everywhere for each to have a commander?  
Clin. How not?

1 Before ὁ δὲ μὴ θ᾽ ἵππακως there seems to be something wanting.  
2—3 The words between the numerals Taylor has omitted after Ficinus; who saw that τῶν τοιούτων θεωροῦσι could not be said of persons, who had not seen at all. Hence we must insert ὅβ before θεωροῦσι, i. e. “non-inspectors.” Compare τὰς ὅβ πολιτείας in viii. § 3, p. 832, B.  
3—4 Here again Taylor follows to the letter the abbreviated version of Ficinus. “Quo pacto id faciet, qui nunquam societatem recte gubernatam perspexerit?”  
4—4 Or we may render the Greek, τὰ πολλὰ δὲ ἕμπανθε, ὅς εἰπεῖν, διηρτημένα: “the majority are entirely, so to say, in error.”
Athen. But we have just now said, that the commander of persons fighting ought to be brave.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Now the brave man is less disturbed by fears than towards are.

Clin. And this too is so.

Athen. If there were any plan of placing a general over an army, who was not at all timid, nor confused, should we not have done so by all means?

Clin. Most certainly.

Athen. But we are now speaking not of a person about to command an army amongst associations of men, the foes of foes during a war, but of friends, sharing during a peace in the kind feelings of friends.

Clin. Right.

Athen. But an association of this kind, if it is attended with drunkenness, will not be without confusion. Is it not so?

Clin. How should it be (without)? ¹ Nay, I imagine quite the contrary.

Athen. In the first place then they have a need of a ruler.

Clin. How not, as for any thing else?

Athen. Must one then furnish a ruler, if possible, not confused?

Clin. How not?

Athen. And he ought, it seems, to be thoughtful with respect to associations. For he is the guardian of existing friendship, and has the care of it still becoming greater, through the previous association.

Clin. Most true.

Athen. It is proper, therefore, to place over the drunken a sober and wise ruler, and not the contrary. For, if the ruler of the drunken is himself drunk, young, and not wise, he must have great good luck indeed, if he does not perpetrate some mighty mischief.


Athen. Should then any one blame such associations, when existing as correctly as possible in states, while he is finding fault with the thing itself, he will perhaps properly blame it. But if a person blames a pursuit through seeing it erring as

¹—The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him, by Taylor.
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much as it can, it is evident, in the first place, that he is ignorant that this existed not correctly; and, in the next place, that every thing will in this manner appear improper, when it is done apart from a sober master and ruler. Or, do you not understand, that when a pilot, and each ruler of each thing, is drunk, he will overturn every thing, whether ships, or chariots, or an army, or whatever else is ruled by him?

[11.] Clin. You have said, O guest, this at least what is altogether true. But tell me moreover what good would it do us, should this regulation respecting drinking be correct? just as what we lately stated, that should an army meet with a correct leading, there would be victory in war, a no small good to those who followed; and so as regards the rest. But what great advantage will accrue either to individuals or states from a drinking association being placed properly under an instructor?

Athen. What great advantage can we say would arise to a state from one boy, or one chorus, being properly instructed? Or shall we not say, when asked this question, that the state derives very little advantage from the education of one person? But if you inquire universally about the education of youth, how does it profit greatly the state, it is not difficult to say, that persons well educated will become good men; and becoming such will act in other respects in an honourable manner; and still further, that they will conquer their enemies in battle. Discipline therefore brings with it even victory; but victory sometimes produces a want of instruction. For many become more insolent through victory in war, and through their insolence are replete with a thousand other ills. Now discipline indeed has never at any time been Cadmeian; but there have been, and will be, many victories of this kind among men.

1 Ficinus alone adds here, “proptereaque omnem compostationem vituperet,” which certainly seem required to complete the chain of reasoning.

2, 3 Here again Taylor has translated not the Greek, but the Latin of Ficinus—“quid nobis compostationes istae, si recte aguntur, conferent.”

3 In the word “chorus” is an allusion to the chorus in musical and dramatical performances, on whose education both money and time was expended to a great amount at Athens.

4 Here is an allusion to the proverb of a “Cadmean victory,” which was said of those, who, like the Theban brothers, Eteocles and
Clin. You seem to say, friend, that the passing the time in common over wine, if it be done properly, tends in a great part to instruction.

Athen. How not?

Clin. Shall you after this be able to state that, what has been just now asserted, is true?

Athen. To assert positively for truth, 0 guest, that such is the case, while many persons are in doubt, is the province of a god; but, if it be requisite to state what seems to me; there will be no grudging; since we have rushed onwards to make for ourselves a discourse about laws and a polity.

Clin. Let us then endeavour to learn what is your opinion upon these doubtful points.

Athen. It is proper to do so; and that you for the purpose of learning, and myself for that of teaching, should endeavour by some means to lengthen out our discourse. But first of all, hear from me some such thing as this.

All the Greeks consider this city of ours as fond of talking and of many words; but that Lacedaemon and Crete practise, the former a brevity in speech, but the latter, an abundance in thought rather than in words. But I am considering lest I shall give you an idea of my speaking much about a trifling matter, while cleansing a very long speech about drunkenness. But the rectification of it according to nature would not be able, without musical rectitude, to take off in discourses either clear or sufficient; and on the other hand, music would not be able without the whole of education. Now

Polynices, the sons of Oedipus, gained a victory over each other, as destructive as a defeat.

1 To the Spartan brevity of speech the earliest allusion is in Aesch. Suppl. 265. Other passages from more recent authors are quoted by Ast.

2 Such is the literal translation of the Greek — παρημήκη λόγον ἀνακαθαρήκευσα. But even if a speech could be said "to be cleansed," yet here περικρεμνόν πράγματος παρημήκη λόγου could scarcely be repeated after περικρεμνόν τολλά λέγειν in the sentence preceding. There is evidently an error here, which it would perhaps be not difficult to correct.

3 Such is the literal translation of the Greek text; where, since there is no syntax, neither Wytenbach, quoted by Ast, nor Ast himself, have been able to elicit a satisfactory sense. The version of Ficinus, "Computationis autem ipsius recta secundum naturam constitutionem non est potest sine recta musica regulae aperte et sufficiently oratione tractari." Unless I am greatly mistaken, Plato alluded to the well-known
all this is the work of very many words. Consider then, what
we are to do, if we leave these things for the present, and pass
on to some other discourse about laws.

Megil. Perhaps you do not know, Athenian guest, that our
(family) hearth is the public guest of your city. Perhaps then
into all the boys of each of us the public guests, when they
hear that they are the public guests of some city, a certain
kind feeling enters immediately from their youth towards that
city, as being a second country after their own. And this
very same thing has now taken place with myself. For im-
mediately on hearing the boys, when the Lacedemonians were
blaming or praising the Athenians for something—How your
city, Megillus, say they, has done to us not well or well—on
hearing this, and contending against these assertions, in your
behalf, I have ever had every kind feeling towards those, who
are bringing the city into blame. And now, indeed, both

story of some drunken persons becoming sober, on hearing a solemn strain
on Sext. Empiric. advers. Music vi. p. 357; and Bergk on Anacreon.
Fragm. p. 188. But to arrive at the very words of the philosopher would
require more alterations than can be stated here.

1 On the word πρόξενος and the duties of the public host or guest, see
Valckenaer on Ammonius, p. 201, and Herodotus vi. 57, and the com-
mentators on Soph. El. 1443.

2 As νεος, "young," was applied to a person older than παις, "a
boy," the expression παισίν—ἐκ νεον could not have been used by
Plato; who probably wrote ἐκ δυνάμεως, rendered correctly by Ficinus,
"a teneris usque anni." On the phrase ἐκ δυνάμεως, or ἐκ ἀπαντή δυνάμεως, see Bailey on Hermesianact. 62, where Blomfield happily elicited
ἐκ δύναμιν from ἐκ συνάλλασσα.

3—4 The words within the numerals, ἐκαστον ἴμων τῶν προξέων,
found between ἐνέυεσθαι and τῇ πόλει, are omitted by Ficinus, because he
could not, nor can I, understand them. But by merely altering ἐκαστον
into ἐκαστον, and placing the words after παισίν, all will be perfectly
intelligible; and it will be seen, what was not before, that not all boys were
meant, but only those, whose families were public guests. Ast indeed
asserts that both παισίν and ἐκαστον are governed by ἐνέυεσθαι, and refers
to Lobeck on Aj, 716, ed. 1, for similar instances of two different cases
thus following the same verb. But all the passages quoted there are
evidently corrupt, and may be easily emended.

4—4 Here again Ficinus shows by his translation that he could make
nothing out of the unintelligible Greek text. His version is, "pugnabam
adversus eos, qui vos virtuperabunt, magna erga vos affectus benevolentia." All
however will be well by reading προσάντης (vulg. προς αὐτά) ὑπὸ ἴμων ἴμων (vulg. ἵμων) ποτός τῶν τὴν πόλιν ἐς ψόγων ἄγοντας, ἡ πάσαι
ἐνομον ἴσχου: i. e. "I went head foremost in your behalf against those,
who were bringing into blame the city, for which I had every kind feeling.
your voice is grateful* to me; and that too which is said by many, that such of the Athenians, as are good, are so pre-eminently, appears to be most truly asserted. For they alone, without necessity, by their very nature, and from a divine allotment, are truly and not feignedly good. Therefore on my account at least you may, my friend, boldly say whatever is agreeable to you.

Clin. And in truth after hearing and receiving, O guest, a word from myself, do you with confidence speak what you please. For you have perhaps heard, that Epimenides was held here a divine man, who was of our family, and ten years prior to the Persian war came to your city, according to the oracle of the god, a and performed certain sacrifices, which the god had enjoined; and he told, moreover, the Athenians, who were terrified at the expedition of the Persians, that they would not come for ten years; and that, when they did come, they would depart without having done a single thing they expected, and suffer greater evils than they inflicted. At that time our ancestors were hospitably received by yours; and hence both myself and my parents have a kind feeling towards you.

Athen. You therefore, as it seems, are prepared to hear; and I too am prepared as regards my will, but not very easy as regards my power. I must however make the attempt. In the first place then, as (preparatory) to our discourse, let us define what education is, and what power it possesses. For we say that through this must proceed the discourse taken for the present in hand by us, until it arrives at the deity. b

Clin. Let us altogether do this, since it is agreeable to you.

Athen. While then I am saying what it is proper to assert that education is, do you consider whether what is asserted is agreeable to you.

Clin. Say on.

[12.] Athen. I say then and assert* that he, who is about to be a good man in any thing whatever, ought immediately

---

* With φωνή προσφιλής may be compared φιλτρατον φόνημα in Soph. Phil. 234.
* To point out the god alluded to, Plato probably wrote τοῦ Πολιοῦ, not τοῦ θεοῦ.
* Ficinus has "ad deum ipsum," as if he had found in his MS. πρὸς εὐστὸν τοῦ θεοῦ.
* As εις φίλον could hardly thus follow λέγω δή, there is probably some error here. Ficinus has merely "Assero equidem."
from childhood to practise, when engaged in playful and serious
pursuits, the very thing suited to each particular of the object
view. Thus he, who is about to be a good farmer or house-
builder, ought, the latter to play at building children’s houses;
the former, on the other hand, at tillng the ground; and he,
who brings up each of them should provide for each small
instruments, the imitations of the true ones; and moreover,
they should learn previously what is necessary to learn pre-
viously. For instance, a workman, to measure or use a rule;
and he, who (is to be) a warrior, should in sport ride on horse-
back, or do something else of a similar kind; and (the
master of the children should) endeavour by sports to turn the
pleasures and desires of the children thither, where, when they
arrive, it is proper for them to have an end. We say then,
that the very head of instruction is a right bringing up,
which will lead as much as possible the soul of him, who
sports, to the love of that which it will be requisite for him,
when he has become a complete man, to lay down as a part
of the virtue of the thing. See then whether, up to this
point, what has been asserted does, as I said, please you.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Let not then that, which we assert instruction is, be
undefined. For now, when we blame or praise the bringing
up of each person, we say that one has been educated, but
another uneducated; although the men have sometimes been
very well educated for retail trades, and those of ship-
owners, and for the profits from some other things of this kind.

1. Taylor has followed to the letter the version of Ficinus, “opere
a prima aetate vel colere terram vel puellae quadam domos edificare.”
2. Instead of ποιμένα, Boechcko correctly suggested ποιτίν, similar to
“facere” in Ficinus.
3. Taylor has properly inserted these words; from which I have
been led to suggest, that Plato wrote perhaps και πειράζων καὶ τῶν
παιδών τὸν παιδαγωγὸν—For δὲν might easily have been lost through
di, and τὸν παιδαγωγὸν through τῶν παιδών.
4. Instead of εἰναι τῆς—I have translated as if the words were δὲν
τῆς—Ficinus has “quod in virili aetate perfecte comparata virtute
operis est acturus.” Ast’s interpretation of the passage, I confess, I
cannot understand.
5. The κατηλογίς, “a retail-trader,” is opposed to ναυπηκεύως, “a
foreign-merchant,” who was a ship-owner, in the Statesman, p. 290, A.
§ 29.
6. The Greek is ἀλλὰν ποιτίν μίλα πεπαιδευμένον σφόδρα αὐτῶν
θρώπων. But in the first place, there is nothing to govern the genitives
For of those, who, it seems, consider such things to be education, there would be now no account; but that (we say) is the education from childhood towards virtue, which causes a person to feel a desire of, and a love for, becoming a perfect citizen, and to know how to govern and to be governed with justice. Such a bringing up this discourse would, as it seems to me, define, and be willing to call it the only education; but that, which tends to the acquisition of wealth, or to any bodily strength, or any other cleverness, apart from intellect and justice, is a handicraft trade and illiberal, and not worthy to be called education at all. Let us not then contend with them¹ about a name; but let the assertion, which has been assented to just now, remain, that those, who are properly educated, become nearly (all of them)² good. And it is by no means meet to hold education in dishonour; since when it is present to the best men, it is the first of things the most beautiful. And if at any time a person goes astray, and it is possible for him to set himself right, this must ever be done by every one according to his ability, through (the whole of)³ life.

Clin. Right; and we agree with what you are saying.

Athen. And we formerly agreed, that those are good, who are able to govern themselves, but those bad, who are not.

Clin. You speak most correctly.

Athen. Let us then resume in a still clearer way the very point we were speaking of; and do you receive me through

ἐλλὸν τοιοῦτον; and in the next, μᾶλα and σφόδρα could not be both united to πεπαιδευμένων. To meet the first objection, Ast would read πράγματα for μᾶλα, and πεπαιδευμένων, found in one MS., and ἄδρωτον from conjecture, similar to "quamvis artem ceteraque hujusmodi callat" in Finicus. But though Stalbaum says he has thus overcome all the difficulties of the text, yet πράγματα ἐλλὸν τοιοῦτον seems very doubtful Greek. In μᾶλα, I suspect, lies hid λήμματα, "profits," as I have translated. On the word λήμματα see my note on Acts. Suppl. 357.

¹ Instead of αὐτοῖς, Ast reads αὑτοῖς, with two MSS., in the sense of ἀλλήλοις, "each other."

² Finicus has, what the sense evidently requires, "omnes sermone probi radunt;" for σχέσεων could not stand here by itself. He adds likewise, "qui contra, improbi." But whether from his MS. or not is a matter of uncertainty.

³ From "per totam vitam," Bernard, in Act. Literar. Societ. Traject. i. p. 107, suggested ἵνα παντὸς βιοῦ, subsequently found in the two best MSS.
some resemblance, if perchance I am able to render clear to you a thing of this kind.

Clin. Only speak.

[13.] Athen. Do we not consider each of us ourselves¹ something one?

Clin. Yes.

Athen. But that each has in himself two counsellors, opposite and thoughtless, which we denominate pleasure and pain.

Clin. Such is the case.

Athen. And in addition to both these, there is the opinion about things to be, to which is given the common name of expectation; but individually the expectation, prior to pain, fear; but that, which is prior to its contrary, is confidence. But in the case of all these there is a reasoning process, as to which of them is better or worse; which, when it becomes the common determination of the city, is denominated law.

Clin. I scarcely follow you. However, say on, what comes after, as if I were following you.

Megil. And the very same state of suffering is to myself likewise.

Athen. Let us then think upon these matters in this manner. Let us consider that each of us is a kind of animal, the wonder of the gods,² and put together, either as their plaything, or through some serious act; for on this point we are ignorant; but that we do know, that these passions are inherent in our nature and that they pull us, like nerves or ropes, and being themselves contrary, draw us to contrary actions, where virtue and vice are situated apart from each other. For reason says, that each ought always to follow one of the pullings, and, never abandoning it, draw in a contrary direction by the other.

¹ In lieu of ἄνθρωπος, Ast has adopted ἄνθρωπον from one MS. and Eusebius, and says that ἄνθρωπος ἰσαρητος means “pro se quisque.” The reading received by Stalbaum, who wonders that Bekker should have left ἄνθρωπος, but though ἄνθρωπος is unintelligible, ἄνθρωπον is scarcely correct Greek. Perhaps Plato wrote ἰδων ἐν τῇ ἑβήνοι—For the negative ὅπως ὅπως could not be united to the subjunctive τῇ ἑβήνοι, and the inductive ὅπως would be here without meaning.

² In lieu of τῶν ζώων θείων, from which no sense can be elicited, I have adopted τῶν θείων ζώων, the conjecture of Muretus. Boeckh would read τῶν ζώων θείων, by which he understands “the living gods,” referring Plato in Timæus, p. 39, E., from which passage Taylor was led to explain “the divine animals,” by the mundane or junior gods.
serves; and that this is the golden and sacred leading of the reasoning power, which is called the common law of the state; but that the other (pullings) are hard, and iron-like; but that this is soft, as being golden, (and moreover it is uniform,) but that the rest are like every variety of forms. It is necessary for us then to assist always the most beautiful leading, belonging to the law. For inasmuch as the power of reasoning is beautiful and gentle, and not violent, its leading has need of assistants, in order that the golden race in us may vanquish the rest of the races. And thus the story of virtue relating to our being a wonder, will be preserved; and the expression, to be superior or inferior to oneself, will in a certain manner become more clear, as to what it means; and that both a state and a private individual ought, the latter, after receiving in himself the true reason respecting those pullings, to live conformable to it; but that a state, after receiving reason from some of the gods, or from the very person who knew these particulars, ought to lay down reason as a law,

1 In the words ἀγωγὴν χρυσῶν, Ast says there is an allusion to the golden chain, mentioned by Homer, Iliad. Θ. 17, and to which Plato has referred distinctly in Theaet. p. 153, C. § 27.

2 The words within the numerals, evidently requisite for the antithesis, were found only in the version of Ficinus, "et uniformem praeterc.," until a MS. subsequently collated furnished the Greek καὶ μονο-

3 The Greek is μῦθος ἀρετῆς συσωμόνος ἀν εἰς. Ficinus has "fabula—virtute servabitur:" and while Taylor translates, "the fable—will be preservative of virtue," Ast says that ὁ μῦθος ἀρετῆς means "fable about virtue," with an ellipse of the preposition περί. But though ὁ μῦθος ἀρετῆς συσωμόνος ἀν εἰς may be compared with μῦθος ἀπό-

4 The story is alluded to about virtue individually, I am at a loss to understand the introduction here of ἀρετῆς. Unless I am greatly mistaken, in ἀρετῆς lies hid the name of the author of the story. Hence one might read ὁ μῦθος ἡ Ἀβδωρίτης—similar to μῦθος ὁ Πρωταγόρεως: while by Ἀβδωρίτης is meant either Protagoras or Democritus; for both those philosophers were said to be natives of Abdera. The very same word has been lost in Theaet. p. 165, § 59, where, instead of τὴν πολυαράντον σοφίαν, to which Haimendorf justly objects, it is easy to read τὴν τοῦ Ἀβδωρίτου σοφίαν.

4 The Greek is παρὰ τοῦτο τοῦ γνώντος ταῦτα. But as τοῦτο is perfectly unintelligible, Ast has adopted παρὰ αὐτοῦ τοῦτον γνώντος from Eusebius, similar to "ab hoc ipso, qui hec cognovit" in Ficinus. One would prefer παρὰ αὐτοῦ τοῦ γνώντος ἡ τοιάστα, i. e. "from the very person who knew things of this kind:" for ταῦτα has nothing to which it can be referred.
and to have an intercourse with itself and the rest of states. Thus vice and virtue would be more clearly disjointed; and this taking place rather conspicuously, both education and the rest of pursuits would be perhaps more apparent, and especially that relating to the passing the time in drinking, about which it might appear despicable to discourse any further.

Clin. But perhaps it would appear to be not unworthy of a long discourse.

Athen. You speak well; and let us go through whatever is worthy of the present (mental) exercise.

Clin. Say on.

[14.] Athen. If to this wonder we bring drunkenness, what thing shall we make of him?

Clin. Looking to what do you ask this?

Athen. To nothing particular. But if this (the wonderthing) should be combined with that, (drunkenness,) what would happen to be the result? But I will endeavour to explain more clearly what I mean. For I am asking some such thing as this. Does the drinking of wine cause pleasure, and pain, and anger, and love, to be more violently on the stretch?

Clin. Very much so.

Athen. Does it on the other hand cause the senses, and memory, and opinion, and prudence, to be in like manner more vehement? or do these entirely leave him, who may have become saturated with drunkenness.

---1 Ficinus has what is far more intelligible than the Greek, "ad ejusque normam officia sua secum et cum aliis civitatibus instituire."

---2 So Taylor translates literally the Latin of Ficinus—"de qua longiorum habere sermonem vile fortassit putabitur." The Greek is ἐκ δεξασθείη μὲν ἄν εἶναι φάντασμα πείρα μῆκος πολύ λόγων περιττῶν εἰρρημένων: which Stephens would correct by reading ἐκ δεξασθείη μὲν ἄν εἶναι φάντασμα καὶ φαντασμόν πειρά, but Ast by merely altering ἐκ into ὦ—"I should prefer ὦ δεξασθείη μη ἄν εἶναι φαντασμόν πειρά τοῦ λιαν μῆκος λόγων περιττῶν εἰρρημένων, i. e. "unless it be thought that there would be a superfluous length of words spoken upon a very trifling subject." For thus πολύ, which is useless after μῆκος, might have been easily the corruption of τούλιαν. Schramm would alter ὦ into ὦ governed by πειρά—

---3 By θαῦμα is meant "man," as shown in § 13, θαῦμα ἔκαστον ἡμῶν.

---4 So Taylor. The Greek is ὁθὲν ὣς πρὸς δὲ τι: where Stephens would read ὁθὲνπρὸς from Ficinus, "Nondum dico ad quid," adopted by Ast, but rejected by Stalb. But to the question, πρὸς τι, the answer is perpetually πρὸς δὲ, τι; by itself. Hence in ὁθὲν ὄς there is probably some error, which it would be not difficult to correct.

---5 Here again Taylor has looked merely to the version of Ficinus.
Clin. They leave him entirely.  

Athen. Does he not return then to the same point, (as regards) the habit of the soul, which he had when he was a boy?  

Clin. How not?  

Athen. At that time then he would have the least control over himself.  

Clin. The least.  

Athen. Is not then such a one, we say, the most wretched?  

Clin. Very much so.  

Athen. Not the old man then, as it appears, is alone twice a child, but the man likewise who is drunk.  

Clin. You speak, guest, in the best manner.  

Athen. Is there any reason, which should endeavour to persuade us, that we ought to have a taste of this pursuit, and not avoid it, as far as possible, with all our might.  

Clin. It appears there is; at least you just now said you were prepared to show it.  

Athen. You have correctly reminded me; and I am now prepared, since you have both said that you are willing to bear me with alacrity.  

Clin. How should we not hear you, if on no other account, yet for the sake of the wonderful and the absurd, if it is meet for a man at any time to voluntarily throw himself into every kind of depravity?  

Athen. Are you speaking of the soul?  

Clin. Yes.  

Athen. But what (say we) of the deformity, the leanness, and ugliness, and imbecility of the body? should we wonder, my friend, if at any time some one should voluntarily arrive at a thing of that kind?

\[1\] an prorsus exstinguat, si quis ebrietate fuerit occupatus.” Clin. Omnino certe exstinguit. For his translation is—“or does it entirely extinguish these, when any one has drunk of it to intoxication.” Clin. It entirely extinguishes these.  

\[2\] The margin of MS. Voss. supplies καρδ, which is wanting to support the syntax of την—But Ast seems to wish to read και before την—  

\[3\] Instead of φαμεν one MS. has μεν. I should prefer ως ηαιμεν. See § 3, where it is said that the person, who is inferior to himself, is in a wretched state.  

\[4\] On this saying, which seems to have been first used by Sophocles, Ast refers to a host of authors and commentators.
Clin. How not?

Athen. What then, do we think that those, who go to medical shops for the sake of drinking drugs, are ignorant that, for a short time afterwards, and for many days they will have the body in such a state, that, if they were about to endure to the end, they would not accept of life? or, do we not know that those, who go to places of exercise and labour, do for the time being become weak?

Clin. All this we know.

Athen. And that they willingly go for the sake of the subsequent benefit?

Clin. (You speak) most beautifully. ¹

Athen. Is it not, then, requisite to think of the rest of pursuits in the same manner?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. In the same manner, then, we ought to think about the occupation of (drinking) wine, if it is lawful to think correctly upon this amongst those.

Clin. How not?

Athen. If it should appear to us to possess any utility, not inferior to the occupation relating to the body, it is superior at the very outset to bodily exercise, in that, the latter is (attended) with pain, but the former, not.

Clin. You speak correctly. But I should wonder, if we are able to perceive any such thing in it.

Athen. This, then, as it seems, I must now endeavour to explain to you. And tell me—Are we able to perceive two kinds of fear, nearly opposite?

Clin. Of what kinds?

Athen. Such as these. We surely are in fear when we expect that ills will arise.

Clin. Yes.

Athen. And we are often in fear of opinion, thinking we shall be considered bad characters, by doing or saying something not good; which fear, I think, both we and all others call shame.

Clin. How not?

Athen. These then are the two fears I spoke of; one of which is contrary to pain, and the rest of other fears; and

¹ In lieu of κάλλιστα Stephens mentions the reading, μάλιστα, found at present only in MS. Voss. The words are constantly confounded.
contrary likewise to the most in number and the greatest in kind of pleasures.

Clin. You speak most correctly.

Athen. Does not then a legislator, and every one, from whom there is derived even a little, reverence this fear with the greatest honour? and calling it shame, does he not denominate the contrary to this, boldness and shamelessness? and has he not held it to be the greatest evil to all, both in a public and private view?

Clin. You speak correctly.

Athen. This fear then preserves us in many other and great matters; and not a single thing, taken by itself, works out so greatly both victory and safety in war. For there are two things which work out victory, confidence on the part of foes, and the fear of shame on the ground of cowardice amongst friends.

Clin. It is so.

Athen. It is necessary therefore for each of us to be fearless and fearful. But on what account, either the one or the other, we have defined.

Clin. Completely so.

Athen. When we wish to render any one fearless, in combination with law, we make him such by leading him to the fear of many terrible things.

Clin. So we appear to do.

Athen. But what, when we endeavour to render any one fearful in combination with justice, must we not cause him to overcome those, who are arrayed with, and previously exercised in, shamelessness, by his having contended with his own lusts; and by contending with and overcoming his usual mode of

---

1. Such is the literal translation of θάρρος πολεμίων. But the sense requires, what Ficinus has, "adversus hostes audacia." This would be in Greek θάρρος εἰς πολεμίους, or θάρρος κατὰ πολεμίων.

2. Ast with Ficinus unites αἰσχύνης with κακής. But as αἰσχύνη is always taken in a bad sense, I have translated κάκης "cowardice—"

3. The Greek is φοβίων—εἰς φοβίων, which Taylor and Heindorf were equally unable to understand. Hence the one translated "terrible," and the other suggested φοβερόν; while Ast once wished to read θόρυβον in lieu of φοβίων; but he was subsequently satisfied with the verbiage in the text, and so too is Stalbaum.

4. Instead of ἢ "or," the sense requires καὶ "and."—On the change of those two words see Bast in Palæograph, p. 815.
living, he must needs become perfect in fortitude; but whosoever is unexperienced and unexercised in contests of this kind, he will not become even the half of himself as regards virtue. But how will any one be perfectly temperate, who has not fought with, and overcome by reason, and labour, and art, in sport and in earnest, many pleasures and lusts, that urge him to act with shamelessness and injustice, but who is impassive with respect to all such things.

Clin. It is by no means probable that he can.

Athen. What then, is there a god, who has given any medicine for fear to man, so that by how much the more desirous is anyone of drinking it, by so much the more from every draught he thinks himself unhappy, dreads every thing present and to come, and at last, although the bravest of men, proceeds to every kind of fear; and yet, after having slept, and being released from the effect of the potion, will always become the same man again.

Clin. And what potion of this kind, shall we say, O guest, exists amongst men?

Athen. None. Yet if such a potion had been from any quarter, it would, I be assured of that; and we should have been able to converse with him much in such a manner as this respecting it. Come, (say,) thou legislator, whether you have laid down laws for the Cretans, or any other people whatever, are you in the first place willing to be able to receive a touchstone of the citizens, as regards fortitude and timidity?

Clin. It is plain that every one would say (he was).

Athen. What, with security, and without great danger, or the contrary?

Clin. And this too every one will acknowledge, with security.

1 Aulus Gellius in Noct. Attic. xv. 2. “Plato dicit—nullum ar quam continentem prorsum ac temperament satis fideler visum esse, ejus vita virtusque non inter ipsa errorum pericula, et in mediis voluptatum illecebris explorata sit.”

2 Instead of ἵστρον, I have translated as if the text were ἵστρον. Respecting this parenthetic clause, see my Poppo’s Prolegomena, p. 128.

3 Such will doubtless seem to be a sufficiently intelligible translation of the Greek words, ὅτι τὸ τοῦτο περὶ αὐτοῦ καὶ μᾶλα εἴχωμεν ἃς αὖρις διαλίγασθαν: in which there are some errors that I can, and some that I cannot, correct satisfactorily to myself.
Athen. Would you make use (of this drinking)\(^1\) by leading them to fears and trying them during their sufferings, so as to compel (one person)\(^2\) to become fearless, by exhorting, and advising, and honouring him; but disgracing another, who would not be persuaded by you to become in all things such as you enjoin him; and would you dismiss him unscathed, who had exercised himself in a proper and manly manner, but impose a punishment upon him, who (had exercised himself) badly? or would you not use the potion at all, having no other fault to find with it?

Clin. Why should (one) not use it, O guest?

Athen. There would be, friend, an exercise contrary to those at present, and wonderful for its facility, as regards one individual and a few and as many as a person would wish. And whether any one, being alone in solitude, should place the idea of disgrace before his eyes, and thinking that he ought not to be seen,\(^3\) before he is in a good condition,\(^3\) should thus exercise himself against fear, and prepare merely a potion in preference to ten thousand other acts, he would do something proper; or whether some one trusting to himself to be properly prepared by nature and careful practice, should not hesitate in the company of many fellow-drinkers to show his power,\(^4\) in the necessary difference of the drinking,\(^4\) \(^5\) by being superior (to others) and being (his own) master,\(^5\) so as neither to stumble in one great matter through unseemliness, nor to be

---

1 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, inserts here "hac potione," wanting in the Greek.
2 Ast understands \(τὸν \ μὲν \ τὸν\) in the first clause, to answer to \(τὸν \ δὲ\) in the second.
3—3 Ficinus has "antea quam fortior sit."
4—4 I willingly confess myself utterly unable to understand the words between the numerals. All the MSS. and Ficinus acknowledge \(διαφορὰ\.\) In Stephens, it is \(διαφορὰ\.\) which Taylor translates "consumption." But \(διαφθείρειν \ πῶμα\) would mean, "to destroy a draught," by a mixture of ingredients. I could have understood \(ἐν \ τῇ \ τῶν \ πῶματος \ ἄναγκαια\) \(περιφορὰ\.\) "in the compulsory handing round of the drink," unless it be said that \(διαφορὰ\.\) has the same meaning.
5—5 I have inserted the words within lunes, remembering the praises bestowed upon Socrates by Alcibiades in the Banquet, for being not only able to drink more than any one else, but to walk away perfectly sober, while all his companions were either dead drunk, or unable to reach their homes without staggering.
changed (in manner) through virtue, 1 but should depart, before he reached the last drinking, 2 fearing the defeat which all men suffer through drinking. 3

Clin. Certainly. For such a one, by thus acting, would conduct himself with temperance.

Athen. Let us thus then say again to the legislator this. Be it so, lawgiver, that, neither has a god given nearly to mankind such a medicine for fear, nor have we devised one ourselves—for I say nothing of sorcerers at a banquet—but is there a potion for fearlessness and for excessive confidence, and (doing) unseasonably what is not meet? Or how say we?

Clin. There is, he will perhaps say, meaning wine.

Athen. Has this a property contrary to that which was just now spoken of? Does it make a man drinking it, to be in the first place immediately more cheerful than before; and by how much the more he tastes it, by so much the more to be filled with good hopes and an opinion of his own power; and at last is such a person filled, as if he were wise, with all freedom of speech and of behaviour and of all fearlessness, so as to say any thing whatever without hesitation, and do so likewise?

Clin. Every one, I think, will agree to this.

Megil. How not?

Athen. Let us then recollect this, that we said that two things in our souls ought to be cultivated; one, that we may

1 With ἀρετήν here may be compared the expression in Horace, "Narratur et prisci Catonis Sinpe mero caluisse virtus."
2 Such is the literal translation of the Greek. Ficinus has, "ae juxta ultimam potionem ante ebrietatem discedat."
3 The Greek is ἠτταν πάντων φοβόμενος ἀνθρώπων τοῦ πόρματος. But all men, as shown in the case of Socrates, are not overcome by liquor. Hence in lieu of ἀνθρώπων, I should prefer ὕπνου (senseless) ὑπὸ—For τοῦ πόματος can hardly dispense with a preposition to govern it. Taylor's translation is, "fearing any human potion the least of all things," where he evidently confounded ἠτταν, "defeat," with ἠττον, "less."
4 Since all the MSS. have σωφρονεῖ, it is evident that ἄνυ has dropped out after γάρ—It was found in the MS. of Ficinus; for his version is, "mo- deratus evadet."
5 I cannot understand σχεδὸν thus standing by itself.
6 This allusion to sorcerers is made here, because they were supposed capable of curing disorders that had baffled the regular practitioners in medicine.
be as confident as possible; the other, the very contrary, that we may be as fearful as possible?

Clin. These, I think, you said belonged to shame.

Athen. You very properly remind me. But since it is meet to practise fortitude and fearlessness in fears, let us consider whether the contrary ought to be cultivated in the case of things contrary.

Clin. It is at least probable.

Athen. In those things, which when we suffer, we are naturally remarkably confident and audacious, it will be proper, as it seems, to meditate, how we may become the least possible shameless and full of boldness, but fearful with respect to daring on each occasion to speak, or suffer, or do any thing base whatever.

Clin. It seems so.

Athen. Are not then these the things, in which we are such, (namely) anger, love, insolence, ignorance, the love of gain, cowardice, and these too, riches, beauty, strength, and all such things as make a person, drunk with pleasure, to be mad? Now to the making in the first place an easy and harmless experiment in all these, and afterwards to the meditating upon them, with the exception of the touch-stone furnished by wine and sport, what pleasure more in measure, can we mention should it exist in any degree with caution? For, let us consider. Of a disposition morose and savage, from which ten thousand acts of injustice arise, is it more dangerous for a person,

---

1 In lieu of τῶις φοβοις, one would expect rather τῶις φοβεροῖς: for thus the two adjectives φοβεροῖς and ἐννοιοῖς would answer, as they should do, to each other.

2 Ast, justly objecting to δεμία, "cowardice," as being thus reckoned with the things, that render a person bold, would expunge the word entirely; for it owes its origin, he says, to the repetition of the letters—δεμια in φοβεροῖς.

3—3 Such is the literal translation of the Greek; which I confess my inability to understand. Ast is content to give the version of Cornarius. Ficinus has "Ad horum omnium facile et innocuum periculum faciendum inducendamque exercitationem, nulam habemus voluptatem commodiorum ea, quae in vini ludo mores examinant, si modo prudens quaedam cautio adhibeatur."

4—4 Here again I have given a literal version of the Greek text, which has baffled both Boeckh and Ast; the former of whom conceives there is something wanting, which he has attempted in part to supply; while the latter says there will be nothing to desire, if we merely read ἀφα-
when going for the purpose of contracts, to make a trial, and so run a risk respecting them, or when present at the shows of Dionysus? or to a disposition, yielding to venery, to apply a touchstone, by intrusting to it one’s own daughters, and sons, and wives, and thus by running a risk in things the most dear, to see the moral condition of the soul? and by mentioning ten thousand things, a person would not accomplish, by how much excels the contemplating in sport, and without a fixed purpose, and without a reward, bringing damage.  And this very thing, we think, that on these points at least, neither the Cretans nor other persons would doubt of this being a reasonable experiment of each other, and of its superiority, as compared with other touchstones, (on the ground) of its slightness, and security, and despatch.

Clin. This at least is true.

Athen. This, then, will be one of the most useful things, to know the nature and habit of souls by that art, whose business it is to cure them. Now this, I think, is the business of the statesman’s art. Is it not?

Clin. It is entirely so.

BOOK II.

[1.] After this, it appears, that point must be considered respecting them, whether this alone has a good, namely, to

λειτερον for σφαλερωτερον. What Plato really wrote, will perhaps remain for ever unknown.

1 Ficinus omits γνωσθας.

2-3 Ficinus has “permulta insuper affere quia poterit neque verbis consequeretur,” which is more intelligible than the Greek.

4-5 Here too a literal version shows how utterly unintelligible is the Greek; which Ficinus thus translates—“cum joco simpliciter sine damno hominum mores exquirere,” as if he had found in his MS. something to this effect, τὸ μετὰ παιδίας ἀπλῶς ἄνευ ζημιὰς ἠδος ἀνίθεν ἥθους θεωρεῖν: where ἀνίθεν is the usual abbreviation for ἀνθρωποι.

6-7 The words within numerals are omitted by Ficinus; for he could not understand them; nor can any one else. In the letters καὶ δὴ καὶ τοῦτο μὴ αὐτῶ ιε ἑῖ, I suspect, an answer of Clinias, ἕως δὴ πάντως τοῦτο μοι ἑκκούμενος, “All this seems reasonable to me on reflection.”

8 The genitives are here used, says Ast, as if Plato had written accusatives with καὶ—I have translated as if ἕκκα had dropt out before καὶ.
see how we possess our natures, or whether some greatness of advantage likewise, that deserves much care, is inherent in the proper use of wine-parties. What then do we assert? It is inherent, as our reasoning seems desirous to point out. But when, and how, let us hear by giving our attention, lest per-adventure we are shackled by it.

Clin. Speak then.

Athen. I am desirous therefore of again recalling to memory what we stated a correct education to be. For its preservation, as I now conjecture, consists in this employment being properly directed.

Clin. You speak largely.

Athen. I say then, that the first puerile perception of children is pleasure and pain; and that these two exist in those, to whose soul vice and virtue are present for the first time. But (as to) reflection and opinions true and firm, that man is happy to whom they are present even to old age. And that man is perfect, who possesses these and all the goods in them. Now I call the virtue, which is first present to children, education; but should pleasure, and friendship, and pain, and hatred be correctly produced in the soul of those not yet able to understand a reason; but of those, who have understood reason, should they agree with the reason, to have been cor-

1—1 The Greek is τῶν παιδῶν παιδευκήν, where Ficinus omits τῶν παι-
δίων. For those words are the explanation of παιδευκήν.

2 Ficinus, “haec duai,” as if he found in his MS. τούνω, not ταῦτα. But if ταῦτα is to be referred to αἰσθήσεως, we must read τούτω, with one MS.

3 The Greek is φθόνουσι δέ καὶ ἀληθείς βιβαίοις—where for the synt-
tax, says Ast, we must understand κατὰ, and for the sense read ἀληθείς ὁποια καὶ βιβαίοις, similar to δόξαι καὶ πίστεις γίγνονται βιβαιοι καὶ ἀληθείς in Temp. p. 37, B.

4 In lieu of εὐνυχίς Ast reads εὐνυχής, from “felix est” in Ficinus; and so doubtless found Cicero in his MS. For he says, De Finib. v. 21, “Preclare enim Plato, Beatum, cui etiam in senectute continget, ut sapientiam verasque opiniones assequi possit;” omitting however βε-
βαιος.

5 Ast says that δὲ here means the same as γὰρ—But that it never does. The particle is omitted by Ficinus.

6—7 Such is the literal translation of the Greek, where I can discover neither syntax nor sense. Ficinus has “propter superiorem bonorum mo-
rum consuetudinem,” as if, says Boeckh, he had found in his MS. τὸ 
φίλως εἰδικαὶ ὑπὸ τῶν προσηκοντων ἡθῶν. The whole passage is quoted by Eusebius in Prepar. Evang. xii. 18, p. 591, D., but the only variation there is of λόγον for λόγῳ before λαμβάνειν, adopted by Boeckh.
rectly accustomed by fitting customs. This very consent is the whole of virtue; but its proper nurture is relating to pleasures and pains, so as to hate what it ought to hate, immediately from the beginning to the end, and to love what it ought to love, after having cut off this very thing by reason, and calling it education, you would according to my (mind) rightly call it.

Clin. Both formerly, O guest, and likewise now it seems to have been correctly spoken by you on the subject of education.

Athien. Correctly indeed. For of these pleasures and pains, after having been rightly brought up by existing education, the greater part is relaxed and corrupted by men during life; but the gods, pitying the naturally laborious race of man, have ordained for it, as remissions from labour the returns of feast-days in honour of the gods, and have given the Muses, and Apollo, the leader of the Muses, and Dionysus, as fellow-feasters, in order that they may correct the nurture that has taken place in the feasts with the gods.

and Ast, and shortly afterwards of Ἀφροδίτης ἡ —for Ἀφροδίτης ἡ—similar to "haec ipsa consensio" in Ficinus.

The words ἀποτελήσας τοῦ λόγου I confess I cannot understand nor could Ast; who prefers τοῦ λόγου, what Ficinus, he says, seems to have read; for his version is "si per se ipsam scorsim ratione consideratam."

Here again I am in the dark. The Greek is τούτων γερ δη τοῦ ὀρθῶν τεθρωμμένων ἡδονῶν καὶ λυπῶν, which Ast says are genitives absolute; while παιδέων ὁδοῦς are added by way of an explanation; but whether these words are likewise genitives absolute, or how they are governed, he does not say. That Ficinus was quite at a loss here is shown by his version—"hujusmodi vero voluptatum atque dolorum recta educationem, qua disciplina dictitur, transgrediuntur homines in vita saepe pervertunt," where to χαλάσαι is strangely given the sense of "transgrediuntur." Plato wrote, I suspect, ἐπὶ παιδεων ἄνωσιν, "by unholy instructions," an expression absolutely requisite to show how what had been rightly brought up was subsequently corrupted.

3 In lieu of τοῖς ἄνως, where the article is unnecessary, I would suggest τοῖς ἄνως "the senseless." On the perpetual confusion of ἄνως and ἄνως see my Prooppo's Prolegom. p. 106.

As the change of the festivals was yearly, Plato wrote, I suspect, not ἐρέφαντα ἡμῶν, but ἐρέφαντες ἠμῶν ἀμφιβασι, similar to θυσίας διηνομησιον "sacrifices through the year," in Thucyd. ii. 38. Ficinus has "solemn festa vicissim in ipsorum deorum honorem instituta," where "solemn festa vicissim" answers exactly to ἠμῶν ἐρέφαντων ἀμφιβασι.
is meet then to see whether the account is hymned by us truly according to nature, or how? For it says that the whole, so to speak, of youth is unable to keep quiet in its body and voice, but is ever seeking to be moved and to speak, at one time leaping and skipping, as if dancing with joy and full of fun, at another uttering all kinds of sounds; and that the rest of animals have no perception of either order or disorder in their movements, to which \(^1\) is given the name of \(^2\) rhythm and harmony; \(^3\) but that the gods, whom we have said were given to us as fellow-choristers, have given to us the perception likewise of what is in rhythm and in harmony in combination with pleasure, by which they excite us and lead the dance, uniting us with each other by means of songs and dances, and given the name \(^3\) of dance from the inherent name of pleasure. \(^3\)

[2.] Shall we then in the first place receive this? Shall we lay down that the first education was through the Muses and Apollo? or how?

_Clin._ Thus.

_Athen._ He therefore, who is uneducated, will be with us one, who has not joined a choir; but him, who has been educated, we must lay down as one, who has sufficiently engaged in a choir.

_Clin._ Certainly.

_Athen._ But a choir, as a whole, is dancing and singing.

_Clin._ It is necessarily so.

_Athen._ He then, who is properly educated, would be able to sing and dance well.

_text, ινα ἵππορθῶναι τὰς τροφὰς γενομένας ἐν ταῖς ἱορταῖς μετὰ θεῶν: where it is evident that ἵππορθῶναι could not be applied to τροφὰς γενομένας—μετὰ θεῶν, but to some deviation from or corruption of the rites. Oppoportune then do all the MSS. read τὰς τροφὰς; from which we may easily elicit τὰς ἀειστροφὰς, and still more easily μετὰ ἄθινων from μετὰ θεῶν; and thus ἄθινων here, and ἀνοσίων restored just above, beautifully harmonize with each other.

1 Instead of οἷς, which Poppo might have quoted on Thucyd. iii. 97, in support of διώξας τε καὶ ἐναγωγαί, τοι οἷς—Boeckh suggested, and Ast has adopted, αἷς—

2–3 Rhythm, says Ast, is applied to the motion of the body; harmony, to the modulation of the voice.

Like all plays upon words, this would be unintelligible to a reader, who did not know that in Greek χορός is a dance, and χαῖρε, joy. The etymology is adopted in Etymol. M. Χορός, οἷμα, παρὰ τὸ χαίρειν. There is however an error in δοξομα, which Bekker should have rejected from conjecture, rather than τὸ after παρὰ from the original reading in one MS.
Clin. It seems so.

Athen. Let us see then what has been now asserted.

Clin. What is that?

Athen. (A person), we have said, sings well and dances well. Whether shall we add that he does so, if he sings what is beautiful and dances what is beautiful, or not?

Clin. Let us add it.

Athen. What then, should a person consider things beautiful, as beautiful, and things base, as base, and use them as such, will such a one be better educated for us, with respect to dancing and music, who⁠—may be sufficiently able to minister to the body and voice what is considered beautiful, but yet does not rejoice in things beautiful, nor hate such as are void of beauty? Or he, who, though he is not altogether able to act² or think rightly, with respect to his voice and body, yet acts rightly with respect to pleasure and pain, embracing such things as are beautiful, and feeling a disgust at such as are not beautiful?

Clin. You are speaking, guest, of a great difference of education.

Athen. If, then, we three know what is beautiful in singing and dancing, we likewise know correctly the person educated or not educated: but, if we are ignorant of this, we shall not be able to know if there is, and where, a guard of education. Is it not this?

Clin. It is thus.

Athen. We must then in the next place, like dogs on the track, seek out what is beautiful in form, and melody, and singing, and dancing. But if these shall escape us and get away, our discourse about proper education, whether Grecian or Barbarian, will hereafter be in vain.

Clin. Truly so.

Athen. Be it so. What forms then, or melody, is it proper to call the beautiful? Shall we say that the form and the

¹ Ast has rejected, with the approbation of Stalbaum, ἰ' before δὲ ἄν—For of the two parties, opposed to each other, the second is not alluded to till shortly afterwards.

² This is Taylor's translation of κατορθοῦν: and Ast too says that κατορθοῦν means "recte facere." But it does so, only when it is followed by its object, which is wanting here. Hence I suspect that Plato wrote κατ' ὑγρὸν ἄνθεον, similar to the version of Ficinus, "ut decret assequi," and similarly κατ' ὑγρὸν for κατορθοῖ in the next sentence.
voice of a brave and a timid soul, held fast by the same and equal labours, are similar?

Clin. How (similar), since neither are their colours?

Athen. Well (said), my friend. But in music there are both forms and melody, since music is conversant with rhythm and harmony; so that it is possible for a person, making use of a resemblance, as the chorus-teachers do, to speak correctly of a melody or form as being in good rhythm or in good harmony, but not as being of a good colour. Now of a timid, and of a brave man, there is a certain form or melody; and (one) has the power to call those properties of brave men, beautiful, but of timid, ugly. And that there may not be to us a great prolixity respecting these matters, let all the beautiful forms and melodies connected with the soul or body be all abstractedly the property of virtue, either of itself or of some image of it; but of vice on the other hand, all that is of a contrary kind.

Clin. You correctly make a call upon me; and let it be decided, for the present, that such is the state of the case.

Athen. But (let us consider) still further this; whether all of us are similarly delighted with all dancing, or it wants much of such being the case?

Clin. It wants it entirely.

Athen. What then shall we say is that, which has caused us to err? Is it because the same things are not beautiful to

---

1 In lieu of ἱχομίνης Stephens suggested ἱχομίνης, what Ast has adopted, and refers to Heindorf on Gorg. § 163, for examples of ἱχοθῆα, thus united to ἐν πόνοις, and ἐν ἐμφοραῖς. The participle is omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

2 Ficinus inserts “similaris” to fill up the ellipse.

3 Although φωνή, σχῆμα, and χρώμα are similarly united in Cratyl. p. 423, D., yet here χρώμα is said by Boeckh and Ast to mean not only “colour,” as applied to “bodies,” but to modulations in music likewise, according to Suidas in Χρώμα—λέγεται τι κατὰ μονεκήν χρώμα.

4 Boeckh would insert here χρώματα δ’ οὐκ ἵππος. But Ast observes, that the same idea is expressed in the subsequent words, ἐθρuos δὲ μίλος ἵππος οὐκ ἵππος—

5 The words which follow in the Greek, ὑσις τῆς μονεκής, Ficinus omits here, but seems to have found them after ὅστε εὐρυθμον μὲν καὶ ἐφριομενον: for his version is, “quare boni rhythmni harmoniaeque figuran et cantum licet dicere.”

6—8 Ficinus, and after him Taylor, omit προκαλέστ.

7 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has inserted “animadvertamus.” But the verb is omitted elsewhere in this formula, as remarked by Ast.
all of us? Or that some are, but do not appear to be the same? For surely no one will say that the choric movements of vice are more beautiful than those of virtue; or that he is delighted himself with the forms of depravity, but others with music, the contrary to this. And yet the majority assert, that the correctness of music consists in the power which imparts pleasure to the soul. But this is not to be endured, nor is it holy to speak so at all. But this more probably causes us to err.

Clin. What?

[3.] Athen. Since the things relating to choric movements are the imitations of manners, that take place in all kinds of actions, and fortunes, and morals, and imitations, each going through. For those then, to whom is suited what is said, or sung, or danced, according to nature or custom, or both, it is necessary to rejoice in and praise those acts, and to call them beautiful; but for those, to whom they are contrary to nature, or manners, or custom, it is possible neither to rejoice in nor praise them, but to call them base. And they, to whom the things of nature happen to be right, but the things of custom the contrary, or the things of custom right, but the things of nature the contrary, address their praises contrary to pleasures. For they say that each of these is pleasant, but wrong; and in the presence of others, whom they consider to be intellectual, they are ashamed for such movements to take

---

1—1 The Greek of this unintelligible passage is, καὶ μὴ λέγωσιν διεξήγουσαν ἐκείνην, where Boeckh would read παρέχωσιν, referring to Aristotle in Poetic. § 1, who says that dancers εἰς τὴν σχηματιζόμενην ῥυθμον μεροῖς καὶ ῥηθῆ καὶ πάθη καὶ πράξεως. But Ast observes, that as Aristotle omits τίγκαι, found in Plato, it was only natural for him to substitute its synonyme, πάρη. Schultes, in the notes to his German translation, suggests σχήμα. But σχήμας could not thus follow πράξεως καὶ τίγκαι καὶ ἡθες. Ficinus has, "Quoniam in chorea variorum morum variarum rerum variis in fortunis moribusque gestarum imitationes sunt," thus giving the general sense in elegant language, but cleverly omitting the words in which all the difficulty lies. By following the clue furnished μα, by the MSS. that read μὴ λέγωσιν or μὴ λέγουσι, one may suggest that Plato wrote καὶ γάρ μὴ λέγωσιν διεξήγουσαν ἐκείνην, "for it is possible to exhibit each of these things by imitations."

2—2 Such is the literal version of the Greek, τοῖς ἀγαθοῖς τοῖς ἐπαινοῦντος ἐπαινοῦντος προσαγορεύοντος. Ficinus has, "Landes voluptatibus contrarias preferunt," as if he had found in his MS. προσαγορεύοντος. Taylor's translation is, "will denominate things contrary to pleasures laudable."
place in their body, and ashamed to sing, as if making a
display with seriousness of things beautiful; but by them-
selves they are delighted with them.

Clin. You speak most correctly.

Athen. Does something then bring any injury to him, who
is delighted with the forms or melodies of depravity? or an
advantage on the other hand to those, who are pleased with
the contraries to these?

Clin. It is probable.

Athen. Is it probable, or is it necessary also, for the same
thing to take place, as when any one, associating with the
depraved habits of depraved men, does not hate, but rejoices in
and admits them; and yet blames his own depravity in the
way of fun, as if he were in a dream. Surely at that time
it is necessary for the party rejoicing to be assimilated to the
things in which he rejoices, even though he is ashamed to
praise them. And yet what greater good, or evil, can we say,
would of every necessity happen to us than a thing of this
kind?

Clin. I think, none.

Athen. But where laws are beautifully established, or will
be at some future period of time, can we think that the in-
struction touching the Muses and amusement, will be in the
power of poets, so that, whatever delights a poet in com-
position, or what is connected with rhythm, or melody, or verse,
he can, by teaching it to the children of the well-regulated,
and to young men formed into choirs, work out whatever may
happen with respect to virtue and depravity?

Clin. This has no particle of reason; for how could it?

Athen. But, now it is in their power to do so in all states,
so to say, except in Egypt.

Clin. But how say you that a thing of this kind has been
established by law in Egypt?

Athen. It is wonderful even to hear. For, as it seems,
this doctrine, of which we are now speaking, has been known
of old amongst them, that young men in cities should be ac-

1 Ficinus has, what Taylor translates literally, "honestaque et studio
digna assere.""  
2 Ficinus, "secum iis omnibus delectantur."
3 All the MSS. but one, by reading νεανιώτησθαι, confirm the con-
jecture of Stephens, founded on "sancitum esse," in Ficinus, in lieu of
νεανιστισθαι.
customed to occupy themselves with beautiful forms and beautiful melodies. And after regulating these, as to what they are, and of what kind they may be, they exhibit them in their temples; and except these it is not lawful either for painters or others, who work out forms, and whatever else there may be, to introduce any novelty, or even to think of any other than those of the country; nor is it lawful at present to do this, either in these particulars or in the whole of music; and you will, by observing, discover, that what have been painted and sculptured there ten thousand years ago,—¹ and I say ten thousand, not as a word, but a fact,—¹ are neither more beautiful, nor more ugly, than those turned out of hand at the present day, but are worked off according to the same art.

Clin. You say what is wonderful.

Athen. It is, however, a matter relating pre-eminently to law and politics. But you would find other things there of a trifling kind. But this respecting music is true, and worthy of consideration, that it was possible for a law-giver upon these points to lay down firmly and with confidence melodies, possessing correctness naturally. But this would be the work of a deity, or of some divine person; as they say there, that the melodies, which have been preserved for such a length of time, are the production of Isis. So that, as I said, if any one is able to understand their correctness ever so little, he ought with confidence to reduce them to law and order. Since the search after pleasure and pain does, through the seeking perpetually to make use of new music, possess scarcely no great power towards corrupting the consecrated dancing, by finding fault with its antiquity. The dancing there at

¹—¹ Such is the real meaning of the words ὁ μετὰ τὸν ήστειν ἱπποστόν ἀλλ' ἃντικες. Ficinus has, "quasi non adeo vetera sint, ut ita dicam."
²—² I have translated as if the Greek were νομοθετήσατε, not νο- 
µοθετείσατε: for θαρροντα can be said only of a person.
³ To preserve the syntax, we must suppose that ἑκα has dropped out between ζητεῖν and ἄει, or, since six MSS. read ποιον for τοῦ before καυνύ, that ἄει has been lost before τοῦ—
⁴—⁴ This, I confess, I hardly understand. The train of thought would lead rather to σχεδόν ἄμεγατην in lieu of σχεδόν οὐ μεγάλην, where ἄμε- 
γάτην would mean "excessive." For σχεδόν is never, I believe, thus united to a diminutive expression. Hesych. ἄμεγατήν—πολύν η μέγαν. Winckelmann would omit οὐ—But words are not to be thus rejected without showing how they probably came into the text.
least it does not seem to have been able to corrupt, but the contrary has been entirely the case.

Clin. It appears from what has been just now stated, that it would be so.

[4.] Athen. Shall we not then confidently assert that there is in music and sport together with dancing a correct use in some such manner as this? We are glad, when we think we are doing well; and, when we are glad, think on the other hand we are doing well? Is it not so?

Clin. It is so.

Athen. And at such a time in our gladness we are unable to keep quiet.

Clin. It is so.

Athen. Are not then the young amongst us ready to dance? and do not we their elders think we conduct ourselves properly in looking upon them, while we take a delight in their sports and revelry, since elasticity fails us at our time of life, which regretting and loving we thus establish games for those, who are able in the highest degree to carry us by the aid of memory to our youth.

Clin. Most true.

Athen. Do we then think that the majority give really in vain the account now told of those who celebrate festivals, that it is meet to consider him the wisest, and to decide that he is the victor, who causes us to be delighted and to rejoice in the greatest degree? For since we are permitted to play at this period, it is surely meet, for him, who causes the most in number to be glad in the highest degree, to be honoured the most; and, as I just now said, to bear off the prize of victory. Is not this rightly said? and would it not be (rightly) done, if it took place in this way?

Clin. Perhaps so.

Athen. But, O blessed man, let us not hastily decide upon a matter of this kind; but, dividing it into parts, let us consider it in some such manner as this. If any one should at any time simply establish a certain game—but without defining

---

1—1 Instead of παρ’ ἡμῖν, which can hardly be united to ἐκλαίσασθαι, the sense seems to require πρὶν ἡμῖν δόν, "which was formerly to us."

2—2 The words καὶ ἀπαθοῦσανοὶ are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

3—3 Instead of the words within the numerals, Ficinus has "victorem esse dicamus," translated literally by Taylor.
Whether it is gymnastic, or musical, or equestrian—and, collecting together all those in the city, should make a proclamation, after laying down the prizes of victory, for any one who wished to come and enter the contest for pleasure alone, and that he, who should delight the spectators the most, without receiving any order as to the manner (of contending), \(^1\) and be victorious in effecting this very thing in the greatest degree possible, and should be adjudged to be the most agreeable of all the competitors, \(^1\) what do we think would result from this proclamation?

Clin. Of what are you speaking?

Athen. It is surely likely that one would exhibit, like Homer, a rhapsody, another guitar-playing; \(^2\) one a tragedy, and some again a comedy. Nor would it be wonderful, if some one, by exhibiting things of wonder, should think that he is especially the victor. Now when these and other competitors without number come together, can we say which of them would justly be the victor?

Clin. You ask an absurd question. For who can answer you on this point, \(^3\) as if he were cognizant of it, \(^3\) before \(^4\) hearing and being himself a hearer \(^4\) of each of the champions?

Athen. What then, are you willing for me to reply to this absurd question?

Clin. How not?

Athen. Now if very little children were to decide, they would decide that he who had exhibited the things of wonder, \(^5\) (was the victor over the others). \(^5\) Is it not so?

---

\(^1\) To avoid the difficulties arising from νικήσῃ thus placed before ερμή, to say nothing of the apodosis wanting after ὡς ἐν τῇ ἱγίσῃ, Ast proposes, with the approbation of Stalbaum, to transpose the sentences thus, καὶ ερμή τῶν ἀγωνισάμονων ἡδυστὸς γεγονότοι, αυτῷ τούτῳ ὅτι μᾶλλον ἀπεργαζόμενος νικήσῃ, so that νικήσῃ may depend upon προείποι. The transposition was suggested by Ficinus, who has “qui spectatores maxime delectabat, judicatusque fuerit id optime omnium efficisset,” but omits νικήσῃ entirely.

\(^2\) By this was probably meant song-singing, accompanied with the “cithara,” corrupted into the modern “guitar.”

\(^3\) The word between the numerals is omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

\(^4\) Others may, but I will never, believe that Plato wrote πρὶν ἀκούσαι τῷ καὶ αὐτὸς καὶ γεγονότοι. For he might have written more elegantly πρὶν γε καὶ ἀκούσας πάντων καὶ ἔλθῃ ἐρμήνευσι—\(^4\) before he is himself a hearer of all the songs, and of each of the champions.”

\(^5\) Ficinus alone has “vicisse altos,” what the sense requires, in
Clin. How not?

Athen. But if greater boys (were to decide, they would decide in favour of the party exhibiting) comedies; but the women, who are better educated, and the young men, and perhaps nearly the whole multitude, (would decide in favour of the party exhibiting) a tragedy.

Clin. Perhaps so.

Athen. But perhaps we old men would hear with the greatest delight the rhapsodist, when stringing together in a beautiful manner the Iliad and Odyssey, or some of the works of Hesiod, and say that he was very far the victor. Who then would be rightly the victor? This (must be stated\(^1\)) after these.

Clin. Certainly.

Athen. It is evident that it is necessary for me and you to say that those are properly the victors, who are judged so by persons of our age; \(^2\) for habit seems to us to be by far the best of things at present which are in all states and everywhere.

Clin. How not?

[5.] Athen. I grant then thus much to the many, that music ought to be judged of by pleasure, yet not by that of any person one meets with,—but that that is nearly the most beautiful music, which delights the best of men, and such as are sufficiently educated; but especially, that which delights one person, who excels in virtue and education. On this account we say that the judges of these things stand in need of virtue; because they ought to be partakers of the rest of prudence and fortitude. For a true judge ought not to learn how to judge from a theatre,\(^3\) being stupefied by the clamours of the

Greek, τοῖς ἄλλοις νεικεφάναι, which words, forming probably one line consisting of twenty-one letters, have dropt out after κρινοῦσαι from all the copies, made from the Codex Archetypus, except the one that fell into the hands of Ficinus.

1 Boeckh has adopted and confirmed the supplement of λεκτίων proposed by Heindorf, and added ἄν εἰὴ—For Ficinus has "quis ergo jure victor sit, declarandum nonne restat?"

2—3 Such is the literal version of Bekker's text, τὸ γὰρ ἔθος ἡμῖν τῶν νῦν δὴ πάμπολον δοκεῖ τῶν— Ficinus has "usus enim rerum, quem ab etate habemus, omnium quidem civilium magnum quiddam ubique est et optimum"—which certainly makes an excellent sense; but it is not to be got out of the Greek. Perhaps Plato wrote τὸ γὰρ ἔθος ἐνεμ' ἡμῖν τῶν νῦν, δὴ πάλαι πολὺ δοκεῖ—"for habit has imparted to us intellect, which thing of old appears to be much the best."

3 In lieu of ἰατρόν, a MS. of Eusebius in Præp. Ev. xii. 23 p. 591,
multitude, and by his own ignorance; nor on the other hand, while knowing (something), ought he through unmanliness and cowardice to give from the same mouth, with which when about to judge, he called upon the gods, a decision containing a falsehood, with an easy disposition. For a judge does not sit as the disciple, but, as is just, the teacher rather of the spectators, and as about to oppose himself to those, who do not afford pleasure fitly and properly to the spectators. For by the old law of Greece, it was permitted (to do), what the law of Sicily and Italy (permits) at present; (which) by leaving to the mass of spectators to decide, by the holding up of hands, upon the victor, has corrupted the poets themselves; for they write according to the depraved pleasure of their judges; so that the spectators instruct themselves; and it has corrupted likewise the pleasures of the theatre. For while it is meet that the spectators should, by always hearing of manners better than their own, have a superior pleasure, it happens now that they do quite the contrary. What then do the matters discussed in the present discourse intend to point out? Consider whether it is this.

Clin. What?

Athen. The reasoning appears to me, after making a third or fourth revolution, to come to the same point—that education is the drawing and leading of youth to that, which is called by the law right reason, and which has been decreed by the most reasonable and oldest men through their experi-

and one of Plato, have alone preserved θεάρων. On the uproar made in the theatre see Legg. ix. 14, p. 876, B.

1 Instead of at Ficinus has "fortitudinis autem," adopted by Taylor.

2 I have translated as if τοι had dropped out after γιγνώσκομαι.

3-4 Here too Taylor has followed, what he found in Ficinus, "inoquum judicium."

4-5 To preserve the syntax I have translated as if, instead of δή, the Greek were διῆλη, and εἴδη had dropped out before δ—

5 Ast has correctly supplied δικαίωμα; and he might have supplied τοι before τον, and altered διακρίνων into διακρίνειν. For by such slight changes would the sentences, in which there is no syntax, be brought under the rules of grammar and sense united.

6-7 Ficinus, whom Taylor has followed implicitly, has "ita ut spectatores poetas et se ipsos erudiant," as if his MS. read αυτοι αυτως και εαυτως ταυτως επιθέοντο. But since it would be no disadvantage for persons to teach themselves, Plato perhaps wrote διδέ αυτοις και αυτοις οι θεαται διπλλασεν, i. e. "destroy them and themselves."
ence to be really correct. In order then that the soul of a youth may be accustomed not to feel joy or sorrow in things contrary to the law, and to those that are recommended by law, but follow in joy and in sorrow after the same things as those which an old man does, for the sake of this, the compositions which we call odes, and which are truly incantations for the soul, are (said) to have been produced, having been carefully adapted to that kind of symphony, of which we are speaking; but on account of the soul of children not being able to bear a serious pursuit, sports and (other) odes (are said) to be played on the pipe and executed. Just as in the case of persons who are sick and have their bodies in a weak state, they, who have the care of them, endeavour to bring useful food in pleasant meats and drinks; but that, which is annoying, in such as are bitter, in order that they may receive kindly the one, and be accustomed to reject rightly the other. In the same way a correct lawgiver will by words fairly spoken and to be praised, persuade, or, not persuading, compel, the poet to represent correctly the attributes of men, temperate, and brave, and good in every way, by composing his forms in rhythm, and his melodies in harmony.

Clim. Do persons, by Zeus, seem to you, O guest, to act thus at present in other states? For, as far as I hear, what you are now speaking of I do not know to be done except by us and the Lacedaemonians; but there are certain novelties ever taking place in dancing, and all the rest of music, and changes not through law, but some inordinate pleasures, which are very

1 In lieu of πεπισιμύνος, Eusebius, Prep. Ev. xiii. 20, p. 594, A., has ρατιμίνος.
2 As γεγονέναι has nothing to govern it, some, says Boeckh, have thought that λέγωνται has dropped out, which it might easily have done from its similarity to γεγονέναι, and that it is to be understood before καλεσθαι καὶ πράττονται shortly afterwards.
3 In lieu of ΚΑΙ ΟΙΔΑΙ, the sense requires ΚΑΙ ΑΑΑΑΙ ΟΙΔΑΙ.
4 The Greek is καλεσθαι καὶ πράττονται. But as πράττονται is to be referred to παιδια, so φθαί requires its own verb. Hence I have elicited καὶ αἰθείναι from καλεσθαι.
5 I have adopted Boeckh's correction, ῥήν ὄη τῆν πονηράν, in lieu of τῆν ὄη τῶν πονηρῶν, for the genitive is without syntax or sense.
6-8 All between the numerals Ficinus places after ὁλοερ ο γίρων, omitting there τοῦτον ἑνεκα. This variation was corrected by Grynæus, whom Taylor has followed.
far from being the same, and in the same manner, as you have
said occur in Egypt, 1 but never belong to the same. 1

Athen. Most excellent, O Clinias! But if I have appeared
to you, as you say, to speak of these things as existing at pre-
sent, I should not wonder, if I have done this through my
not clearly stating my meaning. But as to what I mean as
taking place with respect to music, perhaps I have spoken of
it in such a way 2 as to seem to you to speak of it. 2 For to
abuse things which are incurable, and far advanced in error,
is by no means agreeable, although it is necessary sometimes.
But since the same things appear good to you likewise, come,
tell me, do such kind of things exist amongst you and these
here, more than amongst the other Greeks?

Clin. How not?

Athen. But if they thus existed amongst others likewise,
should we say that they would thus be better than they now
are?

Clin. By far better, if they subsisted, as they do amongst
these here and with us, and as you just now said they ought to
subsist.

[6.] Athen. 3 Come then, (say,) should we agree 3 for the
present, are the things mentioned by you in every kind of edu-
cation and music these? Do you compel poets to assert that a
good man, if he is temperate and just, is fortunate and happy,
and if he is a big man and strong, and if little and weak, and if
rich or not? and that, although he is richer than 4 both Cinyras
and Midas, 4 but unjust, he is miserable, and lives in sorrow, and,
as the poet says, 5 if he says rightly, “I would not mention nor
place in account as a man” him, who does not perform all that
is called beautiful with justice, and possess it likewise. For

1—1 Picio has “sed variae semper fiunt,” translated by Taylor, “but
continually vary.”

2—2 In lieu of these unmeaning words, Picio has, what the sense re-
quires, “ea tibi, quae sint, dicere visus sum.” Hence Taylor translates
“I appeared to you to speak as if they actually existed.”

3—3 The Greek is φίπε τη — But as MS. Leid. reads φίπε νιν, I have
adopted Bocckh’s suggestion, Φίπε τη ἢ ἢν, which is the perpetual form
in Plato, as shown by Bocckh.

4—4 Cinyras and Midas, the kings respectively of Cyprus and Assyria,
passed into a proverb for persons of great wealth.

5 The poet alluded to is Tyrtæus, whose verses are Ὀδὴ  ἀν μισησάμην,
Ὀδὴ ἐν λόγῳ ἄνερα τιθἐμι—Πλουτοῖν ὑ Ἄδης καὶ Κινέας πλέον.
being such a one he will stand near and grapple with the foe; but he, who is unjust, will neither dare to look upon gory slaughter, nor will he vanquish in running the Thracian Boreas, nor will there ever be to him any other of the things called good. For what are called good by the many, are not rightly called so. For it is said that health is the best thing; beauty the next; strength the third; and riches the fourth; and numberless other things are called good. Thus, to see and hear acutely, and to possess with a clear perception all that is connected with the senses; and further, to do like a tyrant whatever you wish; and, what is said to be the completion of all happiness, to become, after possessing all these, as quickly as possible, immortal. But you and I surely say that all these are the best possessions for just and holy men; but for the unjust, all the worst, beginning from health. (For to be well), to see, hear, and possess the (other) senses, and, in short, to live, is the greatest evil, when a man is immortal [through the whole of time], and possesses all that is called good, except justice and all virtue; but it is a less evil, should such a person survive for the shortest time. In this manner, I think, you will persuade, and, as I said, compel the poets with you to speak; and moreover, that persons who follow them should, by giving out rhythms and harmonies, thus educate your young men? Is it not so? Look, then. For I clearly assert, that the things that are called evil, are good to the unjust, but to the just, are evil; but that things good are to the good truly good, but evil to the wicked. In what then, I asked, do you and I agree, or how?

_Clin._ We appear (to agree) in some things, but not in others.

1. Ficinus has, "Is igitur justitia exornatus," translated by Taylor, "Such a one being just—"

2-3. The verse of Tyrtæus is Καὶ δύσων δρέγου’ ἐγγέθεν ἵστάμενος.

4. The verses of Tyrtæus are—Εἰ μὴ τετλαι ἑμὲν ὄργων φόνον ἀιματέρασθαι, καὶ Νικήσῃ δὲ θέων Ὑμηρίων Ὀρθίων.

4. Ficinus alone has "sanum namque esse," adopted by Taylor.

5. The words within brackets, τὸν ἐξυμπαντα ἥρων, are properly omitted by Ficinus, as being superfluous after ἀδάνατον.

6. The Greek is ἄπειρ ἀγω— but as there is an allusion to what was said in § 5, Plato probably wrote ἄπειρ ἀγω: and for the same reason Stephens altered ποιήσετε into πείσετε, confirmed by Eusebius, and "invita-bis" in Ficinus.

7-1. As ἡ γὰρ always end a speech in Plato, it is evident that he wrote here ἡ γὰρ; ΚΑ. ἡν γὰρ. ΑΟ. ὅρειν οὖν ἠγὼ γὰρ—
7. Athen. Is it then in the case of a person possessing health, and wealth, and despotic power completely, and, I add further, superior strength and bravery, together with immortality, and to whom there is none else of the things called evil, but who has only injustice and insolence in his own person, that I do not perhaps persuade you that the person so living is not only not fortunate, but that he is clearly wretched?

Clin. You speak most truly.

Athen. Be it so. What then ought we to say after this? For if he is brave, and strong, and beautiful, and rich, and does through the whole of life whatever he wishes, does it not necessarily appear to you, that if he is unjust and insolent, he will live in a shameful manner?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. What then, and wickedly too?

Clin. This (does) not (seem) equally.

Athen. What then, (would he not do so) unpleasantly, and not conducing to his own interest?

Clin. How can we admit this too?

Athen. How? If, as it seems, 1 some god, my friends, should grant us to agree, as we now nearly dissent from each other. For these things appear to me as necessary, as it is not even2 for Crete, friend Clinias, to be clearly an island. And if I were a legislator, I would endeavour to compel both the poets and all persons in the state to speak in this manner; and I would impose nearly the greatest of punishments, should any one in the land assert that there are certain wicked men, who lead a pleasant life; or that some things are more advantageous and lucrative, but others more just. And I would persuade my citizens to assert many other things, contrary to what are now advanced, it seems, by the Cretans and Lacedæmonians, and, differing from the rest of mankind. For come, by Zeus and Apollo, (say) ye best of men, if we asked the very gods, who laid down laws for us, whether the most just is the most pleasant life, or whether there are some two lives, of which one is the most pleasant, and the other the most just? and if they should say there are two, we should perhaps ask them again, if we in-

1 The words ὅς τοιχαν, in which I can find no sense, are omitted by Ficinus.

2 I cannot understand ὁπετ, nor could Ficinus, who has omitted it. Perhaps Plato wrote, ὁπετ ἐκώ, “I well know—”
quired properly. — Whom ought we to call the most happy, those, who lead the most just life, or those, who lead the most pleasant one? Now, should they say those, who lead the most pleasant life, their answer would be absurd. But I am desirous that an expression of this kind should not be said of the gods, but of fathers and lawgivers rather. Let then the question previously put be asked of a father and a lawgiver, and let him say that he, who lives the most pleasant life, is the most happy. After this, I would say thus—Have you not, father, wished me to live most happily? And yet you have never ceased exhorting me to live most justly. He, then, who lays down in this manner, whether he is a legislator or a father, would, I think, appear absurd, and unable to speak consistently with himself. But if he should, on the other hand, proclaim that the most just life is the most happy, every one, perchance, who hears him, would, I think, inquire—What is it, which the law praises in that life as good and beautiful, and better than pleasure? For what good, separate from pleasure, can there be to a just man? Come, (tell me,) —Is renown and praise from both men and gods a thing good and beautiful, but at the same time unpleasant? and in-famy the contrary? We shall say—By no means, O thou dear lawgiver. But neither to do any one an injury, nor to be injured by any one, is it unpleasant, but at the same time good and beautiful? And are the other things pleasant, but shameful and base?

Clin. How can they be?

[8.] Athen. The reason, then, which does not separate the pleasant and the just, and the good and the beautiful, is persusasive, if towards nothing else, yet at least towards the wish to live a holy and a just life; so that the language of the lawgiver will be most disgraceful and opposed (to itself) should

1 Ficinus has “una concedit”— He therefore did not, I think, find in his MS. τιθέμενος but συμφάμενος—

2—3. All the words between the numerals are considered spurious by Ast. And a portion of them, ἡκιστα, ὃ φίλο νομοθέτα, φήσομεν ἀλλὰ τὸ μὴν τίνα ἄδικεῖν μήτε ὑπὸ τίνος ἄδικεῖθαι, is indeed wanting in the MS. from which Aldus printed. But as one cannot account for their introduction, I suspect that Plato wrote, ΚΛ. ἡκιστα, ὃς θέλοι νομοθέτῃς ἐν, φήσομεν. “By no means, we will say, as the lawgiver would wish (to say).” AΘ. ἀλλὰ τὸ μὴν—Compare viii. § 1, p. 829, A.

3 Boeckh suggests and well supports καί, from “atque” in Ficinus.
one deny that these things are so. For no one will voluntarily wish to be persuaded to do that, on which joy does not follow more than sorrow. But that which is seen from a distance produces upon all, so to say, and especially upon boys, a haziness. But the lawgiver, by dispersing the mist, will establish for us an opinion the contrary to this; and he will persuade the citizens, somehow or other, by customs, and praises, and arguments, that things just and unjust are both painted with shadow-lines; \(^1\) that things unjust, appearing contrariwise to that of the just, being viewed by the unjust and depraved man himself, pleasant; but things just, most unpleasant; but by the just man, all the contrary to every one as regards both. \(^1\)

Clin. It appears so.

Athen. But which shall we say is the more decisive truth of judgment? is it that of the worse soul, or the better?

Clin. Necessarily the better.

Athen. It is necessary then that an unjust life should not only be more base and depraved, but, in truth, more unpleasant than a just and holy life.

Clin. It appears nearly so, my friends, according to the present reasoning.

Athen. Would then a legislator, from whom there is even a little benefit, although the fact were not so, as the reasoning has detected it to be, \(^2\) dare, if there were any thing else, to tell an untruth to young persons for their good? \(^3\) knowing that he

---

1 Such is the literal version of an unintelligible text. Finicus has "ataque injusta quidem contra apparere quam justa, nempe injusto se pravo jucunda videri, cui justa videntur injurundissima; justo autem utraque contra omnino videri"—where I am quite as much in the dark as in the Greek. What Plato wrote, might perhaps be recovered by comparing Parmenid, § 73, οὐκαγαρφημένα ἀποστάντι μὲν ἐν πάντα φαίνονται—προσελθόντι δὲ γε πολλά καὶ ἅπαρα, and Thrace, § 154, ἐπιθετής ἐγγένες, ὡσπερ σκιαγραφήματος, γέγονα τού λεγομένου, ἐνννημι οὐδέ σμικρόν. Εἰς δὲ ἀφεσθήκην πόρρωθιν, ἑφαίνετο τί μοι λέγεσθαι.

2-3 Finicus has, what is far more intelligible, "non alienum tamen sua gravitate putaret ad juventutis utilitatem falsa aliquid, si modo quid unquam aliud falsa dicendum sit, dicere."

3-3 The Greek is ἔστω ὅτι τοῦτον ψεύδος—ψεύδος, which I cannot understand; nor could, I think, Finicus; whose version is "maxime cum nullum mendacium habet utilius excogitare possit." Hence I have translated as if the Greek were ἐπιστάμενος ὅτι τοῦτον οὐ ψεύδος—
never would have told a falsehood more advantageous than his, and more able to cause them to do all just things, not by force, but willingly.

Clin. Truth is indeed, O guest, a beautiful thing, and stable. It does not however appear an easy thing to persuade. 2

Athen. Be it so. And yet that fabulous tale of the Sido-

nia, although improbable, has been easy to persuade, and numberless others (likewise).

Clin. What fable?

Athen. That, teeth having been sown at one time, armed men were produced from them. Now this is a great example to a lawgiver, that he will persuade the souls of young men to whatever a person may attempt to persuade; so that he ought by considering to find out nothing else, than by persuading to what he may work out the greatest good to a state; and for this to discover every contrivance, after what manner the whole of such fellow-dwellers may speak as much as possible one and the same thing on these points, continually through the whole of life, in odes, and fables, and rational discourses. (So I think). 4 But if it appears to you to be otherwise than in this way, there will be no grudging about contesting these points in our discourse.

Clin. It does not appear to me that either of us can contest

Athen. 5 It shall then be my business to speak after this, for I assert, that it is necessary for the choirs, being three, to bring all together an enchantment upon the still young and

1—1 Ficinus has “quod videlicet ita trahere audientes valeat, ut non vi sed sponte justitiam velint suscipere.” Perhaps he found in his MS. εἰμίντας ἀκόινων, to which if we add πάντα τας, preserved by Eusebius, and insert ὅτε πεθαὶν between πάντας and πάντα τα ἱκανα, we shall probably recover the very words of Plato, that made up one line of the Codex Archetypus.

2 After ποιθεὶν the object is evidently wanting, and something to contest this remark with the allusion to the fable of Cadmus.

3—4 Ficinus correctly omits τις πεθαὶν after ἐπιγεργή. His version, adopted by Taylor, is “quodcunque velit, persuadere.”

4 The words within the lunes are found only in the version of Ficinus, “Equidem ita sentio.”

5—3 Ficinus has “Prosequar igitur,” translated by Taylor, “I will therefore continue my discourse.”

Although ἔπραντας might perhaps stand; yet Plato wrote, I suspect, ἔπεισα, similar to ἐπεζε ἤπειρα, shortly afterwards.
tender souls of boys, and to say all the other beautiful things we have discussed, and shall still discuss. And let this be the sum of them. By saying that the same life has been pronounced by the gods to be the most pleasant, and the best, we shall, at the same time, speak with the greatest truth, and more persuade those, whom we ought to persuade, than if we assert any thing else.

Clin. We must agree to what you say.

Athen. In the first place then, the boy-choir of the Muses would most correctly enter the first, about to sing in public subjects of this kind, with all earnestness, and for the whole city. And let the second be the choir (of men) up to thirty years old calling upon the god Pœan, as a witness in behalf of the truth of what is said, and praying him to be, together with Persuasion, propitious to the youth. And it is necessary for the third to sing, consisting of those who are above thirty, and up to sixty years old; but those after that period—for they are no longer able to endure singing—¹ are left as the tellers of stories relating to the same habits through a divine oracle.¹

Clin. Who do you mean, guest, by these third choirs? for I do not clearly understand what you mean to say about them.

Athen. And yet these are nearly the parties, for whose sake most of the above assertions were made.

Clin. We do not yet understand. But endeavour to speak still more clearly.

[9.] Athen. We said, if we remember, at the beginning of our discourse, that the nature of all young persons was fiery, and unable to keep quiet either in body or voice, but that it was always speaking without order, and leaping; and that of the rest of animals not one had a sense of order in both of these things, but that the nature of man alone possessed it; and that rhythm was the name given to the order of motion, but to that of the voice, when the acute and the grave are

¹¹ This I cannot understand; nor could Ficinus, whose version, partly adopted by Taylor, is “quia non amplius de hisdam moribus fabulas poterunt decantare, dimittendos divino oraculo censemus.”

² Instead of τρίτους one would expect τρεῖς, as before τρεῖς οὕτως τοῖς χωροῖς. The words τοῖς τρίτους, written in MSS. τοῖς γ, are evidently an explanation.
ngled together, the name of harmony was addressed;¹ and it both together are called a choir. We said too that the is in pity have given us Apollo and the Muses as our associ-s in, and leaders of, the choir; and we mentioned, if we re-lect, Dionysus as the third.

Clin. How do we not remember?

Athen. Now the choir of Apollo and the Muses have been mentioned; and it is necessary for the third and remaining air of Bacchus to be spoken of.

Clin. How so? Say on. For to a person hearing on a sud- a choir of old men in honour of Dionysus it would seem ry absurd, if persons, who have been born above thirty and y and up to sixty years old, were to join in the dance for it god.

Athen. You speak most truly. But I think there is need a reason on these points, to show how this, taking place us, may take place rationally.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Are then the previous points agreed upon?

Clin. Respecting what?

Athen. That every man and boy, freeman and slave, female d male, and the whole city itself, should never cease singing the whole city what we have gone through, ² yet changed perpetually in some manner, and exhibiting altogether a va- ty, so that there may be to the singers no satiety of hymns d pleasure.²

Clin. How should it be not agreed that this ought to be done?

Athen. Where then will the best part of the city, and which its age together with intellect is the most persuasive of me in the state, effect the greatest good by singing the most useful subjects? or shall we thus thoughtlessly omit that, ich would be the chief object of songs, the most beautiful d the most useful?

The Greek is ἀρμονία ὑμοῦ προσαγόρευσε. But the two last ré are manifestly superfluous after the preceding ὑμοῦ ἔλεγ, and are perily omitted by Ficinus. Ast too feels some difficulty in ὑμοῦ προσαγόρευσε, joined to a dative without the preposition ἐπι.

With this literal translation of the Greek original may be compared looser version of Ficinus, "quotidie—variis modis et carminibus de-tare, ut ex innumerabili hymnorum varietate inexplibi quodam-do voluptate conscientes afficiantur," where "quotidie" seems to be reduced as the translation of ἀμῶς γίνως—
Clin. But it is impossible to omit it, as 1 has been just now said.

Athen. How then would it be proper (to do) 2 this? Consider, if it is in this way.

Clin. In what way?

Athen. Every one on becoming rather old, is full of hesitation with respect to songs, and is less delighted 3 in doing this; and when a necessity arises, 4 is the more ashamed by how much the older and more modest he is. Is it not so?

Clin. It is so.

Athen. He will therefore be still more ashamed to stand up and sing in the theatre, and amongst persons of all kinds; and this too, if like the choirs that, contending for victory, are compelled, after practising their voices, to sing lean and fasting; such persons should, by singing altogether in a manner unpleasant to themselves and with feelings of shame, perform without readiness their part.

Clin. You speak of what is most necessary (to happen).

Athen. How then shall we soothe them into being ready for singing? Shall we not lay down a law, in the first place, that boys shall not taste wine at all, until they are eighteen years old? (thus) teaching them, that it is not proper 4 to bring by a funnel fire to fire, 4 into the body and soul, before they attempt to proceed to labours, (and) exercising a caution about the mad-like habit of young persons; but afterwards to taste indeed wine in moderation, until they are thirty years old; but that a young man is by all means to keep himself from intoxication and much wine; but on reaching forty years, to indulge freely in convivial meetings, and to call upon the other gods, and especially to invite Dionysus to the mystic rites and sports of old men, 5 in which he kindly 5 bestowed wine

1 Instead of μεθύνανται, δέ γε, one would prefer μεθύναντες οί ματί—
2 Poccius has “Quomodo—decorder id fiet,” as if he had found in his MS. δράν between τοῦτο and δράτη.
3—4 The Greek is πράττων τούτῳ καὶ ἀνάγκης γενομένης. But Plato evidently wrote καὶ πράττειν τοῦτο άνάγκης γενομένης—
4—5 On this proverbial expression see the notes of Bocckh and Ast.
5—5 The Greek is in one MS. ἦν τοῖς ἄλλοις ἀνθρώποις. But ἄλλοις is omitted in all the others, and by Athenæus x. p. 440, C., which might easily happen from the similarity of ἄλλοις and ἀνάμει MSS. I have, however, translated as if ἄλλοις were a corruption of ἅλλοις, and ἦν τοῖς of ἦν γ' ἀλλ—fore ἦν can neither be referred to παιδίαν singly, nor to τῆι
πην and παιδίαν jointly, nor can it thus precede τῶν οἴνων by way of an epexegeesis, as Ast imagines.
upon man as a remedy against the austerity of old age, so that through this we might grow young again, and that, by a forgetfulness of heart-sinking, the habit of the soul might become from a harder state more soft, just as iron becomes, when it is placed in the fire, and moulded thus more readily. In the first place then, will not each person, who is thus affected, be willing with more readiness (and) with less shame, not indeed amongst many, but a moderate number, nor amongst strangers, but familiar friends, to sing, and, as we have often said, to join in a song?

 Clin. Very much so.

 Athen. To lead them then to join with us in singing, this method will not be altogether unseemly.

 Clin. By no means.

 [10.] Athen. But what voice, and what music, will these men pour forth? Or is it not evident that it must needs be some one becoming to them?

 Clin. How not?

 Athen. Now what will be becoming to divine men? Will it not be that of choirs?

 Clin. We indeed, O guest, and these here, would not be able to sing any other song, than what we have learnt in the choirs, and have been accustomed to sing.

 Athen. And reasonably so. For you have not in reality hit upon the most beautiful singing. For you have the polity of an army, but not of those dwelling in cities; and you keep your young men collected together in pastures, like colts, and feeding in herds. And not one of you has taken to himself his own offspring, and dragging from his fellow-feeder one that is very wild and very unmanageable, placed over him a groom, or privately educates him by rubbing him down and

1 Instead of ἰωθυμιας ληθην the sense requires ἰωθυμιας ληθη-
2 In lieu of ἄρονιν, Porson, on Eurip. Suppl. 232, reads ἁρονιν, (for the fut. of ἄρω is ἁρομα,) which Stalbaum says is probably correct.
3 From this expression it would seem that more persons were present than the speakers in the dialogue.
4 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him tacitly by Taylor.
5 In ἄγαν ἀκτοῦρα, which would be properly applied to a colt, that frets, while it is being broken in, evidently lies hid, ἄγαν ἐκτοῦρα, as I have translated.
6 I have translated as if the Greek were ἦ ἰδιγ παιδευ, not ἰδιγ καὶ παιδεύει.
rendering him gentle, and giving all that is suited to the bringing up of a boy; from whence he would become not only a good soldier, but able to administer a state and cities, and one who, as we said at the beginning, would be more warlike than the soldiers of Tyrtæus, and would honour always and everywhere the possession of fortitude, as being the fourth, and not the first part of virtue, for the benefit of individuals and the whole state.

Clin. I do not know, guest, why you are thus again holding cheap our lawgivers.

Athen. I do so, if (so I do), by not giving my good man, my mind to that point. But by what road the discourse may carry us, by that, if you are willing, we will go. For if we possess music more beautiful than that of the choirs and in the public theatres, let us endeavour to impart it to such as we said were ashamed of that music, and to seek that, which is the most beautiful, to share with them.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. In the first place, then, it is meet for this to be present to all things, which a certain agreeableness follows, that there be either this (the agreeableness) itself alone an object of the most serious attention, or a certain rectitude, or, in the third place, utility. For instance, I say, that agreeableness follows food and drink, and every kind of aliment, and this agreeableness we should call pleasure; but if it contributes to health, we denominate it rectitude and utility.

Clin. Entirely so.

1 Ficinus has "si quidem facio," from whence Stephens wished to insert ἐὰν ἀφ᾽ ἐνηχρ—But both Boeckh here, and Heindorf on Parmenid. p. 138, D., have learnedly supported the ellipse. They have not, however, remarked, that, as ἀλλα always precedes εἰπερ, we must read so here.

2 In lieu of ταῦτας, which I cannot understand, I have translated as if the word were τοῦτος. Ficinus has "et aliam quaerere meliorem."

3 Ficinus renders αὐτοῦ τὸ σπουδαίστατον by "in his allicieat sitque propium."

4 Such is Taylor's translation of the version of Ficinus, "rectitudinem vero et utilitatem, si conferat ad sanitatem." The Greek is ἢν ἐν ὀρθῶν τῇ καὶ ὁρθῶν, ὅπερ ὅτι καὶ τῶν προσφερομένων λόγων ἐκστοτε, τοῦτο αὖτο εἶναι ἐν αὐτοῦ καὶ ὀρθῶστατον: which I confess I cannot understand, nor, I suspect, could Ast; for he is content to give the Latin of Cornarius, which, he says, expresses the general sense—Rectitudo vero et utilitas sita est in salubritate eorum, quae exhibentur, et hae est in ipsis id, quod rectissimum est.
Athen. 1 And that learning too does an agreeableness follow, (namely,) the pleasure, but that it is the truth which perfects the rectitude and utility, and the well and the beautifully.1

Clin. It is so.

Athen. 2 But what, in the working out of things similar, should such arts as are productive of resemblances effect this, namely, for pleasure to result from them, would it not be most just to call it, should it by following be produced, an agreeableness?2

Clin. Certainly.

Athen. But the equality rather of the so great, and of the such kind,3 would, to speak universally, effect the rectitude of such things.

Clin. Right.

Athen. Hence that alone can be rightly judged of by pleasure, which works out and affords neither a certain utility, or truth, or similitude; nor, on the other hand, a hurt; but which subsists for the sake of that very thing alone, (namely,) agreeableness, which follows the other things, and which a person may most beautifully denominate pleasure, when none of those follow it.

Clin. Are you speaking of innoxious pleasure alone?

Athen. Yes; and I say that this very same (agreeableness) is sport, when it does neither an injury or a benefit worthy of serious consideration or mention.

Clin. You speak most truly.

Athen. Shall we not then assert, from what has been now said, that all imitations, and moreover all equality, ought to be judged of the least by pleasure and false opinion? For equality 4 would not be equality, or symmetry symmetry.

1—1 Here again I must leave for others to ascertain the meaning of this literal translation of the Greek. Ficinus has "Sic et in discendo gratia inest, quae voluptas nominatur; rectudo etiam et utilitas et bonus habitus atque pulcher, quae ab ipsa veritate efficiuntur."

1—2 Whether I have succeeded in making the meaning of Plato intelligible, I know not; but the translation, I do know, is as close to the Greek as it can be; which cannot be said of the version of Ficinus—Quid vero in artibus, quibus similia effinguntur, nonne id ipsum inspicimus? Voluptas profecto ex illis quandoque provenit, quam par est gratiam nominare."

1—3 As remarks that by "the so great," and "the such kind," are meant, what is now called abstractedly, "quantity" and "quality."

1—4 Ficinus has "sequeale ipsum sequeale est aut commensurabile ipsius."
wholly, although it appears so to some one, or some one is not delighted with it; but they are so from truth, the most of all things, but from any thing else the least.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. Do we not therefore say, that all music is productive of resemblances and is imitative?

Clin. How not?

Athen. When therefore any one asserts that music is to be judged of by pleasure, we must receive such an assertion the least of all, and seek in the least degree such music, as a serious thing, if, perchance, it exists anywhere; but that music (rather) which possesses a resemblance to the imitation of the beautiful.

Clin. Most true.

Athen. By those then, who are inquiring after the most beautiful singing and music, there ought, as it seems, to be sought not that which is pleasant, but that which is right. For the rectitude of imitation, as we said, was then, when the thing imitated is exhibited, as great and such as it is.

Clin. How not?

Athen. And surely every one will allow this with respect to music, that all its poetry is an imitation and resemblance. And this will not all poets and auditors and players allow?

Clin. Very much so.

Athen. It is meet then, as it seems, for a person to know in the case of each poem, what it is, if he is about not to err in that point. For he who does not know its being, what it means, and of what it is the resemblance, will scarcely understand the rectitude or erroneousness of its intention.

Clin. Scarcely indeed; how not?

Athen. But would he, who does not know, ever be able to decide upon what is well or ill (done)? But I am not speaking very clearly; and perhaps it will be thus said more clearly.

Clin. How?

etiam commensurabile; as he had found in his MS. aυτό τό γε ισον εδώτα. aυτό τό σέβεταιον.

1 One MS. omits λογις. Perhaps Plato wrote δινκες, "really."—

2 Instead of μή, omitted by Ficinus, and at variance with the train of thought, Boeckh would read καὶ—

3 The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor. Ficinus has "sed mulo alio quam virtute sola."

4 Literally, "at leisure." On this use of σχολή see at the Sophist, § 39.
[11.] Athen. There are surely numberless resemblances, as regards the sight.

Clin. Yes.

Athen. What then, if any one in these cases does not know what each of the imitated bodies is, would he ever know whether it is worked out correctly? I speak of some such thing as this, for instance, whether it has the joints of the body, and the positions of each of the parts of the body, and how many are (the joints), and of what kind, when placed near to what kind, have (the parts) received their fitting arrangement, and moreover their colours and shapes; or whether all these are worked out in a confused manner. Do you think that any one can at all know these particulars, who does not know what is the animal imitated?

Clin. How should he?

Athen. But what, if any one knows that the thing painted, or modelled is a man, and that it has received all its parts, colours, and shapes from art, is it not necessary for a person knowing these facts, to know readily that too, whether it is beautiful, or whether it is in any respect wanting in beauty?

Clin. We should all of us, so to say, O guest, have known the beautiful points in animals.

Athen. You speak with perfect propriety. Is it not then necessary for a person who is about to be an intelligent judge, to possess these three things, as regards every representation both in painting and music and every where? In the first place, to know what the thing is; then that it is rightly; and then thirdly, that whatever it be of representations, it is worked out well in words and melodies and rhythms.

---

1 In lieu of ἀρθήμοις Heindorf suggested ἅρθημοις; but Boeckh understands by ἀρθήμοις "the numbers and proportions," while Ast explains it by "the measures." Since, however, Ficinus has "articulos," he found, no doubt, in his MS. ἀρθήμοις, what Plato probably wrote.

2 By ζωῶν Ast understands here, as in Politic. p. 277, C. § 19, a painted animal.

3 Ficinus has "sive quomodocunque aliter fiat," as if his MS. had καὶ ἑργασίαν ἄλλην, instead of πάντα.

4 Since ὁρθως and ἐν are synonymous, one of those words is evidently wrong. Taylor translates, "that it possesses rectitude." Plato wrote, ἐνταῦθα ὡς ὁρθή ἐστι τῶν οἰκίων ἡπαθεῖν ἐπειδ' ὡς, τοῦτο, ἐν ἑργασίᾳ πάν χρώματι τε καὶ μέλος καὶ τοῖς ἁρθήμοις, where colours would refer to painting, melodies to music, and joinings, similar to the "callida junctura" in Horace, to writings and other arts.
Clin. It appears so.

Athen. Let us then be not faint-hearted in speaking of music in what point it is difficult. For since it has been bruited beyond the other representations, it requires of all representations the greatest caution. For a person erring in this, will be injured in the greatest degree by receiving kindly depraved manners; and it is most difficult to perceive them, through poets being inferior to the Muses themselves. For these would never err so much as, in composing the words of men, to give the figure and melody of women; and on the other hand in putting together the melody and gestures of freemen, to fit them for the rhythms of slaves and the not free; or, in taking as a subject the rhythms and gestures of a freeman, to assign a melody or words contrary to the rhythms. Moreover, they would never place together the voices of beasts and men, and instruments, and every kind of noise, as imitating one certain thing. But human poets, interweaving things of this kind very much, and mixing them together irrationally, would produce a laugh amongst men, such, as Orpheus says, "have obtained by lot the season of delight." For the poets perceive all these things mingled together; and moreover they tear away rhythm and figures apart from melody, put-

1 Since φιλοφρονεῖσθαι is not elsewhere said of things, there is probably a word wanting here. Ficinus has "sub a jus suavitate males imbibat mores."

2—3 The Greek is ἰδίατα ἀνθρώπων ποίησασαι τὸ σχῆμα γυναικῶν καὶ μέλος ἀπολογητόν. But as Ficinus has "colorem mulierum," answering to χρώμα in all the MSS, but the one used by Aldus, Plato wrote, perhaps, τὰ ἀνθρώπων ποίησασαι τὸ ῥήμα καὶ χρώμα—"the language, and colour, and melody." For ῥήμα—σχῆμα—μέλη are found in ii. § 5, unless it be said that ῥήματα is a corruption of ὀρθόματα.

4—5 Instead of ρυθμοὺς, the syntax and sense require ροθμοὺς.

6—4 Ficinus has "hujusmodi multa perturbate et sine ratione commiscent," as if he had found in his MS. τολλά τα τοιαῦτα, with ἰμπληκτικ ως omitted.

7 To Orpheus then is probably to be referred the definition of man, as a laughing animal; although, according to Homer, even the gods indulged in "unextinguished laughter," when they beheld Vulcan with his lame foot acting as their cup-bearer. On this fragment of Orpheus see Lobeck's Aghophamus, i. p. 339, and ii. p. 947.

8 I cannot understand ὄρωσι, nor could De Grou, who suggested ὄρωσι—Plato wrote, I suspect, not γάρ ὄρωσι, but παρερώσι, "overlook—"

9 Twining, on Aristotle's Poetics, n. 5, proposes to read ῥήματα, μέλους χωρίς, "words, apart from melody;" and observes, that by λόγοι ψυλοί are meant "words without melody," not, as elsewhere, "words in prose."
ting naked words into measures, and, on the other hand, melody and rhythm without words, and employing the playing the harp and the hautboy nakedly; from which it is very difficult to know what rhythm and harmony mean without words, and to which of the imitations, worthy of mention, they are similar. But it is necessary to understand that every thing of this kind is full of rusticity, as much as it loves swiftness and not stumbling, and the voice of wild beasts, so as to make use of playing on the hautboy and the harp, except for dancing and singing. But to use either of those instruments unaccompanied with words, would be wholly a non-musical education, and a wonder-excit ing act. In this way such assertions have a reason. And we are considering not only that persons of thirty years old, and those even beyond fifty, ought to make use of the Muses, but in what they ought. This then, for such reasons, does the discourse seem to me to point out to us respecting the music of choirs, that those who are fifty years old, and for whom it is suited to sing, ought to be better instructed (than the others). For they must necessarily possess a proper sensation and knowledge of rhythms and harmonies. Or how shall any one know the rectitude of melodies, and for what the Doric harmony is proper or improper, and of rhythm, which the poet has united to it, whether it is right, or not?

Clim. It is evident he cannot by any means.

Athen. But the numerous common people are ridiculous in thinking that they sufficiently know what is well harmonized, and in proper rhythm, and what is not so; such (at least) as have been compelled to sing and walk in rhythm. But as they do each of these things ignorantly, they do not reason upon them. Now every melody, when it has what is fitting, is in a proper state; but (when it has) what is not fitting, it is in an erring one.

1 i.e. "without any words."
2 As suggests, in lieu of τῶν μιμητῶν, "imitations," τῶν μιμητῶν, "things imitated."
3 Such is the literal version of the nonsensical Greek, ἤπιος τάξεως ἄν ἄπτησιν, where Ast would read ἀπεστητικός, or πτωτικός, or ἀρετικός, all of which are to myself at least equally unintelligible, and so is Orelli's ἀπόρατως. What Plato wrote might perhaps be recovered by a bold conjectural critic.
4 Picius supplies here "ceteris—"
5 On the Doric harmony see Rep. iii. § 10.
Clin. Most necessarily so.
Athen. What then, will the person, not knowing what it possesses, know, as we have said,
how it is in a proper state in any way and at any time?
Clin. What plan is there (for so doing)?

[12.] Athen. This then, as it appears, we have now again discovered, that those singers, whom we are now calling upon,
and, after a fashion, compel to sing voluntarily, ought from necessity to be disciplined thus far, as to be able each of them
to follow the progressions of the rhythms, and the chords of the melodies, in order that, by perceiving the harmonies and
the rhythms, they may be able to choose such as are fit to be sung by persons of such an age, and of such a kind, and who may
sing thus, and by singing may themselves be immediately innocently delighted, and become the leaders to an adoption
of good manners, suited to younger persons; and being educated to this point, they would take into their hands a share of
that more accurate discipline, which has reference to the multitude, and is conversant about poets themselves. For, it
is by no means necessary for a composer to know the third point, whether the imitation is beautiful or not. But it is nearly
necessary (to know) that which relates to harmony and rhythm; but for those (the elders) to know all the three, for the sake
of choosing the most beautiful, and the second, or else never to become a sufficient enchanter of young persons towards the
acquisition of virtue. And thus, what our discourse intended at the beginning, namely to exhibit a well-spoken support in
favour of the choir of Bacchus, it has spoken to the best of our power. But let us consider whether this has taken place in
this manner. For such an assembly does of necessity ever happen to become tumultuous through the drinking going for-
ward to a higher point, as we supposed at the beginning of our discourse it would necessarily do, as regards those of the
present time.

Clin. It is necessary it should.

1 Instead of ὅρι περ, Bekker suggests ἤπειρον, which he got from "ut" in Ficinus. He should have suggested ἄ ντο ποινον—
2 This I cannot understand, nor could Ast, who has adopted λεγομενον, found in Eusebius, in lieu of γινομενον. Perhaps in περι των των γινομενων lies hid περι των των νον γανομενων, "as regards those delighted with wine." On the confusion of γινομενον and γανομενον, see at i. § 15.
Athen. And every one becoming lighter than himself is elevated and joyous, and is filled with a freedom of speech, and with the not-listening at such a time to his neighbour, but considers himself sufficient to have a command over himself and the rest.

Clin. Certainly.

Athen. Did we not say, that, when this takes place, the souls of the drinkers, becoming warmed, are rendered, like iron, more soft and juvenile? so that they are easily led by a person able and knowing how to instruct and mould them, as when they were young, and that this moulder is the same as he, who was then said to be a good lawgiver, from whom there ought to be laws for convivial drinking, competent (to restrain) the person who had become full of confidence and bold and more impudent than is proper, and unwilling to endure a regulation, and the turn for silence and talking and drinking and music; (and so to instruct him,) that he is willing to do everything the contrary to those acts; and (laws) also competent to send, together with justice, a fear the most honourable, which is to fight against a confidence not honourable, whilst it is advancing; which divine fear we have denominated modesty and shame.

Clin. It is so.

Athen. [And we said] that there are guardians and fellow-fabricators of these laws, the cool and sober leaders of those not sober; without whom it is more difficult to fight against drunkenness than against enemies without cool leaders; and the person unable to be willing to obey these and the leaders of Dionysus, upwards of sixty years old, suffers an equal or even a greater disgrace than the person, who disobeys the leaders of Mars.

Ficinus alone has preserved some words requisite for the sense, "cohibere, atque sua instruere ut," in Greek κωλθείν παιδείν θ' ὁστα— which may have been lost between ὑπομένειν and ἔθελεν, where they made up one line of the Codex Archetypus, consisting of twenty-one letters. See at § 4, p. 52, n. 4, and § 8, p. 61, n. 1.

The Greek is μὴ δυνάμενον ἔθελεν πειθεῖν. But as the will is that feeling of the mind over which there is no control, Ficinus has omitted δυνάμενον in his version, "si quis autem neque obtemperare velit," and so after him has Taylor. Perhaps Plato wrote μὴ δυνάμενον ἄ τιθέλοντα, "not able or willing—"

Ficinus has "segue vel etiam majus," in Greek ἄσχην ἄ καὶ μείζω not ἄσχην καὶ μείζω—
Clin. Right.
Athen. If then there were such drunkenness and such sport, such fellow-drinkers, by being benefited and friends more than before, would not be separated from each other, nor enemies as at present; but having formed their whole association according to law, they would follow, whenever the sober should come and lead the not sober.

Clin. Certainly; if the (sport) were such as you now speak of.

[13.] Athen. Let us then not blame that part of the gift of Bacchus simply, that it is an evil, and not worthy to be received into a state. For one might go on and say much more still, since it is the greatest blessing, which he gives. There is a fear of speaking before the many, through men improperly taking it up, and knowing it when spoken.

Clin. What is that good?
Athen. A certain tale and rumour is somehow floating secretly, that this god had the intellect of his mind scattered by his step-mother Juno; on which account he did, to avenge himself, introduce the Bacchic rites, and the whole of the mad choir; from whence he gave for this purpose likewise wine. But things of this kind I leave for those to say, who think they can assert them with safety respecting the gods. But thus much I know, that every animal is not born with

---

1- The Greek is δοξητε δαίκτις in six MSS. Ficinus has "ducentibus sobrius," from whence Stephens elicited δαίκτριος, but Ast more correctly, δαίκτριος. I have translated as if Plato had written δαίκτριος και δαίκτριος.
2 I cannot understand what is meant by ἔκθετο ἐς. There is an error here, which I could, if needful, correct very easily.
3 Before "since," says Ast, must be supplied "let us pass it by in silence." But such an ellipse would be inadmissible here, where the speaker, after confessing his fear of mentioning something before the multitude, actually proceeds to lay open his mind. Here again I could easily restore what the author wrote.
4- The Greek is λέγεις μιν. But μιν could not thus stand by itself without ὅν, even admitting, with Ast, that it could without its corresponding ἐς. Moreover, the subsequent τὸ ποιοῦ requires not αἰτῶ, but ποιοῦ.
5 As the expression, τῆς ψυχῆς τὴν γνώμην is not, I believe, to be found elsewhere in Greek, I should prefer τὴν ἡγήσην, similar to "strength of mind" in English. On the confusion of ὅμη and ἡγήση see my note on Prom. 535.
6 The earliest allusion to the madness of Dionysus is in Eurip. Cycl. 3
such and so much intelligence as is suited to it, when perfectly grown; but that, during the time in which it has not yet obtained its proper intelligence, every animal is mad, and cries out in no order; and when any one slays it rapidly, it again leaps without order. But let us recollect that we said these were the principles of the musical and gymnastic arts.

_Clin._ We recollect it. How not?

_Athen._ And did we not say too, that this principle imparted to us men the sense of rhythm and harmony, and that Apollo, the Muses, and Dionysus were the causes of gods?

_Clin._ Certainly.

_Athen._ And wine too, it seems, the account of the others says, was given as a punishment for men, in order that we might become mad. But what has been now stated by us shows, on the contrary, that it was given as a medicine, for the sake of the soul acquiring shame, and the body health and strength.

_Clin._ You have brought, very beautifully, O guest, the story to our recollection.

_Athen._ And now let the half of the subject respecting the choir be held to be gone through. Shall we go through the (other) half, how it seems to be, or omit it?

_Clin._ What parts are you speaking of; and how do you divide each of them?

_Athen._ The whole of the choir was with us the whole of education. But of this one part consists in rhythms and harmonies according to the voice.

_Clin._ Certainly.

_Athen._ But the other, according to the movement of the

---

1. Such is Taylor's translation of the then common text, δραν ἀναταλαιφὴν αὐτὸ τάχιστα, ἀνάκτῳς πηδῶ, and this is his note on the passage: "viz. in another life; for the soul carries with it into another the habits and manners which it possessed in the present life." Since his day, the reading in all the MSS. is, ἀκεφρύσης λαῦρα, similar to which Ficinus has, "et fastu elatum lasciviesque salit." Schneider suggested ἀκαταληφὴν or ἀπαστάδην. Ast prefers ἀκαταληφὴ τις, αὐτῷ τάχιστα—πηδῶ, for he saw that λαῦρα would make nonsense here. Winckelmann would read ἀκαταληφὴς λαῦρα, "weary itself down." But of an animal that had wearied itself, Plato would not have said that it ἀνάκτῳς πηδῶ. What the author really wrote still remains to be discovered.

2. Instead of θεῷ αἰρεῖς, found in all the MSS., Ficinus has "duces at hac," from whence Stephens elicited τοῦτον, adopted by Ast. From the two we might make τοῦτον τῶν θεῶν, "of these customs."
body, had a rhythm in common with the movement of the voice, but a figure peculiar to itself; but there (in the former part) melody is the movement of the voice.

Clin. Most true.

Athen. The things then pertaining to the voice, (and extending) as far as the soul, for the discipline of virtue, we have, I know not after what manner, denominated music.

Clin. They were rightly called so.

Athen. But the things pertaining to the body, which we called a dancing of those in sport, if such a movement should extend as far as the virtue of the body, we denominated the artistic leading of it to a thing of this kind, the gymnastic art.

Clin. Most rightly.

Athen. 1 Let then that portion of the musical art, which we have just now said we have gone through, as the half of dancing, and has been brought to an end, be held to have been spoken of. But of the other half shall we speak? Or, in what manner and by what road must we proceed?

Clin. O thou most excellent man, who art conversing with Cretans and Lacedemonians, (say,) since we have gone through the subject relating to the musical art, but are deficient in that relating to the gymnastic, what do you think either of us ought to reply to this question?

Athen. I would say that you have by putting this question nearly answered it clearly; and I understand that this, although a question, is for the present, as I have said, both an answer, and moreover a command to go through the points relating to the gymnastic art.

Clin. You understand me excellently well; and now act in this way.

Athen. And act I must; for it is not very difficult to speak about things known to both of you; for in this very art you have a greater share of skill than in that (of music).

Clin. You speak nearly the truth.

[14.] Athen. Is not then the principle of this very sport, that every animal is naturally accustomed to leap? But man,

--- Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has "De musica quidem, quam medium choreae partim diximus, satis actum putavimus; atque ita de ea sit dictum:" which Taylor has tacitly adopted. It is certainly preferable to the Greek, where I confess I cannot see the difference in sense between ειληθειναι and διαπετρεθαι.
as we have said, receiving a sense of rhythm, has begotten and brought forth dancing; but melody, putting him in mind of, and exciting, rhythm, these two have, by their connexion with each other, brought forth dancing and sport.

Clin. Most true.

Athen. One portion of this, we say, we have already gone through; but the other we will endeavour to go through in order.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. Let us then first put a Colophon (finish) to the use of drunkenness, if it seems good to you likewise.

Clin. Of what kind of person, and whom are you speaking?

Athen. If any state shall make use of the pursuit lately mentioned, as being a serious thing, by law and with order, employing it as an exercise in behalf of temperance, and shall not keep itself from the rest of pleasures, in like manner, and for the same reason, by devising a plan for the sake of subduing them, after this manner it may use all these. But (if it uses them) as a sport, and it shall be lawful for any one to drink, both when he pleases, and with whom he pleases, in combination with any other pursuit whatever, I would not give my vote in this way, that it is meet for that state, or that individual to make use at any time of drunkenness; but I would give it much more to the law of the Carthaginians than to the custom of the Cretans and Lacedemonians, namely, that no one, when in camp, is to taste of that drink, but to exist upon water during all that period; and that in the city neither a male or female slave.

1. As would read τὸ δὲ μᾶλας υπομομυθέσκοντο καὶ ἔγειροντος τοῦ μὴνοῦ—“but rhythm putting him in mind of melody and exciting”—For, says he, if man, already imbued with a perception of rhythm, discovered dancing, how could rhythm be said to be excited by melody?

2. On the proverb “to put a Colophon,” i.e. a finish, see at Euthyd. § 15.

3. In lieu of χρήσα, Cornarius suggested χρήα, found subsequently in four MSS. One, however, has χρήσα, which seems preferable.

4. Instead of σῶιν—καὶ τίνα, where the allusion to a person seems out of place, Ficinus has more correctly “Quonam pacto—”

5. The Greek is ὃς ὅσης σπουδῆς τῷ ἐπτηθέμενῳ τῷ νῦν εἰρημένῳ. But as ὅσης σπουδῆς is without regimen, for a genitive absolute would be here inadmissible, Plato wrote, no doubt, ὅση σπουδῆς, similar to ὃς πρᾶγμα just afterwards. And so Ficinus found in his MS., as shown by his version, “tanquam re seria, computationibus,” adopted literally by Taylor.

6. A MS. of Eusebius, Pres. Ev. xii. p. 598, C., has correctly, μελᾶν, instead of μελάνης: while χρωμάνη is no less correctly omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.
should ever taste it, nor magistrates during the year of their office, nor pilots, nor judges, engaged in business, should taste wine at all; nor any one, who goes to any council to deliberate upon any matter of moment, neither in the day-time at all, unless for the sake of bodily exercise or disease; nor at night, when any man, or even a woman, are thinking of begetting children. And many other cases a person might mention, in which wine ought not to be drunk by those, who possess a mind and correct laws; so that, according to this reasoning, there is to no state any need of many vineyards, but other kinds of field-works should be ordained, and the whole of diet: but those relating to wine should be nearly of all the most moderate in kind and the least in number. And let this, if it seems good to you, O guests, be held to be said as the Colophon to the discourse relating to wine.

Clin. It is beautifully (said), and it does seem good to us.

---

BOOK III.

[1.] Thus much then on this point. But shall we say what was the commencement of civil government? Would not any one see it from hence in the easiest and best manner?

Clin. From whence?

Athen. From whence he might behold the progress of states marching continually to virtue and to vice.

Clin. From whence do you say?

Athen. I conceive, from a length and infinity of time, and from the mutations in it.

---

1 In lieu of ἀμπέλῳν, Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, found in his MS. ἀμπελόνων, as shown by his version "vineis," and so it is quoted by Eusebius.

2 From this commencement it is evident that Plato did not himself divide the dialogue into books.

3 In lieu of μεταβαίνουσαν Böckh correctly suggested, what Ast has adopted, μεταβαίνων, referring to Arist. Polit. iv. 5, τὰς μεταβολὰς τῶν πολιτειῶν· εὐ γὰρ εὐθὺς μεταβαίνοντες: and to Proclus on the Timæus, ii. p. 88, πολιτείας γὰρ ἀρχὴν ἐνθάπαξ: ἄρ' ἦς εἰς ἀρετήν τέ καὶ κακίαν μεταβαίνοντας αἱ πόλεις, where this very passage is alluded to.

4 The words τέ καὶ ἀτυχίας seem unnecessary after χρόνου μήκους.
Clin. How say you?
Athen. Come (tell me), do you seem to have ever conceived what a length of time has elapsed, since cities and men have been formed into polities?¹
Clin. This is by no means easy.²
Athen. It would however be something endless, and impossible (to be told).
Clin. Yes, this very much so.
Athen. Have not myriads upon myriads of states existed during this period? and, through the same ratio of the length (of time)³ have they not been destroyed no fewer in number? and have they not every where been often under every kind of polity? and at one time become greater from less, and at another less from greater, and worse from better, and better from worse?
Clin. It is necessary.
Athen. Let us then lay hold, if we can, of the cause of this change; for perhaps it would show us the first birth of polities, and their altered state.⁴
Clin. You speak well. It is then necessary for you to be ready to show, what you are thinking about them, and for us to follow.
Athen. Do the stories of old appear to you to possess any truth?
Clin. Of what kind?
Athen. That there have been frequent destructions of the human race through deluges and diseases and many other events, in which some small family of mankind was left.
Clin. Every thing of this kind must be very probable to every one.
Athen. Come then, let us consider one (of these destructions) to which alone is referable the subsequent ἐν τῷ τοιούτῳ. Perhaps Plato, καὶ τῶν διὰ γε ἀπειρίας μεταβολῶν, i.e. "and the changes through the want of skill, during that period."

¹—¹ Ficinus, followed to the letter by Taylor, has "civilesque hominum institutiones ceperunt."
² Instead of ὅγον Ficinus found in his MS. ὅδον. For his version is, "facile."
³ The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, who has merely "totidemque destructos."
⁴ The MSS. vary between μεταβολὴν and μετάβασιν: which lead to στάσιν, as I have translated.
out of many, (namely) that which took place through a de-
luge.

Clin. Considering what about it?

Athen. That those, who then escaped the destruction, were
near by some hill-shepherds, preserved on the tops (of moun-
tains), like some slight fire-preserving (embers) of the human
race.

Clin. It is evidently so.

Athen. Now such as these must surely of necessity have
been ignorant of the rest of the arts and contrivance of those
in cities towards each other, with respect to cupidnity and a
love of quarrel, and whatever other deeds of ill they had in
their thoughts against each other.

Clin. It is likely.

Athen. Let us suppose then that the inhabited cities, which
were in the plains and on the sea-coast, were at that time
entirely destroyed.

Clin. Let us suppose it.

Athen. Shall we not say then, that all instruments were
destroyed, and that, if any thing connected with art, either in
polities or any other wisdom, had been carefully discovered,
all such were lost at that period?

Clin. For how, 0 most excellent man, if these things had
remained through the whole time, as they are placed in order
at present, could any thing new whatever have been invented
by any one whatever? Because ten thousand times ten
thousand years lay hid from persons then. But there have
been a thousand or twice as many years, since some things have
been made known by Daedalus, others by Orpheus, and others
by Palamedes; while those relating to music have become

1 In lieu of ταντες, "some," one would prefer ταντες, "all," on account of σχεδεων, "nearly."
2 Ficinus alone has "in montium cacuminibus."
3—5 The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor, whose
"and other base ends," is the version of "ceteraque adversus alios
astutias" in Ficinus.
4 From "quiewquam alieni" in Ficinus, Stephens fancied he found in
his MS. στιονυν στραοης, but Boeckh στιονυ τηρ—
5 Such is the literal version of the Greek, where I am quite in the
dark; and so is Boeckh, who endeavours to throw some light on the pas-
sage by supplying something which he supposes to have been lost, but
which Ast rejects without being able to solve the difficulties of the text.
so by Marsyas and Olympus; and, as regards the lyre, by Amphion; and very many other things by others, so to say, but yesterday and the day before.

Athen. Know you not, Clinias, that you have omitted your friend, who was really of yesterday?

Clin. Do you mean Epimenides?

Athen. Yes, him. For he has leaped far over all amongst you in his contrivance, which Hesiod had formerly, my friend, divined in word, but he has in reality accomplished, as ye assert.

Clin. We do assert it.

[2.] Athen. Let us then assert, that, when that destruction took place, human affairs had then a solitude infinitely terrible; that there was a very great part of the earth ungrudged; and that the other animals having perished, there were some herds of oxen, and a race of goats, if perchance it happened to have survived, and these too rare to live for those feeding then at the commencement.

Clin. How not?

Athen. But of a state, and polity, and legislation, to which our conversation has now turned, do we think there was any, so to say, any recollection at all?

Clin. By no means.

Athen. From those people then so situated all the present

---

1 To the horrors of solitude Cowper alludes, when he feigns Alexander Selkirk, the real Robinson Crusoe of De Foe, to say—

Oh, Solitude, where are the charms
That sages have seen in thy face?
Better live in the midst of alarms,
Than reign in this horrible place:

where in the word "sages" he had an eye to Zimmermann's work on Solitude.

2 This is the literal version of the Greek, γῆς ἀρχόνν πλῆθος πάμφελον. Ficinus has "fertilium agrorum magnitudinem desertam," Taylor, "a prodigious part of the earth was unproductive."

3 Here again a literal translation will best show how unintelligible is the Greek, σπάνια καὶ ταῦτα νῦν εἰσεῖν ζῆν τὸν κατ' ἀρχὰς: where to support the syntax Ast says that ζῆν depends upon σπάνια. Ficinus, no doubt finding himself at a loss, has "caprarumque genus, et illud quidem rarum relictum fuisse, quibus ascendis tunc homines viae aguant."

4 Instead of παριστηκειν I have translated as if the Greek were περιστηκειν.
things did not arise, namely, cities and polities and arts and laws and much of vice and much of virtue.

**Clin.** How say you?

**Athen.** Think we, O wonderful man, that the persons of that time, who were inexperienced in many beautiful things relating to cities,¹ and many too of a contrary kind, had become perfect as regards either virtue or vice?

**Clin.** You speak well, and we understand what you say.

**Athen.** As time then went on, and our race multiplied, all things advanced to [all]² their present state.

**Clin.** Most right.

**Athen.** But, as is probable, not suddenly, but by little, during some very long period.

**Clin.** And this too is very likely.

**Athen.** For there was a fear, I think, tingling³ in all, of coming down from their high ground to the plain.

**Clin.** How not?

**Athen.** Did they not with delight behold each other, through the fewness in things about that time?⁴ For the means of going to each other at that period by land or sea, were nearly all, so to say, lost together with the arts; hence it was not, I think,⁵ very possible for them to mingle with each other. For iron and brass and all metals had disappeared confused together; so that there was every want of means for them to be purified,⁶ and they had a scarcity (of means) in felling timber. For if any instrument had by chance been preserved in the mountains, these had by rapidly wearing away disappeared; and no others were about to be made, before the art of metallurgy had returned again to man.

---

¹ Ficinus has "eives," by an error, for "urbes," adopted by Taylor.
² Ficinus properly omits πάντα between εἰς and τὰ νῦν; but has "ad eum, quem nunc videmus, habitum." Perhaps Plato wrote πάντα πάντα, "all in all ways," similar to πάν τοι in § 1.
³ Instead of ἐναντός, "tingling in the ears," so well explained by Ruhnken on Timeæus, p. 100, Plato wrote, I suspect, ἐναντός, "fellow-dweller."
⁴ Here too a literal translation is the true touchstone of the text: where the letters περὶ ἐκείνου τῶν χρόνων have been wilfully altered from others, which it would be easy to recover; and at the same time to re-arrange the different members of the sentences, so as to meet the acute objections of Böckh.
⁵ Ficinus omits οἶμαι.
⁶ Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has "ut inveniri et in lucem erat non possint."
Clin. How could it?
Athen. But in how many generations afterwards think we did this take place?
Clin. It is evident, in a great many.
Athen. Would not then the arts that require iron and brass, and all things of that kind, have disappeared for the same and even a longer time at that period?
Clin. How not?
Athen. Dissension then together with war was at that time dead every where.¹
Clin. How so?
Athen. In the first place, they loved and had a friendly feeling towards each other, on account of their solitude; and then their food was not an object of contention; for of pastures there was no scarcity—except perhaps to some at the beginning—on which they lived for the most part at that time; for they were not at all in want of milk and flesh; and besides, by hunting they obtained food, neither indifferent (in kind) nor little (in quantity). Moreover, they had plenty of clothing, and beds, and dwellings, and utensils, for fire or not. For the earth-moulding and weaving arts did not require iron at all. And a god gave to man these arts to procure all those things,² in order that, when at any time they might fall into a difficulty of this kind,³ the race of man might have a shooting up and an improvement.⁴ Through some such means persons at that time were not very poor, nor had they, compelled by poverty, any differences with each other. But neither would they ever have become rich, being without silver and gold,⁵ which was then present in them.⁶ Now in any association, where neither riches nor poverty dwell, in this manner nearly the most just will exist. For neither inso-

¹ So Taylor translates πολλαχι. But that would be in Greek πανταχι. Ficinus omits the word entirely, as being here unintelligible. Perhaps Plato wrote τις τις ἄλλην ἐξ θετη, "and the rest of enmities."

² Ficinus has "haec omnia dei nutu consequimur," as if he had supplied what was wanting in his MS.

³ Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has "propagari genus humanum possit."

⁴ The words within numerals Ficinus no doubt omitted, as being unintelligible; and so, after him, has Taylor. The sense required seems to be, "for the metals, which then existed, it was not for them to find;" in Greek, ἃ γάρ τὸν ἑαυτοῦ, ὥσ τέκνας παρὴν τῇ δὲ, corrupted into τὸν ἑαυτοῦ τῷ ἐκείνους παρῆν.
lence nor injustice, neither emulation nor envy, are produced there. Through these causes, and their so-called simplicity, they were good. For whatever they heard to be beautiful or base, they thought, through being of simple manners, it was said so most truly, and were persuaded. For no one, through his wisdom, knew to suspect an untruth, as at present; but, conceiving all that was said about gods and men to be true, they lived in this manner; and hence they were altogether such, as we have just now described them.

Clin. Both to me and to this person here such seems to be the case.

[3.] Athen. Shall we then not assert, that many generations, both of those prior to the deluge and of those at present living in this manner, are likely to be less skilful and less learned as regards the other arts, and those too of war, such as exist at present by land and sea; and such, as in the case of a city being called only there law-trials and seditious, contrive both by words and deeds every plan for doing evil and injustice towards each other? but that they were more simple and brave, and at the same time more temperate, and in every respect more just? Now of these things we have already detailed the cause.

Clin. You speak correctly.

Athen. Let then this be held to have been said by us; and let all that still follows upon this be said for the sake of understanding what need of laws there was to persons of that period, and who was their lawgiver.

Clin. You have spoken well.

Athen. Were they then neither in want of legislators, nor was there wont to be any matter of such a kind at that time? For surely to those existing at that portion of the period there were not writings, but they lived following the customs and the spoken laws of their ancestors.

1 Instead of εἰπομεν, one MS. reads εἰπομεν, similar to "diximus" in Ficinus. The two lead to εἰπομεν ἄμ—

* I cannot understand ἀντοῦ; nor could Stephens, who suggested αὐτοῦ, which Ast correctly says has no meaning. Perhaps Plato wrote τὸν ἀντοῦ δίκαιαι στάσεις λεγόμεναι, "the so-called just stations of law itself," where lies hid an iambic verse, Ἀντοῦ δίκαιαι λεγόμεναι στάσεις νόμων. Or we may read καταστάσεις, as in § 6, p. 684, B.

2 The λεγόμεναι νόμων mean here the same as the ἀγραφα νόμιμα, ὥστε πατρίους νόμους εἰπομενάσουσι, in Legg. viii. 4, p. 793, A. Ficinus, appa-
Clin. It is probable. But the manner of their polity do
you know well what it was?

Athen. This.

Clin. What? 1

Athen. All appear to me to call the polity subsisting at that
period, a dynasty, which even now exists in many places,
both amongst the Greeks and Barbarians. And even Homer
speaks some where of it as taking place in the administration
of the Cyclops, saying, (Od. ix. 12,)

"Meetings, that counsel bring, to them are not,
Nor legal judges. On the high hill-tops
They dwell, or in the hollow cave; and each
To wife and children gives the law, nor care
Aught have they of each other."

Clin. This poet of yours appears to have been a graceful
one; for we have gone through some other pieces of his, very
clever, but not many of them; for we Cretans do not make a
very great use of foreign poems.

Megil. But we do on the other hand make use of them. And
he seems to excel poets of this kind; although he does not de-
scribe every where a Laconic, but rather an Ionic, life. At
present indeed he appears to testify fairly to your language,
mythologically referring the ancient state of mankind 2 to a
savage life.

Athen. So he does testify; and let us receive him, as point-
ing out that polities of this kind did once upon a time exist.

Clin. Well (said).

Athen. Is it not then from those, who were dispersed
by single families and races through the want arising from
those destructions, amongst whom the oldest bears away on
account of the authority having come from the father and
mother, that following them, as birds 3 do, persons will form

1 I have followed the arrangement of the speeches found in Ficinus;
but in lieu of δόν καὶ, which are unintelligible, substituted δέν καὶ.
2 In lieu of αὐτῶν Ficinus seems to have found in his MS. αὐτούς, as
shown by his version, "hominum," adopted by Taylor.
3 The mention of birds seems rather strange here. For all birds are
not gregarious. There is evidently some error in δρυτης, which it would
not be difficult to correct.
one herd, and under their fathers' laws be governed by kingly rule, which is the most just of all?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. And after this, more of them come together to a common spot, and form larger cities; and betaking themselves to agriculture, first at the foot of hills they make certain enclosures of thorns, as defensive walls against wild beasts, and thus establish one common and large dwelling.

Clin. It is probable that this occurs.

Athen. But is not this also probable?

Clin. What?

Athen. That, while these larger dwellings are increasing from the less and original ones, each of the small would remain, having, according to the race, the oldest person as its ruler, and, through living separate from each other, its own peculiar customs, and different from different parents and bringers-up, and which have been accustomed to be, as regards the gods and themselves, the more modest in the case of the more modest, and more manly in that of the more manly; and thus according to reason, each one, after stamping his own edicts on his children and children's children, would come, as we said, to the greater community, bringing their own peculiar laws.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Moreover it is surely necessary for each to be pleased with their own laws (first), and afterwards with those of the others.

Clin. It is so.

Athen. We appear then to be unconsciously walking, as it were, in the commencement of legislation.

Clin. Entirely so.

[4.] Athen. After this then, it is necessary for those, who thus come together to choose some among themselves in com-

1 Instead of παρεῖναι the sense requires περιεῖναι, as I have translated.
2 The Greek is ἀναπηρεῖναι, "takings off." Ast suggests ἀναπηρεῖναι, "discoveries," or ἀληθεῖεν, "choice in living," to which Oreli would prefix ἀει, not ἀν, as stated by Stahl. Winekelmann prefers Ast's ἀναπηρεῖναι. I have therefore translated as if Plato wrote ἀναπήρφησις, "edicts," literally "proclamations." Picinus has been content with the general sense. His version is "et in ceteris omnibus, prout singuli filios aut nepotes crudeli, quorum ritus, quasi leges proprias, ad majorem habitacionem ferunt.
3 Picinus alone has, what the sense requires, "in primis" to answer to "afterwards."
mon, who, after inspecting the laws of all, shall lay open such of them as they most approve of in common before the rulers and leaders of the wards,1 as before kings, and enable them to make a choice; and these would be called legislators; and after appointing their magistrates and making out of the dynasties an aristocratical or kingly government, they would dwell in such a change of polity.

Clin. This would in this way take place in due order.

Athen. Let us then speak of a third form of polity as occurring, in which all the forms and accidents of polities and at the same time of cities happen to exist together.

Clin. Of what kind is this?

Athen. That, which Homer likewise has pointed out, as having taken the third place after the second (Il. xx. 216).

"He built Dardania; for Ilion holy
Was in the plain, not yet a city made
For voice-dividing men; but still they dwelt
Below Mount Ida with its many rills.

For he pronounces these verses, and those which he said respecting the Cyclopes, as having been spoken somehow divinely and naturally. For the race of poets being divine does enthusiastically² handle the hymnings on many events which have truly happened, in conjunction with some of the Graces and Muses.

Clin. Very much so.

Athen. Let us then now proceed onwards, a fable having just now come upon us;³ for, perhaps, it will make some sign respecting our wishes.⁴ Is it not proper?

Clin. Very much so.

¹ This is perhaps the nearest translation of δήμους.
² The Greek is ἱσθαστικὸς ὑμνηδὸς, where Boeckh proposed to omit ἱσθαστικὸς, as being not a Platonic, but a Neo-Platonic word; and his idea is adopted by Ast, Bekker, and Stalbaum. To myself however it is evident that Plato wrote ἱσθοισιαστικὸς ὑμνηδὸς, as I have translated, to which I was led in part by Winckelmann’s conjecture, ἱσθοισιαστικὸς.
³ The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus; for probably he could not understand them, nor certainly can I. Ast however says that Cornarius has correctly translated, “Ulterior itaque pergemos in eo sermonc, qui nunc nobis incidit.” But μῦθος is not “sermo.” It means “fabula.” Perhaps Plato wrote ἀπὸ τοῦ νῦν ὑπελθὼν τὸς μῦθον i. e. from a fable that has come upon us secretly just now.
⁴ Instead of βουλήσιως I should prefer βουλεύσιως; “deliberation.”
Athen. We say then that Ilion was colonized down from elevated places to a large and beautiful plain, upon a hill not very lofty, and having many rivers which rush from Mount Ida.

Clin. So they say.

Athen. Do we not think that this occurred at some long time after the deluge?

Clin. How not a long time?

Athen. A dreadful oblivion then it seems has taken place of the destruction just mentioned, since they thus placed a city under rivers many and flowing from high ground, and put their trust in hills not very high.

Clin. It is then quite evident that they were distant some considerable time from that event.

Athen. And many other cities, I think, were at that time inhabited as mankind multiplied.

Clin. How not?

Athen. And these perchance fought against it; and perhaps by sea, all of them now fearlessly using the sea.

Clin. It appears so.

Athen. But the Achæans, after remaining ten years, overthrew Troy.

Megil. Entirely.

Athen. During then that period of ten years, in which Troy was besieged, the affairs of the besiegers happened to each of them to turn out very ill at home through the seditions of the young men, who received the commanders, when returning to their cities and homes, neither in a becoming nor just manner, but so that deaths and murders and very many banishments occurred to those, who, after being exiled, returned with a change of name, and were called Doriens instead of Achæans, through Doriens being the person who collected together the exiles of that period. And hence you Lacedæmonians turn all these things into a fable, and go through them.

Megil. How not?

[5.] Athen. To the same point from whence, while discoursing at the commencement about laws, we turned aside through falling upon music and drunkenness, we have now arrived again,
as it were, through some god; and our discourse gives us, as it were, a handle. For it has come to the colonization of Lacedæmon, which you said was properly governed by laws fraternal to those in Crete. For the present then we obtain something additional to this extent from the wandering of our discourse, while passing through certain politics and colonizations. For we behold a first, a second, and a third city connected with each other, as we think, by their colonizations during a boundless length of time. But now this fourth city, or, if you please, nation, presents itself to us, which was formerly colonized, and is so now. From all which, if we are able to understand what has been colonized well or not, and what laws of theirs preserve, what is preserved, and what corrupt, what is corrupted, and what being changed for what will render, Megillus and Clinias, a state happy, (we shall think that enough has been done). But all these matters must be discussed by us, as if from the beginning, unless we have any fault to find with what has been said.

Megil. If, O guest, a god had promised us that, if we put our hands a second time to the inquiry respecting legislation, we should hear discourses neither worse nor fewer than those already spoken, I would go a long road, and the present day would appear to me to be short, although it is nearly that of the god, when he is turning from the summer to the winter (solstice).

Athen. It is meet then, as it seems, to consider these matters.

Megil. Entirely so.

Athen. Let us then be present in thought at that time, when Lacedæmon, and Argos, and Messéné, and the places which with them were, Megillus, under the power of your ancestors. For then, it is said, (according to) the story, that after having divided their army into three parts, they colonized three cities, Argos, Messéné, and Lacedæmon.

1—The Greek is κατοικίζομενον τι ποτε καὶ νῦν κατψιμένον. But since Ficinus, whom Taylor follows tacitly, has "alicubi habitavit, et jam habitat," he evidently found in his MS. κατψιμένον τι ποτε καὶ νῦν κατοικίζομενον.

2—3 The words between the numerals are found only in the version of Ficinus, "satis nobis factum putabimus."

3—Ficinus has "Tunc enim illud fabulis ipsa, ut dicitur, placuit," as if in το ῥεῦ τοῦ μισθοῦ there were an allusion to some dramatic story.
Megil. Entirely so.

Athen. And Temenæus became king of Argos, and Cresphontes of Messéne, but Procles and Eurysthenes of Lacedæmon.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Now, all of those then (present) swore to assist them, if any one should destroy their kingly rule.

Megil. How not?

Athen. Now (say), by Zeus, is kingly rule destroyed, or has any government whatever been destroyed by other parties than by themselves? Or after having just now [a little before] met with these words, did we suppose so, but have now forgotten it?

Megil. How so?

Athen. Now then, we will more confirm this kind (of assertion). For meeting with deeds, as it seems, which have occurred, we have arrived at the same discourse; so that we shall not seek the same discourse respecting a vain thing, but one that has occurred and possesses truth. Now this has occurred. Three kingdoms have made an oath with three cities under a kingly government, each with each other, according to the laws which they had laid down, about governing and being governed in common, that one party (the rulers) should not make for itself a government of violence, as time and race progressed, and the other, (the ruled,) that, while the rulers observed these (conditions), they would not at any time themselves destroy the kingly rule, nor permit others to destroy it, but that the kings would defend both kings and the people when injured, and the people, both kings and the people. Was it not so?

Megil. It was so.

Athen. Was not then that, which is of the greatest moment in the establishments of politics, present to these three cities, regulated by law, whether the kings laid down the laws, or some other person?

1 The words ὃλιγον ἐμπροσθεν are evidently an interpretation of νῦν δή, although quoted by Photius in ὅν δή μιν. Unless it be said that ὃλιγον ἐμπροσθεν ought to be inserted after μᾶλλον ἦ in the next speech, and νῦν δ' αὖ be read there instead of νῦν δή, as in Eurip. Hippol. 233. ὅν δή μιν—ὅν δ' αὖ.

2 I have with one MS. rejected ἐν ταῖς, found in the others between ταῖς and τρισὶ, unless it be said that ἐν ought to be inserted before ταῖς.
Megil. What was this?

Athen. That two cities should always assist\(^1\) against the one, which happened to be disobedient to the laws laid down.

Megil. It is evident.

Athen. And yet this do the many order the lawgivers, that they are to lay down such laws as the wards and the masses will willingly receive; just as if any one should order the exercise-masters, or physicians, to take care of, and cure, the bodies under their direction in an agreeable manner.

Megil. Entirely so.

Athen. It is however often a desirable thing, should any one with no great pain be able to render bodies of a good habit and in health.

Megil. How not?

Athen. This too, which is not a small matter towards making easy the laying down of laws, was present to those of that period.

Megil. What was that?

[6.] Athen. There was not to the lawgivers, while preparing an equality of property, the greatest blame, and which exists in many other cities regulated by laws, when any one endeavours to disturb the possession of land, or to wipe out debts, through perceiving that equality can never sufficiently exist without such measures. For to the lawgiver, who endeavours to disturb any thing of this kind, every one on meeting cries out, Do not move things to be not moved;\(^3\) and utters curses upon him, who introduces the distributions of land, and the cutting off debts, so that every man is thrown into a difficulty. \(^4\) But to the Dorians even this happened successfully and without any finding fault, that both the

---

\(^1\) Ficinus has “insurgerent,” translated by Taylor “rise up against.”

\(^2\) This is the English phrase equivalent to the Greek διαλύεσθαι, “to dissolve. According to Plutarch it was the policy of Solon to get rid of debts, which he said was οὐσίαθεμα, “the shaking off a burden.”

\(^3\) On this proverbial expression see Ast.

\(^4\) Such is the literal version of the Greek; where, says Ast, instead of ἐν one would have expected ἔν, to answer to διανίκῆσαι. But, unless I am greatly mistaken, Plato wrote γὰρ τε ἀναμφισβήτητος διαλύεσθαι, ὡσαν πολλὴν, καὶ διαλύεσθαι χρεῖα, δι' μεγάλα καὶ παλαια οὕτως. For Ficinus has “Doris autem haec difficultas turbatioque non fuit. Nam agros abunde sine controversia possidebant, debitaque ipsis seris alieni priscæ et magna non erant;” where his “abunde” led me to suggest ὡσαν πολλὴν; while διαλύεσθαι χρεία is similar to χρέων διδυλεύων just above. The reason why the words ὡσαν πολλὴν καὶ διαλύεσθαι
land was divided without causing disputes, and the debts were not large and of long standing. 4

Megil. True.

Athen. How then, ye best of men, did the colonization and legislation turn out so badly to them?

Megil. How do you mean? and for what do you blame them?

Athen. That when three administrations had been established, two parts of them quickly corrupted their polity and laws, and one alone, belonging to your city, remained.

Megil. You ask a question not very easy (to answer).

Athen. And yet it is requisite for us, while considering now and examining into laws, and playing a game suited to old men temperately, 1 to go through the journey without annoyance, as we stated, when we began to enter upon it.

Megil. How not? and we must do as you say.

Athen. What inquiry can we make to ourselves relating to laws (in general), more beautiful than respecting those (individually) which have adorned cities of this kind? 2 or shall we make an inquiry about any cities and colonizations more illustrious and larger than these?

Megil. It is not easy to speak of others in preference to these.

Athen. It is then nearly evident, that the persons of that period conceived this arrangement would be an assistance sufficient not only for the Peloponnesus, but for all the Greeks, if any of the Barbarians should do it any injury; 3 just as those, who dwelt then about Ilion, were, when trusting to the power of the Assyrians, as it existed in the time of Ninus, emboldened to excite war against Troy. 4 For the showy

were omitted, is to be referred to the similarity of διανύσθαι and διαλύσθαι, which were found at the end of two consecutive lines in the Codex Archetypus.

1 Ficinus has, "senili quodam modesto loco;" from whence Stephens proposed to insert καθ ἀπό τῆς προσβοτικῆς—I have translated as if the Greek were σωφρόνως, not σωφρόνα.

2 Instead of παίρνας, Ficinus found in his M.S. πόλεως τῆς τοιαύτας, as shown by his version, "civitates hujusmodi."

3-4 Respecting the events here alluded to, Ast refers to Pausanias, ii. 22, and Herodotus, i. 3, ii. 120; and, after observing that the account given by Herodotus in i. 95 is at variance with that of Ctesias, preserved by Diodorus, ii. 22, adds, that nothing can be stated for certain about the empire of Ninus and the war against Troy. With regard to the words, τῷ περὶ Νίνου γενέσθαι, Ficinus, whom Taylor follows tacitly,
appearance of its government, still preserved, was by no means small. (And) as we at present fear the great king, so the people then feared the combination (of power) standing together. For the taking of Troy a second time became a great accusation against them; because the Trojan power was a portion of that (the Assyrian) government. On all these accounts then, the unity of the arrangement of the army at that time, divided into three states, under the brother kings, the offspring of Hercules, appeared surely to be beautifully planned and put into order, and superior to that which went against Troy. For, first, they conceived that the descendants of Hercules were better commanders than those sprung from Pelops; and, next, that this army far surpassed in valour that which came against Troy; for that these were the victors, but those vanquished by these, the Achaeans by the Dorians. Do we not then conceive, that the persons of that period made their arrangements with this very view?

Megil. Entirely so.

Athen. Is it not probable then, that they thought their affairs would be in a firm state, and endure for some lengthy period, through their having shared in many dangers and labours, and in being orderly governed by one race of brother kings; and in addition to this, through having made use of many other prophets, and the Delphic Apollo likewise?

Megil. How is it not probable?

Athen. But all these expectations so great flew away, as it seems, at that time quickly, except, as we just now said, a small part around your region; and this has never ceased warring against the two other parts, even to the present day.  

seems to have found in his MS. τῷ παρὲ Νίνων γενομένη; for his version is, "quae a Nino traxit originem."

1 On this meaning of σχήμα, Ast quotes Wernsdorf on Himerius, p. 51. See too Musgrave on Eurip. in Andr. 1, Ἀσιάριδος γῆς σχήμα ἑλλαδία πόλις.

1 As all the MSS. read καλῶς ὡς, it is evident that Plato wrote καλῶς πώς, where πώς was spoken with a sneer. Stephens, whom Bekker, Ast, and Stalbaum have followed, was the first to reject ὡς, omitted by Ficinus.

1 Ficinus has "superatosuisse," from whence Boeckh, whom Ast follows, suggested ἀπράσαθαι in lieu of ἀπράσαθαι.

1 All the MSS. read μίχρα ταῦτα νῦν. Ficinus has "ad hunc usque disem," from whence Stephens, whom Bekker follows correctly, elicited μίχρα τοῦ νῦν.
Since the policy then existing would, by agreeing for one object, have possessed a power in war not to be overturned. 

Megil. How not?

[7.] Athen. How then, and why was it dissolved? Is it not worth while to consider, what accident destroyed a constitution of such a standing, and of such a kind?

Megil. Scarcely would any one, looking elsewhere, behold either laws or other polities, conservative of doings beautiful and great, or on the contrary destructive of them, if he neglects these.

Athen. It seems, then, we have by some good fortune come upon a sufficient consideration of this question.

Megil. Entirely so.

Athen. Do not, then, all persons, thou wondrous man, and we too at the present moment, unconsciously fancy perpetually that they see some beautiful thing existing, and which would effect wonders, if a person knew how to use it properly. But now we should ourselves, perhaps, neither think correctly about it, nor according to nature; and moreover all men (err) respecting all the other things about which they think in a similar manner.

Megil. What do you mean? and about what especially shall we say this speech has been spoken?

Athen. My good man, I have been just now laughing at myself. For upon looking to that very expedition about which we have been conversing, it appeared to me to be very beautiful, and that a wonderful possession would have fallen accidentally to the Greeks, if, as I said, any one had at that time made a proper use of it.

Megil. Did you not say all correctly and with a fixed mind, and did not we properly praise them?

1—1 Instead of καί, we must read ἀν, unless γενομένη conceals, what is likely, a corruption; for γενομένη ἡ τότε could not be written in the sense of ἡ τότε γενομένη.

2 Literally, “at leisure.” See at ii. § 10.

3 I have adopted Ast’s correction, ἄλλοις σκοπών, in lieu of ἄλλοσ σκοπών.

4, 5 I hardly understand ἄλλας here and afterwards τούτων, which Ast explains by “ours.” But in that case Plato would, I think, have written ἄλλοδεπάς and ἡμεῖς τούτων.

6 Ficinus alone, whom Taylor tacitly follows, has preserved the word “errant,” requisite for the sense; unless it be said that ὅτα μετά ποιήης have been lost after πάντες πάντες.
Athen. Perhaps so. But I think that every one, who holds any thing great, and having much power and strength, has immediately this feeling, that if he knew as its possessor how to use it, being of such a kind, and such an age, he would do many and wonderful things, and be happy.

Megil. Is not this correct? or how say you?

Athen. Consider now, by looking to what does he, who gives this praise to each thing, speak correctly. Now first, as regards what has been said just now, how would the persons of that period, even if they had known how to draw up an army properly, have, by a complete marshalling, met with the opportunity somehow? Would it not have been, had they put it together securely, and preserved it for ever, so that they might be free themselves, and rule over others whom they pleased, and do in short, both themselves and their descendants amongst all men, both Greeks and Barbarians, whatever they desired? Would they not for the sake of these things have felt a desire?

Megil. Entirely so.

Athen. Has not he too, who, on seeing great wealth, or superior honours arising from a family, or any thing else of this kind, would have said the very same thing, said so, looking to this, as if through this there would come to him all he desires, or the greater part of them, and such as are the most worthy of mention?

Megil. It appears so.

Athen. 5 But there is certainly one common desire to all men, which is signified by our present discourse.6

--- I cannot understand τοῦ καρποῦ ποιεῖν. For the indefinite ποιεῖν is at variance with the definite article. Plato wrote, I suspect, τοῦ κατὰ ροῦν πλοῦν, "a sailing down the stream," i.e. a successful voyage. On the metaphor in πλοῦν see Ast in Legg. vii. p. 803, A.; and with the phrase κατὰ ροῦν compare φιλομόνην κατὰ ροῦν in Rep. vi. p. 492, C.

5 i.e. ὅταν στρατηγίσθωσ, "the army."

6 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows implicitly, has "consequentur," as if he had found some other word in his MS. in the place of πρᾶττειν.

Instead of ἐπιθυμεῖν, which Ast says truly makes nonsense here, he would read ἐπισωθεῖν, in reference to the ἐπισωθοῦν at the commencement of the speech. Orelli suggests ἐπισωθεῖσθαι ἄν.

--- Such is Taylor's literal translation of the Latin of Ficinus. The Greek is Φέρε οὖν, τάντας ἀνθρώπων ἵστα τοίς κοινώς ἐπιθύμημα ἐν τῷ τοῦ ὑπὸ τοῦ λόγου ἐπιλόγευσιν, ὡς αὐτὸς φησιν ὁ λόγος. But there the two last sentences present an insufferable tautology. Which of them was really written by Plato, it is not easy to decide.
Megil. What is it?

Athen. That the things which do take place, should take place at the command of his own soul, all for the most part, but, if not (all), at least human affairs.

Megil. How not?

Athen. Since then all of us when children, and men, and grown old, perpetually wish a thing of this kind, we should of necessity pray for that very thing to the end (of life).

Megil. How not?

Athen. And we would pray for our friends that which they do for themselves.

Megil. How not?

Athen. Now a son, being a boy, is a friend of his father, being a man.

Megil. How not?

Athen. And yet many of the things which the boy prayers may happen to himself, the father would pray the gods that they may not happen according to the prayers of his son.

Megil. When, you mean, (the son) prays, being thoughtless and still young.

Athen. Yes; and when the father, being old, or with very youthful feelings, shall, although he knows nothing of what is honourable and just, offer up a prayer with great fervour in the midst of sufferings, akin to those that happened to Theseus, in the case of the unfortunate Hippolytus, when dying, will the boy, think you, who does know, join in prayer with his father?

Megil. I understand what you mean. For you appear to me to assert, that a person ought not to pray, nor be urgent for all things to follow his wishes, but for wishes rather (to follow) his prudence; and that both a state and each of us ought to pray for and hasten to this, how to possess intellect.

[8.] Athen. Certainly. And, moreover, that the statesman (and lawgiver ought always to lay down the ordinances of

1 Ficinus has "sedulo," as if his MS. read another word in the place of ἀναγκαίως. Perhaps ἀνεκκαίως.

2 I cannot understand μηδέν, which Bekker has inserted from four MSS. before μᾶλλον. Two MSS. read πολέ—Neither word is acknowledged by Ficinus. Perhaps Plato wrote ὀνήματι, of which πολεμάτι has been preserved by some MSS. and ἂνείπιν by others.

3 Bœckh was the first to insert καὶ from "legumque lator" in Ficinus; for the statesman and legislator are thus constantly united, as shown by Bœckh and Ast.
your recollection, what, if we remember, was said, at the commencement, that it was your advice, that a good lawgiver ought to lay down all laws for the sake of war; but it was mine, that this would enjoin him to make laws for one virtue out of four existing; that he ought to look to every virtue, but especially the first, which is the leader of the whole of virtue, and that is prudence, and intellect and opinion together, with love and desire attendant on them. But our discourse has now returned again to the same point; and I now say again, what I then said in jest, if you please, or in earnest, that I assert then, that it is dangerous for a person not possessing intellect to pray; but that (it is better) for the contrary to his wishes to happen to him. If you are willing to suppose that I am in earnest, suppose it. For I now fully expect to find you following the reasoning we produced a little before, that timidity was not the cause of the destruction of kings, and of the whole of their policy; nor was it because the rulers and they, whom it was meet to be ruled, did not know what relates to war; but they were destroyed by all the remaining depravity, and especially by their ignorance respecting the greatest of human affairs. That these things thus happened at that time, and (must so happen) now, if they happen any where, and will hereafter happen not otherwise, I will en-

1 This—"if we remember," is strangely introduced here, and is properly omitted by Ficinus; who has "et ipse recordatus sum et vos nunc recordari volo; nempe vos in disputatimis principlo dicebatis," Perhaps Plato wrote σαινεν γαρ ὡρας ἦν, εὐ μεμημεθα, τὰ λεγήτατα, i.e. for it was said, I well remember, at the commencement—

2-3 The Greek is ἦν ὁ ὦρα φημ. But as Plato had just alluded to his being in jest or in earnest, I suspect he wrote σουδάξων οὕτως φήμι ὦρα— for on pronouncing the words φημι ὦρα, he no doubt imitated the earnest manner adopted by speakers in public; and to which σουδάξων οὕτως would naturally draw the attention of the other interlocutors.

3 Ficinus alone has, what the sense requires, "satus esse," as if his MS. read ἀλλὰ κάλλιον, not ἀλλὰ by itself.

4 If Plato wrote, as I have supposed, just before σουδάξων οὕτω, he must have written here σουδάξων ῆ μὴ ἔ με τιθεῖνει βούλεθε, not ἐ με, for σουδάξων ῆ μὴ would answer to παίζοντα.

5-2 I confess I cannot make syntax or sense out of τῦ λοιπὸν ἐπὶ πάντας εἰσαγωγήνα. I could have understood τὰ ὦ όλα ὁποῖον ἀπὸν κα- κοί εἰσαγωγήνα—"but the whole was destroyed by every depravity following them."

6-2 The Greek is καὶ νῦν, εἴπου, γίνεται: where Bekker would repeat γίνεται.
deavour, if you wish it, to find out, by proceeding according to a discourse in due order, and to show, as far as I can, to you, who are my friends.

Clin. To praise you, guest, in words, would be rather offensive; but we shall mightily praise you in deed. For we shall cheerfully follow what is said, by which (acts) he, who praises as a free-man or not, is most apparent.

Athen. You speak most excellently, Clinias; and let us do as you say.

Clin. These things will be so, if god pleases. Only speak.

[9.] Athen. We say then, proceeding along the still remaining road of our discourse, that the greatest ignorance destroyed that power at that time, and that it is naturally able to do the same thing now. So that, if this be the case, the lawgiver must endeavour, as far as he can, to infuse prudence into states, and destroy to the utmost thoughtlessness.¹

Clin. It is evident.

Athen. What then may be justly called the greatest ignorance? Consider whether you agree with me in what I am going to say.² For I lay it down to be such as this.

Clin. Of what kind?

Athen. When any one does not love, but hates that, which seems to him to be beautiful, or good; but loves and embraces that, which appears to him to be base and unjust, I assert that this discordance, respecting pain and pleasure, with opinion founded on reason, is the extreme of ignorance; and it is the greatest, because it belongs to the mass of the soul. For that part of the soul, which feels pain and pleasure, is what the common people and the mass are in a city. When, therefore, it is opposed to science, or opinions, or reason, the natural rulers, I call this ignorance; and it is the same as that of a city, when the multitude will not obey the rulers and the laws; and likewise in the case of one man, when although beautiful reasons reside in his soul, yet they do not produce any good effect, but every thing the contrary. All these kinds

¹ Although ἀνωτάτωρ would be properly opposed to φόρονησις, yet ἄγωνος unites better with ἀμαθία: and so Ficinus found in his MS., as shown by his version "ignorantiam:" whom Taylor, Bocock, and Ast have followed.

² And So Taylor, which would be in Greek τὸ λεγόμενον, not λεγόμενον, which Ficinus has omitted.
of ignorance I would lay down as the most inordinate, in the
case of a state and each individual citizen, but not as applied
to handicraftsmen, if, guests, you understand what I mean.

Clin. We do understand you, friend, and assent to what you
say.

Athen. Let this then be laid down as determined upon, and
said, that to citizens, who are after this manner ignorant, no
thing connected with government is to be committed, but they
are to be reproached as ignorant, even though they are very
skilful in argument, and have laboured at all that is elegant
(in language), and whatever relates to a quickness of intellect;
but that those, who possess qualities contrary to these, are to be
called wise, although they should, according to the saying,
know neither their letters, nor how to swim, and that power
is to be given to them as being prudent persons. For how,
friends, can the smallest form of prudence subsist without
symphony? It is not possible. But the most beautiful and
greatest of symphonies may be most justly called the greatest
wisdom; of which he participates, who lives according to
reason; but he, who is deficient, is a family-destroyer, and in
no respect a saviour as regards the city, but, quite the contrary,
he will appear to be always ignorant on these points. Let this
then, as I just now said, be laid down, as having been spoken
of in this manner.

Clin. Let it be laid down.

[10.] Athen. But it is surely necessary for rulers and ruled
to exist in states.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Be it so. But of what kind, and how many, are the
axioms respecting the ruling and being ruled in the case of
great and small states, and similarly in that of families? Is
there not one relating to a father and mother? and universally

1 Ficinus has "perniciosissimas—"
2 This proverb, peculiar to Athens, is alluded to in Aristoph. Σφης.
953.
3 I confess I hardly understand what is meant by ἔμφωνιας here. Ficinus
has "consensus—" I could have understood ψυχῆς ἔμφωνιας, "a
harmony of soul—" Perhaps the best English version of ἔμφωνια would be,
"the being in tune," a musical expression, applied sometimes to the mind.
4 Ficinus alone attributes the words "οὗτ ἓσσε" to Clinias.
5 By διαχωρία are meant here "the received notions—"
would it not be a correct axiom everywhere that parents should rule over their offspring?

Clin. Very much so.

Athen. And the next to this, that men of high birth should rule over those of low birth? and the third, that the more aged should rule, and the younger be ruled?

Clin. How not?

Athen. And the fourth, that slaves should be ruled, and their owners rule?

Clin. How not?

Athen. And the fifth, I think, that the better person should rule, and the worse be ruled?

Clin. You speak of a ruling very necessary indeed.

Athen. And one that exists the most in all animals, and is "according to nature," as the Theban [Pindar] says. But the greatest axiom, as it seems, would be the sixth, which commands the ignorant to follow, but the prudent to lead and rule. And yet, O thou most wise Pindar, I should almost say, that this at least is not contrary to nature, but according to it, for the rule of law to be over willing (subjects), and not by an act of violence.

Clin. You speak most correctly.

Athen. Let us then in speaking of the seventh rule, as being god-loved and fortunate, bring it to a lot-drawing, and say, that he, on whom the lot falls, is most justly the ruler, but he the ruled, who goes away, after being unsuccessful in the lot.

Clin. You speak most truly.

Athen. We will say then, playing with some one of those who go on with facility to the laying down of laws—Dost thou, O lawgiver, see how many axioms there are relating to rulers, and how they are naturally contrary to each other? For now we have discovered a certain fountain of seditions, to which it is necessary for you to attend. First, consider with us, by erring how and in what point, contrary to these axioms, did the kings of Argos and Messéné destroy themselves, and the power of the Greeks, which at that time was wonderful.

---

1 On this saying of Pindar, frequently quoted by Plato, see Boeckh: who should however have rejected Ἰνδαρός as a gi.

2, 3 From "producamus," and "ducamus" in Ficinus, it is easy to see that his MS. read προδέχομαι and φέμε, not προδέχομαι and φέμε.
Was it not through their not knowing that Hesiod had said most truly, that "the half is often more than the whole?" (For), when to receive the whole brings a damage, but in the half is moderation, he held in that case the moderate to be more than the immoderate, as being better than the worse.

Clin. Most correctly so.

Athen. But whether think we that this, when it occurs, destroys on each occasion what relates to kings before what exists amongst the people?

Clin. It is probable that this is mostly the disease of kings, who live proudly in luxury.

Athen. Is not this evident then, in the first place, that the kings of that time had a power above the established laws? and (as) to what they had praised both by word and an oath, they did not accord with themselves. But discordance, as we have said, being the greatest ignorance, although appearing to be wisdom, has destroyed all those things through error and a sad want of education.

Clin. It appears so.

Athen. Be it so. But why was it meet for the lawgiver then laying down laws to be cautious about the generation of this disease? Is it, by the gods, at the present time, no wisdom to know this, and not difficult to speak of it? but that, if it had been possible to foresee it then, the person, who foresaw it, would have been wiser than we are?

---

1 Had not the hexameter line of Hesiod been preserved, Νήμιοι οὐκ ἰσαυ, δὲν πλοῖον ἡμοῖν παντὸς, any one would have said that the words in the text, "Εἴσαυ τοῦ παντὸς πολλάκις ἤστι πλοῖον, made a pentameter.

2 I have translated as if τὰ had dropped out before peri, in order that διαφθείρεσθαι might not want its subject.

3 Such is the literal version of the Greek, καὶ δ λόγῳ τε καὶ ὑπερ ἑπτήσαν ὡς εὐπρεπῶνσιν αὐτοῖς. But the perpetual antithesis between λόγος and ἡγοῦν requires & λόγῳ τε καὶ ὑπερ ἑπτήσαν, ὡς εὐπρεπῶνσιν ἡγοῦν, i.e. "and what they had praised by word and an oath, did not accord with their acts." Taylor's version is, "and that their actions did not accord with what they had celebrated both in discourse and by an oath."

4 In § 9, p. 98.

5 Such is perhaps the meaning of the Greek πηγμέλειαν καὶ ἀμουσίαν τὴν περιδίαν, which Taylor translates "through confusion and bitter unskilfulness." Ficinus, "propter errorem et amaram inconcinitatem." This, however, is not the only passage, where Plato has made use of words conveying a very vague instead of a definite sense.

6 I have followed Ficinus in translating πάθους "disease," in allusion to the disease mentioned just above.
Megil. What kind of thing are you speaking of?

Athen. For a person looking, O Megillus, to what has occurred with you, it is easy to know, and, knowing, to state what ought to have occurred then.

Megil. Speak yet more clearly.

Athen. Some such thing as this then will be most clear.

Megil. What?

[11.] Athen. If any one gives a power too great to things rather small, by disregarding moderation,—as, for instance, saileth ships, food to bodies, and dominion to dispositions—all things are overturned; for some, by being full of insolence, run into disorders, and others to injustice, the offspring of insolence. What then are we saying? Is it not, my friends, of this kind? that there exists not the nature of a mortal soul, which will be able, when young and not under supervision, to bear the greatest rule amongst men, so as, when filled as to its thinking faculty with folly, which is the greatest disease, not to suffer a hate from his nearest friends; which, when it takes place, is wont to corrupt quickly, and to cause all its power to disappear. To be cautious on this point, through knowing moderation, is the province of great lawgivers. Hence what took place at that time, it is now easy to perceive. It appears to have been this.

Megil. Of what kind?

Athen. Some god, I think, (is) taking care of you; who,

---

1 Ficinus has "in morbos incidunt." Hence two MSS. give as a variant, τὴν ἐπί, which is here applied in Greek, as "in English, metaphorically, to persons running into debt, extravagance, and vice generally.

2-3 Compare Soph. Æd. T. 863, ἢδες φυτεύειν τέρανον. Such is the literal version of the Latin of Ficinus, "Quod igitur tune factum, facile modo perspectu est." The Greek is ὡς οὖν ὅτε γενώμενον νῦν ἔστι μετρίωτα τοτάσας, where Ast was the first to suggest, what the sense requires, τό τούτο; but his paraphrasical translation of μετρίωτατα, "satis certo et accurate," is at variance with the train of thought; which leads to ἐστιν οὖν ὅτε τὸ τούτο γενώμενον νῦν εἰς τὸ μέτρωμα ῥάστων τοτάσας, i.e., "It is, then, now very easy to conjecture what then took place as regards things moderate;" where τὸ μέτρομα is confirmed, not only generally by what has gone before, but specifically by εἰς τὸ μέτρου in what immediately follows; while it is not without reason that one MS. offers μετρίωτατον for μετρίωτατα.

4-4 The Greek is εἶναι ἐνδομένος, where Ast understands ἐστί—But Ficinus has "at arbitrator," as if his MS. read οἴματι, adopted tacitly by Stephens, instead of εἶναι. Hence Taylor translated "as it seems."
through foreseeing future events, and planting for you the two-fold generation of kings descended from one, has contracted you rather to a moderate state; and after this a certain human nature, mixed up with a certain divine power, did, perceiving your government to be still in an inflamed state, mingle the temperate power of old age with the self-willed strength of noble birth, and made equal with the power of the kings the vote of twenty-eight old men in matters of the greatest moment. But your third saviour, perceiving your government swelling with desire and passion, placed upon it the power of the Ephori, as a bit, and led it near the power which is chosen by lot. And by this arrangement the kingly power with you, being mingled with such things as were proper, and possessing moderation, was both preserved itself, and became the cause of preservation to others. For under the rule of Temenus and Cresphontes, and the lawgivers of that time, if indeed they were lawgivers, not even the portion of Aristodemus would have been saved. For they were not then sufficiently skilled in legislation; for, (had they been so,) they never would have thought to moderate by oaths a youthful spirit, when receiving a power from which it was possible for a tyranny to arise. But now the deity has shown what kind of government it was and is necessary to be, that is about to continue the longest. But that these things should be known by us, as I said before, now that they have happened, is no feat of wisdom. For from a model already existing, it is not difficult to see.

since another MS. has εἶναι καὶ ἐπὶ δομένος, it is easy to elicit εἶναι τοις ἐπὶ δομένος, i. e. "seems to have had a care for you—"

1 This alludes to Lycurgus.

2 Taylor has, by an unaccountable mistake, "men eighty years old." On the senate of Sparta, called Τεσσεῖα, see Meursius in Miscell. Lacon. § 4, and Cragius de Rep. Lacedæm. ii. 3, who have collected all that is known on the subject.

3 On the third saviour see Ast at Rep. ix. § 9, p. 583, B., who did not see that Plato wrote ὁ δ' αὖ τρεῖος, οἷς σωτήρ—alluding to Theopompos, as shown by Plutarch in Lycurgus.

4 According, however, to Plutarch, in i. p. 43, E., the Ephori were appointed about thirty years after the time of Lycurgus. They were five in number.

5−9 The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor; where, instead of εἰ τινὲς ἐπὶ, the sense requires, as I have translated, εἰ τινὲς ἐπὶ—

6 Picioius, whom Taylor follows, supplies the ellipse by "si suissent—"

7 Here is evidently something wanting as the subject of ὕπων. Hence
foresaw these things, and had been able to render governments moderate, and to form one out of three, he would have preserved all the beautiful conceptions of that time, and neither the Persian expedition, nor any other, would have come against Greece, through despising us as being of little account.

Clin. You speak the truth.

Athen. Hence, Clinias, they defended themselves shamefully. Now by shamefully I mean, not that the persons of that time did not conquer by sea and land, and gain honourable victories; but what I call shameful at that time, I say is this. In the first place, that, out of those three states, (only) one fought in defence of Greece, but the other two were so miserably corrupted, that one of them (Messénē) prevented Lacedaemon from assisting her, (Greece,) by warring against it with all its strength; but the other, which had the first share at that period in the distribution,¹ that about Argos,² did, when called upon to repel the Barbarian, neither give ear nor assistance. But by detailing many things that occurred then relating to that war, a person might bring a charge against Greece by no means of a pleasant kind; nor would he, who should say that Greece defended herself, speak correctly; since, unless the policy in common of the Athenians and Lacedaemonians had warded off the slavery coming against them, there would have been mixed together nearly all the races of Greeks with each other, and Barbarians with Greeks, and Greeks with Barbarians; just as those, over whom the Persians are now the tyrants, are, after being carried away separately or together, and scattered abroad, made to settle down in a miserable state.⁵ This, Clinias and Megillus, is what we have to urge against the men of old, called politicians and legislators, and likewise those of the present day, in order that, by seeking out the causes, we may

Ficinus supplied the sense by translating, "exemplis commoveri." Perhaps ἐὰν δέ ευλαβέσθη ἐπὶ τῇ Εἰκνῃ—

¹ The Greek is ἡ περὶ τὸ Ἀργος, which Ast says is an explanation of ἡ πρωτεύουσα. But though Ἀργος, or τὸ Ἀργος, might be so, ἡ περὶ could not be. In ἡ περὶ τὸ evidently lies hid ἡντερο ἐπὶ τῶν; for the allusion is to ἐπὶ τῶν ἀνομῶν mentioned in § 5, while Ἀργος would be the gl. for ἡ δὲ ἀνομοί—

² This description may be applied to the very letter to the slaves, carried away singly or together, and compelled to settle formerly in the British West Indies, and even now in Spanish South America.
discover what else besides these ought to have been done, as we say for the present,\(^1\) that it is not meet to lay down great or unmixed powers of rule, through considering this, that it is requisite for a state to be free and intellectual, and a friend to itself, and that a legislator ought looking to these points, to lay down laws. And let us not wonder if, after proposing (other)\(^2\) things, we have frequently said that the legislator ought to look to these, while laying down laws, and that what have been proposed do not appear to us to be the same. But it is proper to infer that, when we say the legislator ought to look to temperance, or prudence, or friendship, our design is not different, but the same; \(^3\) and let not many other expressions of that kind, should they occur, disturb you.\(^3\)

Clin. We will endeavour to do so by recurring to your reasoning.\(^4\) But for the present explain, \(^5\) what you mean by saying with respect to friendship, and liberty, and prudence, that a legislator ought to aim at these objects.\(^5\)

[12.] Athen. Hear then now. There are, as it were, two mothers of polities, from which he, who says that all the rest are produced, will speak correctly. Now one of these it is right to call a monarchy, but the other a democracy; and to say that the race of the Persians possess the extreme of the one; but we of the other. Now nearly all the rest are, as I have said, variously formed from these. \(^6\) It is proper then, and necessary for (a state)\(^6\) to participate in both these, if there is to be freedom and friendship in conjunction with prudence. Now this our discourse intends to enjoin, by

---

1 The Greek in Ald. from one MS. is τὸ παρὰταυν. But Ficinus has "sed nunc exponimus," from whence Stephens elicited τὸ παρὰὐν, found in all the other MSS. I suspect however that Plato wrote τὸ παρὰὐν ἀπο-

2 Ficinus has "alia quaedam." For he found in his MS. ἀλλα ἀττα correctly; since ἀττα cannot stand by itself.

3 Such is the exact version of the Greek. Ficinus has "ac si multis stiam alia hujuscemodi verbis utemur, ne turbemini," literally translated by Taylor.

4 Here again Taylor was content to follow Ficinus' version, "verba ordine repetentes."

5 I have translated as if the Greek were τὸ περὶ τῆς φιλίας—πρὸς ἔτη, τὰ βουλομένως, not τὸ περὶ—πρὸς ὑπὲρ βουλομένως, where Ast has failed, I think, to make out the syntax.

6 Ficinus, by omitting δῆ, and inserting "civitatem," shows that he found in his MS., what the sense requires, πόλειν δὴ ὑπὲρ—
saying that a city is unable to be beautifully governed, while it is destitute of these properties.

Clin. For how can it?

Athen. When therefore the one embraces monarchy alone, but the other liberty more than is proper, neither of them possess what is moderate in these. Your cities however in Laconia and Crete (possess it) more (than others); and so too did the Athenians and Persians formerly, but now less so. Shall we go through the causes of this, or not?

Clin. By all means, if we wish to bring to an end what we have proposed for ourselves.

Athen. Let us hear then. The Persians under Cyrus possessed more of moderation in slavery and freedom. At first they were free, but afterwards the masters of many others. For by sharing as rulers their freedom with the ruled, and leading them to an equality, the soldiers became greater friends with their commanders, and conducted themselves with alacrity in dangers. And if any one among them was intelligent and competent to give advice, as the king was not envious, and granted a liberty of speech, and honoured those, who were able to advise any thing, he brought into the midst of all the common power of intellect; and at that time everything exhibited an improvement, through liberty, and friendship, and a communion of intellect.

Clin. It appears somehow that what has been stated did so occur.

Athen. How then was (that government) almost destroyed under Cambyses, and again restored under Darius? Are you willing for us, while thinking, to make use, as it were, of divination.

Clin. This at least brings our inquiry to the point, whether we have been hastening.

1— Ficinus has, what is far more intelligible, "mediocritatem servitutis libertatisque servavit."

2 The Greek is ἡγούμενος. But Ficinus found in his MS. ἔχον, as shown by his version, "habeant."

3 I have adopted with all the modern editors Stephens’s ἔπειδοκεν, instead of ἐπίδοκεν.

4 Ficinus, "regnum id fere," as if he had found in his MS. ποτ' αὔρα ἀπώλετο σχέδον—

5—3 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows literally, has "vultusne ut, quasi divinatione usi, dicamus," as if his MS. read διαλέγομεντες instead of διανοηθεῖν.
Athen. Respecting Cyrus, then, I thus divine; that in other respects he was a good general, and a lover of his country, but that he had not laid hold at all of a correct education, nor applied his mind to the regulation of his household.

Clin. How shall we say a thing of this kind?

Athen. He appears from his youth to have passed his life in the army, and to have committed to women the bringing up of his boys. Now these brought them up as persons fortunate immediately from their childhood, and born blessed, and indigent of nothing of these. Hence they forbade any one to oppose them in any respect, as being sufficiently fortunate; and compelling every one to praise what was said or done by them, they brought them up being some such.

Clin. You have detailed, as it seems, a beautiful education.

Athen. At least a feminine one, the women princesses having become recently rich, and bringing up the boys, during a scarcity of men, through the men not having leisure (to do so) in consequence of wars and many dangers.

Clin. So goes the story.

Athen. But their father possessed cattle and sheep and many herds of men, and of many other (animals); but he was ignorant that those, to whom he was to hand down all these things, were not instructed in his country's trade, which was a rough one, as the Persians were shepherds, the children of a rugged land, and competent to render the shepherds very strong, and able to live out of doors, and to be without sleep, and, if required, to become soldiers. But he disregarded the corruption of education by the so-called happiness of Media, and by his

---

1 There is evidently some error in τούτων, which is omitted by Ficinus.
2, 3 I am at a loss in ἓκαντι εὐδαίμονι, especially as εὐδαίμονις is repeated just before. Perhaps Plato wrote, ὠδ ὄνομ', ἵσθαι ἵσθαι—On ἵσθαι, see Blomf. on Pers. 81.
4, 5 Such is the literal version of the Greek, where I must leave for others to explain what I cannot, τοιοῦτοις πίνακ. Taylor has "After this manner they were educated by certain women." Ficinus gives, with his usual fidelity, "ita ipses tales quosdam educaverunt."
4, 5 The Greek is πατρίδαν—τέχνην ὀίσαν Περσικήν, σκηνήν ὄντων Περσάν τραχίας χώρας ἱκυρήνσαν σκηριάν, where Ast would reject all between ὀίσαν and σκηριάν, as an interpolation. But it will be sufficient to omit Περσικήν, and to insert ἄτε before ποιμένων, as I have translated. Respecting the rugged country of Persia, see Herodotus i. 71; ix. 122.
5 Ficinus has, "et militare, si res postularet." For his MS. omitted τραγικά, found in other MSS. before τίτων.
sons being instructed by women and eunuchs; from whence they became such as it was likely for those to become, who are brought up in luxury to unpremeditated. Upon the death of Cyrus his sons came into the possession (of power), and being full of luxury and without reproach, at first one of them slew the other, through brooking ill an equality; and subsequently the survivor (Cambyses) becoming mad through drinking and a want of education, lost his power through the Medes and the then called Eunuch, who viewed with contempt his silly conduct.

Clein. These things also are reported, and it seems they somehow happened nearly in this manner.

Athen. And it is said moreover that the power came again to the Persians through Darius and the seven.

Clein. How not?

Athen. Let us then take a view, following out the reasoning. For Darius was not the son of a king, nor brought up in a luxurious manner. But coming to power, and receiving it, he divided it, himself the seventh (sharer), into seven portions, of which there are at present left some small dream-like remnants, and he thought proper to live, laying down laws (and) introducing a kind of equality common (to all); and he bound under law the tribute, which Cyrus had promised the Persians, (and) infusing into all the Persians a feeling of

---

1 Ast was the first to correct τρυφή into τρυφός: to which he was probably led by finding in Ficinus, "in summa rerum licentia."
2 The name of the Eunuch was Smerdis. See Herodot. iii. 61.
3 Ficinus has "quasi amentem contemplans." Hence in one MS. μαυιας. Perhaps Plato wrote both μαυιας το και μαυρίας, "his conduct at once mad and silly."
4 See Herodot. iii. 86. But as there were only seven conspirators, Vellekenaer suggests ζ (6) instead of ξ (7).
5 Perhaps θεωρώμεν should be taken in the sense of a mental vision, and be translated, "Let us found a theory—"
6 Between λαβόν and αίτησιν I suspect μιαν has dropped out, i. e. "and receiving it as one—"
7 Compare Shakespear’s language in the speech of Prospero:
   "And like the baseless fabric of a vision,
   Leave not a rack behind."
8 Ficinus, whom Taylor translates literally, has "consuitque vivendum esse sub legibus, ad communem quandam conferentibus equalitatem."
9 In lieu of ἐνίον Stephens elicited ἐνίκεια, found subsequently in six MSS., from "complexus est," in Ficinus.
10 Respecting the tribute paid by the Persians, see Herodotus, i. 192; iii. 90.
interest, he attached to himself the masses in Persia, by money
and gifts. 1 His armies therefore did with a good will add
countries to his power 2 not less in number than what Cyrus
had left. After Darius (came) Xerxes, who was again brought
up with a royal and luxurious education. But it may be most
just to 3 say perhaps, “O Darius, thou hast not learned the evil
conduct of Cyrus, but hast brought up 4 Xerxes in the same
manners, as Cyrus did Cambyses. He therefore, as being a
child of the same education, has brought to pass what is very
near to the sufferings of Cambyses; and from that time 5,
scarcely a single Persian king has become truly great except
in name. Now the cause of this was not fortune, but, accord-
ing to my reasoning, the vicious life, which the sons of those,
who were remarkably rich and tyrannical, for the most part
lived. For neither boy, nor man, nor old person, will ever
become superior in virtue from such an education.” And these
are the matters which we say should be considered by a legis-
lator, and by us likewise at present. But it is just, O Lacon-
demonians, to give this praise to your state, that you never
distribute any superior honour or food 6 to poverty or wealth,
or to a private station or a kingly one, which the oracle 7 from
some god has not at the first prophetically enjoined. For it
is not proper in a state, 8 to distribute to any one 9 superior

1—1 Ficinus has, followed to the letter by Taylor, “ita dilectus a mili-
tibus—regiones ipse subjugavit.”

2—3 The Greek is ἵνας, δὲ τὸ Κύρον κακὸν οὐκ ἔμαθες, ἠδρίασ ὃς, where
Stephens was the first to reject δὲ and to read ὃς—Ast, however, prefers
ίνας τὸ Κύρον—δὲ ᾧ ἐμαθα ἠδρίασ—Perhaps Plato wrote ἵνας τὸ
Κύρον κακὸν, δ οὐκ ἔμαθας ἠδρίασ ὃς, i.e. thou hast preserved the evil
of Cyrus, which thou hadst not learned well.

1 Ficinus has “ex illo tempore.” But that would be in correct Greek
ἐκ γε τοῦ τότε, not ἐκ γε τοσοῦτον, which means either “after so great a
person,” or, “from such a long time.”

4 In lieu of τροφὴν Cornarius suggested ἀρχὴ, to which he was led
perhaps by “munera” in Ficinus. Boeckh and Ast however say that
τροφὴ implies not only food, but education likewise.

1 To avoid the tautology in τὸ—θεῖον παρὰ θεῶν, Ficinus has 1 ora-
culo.” But Ast says that by τὸ θεῖον is meant Lycurgus, who is described
in § 11, as φύσει ἀνθρωπίνη μεμψῷν θεῖα. But in that case Plato
would have written ἀνθρωπιαῖς. Perhaps he did write τὸ—θεῖον, “the
directing power”—

4—8 The Greek is καὶ τὸν νεῖμαι. But Ficinus found in his MS.
καὶ τὸν νεῖμαι, as shown by his version, “in civitate cuquam con-
ferre.”
honours, because he is superior in wealth; nor because he is swift-footed, or handsome, or robust, without some virtue, and not in the case of a virtue even, from which temperance is excluded.

Megil. How, guest, say you this?
[13.] Athen. Fortitude is surely one part of virtue.
Megil. How not?
Athen. Judge then yourself, after hearing my reasoning, whether you would admit any fellow-dweller or neighbour to be very brave, when not temperate, but profligate?
Megil. Speak good words.
Athen. What then, that an artist is wise in things of his art, but unjust?
Megil. By no means.
Athen. But justice could not be produced without temperance.
Megil. How could it?
Athen. Nor could he, whom we just now laid down to be wise, as possessing pleasures and pains, in harmony with, and following right reason.
Megil. Certainly not.
Athen. But let us still consider this too, touching the bestowing of honours in states, of what kind do they take place properly or not on each occasion.
Megil. What?
Athen. Whether temperance, if it be alone in a soul without all the rest of virtue, can justly be a thing either of honour or dishonour?
Megil. I know not what to say.
Athen. You speak with moderation. For had you said either the one or the other, about which I asked the question,

1 Ficinus omits ἐπεί, found after διαφέρων. Perhaps Plato wrote ἐποθτο τῇ διαφέρων αὐτῷ, “superior to Platus himself.”
2 From hence to nearly the end of the book the conversation is carried on with Megillus, and not, as before, with Clinias. This arrangement, as Boeech was the first to remark, is found in Ficinus.
3 On account of ἀν in the answer, we must read here φιδετέ ἀν in lieu of φιδεταί.
4 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Taylor has translated the Latin of Ficinus, “Id proterea consideremus, ut quomodo inter cives honores recte vel non recte distribuantur, inspiciamus.”
you would have appeared to me at least to have spoken beside the measure.

Megil. 3 It would then have turned out well.

Athen. Be it so. The addition then relating to honours and dishonours will be worthy not of a discourse, but rather of some irrational silence.

Megil. You appear to me to mean temperance.

Athen. Yes. But that which benefits us the most of the others, would, in addition to its being honoured the most, be honoured the most justly; and that which is second (in benefit) would be second (in honour); and thus each thing obtaining, according to the reasoning in succession, its honours in due order, would obtain them justly.

Megil. Such is the case.

Athen. What then, shall we not say that it is the business of the legislator to distribute these?

Megil. And very much so.

Athen. Are you then willing for us to allow him to distribute all things, both pertaining to each work, and to trifling particulars? But with respect to making a triple division, let us endeavour, since we also are somehow desirous of laws, to divide the greatest, second, and third, apart from each other.

Megil. Entirely so.

Athen. We say then that a state ought, as it seems, if it is about to be preserved happy to the utmost of human power, necessarily to distribute honours and dishonours in a proper manner. Now (to do so) properly, it is for the good things pertaining to the soul, to be laid down as the most honourable and the first in rank, temperance at the same time being present to it (the soul); and as the second in rank, the things beautiful and good pertaining to the body; and as the third in rank, the things pertaining to property and riches. But if any legislator or state proceeds beyond these, by leading either riches to honours, or by placing by means of honours in the

1 I have adopted Böckh’s ἔδοκει, similar to “videreris” in Cornarius, in lieu of ἤδεικε in some MSS., or ἤδεικε in others.

2 On the phrase παρὰ μιλος see at Philo. § 49.

3-4 The Greek is Καλως τῶν γεγονός ἀν εἰν, which I cannot understand. Ficinus has, what the sense requires, “Bene igitur factum est.”

5 Here again I am at a loss to understand ἀλλὸν αὐτῆς. Unless I am mistaken, Plato wrote τινος—οὐ λόγου, of which στιγμὴ would be the interpretation, with a play upon λόγου and οὐ λόγου.
foremost rank any of the things in the rear, he will do a deed
neither holy nor statesman-like. Is this to be held as said, or
how?

Megil. Let it be held as said clearly.

Athen. The inquiry into the Persian polity has caused us to
speak to a greater length on these points. And we find that they
became much worse still; and we say the reason was, that
through their taking away too much of liberty from the people,
and introducing a despotic power more than was proper,
they destroyed the feeling of friendship and of a common in-
terest in the city; and that, when this is destroyed, the deliber-
ations of the rulers are not engaged in behalf of the governed
and the people, but for their own power; (and) should they
think that something more, even if it were little, would accrue
to themselves, they would, by destroying with fire cities
overturned, and by (treating) friendly nations in an hostile
and un pitying manner, at once hate and be hated. But when
they come to the people during a time of need to fight for
them, they find in them no such communion of interest, that
any one is willing with alacrity to run a risk and to fight; and
though they possess myriads, not to be defined in a calculation,
yet they are all useless for war; and, as if in want of men,
y they hire some, and think they will be saved by mercenary
and foreign troops; and added to this, they are compelled to
act the part of simpletons, proclaiming by their acts, that the
things constantly called honourable or beautiful in a state are
a trifle as compared with silver and gold.

Megil. Entirely so.

[14.] Athen. Let then the subject of the affairs of the Per-
sians, which are now administered not correctly through ex-
cessive slavery and despotism, have an end.

1 In the Greek ἵπτε ἤτε, to which Stephens was the first to object, evi-
dently lies hid πολὺ ἤτε—Cousin would supply τοῦτος after ἤτε—
2 The words within the lunes have been supplied to complete the sense.
3 As the expression πυρὶ καταφθάραντις is better suited to πάλινς than
to ἡγοῦν, I doubt not it has been accidentally transposed.
4 On account of the preceding ἄν—ἡγοῦν, the syntax requires, as I
have translated, μοῦσιν ἄν in lieu of μοῦσιν τα.
5—6 The Greek is ἂν μετὰ προθυμίας τοῦ—I have translated as if it
were ἂν μετὰ προθυμίας τοῦ—
7 One MS. omits ἡγοῦν, which was originally written, I suspect, be-
fore λιγούρις, not after it.
**Megil.** Entirely so.

**Athen.** But after this it is proper for us to go through in a similar manner the polity of Attica, \(^1\) (that it may appear) how perfect liberty even, exempt from all rule, is not a little worse than that, which has a moderation \(^2\) in rule under others. \(^2\) For at the time, when the Persian invasion took place against the Greeks, and perhaps against almost all the inhabitants of Europe, our polity had been of long standing; and we had some four institutions framed with reference to a property-census; \(^3\) and a certain modesty too at that time was a despot, through which we were then willing to live in subjection to the laws. In addition to this, the magnitude of the expedition, extending over land and sea, brought on a fear not to be overcome, and caused us to endure a still greater submission to the rulers and the laws. And on all these accounts a violent friendship came upon us towards ourselves. For nearly ten years before the naval battle at Salamis, Datis had arrived, leading the Persian expedition of Darius, who had sent him distinctly against the Athenians and Eretrians, to reduce them to slavery, and to carry them off; and proclaiming \(^4\) death to him, if he did not do so. And Datis did in a very short time with his many myriads and by main force subdue them entirely; \(^5\) and he sent a certain dreadful report to our city, \(^6\) that not one of the Eretrians had escaped him; for that the soldiers of Datis had by joining hands to hands \(^6\) got, as into a net, the whole of Eretria. \(^5\) This report, whether arriving true or in any way whatever, struck with terror the other Greeks, and the Athenians likewise; and on their sending ambassadors every

---

\(^1\) So Taylor, from "ut pateat" in Ficinus.

\(^2\) The Greek is in one MS. ἀρχὴς ὑπό ἐκπολέμου. In all the others ἀρχὴς is omitted. It answers however to "magistratum dominatione" in Ficinus, who omits on the other hand ὑπὸ ἐκπολέμου; to which both Boeckh and Ast object, but are unable to correct it satisfactorily. Perhaps Plutarch wrote ὑπὸ ἐκπολέμου—without ἀρχὴς.

\(^3\) This alludes to the four divisions of the people made by Solon, and called respectively Πεντακοσιομίδιμοι, Ἰππιδίται, Σεννηται, and Θητες, as we learn from Plutarch, i. p. 87, F., and Aristotle Politi. ii. 10.

\(^4\) As there is nothing on which προειστηκόν can depend, Plato probably wrote προεισπάντος, to answer to the preceding πεμπαντος.

\(^5\) Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has "terribilisque inde rumor ad nos pervenit."

\(^6\) The Greek is συνάψαντες γὰρ ἄρα τὰς χεῖρας, where Valkenaeer on Herodotus iii. 149, tacitly omits ἄρα. He should have read χεῖρα—
where,\(^1\) no one was willing to assist them, except the Lacedæmonians; and even they, through the war then raging against Messéné, or whether something else, as alleged,\(^2\) prevented them,—for we know not,—arrived one day later than the battle that took place at Marathon. After this, mighty preparations and innumerable threats are said to have come from the king. But as time went on, Darius was reported to have died, and his son, young and violent, to have received from him the government, and by no means to have desisted from his (father's)\(^3\) undertaking. Now the Athenians were of opinion, that the whole of this preparation was against themselves, on account of what had occurred at Marathon; and hearing of Athos being dug through, and of (the shores) of the Hellespont being united, and of the great number of the vessels, they thought there was no safety for themselves by land or sea; \(^4\) for that none would assist them; as they recollected that, even when (the Persians) had come before, and had done thoroughly for the Eretrians, not one had given them assistance then, or had run a risk by fighting with them; and they expected the same thing would then take place, at least by land; and on the other hand, by sea they saw a want of all means of safety, since more than a thousand ships were being brought against them. They thought, however, upon a single source of safety, slender indeed and dubious, yet the only one, through their looking to what had previously occurred, how even then victory had appeared to spring out, of difficulties, as they were fighting.\(^5\) Carried along upon this hope, they found their refuge rested in themselves alone and in the gods. All these things then \(^6\) engendered in them a friendship \(^6\) with each other, both the fear which was then present, and that which had been produced by the laws

\(^1\) Ficinus alone adds, what Taylor adopts, “universum Graeciam—”

\(^2\) Plato alludes to the reason assigned by Herodotus vi. 106. See other reasons in Justin ii. 9, and Lucian Astrolog. § 25.

\(^3\) So Taylor follows the Latin of Ficinus, “a captis paternis desistere,” where παρίης is wanting in the Greek.

\(^4\) Here again Taylor has neglected the Greek entirely, and looked only to the Latin of Ficinus, “præsērīm quia in nullius presidio confidunt, quippe qui memoria teneunt neque tunc, cum primo illorum ingressu captī Eretrientes fuerant, quemquam sibi opem ferre.”

\(^5\) I have translated as if the Greek were μαχηνος dependent on γενεσις, not μαχηνος connected with μικροι.

\(^6\) Ficinus has “majori inter se benevolentiaocopularunt—”
before,¹ and which they had felt, when they were submitting to their former laws; (a fear) which we have frequently in the preceding discourse called modesty; to which we have said (all)² must be subservient, who are about to become good men; (and) of which he who is the slave³ is free and fearless; ⁴ whom had not this fear seized,⁵ he would never have ⁶ quickly come ⁷ and defended himself and aided the sacred places, and tombs, and country, and all the rest of household ties, and friends, as he did aid at that time; ⁸ but each of us would at that period have been routed in small parties, and scattered one hither and another thither.⁹

Megill. And very much so, guest; and correctly have you spoken, and in a manner becoming both to yourself and country. [16.⁸] Athen. Such is the case, Megillus. For it is just to mention to you, what happened at that time, as being a sharer in the nature of your parents. But do you and Clinias consider, whether we say what is suited to legislation. For I do not go through these matters for the sake of telling a story, but for the sake of what I am saying. For look ye. Since the same circumstance has in a certain manner happened to us, that did to the Persians, while they were leading the people to every kind of slavery, but we, on the contrary, turning the masses to every kind of freedom, how and what shall we say henceforth? ⁸ The reasons that have previously occurred to us, have in a certain manner been detailed correctly.⁹

¹ Instead of τῶν ἵπποςθεν, which I cannot understand, Ficinus has “jam pridem,” for he found, no doubt, in his MS. τῶν ἵπποςθεν—
² Ficinus alone has “omnes,” adopted tacitly by Taylor.
³ In lieu of δυνατός, Heusde, Heindorf, Faehse, and Ast justly read δυνλος, similar to “quo quiscus afficitur” in Ficinus, translated by Taylor “a slave”—
⁴ The Greek is δὲ εἰ τότε μὴ δυνατός ἔλθῃς. Ficinus has “ac nisi presens ille metus pudori huic junctus suffisset”— But δὲ is to be referred to the person alluded to in δυνλος, and hence I have translated as if the original reading were τότε, not τότε—
⁵ The Greek is εὑρεθῶν, but as that could not be said of a single person, I have translated, as if the original were δείξῃ ἔλθων—On the loss or corruption of δείκς, see Porson in Adversar. p. 161, on Æsch. Suppl. 901.
⁶ Such is the literal translation of the Greek. Ficinus has “ut fecisset narrans”; sed sparsis alio abissent;” adopted in part by Taylor.
⁷ Instead of “all” Ficinus has “mere”—
⁸ Such is the literal version of the Greek. Taylor has translated the Latin of Ficinus, “habita jam verba et commode dicta quodammodo demonstrant.”
Megil. You speak well. But endeavour to point out to us still more clearly what has been said just now.

Athen. This shall be. The people was not, my friends, according to the laws of old, the master of any, but did after a certain manner obey willingly the laws.

Megil. Of what laws are you speaking?

Athen. Those relating in the first place to music as then existing—in order that we may detail from the beginning the great progress made in a life of freedom. For music was then divided by us according to certain kinds and figures of itself; and prayers to the gods was a kind of ode, and they were called by the name of hymns; and the contrary to this was another kind of ode, and a person would have called it lamentations for the most part; and another was Pæans, and another the birth of Dionysus, called, I think, a Dithyramb: and they have called laws by this very name, as being another ode; and they have given the additional name of "harp music." After these and some others had been ordained, it was not lawful to use one kind for another. But the authority to know any of these, and, after knowing, at the same time to judge of them, and to fine the person not obedient, was not the whistle nor certain uneducated noises of the multitude, as at present, nor yet the clatterings that express praise, but it was decreed that persons, who were conversant with education, should themselves hear to the end in silence; but for boys, and boy-leaders, and the numerous vulgar, there was

1 I confess I cannot understand ἐαυτῆς, omitted by Picinus.
2 Instead of μιλσος I should prefer κᾶλλισος—
3 The Pæans were hymns to Apollo, sung originally at Delphi to commemorate his killing the serpent, called Python.
4 This "I think" is said rather strangely by Plato, as if he did not know whether the Dithyramb did or did not relate to the birth of Dionysus. Cousin refers οἷμαι to the etymology given to ὀδύραμβος.
5 In Greek νόμος is literally "a distribution," taken in a legal sense, the object of law being to give each person his own; but here it is applied in a musical sense to a measure or tune, that distributes the notes according to the laws of harmony. Specifically the musical "nomes" were sung in honour of Apollo, the god of music. Cousin has given another but less simple explanation.
6 Ast says that σίφυξ, "a reed," is put here for the whistling sound made by a reed, and he refers to Muretus, Var. Lect. i. 19, and to Salmasius on Solinus, p. 156. Perhaps it answered to the English "call-call."
7 The boy-leaders are, I presume, thus put on a level with boys and the masses, because they were sometimes only manumitted slaves.
the admonition by a rod putting them in order. These things having been thus ordained, the multitude of citizens were willing to be ruled, and not to dare to judge in a tumultuous manner. After this, as time went on, the poets (themselves) became the leaders of this uneducated lawlessness; being naturally indeed poetical, but ignorant with respect to what is just and lawful in music, they were acting like Bacchants, and possessed with joy more than was becoming, and were mingling lamentations with hymns, and peans with dithyrambs, and imitated with harp music the music of the hautboy, and by bringing together all things to all they involuntarily, through their ignorance, asserted falsely that music did not possess any correctness whatever; but that it might be judged of most correctly by the pleasure of the party gratified, whether he was a better person or a worse. Composing, therefore, works of this kind, and adding to them words of this kind, they infused into the multitude a lawlessness with respect to music, and a daring of their being competent to judge. Hence theatres, from being silent, came to be noisy, as if capable of understanding what is beautiful or not in music; and instead of an aristocracy in it, a certain depraved theatocracy was produced. For if only a democracy of free men had existed, nothing very dreadful would have taken place; but now from music there began an opinion with us respecting the wisdom of all men in all things, and a lawlessness, and after these did a licentiousness follow. For men became fearless, as if endowed with knowledge; and this absence of fear generated shamelessness. For through boldness to feel no fear of the opinion of a better person, is almost a depraved shamelessness, (resulting) from a certain liberty that has dared too much.

Megil. You speak most true.

[16.] Athen. And consequent upon this liberty, there would arise that of being unwilling to submit to rulers; and following this, to fly from the submission to, and admonition of, a father and mother and elders, and to the being near the point of seeking to be not subject to laws; and (having arrived) at that point, to think nothing at all of oaths and faith and the gods; ²by

¹ I have adopted Heindorf’s correction, τούτων οὖν τεταγμένων, founded on Picianus’s “hæc cum sua ordine fierent,” in lieu of ταυτὰ οὖν οὖν ταταγμένων.

² Picianus has “inde, ad priscum illam tyrannicamque revoluti naturam,
exhibiting and imitating the ancient Titanic nature, as it is called, so that, by again arriving at those same things, they led a life of difficulty, and never ceased from ills. On what account then has this been said by us? It appears that I at least ought to pull up a discourse, like a horse, on each occasion, and not, by having its mouth without a bridle, to be carried away forcibly, and, according to the proverb, fall from the discourse, as from an ass. But I again ask what was just now said. On what account has this been mentioned?

Megil. Correctly so.

Athen. This then has been said on account of those?

Megil. Whom?

Athen. We have said that a legislator ought in laying down laws to aim at three things, how the state may, by being legislated for, become free, and friendly to itself, and possess a mind. These were the objects. Is it not so?

Megil. Entirely so.

Athen. For the sake of this we selected two kinds of go-
eadem illa iterum patiemur duraque secula rursus degemus," plainly proving that his MS. read τυραννικὴν for τιτανικὴν, and was defective in other respects, or that Ficinnus himself did not understand what Plato was alluding to.

1 To this passage Cicero alludes De Legg. "Noster vero Plato Titanum e genere statuit (esse) eos, qui ut illi coelestibus, sic hi adversentur magistratibus." From whence it is easy to perceive that instead of την λεγομένην παλαιάν Τιτανικὴν φύσιν ἐπιδίδοντι καὶ μμομήνοις, Plato wrote την λεγομένην παλαιὰν Τιτανικὴν ἐπιδίδοντι καὶ μμομήνοις—by exhibiting the so-called Titanic contest, and imitating their nature—

2 In lieu of ἐπιστὰν one would prefer τὰ Κρόνία, in allusion to the acts of the Titans, the allies of Κρόνος, who after their defeat were doomed to everlasting torments.

3 For the sake of the syntax we must read ἢμι γε for ἢμοι γε, as I have translated.

4 This would be an English jockey’s correct translation of ἀναλαμβά-νειν.

5 As ἐκάστοτε could not be said of a single occasion, one would prefer ἀκατάστατον, "restless," similar to "siare loco nescat," in Virgil.

6 Instead of βίου ὧν τὸν λόγον φρόνμενον, it is evident at a glance that Plato wrote βίοι φρόνμενοι, ἀπὸ τοῦ λόγου, ὡς—With regard to the proverb Διὸ ὧν αὐτὸν πεισέν, and the play upon it in ἀπὸ νοῦ πεισίν, see Aristoph. Neph. 1275, and Erasmus in Adag. Chil. i. Cent. 7. p. 200, who seems to have wished to read ἀπὸ νοῦ, ὡς ἀπὸ ὧν αὐτὸν, πεισίν.

7 I have translated as if the Greek were ἐπανεργωτῶν αὐτοῦ, not ἐπανεργωτῶν, where the infinitive could hardly depend upon εἰν.

8 Ficinnus alone has "duas gubernationum species," from whence Boeckh elicited ἐνεκ’ εἰδοῦ ἐδο from ἐνεκα δή—
vernment, one most despotic, and the other most free; and we were considering which of these is rightly administered. But on laying hold of each of them, as regards a certain moderation, on the part of some to be despots, and of others to be free, we saw that then (in moderation) prosperity resulted to them in an eminent degree, but that when each party was proceeding to the extreme, the one, of slavery, and the other, of the contrary, no benefit had accrued to either these or those.

_Megil._ You speak most true.

_Athen._ And moreover, for the sake of these things, we looked into both the Doric army, and the country under the Dardan mountains, and the settlement by the sea, and first those persons who remained after the deluge; and moreover we had a previous conversation about music and drunkenness, and on subjects still prior to these. For all this has been mentioned, for the sake of seeing, how a state may be best administered, and how every one may individually best pass through life. Now, if we have done any thing of importance, what proof of error can be brought, Megillus and Clinias, against us?

_Clin._ I seem to myself, O guest, to have something in my mind. For it appears that the subjects of all the discourse, we have gone through, have arisen through some good fortune. For I have come almost in want of them at the present moment; and both you and Megillus here are by some opportune accident present. For I will not conceal from you what has just now occurred to me, but I will make it a kind of omen. For the greatest part of Crete is attempting at present to establish a certain colony, and orders the Cnossians to take the care of the matter; but the city of the Cnossians (imposes it) upon me and nine others; and at the same time orders us to lay down laws (taken) from this place, if any are pleasing to us, and, if there are any, from elsewhere, making no account of their foreign character, should they appear to be better. Let us then grant this favour to myself and you. After making a selection out of what has been said, let us in our discourse form a state, and colonize it, as if from its commencement;

1 By simply inserting eis between ἵκαριπας and μετροῦμαι I have restored both syntax and sense.
2 There is evidently some error here, which might, I think, be satisfactorily corrected.
3 Cicinus has, what makes better sense, "collectis undique legibus—"
and there will be to us at the same time an inquiry into what we are in search of, and at the same time I may perhaps make use of this formation for the city that is to be.

Athen. You are not, O guest, proclaiming a war. And, unless there is some opposition on the part of Megillus, conceive that every thing on my side will be to the best of my power according to your mind.

Clin. You speak well.

Megil. And on my side likewise.

Clin. You both have spoken most beautifully. Let us then endeavour, in the first place, to form in our discourse a state.

---

BOOK IV.

[1.] Athen. Come then, what kind of state must we imagine it is to be? I mean that I am not asking what is its name now, nor what it will be necessary to call it in after-time; for this perhaps its colonization, or some spot, or the surname of some river or fountain, or of the gods of the place, may give their own appellation to the new state; but this is rather what I wish to ask concerning it, whether it is near the sea, or inland?

Clin. The state, of which we are now speaking, is, O guest, distant from the sea nearly eighty stadia.²

Athen. Are there any harbours along it, or is it entirely harbourless?

Clin. It has, as far as is possible, very good harbours, O guest.

Athen. Ho! ho! What say you? But is the country about it likewise all-prolific, or is it wanting in some things?

Clin. It is nearly in want of nothing.

Athen. Will there be any neighbouring state near to it?

Clin. Not very; on which account it is colonized. For an expulsion of the inhabitants having taken place of old in that spot, caused the country to be desolate for an immense space of time.

Athen. But with respect to plains, and mountains, and woods, how has it obtained by lot a portion of each?

¹—Ficinus, translated literally by Taylor, has merely "neque vero nunc de presenti ejus nomine aut de futuro interrogo."
² About eight miles.
Clin. It is wholly\(^1\) similar to the rest of Crete.

Athen. Would you say it is more rough than plain?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. It is not therefore incurably unfit for the acquisition of virtue. For, if it were near the sea, and had good harbours, but not all-productive, but wanting in many things, it would require for itself some powerful preserver, and certain divine lawgivers,\(^2\) unless being such naturally, it had been about to acquire many various and depraved manners.\(^3\) But now it has some consolation from its distance of eighty stadia. It is situated indeed nearer the sea than is becoming, by nearly as much that it has, as you state, good harbours. There is however this desirable circumstance. For a sea, being near to a country, brings something pleasant each day, although it is in reality a very brackish and bitter neighbour.\(^4\) For filling it through retail-trading with foreign commerce and money-making, it begets in the disposition a moral conduct not to be trusted, and (renders) the state faithless and unfriendly to itself and to other nations likewise. It possesses however against these evils a consolation in being all-productive; since if it were rugged, it is evident that it would not be very productive and all-productive at the same

---

\(^1\) Pecinus has "totius Cretae," as if his MS. read ὅλη of instead of ὅλη. And so Taylor. Eusebius, in Prep. Ev. xii. p. 617, offers ὅλη.

\(^2\) Such is the literal version of the unintelligible Greek. Perhaps Plato wrote ἢνα μη πολλὰ, ἢ γ' ἡμελλεν, ἡθὴ—ἐκα—similar to "ne con

\(^3\) straheret." in Pecinus, in English—that it might not have, what it was about to have), many—

\(^4\) On the mischief done to the morals of a people by living near the sea, Strabo, in vii. 9, refers to Plato, assigning, by a slip of the memory, to the Republic what he had read here in the Laws.

\(^5\) I have translated as if the Greek were originally τι νίμεν, not, as at present, τὸ μὲν—

\(^6\) The expression ἀλμυρὸν γιατόνημα Plato is said to have taken from Alcman, the lyric poet, as we learn from the Scholast on Aristides, quoted by Creuzer on Plotinus de Pulchritud. p. 464, who remarks that πικρὸν might perhaps be considered by some to be a gloss; for Aristotle says, Περὶ Αἰσθήσεως. iv. p. 1438, B., τὸ δὲ ἀλμυρὸν καὶ πικρὸν σχεδὸν τὸ αὐτὸ: but such is not his own opinion.

\(^7\) On the difference between ἐμπερος and κάπηλος see at Sophist, § 19.

\(^8\) Timeus rightly explains πολυμοβολος by πολυμεγάλος καὶ ἐπὶ μη γένεσθαι μη μικρον, similar to the description given by Virgil of a woman, "varium et mutabile semper."

\(^9\) This I confess I cannot understand. I could have understood,
time. For possessing this (advantage), by possessing a great export-trade, it would in return be filled with gold and silver coin in abundance; than which a greater evil cannot, so to say, exist, (comparing) one thing with another, in a state, as regards the possession of manners generous and just, as we stated, if we remember, in our previous discourse.

Clin. We do recollect; and we concede that we were then and we are now speaking correctly.

Athen. But how is the country situated as regards timber for ship-building?

Clin. There is not any fir worth mentioning, or pine, and not much cypress; and a person would find little of larch, or plane-trees, which it is necessary for shipwrights to make use of for the inner parts of vessels.

Athen. And this too would not be ill for the nature of the country.

Clin. How so?

Athen. Because it is good for a city to be unable to imitate easily its enemies in mischievous imitations.

Clin. To which of the subjects that have been mentioned have you, after looking, said what you are now stating?

[2.] Athen. Do thou, O excellent man, watch me, looking to what was said at the beginning, the question about the Cretan laws, how they looked to that one thing. And you two asserted that this very thing was what regards war; but I, taking you up, said, that when such laws, being laid down, looked to

"since, had it been rugged, it would not have been very productive, much less all-productive I think," in Greek, οὐκ ἄν πολύφορος γε ἐν, μὴ τι γε πάμφορος, οὖμαι. Ast however says that Cicinus has correctly translated, "cumque silvosa sit et aspera, licet omnia ferat, non tamen abunde omnia; nam si esset ad omnia ferax et fecunda—" And so Taylor to the letter. 1 Cicinus, whom Taylor follows, has "multum auri atque argenti," as if his MS. read πολλοῦ in lieu of πάλιν—

2 Ast says that after φαλαρτε, "watch," is to be supplied "if perchance I say what is at variance with previous assertions." But such an ellipse is not, I suspect, to be found elsewhere in Plato; who probably wrote here Ο δαιμόνις, ἰθαλαρτεῖς μ’ εῦ, εἰς τὸ κατ’ ἀρχὰς εἰρήμενον ἀποβλέπων περὶ τῶν Κρητικῶν νόμων— Well hast thou, O excellent man, watched me while looking to what was said at the beginning about the laws of Crete, that they looked to one thing—where I have omitted τὸ before περὶ—To avoid however all the difficulties of the text, Cicinus omits ὡς τοῦ τὶ βλέποις; and so too does Taylor; but he translates 'I am looking,' as if the Greek were ἀποβλέπω, not ἀποβλέπων.
virtue, it was well; but when only to a part, but not to the whole almost of virtue, I did not entirely agree. Do you then still again watch my present legislation, while following me, if perchance I lay down any law not tending to virtue, or to a part of virtue. For I make it a fundamental position, that he alone lays down a law correctly, who, like an archer, ever aims at that, on which alone some of those things that are ever beautiful follow close, but who leaves all the rest, whether it be wealth or any thing else of that kind, which happens to exist without those before mentioned. And I said on one side, that the imitation of enemies would be then mischievous, when any one residing near the sea is annoyed by enemies, as for instance—for I will relate (it) to you, although not wishing to remind you of a past annoyance—when Minos imposed the payment of a tribute upon the inhabitants of Attica, through his having acquired a great power by sea. But the Athenians did not at that period possess, as they do now, ships of war, nor a country abounding in wood, suited for ship-building, so as to exhibit with facility a naval power. Hence they could not, through nautical imitation, become immediately sailors themselves at that time, and defend themselves against their enemies. And it would have been for their advantage to have lost many times seven young men.
before ¹(suffering what happened to them. For,)¹ instead of being foot-soldiers, with heavy arms, and remaining firm,² they were accustomed, on becoming sailors, frequently to leap with a run into and upon the vessels, and to come back again quickly; and to think they were doing nothing disgraceful in not daring to die, by waiting for the attacks of the enemy advancing; and there were pretexts plausible and ready to those throwing away their arms, and making, as they said, not disgraceful flights; for language of this kind,³ is wont to arise from naval heavy-armed troops—(language) by no means worthy,⁴ of unbounded praise, but very much the contrary.⁵ For it is never proper to accustom persons to mischievous habits, and this too the best part of the citizens. And it is surely possible to understand this from Homer, that such conduct is not honourable. For with him Ulysses abuses Agamemnon for exhorting the Greeks, at that time pressed down by the Trojans in fight, to draw down their ships to the sea, and he (Ulysses) is harsh against him (Agamemnon), and says, (Il. xiv. 96,)

Theo bid'st, while e'en of war, still standing round,  
The clamour's heard, our well-bench'd ships to drag  
Seaward, that, what the Trojans oft have wish'd,  
Their prayers may be accomplish'd, and 'gainst us  
The scale from on high Death turn. But ne'er will Greeks  
Hold to the fight, while ships to sea are drawn;  
But fright'en'd look, and from the fray retreat.  
Such hurt will bring the counsel thou dost preach.

He too knew then that three-banked galleys standing near⁶

¹—¹ The words between the lunes are found only in the Latin of Ficinus, which Taylor has translated “quod illis accidit perpætum: nam.”
² In lieu of νομιμων, which is unintelligible, Ficinus found in his MS., with which all but one agree, μονίμων, as shown by his version “terrestrial firmisque coepis;” and so read Plutarch, i. p. 363, F., ἀντὶ μονίμων ὀπλιγόν κατὰ Πλάτωνα ναῦται γενόμενοι.
³ From “hujusmodi,” in Ficinus, Coray was led, on Plutarch i. p. 208, 20, to suggest τεωσατα for ταῦτα, adopted by Bekker.
⁴ In lieu of ναυτικῆς ὀπλισματικῆς, which seems a very strange expression, one would expect ναυτικῆς πολεμικῆς, “a nautical polity.” For a state and ship were first compared by Alcæus, as shown, by Horace, Od. i. 14, and then by Sophocles in, Antig. 189, and Cicero Epistol. xii. 25.
⁵—⁵ The Greek is ἵππαται πελλακις μυριων ἀλλα τιναγμον. But Ficinus has “nem non laude quidem ulla sed vituperatione ssumnopere dignas,” which leads to ἵππαται μυριων ἀλλα πολλακις τοι ἴνανεθ.⁶ Ficinus, whom Taylor follows literally, has “ad pugnantium fugam
were an evil to heavy-armed soldiers while fighting at sea. For even lions would, by adopting similar conduct, be accustomed to fly from stags. Moreover the states, when power and safety depend upon a navy, do not bestow honours on the most beautiful of warlike concerns. For an account of the pilot's art, and the rower's art, and that which is connected with persons of various kinds and of no great worth, no one could bestow upon each individual honours in a proper manner. And yet how can a polity deprived of this exist correctly?

Clin. It is nearly impossible. But yet, O guest, we Cretans say that the naval battle, which took place at Salamis, of the Greeks against the Barbarians, has preserved Greece.

Athen. And indeed many both of the Greeks and Barbarians assert the same thing. But we, my friend, both I and Megillus here, say, that the battle of foot-soldiers at Marathon and Platae did one of them begin, and the other complete, the safety of the Greeks; and some made the Greeks parataes, omitting εἰς θαλάσση παρουσώσαι. With regard to the sentiment in the text, it was proposed by some of the Athenians to burn all their vessels, previous to the last decisive battle, in the harbour of Syracuse, and to march their army by land through Sicily; for the enemy would not be able to follow them thither, and the troops would conduct themselves with greater fortitude, when they saw all means of retreat cut off. See Thucyd. vii. 60.

1-2 This I can hardly understand. For honours were most assuredly bestowed on those who excelled in war. Hence in lieu of πολεμικῶν one would prefer πολιτικῶν, "statesmanlike."

3 Between κυβερνητικῆς γὰρ καὶ ἱπτικῆς the text has καὶ πεντηκονταρχιας, which means, says Ast, "the command of a ship with fifty rowers," referring to Jul. Pollux i. 119, and he might have added i. 96. But though the word πεντηκονταρχιας is found in Demosthenes, p. 1212, 21, R., as applied to the officer over fifty rowers, yet here the question is not about the number of rowers, or even of soldiers on board, but about a specific art, requisite in all vessels. Hence, unless I am greatly mistaken, in καὶ πεντηκονταρχιας lies hid καὶ κελευστικῆς καὶ ἀναρχίας: of which καὶ κελευστικῆς should follow κυβερνητικῆς γὰρ καὶ καὶ ἀναρχίας came after καὶ ἱπτικῆς: for otherwise the subsequent γιγνομίκης will want its noun. With regard to the office of κελευστῆς, it will be sufficient to refer to Alcibiad. i. p. 125, C., Ἄρα κελευστῶν χρυσίνοιν ἱερίνων; Ναι. Κυβερνητικῆς γὰρ αὕτη γε ἀρχή, where the same three things are united, and all relating to the arts required in vessels. Then as regards ἀναρχίας, the sailors of old were, like those of more modern times,—witness the mutiny at the Nore in 1797—accustomed to disregard discipline; and hence Euripides has in Hec. 611, ναυτικὴ τ' ἀναρχια.
better, but some not better, so to say of the battles that conjointly
saved us at that time; for to the naval battle at Salamis I will
add the one at Artemision. But now, looking to the virtue of
a polity, let us consider the nature of the region, and the order
of the laws; not thinking, as the many do, that to be preserved
and to exist is alone to mankind the most honourable of all
things, but to become the best, and to continue to be so, for
as long a period as they may live. But this, I think, has been
stated by us in the former part of our discourse.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Let us then consider this alone, whether we are
proceeding in the same path as being the best for states, touch-
ing their settlement and legislation.

Clin. (Let us do so) very much.

[3.] Athen. Tell me, then, what is next in order to this, what
are the people, who are to be the colonists; whether any one
(may go), who is willing from the whole of Crete, since the
masses have become in the cities more numerous than according
to the quantity of food to be got from the land? For you surely
do not bring together whoever of the Greeks is willing (to go).
And yet I see that some persons from Argos, and Ægina, and
other parts of Greece, have settled themselves in the country
amongst you. But for the present, tell me, from whence do
you say there will be an army of citizens?

Clin. It seems it will be from the whole of Crete; and
of the rest of the Greeks it appears that (the colonizers) will
receive persons from Peloponnesus, as fellow-settlers for the
most part. For, what you were saying just now, you said
truly, that there are some from Argos, and the race, which has
the highest character here at present, is that of Gortyna, be-
cause it happens to have settled there ¹ from Gortyna in the
Peloponnesus.

Athen. The establishment of a colony would not take place
in states with equal facility, when one family, like a swarm of
bees, going from one country settles down, friends from friends,
after having been, as it were, besieged by a certain want of
space, or compelled by some other sufferings of a similar kind.
For it sometimes happens that a part of a city is forcibly
driven out by seditions and compelled to migrate as strangers to

¹ In lieu of raýnτα Ficinus found in his MS. raýτα—At least his ver-
sion has "huc migravit—"
some other spot; and sometimes a whole city has exiled itself, after being thoroughly vanquished in war. In all these cases then it is easy for one to be colonized and governed by laws, but difficult for another. For when a colony is of one race, and has the same language, and the same laws, it possesses a kind of friendship, as being a partaker in the same holy rites, and every thing else of a similar kind, nor does it easily endure other laws, and a polity foreign to what it had at home. And sometimes a colony, having revolted through the badness of its laws, and through custom still seeking to adopt the very same habits as those, by which it was previously corrupted, becomes refractory and disobedient to its colonizer and legislator. But on the other hand a colony, composed of all kinds of people flowing together to the same point, will perhaps be more willingly obedient to certain new laws; but to conspire together, and, like a pair of horses to froth together,1 as the saying is, individually to the same point, is the work of a long time and very difficult. Nevertheless legislation and the colonization of states is a thing the most effective of all for virtue in man.

Clin. It is probable; but tell me more clearly, looking to what have you said this?

[4.] Athen. I appear to myself, good sir, while praising2 and speculating about legislators, to be about to say something

1 The MSS. generally read ξυμφωνεῖται, “to weld together,” translated by Ficinus, “unum idemque—efflare.” But that would be a tautology merely after ξυμπανδρόι. One MS. has ξυμφώνει, which leads to ξυμ-

ϕωίσις, “to froth together,” which a pair of horses would do by making similar exertions. The word ἀφρίζειν is applied to horses in a chariot-

race by Sophocles in El. 70, and hence in Aristophanes, El. 902, “Ἀμαθὶς

ἐπ’ ἀλήθειαν αὐτοτραμμένα Φιάσκον καὶ πνίοντα προσηθήσατα, where since φιάσκον is the same as πνίοντα we may read Ἀφρίζειν, similar to the expression in Petronius, “inter sudores anhelitucusque.” There are however those, who would be content with “puffing and blowing,” as the version of φιάσκον καὶ πνίοντά.

2 One MS. has ἵππανως, adopted by Bekker in lieu of ἵππανως, which Ast refers to the words spoken just before, ἰστι νομοθεσία—τελεώτατον πρὸς ἀρετὴν αὐθών. But in that case Plato would have written ἀπειρέως: for ἀπειρέως has always a future sense. On the other hand, ἵππανως, “returning,” could hardly be said here; for the subject of the laws had not been lost sight of. Hence I should prefer ἵππανως, “knowing—”. The two verbs ἵππανειν and ἵππανως have been similarly interchanged in Hipp. Maj. p. 291, D., and Enthyd. § 73, as remarked by Heindorf.
unimportant. But if we shall say aught opportune, it would be no matter. And yet why do I feel a difficulty? For nearly all human affairs appear to exist in this manner.

Clin. Of what are you speaking?

Athen. I was about to say, that no man is ever a legislator; but that fortune and all kinds of accidents, happening in all kinds of ways, are our legislators. For either a war by violence has overturned polities and changed laws, or the want of means arising from severe poverty. Many innovations too diseases compel men to make, through pestilences falling upon them, and unfavourable seasons during many years. He then, who foresees all this, will be eager\(^1\) to exclaim, as I just now did, that no mortal was ever a legislator, but that nearly all human affairs are accidents; and that it is possible for him, who asserts all this respecting navigation, and the arts of the pilot, and physician, and general, to appear to speak correctly. But on the other hand, it is equally possible for the person (to appear) to speak correctly on these points, who says this.

Clin. What?

Athen. That a god, and, together with a god, fortune and opportunity govern all human affairs; but that it is necessary to admit that art, a somewhat milder power, follows them. For on the occasion of a storm I should consider it a thing of great moment for the pilot’s art to take a part, or not. Or how (say you)?

Clin. Thus.

Athen. Will not the same reasoning apply similarly in the case of other things? And we must attribute the very same principle to legislation; that, other things concurring which ought to happen to a country, if it is about to live happily, it is requisite for a legislator, who adheres to truth, to fall on each occasion upon a state of such a kind.

Clin. You speak most true.

Athen. Would not he then, who possesses an art for each of the above-mentioned occasions, be justly able\(^2\) to pray for

---

1 Instead of δικαίων Ficinus seems to have found in his MS. δικωσειν, for his version is “non verebitur,” translated by Taylor “will think fit.”

2 This is the only rendering of μία πλεονέκτημα suited to the context. But such is not the usual meaning of πλεονέκτημα.

3 One would rather expect “be said” than “be able—”
something to be present\textsuperscript{1} with him through fortune, should he be wanting\textsuperscript{2} only in art?

\textit{Clin.} Entirely so.

\textit{Athen.} And all the rest just now mentioned would, if commanded to tell their prayers, say so. Is it not so?

\textit{Clin.} How not?

\textit{Athen.} And a legislator likewise would, I think, do the same.

\textit{Clin.} So I think.

\textit{Athen.} Come then, Legislator, (and say)—for let us address him—a city possessing what, and being in what state, shall we give you,\textsuperscript{3} and you take and hold,\textsuperscript{4} so that you may administer sufficiently, from the things remaining,\textsuperscript{4} the city? What is it possible to assert rightly after this?\textsuperscript{5} Shall we not say surely something belonging to the legislator? For it is meet.

\textit{Clin.} It is.

\textit{Athen.} This. Give me a city governed by a tyrant, he will say; and let the tyrant be a young man, of a good memory, and docile, and brave, and naturally of a magnificent disposition; and let that, which, we said before, ought to follow all the parts of virtue, now accompany the soul of the tyrant, if there is about to be any benefit from the presence of the other qualities.

\textit{Clin.} Our guest, Megillus, appears to me to say that temperance should follow the other virtues. Is it not so?

\textit{Athen.} Yes, temperance, Clinias, in its popular sense, and not that, which any one in solemn phrase would call prudence, and compel it to be temperance; but that feeling which, inherent in boys and savage animals, bursts into flower

\textsuperscript{1} Correct Greek requires παρέιναι αυτῷ, not παρόν αυτῷ—

\textsuperscript{2} One MS. has, what the syntax demands, ἐπίδει. Ficinus has “nec alia re, præterquam artificio, opus sit.” From which it is difficult to discover what he found in his MS.

\textsuperscript{3}—\textsuperscript{4} The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

\textsuperscript{4} Ast says that \textit{ικ τῶν λοιπῶν} means “hereafter—” But till such a meaning is confirmed by sufficient examples, I shall continue to believe that Plato wrote \textit{ικ τῶν λεγομένων}, “after what has been said—”

\textsuperscript{5}—\textsuperscript{6} The Greek is \textit{ἄρα τοῦ νομοθέτου φράζωμεν τοῦτο; ἢ γάρ;} which, Stalbaum says, labours under some great corruption. He would therefore read \textit{ἄρα τὸ τοῦ—} with Ast, and reject \textit{τοῦτο}, and \textit{γάρ} likewise, as it is wanting in Ficinus. I have however translated, as if Plato had written \textit{ἄρα τοῦ νομοθέτου φράζωμέν ποῦ τι ὑπερθέαι; δέ ἢ γάρ.}
on the instant, so that some are incontinent\(^1\) with respect to pleasures, but others continent; and which we said,\(^2\) when it exists apart from the many things called good, is not worth mention. For you understand what I am saying?

**Clin.** Perfectly.

**Athen.** This nature, then, let our tyrant possess in addition to those (mentioned above), if the city is about to have a polity in the quickest and best manner possible, and on the receiving of which it may live the most happily. For there neither is, nor will there ever be, the establishment of a polity more rapid or better than this.

**Clin.** But how, O guest, and by what argument would anyone, who asserts this, persuade himself that he is speaking correctly?

**Athen.** It is easy, Clinias, to understand how this is so naturally.

**Clin.** How say you? Do you assert,\(^3\) if the tyrant is a young man, temperate, docile, of a good memory, brave, (and) magnificent?

**Athen.** Add too fortunate\(^4\) in nothing else, except in that during his time a legislator is existing worthy of praise, and that a certain fortune leads the two to the same point. For, on this taking place, there is brought to pass by a god nearly every thing which (is done), when he wishes any state to be eminently prosperous; and in the second degree, when two rulers are of such a kind; and in the third degree, (when three);\(^5\) and in a similar proportion more difficult, (as the rulers)\(^6\) are more numerous;\(^7\) but, the contrary, by how much the contrary happens.\(^7\)

---

1. How the idea of temperance can be thus mixed up with that of incontinence, I certainly cannot understand. Others, I hope, will be more fortunate.

2. In iii. § 12, p. 696, D.

3. The Greek is εν τῷ παρανομῷ γίνεται, ψεύδ, νιός—But as there is an allusion to what had been stated just before, Plato wrote, I suspect, ὥστε, τῷ παρανομῷ εἰ γίνεται, ἐφής, νιός—“Did you not say, if a tyrant were young—”

4. I have followed Ast in assigning Εὐνύχης to the Athenian, not, as Stephens did, to Clinias, misled, it would seem, by Cicinlus.

5. Cicinlus has alone preserved the words, requisite for the sense, in his version, adopted by Taylor, “terto loco, si tres; et, successionis eadem ratione servata, eo difficilium, quo plures.”

6. Cicinlus has paraphrased this, “atque contra, quo pauciores, eo facilius.”
Clin. You assert, as it seems, that the best state would result from a tyranny, in conjunction with a superior legislator and a well-regulated tyrant; and that it would most easily and rapidly change into that from such a kind as this; and that the second in degree is from an oligarchy; and the third in degree, from a democracy. Is it not so?

Athen. By no means. But the first is produced from a tyranny; the second, from a regal polity; the third, from a certain democracy; but with respect to the fourth, an oligarchy would be able to receive a generation of this kind with the utmost difficulty. For in it there are the greatest number of the powerful. Now we say, that these things then take place, when a legislator is naturally true, and when there exists in him a strength in common with those, who possess the greatest influence in the state. But where this exists the fewest in number, but at the same time the most strong, as in the case of a tyranny, in this way and then there is wont to take place a rapidity and easiness in the change.


Athen. And yet I think this has been said by us, not once, but often. But perhaps you never saw a state under a tyrant.

Clin. Nor am I desirous of such a spectacle.

Athen. And yet you may see it in the one just now spoken of.

Clin. What?

Athen. That the tyrant, who wishes to change the habits of a state, has no need either of (great) labour, or any very long time for the accomplishment of his purpose. For it is necessary that he should proceed the first in whatever road he wishes, either to turn the citizens to the pursuit of virtue, or the contrary, and mark out the course by acting himself the first, and praising and honouring some things, but bringing a

1—1 The Greek is εἰς τὸν ἔκ τοῦ τοῦτοῦ, which I hardly understand. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has "ex illa in hanc:" but ὀντος and ἐν τούτῳ are not opposed to each other in Greek, as "ille" and "hic" are in Latin.

2—2 So Ficinus correctly. The Greek is ἡ πώς λέγεται; καὶ τὸ τρίτον ἐν δημοκρατίᾳ. But ἡ πώς λέγεται could not be thus introduced between the second and third assertion. It is true however that ἐνδαμωτς could not give the answer to πώς, but it might to ὀντως, what Plato probably wrote, not ἡ πώς.

3 Ficinus has "multo labore," as if his MS. read πολλὰν πόνων, not πόνων simply.

4 In lieu of ἐκ one would prefer γὰρ, similar to "nam" in Ficinus.
blame upon others, and disgracing the party that is disobedient in each of these doings.

Clin. And how can we imagine 1 that the other citizens will quickly follow him, who has obtained such persuasion, and at the same time force?

Athen. Let no one persuade us, friends, that a state has ever changed 2 its laws more quickly and easily by any other way than the leading of its rulers, or that this happens now by any other means, or will happen ever again. For that indeed is neither impossible for us, nor would it be done with difficulty. But this is the thing difficult to be done, and has rarely taken place in a long time; although, when it does happen, it produces in the state, in which it is found, ten thousand, or rather every good thing.

Clin. Of what are you speaking?

Athen. When a divine love of temperate and just pursuits is inherent in certain mighty powers, whether they rule according to a monarchy, or a marked superiority in wealth or family, or should any one bring back the nature of Nestor, who they say excelled all men in the power of speaking, and still more in temperance. But this, as they say, took place in the times of Troy, but in ours not at all. If then such a man existed formerly, or shall exist, or is at present amongst us, he lives in a blessed state, and blessed too are those, who hear the words proceeding from his temperate mouth. Of a similar kind is the reasoning respecting all power, that, when the greatest power of a man falls to the same point with the acting prudently and temperately, then the production of the best polity and of such kind of laws takes place, but otherwise it will never be. Let this then be held to be spoken oracularly, as if it were a story detailed, 3 and to have been shown, that in one way it is difficult for a state to have good laws, and in another, that, if what we have said should take place, it would have them in a manner the quickest and the easiest by far.

1 One MS. has πανταγεω μεγα οίμεθα, similar to "ubique magnum quid aut arduum existimabimus”—adopted by Cousin.
2 On account of the following, μηδε γνωθι μηδε αυθος ποιει γενεσθαι, it is evident that a past tense is required here, μεταβαλειν, found in one MS., without δε, or what would be preferable, μεταβεβληκειν.
3 Unless I am mistaken, Plato wrote not ου καθαπερει, but ου τι καθαπερ γραψει, similar to ὅπερ γραμει μοδος in Gorg. p. 527, A., and ὅπερ ταες γραψει ταες τοις μοδους λεγοναις, in Rep. i. p. 350, E.
Clin. How so?

Athen. Let us now endeavour, by adapting our laws to your state, to mould it, as old men do boys, by our discourse.

Clin. Let us go this road, and no longer delay.

[5.] Athen. But let us call upon a god for the preparation of the state. And may he hear, and hearing come to us, in a propitious and kind manner, to adorn, in conjunction with us, the state and laws!

Clin. May he come!

Athen. But what kind of polity have we in our mind to enjoin upon the state?

Clin. Inform me still more clearly what you wish to say; for instance, whether it is a certain democracy, or oligarchy, or aristocracy, or a regal government. For you would not surely speak of a tyranny, as we should imagine.

Athen. Come, then, which of you is willing to answer first, by stating what is the polity at home?

Megil. Is it not more just for myself, who am the elder, to speak first?

Clin. Perhaps so.

Megil. When I consider, guest, the polity of Lacedaemon, I am unable to tell you what I ought to call it thus. For it appears to me to be similar to a tyranny. For the power of the Ephori in it is wonderfully tyrannical. And yet it sometimes appears to me to be the most similar of all states to a democracy. But, on the other hand, not to say that it is an aristocracy, is perfectly absurd. There is in it likewise the office of a king for life, which is said, both by all men, and by us too, to be the most ancient of all. On being then asked, thus suddenly, I cannot, as I have said, by a definition, tell you which of these polities it is.

Clin. I too, Megillus, appear to be affected in the same manner as yourself. For I am quite at a loss as to which of these I should firmly assert the polity in Cnossus to be.

Athen. For you, most excellent men, do really participate

1 The Greek is παιδε—But Ficinus, "tanquam seniores pueris," as if his MS. had ὅσπιρ παισι—One MS. reads παιδε, evidently an error for παιδες.

2 Ficinus, probably through not understanding ὅσπιρ, has omitted it. Plato wrote, I suspect, ἄπλως, "simply."

3 Ficinus has "Verse—reipublicae:" which has led me to believe that
in politics. But those, which we now name such, are not politics, but settlements of cities, ruled over, and a slave to some portions of each other, and each is denominated from the power of the ruler. But if it were meet for a city to be called after this manner, it ought to be called by the name of the god, who is the ruler of those that possess truly a mind.

Clin. Who is this god?

Athen. Must we then still to a small extent make use of a fable, if we are about to explain in a careful manner what has been just now asked? Is it not meet to do so in this way?

Clin. By all means.

[6.] Athen. A long time antecedent to that of the cities, whose settlement we have before gone through, there is said to have existed in the time of Saturn a certain government of, and dwelling in, them extremely happy, and of which that, which is now administered the best, exhibits an imitation.

Megil. It would as it seems be very requisite to hear about it.

Athen. It appears so to me; and hence I have brought the subject amongst us during our conversation.

Megil. And you have done so most correctly; and you will act very correctly too in bringing to an end the fable in due order as far as it is suitable.

Athen. I must do as you say. We have received then a report of the happy life of the persons living of that period, how it possessed all things without stint and produced spontaneously. Of this state of things the cause is said to have been something of this kind. Saturn, well knowing, as we have already detailed, that no human nature, when administering with absolute power the affairs of man, is so sufficient, as not to be filled with insolence and injustice, did, from reflecting upon this, place over our cities, as kings and rulers,

Plato wrote "ὤντις γὰρ, ὃ ἄριστος, ἄριστων πολιτῶν, with the usual play on the words ἄριστος ἄριστων. See my note on Ἀeschyl. Suppl. 304.

1 Picius, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has more correctly "in quibus una pars servit alteri." For he thus avoids the tautology in δισ-πολιτῶν καὶ δυσμονὴν. And hence his MS. probably read δισ-πολιτῶν—

2 In lieu of ἁρματορατεῖται, acknowledged by Picius, whose version is "ab optimatibus gubernatur," Stephens mentions a var. lect., ἁρματα αὐτεῖται, subsequently found in two MSS., and similar to ἁρματα εἰκοίνε, in iii. § 16, p. 702, A.
not men, but Dæmons of a more divine and excellent race; just as we now do, by placing some men over flocks of sheep and such herds of cattle as are tame. For we do not make oxen rulers of oxen, nor goats of goats; but we ourselves rule over them, as being of a better race than them. The same thing does the god, who being a lover of mankind has placed over us the race of Dæmons, as being better than us; which through the great inactivity on their part, and great too on ours, has taken care of us, and by imparting to us peace and modesty and good legislation and abundance of justice, rendered the human race exempt from sedition, and happy. And now this our discourse, employing (the language of) truth, asserts, that of such states as not a god but some mortal governs, there is to them no escape from evils and labours; but it conceives that we ought, by every contrivance, to imitate the life, said to have been under Saturn; and, as far as immortality is in us, by being obedient to it, to administer both publicly and privately our houses and cities, calling law the distribution of mind. For should one man, or an oligarchy, or even democracy, possess a soul eager after pleasures and desires, and requiring to be filled with these, and retaining nothing, but connected closely with an evil not to be finished, and a disease not to be filled, and should such

1—3 The Greek is οἶνον χῦν ἡμεῖς δρῶμεν τοῖς πουμνίσαι, where the dative is without regimen. Hence, since the words αὐτοί τίνας are found shortly afterwards following πουμνίσα, where they are perfectly useless, although acknowledged by Julian in Epistol. ad Themist. p. 476, Petav., I have translated as if the words in the original were ἀνθρώπους ιστάντεις τίνας.

2 From APA, to which Ast justly objects, I have elicited ΔΑ."A.

3 Here is evidently some error. For the Dæmons did not take care of men through their inactivity, but quite the reverse, in Greek δραστοσίνης, of which the Ionic form δραστοσίνη is found in Homer Od. O. 302. And as thus the δραστοσίνη, the "activity" of the Dæmons, is properly opposed to the βασίνη, the "inactivity" of mortals, we might insert δραστοσίνης after πολλής μίν and βασίνης after πολλής δὲ, were it not that the common reading is acknowledged by Julian.

4 Instead of ἄνθρωπον Ast and Bekker have adopted τὸν ἄνθρωπον from two MSS. Neither word is found in Julian.

5 The metaphor, says Ast, is taken from a sieve or a perforated vessel unable to retain any liquid, and he refers to Gorgias, p. 493, C., τὰν δὲ δυσχῶν κοσμίων ἀπίσκεψις—τερημένη, ἢτο ὡς δυναμίην στίγμαν. I suspect however that Plato wrote στίγμασιν οὐδὲν, "contented with nothing."  

6—5 Such will perhaps seem to be a correct rendering of ἄνθρωπος καὶ
a person rule over either a city or an individual, and trample upon the laws, there would be, as we just now said, no contrivance for security. It is necessary then to consider, Clinias, whether we shall be persuaded by this account or not.

Clin. It is surely necessary to be persuaded.

Athen. You understand then, that some say there are as many species of laws as of polities; but of polities we have already gone through as many as the multitude say there are. Do not then think that our present doubt is about a matter of no moment, but about one of the greatest. For that, to which the just and the unjust ought to look, has come again to us as a matter of doubt. For persons say that the laws ought not to look either to war or to the whole of virtue, but to see what may be beneficial to a polity whatever it may be, so that it may always rule, and never be dissolved; and (they say) that the natural definition of the just is laid down most beautifully thus.

Clin. How?

Athen. That what belongs to the superior is beneficial.

Clin. Speak still more clearly.

Athen. Thus (do I speak). On every occasion the superior power, they say, lays down the laws in a state. Is it not so?

Clin. You speak the truth.

Athen. Think you then, say they, that ever at any time will a mob after being victorious, or any other polity, or even a tyrant, lay down willingly laws for any other purpose at first, than for what is conducive to the continuance of its own power?

Clin. How should it?

Athen. Whoever transgresses what is thus laid down, him will the lawgiver, who calls such laws by the name of just, punish as a person acting unjustly.

ἀπληστῇ κακῷ νοσήματι. For ἀνθνέτῳ may belong to κακῷ, as in Gorg. p. 507, E., ἀνήρνοτον κακὸν; and καὶ follow instead of preceding ἀπληστῇ. One would however prefer ἀπαθετῇ κακῷ καὶ ἀντίκεντος νοσήματι, similar in part to “inexplebili inextinguibili ardore et insalubri morbo” in Ficinus.

1 Julian properly omits ὅ τουοῦτος, which words could hardly be interposed between κατὰ παθήμας and τοὺς νόμους.

2 I have adopted ἰδιίν, suggested by Schneider in lieu of ἰδίν, to which Ast justly objects. Sydenham and Winckelmann would read ἤρτιν—

3 In lieu of τῆραννοία Ficinus, as shown by his version, “tyrannum,” found in his MS. τῆραννον, what Bekker has edited from four others.
C. iv. c. 7.]  
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Clin. It appears so.
Athen. In this way then, and in this wise, and by this manner, will what is just exist.
Clin. So at least this reasoning says.
Athen. For this is one of those prerogatives relating to government.
Clin. What are those?
Athen. Those, which we were then considering as to what ought to govern what. And it appeared that it was proper for parents (to rule over) their progeny, and the older over the younger, and the well-born over the ignobly born. And there were many other things, if we remember, and some an obstacle to others; and among them there was this one; (for) we said somehow that Pindar conceived it to be according to nature for the most violent to take the lead, to use his own words.
Clin. This was indeed said formerly.
Athen. But consider to what persons our state is to be committed. For a thing of this kind has taken place ten thousand times in certain states.
Clin. Of what kind?

[7.] Athen. When power has been fought for, the conquerors are wont to take the affairs of the state so strongly into their own hands, as to give no share of the government to the conquered, or to their descendants, and they live watching each other, lest any one should get into power and cause an

1 In lieu of δικασμάτων, Schultheis, in his German translation of the Laws, was the first to read δικασμάτων. For the allusion is to iii. § 9, p. 690, A., as remarked by Ast, who has adopted the reading. The Zurich editors have however given δικασμάτων—

2 Instead of καί, which is unintelligible here, Finicinus seems to have found δέ, for his version is “quorum—”

3 From the expression γίς φάναι, Ast supposes that the words of Pindar were “καὶ ἄνει τὸ βιαστάτων.” But in the passage of the lyric poet, to which there is an allusion in iii. § 10, p. 690, and a quotation from it more at length in Gorg. p. 484, B., the words were, as shown by Boeckh, καὶ δύναμιν ἄνει τὸ δικαίωστατον ἐπηργάζατο καθετε; from whence, in lieu of γίς φάναι, one would prefer ἵς δήμου—Finicinus has “secundum naturam ac justum imperium esse, ut potentiiora immiscillioribus dominetur,” which is a paraphrase rather than a translation.

4 The Greek is ποιός τινα—But that could be said only if a choice were to be made between two persons or things stated distinctly. Finicinus has “quibus,” which leads to ποίος τινα—

5 In lieu of ἄλληλους, which I cannot understand, nor could Finicinus,
insurrection, through remembering the ills which had taken place. At present we surely say that those are neither polities, nor upright laws, which are not laid down for the sake of the whole state in common; and those, which so exist for the sake of some (alone), we call seditions, but not polities; and that the things which they call just, are called so in vain. Now this has been asserted by us on this account, because we will give your state no one as a magistrate, because he is rich, or possesses any thing of this kind, such as strength, or size, or family; but whoever is most obedient to the laws laid down, and gains this victory in the state, to him we assert must be given the ministerial office, that relates to the gods, the greatest to the first; the second to him, who gains the second prize; and so, according to a certain ratio, to those coming in a certain order must each of the things after these be assigned. But those, that are called rulers, I have now denominated the ministers of the laws, not for the sake of introducing any innovation in names; but I think there will be to a state a safety from this more than from any thing (else), and the contrary (from a contrary). For I see destruction is at hand to that state, in which the law is ruled over, and is powerless. But in the state, where the law is the absolute ruler over the rulers, and the rulers are slaves of the law, I behold safety and all for he has omitted the word, Plato wrote, I suspect, ἄλλοι ἄλλους, “some these, and others those—”

1—3 Ficinus has “non civies sed seditiosos.” He therefore found in his MS., what is read in all the rest, στασιώτας ἄλλ’ ὁ πολίτας. Ast however defends στασιωτής ἄλλ’ ὁ πολίτης, by quoting viii. 3, p. 832, 0., πολιτεία μὲν αὐτῷ, στασιωτικά δὲ πάσαι λέγοντες ἄν.

2 In lieu of θεῶν Schultes suggested, what Ast has adopted, νόμον, on account of the subsequent ὁ πολίτης νόμος. Sydenham too would read νόμον—Orelli prefers θεὸν—Stalbaum defends θεῶν by saying that in θεῶν, “gods,” is included the idea of “the laws.” But how this can be, I do not see. Perhaps Plato wrote θεῶν νόμον, “laws given by the gods.”

3—4 Ficinus has “eademque ratione,” as if his MS. read κατὰ τὸν αὐτὸν λόγον in lieu of κατὰ λόγον οὕτω—

4—5 The Greek is πάντες μᾶλλον εἶναι παρὰ τοῦτο σωτηρίαν τῷ πόλει καὶ τοῦναντιον. But Ficinus has, what is far more intelligible, “salutem hinc maxime civitati fore et contrarium ex contrario,” as if he had found in his MS. πάντες μᾶλλον ἂν εἶναι παρὰ τοῦτο σωτηρίαν τῷ πόλει, καὶ παρὰ τῷ ἑναντίῳ τοῦναντιον.

5—5 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has “in qua non lex magistratibus, sed legi magistratus praesunt.”
other good things, such as the gods have bestowed upon
states.

Clin. Truly so, by Zeus, O guest! For according to your
age you perceive acutely.

Megil. For every man, when young, sees, himself by himself,
matters of this kind very dully; but most acutely, when old.

Clin. Most true.

Athen. But what after this? Shall we not suppose settlers
as having arrived and being present? and must we not finish
the portion next in order of our discourse for them?

Clin. How not?

Athen. Let us then address them. O ye men, God, as
the old saw¹ (says), having (in himself) the beginning, and end,
and middle of all things, does, proceeding in a circle, accord-
ing to nature, bring things to an end by a straight road;² and
him does Justice ever follow, the punisher of those, who are
deserters from the divine law; and close upon her attends in
a humble and orderly manner he, who would be happy;³ but

¹ The old saw alluded to is the Orphic verse preserved by Eusebius in
Pres. Evang. xiii. 12, Ἀρχὴν αὐτὸς ἔχων καὶ μίσοσαν ἕδε τελευτήν,
not the distich quoted by the Scholast, Ζεὺς ἀρχή, Ζεὺς μίσα, Αἰών ἐκ
πάντα τετουκται, Ζεὺς πυθμὴν γαίης καὶ οὐρανοῦ ἀστερόεντος, i. e. “Zeus
is the beginning, and the middle, Zeus; And formed from Zeus are all
things, and of earth Zeus is the base, and of the starry sky:” which
the Scholast, probably after Proclus, thus explains—“He is the begin-
ing, as the producing cause; but the end, as the final (cause); the middle, as
being equally present to all things, although all things partake of him
differently. But by ‘that which is direct according to justice,’ (Plato) sig-
nifies desert, and the not inclining to one side, and, as it were, by one
rule; but by ‘proceeding round,’ he signifies the existing eternally,
and that too which is perpetually after the same manner, and according to the
same; for the circumference has in sensible objects this property.” Such
is the literal translation of the Scholium. But Taylor has—“But by that
which is direct according to nature Plato signifies desert, according to
justice”—as if he wished to read εὐθείᾳ δὲ κατὰ φύσιν σημαίνει κατὰ δι-
ςὴν τήν ὄξιν.

² Ast quotes opportune Eurip. Tro. 896, Ζεὺς, εἰς τὴν ἀνάγκην φύσεως
ἐξε νοὺς κρατῶν, Προσημάζοντες σε πάντα γὰρ, ὀς ἀνύψων Βασιλέων κελε-
θον, κατὰ δικαιοτά θυηῆς ἀγας.

³ Unless I am greatly mistaken, in the whole of this description
Plato had an eye to Alcibiades, who used to pride himself upon his
wealth, and honours, and handsome person, and was no less remarkable
for his insolent bearing, than for the high opinion he entertained of
his talents as a statesman. With regard to the language, it is quite evi-
dent that Plato has put into prose, what he found in the verses of Eupolis
or Aristophanes to this effect—Συμφέροντας τοπάτων πάντα, καὶ πολλοῖς πι.
he, who is lifted up by high-boasting, exalting himself through his riches, or honours, or the fine form of his body, and having from his youthfulness and thoughtlessness his soul inflamed with insolence, as one who is in no need of either a ruler or a leader, but competent to lend even others, is left, deserted by the deity; and being thus left, and falling in with others of a similar kind, he leaps about, when he throws all things into confusion together; and to many indeed he appears to be somebody; but in no long time afterwards suffers a punishment, which justice would not blame, and causes himself and family and city to be utterly destroyed. With regard then to these matters thus disposed in order, what must a prudent man do, or think, and what must he not?

Clin. This at least is plain, that every man ought to think how he may be one of those, who are to follow the deity.

[8.] Athen. What manner of acting then is dear to and attendant upon the deity? There is one, which possesses one reason of old, that the similar will be friendly to the similar, when it is moderate; but that the immoderate are neither friendly to each other nor to the moderate. Now the deity will be especially the measure to us of all things, and much more than, as persons say, a man. He then, who is to become friendly to a nature of this kind, must necessarily become such to the utmost of his power. And, according to this reasoning, our temperate man is dear to the deity, for he is similar to him. But the intemperate man is dissimilar, and at variance (with the deity), and unjust; and the rest of instances are by the same reasoning affected in this way. Let us then consider that language of this kind is to follow these premises, (language) I think the most beautiful, and the most true of all, namely, that for a good man to sacrifice to, and be conversant ever with, the gods, by means of prayers, and

\[ \text{εὐδείων ἡναὶ τις μετὰ δ' οὖ τολὼν χρόνον Τιμωρίαν ὑπὸσχεν οὖ μεμπτήν, ποιών Ἀρδην ἐκπόν, δίκα, πόλιν, ἀκαπάτους.} \]

1 Others may, but I will never, believe that Plato would thus after ἰκαρθείς introduce ἵππορέμονος, when he might have written γαμφορέμονος, although ἵππορέμονος is acknowledged by Suidas in Ἐπερτών.

2 The persons alluded to are the sect of Protagoras, who said that "man was the measure of all things," as stated in Cratyl. p. 386, A, § 6.

3 In lieu of ΔΗ all the MSS. read ΔΕΙ, answering to "deceit" in Ficinuses, from which it is easy to elicit ΑΕΙ.

4 The words between the numerals, although found in Ficinuses, are omitted by Taylor.
offerings, and every kind of attention to the gods, is a conduct
the most beautiful, and best, and most conducive to a happy
life, and moreover pre-eminently becoming; but to the wicked
man the contraries of these naturally happen. For the wicked
man is unpurified in his soul, but the contrary one is pure;
and to receive gifts from a defiled person is not at all correct
for either a good man or a god. To the unholy then there is
much labour in vain respecting the gods; but it is the most
seasonable to all holy men. Such then is the mark at which
we ought to aim.

Whither then can be most correctly carried, what are called the arrows of a person, and what is the shooting
out by thought, as it were by arrows? We assert, in the
first place, that he, who gives after the Olympian gods, and those
who preside over the city, as honours to the terrestrial gods,
the things of an even number, and secondary, and on the left
hand, will in the most proper manner reach the mark of
piety; but to the gods above these, things of an odd number,
and those that signify the opposite to what have been just
now mentioned. And after these gods a prudent person will
celebrate the holy rites of Demons, and after them of Heroes.
After them follow the statues of the household gods,
held holy according to law; and after them are the honours
paid to living parents; since it is just for a person, who owes
the first and the greatest of debts, to pay those that are of the

---

1 To this passage Cicero alludes De Legg. ii. 16, and there is a similar
sentiment in Plautus' Rudens Prolog. quoted by Ast.

2-3 The Greek is βίλη δι' αὐτοῦ καὶ οἷον ἡ τοῖς βίλεσιν ἔφεσις τά ποι· ἀν λεγόμενα ὅρθοτατα φέροι' ἀν; where I am completely in the dark;
and so was Ast, who has laboured, as I conceive, in vain, to make out the syntax and sense. I have therefore translated as if the Greek were
βίλη δ' ἀν ταύτα λεγόμενα τοῖς ὅρθοτατα φέροι, καὶ διανοίας τις, ὡς
βίλεσιν, ἡ ἐφεσις. The error arose from the words διανοια, ὡς βίλεσιν,
ἡ ἐφεσις, forming one line of the Codex Archetypus, being displaced, and
οἷον τοῖς being written instead of διανοιας τις ὡς. Ficinus, whom Taylor
follows tacitly, has "sagitasse vero ad illud quemam? at quis proprius ip·
sarum impetus rectissime dicetur?" as if he had found in his MS.
βίλη δι' αὐτόν τινα; καὶ τις αὐτοῖς ἐφεσις ὅρθοτατα λέγουτ' ἀν. Winckel·
mann would read τα ποι· ἀλλ' ἀν——

---

3 The idea of giving to the gods above the earth things of the first
number (odd), and of the first place, and omens on the right (lucky) hand,
emanated from the school of Pythagoras, as remarked by Ast; who
quotes from Porphyry's Life of that philosopher, p. 197, ed. Cant., τοῖς
μὲν οὐρανίως θεοῖς περίπτα θείως, τοῖς δὲ χθόνιοις ἄρθια: and refers to
Plutarch, who says that Numa put forth many precepts similar to those
longest standing; and to think, that the things he has acquire and holds belong all to those, who begot him and brought him up, for supplying what is required for their service to the utmost of his power, beginning from his substance; and, in the second place, from his body; and, thirdly, from his soul, by paying off the debts due for their care of him, and in favour of those, who gave the pangs of labour as a loan to the young; and by returning what has been due a long time to those who in old age are greatly in want. It is requisite likewise through the whole of life for a person to hold and to have held pre-eminently a kind language towards his parents; because there is for light and winged words a punishment most heavy; for Nemesis, the messenger of Justice, has been appointed an inspector over all persons in matters of this kind. It is necessary then to yield to them when in anger, and gratifying their feelings, whether they so conduct themselves by words or deeds, as not being ignorant that a father would very reasonably be exceedingly angry with his son, if he conceived he had been injured by him. But, on the death of parents, the funeral which is the most moderate is the best; and (let) not its size exceed what is customary, nor be deficient in those things, which the forefathers made for their parents; and on the other hand, let persons pay yearly to such, as have now reached their end, the attention that brings a decoration (to the tomb); and by omitting nothing, that contributes to a perpetual re-

of Pythagoras, and amongst others τοίς μὲν ὀφρανίοις περισσὰ προείρην, ἄστια δὲ τοῖς χρόνοις.

1— Finicus alone has “putare quisque debet,” adopted by Taylor.

2— The Greek is ἀποδείκτω ἐκ παλαιών, where the article before παλαιῶν could not be omitted. I have translated as if the text were ἀποδείκτω, ἐκ δὲ πάλαι, τοῖς—To avoid the difficulty in ἐκ after ἀποδείκτω, Ast has cut out what he should rather have corrected.

3— Here again lies hid a poetical fragment, found originally in an Ἐσοπο-Σωκρατικὸς στροφὸς ὧν ἔσπυρυδί βαρυσάμη λόγων πτηνόν. Ἐπικοποίησις γὰρ ἀγγελὸς τε πρὸς ταύτα Δίκης ἰτάχθη πάσι Νέμεσις ὑπ’ ἡ παῖς: where πράγματος κοῦφον is confirmed by λόγων, κοῦφον πράγματος in xi. § 13, p. 935, A., while Νέμεσις is here called the daughter of Justice, as in the hymn of Mesomedes in Antholog. Gr. III. p. 6, and as Adrastea is by Ammianus Marcellin. xiv. 1, “Adrasteia—quam theologi veteres fingentes Justitiae filiam.”

4— So Taylor has adopted “non ignorantes,” found in Finicus. But ἅγγιγενόςκεν means in Greek “to pardon,” rather than “to be conscious.”

5— I have translated as if οὐ had dropped out before παραλειτείων.
membrane, by this especially is there ever an honour, and likewise by a person contributing for the dead a moderate expense, such as is allowed by fortune. By acting thus, and living thus, we shall each of us on each occasion carry off what is due to us both from the gods and such as are superior to us, and we shall pass the greatest part of our lives in a good hope. But why the person who is doing perfectly what relates to his offspring, and kindred, and friends, and fellow-citizens, and what relates to the rites of hospitality (laid down) by the gods, and the intercourse arising from all these matters, ought to make his life a shining ornament according to law, the very course of the laws will (show forth); which, by persuading some of our habits and punishing by violence and justice others, that do not yield to persuasion, renders our state blessed and happy. But what it is meet and necessary for a legislator, who thinks as I do, to say, but which when spoken are unfitted to the form of a law, respecting these it appears to me that a person would, by bringing forward a pattern both before himself and those, for whom he is about to give laws, and by going through all that remains to the utmost of his ability, make after this a beginning in the laying down of laws.

Clin. Let then such things be laid in some form especially.

Athen. But it is not a very easy thing to embrace them, as it were in some one form, and to speak of them; but let us in

---

1 Here again Ast has laboured hard to unravel the intricacies of this perplexed passage; which can be overcome I think only by supposing that Plato wrote not "Ἀ δὲ πρὸς, but ἈΛΛᾶ δἰώτι τὰ πρὸς—as I have translated.

2 The Greek is ἐνεκῇ πρὸς ἑων ἠθανατομα: where since the words πρὸς ἑων are perfectly unintelligible thus standing by themselves, Ast would expunge them. But though the idea is adopted by Stalbaum, yet it is more reasonable to suppose that ἔθεντα has dropped out between ἑων and ἠθανατομα, as I have translated.

3 Ficinus has "legarum ipsarum tractatio demonstrabit," from which Ast was led to believe that δεῖξη had dropped out before ἡ διάδοχος. Plato wrote, I suspect, διδάξῃ ἡ δοῦς—

4 The syntax requires us to read, as I have translated, προανεγκόντι ἀν ἔτη—ἀρχίσθαι, not with ἁν omitted.

5 I have adopted the arrangement of the speeches suggested by Ast; who did not however perceive that Plato wrote ἔστω, not ἔστι, and that ἈΛŁ' has been lost after κείμενα.
this way take some method, if peradventure we may be able to establish any thing of a firm kind respecting them.


Athen. I should wish them to be very obedient as regards virtue; and it is evident that the legislator will endeavour to accomplish this through the whole of his legislation.

Clin. How not?

[9.] Athen. What then has been now said appears to me to effect something of moment towards a person listening with a greater mildness and a kinder feeling to what the words recommend, provided they do not come in contact with a disposition altogether savage; so that should what the words say render the person, who has become if not very much, yet a little more kindly disposed, more docile, we must be quite content. For there is no great facility nor an abundance of those, who feel a desire to become the best to the greatest degree and in the shortest time; and the many point out Hesiod as a wise person for asserting that the road to wickedness is smooth, and offers itself to be passed through without sweat, as being very short; but (says he)

"Th' immortal gods have before virtue placed
The sweat of labour, and the road is long
And steep, that to it leads. At first 'tis rough;
But when you reach the top, 'tis easy all,
Although it was all difficult before."  

Clin. And he appears to be like a person who speaks well. Athen. Entirely so. But what the discourse has done, as it has been going on, I wish to place in the midst of you.

Clin. Place it then.

Athen. Let us then say to the legislator, while addressing these words to him—Tell us, Legislator, is it not evident that, if you knew what we ought to do and say, you would have said it?

Clin. It is necessarily so.

Athen. Did we not hear you saying a little before, that a legislator ought not to suffer poets to say what they please?

1 I cannot very well understand here ἐπιτηδεῖα; nor could, I think, Ficinus, who has omitted the word entirely.

2, 3 Instead of ἐκ πάντων and γὰλακτυῖα πολὺ. I have translated as if the Greek were ἐκ πάντων and γαλακτυῖα πολὺ—
For they would not know, that by saying what is contrary to the laws, they would injure the state.

Clin. You speak truly.

Athen. If then we should speak in this manner to him in behalf of the poets, would what has been said be in moderation?

Clin. In what manner?

Athen. In this. There is an old story, O legislator, which is constantly told by ourselves, and seems correct to all the rest, that a poet, when he sits on the tripod of the Muse, is then not in his right senses, but, like a fountain, readily permits what comes to it to flow out: and as his art is an imitation, he is (often) compelled, when representing persons placed in situations contrary to each other, to contradict himself frequently, and does not know whether of what is told these or the others are true. But it is not possible for a legislator to act in this manner in the case of a law, namely (to say) two (different) things about one thing; but he must always make one assertion about one thing. And do you so consider it from what has been said just now. For in the case of a funeral, one being excessive, and another deficient, and a third moderate, you, having chosen one of these, the moderate, order it, and simply praise it. But if my wife were pre-eminently rich, and should order me to bury her, I would celebrate in a poem her magnificent sepulchre; but on the other hand, a parsimonious and poor man (would praise) a deficient one; but he who possesses moderate means, and is moderate himself (in mind), would praise a moderate one. But you must not talk, as you did just now, when speaking of the moderate; but you must tell us what the moderate is, and of what quantity it is; or do not imagine that a discourse of this kind is a law.

---
1 I have translated, as if the Greek were not ὑστερεῖν, but ἱκραῖν, similar to "effundere" in Ficinus.
2 Ficinus has "duo quaedam diversa de uno in lege loquim," as if he had found in his MS. ἐν τῷ νόμῳ ἔβαλεν περὶ ἑνὸς λίγον ἔλλοια, ἐλλα—
3 Such is Taylor’s translation of the Latin of Ficinus, "in poëmate excedens sepulchrum laudarem." The Greek is ἐν τῷ ποιήματι τὸν ἑπεξείλλετα ἐν τάφον ἐπανοίην: where As., unable to understand ποιήματι, suggested γράμματι, in allusion to the writing of the will; but Winckelmann prefers ἵπποματι, referring to ix. p. 958, E. ἀίωνα —ἵπποματα—said of the stone tablet on a tomb. Perhaps Plato wrote
Clin. You speak most true.

[10.] Athen. Whether then will he, who is placed by us over the laws, say nothing of this kind at the beginning of his laws, but immediately state what it is meet to do, and what not, and, having threatened a fine, turn himself to another law, and add nothing of exhortation and persuasion to those, for whom the laws are laid down? But as in the case of physicians, one is accustomed on each occasion to attend in this way, and another in that, let us call to mind the method of either, in order that we may beg the legislator, as children do a physician, to cure them in the mildest manner. But what are we saying? There are, surely, we say, some persons physicians, and others the ministers of physicians; and these too we somehow call physicians.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. And (this too), whether they are free-men, or slaves, and possess the art through the injunctions of their masters, both according to theory and experience, but not by nature, just like free-men, (who) have both learnt the art in this way themselves, and are teaching it to their children? Would you put down these as two kinds of the so-called physicians?

Clin. How not?

Athen. Do you then not perceive that when there are both slaves and free-men sick in cities, the slaves do for the most part go round and cure the slaves, or remain in the medical

"in τῷ Πλούτῳ νοήματι—" with the thoughts of a Plutus." Cousin translates "dans mes vers."

1—1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, while Taylor translates τοίς νομοθετούντωνοις, "the legislators," thus confounding the active voice with the passive.

2—2 Ficinus has "Afferamus autem in medium modos medendi duos, quibus ali mediici alter curare consueverunt; ut quemadmodum pueri medicum orant, ut modo quodam facillime eos curat, ita et nos legem latorum—" From which it is evident that his MS. was defective here; or, if as full as the others, that he did not know how to make sense of the passage. After θεραπεύειν, Cornarius proposed to insert καὶ αὐτὸς οὕτως ποιήσει. Ast, however, conceives that a question put by Clinias, has been lost, while Bekker is content to place a dash after θεραπεύειν, to mark an apopiosis. Stalbaum says the passage is corrupt, and requires correction.

3 Ficinus has "sicuti liberī, qui," which leads to what the syntax requires, ἔλεγκσιν, or—

4 From this it would seem that in Greece the medical art was frequently hereditary; although occasionally a slave was taught his master's trade.
shops; and that not one of such physicians either give or receive any reason respecting each of the diseases of each of the slaves, but, as if knowing accurately from experience, orders, as if he were a self-willed tyrant, what seems good to him; and then goes away, bounding off from one sick domestic to another; and by this means affords a facility to his master of attending to (other) patients? But the freeborn physician, for the most part, attends to and reflects upon the diseases of the freeborn; and, by exploring them from the beginning, and according to nature, and communing with both the patient himself and his friends, does, at the same time, learn something himself from the sick, and at the same time teach him, as far as he can, something, and does not order him any thing until he has persuaded him of its propriety; and then, after rendering the patient gentle by persuasion, endeavours to finish the business by bringing him (back)\(^1\) to health. Which of these is the better physician? Who cures in this way or in that?\(^2\) [And which is the better exerciser? he who exercises in this way or that?]\(^3\) he, who effects his single power in a twofold manner, or he, who works it out in one way, and in the worse and the more rustic of the two?

*Clin.* The twofold, O guest, is surely the superior.

*Athen.* Are you willing then for us to look into this twofold and simple method, as it exists in legislation?

*Clin.* How am I not willing?

[11.] *Athen.* Come then, by the gods, (and state) what law will the legislator first lay down? Will he not, according to nature, regulate by his ordinances first the commencement of generation\(^4\) relating to states?

*Clin.* How not?

*Athen.* Is not the connexion by and communion of marriages the commencement of generation in all cities?

---

1. In δι, which is found, without any meaning, before παρασκευής, lies hid, I suspect, αὐ, which should be placed after ἡγεμόν.
2. Unless the word γυμναστής is to be taken in the sense of the English "practitioner," applied to a medical man, one would suspect the words ταῖς γυμναστής γυμνάξων to be an interpolation; for not a word had been said, nor even an allusion made to the exerciser previously; although it is true that amongst the ancients there was such a connexion between the professors of the medical and gymnastic arts, that the two were sometimes found united in the same person. See Sydenham on the Rivals, § 3, n. 33.
3. I have with Ast omitted πεπι before γενίσθων. For Ficinus has "generationis—principium."
Clin. How not?
Athen. The laws then of marriage being first laid down correctly, seem to be laid down for correct conduct in every state.

Clin. Entirely so.
Athen. Let us then first speak of the simple law, which would perhaps exist somehow in this way; that a man is to marry when he is from thirty to thirty-five years old; but if he does not, that he should be fined both in money and with the loss of political privileges; in money to this or that amount, and in disfranchisement of this or that kind. Let this then be the simple law respecting marriages; but this the twofold; that a man is to marry from thirty to thirty-five years old, considering that the human race has in some measure partaken naturally of immortality, of which every one has naturally every desire. For to become famous, and not to lie when dead without a name, is the desire of a person of this kind. The human race then is a thing connected with all time, and follows and will follow it to the end, becoming in this manner immortal through that, which is ever the same and one, partaking by generation of immortality, in consequence of its leaving children’s children. Now for a man to deprive himself willingly of this, is by no means holy; and he intentionally deprives himself of this, who has no care for children and a wife. He, therefore, who obeys this law would depart without a fine. But let him, on the other hand, who does not obey it, and does not marry when he is thirty-five years of age, be fined yearly so and so, in order that his solitary life may not seem to bring him gain and an easy state; nor let him share in those honours, which the younger in the state pay on every occasion to the elder. It is then in the power of a person, who hears this law compared with that, to form an idea of each particular law, whether it ought to become in this way double, and the longest in length

---

1 Such is the real meaning of ἀτυμία in Greek, not simply “dishonour,” but what in one word would be “disfranchisement,” wholly or in part.
2 A similar sentiment is to be found in the Banquet, 482.
3 Instead of καταλείπομενον the passive participle, which has no meaning here, Pindar found in his M.S. καταλείπον, as shown by his “relinquendo,” unless it be said that καταλείπομενον is in the middle voice.
4 Instead of σιμαρδάτον, which is perfectly unintelligible, Ast suggests, what I have adopted, μακρότατον—
through its mingling threats with persuasions; or by employing threats alone, it ought to become simple in length.

Megil. It is the Laconic practice, O guest, to prefer ever the shorter method. But should any one order me to become a judge of such enactments, which of the two I would wish to be written and laid down for a state, I would prefer the longer; and as regards every law according to this model, if two such were proposed, I should make the same choice. It is, however, requisite that the present legislation should be agreeable to Clinias; for his is the state, which is now thinking of making use of laws of this kind.

Clin. Well have you spoken, Megillus.

[12.] Athen. To take any account of enactments either prolix or brief is very silly. For we must honour, I conceive, the best, but not the shortest, nor (look to) their length. But, in the laws which we have just now spoken of, one differs from the other not by the double alone as regards the value of their use; but that, which was said just now, respecting the twofold kind of physicians, was most properly adduced. To this point however no legislator seems at any time to have given a thought, that, when it is possible to make use of two things in legislation, persuasion and force, they employ the other alone, as far as is possible, against the masses unexperienced in education. For they legislate, not mingling a fight with force, but (employing) unmingledf violence alone. But I, O blessed men, perceive that a third thing likewise ought to exist with regard to laws, but which does not exist at present.

Clin. Of what kind are you speaking?

Athen. Of something, which has arisen, through a certain god-send, out of the matters we have just now discussed. For

1—1 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has more elegantly "non enim brevissima aut longissima sed optima sunt, ut arbitror, eligenda."

2 If τῷ ἐπιφέρετος to be referred to βία it should be τῷ ἐπέρεε. But Plato wrote, τῷ ἐπανεφέρετο τρόπῳ, "the more violent method."

3 In lieu of μᾶρχην, which is perfectly unintelligible, Ast would read ἀνάγκην; but Winckelmann on Plutarch Amator. p. 233, διανέχην, referring to Plato in Tim. p. 51, E., τῷ μὲν—ειδα διανέχης, τῷ δὲ ὑπὸ πιστικοῦ. Epist. vi. p. 332, A., πιθοῦ καὶ διανέχη. Ficinus has "minas," as if he had found in his MS. ἀπανείπῃ—Cousin defends μᾶρχην by saying that it means the same as ἀνάγκην, and is sufficiently well opposed to πιθῶ Badham on Euripid. Helen. 907, suggests ἁρχὴν—
from the time when we began to speak about laws in the morning, mid-day has now arrived; and we have been in this very beautiful retreat discoursing upon no other topic than laws. But we seem to me to be just now beginning to speak about laws; and that all before has been a prelude to laws. Now why have I mentioned this? It is because I wished to say, that in all discourses, and whatever else partake of a vocal sound, there are both preludes and, as it were, movements backwards and forwards, that possess some artificial handling, useful to that which is about to be gone through. And, indeed, of the laws, as they are called, of guitar-songs and of every kind of music, preludes are laid down composed with wondrous care. But of laws really so, which we say are political, no one has ever at any time made any mention of their preludes, nor, as being a composer, has he brought it to light, as if it did not naturally exist. But our present discussion, as it seems to me, indicates that it does exist; and the laws, which were just now mentioned as twofold, have seemed to be not surely thus twofold simply, but there (have seemed) to be some two things, law and a prelude to a law; but the tyrannical injunction, which was spoken of as being similar to the orders of slave-physicians, (has appeared) to be an unmingled law; but that, which was spoken of prior to this, and called persuasive by this person here, (seemed) to be in reality persuasive, but to have the power of a prelude, relating to discourses. For in order that the person, to whom the legislator addresses his law, may receive kindly, and, through his kindness, with more docility, the injunction, which is the law, on this account the whole of this discourse has appeared to me to have been spoken; which the speaker has spoken persuading. Hence, according to my reasoning, this very thing

1 Cicero de Legg. ii. 7, 16, "Habes legis proemium; sic enim appellat Plato."

2 By ἀνακειθησεὶς, says Ast, are meant the movements of the arms which a boxer especially adopts, previous to his striking a blow; and he refers apposite to Aristotle Rhetor. iii. 14, οὖν ἅπαξ προεξεγερωμένας εἰς προεκκλησίας εἰς ὅδε ἄρχεσαι, and the notes of Victorinus on that passage.

3 To support the syntax of εἰσαι, Ast would supply here κατεργάσεν ἂν from κατεργάσασα, found a little below. But all the infinitives here depend rather upon ἐκδοθαν.

4-4 I confess I cannot understand δὴ πιθον καὶ τιν ὄ λέγων; nor could, I think, Ficinus, whose version is "que ad persuasandum est inducta."
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would be properly called a prelude to a law, but not a discussion of it. What then, after saying this, should I wish to be stated subsequently? It is this; that the legislator ought ever prior to all laws to make them not without a share of preludes; and as regards each law, in so far as they differ from themselves, as much as the two just now mentioned have differed. 1

Clin. For my part, 2 I would never exhort 3 a man, skilled in these things, to lay down laws in any other manner.

Athen. You appear therefore to me, O Clinias, to speak correctly, so far that there is a prelude to all laws; and that it is requisite for a person commencing the business of legislation, to prefer to every discourse a preface, that is natural to each. For that, which is to be said after this, is not a thing of little moment, nor is it a trifling difference, whether they are stated clearly or not clearly. However, if we should enjoin upon legislators to make a prelude equally about what are called great and small laws, we should not speak 3 correctly. For this is not to be done either in every song or in every discourse; since, though it naturally belongs to all, yet it is not to be used for all; and a thing of this kind is to be allowed to the orator, the lyric singer, and the legislator.

Clin. You appear to me to speak most true. But let us make a no further exercise of delay, but return to the question, and begin, if it is agreeable to you, from those points, which you did, as a person not preluding, speak of at that time. Again then, as persons say, when playing, 4 since second things are better, let us turn up and back 5 from the be-

1--3 Here again I am quite at a loss; and so is Ast, who has however suggested some slight alterations, from which nothing is gained.

2--3 So Ficinus translates correctly τὸ γ' ἐμὸν ὅν ἄν —διασχέθω —

3 Ficinus has “si—jubeamus, non recte jubeamus,” in Greek si— προστάτωμεν, ὁκ ἄν ὅρθως προστάτωμεν, which would be more in the manner of Plato, who is generally wont in this formula to repeat the same verb.

4 The Scholiast says that the proverb alluded to has reference to persons making a second sacrifice, after the omens in the first have proved unfavourable; but this idea is disproved at once by the introduction of the word παίς. There is a somewhat similar proverb in Phileb. p. 60, As. § 140, τὸ καὶ δίς καὶ τρίς τὸ γε καλὸς ἔχον ἐπαναπολεῖν τῷ λόγῳ ἐκ ν.

5 The verb ἐπαναπολεῖν has two metaphorical meanings, one applied to turning up the soil, and causing that which was previously under to
ginning, as finishing a prelude, and not an accidental discourse, as just now. Let us take then their commencement¹ acknowledging that we are preluding. And what has been just now stated, respecting the honours to be paid to the gods, and the attention due to ancestors, is sufficient. But let us endeavour to speak about what is next in order, until it shall appear to you that the whole prelude has been spoken of sufficiently. And after this you will go through detailing the laws themselves.

**Athen.** About the gods, then, and those that come after them,² and parents, both when living and dead, we made sufficiently then a prelude, as we call it now; but the portion that still remains of this kind of a subject, you appear to exhort me to lead forth into the light.

**Clin.** Entirely so.

**Athen.** And after these matters, how it is necessary for persons to keep their souls, and bodies, and substance with reference to serious pursuits and remissions (of labour), and fitting too for both the speaker and the hearers to ruminate³ in common, and to become, to the utmost of their power, successful in attaining instruction. These very matters then must in reality⁴ be spoken of and heard by us after those.

**Clin.** You speak most correctly.

come to the top, as persons do when digging or ploughing; and the other to the act of ruminating, when an animal throws up the cud from the stomach to the mouth, where it is rolled about and turned over. But as neither sense seems suited to this place, I have translated the word literally, "turn up and back," for the allusion is probably to some sport, of which nothing is known at present.

¹ I cannot understand λαβώμεν αὐτῶν ἀρχῆν, nor could, I suspect, Ficinus; whose version is "incipiamus" merely, which Taylor has translated. I could have understood "Let us lay down a foundation for other (laws)," in Greek, βάλωμεν ἅλλων ἀρχῆν—for thus "the others" would be opposed to those relating to the gods.

² Namely the Daemons and heroes, see § 8.

³ I have adopted this word, found in its metaphorical sense in Shakespeare, as the ordinary meaning of the Greek ἀναπτυμενόζωμαι; but I conceive that the other sense, "to reckon up," as persons do on their five fingers, is what Plato here intended; and if so, πάντα must be inserted before ἀναπτυμενοζομίνον." 

⁴ Instead of δινωτω, which I cannot understand, the sense seems to require ὑποτω, "thus"
[1.] Athen. Let every one then hear, who has already heard what we have said respecting the gods, and our dear progenitors. For a man’s soul is, after the gods, the most divine of all his possessions, as being most his own. Now the whole of a man’s possessions are altogether twofold. The more powerful and the better are the lords, but the weaker and worse, the slaves. Of those then that are his the lord must always be held in honour before the slaves. Hence after the gods, who are lords, and those that follow next to them, I properly exhort a person ¹ to honour his own soul by speaking of it as the second in rank. But not one, so to say, honours his soul properly, although he appears (to do so). For honour is somehow a divine good; but of things that are evil not one is honourable. He then, who fancies that he shall enlarge his soul by certain discourses or gifts or certain yiel- dings, and yet does not make it better from being worse, appears indeed to honour it, but by no means does so. For instance, ² every boy on becoming a man thinks himself competent to know all things, ³ and that he honours his soul by praising it, and he freely permits it to do whatever it pleases. But ⁴ we now say ⁵ that he, who acts so, injures and does not honour (his soul). And yet it is necessary, as we have said, (to honour) it in the second rank after the gods. Nor, when a man does not consider himself, but others, as the cause of his own errors and of ills the most in number and magni- tude, and ever exempts himself as free from blame, is he honouring his own soul, as he forsooth fancies; for he is far from doing so; since he injures it; nor when ⁶ contrary to

¹ Instead of διὸν, which I cannot understand, I have translated as if the Greek were τιν—It came from διᾶ—δευτέραν a little below.
²-³ Such was the case of Menexenus, it would seem, and of Melitus. See Menex. § 1, n. 7.
⁴-⁵ Taylor has adopted “nos diciimus,” found in Ficinus; whose MS. probably read λόγοισιν, not λέγοισιν. Hence we may read ὅ δὲ νῦν
λόγοισιν ἐννοεῖ, i. e. what we intellectual people say; for τὸ δὲ νῦν λέγο-μυον ἐστιν would mean “there is now said as a proverb.”
⁶-⁷ So Ficinus from his MS. probably. The others read παρὰ λόγον
τὸν τοῦ νομοθέτου καὶ ἑπαγόνον.
reason, and the praise of the legislator, he indulges in pleasures, does he honour it all; but he dishonours it, by filling it with vice and repentance. Nor yet when, on the contrary, he does not thoroughly labour by bearing up against exertions that receive praise, and against fears and pains, but sinks under them; for by sinking he then dishonours it; for he causes it to be in dishonour by doing all these acts. Nor does he honour it, when he thinks that to live is altogether a good: for then too he dishonours it. For while his soul imagines that every thing in Hades is evil, he yields, nor does he strive against it by teaching and convincing it that it does not know whether, on the contrary, that, what relates to the gods there is not the greatest of all good to us. Nor yet, when any one honours beauty before virtue, is this any other thing than truly and wholly a dishonour to the soul. For such an assertion falsely proclaims that the body is more honourable than the soul. For nothing born of earth is more honourable than what is in Olympus; and he, who thinks otherwise of the soul, is ignorant that he is careless of this wonderful possession. Nor when a person, who desires to possess wealth not honourably, or when possessing (unjustly), does not bear it ill, does he then honour his soul with gifts? He fails of it entirely. For he sells what is honourable and at the same time beautiful in his soul for a little gold; for all the gold both on the earth and under the earth is of no value against virtue. And, to speak comprehensively, he, who is neither willing by every contrivance to abstain from such things, as the legislator numbers up and ranks amongst the disgraceful and bad, nor, on the other hand, to pursue to the utmost of his power the good and the honourable, does not perceive that, in all these cases, he treats his soul, which is a thing the most divine, with the greatest dishonour, and in the most unseemly manner. For not one, so to

1—Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has merely "haec enim agens omnia animum suum dedecorat," rejecting τότε οὖσα τιμωρησα, words certainly quite unnecessary.

2 Ficinus alone has "possidens injuste," thus preserving the very word required by the train of thought. Hence we must insert κακωτε before κυμενος.

3 The Greek is παντος μεν ον διεισε το γαρ απηγ—But in this formula, as remarked correctly by Ast, δεισε is not elsewhere found. It is always διεις. Hence we may read παντος μεν ον δει παν γαρ το απηγ-
say, considers what is the greatest of the so-called punishment for evil conduct. Now the greatest is in the becoming similar to bad men; and by becoming similar, to avoid good men and good discourses, and to be cut off from them, but to be glued to (the bad), while pursuing according to their intercourse; and sticking close to such persons, he must of necessity do and suffer what such persons naturally do and say to each other. Such a state then is not one of justice, for the beautiful is just [and justice], but of punishment, the attendant on a state of injustice, with which both he, who does meet, and he, who does not meet, are miserable; the one in not being cured; the other in being destroyed, in order that many may be saved. But to us it is an honour, to speak generally, to follow the better and to make the worse, still capable of becoming better, the best possible.

[2.] There is not then a possession belonging to a man more naturally fitted, than the soul, to flying from evil, and to tracking out and taking what is of all things the best; nor, when it has taken it, to associate with it for the rest of life. Hence it has been ranked second in honour; but the third—every one will understand this at least—is the honour, according to nature, of the body. It is however requisite to consider these honours, which of them are genuine, and which with a false stamp. Now this is the business of a legislator. And he appears to me to point out that they are these and some such as these; that the body is honourable, not when it pos-

1 Ficinus, probably unable, like myself, to understand τὴν λεγομένην, has “maximam enim secundum Justitiam ultionem”—
2 Ficinus alone has “improbis,” what the antithesis requires.
3—3 The Greek is εἰκόνα εἰς τὰς ξυνομίας, which is, I believe, equally at variance with sense and syntax, that united require εἰκόνα μὲ άειλαστα τὰς ξυνομίας, i.e. “while pursuing the licentiousness of intercourse with them.”
4 The words ἡ δική are plainly an explanation of τὸ δίκαιον.
5 As Plato had just before used πάθος, he could not possibly have written πάθης: which Asl. says is put for πάθημα. One MS. has πάθης, governed by αἰκλοροώς: and so I have translated.
6 The Greek is αὐτὸς τοῦτο, words I cannot understand; nor could, I suspect, Ficinus; for he has omitted them. Plato probably wrote ἄτοντα ὡς ὑμεῖς—as I have translated; while in δὲ, before βελτιώ, lies hid ἦδη—
7—3 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has “ad investigandum eligendum—
8—3 Ficinus, supplying perhaps what was partly wanting in his MS., has “quorum differentia a legislatore declaranda mihi videtur.”
scesses beauty, or strength, or swiftness, or size, or health—although this would seem so to many—nor even when it possesses the contraries to these. But those things which, being in the middle, touch upon the whole of this possessing, are by far the most moderate and safe. For the former cause the soul to be puffed up and confident, but the latter humble and servile. And similarly situated is the possession of money and means, according to the same measure of valuation. For an excess in the bulk of all these things produces enmity and revolts, both in states and amongst individuals; but a deficiency (produces) slavery for the most part. Let not then any one be desirous of riches for the sake of his children, in order that he may leave them very wealthy; for this is better neither for them nor the state. For the substance of the young is not the prey of flatterers; and if it is not in want of the necessaries of life, it is the most harmonious and the best of all. For by its harmony and fitness in all things it renders our life free from pain. It is meet then to leave to children abundance of modesty, not of gold. And we think we shall accomplish this by reproofing impudent young men, when they act shamelessly. This, however, is not effected by the exhortation given at present to young men; which persons give by saying that it is meet to be modest in every thing; but a prudent legislator will rather advise old men to feel a shame before the young; and above all things to take care, that no young person, at any time, either seizes or hears them doing or saying any thing base; since where old men are shameless, there too must young men of necessity be the most impudent; for the most excellent education both of the young and of themselves is, not in giving advice, but in being seen to do through the whole of life, what a person would say, while giving advice to another. But he who honours and venerates his relationship and the whole communion of family gods, that possess the nature of

1 In ἕλει there is an allusion to the preceding ἔχων.
2 Ficinus has, what Stephens preferred, "moderatiora tutioraque."
3—4 In Greek χρήματα and κτήματα differ as in English "personal" and "real" property.
4 I have followed Cornarius and Ast in rejecting καὶ before τοῦρθως.
5—6 So Taylor follows the version of Ficinus, "id nos facturos," instead of the Greek, τοῦτο καταλείψων, "will leave this—"
6—7 Ficinus has, more briefly, "et universam sub iisdem penatibus generis communionem."
the same blood, will have, according to reason, the gods who
preside over births favourably disposed towards him for the
procreation of children. And moreover, he will obtain the
kind feeling of friends and associates in the intercourse of life,
by considering their attentions to himself as of a greater and
more respectful kind than they do; but his own favours to them
less than his friends and associates do themselves. As regards,
however, the state and fellow-citizens, he is by far the best,
who prefers before the contests at Olympia and all in war and
peace, to be victorious in the glory of being the servant of the
laws at home, as having been subservient to them] in a
manner the most beautiful of all men through (the whole of) life. We must consider too the laws of intercourse with
strangers to be matters of the most holy kind. For nearly all
the delinquencies of strangers towards strangers depend more
upon an avenging deity than do those in the case of fellow-
citizens. For a stranger being destitute of companions and
kindred, is an object of greater pity both to men and gods.
He therefore, who is more able to take vengeance, is more
ready to assist. Now the Dæmon of each person, and the god of
hospitality, are as the attendants upon Zeus, who presides over
strangers, powerful in the greatest degree. It is then a matter of much caution for a person, to whom there is even a little
portion of forethought, to proceed on to the end of life, without
having committed any error with regard to strangers. But,

1 The words ὑπερεπηγες are evidently an explanation of ὁπερε-
πια.  
2 In αὐτῶς lies hid τὸν τῶν— the origin of “totam” in Ficinus, whom
Taylor has tacitly followed.  
3 The Greek is συμβολα, derived from σύμβολον, “a symbol,”
which was a piece of metal, wood, or leather, cut into two corresponding
parts, one of which was retained by a person who had formed an
acquaintance with a stranger, and the other by the stranger himself. The
bearer of the symbol, whether one of the original parties, or a friend of
theirs, was entitled, on presenting it, to the rights of hospitality, which
were considered to be of the most sacred kind, and not to acknowledge
them as a crime of the deepest dye.
4 I have translated as if the Greek were ἓτα περὶ τῶν πολιτῶν,
not παρα τὰ τῶν πολιτῶν—which would require the addition of ἔις τοὺς
Ficinus has “præ illis, quæ inter cives committuntur.”  
5 I have translated as if the Greek were ἐκάστων δαίμων καὶ θεὸς ὁ
δείκνυται τῷ ξενῷ—not ὁ δείκνυται ἐκάστων δαίμων καὶ θεὸς τῷ ξενῷ— For ὁ
δείκνυται ought to precede τῷ ξενῷ, as shown by the mass of passages col-
bected by others and myself on ΑEsch. Suppl. 139.
of all the crimes done by strangers and denizens, the greatest
is that which takes place in the case of each towards sup-
pliants. For the god, with whom the suppliant happens to have
met, as a witness to agreements made with a suppliant, be-
comes himself pre-eminently the guardian of the sufferer.\footnote{1}
\footnote{1 Ficinus has "dens enim, per quem supplexقود est consequens, di-
gentissimus ejus est custos." For he could not understand, nor can I, the
Greek, μεθ’ου γαρ ἵκτισεςας μάτρερος ὁ ἱκίτης θεοῦ ἤτυχέν ὁμολογών,
φύλαξ διαφύρων οὐγος τοῦ παθόντος γίγνεται. But by merely changing
ἵκτισεςάς into ἵκτισέςας all will become quite plain, as is shown by the
translation.}
2 So that no one, who injures suppliants, will go unpunished.\footnote{2}
\footnote{2—Such is Taylor's translation of the Latin of Ficinus, "quae nul-
lus in supplices saceratius impunis abitit." The Greek is literally, "so
that he, who has met with (the god), will not suffer, what he has suffered,
unavenged."}
[3.] Thus then have we nearly gone through the modes of
intercourse\footnote{3} relating to parents, and to a person himself, and
the things belonging to him, and those relating to the state, and
friends, and kinsmen, and strangers, and natives. But as to
what follows how a person by being what can best pass through
life, (it is meet)\footnote{4} to detail, not what a law, but what praise
and blame may, by teaching individuals, render them more
obedient to the rein, and more kindly disposed to the laws
about to be established. These then are the matters we must
subsequently speak of. Now truth is the leader of every good
both to gods and men; of which he, who is about to be blessed
and fortunate, should participate immediately from the begin-
ing, in order that for the greatest length of time he may live
a person of truth. For he is trust-worthy; but he is not trust-
worthy, by whom a voluntary falsehood is loved; while he, by
whom an involuntary one is so, is a senseless person; of which
states neither is an object of envy. For he, who is not trust-
worthy and untaught, is unloved; and as time progresses to-
wars morose old age, he becomes known, and at the end of
life has prepared for himself a solitude complete; so that,
whether his associates and children are alive or not, his life
becomes nearly equally an orphanhood. \textit{He however who}

\footnote{3 This is the only way of translating literally ὀμλύματα. Ficinus has
"officia---"}
\footnote{4 For the sake of the syntax and sense, we must suppose that δεῖ has
dropt out before δεικτεῖθην, as I have translated. Ficinus, being equally
at a loss, has omitted ἵκτισεν τούτῳ, and so after him has Taylor.}
does no injury is held in honour; but he, who does not suffer the unjust to act unjustly, deserves more than double the honour of the former person. For the former has a value equal to one man; but the latter to many others, by pointing out to the rulers the injustice of the rest. But let him, who unites with the rulers in inflicting punishments to the utmost of his power, be proclaimed the great man in a state, and the complete victor, if ever one was, in virtue. The very same praise it is meet to proclaim of temperance and prudence; and the person, who possesses other goods, that have a power not only for him to possess them himself, but to share them with others, it is meet to honour, as being at the tip-top (of excellence); but him, who is unable, although willing, to put aside in the second rank; and to blame indeed the man who is envious and unwilling through friendship to be a sharer of any of his good things with any one; but not to hold a jot the more in dishonour his possession on account of the possessor, but to acquire it with all one’s might. Let then every one contend with us for virtue unstintingly. For such a person advances a state by striving himself, and not cutting down others through calumny. But the envious man, while he thinks to become the superior by detracting from others, tends less himself to true virtue, and makes his competitors disheartened through their being blamed unjustly; and by these means causing the whole state to be untrained for the contests of virtue, he renders it, as far as he can, of less account as regards its renown. It is proper, moreover, for every man to possess a spirit, and yet to be as mild as possible. For it is not possible to avoid the unjust acts of others, which are harsh and difficult to be cured, or entirely incurable, otherwise than by fighting and conquering, after defending oneself, and by remitting nothing, when in the act of punishing. Now to do this every soul is unable, without possessing a noble spirit.

With respect to the acts of those, who do an injury that admits of a cure, it is requisite to know, in the first place,

1 The Greek is ἐνιπωμ: but one would have expected here ἄλλων, as in the very words of Homer, πολλῶν ἁπλανών ἄλλων, which Plato had in mind. Ficinus however omits ἐνιπωμ—

2 In lieu of oὐτος, which is never said in praise of a person, correct language requires ὅτι ἄφιλίας, as I have translated.

3 Instead of ἔτι ἄφιλίας, the sense evidently requires ὅτι ἄφιλίας, “through a want of friendship.”
that no unjust man is voluntarily unjust. For no one would at any time willingly possess any of the greatest evils, and least of all in the case of the most honoured belonging to himself. Now the soul, as we have said, is in truth a thing the most honoured by all. No one, therefore, would at any time voluntarily receive the greatest evil in the thing most honoured, and live through the whole of life possessing it. But the unjust man and he who has what are evils, is in every respect an object of pity. It is proper, however, to pity him, who has an evil that is curable, and to restrain and soften down one’s anger, and not, like a woman with an excess of passion, to continue embittered against him. But it is meet to let loose one’s anger against a person incontinently sinful, and past all exhortation depraved. On which account we have said that the good man ought to be conspicuous for possessing a spirit, and yet to be on each occasion mild.

[4.] But of all evils the greatest is implanted in the souls of the, major part of mankind; for which, while each one is giving himself a pardon, he devises no plan for avoiding it. And this is what people say; that every man is naturally a friend to himself, and that it is well for a thing of this kind to be necessarily so. But, in truth, the cause of all his mistakes arises to each man, upon each occasion, through the violent love of self. For the lover is blinded with respect to the object loved. So that he judges improperly of things just, and good, and beautiful, through thinking that he ought always to honour what belongs to himself in preference to truth. For it is necessary that he, who is to be a great man, should love neither himself, nor the things belonging to himself, but what is just, whether it happens to be done by himself or by another.

1—1 On this celebrated saying of Plato, Ast refers to a mass of writers, who have alluded to it.
2 In lieu of ἄκρατος Ast would read ἄνάρως, as the antithesis to ἱάμως. Ficinus too has “qui antem sua sunt flagitiosi, ut incurabiles sint.”
3 Stephens would reject πρότειμ, omitted by Ficinus; while Ast would read τομοικαί ἐν προτείμ, “if fitting—”
4 Since the time of Plato, not only the people, but philosophers likewise have said the same, as may be seen in Adam Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments. Aristotle however, in Polit. ii. 2, says το φιλανθρωπον ἐναι προς
tο ἱάμως.
5 To this doctrine of Plato allusion is made, says Ast, by Plutarch, Galen, and Longinus.
person rather. From this very same mistake it has come to pass in all cases that his ignorance appears to a person to be a wisdom peculiarly his own. Hence, although we know, so to say, nothing, we fancy we know every thing; but, by not permitting others to do that, of which we ourselves are ignorant, we are compelled to make mistakes through doing it ourselves. On this account every man ought to avoid the vehement love of himself, and ever to follow one better than himself, without placing, in a matter of this kind, a feeling of shame in the foreground. But what are of less importance than these, and mentioned frequently, and not less useful than these, it is proper for a person to remind himself of and to state. For, as something is always flowing away from us, it is necessary for something on the contrary to be flowing (to us). Now recollection is the influx of thoughts, which had left us. On which account it is meet to abstain from ill-timed laughter, and tears; and for every man to announce to every man that he must endeavour, by concealing all excessive joy and all excessive sorrow, to preserve a decent bearing, each person, while his Daemon is standing steadily, going on successfully or unsuccessfully to places on high and steep, while Dæmons are opposing

1 This μᾶλλον is found rather strangely here. It should follow ἀλλὰ or τὰ δίκαια—
2 Instead of ΔΕΙ, which is unnecessary after χρῆ, Plato evidently wrote ΔΕΙ, as I have translated.
3 On the Platonic doctrine relating to memory, see the Phædrus, p. 72, En. and Meno, p. 81, D.
4 Unless I am greatly mistaken, something is wanting here to unite what now appears to be very disjointed.
5 By merely placing πάσαν before περιωδῶνιαν, instead of after περιχώριαν, we shall get rid of the difficulty, which Stephens and Ast could not master, nor Orelli, who proposed to read κοάλεμον for ἔλην, nor Winkelmann, who suggests ἀλην—
6— Such I conceive to be the meaning of this difficult passage, where the Greek is at present κατὰ τι εὐπροσιας ἐστάχων τοῦ δαίμονος ἐκάστου καὶ κατὰ τέχνας οἰνον πρὸς ὑψηλα καὶ ἀνάτη δαίμονων καὶ ἦσσαμένων τοῖς πράξεων. But from the preceding mention of excessive joy and excessive sorrow, it is evident that as εὐπροσιας is to be referred to περιχώριαν, so must τέχνας be referred to περιωδῶνιαν. Hence for κατὰ τέχνας, I suspect, Plato wrote κατ’ ἀνταχίας; while for the syntax and sense united τι has been changed into γε, ἐκάστον into ἐκείστων, καὶ into ἢ, οἷον into ἔντασιν and πράξεως into παράξεσιν: unless it be said that after ὑπὸ there has dropped Στέφων and ἵπτε after ἀνάτη. With regard to ἐστάχων, that verb is applied to a wind, which when it blows steadily from any quarter is said to stand, as in Thucyd. β. 97, κατὰ πρόβαν ἢστηκα, τό πνεῦμα.
with certain disturbances;" and that it is meet ever to hope that the deity will, when troubles fall upon the good state, which he has given, make them less instead of greater, and (cause) a change from the present state to a better one; and with respect to the contraries of these, that they will always be present to them with good fortune. In these hopes it is meet for every one to live, and in the recollection of all these things to be sparing on no point, but ever amidst serious and sportive occupations to remind another and himself clearly.

[5.] Now then there have been mentioned nearly (all), as far as divine things are concerned, respecting the pursuits, to which every one ought to attend, and respecting each individual himself, of what kind he ought to be; but matters relating to man have not been at present spoken of. But it is necessary (to speak of them): for we are conversing with men, and not with gods. Now pleasures, and pains, and desires, are naturally in the highest degree human; on which it is necessary for the whole mortal animal to hang, as it were, [and to be suspended] with the greatest earnestness. It is requisite then to praise the most beautiful life, not only because by its form it is superior, as regards fair renown; but because, if any one is willing to taste of it, and not, as being young, to become a deserter from it, it excels in that too, of which we all are in search, (I mean) the possessing more of joy and less of sorrow through the whole of life. That this will be clearly the case, if any one tastes it correctly, will readily and vehemently appear. Now what is this correctness? This it is requisite to ascertain from the reasoning, and to consider whether it is produced according to nature in this way, or in another, contrary to nature. It is requisite therefore to consider in this manner one life, as compared with another, if it be more pleasant and more pain-

1. Ficinus has "sperare semper—debet." He therefore found in his MS. ἐλπίζειν δὲ ἀει δεῖν, not merely ἐλπίζειν δὲ ἀεὶ—
2. I have followed Cornarius and Ast in considering τοῖς ἀγαθοῖς to be governed by ἐπιπετότως, and in that case τὸν ἰδίον must precede, not follow, τοῖς ἀγαθοῖς.
3—3. The words τὰ ἄγαθα are evidently an explanation of τὰ ἰνατηρία. Instead of αὐτοῖς, which has nothing to which it can be referred, one would prefer ἴνα ἄγαθοι.
4. In lieu of ἕναφος the sense requires ἐναφοῖς, "wisely."
5—6. I must leave for others to explain, what I cannot, the difference between ἐκπρήσεθαι and ἐκπριμοῦν εἶναι. Nor could I suspect, Ficinus; who has merely "quasi pendere—"
ful. We wish for pleasure to be present with us; but we neither choose nor wish for pain. But what is neither the one or the other we do not wish for in the place of pleasure; but we do wish for it to be exchanged in the place of pain. We wish too for less pain with more pleasure; but we do not wish for less pleasure with greater pain. But we can show clearly that we do not wish to possess each of these, equal in the place of equals. All these differ in multitude and magnitude and intensity and equality, and in whatever things are the contrary to all these, with respect to wishing; but with respect to the choice of each, they do not differ. Since then these things have been thus arranged by necessity, we wish for that life, in which the many and great and intense of each kind exist, but in which pleasures exceed; but we do not wish for that life, in which the contraries to these exist. And on the other hand, the life in which things few and little and quiet exist, but in which pains exceed, we do not wish for; but we wish for that life in which the contraries to these exist. And again, the life, in which the balance is equal, as we said before, it is meet to consider as an equal-balanced life; since we wish for the life, which exceeds in what is agreeable to us; but we do not wish for that (which exceeds) in what is disagreeable.

Now it is necessary to consider all our lives as naturally bound up in these; and [it is necessary to consider] what kind (of lives) we naturally wish for. And if we say,

---

1. As the words πρὸς βούλησιν and πρὸς αἴρεσιν have the same meaning, Ast would place πρὸς αἴρεσιν ἐκάστων in the next sentence before ἡ ἀνάγκη.—But see just before ὅσοι αἰροῦμεθα ὅσι βουλόμεθα.

2. Ficinus has more briefly, "si autem aequalia sunt, de aequali vita, ut diximus, cogitandum;" while Taylor translates ἰσορροπεῖ by "these possess equal power." Plato wrote, ἰσορροπεῖ πάντα καθ' ἐκάστων τὰ ἰν τοῖς πρόσθεν,—"all are balanced according to either of the things previously stated," namely, pleasure and pain.

3. The Greek is τῶν ὑπερβαλλόντων—τῶν δ' αὖ.—But as the genitive is without regimn, Ast suggests τῶν ὑπερβαλλόντα—τῶν δ' αὖ—to agree with βίον understood, and so Taylor had already translated. I should prefer τὰ τῶν ὑπερβαλλόντων—Ficinus has "volumus enim, que illo excendunt—"

4. Why Plato should thus have written τοῖς ἰχθυροῖς here, to balance the preceding τῷ φίλῳ, I cannot understand. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, avoids the difficulty by translating, "quæ contrario supranunt," as if his MS. read τῷ ἱναντίῳ, of which τοῖς ἰχθυροῖς would be the explanation.

5. The words within the brackets are evidently an interpolation, and properly omitted by Ficinus.
that we wish for anything except these, we say so through an
ignorance of, and inexperience in, lives as they exist.

[6.] What then and of what kind are the lives, respecting
which it is necessary for a person to know something, 1 while
forecasting 2 what is to be wished for and is voluntary, and
what is to be not wished for and is involuntary; and, 3 after
prescribing a law to himself, to choose what is agreeable and
pleasant and the best and the most beautiful, and to lead a life
as far as possible, the most happy for man? 4 Let us then call
one life temperate, another prudent, another brave, and rank
one as healthy; 4 and four others, the contraries to these four,
by the name of the imprudent, the cowardly, the intemperate,
and the diseased. He, then, who knows the temperate, will
lay it down as mild in all things, and exhibiting quiet pains,
and quiet pleasures, and placid desires, and loves not insane;
but the intemperate as being impetuous in all things, and exhib-
iting vehement pains, and vehement pleasures, and desires on
the stretch and goaded on, and loves the maddest possible; and
that in a temperate life the pleasures exceed the pains; but in an
intemperate one the pains (exceed) the pleasures in magnitude
and multitude and intensity. Hence, the one of these lives hap-
pens of necessity to be according to nature more pleasant to
us, but the other more painful; and it is no longer in the
power of him, who wishes to live pleasantly, to live voluntarily
in an intemperate manner; but it is evident, if what has been
said is correct, that every licentious person is of necessity so
unwillingly. For the whole mass of mankind live in the
want of temperance, either through the want of teaching, or
through incontinence, or through both. The same things are
to be considered respecting a diseased and healthy life, that

1 The Greek is ἔδόντα. But Ficinus has “noscit.” Hence his MS
probably read ἔπαινει τι—On the loss or confusion of ἐπαινεῖ,
and of the phrase ἐπαινεῖ τι περί τινος, see myself on Hipp. Maj. 5 22, n. 4.
2 In lien of προθόµενον, which could not thus precede the subsequent
ἔλοµενον, I have translated as if the word were προθόµενον—Ficinus
omits προθόµενον entirely.
3 Ficinus has “hisque cognitiis,” from which Stephens was led to sug-
gest ἔδοτα for είς, which Ast says may mean “instar.” But such is never
its meaning. Perhaps Plato wrote καὶ, which was first corrupted into
ὡς, and then into είς—
4 Ficinus has “sanam denique quartam,” as if his MS. read not “ENA,
but ONTA Δ, where Δ would mean “the fourth—.” On the errors arising
from letters expressive of numerals see my Poppo’s Prolegom. p. 223.
they possess pleasures and pains, but that the pleasures exceed the pains in health, but the pains the pleasures in illness. Our wish however in the choice of lives is not that pain may exceed, but, where it is exceeded, that life we have decided to be the more pleasant. Now the \textit{temperate man}, we would say, possesses in both respects things fewer, and less, and slighter than \textit{the intemperate}, and the prudent than the imprudent, and the man of bravery than the one of timidity, each exceeding each on the score of pleasures; but on that of pains, the former exceeding the latter, the brave man has the victory over the timid, and in that of the prudent the imprudent; so that of the lives, the more pleasant are the temperate, and the brave, and the prudent, and the healthy, than the timid, and imprudent, and intemperate, and the diseased; and in short, the life which is connected with virtue, pertaining either to the body or the soul, is more pleasant than the life which is connected with depravity, and is superior even to superfluity in the other points, such as beauty and rectitude and virtue and fair renown; so that it causes the person, who possesses it, to live more happily in every respect and totally, than he (who possesses) the contrary (life).

[7.] \textit{Let then the prelude of the laws, having been here spoken of, have an end of the speeches.} But after the prelude

---

1. The words within brackets, in Greek \textit{πò ὁσφρων τοῦ ἀκολάστου}, Cornarius, with whom Ast agrees, was the first to reject as an interpolation. For the question relating to the \textit{σφρων} and \textit{ἀκολάστος} has been discussed already; besides, the subsequent words, \textit{ἐκάτερος ἐκάτερον}, prove that only two lives are spoken of, not three.

2. So I have translated, as if the Greek were \textit{ἐκείνων ὑπερβαλλόντων}, \textit{τούτων}, not \textit{ἀποτύχων}; but why the genitive plural \textit{ἐκείνων} and \textit{τούτων} should be thus introduced in lieu of the nominative singular to answer to the preceding antithetical clause, I confess I cannot understand, much less explain. Ast indeed refers the plurals to the \textit{ἀφρών} and \textit{ἐθείλος}, opposed to the \textit{φρόνιμος} and \textit{ἀνάρεις} respectively; and as regards the genitive for the nominative quotes his own note on ii. 3, from which however nothing is gained. With respect to Ficinus, he seems to have been so completely at loss, as to omit nearly all the words, in which the whole difficulty lies, between \textit{ἰχνων} and \textit{βιων}; for his version is, “\textit{habet; et alter voluptatus, alter doloribus superat, ita ut fortis—}”

3. All between the numerals are tacitly omitted by Taylor.

4. So Taylor correctly; for he probably wished, instead of \textit{τοῦ ἐναντίου}, to read \textit{τοῦ τῶν ἐναντίων}, with the ellipse of \textit{ἐχνοτος} and \textit{βιων}.

5. All between the numerals Taylor has tacitly omitted; while Ficinus has merely “\textit{Verum exordium legum jam finem accipiat.” For he was doubtless dissatisfied (as who is not?) with the Greek, \textit{Kai τὸ μὲν}
it is necessary somehow for the strain to follow; or rather, in
good truth, to write down the laws of a polity. As then it
is not possible, in the case of a web, or any other tissue what-
ever, to work up the weft and the warp from the same ma-
terials, but there must needs be a difference as regard their
quality in the production of the warp, by being some of it
strong and assuming a firmness through the spindle, and
another part of it softer and making use of a just easiness;
from whence it is meet that those, who are about to hold great
offices in the state, should be judged of separately in this way,
and those too, who have been tested in a trifling education, on
each occasion according to reason. For there are two kinds
of polities, one relating to the appointment of offices to each
individual, and the other relating to the laws assigned to the
offices. But before all it is requisite to consider things of this
kind. A shepherd, and a herdsman, and a breeder of horses,
and whatever else there are of this kind of occupations, will,
after receiving the whole herd, never attempt to attend to them
otherwise than by first applying a purification suited to their
individual living together; and having by a selection separated
the healthy and diseased, and the well-bred and ill-bred, he
will send away one part to some other herds, but attend upon
the other part, thoroughly perceiving that his labour would be
in vain and non-effective as regards both the body and soul,
which after nature and improper aliment had corrupted,
προοίμιον τῶν νόμων ἐνταύθων λεγθίν τῶν λόγων τὸδε ἐχέων: where
Plato wrote, I suspect, ἐνταύθων τῷ λόγῳ, i.e.: “shown by the discourse—"
1 Here, as elsewhere, τὸ μὲν ἦν to be supplied from the subsequent τὸ δὲ.
2 Instead of τοῖς τρόποις, which is perfectly unintelligible, Ast would
read from “tortura” in Cornarius, ταῖς στροφαῖς, referring to Politic. p.
282, E., τούτων δὲ τὸ μὲν ἀτράκτη τε στραφέν καὶ στερεόν νημα γενόμε
νον; from which it is easy to elicit τοῖς ἀτράκτοις, as I have translated.
Cousin translates ἑξαποιήσας ἐν τοῖς τρόποις by “soli de dans sa façon”
ε' est a dire, solidement.”
3—2 I must leave for others to explain, what I cannot, the words
ἐπικείμενον δικαιός χρόμενον, applied to a process in weaving. For ἐπικείμε
is elsewhere applied to a person. Ficinus has “ut facilius cedat,”
4 Ast correctly remarks, that to answer καθάπεπτι there should have been
here ὀπαύτως, similar to “ita” in Ficinus.
5 The idea of a soul is strangely united to that of the body in the case
of an animal; unless it be said that ψυχή means here “spirit," as in Mi-
ños, § 17.
6—5 Such is the literal translation of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Tay-
lor follows to the letter, has “ut, nisi quis se regens sanorum integrorum
morum et corporum genus, in singulis contagione interimant.”
moreover destroy the race of healthy and unmixed habits and bodies in each of the flocks, unless a person purifies what is present in them. The attention, however, which is paid to other animals is indeed less, and is alone worthy to be brought forward for the sake of an example. But the affairs of men (need) the greatest attention on the part of the legislator, to investigate and detail what is suited to each individual, as regards purification and all other actions. For instance, that which relates to the purification of a state should be in this way. Of many existing purifications, some are rather easy, but others more difficult; and he who is both a tyrant and a legislator may be able to use such purifications as are difficult and the best. But the legislator, who without being a tyrant lays down a new polity and laws, would, if he were able to purify with the mildest of purifications, do a thing of this kind contentedly. The best purification is however painful; just as are the remedies of some such kind, which leading for justice to punishment with avenging, put death or exile as the finish to punishment. For it is wont to free the city from those, who have erred the greatest, and who, as being incurable, are the greatest hurt to the state. But with us there is a milder purification of this kind. For upon these, who, having nothing themselves, do, through the want of food, exhibit themselves as prepared to follow their leaders in an attack upon the property of persons, who possess something, upon such, as being naturally a disease in the state, it imposes a removal, under the name, by way of good omen, of a colony, and sends them away in the kindest possible manner. This then should somehow be done at the very commencement by every one legislating. To us however what is still more strange than this has now happened relating to these. For there is no need to devise either a colony or any selection for a purification; but as if the waters, partly from fountains and partly from mountain torrents, were flowing together into one lake, it is necessary for persons to be on the watch, that, partly by pumping

1—Such is the literal translation of the Greek, ἐστι δὲ ὁ μὲν ἀριστος ἀλ- γεινός, καθάπερ ὅσα τῶν φαρμάκων τοιοῦτοφρονα, ὁ τυ δικὴ μετὰ τιμωρίαις ἐκ τῶν κολάζων ἀγων, where I am quite at a loss in the last clause; and so, I think, was Piscinus; whose version is "nem exactissima purificatio, quemadmodum medicina, quae validior corporibus adhibetur, doloris plenam est, et cum ulione, justa peenam infert, morte peecantem aut exilio damnans."
out, and partly by drawing off into channels, and partly by diverting its course, the water flowing together may be the most clear. But labour and danger, as it appears, are to be found in every political establishment. However, since what is now done exists in discourse, and not in action, let our selection be held to be completed, and the purification to have taken place according to our notions. For having by every kind of persuasion and for a sufficient length of time tried by a test those amongst evil men, who were endeavouring to enter our city in order to administer it, let us prevent them from reaching it, and let us introduce the good, (rendering them) well-disposed and propitious to the utmost of our power.

[8.] Let not, however, the good fortune, which has happened, lie hid from us, that, as we said that the colony of the Heraclidæ was fortunate, because it escaped the dreadful and dangerous strife respecting the division of land and the abolition of debts, in which strife it is impossible for a state, compelled to be regulated by law, to leave any of its ancient institutions undisturbed, nor on the other hand is it possible to disturb them after a certain manner (successfully), (the same thing appears nearly to have happened to us); and there is left merely, so to say, a prayer, and a trifling change to those making a slight alteration cautiously and slowly in a great length of time; which alteration should take place by those persons innovat-

1 Ficinus alone has, what the sense requires, “facientes:” unless it be said that Plato wrote τοὺς δὲ ἀγαθοὺς, θεοὺς ἰσοῦς ἐνναίοις εἰσὶν εὐμενεῖς—not τοὺς δὲ ἀγαθοὺς εἰς ἐνναίοις εὐμενεῖς—i. e. “the good, able to be, equally with gods—”

2 From the version of Ficinus, adopted by Taylor, “dividendorum agrorum contentionem,” it is evident he found in his MS. γῆς ἀναληψις καὶ χρεών ἀναληψις περι—not γῆς καὶ χρεών ἀναληψις καὶ νους περι—for the correct word is ἀναλησι, not νους, as shown by ἀναλησι τῆς γῆς shortly afterwards; although νους is found a little below—

3 The Greek is ἦμ, which is without regimen. The sense and syntax require ἦμ, i. e. ἦμει: where ἦμ has been lost through the last syllable of ἦμειν—

4 Here I have inserted εὖ, which might easily have dropped out before εὐχη—

5 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has alone, what is required to complete the sentence, “ita ferme et nobis accidisse videtur.”

6 On this use of εὐχη in Greek, and “votum” in Latin, see Ast.

7 I have translated as if the Greek were εὐλαβῆς, not εὐλαβῆς—

8 The Greek is ἦ δὲ τῶν κυνὸντων—ὑπάρχειν, where I cannot discover either sense or syntax. Hence for the sake of both I have translated as if the text were ἦ δὲ οὕτω κυνὸντων—ὑπάρχειν.
ing, who have an abundance of land, and have likewise many
debtors, and are willing through a kind consideration to share
with those in want, partly by giving up (debts) and partly by
distributing (property), and by holding to moderation, and by
thinking that poverty does not consist in a diminution of pro-

Ficinus; whose version, of which the latter portion has
been adopted by Taylor to the letter, is "itaque nos, id fugientes, immo
vero verbis, quo pacto fugiendum sit, ostendentes, dicimus nullam esse
silam aut latam aut augmentam fugiendi viam, nisi ut colamus justitiam,
neque acquirendi cupiditatem sequamur." Equally in the dark was Hein-
dorf, who wished to read μετ’ ἀδικίας for μετὰ δικής, with the full approba-
tion of Ast, and the less decided one of Stalbaum. With regard to
ὄρθωρον, Stephens correctly saw that ἐν εἴδι had dropped out before ei—
while Ast remarks that τῆς τοιαύτης μηχανῆς διαφυγή is put for τῶν
τοιούτων διαφυγῆς μηχανῆ—But he does not state what could induce
Plato to put down words, that, taken literally, have no meaning, in the
place of others, which would have been perfectly intelligible.

Since two MSS. offer λιμήν as a various reading for ἦμίν, it is prob-
able that both are corruptions of the word written here originally; and
as Plutarch has in Polit. Precept. ii. p. 814, 25, ὀπότερμα τῆς πολιτείας
βίβλου, I suspect he has preserved what he found in Plato, although
πόλεως ημέρα is similar to Ἑρμής πάλαρος in Il. II. 349, and Od. Ψ. 121.

Ficinus alone has "cives," what is required by ἀλλήλους.

Here again the version of Ficinus proves he could not understand
the Greek, which to myself is equally unintelligible. His translation,
adopted to the letter by Taylor, is "vel ulterior in acquirendo progrædi
ultrro desistánt."
accusations of old standing against each other, and to whom there is even a small share of intellect. But for those persons, to whom a god has given, as it has to us at present, to settle a new state, and for no enmities to exist against each other, to become themselves the cause of enmities to each other through the division of the land and dwellings, would be a non-human want of education, united to every kind of wickedness.

What then would be the method of a correct distribution? In the first place, it is requisite to fix the same quantity of the number, how great it ought to be. After this it must be agreed respecting the distribution to the citizens, into how many and what kind of parts it is to be made by them for the mass of people. And for this purpose the land and dwellings must be distributed as equally as possible. Now a sufficient quantity of the mass of people cannot be correctly stated otherwise than with reference to the land and cities of neighbouring nations. As regards the land, how much of it is sufficient to feed how many temperate persons—for of more there is no need—but as regards the number, how many would be able to defend themselves not altogether without resources against bordering tribes acting unjustly, and to assist their neighbours when injured. Having then viewed these points, we will define both

1—3 The Greek is μὴ τινας ἵχθοςι—πρὸς ἀλλήλοις. It was originally, I suspect, ἵχθοςι—

2—2 Here again, by the slight change of τοῦτον into τούτος, and taking ἡως in the sense of ἀλλήλους, J. I have recovered what is required by the train of thought.

3—3 The Greek is τὸν αὐτὸν ὅγκον, where Boeckh suggested, what Becker, Ast, and Stalbaum have adopted, αὐτόν. But αὐτόν could not be thus inserted between τὸν and ὅγκον—It would be in correct Greek, αὐτῶν τὸν ὅγκον or τὸν ὅγκον αὐτῶν. Ficinus has omitted αὐτόν entirely. Perhaps Plato wrote τὸν ὅγκον ὅγκον—

4—4 The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.

5 Six MSS. read γῆ, one γῆ, and another γῆς. The last, answering to πλῆθος in the next sentence, has been retained by Ast; who says that the genitive is used absolutely in the sense of κατὰ γῆν. But Stephens more correctly would supply ἐν—otherwise in lieu of προσδόν there would have been written simply ἐν.

6 Ast observes correctly that Aristotle, alluding to this passage in Polit. ii. 4, has misrepresented the very party with whose doctrines he finds fault.

7—7 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him tacitly by Taylor, because they were not in his MS., or deemed by him to be not suited to the train of thought; which would require rather βοήθησαι εἰ παντόπασαν ἀνέρθους ἐδόσι, i.e. to well assist (the neighbours) altogether without resources.
c. 9.]
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beed and word the land and neighbours. But now, for sake of a sketch and outline, that the thing itself may be accomplished, let the discourse proceed to our laying down the

et the land-owners and those that defend the distribution the land, be, for the sake of a fitting number, five thousand forty; and let, in like manner, the land and the dwellings distributed into the same portions, so that the man and portion may accord in distribution. And in the first s, let there be of the whole number two parts distributed, afterwards three of the same; for it is by nature (divi-

sion) into four and five, and so in succession as far as ten. Much ought every person, who is legislating, to under-
desiring number, what it is, and what kind will be the

useful to all states. Let us then say it is that, which esses in itself the greatest quantity of divisions and most in-

sively succession. For the whole number does (not) obtain

of all kinds of divisions for all things. But the number five, and forty, in matters relating to war and whatever peace have to do with conventions and communions, and ting to revenue and distributions, cannot be cut into more

sixty parts wanting one; but there are continuous divi-

sions of it from one up to ten.

These things however it is meet for those to take

and firmly at leisure, on whom the law enjoins to take

; for they cannot exist otherwise than in this manner.

it is requisite for them to be mentioned to a person

ing a state for the sake of this; that no one, whether


3 So Taylor translates the Latin of Finicinus—“ut vir et portio cum ibute conveniant.” The Greek is διανεμηθήτων γενόμενα ἀνήρ άνθρωπος ἑπωλη; which I cannot understand. Perhaps Plato wrote μηθήτων, ἐν ἀνθρωπίνῃ, ἀνήρ καὶ εὐροτός, ἑπωλή; i. e. “that n and portion may be called a co-share.”

I have adopted with Ast the correction of Stephens, τοῦ αὐτοῦ for τοῦτον, omitted entirely by Finicinus and Taylor.

Instead of ὅ μὲν πᾶς, Ast reads ὁ μὲν πᾶς, from “non enim omnis” Dryneas’ refraction of Finicinus, adopted tacitly by Taylor. Finicinus else has not the negative.

Before καρα σχολήν there is introduced καὶ, which I cannot under-

Before καρα σχολήν there is introduced καὶ, which I cannot under-
he is making a (polity) new from the beginning, or patching up an ancient one that has been corrupted, will, if he has any mind, attempt to disturb, with respect to the gods or sacred rites, and whatever else ought to be established in the state for each of the gods or daemons, by whatever name they may be called, whatever (has come) from Delphi or Dodona or Ammon, or what certain old accounts have somehow persuaded persons on hearing them, when, through visions having occurred or an inspiration from gods having been declared, parties have, through being persuaded, established sacrifices mixed up with mystic ceremonies, (emanating) either from their own country, (or) being exotic from Tyrrhenia, or Cyprus, or any other place what-

1 I have translated as if ἦκευ had dropped out between ὅσα and ἰκ-
2 Delphi and Dodona, the two most ancient oracular shrines in Greece, are similarly united by Eschylus in Prom. 678, ὦ δὲ ζη τε Πενθέω κατὶ Δωδώνως συμφωνος θεοτρόπους Ἰαλλεν: and by Sophocles in 'Οδύς. Ακαυτος. Ἐκ., Νῦν δ᾽ οὕτε τι μεῖις διὰ ὁδώνως οὕτε Πεθακωμίων Γυναῖκων τίητα πίεσε (τοὺς θεοτρόπους Πέμψαι).
3 There is not, I believe, any mention in ancient authors of the shrine of Ammon in Libya antecedent to the time of Herodotus, when those at Delphi and Dodona had lost no little of the odor of sanctity they once possessed.
4 Ficinus exhibits all between the numerals in this abridged form, "vel prisci quidam oratione per visiones inspirationesque deorum asserta." Hence it is impossible to ascertain whether his MS. had the injurious tautology ἐπίσααν—πιειαντις, or, what the sense manifestly requires ἀποκαθαντις, as I have translated, and to which πιειαντις in one MS. seems to lead.
5 The Greek is ἐπίσααν—πιειαντις ὃς, in which on the ground of language there is nothing to offend except that καρδιστοςαυ should have been written instead of καρπιστοςαυ. Hence, as Ficinus has "quibus approbatis veteres," he probably found in his MS. πιειαντις, as I have translated.
6 The Greek is αὐτόθεν ἐπιχωρίους. But from the mention of two places, Tyrrhenia and Cyprus, it is evident that Plato wrote, as I have translated, αὐτόθεν ἐπὶ αὐτοχωρίους ὅσας—
7 Although it is known that the Romans received their religious rites from Tuscany, yet that the Greeks did so likewise, is not, I believe, mentioned elsewhere. Perhaps however Plato had heard of what is stated by Theopompus, quoted by Athenæus, xii. p. 517, that they had wives in common,—the very doctrine which he inculcated.
8 It is difficult to understand what are the Cyprian rites to which Plato alludes. For if they were those of Venus, these, according to Ovid, were taught by Nature alone, and were indigenous in all countries. Is there any reference here to the fact mentioned by Strabo, xiv. p. 1001, B., that there was in Cyprus a temple of Venus, which women were not permitted to enter?
ever; and from these ancient accounts and oracles they con-
secrated statues, and altars, and temples, and made for each
of the deities a sacred grove. Of all these not even the least
must the legislator disturb; but he must assign to each of the
portions a god, a daemon, or some hero. And in the division
of the land, he must give up, selected for the first in rank, the
groves and all that is fitting, so that the assemblies of each of
the portions, taking place at stated times, may furnish resources
against their wants, and during the sacrifices kindly entertain,
and become familiar with, and recognise, each other. 1 For there
is no greater good to a state than for persons to be the ac-
quaintances of each other. 2 Since where there is no light 3 to
each other in the manners of each other, but a darkness, there
no one will properly meet with the honour due to his worth,
nor with offices, nor even with the justice which is fitting.
It is meet then for every man in all states to be earnest in
this matter, compared as one with one, 3 that he never appear
to any one to be of a base stamp, but always artless and true,
and that no other person of that kind 4 deceive him. But
the next movement, as in the case 6 of the pebble-game,

1—1 The Greek is ὃ μεῖζων οὐδὲν πόλεμ ἄγαθον ἡ γυνωρίμοις—έναι:
where Ast says that ἡ γυνωρίμοις—έναι is superfluously added by way of
an explanation. But correct sense would require ὃ γὰρ μεῖζων οὐδὲν—
and correct syntax, ἡ το γυνωρίμοις—έναι, as I have translated. With
regard to the sentiment, Ast refers to Aristotle Politic. vii. 4, 7.

2 On this metaphor Ast quotes from Cicero, "in luce atque in oculis
civium magnus," and from Xenophon, εἰς κάλλος βίω τὸ φως—παρίγκειες,
and refers to Wetstein on S. John iii. 21, "Let your light so shine before
all men, that they may see your good works—".

3—3 Such is the literal translation of the Greek. Ficinus has what is
more intelligible, "nihil est autem, si unum uni conferas, in quo majus
studium—ponere quisque debeat," as if he had found in his MS. οὐδὲν
ὁ ἦμ, ὦ δεῖ πάντα ἄνδρα μάλλον, ἐν πρὸς ἐν, ἡ τούτο σπέδειν, ότι δεῖ
ὁ πάντα ἄνδρα, ἐν πρὸς ἐν τούτο σπέδειν.

4 Namely, "of a base stamp."

5 The proverb, to which Plato alludes, has been thus explained. In
the game called πίττεια there were five lines on two opposite sides of the
board, as there are eight on a draught-board; and between them a vacant
line, not occupied by the pebbles, or counters, used in the game. This
vacant line was called ἵππα γραμμα, "the holy line;" and the party who
was driven to it first, was considered as the loser, just as in the game of
fox and geese; although there it is not a line, but a space that is left vacant:
and hence, as Plato has written ἄφε τεροῦ, we must understand τὸνο;
but γραμμαί after ἄφε τεραῖς. With regard to the authors who have treated
on the subject, Ast refers to the Scholiast here; Suidas on Ἄφε τεραῖς;
from the sacred spot would, as being unusual, cause, in the case of legislation, the person who hears of it for the first time perhaps to wonder. To him however who has reasoned upon, and tried it, it will appear that the state is in a second way settled for the best. Perhaps however some one will not receive the movement, through its not being customary with a tyrannic legislator. It will however be most correct to speak of the best polity, and of the second and third, and then to leave the choice to each person, who is the lord in the co-settlement. Let us act then even now according to this very method, by speaking of a polity the first, and the second, and the third in worth; and let us leave the choice to Clinias at present, and to any one else who may be willing to come to the selection of such polities, and to assign, according to his own method, that which is agreeable to him (with respect to) his own country.

[10.] Now the first state and polity and the best laws are there, where the old saying may be most in vogue through the whole state; for it said that, amongst friends all things are really in common. This saying, whether it now is or ever will be (practised), that women are in common, and children in common, and all possessions in common, has taken away by every means every where and entirely from life what is called private property; and it has planned that things even naturally

Pollux, ix. 7; Eustath. O. Α. p. 28, 42; Meursius De Ludis Græcor.; Erasmus Adag. p. 28; and Salmacius on Vopisc. p. 466, A. The proverb was applied to those, who placed themselves in a perilous position.

1 Ficinus has "agetur." He found therefore in his MS. ἔτσι, not ἔτσι.

2-3 Such is the literal version of τὸ τῆς συνοικίας κυρίως. Ficinus has "arbitratu suo quamlibet electuro," from whence Taylor translated "to choose that which pleases him the most."

3-3 The Greek is τὸ φιλον αὐτῷ τῆς αὐτοῦ παρίδος. This Astrenders "ea quæ in patria sua ipsi placent;" which I cannot understand. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has "patraque (Bekker incorrectly "partique") sum, quod sibi placet tribuere." I have translated as if πάρτα had dropped out after παρίδος.

4 Instead of ὅσι the sense requires γάρ, as I have translated, or else φιλερτά, similar to "quo fertur" in Ficinus.

5-5 The St. Simonians of the present day have attempted to put this precept into practice, but with so little success, as to show that Plato's Laws are better suited for an ideal Republic than a real one.

6 If the doctrine had never been put into practice, one cannot understand why Plato used the definite perfect ἔγραψαί and μεμηχάνησαί instead of the indefinite pluperfect ἔγραψεν and μεμηχάνειν ἦν.
private, as far as possible, become by some means in common; such as the eyes, the ears, and the hands, in seeming to see, and hear, and work, in common; and that, again, all men taken singly praise and blame as much as possible (the same things), rejoicing in, and pained by, the same things; and (hence) no one (has) ever laid down or will lay down a definition more correct and better (than this), that of such laws as cause a state to be as much as possible one, (there is) the superiority on the ground of virtue. Such a state will ours be, whether gods or the children of gods, more in number than one, dwell there, and with delight save and regulate those living in that manner. Hence it is proper to reflect upon the pattern of a polity in no other way; but, sticking to this, to seek that, which is as much as possible of such a kind. But that, which we have now taken in hand, would, if it ex-

1 This "seeming" seems very strange here, as if the eyes, ears, and hands did not really see, hear, and work. The verb δοκεῖν ought, I conceive, to follow σταντίνειν τις, in lieu of αὐθ, which is perfectly superfluous.

2 In lieu of καθ' ἐν, which is unintelligible, Ast, whom I have followed, suggests καθ' ἐνα.

3—3 Ficinus alone has, what the sense requires, "laudentque et vitupere- rent eadem similitur."

4—4 The Greek is καὶ κατὰ δύναμιν οἱ τινες μάλιστα νόμοι μιᾶν οτι μάλιστα πᾶλιν ἄπεργαζονται τούτων ὑπερβολή πρὸς ἀρετὴν οὖσας ποτὲ ὄρον ἄλλον θείμαν οὐθέτερον οὐκ ἐβελτίω θήσαται: which, says Ast, has been wrongly translated by Ficinus, Cornarius, Serranus, and Schulthes. In fact they were all equally at a loss, and naturally so; for the passage is evidently corrupt. It was, I suspect, originally to this effect—Καὶ ὅσω κατὰ δύναμιν—τούτων ὑπερβολή πρὸς ἀρετὴν ἐναι οὖσας ποτὲ ὄρον ἄλλον ἤν θείμαν—as I have translated. To meet the difficulty Ficinus pla ces the clause τούτων ὑπερβολή—θήσαται after κοινὰ φιλον: and from his version, "certe in hoc præcipue virtutis erit terminus, quo nul- lus poni rector poterit," it is evident that his MS. was defective, or that he designedly abridged what he found in it.

5 The Greek is ἡ μὲν δὴ τοιαῦτη πόλις, which Ast calls an absolute sentence. He should have called it rather an imperfect one. For Plato probably wrote ἡ μὲν δὴ τοιαῦτη ἡ πόλις ἐσται, as I have translated.

6 By the expression of more numerous than one are probably intended Castor and Pollux, the twin sons of Jupiter, who were the tutelary gods of Sparta.

7 The gods were supposed to dwell in the towns sacred to them.

8—8 The Greek is οὔτω διασώζοντες. But four MSS. read διασώζοντες. Ficinus united both—"its viventes amque servantes—vivunt." Hence I have been led to τοὺς οὖτω ζῴωτας διασώζοντες—

9 In lieu of εἰς τις, where τις is connected with nothing, Heindorf suggested γε—He should have proposed ποτὲ—
isted at all, be the nearest to immortality; and if it is not in the first rank, it will be at least one in the second. After this we will, god willing, go through the polity, which is the third in order. But now let us speak of this polity, what it is, and how it may be produced.

In the first place, let them distribute the land and houses. But let them not cultivate the ground in common; since a thing of this kind is spoken of as greater than is suited to their present birth, nurture, and education. Let them however distribute land and houses with somehow such an intention as this, that each on obtaining his allotment ought to consider it as being common to the whole state; and, as this country is their paternal land, they ought to attend to it in a greater degree than children do their mother, in that, being a goddess, she is the sovereign mistress of mortals. The same conceptions they ought to have of the gods of the place, and likewise of daemons. But that these things may exist in this manner through all time, on this too they must thoroughly reflect. As many hearths as are distributed by us at present, so many must there be always, and neither more nor less. Now a thing of this kind will be firmly established through every state in this way. Let the person, who has obtained his allotment, leave ever the child, who is most dear to him, the only heir of his household, and his successor, and the attendant upon the gods and family and state, and of those still living, and of such as their end has already reached up to the then period. But with respect to the other children, they, to whom there are more than one, must give their daughters in marriage according to a law to be laid down; but distribute their male children as sons to those, who have no family, as an act of kindness conferred; but if there be a lack of kindness, or if more females are born than some males, or the contrary, when they are fewer, through barrenness taking place, let the magistrate, whom we shall lay down as the greatest and most honourable, consider what

1 Such is the literal version of the Latin of Ficinus, "ae si non primo, saltem secundo loco erit una." He therefore found in his MS. καὶ, si μὴ ἄλλα δεντρά ἐσται μία, where ἄ is πρώτης. See my Poppo's Prolegom. p. 223. The Greek is καὶ ἡ μία δεντράς, which Ast would explain by referring δεντράς to what is to follow.
2 I scarcely understand τινὲς here. It is omitted by Ficinus.
3 In lieu of ἀρχήν Winckelmann would read ἀρχήν, obtained from "magistratus" in Ficinus.
is proper to be done with the superabundance and deficiency of children, and devise a method by which five thousand and forty households alone may exist always. Now there are many methods. For there are checks to procreation when it is overflowing; and, on the contrary, care and an attention to the number of births do, by means of honours, and disqualifications, and the advice of elders to young persons, meet (the difficulty), and are able to effect what we are speaking of [by admonitory discourses].

Moreover, should at last every difficulty arise about the inequality of the five thousand and forty households, and an excessive influx of citizens take place through the kind feelings of those, who dwell together, and we come to want, there remains the old contrivance, which we have often mentioned, of friendly colonies being sent out from friends, whithersoever it may appear to be suitable. But if, on the contrary, there should at any time come a wave bringing an inundation, or a destruction arising from plagues or wars, and the people become, through a state of orphanhood, much less than the prescribed number, we must not willingly introduce citizens educated in a not legitimate discipline; but to use force against necessity it is said not even a god has the power.

1 Aristotle had this passage in view in Polit. ii. 3, 6.
2 The Greek is νοθητήσαι προσβυτιχῶν περὶ νίοις διὰ λόγων νοθετήτων ἀπαντώσαι. But after νοθητήσαι the words διὰ λόγων νοθετήτων present an insufferable tautology; and hence they ought to be inserted just above after γίνεσαι, as showing of what nature are the checks to which Plato allude. The cause of the mistake is owing to the fact, that they formed one line of the Codex Archetypus, containing about twenty-one letters. Moreover, as Ficinus has "monitionibus senum ad juvenes," Cornarius correctly saw that his MS. read πρὸς νέοις—Lastly, as one MS. offers λόγους in lieu of νίοις, it is probable that in περὶ λόγους lies hid ἀπαντήσαι, and thus ἀπαντώσαι will recover, what it has lost, its object.
3 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows in part, has "denique hinc omnès defectus oritur et inopia, cum quinquies millium et quadraginta domorum numerus non servaturs."
4 Instead of ἄν Ficinus found in his MS. εἰ, as shown by his "quo—"
5 For examples of cities situated on the sea-coast being destroyed by a wave, see Thucyd. ii. 89; Pausanias vii. p. 585; Agathias ii. p. 53, Athenaeus vii. p. 333, C.; and Suidas in "γαλαζίας."
6 I have adopted ἄν, introduced by Cornarius, before εἰ—Ficinus has "morborem luces bellorumve calamitas, velut quadam illuvione."
7 This sentiment is attributed to Simonides by Plato in Protag. p. 345, D. § 87, but to Pittacus by Diogen. Laert. i. 77.
[11.] This then let us assert our present discourse advises, by saying—O ye best of all men, do not relax in honouring similitude and equality and the same and what is generally acknowledged according to nature and according to number and all the power of things beautiful and good. And now guard, in the first place, through the whole of life the above-mentioned number; next, do not hold in dishonour the height and magnitude of the property, which ye first distributed, as being moderate, by buying from, and selling to, each other. For neither the distributing lot, being a god, is an ally, nor the legislator. For now the law, in the first place, enjoins upon the disobedient, by proclaiming beforehand, that upon these conditions any person, who is willing, may cast lots or not; and that, since the land, being sacred, belongs first to all the gods, and next, to the priests and priestesses, who pray at the first sacrifices, and the second, and even to the third, both the buyer and seller of tenements and farms, which they have obtained by lot, are to suffer what is befalling upon such transactions; and having written memoranda on cypress (tablets), they shall place them in temples written for the time hereafter; and in addition to

1. Ficinus has "neque id unquam transgrediagrams," as if his MS. read παριστε αυτα—

2. I must confess my inability to understand what Plato is aiming at.

3. The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus.

4. Such is the literal version of Becccher's text. Ficinus has "neque, deus ipse distributor—favebit," as if his MS. read ουδε γαρ ο νειμας θεος ανθρω, not ουδε γαρ ο νειμας ελρος ων θεος, where Stalbaum has adopted κληρον, found in Stephens, and written thus in two MSS., κληρον—But who was the god, that distributed the lot, is no where mentioned. Hence Plato wrote, I suspect, ουδε γαρ 'Ερμης, ο νειμας κληρον, ων θεος—For Hermes was not only the god, who presided over buying and selling, but he gave his name likewise to the lot first drawn out, and therefore the successful one; as we learn from a gl. in Hesychius and Photius, Ερμης κληρον—and hence we find in Aristoph. Ερμης γαρ ων κληρο

5. Although απεθανοντε is repeated a little below, yet here it is scarcely intelligible: for there is nothing to which the idea of disobedience can be referred.

6. The Greek is καταρτινας μνημας, where Stephens explains καταρτινας by saying that the cypress tree was selected as being free from the attacks of worms.

7. Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has "ad postenttatis instructionem," omitting γεγραμμενας, which certainly seems unnecessary, and adding, what renders eis τον επιστα χρονον more intelligi
this they shall invest the guardianship of these, in order that they may be, in that magistrate, who seems to see the most acutely, in order that the matters fraudulently introduced may not lie hid from them, but that they may punish the person disobedient at the same time to the law and to the god. For how great a good will what is now enjoined be to all states that are persuaded, when they adopt the following arrangement, according to the old proverb, no person being wicked will know, but being experienced and reasonable in his habits (he will). For in such an arrangement there exists not much of money-making; and there is attendant upon it the being neither necessary nor lawful for any one to make money by any illiberal kind of money-making—inasmuch as the so-called operative art is reproached as subverting liberal habits—nor to think it right to scrape money together at all by such means.

[12.] In addition to this a law still follows all these, that no private person be permitted to possess any gold or silver; but that (there be) a coin for the sake of daily exchange, which is almost necessary for handicrafts to change, and for all, who have a need of such things, to pay the wages due to hired persons, be they slaves or domestic servants. On which account we say that they must possess coin, which is of value amongst themselves, but of no worth amongst the rest of mankind. For the sake of war indeed and of going abroad to other countries—for instance in the case of embassies, or some other business of a herald, compulsory on the state—should it be

able than those words now are. But unless I am greatly mistaken, the clause μὲν τὸν ἔπειτα χρέων ought to follow (οὐ—οὐ) ὅπως ἔν γίγνεται, or rather γίγνεται, i.e. μὴ γίγνεται, as in Cicinus, “ul—serventur.”

1 Ast translates παραγωγαὶ “transgressiones.” But this neither is nor could be its meaning. Cicinus has more correctly “si quia forte praeer rationem hae commercia fiunt.”

2 Here again by the god is to be understood Hermes.

3 What the old proverb is, to which Plato alludes, I confess I do not know. It was perhaps like the line of Pope—

“‘He best can paint them, who has felt them most.’”

4 This was the law of Lycurgus, as we learn from Polybius vi. 47, and Plutarch in Lycurg. i. p. 44, D.

5 Ast understands καταγωγὴ: but I suspect that ἕνων has dropped out before ἄθικα.

6 The coin was iron in Laconia. What kind of metal Plato had in mind is no where stated.

7 The Greek is τῶν τειωδῶν, which, says Ast, agrees with ῥεμεσμάτων.
requisite to send out the common coin of Greece, it will be necessary on each occasion for the state to possess it. But if there be any necessity for a private person to go abroad, let him, after obtaining leave of the magistrate, go abroad; but the foreign coin, which on his return home he has brought from any place, still remaining, let him put down for the state, and take up that of the country at the rate (of exchange). And if any one is detected in making (the foreign money) his own, such money shall become public property; and let him, who knows the fact, but does not divulge it, be subject to a curse and reproach together with the party bringing it in, and to a fine in addition, not less than the amount of the foreign money so brought in.

And (be it enacted), that a person who is going to marry, or is giving (a daughter) in marriage, is neither to give or receive a marriage portion at all of any kind whatsoever, nor to deposit money with a person, whom one does not trust, nor to lend money upon interest, since it will be lawful for the borrower to repay neither interest nor principal. Now that these pursuits are the best for a state to pursue, a person would decide correctly by considering them in this way, and referring them ever to their origin and intention. Now the intention of the statesman, who has a mind, we say, is not that, which the many would say, that a good legislator ought to wish, how the state, for which he is with correct thoughts legislating,

understood; for coin is of different kinds and value. I suspect however that in χρεία τῶν τοιούτων lies hid χρεία ἀν ἄντι τοῦ τι ποιεῖν—where ἄντι τοῦ τι ποιεῖν would depend upon μισθοῦς, "wages for doing something."

1 Ast correctly rejects νόμισμα Ἐλληνικόν as interpolated from the beginning of the sentence; where however those words are omitted by Ficinus, who perhaps found in his MS. ἔνεκα δὲ, not ἔνεκά τε—

2 Ficinus omits πρὸς λόγον, which he perhaps did not understand.

3 Ficinus has, what the sense requires, "quod si quis eos occultaret et in privatum usum convertere—"

4 With this passage may be compared the curse imprecated by Ὅδηγος on the party, who might know, but would not divulge, the murder of of Ὅδηγος in Soph. Σφίδρ. T. 236.

5 This seems a strange idea, as if any one would deposit money with a person he could not trust. What Plato really wrote might be guessed at, but not without, perhaps, a rather violent alteration.

6 Ficinus has "si ad praecipuum ipsum recti legum latori semper referat voluntatem," which would lead to εἰς αὐτῶν τὴν ἀρχὴν καὶ τὴν τοῦ νουματοῦ βούλησιν, what the train of thought evidently requires.

7 The words χρεία ἀν ἄντι, omitted by Ficinus, Ast considers an
may be the greatest and the wealthiest possible, and possess gold and silver money, and rule over as many as possible by sea and land; and they would add, that the person legislating correctly ought to wish the state to be the best and the happiest possible. Now of these things some can take place, but others cannot. The possible then the arranging party would wish; but the impossible he would not; nor would he make even an attempt at wishes that are vain. For it is almost necessary for them to be at the same time happy and good. This then he would wish. But it is impossible for persons to be very rich and good, such at least as the many reckon rich. For they reckon rich those who amongst a few persons have possessions valued at the greatest quantity of coin, which even a bad man may possess. Now if such be the case, I will never agree with them that the rich man, if not a good one, can be truly happy; but that it is impossible for the person pre-eminently good, to be pre-eminently rich. What then some one would perhaps say. Because, we would say, the possession of what is obtained both justly and unjustly, is more than double of that which is obtained justly alone; and that the expenditure, which is wont to be made neither honourably nor disgracefully, is doubly less than that which is honourable, and is wont to be made for honourable objects. He, therefore, who acts in a contrary manner, will never be richer than him, who has double the means and half the expenditure. Now of these, the one is a good person, but the other not a bad one, since he is (merely) parsimonious; sometimes, indeed, he is altogether bad; but, as we have just now said, is never good. For he, who receives both justly and unjustly, and spends neither justly nor unjustly, is indeed rich, because he is parsimonious; but he who is altogether bad, as being for the most part luxurious, is very poor. And he, who spends upon honourable objects and acquires only justly, will never at any time become pre-eminently rich, nor yet very poor; so that our assertion is interpolation. Perhaps however they ought to follow τὴν βουλήσειν, just before, by reading ἤδε εἰν νομίζων ἄν εἴδομος τού, thus forming one line of the Codex Archetypus, consisting of twenty-one letters.

1 I have translated as if the Greek were ἐν δὲ ἡμᾶς βουλῆσει, not βουλῆσει, but βουλῆσον δὲν—Ficinus avoids the difficulty by his version, "nam vana esset cupiditas; neque aggreditur."

2 The sense requires τί δὲν; why not? not τί δὲν; Ficinus, "cur ita?"

3 Ficinus alone has "dumtaxat," required by the sense.
right, that the very rich are not good men; and, if they are not good, they are not happy.

[13.] With us, however, the laying down of laws looks to that point, that the citizens may become the most happy and in the highest degree friends to each other. But the citizens will never be friends, where there are many lawsuits with each other and much injustice; but (most so) where the least and fewest are found. We have said too, that there ought to be neither gold nor silver in the state; nor, again, much money-making through handicraft trades and usury,1 or ugly cattle,2 but what agriculture gives and bears,3 and of these too such as will not compel a person by making money to neglect those things, for the sake of which riches are produced.4 Now these are the soul and body; which, without gymnastics and the rest of discipline, would never be worth mentioning. Hence we have said more than once, that we must put the attention to money in the last place of honour. For, since all, about which every man is seriously engaged, are three, the last and third is correctly the attention paid to riches, but the middle is that relating to the mind; but that relating to the soul the first. And, indeed, the polity, which we have just now been going through, has been correctly laid down by laws, if it ordains honours in this manner. But if any one of the laws which are ordained in it shall seem to put health in the place of honour in the state before temperance, or wealth before health and temperance, it will appear to be not properly laid down. A legislator, therefore, ought often to point out to himself this.

5 "What do I intend?" and, "If this happens, or I fail in my

1 Ficinus, "cauponationibusque et semen," which would lead to καπνηστευσαν και τόκων.

2 This introduction of βοσκημάτων αἰχμών is very strange, for nothing had been said on the subject before. Ficinus has "ex pecoribus turpiter," as if his MS. read βοσκημάτων αἰχμών. I suspect however that some words have drop out, in which interest was said to increase like cattle, just as Shylock says in Shakespare, that "his monies breed as fast as ewes;" or as Aristophanes in Νυκ. 1291, says of interest, that it is a wild beast, which "by months and days becomes a larger sum."

3 Instead of φέρει, I should prefer τρέφει, "feeds."

4 This idea of Plato seems to have been caught by Juvenal, and embodied in the verse—"Et propter viam vivendi perdere causas."

5—5 Such is the literal translation of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows almost to the letter, has "quid ipse velit; quid, si contingat, bene succedet; sin minus, institutis sui specem frustrabitur—" To supply however the ellipse, I have added "what then?"
aim,"⁵ (what then?) And thus perhaps he would get himself out of legislation, and liberate likewise the rest, but never a single person by any other means. Let then the person, who has obtained by lot his portion, keep it on the conditions we have detailed.

"It were a beautiful thing¹ for each person to come to the colony possessing the rest of things also equally. But as this is not possible, and one will come possessing more means, and another less, it is requisite, for the sake² of many things, and of the opportunities in the state, for the sake of equality,³ that the value of property should be unequal, in order that magistracies, and contributions, and distributions,⁴ (may exist) to each (according) to the value of his worth;⁵ and that, not according to his own virtue alone, and that of his ancestors, nor yet according to the strength or beauty of his body, but according to the using of wealth and poverty they may receive as equally as possible, by what is unequal, but commensurable, and not differ.⁶ For the sake of these things it is requisite that there should be four valuations in the size⁷ of property; and that these should be called first, second, third, and fourth, or by some other appellation;⁸ and that, when they remain in the same valuation, and when becoming richer from being poor, and poor from being rich, each may pass to the valuation suited to themselves. This scheme of law I would lay down as following after these.

We say then that in a state, which is to have no part in the greatest of diseases, which would be more correctly called disension or sedition, there should exist neither severe poverty amongst some of the citizens nor (great)⁹ wealth: for both

¹—¹ Ficinus, whom Taylor has followed, has "probe autem fieret," as if his MS. read ἤν δ' ἂν καλὸν in lieu of ἤν μὲν ἂν καλὸν.

²—² The words between the numerals I scarcely understand; nor could, I think, Ficinus; whose version is "multorum æqualitatis in civitate, temporum opportunitatemque causa," as if his MS. read πολλὸν, ἴσότητος τε καὶ τῶν κατὰ πόλιν καιρῶν, for thus ἴσότητος—καιρῶν would be put in opposition with πολλὸν—

²—³ I have adopted the suggestion of Stephens, who supposes that κατὰ has dropped out before τῆν τῆς ἀξίας, and γέγονεν αὐτῷ after τιμῆς.

⁴—⁴ Such is the literal version of the unintelligible Greek; in which Ast confesses there are more errors than he can pretend to correct.

⁵ Ficinus has "magnitudine—" His MS. therefore read μεγίθου, subsequently found in another.

⁶ From "ingenues divitiae" in Ficinus, it is easy to see that he found in his MS. πολλὸν before τά.
these produce both. It is therefore requisite for a legislator to say at present what is the bound of each. Let then the limit of poverty be the valuation of the lot, which ought to remain, and which no magistrate will ever overlook its becoming less to any one, nor any one of the rest of those who in the same way love honour on the score of virtue. Now the legislator, having laid down that limit as a measure, will permit a person to possess the double, triple, and even to the quadruple of it. But, if any one possesses more than these, whether by finding them, or their being given, or by money-making, or by acquiring through any other such like fortune, by giving up what is above the measure to the state and to the gods, who guard the city, he will be in good repute and without damage. But if any disobeys this law, any one may inform against him on condition of receiving half the property, and the delinquent shall pay another portion to the same amount, and the half shall go to the gods. And let the whole property of all, except the allotment, be written down openly before the magistrates, who are the guardians, in order that such of the suits upon all points as relate to money may be easy and extremely clear.

[14.] After this it is meet in the first place to build the city as much as possible in the middle of the country, after selecting a spot from those at hand, which possesses what is suited for a city, which it is not difficult to imagine and detail. After this, to divide it into twelve parts; and placing first the temple of Hestia, (Vesta,) and Zeus, and Athéné, to call it the

1 Picinus has "ultra sortem"—Taylor, "as surpasses the allotted portion," what the sense seems to require. But in that case the Greek should have been πέρα, not χωρικ —
2 From ὄσα, which is unintelligible, Stephens elicited ὄς τός, adopted by Ast.
3 For the sake of the syntax we must read ἰδρύσας in lieu of ἰδρύσας, as I have translated.
4—1 I have followed Ast in the interpretation of this passage; who should however have proposed to read ἐκ τῶν ὑπαρχόντων τόπων, in lieu of τῶν ὑπαρχόντων ἐκ τῶν τόπων.
5 The reason, says Taylor, why Plato adopted this division is, because the number 12, the image of all-perfect progression, is the product of 3 by 4, both of which numbers, according to the Pythagoreans, are images of perfection. On the other hand, Ast conceives that Plato had in mind the division of the country into twelve parts found in Egypt and elsewhere, and which seems, as may be inferred from vi. 15, p. 771, B., to have been connected with the division of the year into twelve months, each under the superintendence of one of the twelve greater gods.
Acropolis, and to throw round it a circular (enclosure), and from it to cut the city and all the country into twelve parts. But the twelve parts ought to be equalized by the portions of the prolific land being small, but those of the unprolific large, and the allotments to be five thousand and forty. And again (it is meet) to cut each of these into two; and to unite two sections into one allotment, each having a share of what is near to, and what is remote from, the city, the near portion being added to that one farthest off, making one allotment; and that, which is the second from the city, (to be added) to that, which is the second from the extremity; and so on with all the rest. And (it is meet) to contrive in the twofold divisions, that what has just now been said (respecting) the badness and goodness of the land, be equalized by the greater and less quantity at the distribution; and to divide the males likewise into twelve parts; and for a person to arrange the whole of the rest of property into twelve parts equal, as much as is possible, a description being made of all particulars. After this, to assign the twelve allotments to the twelve gods, and to call them after their names, and to consecrate to each the portion obtained by lot, and to call it a Phylé; and again to divide the twelve sections of the city in the same manner as they divided the rest of the country; and that each should possess two habitations, one near the centre and the other near the extremity; and thus let the method of settlement have an end. But it is requisite for us to consider by all means a matter of this kind, that all the points, which have just now been stated, will never concur on such like occasions, so that all should happen to take place according to reason; and that men will exist, who would not feel annoyed at such a method of living together,

1 To this passage Aristotle alludes in Polit. vii. 10.
2 Ast would supply correctly πιέρο after φανλότητάς τέ from "deiscarditate" in Ficinus.
3 I have translated as if the Greek were ἐπανοικομένως ἐσσοθαί, not ἐπανοικομένως, which is without syntax or sense.
4 Taylor has "the streets," as if his head was running upon τά ἀγυκα in lieu of ἀνέρας—
5 Ast, unable to understand τή τήν ἀλής ὀδίπας, would read τά τής—Plato wrote, I suspect, καὶ τήν ὀδιή τής—as I have translated, or else τόν—συνταξιωμένων—
6 From this passage it is evident that Φυλή means "a parish," which in Christian countries is dedicated to some saint, as the Phylé was in Attica to some god or demigod.
but would endure to have property fixed (by law) and moderate through the whole of life; and the procreation of children to be such as we have mentioned; and to be deprived of silver and gold, and other things, which the legislator is clearly, from what has been said, about to forbid; and (endure) further the equalization of the land and the dwelling in a city placed in the centre, as we have mentioned above. Of all which matters a person has been speaking almost as if they were dreams, and moulding a state and citizens, as it were, of wax. Subjects however of this kind have been in a certain manner not badly spoken of. But it is requisite to take up again against himself things of this kind. For the legislator would say again to us this—"Do not think, my friends, that what has been now asserted in these speeches has lain hid from me, and that (a person) has gone through in some manner the truth. But I think this will be most just in each of those things about to be, that he, who exhibits a pattern, according to which the thing attempted ought to be done, should omit nothing of what is most beautiful and true; but that he, to whom it is impossible for any thing of this kind to happen, should decline executing that very thing; but that of those which remain, and is nearest to it, and most closely connected naturally with what it is fitting to do, he should devise a plan how this very thing may take place; but permit the legislator to put a finish to his intention; and this being done, then to con-

1-1 I have translated as if the Greek were ἐς εἰρήκασμαι ἵστοτα, not εἰρῆκε μεσότα. For the construction is χώρας ἵστοτας καὶ ἄστες ἐν κύκλῳ ὁδικείσ. Ficinus has "regiones et urbis in medio et in extremis, sicut ordinavimus, ubique habitations."2-2 The Greek is πάντη σχεδόν οἷον ὑπείρατα λέγων ἑ πλάστων—But as there is nothing to which λέγων can be referred, I have translated as if the Greek were—∆ιά πάντα ήν σχεδόν οἷον ὑπείρατα τις λέγων καὶ πλάστων.

1-3 Such is the literal translation of the Greek—χρη δε ιπαναλαμβάνειν πρὸς αὐτὸν τὰ τοιαῦτα: where I am quite in the dark; and so, I think, was Ficinus; whose version is, "sed ea quoque narranda, quae legislator adversus diceret—" One MS. has πάντα λαμβάνειν. Perhaps Plato wrote χρη δε εἰπει των ἀναλαμβάνειν πρὸς ταύτα ἄν τοιαῦτα. "But it is meet to conceive that a person would say against such remarks something of this kind."

1-4 The Greek is πάλιν ἄφοι—φράζοι— I have translated as if it were πάλιν γάρ ἄν φράζωι—

2 After διεξέχεται there has evidently dropt out τις—

5-6 Ficinus has "omni studio processuntur—"
sider in common with him, which of the matters that have
been mentioned are conducive, and which adverse to legis-
lation.¹ For it surely behoves the artist in a matter the most
trifling to make by all means his work consistent with itself, if
it is to be worthy of mention. But now after the decree relat-
ting to the division into twelve parts, we must be ready to look
into this too,² namely, to show in what manner the twelve
parts have the greatest possible number of divisions of the
things within them,³ and what are consequent upon these, and
produced from them, up to the five thousand and forty; and
from whence (they have)⁴ clans,⁵ and wards, and villages, and,
in addition, the drawing up and leading out of (troops) in war,
and moreover coins, and measures dry and liquid, and weights;
all these it is requisite for the law to regulate in measure⁶ and in
harmony with each other. In addition to these we ought not to
feel a fear even on that ground, lest there should be what is con-
sidered an attention to trifles, should any one regulate all the
chattels which persons are to possess, nor permit any of them to
be immoderate, and consider by a reason common to all, that the
distributions and variations of the numbers are useful for all
things, even such as are various themselves⁷ in themselves, and
such as are so in length and depth, or in sounds and motions,
both those that proceed in a straight direction upwards and
downwards, and (those that)⁸ move in a circle. For it be-
hoes the legislator, looking to all these points, to enjoin all
the citizens not to swerve from this arrangement to the utmost
of their power. For no one branch of learning suited to

¹ The Greek is πώς αναγένσει εἰρήνης. But εἰρήνης is plainly superfluous after the preceding εἰρημένον.
² Instead of δὴ ῥῶν δή, which I cannot understand, nor could Ficinus, I
think, for he has omitted those words, wanting likewise in another MS.,
I have translated as if the Greek were εἴη ῥῶν ἐδῇ—
³ In lieu of αὐτῶν, which is unintelligible, Ast reads αὐτῶν—He should
have suggested αὐτῶν, similar to "in se" in Ficinus.
⁴ I have introduced "they have" from "habent" in Ficinus.
⁵ By φαρσοὺς was understood one of the three sections into which the
σελή was divided, as shown by Harpocrates in Τριττός, which was
another; and the third was called ἔδρας.
⁶ Ficinus has "commensurata," as if his MS. read σύμμετρα.
⁷ In lieu of αὑτόν, the sense requires αὑτὰ, and hence we can get rid of
the verb, "accipiant," which Ficinus has introduced to supply the other-
wise defective syntax in τουκίλ ἡ, which is evidently an interpolation.
⁸ Before τῆς there has evidently dropt out τοῖς to answer to the pre-
ceding ταῖς.
children possesses such a mighty power as regards domestic economy, and state politics, and all arts, as the study of numbers; and, what is the greatest of all, excites even the sleepy person and naturally untaught, and renders him docile, and with a good memory, and clever, while making a progress, by a divine art, beyond his own nature. All these, if a person shall have taken away by other laws and pursuits illiberality and a love of money from the minds of those, who are about to possess them sufficiently and profitably, would become a course of instruction honourable and befitting; but if not, a person would unconsciously, instead of wisdom, produce the so-called cleverness, such as it is in our power to see the Egyptians and Phænicians,1 and many other nations produce, through the illiberality of their other pursuits and possessions; either because some indifferent legislator of theirs has caused such results, or a severe misfortune has fallen upon them, or some other nature of this kind. For let not this, Megillus and Clinias, lie hid from us respecting places, that some differ2 from others in producing men better or worse; in opposition to which we must not lay down laws. For through all kinds3 of winds and violent heat, some persons are of an alien disposition, and with feelings of hostility;4 others through the water; but others5 through that food from the

1—Respecting the love of money amongst the Egyptians and Phænicians Ast refers to Plato Rep. iv. 11, p. 436, &c., and respecting the so-called cleverness of the former, see the learned note of Berkelius on Steph. Byz. Ἀγνωστος.
2 So Ficinus, whom Cornarius, Taylor, and Ast have followed. The Greek is οὖν εἰσομαι, where, I suspect, ἐκοινωνία lies hid in the Latin sense of 'audium,' and which is found likewise in Greek.
3 In lieu of παρασύν Ι should prefer αὐτάλη, 'hostile,' see my note on Ἐσχ. Suppl. 814, or πάνυ βλαίαι, see my Poppo's Prolegomen. p. 261. But it was not the variety but the quality of the wind, that would produce the difference in the inhabitants.
4 I have adopted the emendation of Ruhnken, Ἀνάρσιοι for Ἐναίσιοι. Ast would read Ἐκαίσιοι, which Stalbaum passes off as his own conjecture. But Ἐκαίσιος is never, I believe, applied to a person.
5 The Greek is at present διὰ ταῦτα τὴν εἰ τῆς γῆς τροφῆν ἀναδίκοισαν οὐ μόνον τοῖς σώμασιν ἄμεινω καὶ χεῖρω. But as Galen in T. i. p. 349, ed. Bas., quotes διὰ την—ἀμείνω καὶ χεῖρω, Plato wrote, I suspect, διὰ τὴν γῆν εἰ τῆς γαστρὸς τροφῆν ἀναδίκοισαν οὐ μόνον τοῖς σώμασιν ἄμεινω καὶ χεῖρω, i.e. through the earth yielding from its womb food better or worse, not only for the body.—For thus πνεύματα, δύσαται, and γῆ would make up the three powers of matter, air, water, and earth, which
earth, which not only imparts to bodies (properties) better and worse, but which is no less able to infuse all things of this kind into their soul. But of all the places in a country those excel the most, in which there is a certain divine inspiration, and allotments for dæmons, who are either always propitious to the inhabitants, or the contrary; for whom the legislator, who has a mind, would, after reflecting, as much as it is possible, for man to reflect upon (all) things of this kind, endeavour to lay down laws; which must be done by you, Cliniias; for to matters of this kind must he turn himself, who is about to colonize a country.

Clin. Very beautifully, Athenian guest! do you speak; and so must it be done by me.

BOOK VI.

[1:] Athen. But, after all that has now been said, there will be almost the appointment of magistrates in your state.

Clin. Such is the case.

Athen. Respecting the proper arrangement of a polity, these two kind of things happen to exist. First, the appointment of offices, [and of persons about to rule,] how many they ought to be, and in what manner appointed. Next, with respect to the laws that are to be imposed upon each office, what, and how many, and of what kind it will be fitting (to impose) upon each. But, previous to choosing them, let us were constantly united, as being the creators and preservers of the world, and all that it contains, as I have shown on Æsch. Prom. 88, and to the passages there quoted I could now add many more; while on the causes that have led to the loss or corruption of γαστρὸς it would be easy to write a still longer note. Suffice it to say that γαστρὸς might have easily dropt out between τῆς and το—

1 Instead of ὁδῷ, which I cannot understand, I have translated as if the Greek were πάντα.

2 In σχεδον, although supported by "ferme" in Ficinus, there is, I suspect, some error. For it could hardly thus stand by itself.

3 The words between brackets are properly omitted by Ficinus. They are evidently an explanation of ἄρχων, as shown in part by ἄρχοντων, found in Bas. 2, in lieu of ἄρχοντων.
stop a little, and give some account fitting to be detailed respecting them.

Clin. What account is this?

Athen. This. Something of this kind is surely evident to all, that, since the work of legislation is a matter of moment, by placing a state well furnished with laws well laid down under not suitable magistrates, not only would there be a very great laugh at the (laws) well laid down to no purpose, but there would arise nearly the greatest mischief and bane to states from them.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Let us then consider this, as happening to you, my friend, touching the present polity and state. For you see that it is necessary in the first place for those, who are proceeding in a straight road to the powers of magistrates, to have given, both themselves and their respective families from childhood to the period of their election, a sufficient test. Next for those, who are about to make the choice, to have been brought up and well taught in legal habits, so as to be able to judge correctly of those worthy of either (fate), and to receive, or to reject them with disgust. But how can those, who have recently met together for this purpose, and are unacquainted with each other, and moreover uninstructed, be ever able to choose magistrates in a blameless manner?

Clin. They nearly never can.

Athen. But a contest, as they say, does not readily admit of

1—1 By merely changing τοῦ into τῷ, and ἔπιστήμη into ἐπιστήμη, the passage which Stephens, Heindorf, Ast and all others consider to be defective, and endeavour to supply, becomes perfectly intelligible. For Plato meant it to be inferred that even good laws, when improperly administered, are a bane to a state.

2 Ast remarks correctly that in the words ἐνσχεραίνοντας τε καὶ ἀποδιεχομένους ὑβρίς κρίνειν καὶ ἀποκρίνειν, there is the figure of speech called Chiasmus; by which ἐνσχεραίνοντας and ἀποκρίνειν, the two extreme terms of the sentence, are to be united, and ἀποδιεχομένους and κρίνειν, the two middle terms.

3 This passage alone would be sufficient to show that Taylor translated from neither the Greek nor the genuine version of Ficinus, but the reflection of it by Grynaeus; who alone has added "ut inunt." The Greek is προφάσις οὐ πάντων δεχίσθαι, where to support the syntax, Stephens proposed to insert φασι after προφάσις; while Ficinus has "suscipit," as if his MS. read διέχει. Respecting the proverb see Aristoph. 'Ηχ. 367, ὡς ἄγων ἄγων οὖν τοις οὐ προσδέξειται, and the Schol. on Cratyl. p. 424, D., with Heindorf's note.
excuses. This then must now be accomplished both by you and me; since you have with readiness undertaken to settle a colony for a clan of the Cretans, and are, as you say, the tenth commissioner; and I have promised to assist you, according to our present story-telling. I will not therefore willingly leave this discourse without a head. For should it meet us, while wandering in this state, it would appear to be deformed.

Clin. You have spoken, guest, very well.

Athen. Not (spoken) merely, but so I will do to the utmost of my power.

Clin. Let us do by all means, as we have said.

Athen. Be it so, if god be willing; and so far at least let us be victors over old age.

Clin. And it is likely that he will be willing.

Athen. It is reasonable. Following him therefore, let us understand this.

Clin. What?

Athen. In how many and hazardous a manner will our state have been at present settled.

Clin. Looking to what and whither especially have you thus spoken at present?

Athen. How easily and fearlessly have we laid down laws for persons unskilled, in what way they may receive what has been just laid down. Thus much, at least, is evident, Clinias, nearly to every one, although not very wise, that no one will easily admit these laws at first. But if we wait for the time when those, who in their boyhood had tasted of, and been sufficiently brought up in, the laws, and accustomed to them, shall have taken a common part in them with the whole city in the election of magistrates, on such an event happening as we

1 A similar idea is to be found in Gorgias, p. 505, D., § 131, of a story without a head: which is explained by Plutarch, de Defect. Orac. p. 417, E.
2 I have adopted with Ast the version of Erasmus, who saw that Plato wrote here ἀποκαζόμενα, similar to περιφύσις in the similar passage of the Gorgias. Bekk. and Stahl. are content with ἀπάνων, for which Heindorf proposed to read ἀπαγόμενα.
3 Stephens correctly proposed πρὸς in lieu of περί. Ficinus has merely "Quorsum haece."
4 Ficinus has " donec legibus instituti pueri uneaque et diu sub isdem legibus conversati," from which it is difficult to see what he found in his MS.
5 Here again the version of Ficinus is extremely loose, "certe et truncet in posterum procul ab errore sic instructa civitas permanearet."
are speaking of, if this should take place in a certain manner and skill, I conceive there would be a great security that a state would remain even after the then existing period educated in this way.  

Clin. This carries reason with it.

Athen. Let us then look to this, whether we can furnish any means sufficient for this end. For I assert, Clinias, that the Cnossians ought, in a manner superior to the other Cretans, not merely to go through a formal rite respecting the country which is now being colonized, but to be strenuously careful that the first magistrates may stand in the most secure and best manner possible. With respect to others, it is a shorter work; but it will be most necessary for us to choose the guardians of the laws with every care.

Clin. What road then and method can we discover for this?

Athen. This. I assert then, ye sons of Cretans, that the Cnossians, since they take the lead of the majority of cities, ought to choose in common with those who are going to this joint settlement, from themselves, and them, thirty-seven men in all: nineteen from the settlers, but the rest from Cnossus itself; and let the Cnossians give up these to your state, and for yourself to be a member of this colony and one of the eighteen men; and this, either by employing persuasion or moderate force.

Clin. But why do not you, O guest, and Megillus, share with us in this polity?

[2.] Athen. Athens, O Clinias, has a high opinion of herself, and so too has Sparta, and each have their dwellings far off. But to you and the other settlers there is a care on all points, the same as what we were just now saying respecting...

---

1 On this meaning of the word ἄφθασον ὅπολει Ἀστ refers to Maussac on Harpocratie, p. 269, Valckenaer on Herodotus iv. 149, and Wyttenbach on Phaedon, p. 127.

2 In lieu of στοῖς one would have expected καταστάσει, similar to "constituantur" in Ficinus.

3 From the reply in τὸν θατείαν it is evident that Plato did not write πόρον καλ λόγον. But he might have written, what he probably did, πόρον καρά λόγον—"a road according to reason."  

4 Ficinus has "faciemus,"—as if his MS. read Τίν ἄν οὐν—ἄληθικομιν for Τίνα οὐν—ἄληθικομιν.
you. ¹ Let it then be held to have been stated how these things may, from what is at present in our power, take place in the most likely manner.² But as time progresses, and the form of polity continues, let the choice of them (the magistrates) be something in this way. In the election of magistrates let all take a share who bear arms, either as horse-soldiers or foot-soldiers, and who have taken a part in war according to their respective ability in age; and let the election take place in whatever temple the state holds in the highest veneration; and let each person bring to the altar of the god a small tablet, on which he has written the name of his father,³ and parish, and ward where he is a liveryman;⁴ and let him write thus: "his own name in the same manner."⁵ But let it be lawful for any one to take away the tablet, which appears to him to be not properly⁶ written, and to place it in the Agora, (there to remain)⁷ for not less than thirty days. Of the tablets let the magistrates exhibit to the view of the whole city up to three hundred, that have been judged to be amongst the first; and from these in a similar manner let the city vote whomsoever each person pleases; and let (the magistrates) exhibit again to all one hundred of those selected out of them a second time; and out of the hundred let any one vote a third time for whom he pleases, going through cuttings.⁸ But the thirty-seven, who

¹ All the words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor. Ficinus has "et quae tibi et illis hac tempestate convenientissime fieri possunt."
² I have translated as if the Greek were not παρέγραψαν, but παρέχον θ' Ἴμα, to which πρώτης in one MS. seems to lead. Plato could hardly have said παρέχον. For children in Greece were seldom called after their father. They got their name either from some accidental circumstance, or else from their grandfather.
³ This seems to be the exact meaning of διημορέωσαν, explained by Hesychius, τὸ μετίχεσιν δῆμου καὶ πολιτείας κατὰ νόμον.
⁴ The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, either because they were wanting in his MS., or because he knew that, as παρεγράφαν means to "introduce improperly into a writing," it would be here "madmissible;" and hence too just before he has "nomen suum et patris,"
⁵ So Taylor from "non recte" in Ficinus; who either found in his MS., or wished to read, κατὰ νόμον in lieu of κατὰ νοῦν—
⁶ Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has "ubi—permanent," as if δὲ had been found in his MS. after ἔλατον, or μένου after ἡμερῶν.
⁷ Such is the literal translation of διὰ τομιῶν, with which words Ficinus was probably so dissatisfied as to omit entirely διὰ τομιῶν πορευόμενος. One MS has τομιῶν. From "per eodem" in Cornarius, Stephens
may have the greatest number of votes, let some persons deciding declare to be the magistrates. Who then, Clinius and Megillus, shall appoint all these things for us in the state, respecting magistrates and the testing of them? Do we not perceive, that in states, so united from the first, there must be some; but who they would be, it is not the province of all magistrates? It is however necessary (that there should be some), and these too men of not an inferior kind, but as much as possible at the very summit. For the beginning, according to the proverb, is the half of the whole; and all men praise a good commencement. But this, as it seems to me, is more than the half; nor has any one sufficiently praised it, when it has taken place correctly.

Clin. You speak most correctly.

Athen. Let us then, since we know it, not pass it by untold, by making nothing clear to ourselves as to the manner in which it exists. For my part I have it not in my power to say but one word necessary for, and conducive to, the present purpose.

Clin. What is it?

[3.] Athen. I assert that to this state, which we are about to settle, there is not, as it were, a father and mother except the city which colonizes it. Nor am I ignorant that oftentimes some differences have arisen, and will arise, between colonies and their parent countries. At present then, as a child, although it is about to be at variance with its parents, through its present want of instruction, loves and is beloved by them, and is constantly flying to its relations, finds allies in seems to have introduced τῶν πατῴων— Plato wrote, ἰσός τῶν εὐεμένων ἢ καὶ τοις πατῷομενοῖς. "going through the names with a cutting instrument—". Cousin translates "procédant de divisions en divisions—". But what can be the meaning of those words? here he does not say.

1—1 Here again a literal version best shows that the Greek is unintelligible; where in lieu of πρὸς πατῷων, Ast has edited πρὸς πατοῦν, from "ante magistratus," in Cornarius; while one MS. has ὀέκι from which nothing, as far as I can see, is gained. Ficinus was equally at a loss; whose words are, "qui vero ex omnibus magistratibus deligantur, in eis nequaquam reperientur," partially adopted by Taylor, "but that they will never be found among those that are chosen for magistrates." Cousin gives in his Notes a paraphrase in the place of a literal translation.

2 The proverb alluded to is in Hesiod, and quoted in iii. 9. Ovid too says, "Dimidium facti, qui bene corpori, habet."
them alone, which I assert has now taken place readily to the Cnossians through their care for the new city, and to the new (city through their care) for the Cnossians. I repeat then, as I have just now said,—for what is well said it does no harm (to say) twice—that the Cnossians ought to have a care over all these particulars in common, by selecting from those, who are departing for the colony, the oldest and best possible, not less than one hundred, and let there be another hundred from the Cnossians themselves. I say too, that these should, on coming to the new city, be careful how the magistrates are appointed according to the laws, and after being appointed undergo a scrutiny. And on this taking place, let the Cnossians dwell in Cnossus; and let the new city endeavour to preserve itself and become prosperous. Let then those numbered amongst the thirty-seven men be held to have been chosen both now and for all time to come for these purposes. First, let them be guardians of the laws; next, of those writings (in) which every one shall write down for the magistrates the amount of his property, except the person who has the greatest valuation of four minae, and the second of three, and the third of two [mine];

1 Instead of 2 one would have expected τοία, on account of the preceding καθάπερ—Hence Finicinus has “ita quoque.”

2 This past time seems very strange here, as if the colony had been already settled.

3 Finicinus has “non enim nocet bis dicere, quod bene dicitur,” who either found in his MS., or supplied from his head, λέγειν or εἰπεῖν after βάπτει. To the same proverb there is an allusion in xii. 8, p. 957, A., and in Phileb. p. 59, E. § 140, and Gorg. p. 498, E. § 117.

4 Before µή ἐλαττον there is inserted ἠλομένος, which could not thus be repeated after the preceding προσπέλομένους.

5 Finicinus has “Gnosum Gnosii redeant”—as if his MS. read τὴν µίν κυριόν τούς κυρίοις ἂν ἂν—which is far preferable to οἰκεῖν—Cousin is content with οἰκεῖν, which he renders, “resteron cez eux,” and explains it by saying, “c’est à dire ne se méleront plus que de leurs propres affaires.” But how οἰκεῖν can have such a meaning he does not state, nor do I see.

6 Stephens would insert δι’ before δν, from “ubi” in Finicinus.

7 The word πλην, which I cannot understand, nor could, I think, Finicinus, as he has omitted it, Ast renders “verumtamen,” a meaning that I am not aware it ever has elsewhere.

8 Ast says that after δ µίν µεγίστων ἄξων τετέρων µνῶν, is to be supplied τίμημα ἡκαίνω. But how this could be, I confess I cannot understand. Finicinus has, what is perfectly intelligible, “sitque maximus census minarum quatuor.”

9 The insertion of µναίν here, after its omission in the preceding clause, seems very strange.
but the fourth of (one) \(^1\) mina. But if any one shall be shown to possess any thing else beyond what has been written down, let all this become public property; and, besides this, let him \(^2\) undergo a punishment, through any one bringing him to trial, neither honourable nor with a good name, but disgraceful,\(^3\) should he be convicted of despising the laws through the love of gain. Let then any one indict him for being addicted to a disgraceful love of gain, and follow up the charge by a trial before the guardians of the laws. And if the defendant is condemned to pay a fine, let him have no share in the public property; and when any distribution takes place in the state, let him be without a share, except as regards his (first)\(^3\) allotment; and let him be written down, where any one who wishes may read it, as a person condemned, as long as he lives. Let not the guardian of the laws be in office more than twenty years; and let him not be inducted into his office, if he is less than fifty years of age. But if he is sixty years old when he is inducted into it, let him hold it for ten years; and according to this ratio let it be, that he, who has passed beyond seventy years, shall not imagine that he holds an office of such importance amongst those who are holding it.

[4.] Let then these three ordinances be considered to have been stated, touching the guardians of the laws. But as the laws progress, each one may enjoin upon these men, what matters they ought to attend to, in addition to what have been detailed already.

And now we will speak in order about the election of other magistrates. For after this it is necessary to elect Generals, and such as minister to them in war, such as the \(^4\) Hip-

---

\(^1\) One MS. has μαῖς for μῦνας. Plato probably wrote both, μῦνας οὶ μῦνας ὅ τιταροῦ.

\(^2\) Ficinus, unable, it would seem, to understand the Greek, is content to give the general meaning, "præterea reus sit volentis eum tanquam infamem accusare." Cornarius, more closely, "ad hoc autem judicium subeat—non honestum neque illustre sed turpe." But εὐώνυμος never elsewhere does or could mean "illustre." Ast renders it by "faustum." But what is "judicium faustum" he does not explain, nor can I tell.

\(^3\) Ficinus alone has "præter sortem primam."

\(^4\) In using the words Hipparch, Phylarch, and Taxiarch, Plato merely adopted the custom of his own country, as may be inferred from Demosth. Phil. i. where they are similarly united. By Hipparch was meant the commander-in-chief of the cavalry; by Phylarch, the commander of the cavalry of each Phyle, with which may be compared the cavalry in England, called Fencibles, and with the infantry of the Phyle the regimen of Militia, belonging to each county.
parchs and the Phylarchs, and those who drill the foot-soldiers of the Phyle, to whom would be very fitting the name of Taxiarchs, as the common people call them. Of these let the guardians of the laws propose for Generals from this very state itself; and from those so proposed let all, who have taken a part in war at their proper age, or are in the act of doing so on each occasion, make the selection. But if it shall appear to any one that some one of those, who have not been proposed, is superior to some of those, who have been proposed, let him name the person, whom he proposes, in the place of some one, and, taking an oath touching this very matter, let him bring forward the other party; and which ever shall be voted by a show of hands, let him be decreed as belonging to the selection. And let the three, who have the greatest number of votes for them to be Generals and to have the care of the war department, undergo a scrutiny, as the guardians of the law (underwent). And let the twelve elected Generals propose twelve Taxiarchs for themselves, for each tribe one; and let there be a preference nomination, as occurred in the case of the Generals, done in the same manner, respecting the Taxiarchs, and a second show of hands and a decision. And let the guardians of the laws, after they have brought together an assembly at a place the most holy and most convenient, cause to sit, before the Prytanes and Council have been chosen, the heavy-armed apart, and apart too the cavalry, and the third in order after these the whole of those employed in war. And let all hold up their hands for the Generals and Hipparchs; but for the Taxiarchs those who carry shields; but let all the cavalry choose for itself Phylarchs; but let the Generals appoint for themselves the officers

1 The words between the numerals I cannot understand; nor could, I think, Ficinus, whose version is, "Igitur ipsi custodes legum huicmodi exercitus duces futuros aliquos civitatis huic eives pronunt," as if he had found in his MS. οὕτω δή στρατηγοὺς μὲν τοιαύτης ἐκ αὐτῶν τῆς πόλεως στρατευόμενος πολίτας τινας αὐτοί οἱ νομοθέταις. προβαλλόμενοι —

2 I hardly perceive the meaning of ἐκαστῷε here, omitted by Ficinus.

3 Ficinus alone has "unum culiibet tribui," for he found, no doubt, in his MS. ἕνα between διδέκα and ἐκάστῃ — On the loss of ἐκ and its cases before ἐκαστῷε, see my Poppo's Prolegom., p. 225, and to the passages quoted there I could now add many more.

4 Instead of αὖ τοῖς Ast has suggested, what I have adopted, αὐτοῖς —
over the light-armed soldiers, or archers, and the rest of those employed in war. There still remains for us the appointment of the Hipparchs. These then let those propose, who proposed the Generals; and let the election and the preference nomination take place, as it occurred in the case of the Generals. And let the cavalry hold up their hands for them in the presence of the infantry looking upon them; and let the two, who have the greatest show of hands, be the commanders of all the cavalry; and let the disputes about the show of hands take place up to twice; but if any one doubts about them a third time, let those determine the votes, whose province it is to fix the measure of voting.

[5.] The Council shall consist of thirty dozen; for three hundred and sixty would be suited to the distributions; and by dividing that number into four parts, (each) ninety, from each portion of the census ninety councillors would give (their vote.) And in the first place let all those of the largest valuation give their vote; or the person who disobeys (the law) will be fined according to the fine decreed, and when they shall have been carried in, let a person put a mark against them. On the following day let those of the second class give (their vote), as on the former (day); and on the third day let any one of the third class bring (his vote). In the case of those belonging to these three classes, let it be compulsory.

1 I have with Bekker adopted Ast’s emendation, ἀντιπροβολήν, in lieu of ἀντιβολήν—
2 Ficinus has “pronominationem bis fieri liceat,” as if he had found in his MS. not τῶν χειροτονῶν, but τῶν προβολῶν, which he constantly renders “pronominationem,” and ἐξεῖναι in lieu of ἐῖναι.
3—3 Such is Taylor’s translation of the Greek ὀλίσσερ τῆς χειροτονίας μέτρον ἐκάστοις ἐκάστου ἕν, which Ast confesses to be obscure, but has been unable, I conceive, to throw any light upon the subject. Ficinus too was equally at a loss; whose version is, “qui comitiorum modum in singulos statuere,” which Ast says he cannot understand, nor can I. Did Plato write, ὀλίσσερ τὰ τῆς χειροτονίας μετρεῖν ἐν ἐκάστοις ἐκάστοι ἕν— “to whom it is ever the business to take the measure of the voting on each matter.”
4 So Ast understands φέρειν, with the ellipse of ψῆφον.
5—5 Such is the literal version of τῆς δοξάσης ἡμία. Ficinus has “pro arbitrio condemnetur.”
6—6 Such is the Greek literally. Ficinus has “postquam vero delatis sunt, consciritantur.” By comparing what Plato says a little below, it would seem that a mark was placed against the names of those who declined to vote, and that the list of them was laid before the rulers.
7 This law was introduced by Plato, perhaps in imitation of the enact-
to give (a vote); but let the fourth and smallest class be dismissed exempt from fine, should any one belonging to it be unwilling to give (a vote). On the fourth day let all belonging to the fourth and smallest class give (their votes); but let him, who belonging to the third and fourth class, is unwilling to give (a vote) be exempt from a fine. But let him, who, belonging to the second and first class, does not give a vote, be fined; he, who belongs to the second rank, be fined the triple of the first fine; and he, who belongs to the first, quadruple. On the fifth day let the rulers bring out for all the citizens to see the names that have a mark against them; and let every man of them give (a vote) or be fined with the first fine. And after selecting one hundred and eighty out of each class, let them, after choosing by ballot one half of them, make a scrutiny of them, and these shall form the council for one year.

The election taking place in this manner, would be a medium between a monarchy and a democracy; which medium a polity ought always to preserve. For slaves and masters can never become friends, nor the depraved and worthy, when proclaimed with equal honours. For through things, that are unequal, those that are equal will become unequal, unless they partake of moderation; for, through both of those (inequalities) polities are filled with seditions. For the old saw, being true, that equality produces friendship, has been asserted very correctly and carefully. But through its not being very evident what the equality is, which is able to effect this, it

1 By the first fine is intended what is called above "the fine decreed by law." Ast.
2 In lieu of διαγορέωμενου, Stobæus has διαγενόμενος; from which Ast would elicit διαγόμενος, "living." But διάγεσθαι is not found, I believe, in that sense anywhere. The passage produced by Ast from vi. 6, p. 758, is not in point.
3 This saying is similar to that quoted by the Scholiast on Phædrus, p. 240, C. § 37, Ἡλίξ ἡλίκ' ἔτερπε, γέρων δ' ἔτερπε γέρωντα, and the other passages collected there by Ast, and on Sympos. p. 195. B. § 21.
4 The expression μᾶλα ὀρθῶς is plainly superfluous after ἀληθῆς ὄν—For if a saying be true, it must be said correctly. Perhaps Plato wrote ἀρθῆς ὄν ὑπ' ὑπ', "being unusual at present." On the confusion between ἀληθῆς and ἀληθῆς, see at Euthyd. § 16, p. 60.
throws us into great trouble. For, as there are two equalities, 1 of the same name, but in reality nearly contrary to each other on many points, every state and every legislator is competent to introduce one of these in the case of honours by regulating, as regards the distribution by means of the ballot, the equality consisting in measure, weight, and number; but it is not easy for every one to perceive the most true and the best equality. 2 For it is the decision of Zeus; 3 and it furnishes 4 but little at all times to men; although as much as it does furnish to states or private persons, it works out every good. For it distributes more to the greater, and less to the smaller, 5 imparting to each what is moderate according to its nature. Moreover it distributes greater honours to those who are even greater in virtue, 6 but to those who have (less) of virtue and education (it distributes) less (honours), as being suited 6 to each according to reason. For this surely is justice itself even in politics, at which we ought at present to grasp, and, looking to this equality, Clinias, to settle our now rising state. And should any one settle any other (state), he ought to give laws, with his mind turned to this point, and not to a few tyrants, or one, or to any power of the people, but always to justice itself. And this is what has just now been stated, namely, the distributing what is according to nature, equal to unequals.

1 The two equalities alluded to are the arithmetic and geometric, as shown by Plato in Gorg. p. 508, A. § 136. Aristoph. Nicomach. v. 4, and Plutarch. Sympos. Problem. viii. 2, p. 719, B. quoted by Ast.
3 According to the Scholast on Gorg. p. 508, A., the decision of Zeus is δικαστικόν, another name for geometric analogy. For Plato, says Plutarch, in Sympos. viii. 2, p. 718, R., γνώμην ἀποφασιον γεωμετρείν τόν θεόν. But he adds, εἶ γε δὴ θείου εἶναι τὴν ἀπόφασιν ταύτην Πλάτωνος.
4 This is the usual meaning of ἐπικείμενος. But the sense requires rather "it is used by—"
5 Plato is here speaking of a geometric equality, according to which the merits of individuals are to be estimated; so that as merit is to merit, so should gift be to gift. T.
6—6 The Greek is τοῖς δὲ τοῖς τινας ἐξουσίων ἀριτῆς καὶ παιδίας ἐπὶ πρέπον. But Ficinus has "minoribus autem viribus et disciplina minores, et—quod decet." From whence Stephens was led to suspect that something had dropped out to answer to the preceding μείζονς. Perhaps Plato wrote μείζονς, μείζονς δὲ τοῖς μείζον τι ἐξουσίων ἀριτῆς καὶ παιδίας, ἀπὸ πρέπον— as I have translated.
necessary however for every state to make use of these equalities in name, if it is about not to have a share in ns in any degree. For the easy and lenient temper is perfect and accurate contrary to justice the correct properly broken down when it takes place. Hence it is s necessary to make use in addition of the equality by on account of the moroseness of the multitude; and after to invite by prayers a god and good fortune to direct the to what is most just. In this manner then it is neces use both the equalities; but the one which is in need l fortune on the very fewest occasions.

These things, and in this way, and for these reasons, it is try, friends, for that state to do, which is about to be red. But since both a ship, while sailing on the sea, es constantly a watch both night and day, and in like r a state dwells, while driven along by the storm of tates, and running the risk of being caught by all kinds s, it is requisite through the day to night, and from o day, for the rulers to join with rulers, and watchers inus alone has, what is more intelligible, "his duabus æqualitati s; if his MS. read ταυτας δυο παρωνιμοι λαστηνς. Such is the literal version of the Greek, τὸ γὰρ ἐπιεικὴς καὶ εὐγ γοῦ τελίου καὶ ἀκριβοὺς παρὰ δίκην τὴν ὅρθην ὅτι παρατεί νον, ὅταν γίγνηται, which I cannot understand; nor could, I ρίδει, whose paraphrastic version is "æquabilitas enim illa lau et æqua judicatio perfecti atque exacti, cum prater rectum judi volavit et frangitur." Taylor has more closely, "the equitable ient judgment of the perfect and accurate." But the genitives τοῦ καὶ ἀκριβοῦς could not thus follow τὸ ἐπιεικῆς καὶ εὐγγυμον. Of seems to have been aware. Hence his rendering is "perfect et lissoluto et depravatio;" and he makes τοῦ τελίου καὶ ἀκριβοῦς nd upon παρατεθραυσμένον, observing that the participle is in the a noun. But no perfect participle passive can stand for a noun, when it is united to an article. Schneider too has been at a loss or his version is "infracti juris et recti violatio," as if he wished παρατεθραυσμένον. In this mass of difficulties it seems almost s to suggest any thing certain. But to my mind the train of ideas ed to something like this—"For what is easy and lenient is, when s to any person, broken down by the complete and exact relating se unbending—in Greek, τὸ γὰρ ἐπιεικὴς καὶ εὐγγυμον ὑπὸ τοῦ καὶ ἀκριβοὺς περὶ δίκην τὴν ὅρθην ὅτι παρατεθραυσμένον, ὅτι ἀν iu. With regard to the union of ἐπιεικῆς and εὐγγυμον, it will cient to refer to Aristot. Ethic. vi. 11, τὸν γὰρ ἐπιεικῆ φαμέν είναι μονικόν, καὶ ἐπιεικῆς τὸ ἔχειν περὶ ἐνὶα συγγενώμην. lieu of οἰκεί, which I cannot understand, Plato wrote, I suspect, is in fear—"
with watchers, and to succeed each other constantly, and never
to cease handing over (their power). But the multitude is
not able to do any of these things quickly. And it is neces-
sary to permit the majority of the counsellors to remain for
the greatest part of their time properly managing their own
private affairs; but that a twelfth part of them should distri-
bute themselves over the twelve months, so as to furnish a
watch, one part for one month, and 1 to be in readiness for
any thing in the case of any one coming from any where
else, or from the city itself for any purpose, whether a person
should be desirous of telling or hearing aught respecting what
it is fitting for one state to give an answer to other states,
or by putting questions to others to receive replies; and
moreover for the sake of those innovations of all kinds which
are wont to happen perpetually, in order especially that they
may not occur; or, if they have occurred, that the conse-
quences may be cured as quickly as possible, after the state
shall have become acquainted with them. Hence that por-
tion, which presides over the state, ought to be the mas-
ter of public meetings and their dissolutions, which take
place both according to law and on a sudden. All these
matters it should be for the twelfth part of the council to ar-
range, who are to be at rest for eleven parts of the year. But
this part of the Council ought always to keep these watchings
over the state in common with the other magistrates.

Such then being the state of affairs as regards the state, they
may be put into order with moderation. But what care, and
what order, will there be in all the rest of the country? Must
there not, since, all the city, and the whole country, is dis-
tributed into twelve parts, be shown to be Commissioner.
the roads, and dwellings, and buildings, and harbours, and of
the market-place, and fountains, and moreover of sacred groves,
and temples, and all other things of this kind belonging to the
state?

Clin. How not?

[7.] Athen. Let us say then, that there ought to be per-
sons to cleanse the temples, and priests and priestesses; and
that it is meet to choose three kinds of officers over roads and

1—1 The Greek is ἔτοιμος ἐπὶ τι ἔχειν, which I cannot understand, nor
could Ast; for he proposes to read ἐπὶ τι ἔχειν. Plato probably wrote
ἔτοιμος ἐπὶ τι ἔχειν, and so I have translated.
buildings, and the ornaments belonging to things of this kind, and over human beings that they may do no injury, and over the rest of wild beasts, in the very encircling enclosure and suburb of the city, in order that every thing may take place refitting cities; and that as regards the duty just now stated, it is meet to call them City-Stewards, but as regards the market, Market-Stewards, and as regards the temples, Priests. But let us not disturb those, with whom, as priests or priestesses, the sacred office is hereditary. But if, as is likely to happen to those first settled, nothing has been laid down respecting holy things of this kind in favour of any body or only a few, one must appoint priests and priestesses to be the cleansers of the temples of the gods. But of all these things some are to be in their appointment by election, and some by lot, through those that are and are not Wardens mingling in a friendly manner with each other in every district and town, in order that they may be as much as possible of one mind. To commit then what relates to sacred rites to the god himself, let it be an act of gratification to him, and to allow divine fortune to settle by lot. But the party who has happened to obtain the lot, (it is meet) to subject to scrutiny first, whether he is of a sound body and lawfully begotten; next of a family as pure as possible, and unpolluted himself by blood and all crimes of such a kind against the gods, and whether his father and mother have lived in a similar manner. And it is meet to bring from Delphi the laws relating to all divine things, and, after appointing interpreters for them,

1 To avoid the strange notion of thus uniting human beings with the rest of wild beasts, Ast translates ἀνθρώπων καὶ τῶν ἄλλων θηρίων, “not only men, but wild beasts likewise.” I suspect, however, that Plato wrote περὶ τὰ τοιαῦτα ἀνθρώπων τε καὶ τινῶν ἀνελευθέρων—For he had probably in mind the mutilation of the Herme, which took place at Athens at the hands of some persons not human and of a not gentlemanly conduct. In Greek, ἀνελευθέρως means frequently what is understood by “ungentlemanly.” On the loss or corruption of ἀπανθρώπων see my Poppo’s Prolegom. p. 220.

2 The officers called ἀστυνόμοι in Greece corresponded to those called Ediles in Italy.

3 I have adopted Orelli’s emendation of ὅσια for οἶς, to which Stephens was the first to object, and to correct it by reading ὀλιγίστος, in lieu of ὀλίγος οἶς—Ficinus has “si vero aut nullis aut paucis aliquo hujusmodi sunt—ubi haec desunt,” which would lead to ei δὲ—πάρεστι τὰ οὐσία ἢ μοιδεν ἢ τινων ὀλίγων, οἶς μὲν—instead of περὶ τὰ—But the other method is preferable.
to make use of them. And let the priestly office be for a year, and not longer; and let the person be not less than sixty years of age, who is, according to holy laws, to attend for us sufficiently to divine matters. And let there be the same laws relating to priestesses. And let three thrice four tribes bring (to the vote) thrice four interpreters, each (one) from themselves; and after scrutinizing the three who have the greatest number of votes, (it is meet) to send the other nine to Delphi, for the god to designate by an oracle one out of each triad; and let the scrutiny relating to these, and their age, be as in the case of the priests, and let these be interpreters for life; and let the four wards elect in the place of him, who may have left (life), (another) from the ward where there is a deficiency. (It is meet) too to choose Stewards for the sacred money in each of the temples, with full powers over the sacred groves and their produce, and the leasing (of the property), and three for the largest temples out of those with the largest estates; but two for the smaller temples, and one for the most moderate; and let the choice and scrutiny of these be in the same manner as the election of the Generals was made. And let what relates to sacred things take place in this way.

[8.] But let nothing be as far as possible without a guard.

1 Ficinus has "eademque—statuta." For his MS, read not ταύτα, but ταύτα— Perhaps Plato wrote ταύτα ταύτα—" the very same laws."

2—2 I have adopted, what Ast suggested, φερεύσων μὲν τις τίτταρες αἱ τις τίτταρες φιλαί— in lieu of τις φερεύσων μὲν αἱ τις τίτταρες φιλαί τίτταρας, for the parishes were twelve, and each parish had its own interpreter on sacred matters. Ficinus too found something similar in his MS., as shown by his version, "interpretes antiquem et quattuor ferant tribus ipsae quatuor, ex earum ordine unaqueque tres." But why Plato should thus employ τις τίτταρας instead of δώδεκα I confess I cannot explain.

3 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, "qualis et sacerdotum dicta est," as if his MS. read καθάπερ ἐπικρατεῖ τιρί τῶν ἱερῶν.

4 Ast would expunge τίτταρες, or read as before αἱ τις τίτταρες. Cousin renders αἱ τίτταρες φιλαὶ by "les tribus, divises quatre par quatre."

5—5 The Greek is τῶν δὲ γε λειψόντα προαιρεσθωσαι—where must be supplied διὸν after λειπόντα, and ἐτέρου after προαιρεσθωσαι, to suit the sense in the version of Ficinus, "et in defuncti vicem—alium eliges." But even thus the syntax would be incorrect, which would require ἀντὶ τοῦ λειπόντος—

4 So Ast translates ἐμμελείστατα. Ficinus, as usual in doubtful passages, employs two words, "medius maximeque concinnis."
Let the guards of the city be in this way, through the Generals, and Taxiaruchs, and Hipparchs, and Phylarchs, and the Prytanes, and moreover the City-Stewards and Market-Stewards, attending to their (respective) duties, after they have been chosen and appointed sufficiently; but the whole of the rest of the country (it is meet) to guard in this way. The whole country has been divided by us into twelve parts as nearly as possible equal. Let then, one Phylé (ward), after being allotted to each portion, furnish for the year five, as it were, Rural-Stewards and Phylarchs. And let it be for these to choose, each of the five, out of their own Phylé, twelve from the young men not less than five-and-twenty years of age, and not more than thirty. To these let there be allotted portions of the country during a month, each for each, so that all of them may have a practical knowledge of every part of the country. But let the government and guardianship continue to the guards and governors for two years; and let those, who first obtain by lot their respective portions, the guard-officers lead out, changing the places of the country constantly, (by going) to the place next in order towards the right in a circle, and let the right be that which is in the east. But as the year comes round, in the second year, in order that the greatest portion of the guards may become acquainted with the country, not only during one season of the year, but that as many as possible may know thoroughly, in addition to the country, at the same time what occurs relating to each spot in the country at each season, let the then

1 Cousin, and after him, C. F. Hermann, would read Φρονουράχος instead of Φιλάρχος, as shown by ἄρονομος—καὶ φρονουράχος, shortly afterwards. And so too Sydenham in Not. MSS.

2— Ficinus omits τῶν τίνες—and so after him did Taylor.

3 Ast renders δίως ἄν—“quomodocunque”—For he did not perceive that Plato wrote διας ἄν—where διας, Attic for οὐκαί, depends upon ἡγίσκαί a little below, and διας is put by attraction for τίνα, ὅ—On similar errors arising from διας and διας being corrupted into δίως, see myself on Εσχ. Eum. 282.

4— Bekker, whom Ast and Stalbaum follow, has edited tacitly τὸν ἤδης τόπον instead of τῶν ἤδης τόπων, which Stephens had preserved from Ald., for he doubtless knew that μεταλλάττων is united to an accusative and genitive, and not to two accusatives; or else we must read δεῖ ἵναι τὸν—ἐξῆς—ἡγίσκαι—as I have translated: for ἵναι might easily have dropped out between δεῖ and τὸν—

5 This use of ἵναι after ἵναιντωθί seems to be supported by ἐν ὧν καὶ ἵναιντωθί in Rep. x. p. 906, C.
officer lead them out again to the left, 1 constantly changing
the place, until they go through the second year. 1 In the third
year, (it is meet) to choose other Rural-Stewards and guard-
officers as the five curators of the twelve young men; and in
their occupations attention should be given of some such kind
as this to each place. First that the country may be as much
as possible well fortified against the enemy, 2 by trenching and
digging out 2 wherever it is requisite, and with buildings re-
straining, as far as they can, those endeavouring to injure in
any way the country and its possessions; and by making use
of animals under the yoke, and the servants in each place, for
these purposes, 3 doing through them, standing over them, se-
lecting as much as possible their own employment in their own
works, 3 to render every place difficult for the enemy to pass,
but as easy as possible for friends, and animals under the yoke
and cattle; and by taking care 4 of the roads that they may
be in the most quiet state, 4 and of the waters from Zeus, 5 that
they may not injure the country, but benefit it rather, when
descending from high grounds into hollow places in the moun-
tains, 6 and by restraining the outlets of the waters with buildings
and ditches, such hollows may, by receiving and drinking up
the waters from Zeus, produce streams and fountains for the
fields below them and for all places, 7 and thus cause the

1—1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and
after him by Taylor.
2—3 Ficinus has "foveis—effossis," as if his MS. omitted καὶ ἀποσεῖτ-
toseis, an evident explanation of ταφρεῖονται.
3—3 Such is the literal translation of the text. How much more elo-
gen is the version of Ficinus, adopted to the letter by Taylor, "ad
hic utique facienda subjugalibus servisque indigenis utantur, quando
minime in suis operibus occupantur, nonnullis ipsis praeficiences." From
whence it is evident that in his MS. some words were transposed, and
others, in which the difficulty lies, omitted. Plato wrote, I suspect, some-
thing to this effect, χρωμίους—πρὸς ταῦτα τῶν ὀικείων ἔργων ἔκα-
tον ἑνάργειας ὑπὲρ μάλιστα ἐκλερομένους, & ἀεὶ ἄκανθας ποιοῦντας αὐτοῖς;
ἴκείοις τε ἐκποταμουταῖς—"employing for these purposes (those), when
released during the idle time of the year from their own occupations, and
doing themselves what is requisite, and superintending the others unhe-
sitatingly." It is not then without some advantage that one MS. omits
ἀντῶν, and another reads ἵκελομένους and four ἐν τοῖς—
4—4 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after
him by Taylor.
2 So rain water was called. Hence the title of Ζεύς ὀμβρωτής.
* Such hollow places are frequent in all mountainous districts.
+ I cannot believe that Plato wrote ἄγροις τε καὶ τόποις πᾶσι. Ficinus
most dry places to possess water plentiful and good. And let them, by ornamenting the water from fountains, whether it is a river or its source, with plantations and buildings, render it more beautiful, and bringing all the streams together make them abundant by means of mine-like tunnels and surface-irrigations, according to each season, if perchance there may have been a grove or sacred precinct about those very streams dedicated to a deity, and by sending which to those spots they may adorn the holy places of the gods. By all means too in spots of this kind it is necessary for youths to fit up places for naked exercises for themselves, and old men's baths, and

has "inferioribus locis agrisque omnibus." But though this is somewhat less objectionable, yet πόσως would hardly thus precede the repeated τάσις. I should prefer πίστας, "water-troughs," Compare Eurip. Cyc. 43, ποιηθεὶς βοτάνα, ἱθοὶσθαι θ' ἐδώρ ποταμοῦ ἐν πίσταις κεῖσαι.

1 Juvenal, however, in ii. 18, objects to the buildings placed round the fountain of Egeria, which he says was more beautiful in its natural state than when decked with marble. Plato had probably in mind the fountain of Callirhoe at Athens, which was built over by the Peisistratidae, as we learn from Thucyd. ii. 15.

2 Such seems to be the meaning of μεταλλίας—ὑδρείας τὸ καθ' ἐκάστας τὰς ὦρας, where Bekker, whom Stalbaum follows, has edited ὑδρείας τῷ, which I confess I cannot understand; and still less καθ' ἐκάστας τᾶς ὦρας: as if irrigations took place at any fixed season. Hence I suspect that Plato wrote συνάγοντες τῆς μυσθάγασις ἕλματο πάντα, ἄρηνα παῖδι τῶν ἄφθονον ἐς ὑδρείας τὰς κατὰ καυστικάς τᾶς ὦρας. For thus there would be an allusion to the Homeric μυσθάγασις, and to the line of another poet, Ἔγ χυσαγακείαν συνάγοντες γάματα πάντα, and the irrigations be said to take place, as they should, during seasons of excessive heat. Ficinus, unable, it would seem, to translate the whole passage literally, has thought proper to remodel it—"Lucos quin etiam irigatione et dedicatos Diis agros aquis inmissis pinguefacere curent et metallis humorem scatebrasque adhibeant," omitting entire καθ' ἐκάστας τᾶς ὦρας.

2 Instead of ἀφειμένων, defended by Winckelmann on Plutarch Erotic. p. 230, Ast suggested ἀνεμεῖνον, which he doubts not from "dedicatos" in Ficinus. But ἀνεμεῖνον neither is, nor could be, applied in this sense to a thing, only to a person or animal. Hence I should prefer καθημένων, "situated." Sydenham in Not. MSS. suggested ἀφεξέμενον—

8 I have translated as if the Greek were, not ἰθοῦμα μακίνας εἰς αὐτά, but ἰθοῦμα, ἀ ἱθοῖνας εἰς αὐτά, where ἀ refers to ἰθοῦμα, and αὐτά to ἰθος ἦ τέμενος.

3 Plato to have had in mind the celebrated passage in the Hippolytus of Euripides, as supplied by myself in The Surplice, No. 22 Ἀμάγως ὑ ποταμίασιν οὐ πλημμυρίσων Ἀλλ' ἀλος ἀμάντως κηπευ. ὅροις.
making them warm for the aged, by placing wood dry and dry for the benefit of those labouring under diseases, and receiving kindly bodies worn down by rustic labours, and a habit (of body) much better than that of a medical practitioner not very skilful.

[9.] All these things then, and of this kind, would be to such places an ornament and use, in conjunction with sport by no means unpleasant. But let the serious attention relating to these things be this. — Let the sixty defend, each their own place, not only on account of enemies, but for the sake of those, who call themselves friends. But if any one, whether he is a slave or a free-man, injure his neighbour, or any other citizen, let those five rulers act as judges in the case of the party asserting that he has been injured, with respect to trifling matters; but where one person brings a charge against another on greater matters, let the seventeen, together with the twelve, on questions up to three minae. No judge or magistrate ought to be exempt from giving an account of his conduct as judge or magistrate, except such as, like kings, put the finish to suits. Moreover as regards the Rural-Stewards if they behave insolently to those, of whom they are the guardians, by enjoining unequal tasks, or by attempting to seize and carry off any thing from those, employed in agriculture, not having previously persuaded them (to give it up); and if they receive aught from those, who offer it to curry favour; or if they give their decisions unjustly, through yielding to adulation; let them bear off as their reward the reproach of the whole state. But for the other wrongs, which they may

1-1 That Plato wrote αῦν καὶ ξυράν no man can for a moment believe. One word is plainly enough an explanation of the other: but which is which is impossible to decide. Ficinus has "copiose siccis," answering to αῦν or ξυράν—ἀφθονον, but not to both.

2-2 Such is the literal translation of a mass of Greek words, where Stephens confesses himself to be quite in the dark; and so too am I; although Ast conceived he had restored the passage by simply omitting δὲ between ἱπσοῦ and ἐκτ. But Winckelmann would read ἐκτ, to correspond with ἐκχείνοντος, and similar to Δεξάμενα δέκα, ἵνα σε δίκαιον χαλίν, in Eurip. Iph. 1182. Ficinus has, what is at least intelligible, "ut et remedium aegrotantibus, et leniorem labore defessis benevoli afferatur: quae sane curatio longe melior est quam medici parum peritii medela."

3 "The sixty" are made of the five Rural-Stewards, which each of the twelve wards is supposed to have chosen in § 8.
do to those in their district, let them voluntarily undergo a fine, as far as one mina, imposed by the villagers and neighbours. But for greater or smaller injuries, on each occasion, if they are not willing to pay, through their trusting to being removed monthly to another place, and thus escaping, although pursued by law, in such cases the injured party is to have the chance of a trial at common law; and if he obtains a verdict, let him demand of the defendant to pay a double fine, and having been unwilling, to undergo punishment willingly.

And let the rulers and the Rural-Stewards have their dietary for the space of two years in some such manner as this. First let there be in the different places a common table, [at which they must all make a common table]. And let the person, who is absent from table, and sleeps out for one day or night, without orders from the rulers, or some every necessity falling upon him, if the five inform against him, and, after writing the indictment, place it in the market-place, to the effect that he has broken through his guardianship, let him bear the disgrace of having on his part betrayed the constitution, and be chastised with stripes with any one, who meets him, and is willing (to do so) with impunity. And if any one of the rulers themselves is doing any thing of this kind himself, it is necessary for all the sixty to direct their care to such

1—1 By “a double fine” is meant the double of what the defendant would otherwise have paid, had he not compelled the plaintiff to sue him. This double sum was no doubt ordained to prevent defendants from compelling plaintiffs to undergo the expense of a lawsuit to obtain justice. For a similar reason in England a verdict in favour of the plaintiff generally carries with it costs. See Taylor on Lysias, T. v. p. 34, R.

2—2 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor; for they were perhaps considered unintelligible by them, as they certainly are by me. I could have understood ὡς μὴ ἔχολσαντα ύποσχεῖν, ἵνα ἐκόνητε ἰδεῖ, τιμωρεῖν, “as not having been willing to undergo the punishment, which he should have done willingly.” There are indeed a few passages in Sophocles and Xenophon that seem to give some support to the common text here; but they only seem; for they are in reality corrupt, as I could easily show, were this the place for doing so.

3 Plato in his Συνοίτια has adopted what took place at Sparta.

4—4 All the words between the brackets are omitted by Ficinus, whom Taylor has followed, correctly; for they are evidently an explanation of εἶναι συνοίτια.

5—5 The Greek is πάντες τινος ἄνάγκης. But though πάντα ἄνάγκη is perfectly correct, πάντα τις ἄνάγκη is by no means so. Plato wrote, I suspect, ἐκ βιῶς ἕν τινος ἄνάγκης, i.e. “by force, or some necessity.”
a person; and let him who perceives or hears of it, but does
not bring him to trial, be amenable to the same laws \(^1\) (as the
party offending); \(^1\) and let him be punished with a greater
fine than the young men, \(^2\) (and) \(^3\) be held dishonoured with
respect to all the rule over young men.

Of these doings likewise let the guardians of the laws be the
inspectors, in order that either they may not take place at all,
or, taking place, meet with condign punishment. Now it is
meet for every man to bear in mind touching all men, that
\(^4\) he, who has never been a servant, will never be a master
worthy of praise; \(^4\) and it is requisite to pride oneself rather
upon acting properly the slave, than on acting properly the
master, first towards the laws, since this is being a servant to
the gods; next towards elders and the young persons \(^5\) who
have lived with honour. After this it is meet for the person,
who has been one of the Rural-Stewards, to taste during these
two years daily food of a humble and poor kind. For, after
the twelve magistrates shall have been enrolled, \(^6\) let them come
together with the five and take counsel, that, like domestics,
they will not have other persons to be domestics and slaves to
them, nor will they from the household of other farmers and
villagers use their attendants for their own concerns, but only
so far as relates to the public at large; but in other matters
let them consider that they are to live, dependent themselves
on themselves, and ministering to, and ministered by, themselves;
and in addition to this, searching through the whole country,
summer and winter, in arms, for the sake of guarding and
knowing thoroughly all places, that successively present
themselves. For it appears that for all to know accurately

\(^1\)—1 Ficinus alone has, what the sense requires, “quae (lege) qui pec-
savit.”

\(^2\) As nothing has been said of the fine imposed upon young men, this
allusion to them seems to be here out of place. Cousin understands by
\(\tau\omega\nu \nu\iota \omega\nu\) “les simples games, lesquels sont des jeunes gens de vingt cinq
à trente ans.”

\(^3\) Ficinus has “et,” for his MS. probably read \(\pi\epsilon\iota \nu \tau\acute{a} \zeta\) — not \(\pi\epsilon\iota\nu \tau\acute{a}\zeta\) — Ast however says that the conjunction is unnecessary.

\(^4\) To this sentiment of Plato Cicero alludes, De Legg. ii. 2, 5, “Qui
bene imperat, paruerit aliquando necesse est.”

\(^5\) I have translated as if the Greek were, \(\tau\omega\iota \nu\iota \omega\eta\iota \nu\) (not \(\tau\omega\iota \nu\iota \omega\eta\iota \nu\) as omitted by Ficinus, for he was probably at a loss.

\(^6\) Ficinus omits \(\kappa\alpha\tau\alpha\lambda\epsilon\gamma\omicron\omicron\omicron\nu\nu\), not knowing that it is the aor. 2 pass., or
else his MS. read \(\kappa\alpha\tau\alpha\lambda\epsilon\gamma\omicron\lambda\omega\iota\omega\iota\nu\) with two others, out of which it is impos-
sible to elicit a particle of sense.
their own country is a piece of learning inferior to none. For the sake of which it behoves a person at the period of youth to attend to hunting by dogs and to other kinds of catching wild beasts, no less than for the sake of any other pleasure and profit at the same time, which results through these means to all. These very pursuits then let every man to the utmost of his power readily pursue, whether a person delights to call them concealments, or rural stewardships, or by any other name, if they are about to preserve sufficiently their own state.

[10.] After this there follows the subject relating to the election of those acting as rulers, both Market-Stewards, and City-Stewards. Upon the Rural-Stewards, sixty in number, there should follow three City-Stewards, dividing the twelve parts of the city into three; and in imitation of those (the Rural-Stewards) they should have the care of the path-ways, and of the city, and the public roads, that respectively stretch from the country to the city, and of the buildings likewise, so that all of them are made according to law; and moreover of the streams of water, which those, who watch them, send to them and deliver, after being attended to, in order that they may pass on to the fountains, sufficient in quantity and clear, and adorn at once and benefit the city. These too ought to be

---

1 I have translated as if the Greek were ἄλλης τινος, not τῆς ἄλλης—Ficinus, “alterius—”

2-3 I cannot see to what τούτος—αυτός can be referred. Ast says that persons are put here for things. How much easier it is to read ταύτας—αὐτᾶς, and to supply ἐπικηδεύσεις from ἐπικηδεύστω, as I have translated.

3-4 The Greek is κρυπτοὶς εἰτε ἄγρονυμοις, where Ast would erase κρυπτοὶς, and says that one would have expected φρονοφόρος or φήλακας: and so too remarks Stollb., but without mentioning Ast’s name. Orelli suggests Τιμαγρίταις, a name given at Sparta to officers over the youths, called Ἰππεῖς. To myself however the error seems to be in ἄγρονυμοις, for which I would read ἄγρονυμιας, and κρυπτείας likewise, similar to “studio illo—quod ab occultando—appellatur, sive sic, sive agri custodia sit appellanda,” in Ficinus.

4-5 Ficinus has merely “quas custodes deduci in urbem curant—” for he could not understand, nor can I, the Greek, ὅταν ἀν αὐτοῖς πέμπουσι καὶ παραδίδουσιν οἱ φρονοφόροις τεθεραπεύμινα. For by the verb πέμπωσι, it would seem that the water was sent in casks placed on carts, and by τεθεραπεύμινα, that it had undergone some filtering process; neither of which were likely to have been thought of in his day; to say nothing of the guards appointed to watch the waters; as if persons were wont except during a war, to defile the waters or to divert their course. To my mind the whole passage is in a very imperfect state.
persons of influence, and at leisure to pay attention to public affairs. On this account let every man propose as a City-Steward whomsoever he wishes out of those with the largest property. And when (all) have had hands held up for them, and those are reduced to six, to whom the most (votes) have been given, let those, who are to have this charge, select by ballot the three, and after they have undergone a scrutiny, let them be in office according to the laws laid down for them. Next in order after these (it is meet) to choose Market-Stewards, five in number, out of those with the valuation of the second and first class; but in other respects let their election be in the same manner as for the City-Stewards. (For it is meet) that ten out of all the rest, having had hands held up for them, should ballot for the five, and declare them, after undergoing a scrutiny, to be the persons in power. And let every one hold up his hand for ten in all. But let him, who is unwilling to vote, if informed against before the rulers, be fined fifty drachms, in addition to his being held to be a bad man. And let any one who wishes to go to the public assembly and common meeting; and let it be compulsory on him, who belongs to the second and first class of property, to be fined ten drachms, if he is not present and mustered at the conventions; but it shall not be compulsory on the third and fourth class of property; but let such a person be dismissed without a fine, unless the rulers give an order for all to be present in consequence of some (urgent) necessity.

1—1 Here again Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has been content to give the general meaning in his version, “et de sex, qui suffragio ceteros superabunt,” instead of translating literally the Greek—διαχειροτονηθέντων ἐκ καὶ ἄφικομένων ἐκ ἕκ, οἷς ἀν πλείστας γίγνονται—where Heindorf, with whom Ast agrees, would insert ἐκ κράσιν after ἄφικομένων, similar to ἄφικομένων ἐκ κράσιν in § 11. Winckelmann suggests ἐκ ἐξίτασιν. I have translated as if πάντων ἔδρατον had dropped out after χειροτονηθέντων ἐκ—

2 The ellipse of ζητοῦν is supplied in § 12.

2—2 Here too Ficinus has given what he conceived to be the sense, instead of sticking close to the Greek—δικὰ ἐκ τῶν ἄλλων χειροτονηθέντων τούς πίνακα ἀφεληγησαί—where since all the MSS. but one read δικὰ ἐκ τῶν, which is perfectly unintelligible, Ficinus has, with reference to what goes before, translated thus, “quippe de decem, qui ceteros suffragio superant, quinque sorte designantur” which Taylor has adopted to the letter.

4—4 Instead of πάντας πάντων one MS. has τὰς πάντας, which leads to πάντας: where ἤ means “ten.” On corruptions arising from letters indicative of numbers, see my Poppo’s Proleg. p. 224.
And (it is meet) for the Market-Stewards to preserve the orderly arrangement enjoined by the laws relating to the market-place; and to take care of the temples and fountains in the market-place, so that no one injures them; and to punish the party so injuring with stripes and bonds, if a slave and a stranger; but if a native acts in a disorderly manner with respect to things of this kind, let them be authorized, after a trial, to fix a fine up to one hundred drachms in money, but to fine up to the double of this sum the offending party, if they are sitting in judgment in common with the City-Stewards. Let there be the same power to fine and punish allowed to the City-Stewards in their own department, so as to fine offenders up to a mina themselves, but the double of this sum in conjunction with the Market-Stewards.

After this it will be proper for the leaders in Music and Gymnastics to be established, two kinds of each; some of them for the sake of instruction, and others for the sake of contesting. Now in the case of instruction, the law relating to Gymnasia and schools means to speak of those, who have the care of orderly arrangement and instruction to boot, and of the attention paid to such matters, and of the frequenting and staying at schools on the part of young persons, both male and female; but in the case of contesting, (it means to speak of) those who assign the prizes to competitors in Gymnastics and Music; and these two are two-fold; one employed on Music, and the other on Gymnastics.\(^1\) Now in the contests of men and horses,\(^2\) it would be proper for the same persons to assign the prizes; but in those of Music, for some to do so in the case of solo-singing and the imitative art,\(^3\) such as the rhapsodists, and all of this kind; but others over chorus-singing and players on the harp and hautboy. First then with regard to the amusement of the choirs of boys and men, and girls (exercised) in dancing, and in the whole order of music, it is surely requisite to elect their leaders. Now one leader, not

---

\(^1\) I have adopted Sydenham's *dýmounētai* in lieu of *dýmía*.

\(^2\) To explain this reference to horses, Ast refers to Plutarch in *Problem. Sympos. ii. 5, p. 639, E.*, who says that to the horse alone of all animals there was a participation in a crown and contest; since he alone, both by nature and art, is wont to be present with man and to fight on his side.

\(^3\) Under the imitative art was included the Drama, as we learn from Aristotle's *Poetics*. For otherwise one can hardly understand why any allusion was made to it.
less than forty years old, will surely suffice for these. One too
not less than thirty years old will suffice for solo-singing, and
to be the introducer of, and to give a judgment sufficiently upon,
the competitors. Now the leader and regulator of the choir
it is requisite to choose in some such manner as this. Let
those, who have a friendly feeling towards such matters, go to
the meeting, subject to a fine if they do not go, and of this let
the guardians of the law be the judges; but upon the rest, if they
are not willing, let there be nothing compulsory. And let
the person, who makes the nomination, select one out of those
who are skilful; and in the scrutiny let there be only this
one charge and denial, on the part of some, that the person,
who has obtained the lot, is unskilled, but on the part of others,
that he is skilled; and let the person who, out of ten pre-
viously voted for, has obtained singly the lot, be, after under-
going a scrutiny, the leader of the choirs according to the law
for one year. In the same manner as these, let him who, out
of those that come to a trial, in this way obtains the lot, be
the leader for that year of the solo-singing, and concert-
singing, after giving, as the party so obtaining the lot, the
judges the power to decide. After this it is necessary to
choose from the persons belonging to the third and even second
class of property, the assigners of prizes in the contest relat-
ing to the exercises of horses and men. Now to the elec-
tion let it be compulsory upon the three classes to go, but
let the smallest class be dismissed without a fine; and let
there be three who obtain the lot, twenty having previously
had hands held up for them, but three of the twenty obtaining
the lot, whom the vote of the examiners shall approve of. But
if any one is rejected through any balloting or decision what-
ever of a magistrate, let another be chosen in his stead, and
the scrutiny take place in the same manner respecting him.

[12.] There remains now the ruler relating to what has
been mentioned by us before, namely, the party to take care

1 2 As the words ὁ λαγόν are repeated in each clause, Ast, whom Stal-
baum follows, would reject it here as an interpolation; but the subject
ought to be found rather in the first clause than the second. Hence too
Orelli suggested ἀποδίδος ὅλων τὴν κρίσιν—But ὅλων could not stand
here without the article τῶν—

2 3 By μουσική was meant singing without an accompaniment either
on or off the stage; by συναλλα, a playing on more instruments than one,
with or without a vocal accompaniment.
of the whole instruction of females and males. Let the person who is to rule over these be, according to the laws, not less than fifty years old, and the father of children lawfully begotten, males and females especially, but if not, of either sex. And let both him, who selects, and him, who is selected, consider that this office is by far the greatest of the chief offices in the state. For the first budding of every plant, when it runs in a beautiful manner to the excellence of its nature, is the most powerful to put a suitable finish \(^1\) of other plants,\(^1\) and of animals tame and wild and men. Now man we say is a tame animal; and when he meets with proper instruction and a fortunate nature, is wont to become an animal the most divine and tame; and when he is not sufficiently or not properly brought up, he is the most savage of all the animals, which the earth produces. On which account the legislator ought not to suffer the bringing up of children to be a secondary thing, or as a by-work. \(^2\) But it is necessary to begin from the first step, by the person,\(^2\) who is about to have the care of them, being selected, who is the best in all respects of those in the state; \(^3\) and by the legislator ordering that person to be by all possible means set over \(^8\) and to take care of them. Let all the magistrates, therefore, except the Counsellors and Prytanes, go to the temple of Apollo and give, unknown to the guardians of the laws, their votes for him, whom each conceives would rule the best.

---

1. That Plato would thus repeat τὸν τὸ ἄλλων φυτῶν after the preceding παντὸς ἐν φυτῶν, I will never believe; and still less, when the genitive τῶν ἄλλων φυτῶν is without regimen; for it cannot be taken absolutely, nor can it depend upon πρόσφορον. To avoid the difficulty in the syntax, Ficinus has "quod et in plantis eventur," adopted by Taylor, who however omits καὶ ἄνθρωπων. What Plato really wrote it is impossible to state positively; but it was, I suspect, something to this effect—τὸ ἅμα ἐπιθειματος προσφορον ἱερῶν ἔτε οἱ ἄλλων φατέρων πέρι, i.e. "to put at some time a finish suitable to itself; and the same remark is to be made respecting other things—" where ἱερῶν is confirmed by "sibit" in Ficinus.

2. The Greek is πρῶτον ἄβασθαι χρεών τῶν μὴν ἐν ἀνθρώπων—ἄριστον ἐν τοῖς—I have translated as if it were ἁπλοὶ τοὺς πρῶτον ἄβασθαι χρεών τῶν τῶν—remembering the expression in Eurip. Med. 475, Ἔκ τῶν ἀπὸ τοὺς πρῶτον ἄπασθαι ἄργανιτε λίγειον.

3. Ficinus, apparently unable to understand καθιστάναι, has rendered it, as if his MS. read καταστάναι, found in Stobæus; while to avoid the want of connexion likewise, I have translated, as if the Greek were καὶ πρῶτον—καταστάναι αὐτὸν προστάτευε, where τοῦτον would refer to the teacher selected, and αὐτὸν to the lawgiver selecting, and προστάτευεν be read with all the MSS. in lieu of προστάτην καὶ—
amongst those conversant with education. And let him, for whom the most votes come together, after he has been scrutinized by the other magistrates, who, with the exception of the guardians of the laws, have chosen him, enter upon his office for five years; but in the sixth year, let another be chosen to the office in a similar manner.

[13.] But if any ruler dies while employed in a public situation before the term of office shall have expired, wanting more than thirty days, let those, to whom this duty belongs, appoint another in the same manner to the office. And if any one, who is a guardian to orphans, dies, let the relations on both the father’s and mother’s side, as far as the cousins, who may at that time be in the country, appoint another within ten days, or let each be fined a drachm a day, until they shall have appointed the guardian for the children.

Now every state will surely become no state, in which courts of justice are not properly established; and on the other hand a voiceless judge, and who, in the preliminary proceedings, does not speak more than the litigants, as in the case of arbitrators, will never be sufficient for the purpose of deciding justly. On this account, it is not easy, when there are either many or few indifferent characters, to have a fair trial. But it is necessary for the matter in dispute to be clearly stated by each party; and time too and the sifting slowly and frequently a question conduce to the rendering a doubtful point clear. On this account it is meet for those, who complain of each other, to betake themselves first to their neighbours and friends, and those the most conversant with the subject of dispute. But if a party is unable to obtain a satisfactory decision from them, let him go to another tribunal; but if those two cannot bring about a reconciliation, let the third put an end to the suit. In

1—1 The words τοῖς παῖσι, answering to “orphanias” in Pictius, have been found in five MSS., and, though rejected by Bekker, are adopted by Stalbaum.

2 The oxymoron πολίς ἀπολίς is found in Ἀσσ. Eum. 435.

3 The technical word Ἀνάρχειας is explained by Harpocrate as an inquiry instituted before the Archons previous to a trial. It may be compared with the examination of a case made in England before a Police Magistrate, or the Grand Jury.

4 From this it would appear that the arbitrators at Athens had no power to examine witnesses, only to decide upon the case as laid before them by the contending parties. According to Aristotle in Rhetor. i. 13, quoted by Ast, a judge looks to the law, an arbitrator to equity.
a certain respect, indeed, the establishment of courts of justice depends on the choice of magistrates; for every magistrate is necessarily a judge of certain things; but every judge is not a magistrate, although, in a certain respect, during the day in which he is deciding a suit, he is no mean a magistrate. Considering, then, the judges likewise, as magistrates, let us state which of them would be proper, and of what matters they are to be the judges, and how many for each suit. Let then that tribunal be of the highest authority, which each show forth, themselves to themselves, after having chosen certain persons in common. But as regards the rest, let there be two tribunals; one, when a private person accusing another private person of doing him a wrong, shall bring him to trial, and be willing for the suit to be decided; the other, when any one conceives that the public has been injured by some of the citizens, and is willing to aid the community at large. Let us state then of what kind are the judges, and who.

In the first place then, let a tribunal common to all, who are contending for the third time, as private persons with each other, exist in this manner. All the magistrates that are in office for a year, and those for a longer period, ought, when the new year is about to commence in the month that succeeds the summer solstice, to come on the day, before that very day of the month, together to one temple, and, swearing by the god, to take, as it were, for the initiatory rite of every

1 The word ἐκαστής answers not only to a judge, but to a juryman, both of which were united in the same person at Athens.
2 I confess I am at a loss here. For there is nothing to which ἐκαστα and τινας can be referred. Ficinus—"quod sibimet aliqui praefecerunt, communi sensu judicem eligentes," as if his MS. read ὅπερ ἂν αὐτοὶ ἰαυτοὶ ἀποφήμωσι τινας, ἐκαστάς κοινῇ ἐλέμενοι, in lieu of—ἀποφήμωσιν ἐκασταν κοινή τινας ἐλέμενοι.
3 Ficinus has, what is far preferable, and has been adopted by Taylor, "quos et quales judices esse oporteat—"
4 Plato follows here the custom of his country, where the civil year, which was, as amongst the Jews, lunar, commenced on the first new moon after the summer solstice, just as the University year does in England, in the month Hecatombaeon, answering to the last half of June and the first half of July.
5 Instead of ταυτεσ Ficinus seems to have found in his MS. ταυτης, i.e. τρώς, for his version is "pridie kalendas." Respecting the confusion of ταυτης, and τρώς, see my Poppo's Prolegom. p. 223.
6 On the initiatory rite, expressed by ἀπάρχεσθαι, and κατάρχεσθαι, see the Commentators on Eurip. Alc. 75. Iph. T. 56. El. 91.
office, one judge, who shall be deemed to be the best in each office, and appear likely to decide in the best and most holy manner lawsuits amongst his fellow-citizens\(^1\) during the ensuing year. When the judges are chosen, let a scrutiny take place by the very persons who have chosen them; and if any one is rejected, let them choose another in the same manner; but let the persons approved of act as judges in the case of those, who have fled from the other courts of justice,\(^2\) and let them give their vote openly. The Counsellors, however, and the other officials, who chose them, must of necessity be the hearers and spectators of these decisions; and other persons too, whoever wish it. But if any one accuses any person of having willingly decided a suit unjustly, let him go and make the accusation before the guardians of the law; and let the party found guilty undergo a punishment of this kind, namely, to pay half of the damage done to the injured party; but if he shall appear to deserve a greater fine, let those, who tried the suit, fix what additional punishment he ought to suffer (in person), or to pay either to the public treasury, or \(^3\) to the person who has suffered the injury. But with respect to public accusations, it is necessary in the first place for the multitude to participate in the decision. For all are injured, when any one does wrong to the state; and hence the multitude would justly take it ill, if they had no share in such decisions; but both the beginning and the end of such a suit it is requisite to refer to the people; but the inquiry into it, to the three greatest magistrates, whom both the defendant and plaintiff agree in acknowledging; but if they are unable to participate in such agreement themselves, let the Council decide upon the choice.

---

\(^1\) I have translated \(τοῖς πολίταις αὐτῷ\), “his fellow-citizens.” For Ast says that \(αὐτῷ\) is here put for \(αὑτοῖ\.\) Picianus omits \(αὐτῷ\) entirely.

\(^2\) Picianus has, what is more intelligible, “qui per precedentiam re-conciliati non sunt.”

\(^3\) So Taylor translates the version of Picianus, “injuriam passo.” But such could not be the meaning of \(τὴν δίκην δικαιασμένη,\) but of \(τὴν δίκην καταδικασμένη,\) found in xi. p. 928, C. § 8. Plato wrote, I suspect, \(τὴν δίκην δίκαιας δικαιασμένηα,\) to answer to the preceding \(δικαιὰ ἀδίκως κρίναται τὴν δίκην.\) For the sense would then be, as it should, “to the party accusing justice of injustice.”

\(^4\) Instead of \(ἀἱρεσιν,\) “choice,” the sense evidently requires \(διαίρεσιν,\) “difference,” i.e. the points where one party differed from the other. Ast however explains \(τὴν ἀἱρεσιν ἐκατέρθου\) by “the choice, which each party would make of a person to act as judge.”
of each of them. It is meet moreover for all to have a share as far as they can in private suits. For he, who has no share in the power of acting as a judge with others, conceives that he has in no respect a share in the state. On this account then it is necessary for the courts of justice to be according to the wards, and for the judges to give on the instant, uncorrupted by entreaties, their decision by ballot; and that of all such matters that tribunal is to give the final decision, which we say is established, as far as is possible by human power, the most incorruptible in the case of those, who are unable to come to terms either through their neighbours or the tribunals belonging to the wards.

[14.] Now in truth, respecting courts of justice, of which we said that a person speaking could not easily assert indubitably that they are offices of rule or not, this description, painted, as it were, in outline, has asserted some things, and nearly left out others. For the exact laying down and at the same time the division of laws relating to suits will take place by far the most correctly at the end of legislation. Let it then be told to those subjects to wait for us. For the appointments relating to other magistrates have taken up nearly the greatest part of legislation. But the totality and exactness relating to one and all of the subjects connected with a state, and the whole of a state administration, cannot become clear, until the digression shall arrive at the end, after having embraced from the beginning portions of itself, the second and the middle and all. At present, however, as far as the choosing of magistrates has taken place, this would be a sufficient finish to what has been previously mentioned; while the commence-

--- 1 I have translated as if the Greek were not ἀπαλλάττεσθαι, but καταλλάττεσθαι, similar to διαλλάσσαί a little above.

2 Ast aptly compares The Statesman, § 19, p. 277, Ε, τὴν ἔξωθεν περιγραφήν.

3 Ast has adopted δικανικὸν for δικόν, as suggested by Stephens from "judicialium" in Ficinus.

4 Ficinus has "Quare ad idem tempus has differamus," from which it is impossible to discover what he found in his MS.

5 I have adopted Ast's διοικήσων in lieu of διοικήσεων, which would require the article τῶν, if it is the genitive after πᾶσαν.

6 So Ficinus, from the natural train of thought, renders ἀπολαβοῦσα—which would otherwise mean "cut off."

7—7 The Greek is ἄρχῃ—ἄμα. But one MS. has ἄρχην, and another ἄρα. Hence it is easy to see that Plato wrote ἄρχῃ ἓν—ἄρα.
ment of the laying down of laws is requiring no longer a putting off and doubts.

Clin. Having spoken, O guest, what has gone before entirely to my mind, you have now said this, still more agreeably than those, by uniting the beginning with the end, touching both what has been, and is to be, said.

Athen. Thus far then will the game of prudent old men have been played by us in a becoming manner.

Clin. Beautiful is the serious pursuit of men, which you appear to show forth.

Athen. It is probable. But let us reflect whether this appears to you as it does to me.

Clin. What kind of thing? and about what?

Athen. You know that, as in painting to the life, the business appears never to have an end as regards each animal, but that by colouring, and decolouring, or by whatever name the sons of painters call a thing of this kind, it seems that it never would cease giving a fresh touch, so that what has been painted receives an increase towards becoming more beautiful and more clear.

Clin. I almost understand, by hearing, what you mean, although I am by no means conversant with this kind of art.

Athen. This will be no detriment to you. But let us employ the expression, which has occurred to us respecting the art, to this purpose, so that, if any one had an idea of painting a most beautiful animal, and to keep it for not a worse state, but a better one, as time was continually progressing, do you not perceive that, through his being a mortal, unless he left behind him a successor to set it to rights, should it make any slip through time, and who would be able to add what, through his own weakness in the art, had been omitted, and by giving a brilliancy cause it to improve, all his great labour would last but a short time?

Clin. True.

Athen. What then, does not this appear to you to be the intention of the legislator? First, to write down his laws as accurately as possible, (or) sufficiently so? In the next place,

1—1 I have translated as if the Greek were not καὶ τὸ παράλειψιν—οἷς τε ἐπὶ τὸ πρῶτον ἔσται, where I cannot understand ἐπὶ τὸ πρῶτον, but καὶ δὲ τὸ παράλειψιν—οἷς τε ἔσται προσθιναὶ καὶ— similar to "prætermissum adjicere possit aequo—" in Ficinus.

2 To avoid the absurdity in πρὸς ἀκρίβειαν κατὰ δύναμιν ἰκανὼς—for
do you think that in the course of time, and after making an
actual trial of what has been decreed, any legislator has been
so insane, as not to know that many things of this kind must
necessarily be left out, which it is requisite for some successor
to set to rights, in order that the polity and arrangement may
by no means become worse, ¹ (but always better and more
adorned,) as regards the state settled by him? ¹

Clin. It is likely—(how not?)—that every (legislator) what-
ever intends a thing of this kind.

Athen. If then any (legislator) possesses any plan for this,
in deed and in word, namely, by what method he could teach
another, whether a greater person or less, to have his wits
upon this point, how it is requisite to preserve laws and to
set them to rights, he would never be tired of telling a thing
of this kind, until he reached the end.

Clin. How should he?

Athen. Ought not this then to be done both by you and
me at present?

Clin. Of what kind of thing are you speaking?

Athen. Since we are about to establish laws, and guardians
of the laws have been chosen by us, but we are ourselves ² at
the sunset of life, ² and the guardians are young men as com-
pared with us, it is, as we have said, necessary for us at the
same time to lay down laws, and to endeavour likewise to
make these very (young) men, as much as possible, both
legislators and guardians of the laws.

Clin. How not? since we are able to do so sufficiently.

Athen. Let us then make the attempt, and be eager (to do so).

Clin. How not?

Athen. Let us say to them—O friends, the preservers of the
laws, we shall leave very many things relating to matters,
the laws of which we have laid down; for it must needs be so;
nevertheless we will not omit matters of not small moment, nor
the whole as far as we can, undescrbed, as it were, by some
what is done as accurately as possible is done more than sufficiently so—
I have translated as if ἦ had dropt out before ἴναι. Ficinus avoids the
difficulty by rendering “sufficienter et exquisite pro viribus.”

¹—² The words between the lunes are inserted by Taylor from the
Latin of Ficinus, “sed melior semper ornatorque efficiatur:” while, since
the next clause is omitted by Ficinus, it is omitted by Taylor likewise.
²—³ According to Aristotle in Poetic 21, Plato got this metaphor from
Empedocles.
sketch; 1 and what is so sketched, it will be requisite for you to fill up. But it is meet for you to hear by looking to what point you will accomplish a thing of this kind.

[15.] For Megillus, and myself, and Clinius have spoken upon these matters with each other not seldom, and we agree that it has been spoken correctly. And we are desirous for you to be at the same time indulgent to us, 2 and to become our disciples, 2 looking to those points, to which we have agreed among ourselves that a guardian of the laws and a legislator ought to look. Now this agreement has one head, 3 namely, how a man may become good by possessing that virtue of the soul, which is suited to his nature, either from a certain study, or some habit, 4 or from some kind of possession or desire or opinion, or from some kind of learning, whether the nature of those dwelling together is male or female, youthful or aged, in order that there may be, through the whole of life, every serious exertion directed 5 to that very same object, of which we are now speaking; but of all the rest, that are an impediment to these, there will appear not one person holding a single thing in greater honour; but that he will at length even die for 6 a state, rather than be willing to support the yoke of slavery, should there appear a necessity for it to be overthrown, and to be under the rule of worse men, or to quit it a not-state by flight; 7 since every thing of this kind

1 Ficinus has "exteriore quadam circumscriptione," as if his MS. read τινε νερογραφη ζωθεν, similar to νερογραφη τις ζωθεν a little above, in § 14.
2 Ficinus evidently found this passage more complete in his MS. For his version is, "et imitari, quasi discipuli, magistros velitia."
3 Shakspeare uses "head" similarly in his expression in Othello—"The very head and front of my offending is this."
4 I have adopted ηθος; found in three MSS., and similar to "usu" in Ficinus, in lieu of ήθος.
5 From "tendat" in Ficinus, Stephens, in lieu of τεγαμών, preserved by Bekker, and defended by Winckelmann on Euthyd. p. 71, was the first to suggest τεγαμών, adopted by Ast and Stallbaum.
6 The Greek is πόλεως, ιδιν—But as there is nothing to govern the genitive, I have translated as if it were προ πόλεως τις θανείν, ιδιν—similar to "pro patria—mori" in Ficinus. The attempt made by Ast to restore the passage, although it has met with the approval of Stallbaum, seems to myself any thing but a happy one.
7 The Greek is λειπειν φεγγγς την πόλιν. But πόλιν could hardly be thus repeated after πόλεως. Correctly then has Ficinus "fuge ipsam deseere," which leads to λειπειν φεγγγς αυτην απολοιν: where απολοιν is similar to πολις απολις in § 13, p. 767, D.
is to be endured by those who are suffering, before they take in exchange that poltity, which naturally makes men worse. On these points we have previously agreed; and do you now, looking to both of these, praise and blame the laws; blaming\(^1\) such as are not able to effect these objects;\(^2\) but, embracing and receiving with a kind feeling such as are able, do live\(^3\) ye in them; but to other pursuits, and many\(^4\) of those called good, it is meet for you to bid a farewell.

Let this then be to us the beginning of the subsequent laws, commencing from things holy. For we ought in the first place to resume the number five thousand and forty, because it had and has now convenient distributions, both the whole number, and that which was assigned to the wards; which we laid down as the twelfth part of the whole, being exactly four hundred and twenty. And as the whole number has twelve divisions, so also has that of the wards. Now it is meet to consider each division as a sacred gift of a deity, through its following both (the order of) the months and the revolutions of the universe.\(^5\) Hence that which is inherent\(^6\) leads every state, making them\(^7\) holy. Some persons indeed have perhaps made a more correct distribution than others, and with better fortune have dedicated the distribution to the gods. But we now assert, that the number five thousand and forty has been chosen most correctly, as it has all divisions as far as twelve, beginning from one, except that by eleven; and this has the slightest correction.\(^8\) For it becomes whole,

\(^1\) Ficinus alone has "eas, inquam, vituperate," from whence Stephens introduced ψηγερε μιν, omitted in all the MSS.
\(^2\) i.e. To be a good man.
\(^3\) Instead of ζητησις Cornarius suggested ζησις, found subsequently in all the MSS. but one, from "vitam agite" in Ficinus.
\(^4\) The Greek is ἀλλα—which Ficinus, unable to understand, renders "alio—" But that would be ἄλλοσ— I have therefore translated, as if Plato had written πολλα—
\(^5\) By this is meant, says Ast, the twelve signs of the Zodiac.
\(^6\) I hardly understand ξυμφωνον, whether it is rendered "cognate" or "inmate." Cousin explains το ξυμφωνον by "la divinité locale—"
\(^7\) Ast refers aνθρακες to the plural, implied in πάσιν πόλειν.
\(^8\) The word "correction" is the proper translation of ɪαμα taken in its arithmetical, not medical, sense. For 5040 divided by 11 is 458 8/11, a sum that is only not an integer. Cousin’s note is—"En divisant 5040 par 11, on a pour quotient 458 8/11 de sorte, que, si on retranche deux unités de 5040, 11, et 458, on est les divisions exactes."
if two hearths are distributed to the other parts. Now that these things are true, a tale not very long would show at leisure. Believing then for the present in the present tradition and story, let us distribute this number; and dedicating to a god, or a son of gods, each portion, and giving the altars, and the things pertaining to them, let us institute monthly two meetings relating to sacrifices, twelve according to the division of the wards, and twelve to that of the city; the first, for the sake of the favour of the gods, and of things pertaining to the gods; the second, for the sake of our relationship and acquaintance with each other, and for the sake of every kind, as we should say, of intercourse. For as regards the communion in, and mixture of, marriages, it is necessary to take away the ignorance as to the parties from whom a person leads home (a wife), and what (woman) he is giving in marriage and to whom, deeming it of every importance that there should be in matters of this kind as far as is possible no mistake at all. For the sake then of a serious object of this kind it is necessary for youths and maidens to make for themselves sports by dancing together, and at the same time seeing and being seen by each other, rationally, and at an age that has a fair pretext, being both often naked as far as a prudent feeling of modesty exists in each party. Of all these let the rulers of the choirs be the guardians and

1-1 Such is the literal version of the Greek—δυοιν ἐστιαν ἀπομηθεῖαι—Now though ἐστία means, like "focus," what is called geometrically "the focus" of an ellipse, yet here such a meaning would be unintelligible, where the sense requires the mention of "a fraction." Did Plato, write ἰσόν ἔστοι τομαίν, "two sections of one integer"? But there is still a difficulty in ἔπειρα ἑκάστη: where however one might read ἐπεὶ ἐτέρας, "to nine other sections."—For thus 2 + 9 = 11. Cornarius was the first to confess himself at a loss here, and to suggest ἀπομήθειαι for ἀπομηθεῖαι, adopted by Grou and Ast.

2 I have adopted Ast's ἱν for ἀ, suggested by "quam" in Ficinus. Cousin says that "καὶ ἡ seem strange—J'ai su ici un hellerisme, une redondance et une repetition des formes pour dire seulement καὶ ἐν ἐκδίωσι καὶ ἐκδίωσι quels sont ceux, aux quels on donne, ce qu'on donne—"

3 Cousin says that "Il n'est pas ici question de la tradition mais d'arithmetique seulement; et cette arithmetique est prise mystiquement—φύσιν dit la meme chose que λόγος avec une certaine idee de sainete attachée aux nombres, selon la doctrine pythagoricienne, dont l'esprit est manifeste dans tout cet endroit."

4 All the words between the numerals should be inserted above, alter παντοθεν τοσισκαν. for Plato meant to confine the sports within the boundaries of reason and of a suitable time of life.
arrangers and the legislators likewise, together with the guardians of the laws, by ordaining what we may have left out. But it is necessary, as we have said, that, as regards all such matters, the legislator should leave out all that are small and numerous; but that those, who become in succession during the year experienced by learning from their use, be arranged and being corrected more yearly, until there shall appear to have been made a sufficient limit to such legal enactments and pursuits. Now the space of ten years will, when applied to all and each, be at the same time moderate and sufficient for an experience in sacrifices and choirs, a legislator, who had arranged, living in common, but coming to his end, let each of the magistrates themselves, bringing before the guardians of the laws, what is omitted in their own office, be corrected, until

1-3 Such is the literal translation of τάττεσθαι καὶ ἵππαρθομενοῦς κυνίν καὶ ἵππαρθουνί, which I cannot understand; nor could I, I suspect, Ficinus; whose version of the whole clause is—"quae magistratus sequentes, usu rerum commonti, quotannis movebunt et corrigent." He has thus avoided not only the objectionable repetition of καὶ ἵππαρθουνί, but the difficulty of taking τάττεσθαι in either a passive or middle sense, and of knowing to what αὐτῶν is to be referred. What Plato really wrote I think I could discover; for though it seems that, contrary to the genius of the language, he has shortly afterwards taken ἵππαρθομενοῦς in an active sense, yet it only seems; for the passage is corrupt.

5 In lieu of ὁρᾶς Ficinus found in his MS. χρόνος. For his version is "donec tempus illud venerit."

2-3 This mention of sacrifices and dances seems very strange to Ast, and justly so; for the question is here about the manner of reforming laws.

4-4 Here again I am completely at a loss in the words ζώντος μὲν τοῦ τάξαντος νομοθέτου κοινῆ; for κοινῆ could not be found thus by itself; and hence probably Ast was led to unite κοινῆ with ἵππαρθομενοῦς, found towards the end of the sentence. Ficinus has, what is more intelligible, "quae quidem per experientiam emendatio, vivente legum latore, communiter cum illo fiat." But τάττεσθαι never does, nor could, signify by itself, "to amend," and least of all in a place where its usual sense, "to arrange" or "order," is seen in the words οὖς ἱστας καὶ ἄρχας ὑπὸ θεῖς αὑτῶς νομοθέτης.

5 I have said just above that ἵππαρθομενοῦς only seems to mean "to correct." The fact is that δ' has dropt out before αὐτάς, and ἵππαρθομενοῦς is to be taken in a passive sense, and to be united to τὸ παραλιπόμενον as its subject; while to avoid the difficulty in κοινῆ, I would suggest that τάξαντος κοινῆ be altered into τάξοντας κοινῆ, and be placed after νοῦς νομοφύλακας: for the sense would be, "while the law-giver is living; but at his decease, through each of the magistrates bringing before the guardians of the laws, who are to arrange the matter in common, what is deficient in their own offices, let it be corrected."
each thing shall appear to have attained the end of having been
done properly. And then, after laying them down as immo-
vable, let them use them in conjunction with the other laws,
which the legislator, who laid them down,\textsuperscript{1} ordained at the
beginning; of which it is becoming\textsuperscript{2} for them to change
voluntarily not a single thing at any time. But should per-
chance any necessity seem to lay hold of them, it is requisite
for all the magistrates and all the people to consult together,
and to go to all the oracles of the gods; (and) should all these
accord, then to disturb (the laws), but by no means otherwise;
but let the person, who prevents (a change), ever be, according
to law, the superior.

\[16.\] Whenever then at whatever period a person amongst
those of five-and-twenty years old believes that he has, after
seeing and being seen\textsuperscript{3} by others, found some one\textsuperscript{4} to his
mind and fitted for a communion in, and procreation of, chil-
dren, let him marry when he is within thirty-five years of age;
but how it is requisite to seek the becoming and fitting, let him
first hear. For it is meet, as Clinias says, to lay down before
each law a prelude relating to it.

Clin. You have very properly reminded us, guest; and
you have seized upon the opportunity of a discourse, that ap-
pears to me to be extremely well-timed.

Athen. You speak well. Let us then say to a person born
of good parents—It is meet, O boy, to contract those mar-
rriages, which appear correct amongst thinking men; who
would advise you neither to avoid a marriage with poor per-
sons, nor to pursue pre-eminently one with the rich; but, if
all the other things are equal, to always honour the inferior,
and to enter into a communion with it. For this\textsuperscript{5} would be

\textsuperscript{1} The Greek is νοῦς (νόμους)—ὁ θεὸς αὑτοῖς νεόμοδηγη—where it is
strange that no critic has yet remarked that νεόμοδηγη is an evident inter-
polation; and that, although αὑτοῖς might end a sentence, Plato probably
wrote here αὐτοῖς.

\textsuperscript{2} Instead of ᾧ ν πρὶς, where the preposition has no meaning, I have
translated as if the Greek were ᾧ ν πρὶς πιτρικεῖ.

\textsuperscript{3} This use of σκόπειν "to see" in a bodily, instead of a mental
sense, is very rare. Compare, however, below, § 18, and xii. p. 963, B
§ 11.

\textsuperscript{4} As in vainly endeavours to defend πρίς πιτρικεῖ applied to a woman, through
not seeing that τιμικεῖ had drop out.

\textsuperscript{5} Ficinus found in his MS. τιμίωρο, not τιμίωρο, as shown by his version,
"id conducit."
advantageous both to the city and the hearths which come together. For the equable and commensurate infinitely surpass the immoderate with respect to virtue. He therefore, who is conscious of being rather headstrong, and carried away more than is fitting towards all kinds of actions, ought to be eager to become the relation of parents of orderly manners: but he, who is naturally of a contrary disposition, ought to proceed to an alliance of a contrary kind. And in every case, let there be one story respecting marriage. For it is meet that each person should be a suitor in a marriage that is beneficial to the state, and not what is the most pleasant to himself. For all are naturally carried to that, which is the most like to themselves; from whence the whole state becomes in an anomalous position as regards wealth and manners; through which those things, that we do not wish to happen to ourselves, happen especially to the majority of states. Now in our system to order by law that the rich are not to marry with the rich, or the party, who has much power, not to do so with another such, but to compel the quicker in their habits to go by a community of marriage to the more slow, and the slower to the quicker, would, in addition to its being ridiculous, excite a feeling of anger with the many. For it is easy to understand that a city ought not to be mixed like a cup, in which the maddened wine, when poured forth, effervesces; but one that, being corrected by another and a sober deity, does, after receiving a beautiful commingling, produce a good and moderate drink. But not one, so to say, is able to clearly see this taking place in the mingling (of the sexes) with respect to children. On this account it is necessary to leave alone things of this kind in a law; and to endea-

1 In lieu of μύθος one would prefer θεσμός, similar to “ratio” in Ficinus.
2 Donaldson in The New Cratylus, p. 370, ed. 1, seems to think that an iambic verse lies hid here—Πόλις διεικν ηρείος ήν εκεραμένη. But he might have elicited without much difficulty some Trochaic tetrameters—ράοιον Ἑν, διεικν ηρείος ἐγεκεραμένοι, τολίν νοεῖν. Οὔ μὲν οἶνος ἐγεκεραμένος ζεῖ, στόμιον ώς μανιας, ἀφρός. Τυπᾶ δὲ θεοῦ νήφοντος εἰ κολάζεται, κοιμώσεις Ἀρμβάνης καλήν, ποιεῖ τε πώμα μέτρον κάγαθον; where I have inserted στόμιον ώς μανιας ἀφρός, remembering the expression in Eurip. Med. 1174, κατὰ στόμα—ἀφρόν, and in Iph. T. 308, στάζου ἀφρόν, both applied to the foam from the mouth of a person in a state of madness, but here to the froth of wine, similar to Champagne.
3 By “the sober deity” was meant water. On this celebrated passage, see Athenæus x. c. 61, and Longinus § 32, quoted by Aet.
vour by charms to persuade each person to set a greater value upon the equality in their children, themselves to themselves, than in the equality of marriages, insatiable of wealth, and by reproaches to turn aside him, who makes riches the object of his pursuit in marriage, but not to compel him by a written law.

[17.] Let these then be the exhortations respecting marriages, and those too, which have been mentioned previous to these, that it is requisite to hold fast to ever-producing nature, by leaving behind children of children, and to deliver them over continually as servants of god in the place of ourselves. All this then, and still more, a person may say respecting marriages, how they ought to take place, and may make use of a prelude correctly. But if any one cannot be persuaded willingly, but keeps himself in the city estranged and without connexion, and remains unmarried for five and thirty years, let him be fined every year, if he possesses property of the largest class, one hundred drachms; if of the second, seventy; if of the third, sixty; but if of the fourth, thirty; and let the fine be sacred to Juno. And let him, who does not pay every year, be made a debtor tenfold; and let the Steward of the goddess exact the fine; and if he does not exact it, let him be the debtor. And let every (Steward) in the passing of his accounts give a statement relating to (debts) of this kind. Let him then, who is unwilling to marry, be thus punished as regards money; and of all honour from juniors let him be deprived: nor let any young man voluntarily obey him in any thing; and, if he attempts to chastise any one, let any one assist and defend the injured person; and let him, who when present does not assist, be pronounced by the law to be both a cowardly and a bad citizen. Concerning the marriage portion we have spoken before; and let it be said again, that equal things are in return for equal

1— Such is the literal translation of the Greek, which I confess I cannot understand; nor could Ast, I suspect; who is content to produce the version of Cornarius—"Ut quisque pluriis faciat liberorum inter se aequalitatem, quam nuptiarum aequalitatem pecuniae inexplicablem—" which to me at least is quite as unintelligible as the Greek. Ficinus has "ut aequalem temperatamque liberorum suorum generationem pluris faciant, quam opulentissime affinitatis aequalitatem."

2 See iv. § 11.

3 For she was the goddess who presided over marriages.

4—6 All the words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.

5—8 Such is the literal version of the Greek; out of which I cannot make
things, by neither the poor receiving nor bestowing through want of money to grow old. For the necessaries of life exist to all of those in this state; and to wives, there will be less of insolence, and to the men who marry for money, (less of) humble and illiberal slavery. And he who is obedient (to this law) will perform one of the things that are beautiful. But let him, who is not obedient, and either gives or receives more than the worth of fifty drachms for the sake of a garment, pay one mina, or three half-minas, or two minae; but let him who has the largest property, pay another such sum to the public treasury; and let whatever has been given or received be held as sacred to Juno and Zeus, and let the Stewards of those deities exact the fine, just as was stated in the case of those who did not marry, that the Stewards of Juno were on each occasion to exact the fine, or each of them to pay it themselves. With respect

any sense, nor could Cornarius, nor Ast, nor Wytenbach; all of whom have suggested emendations, from which nothing is gained, even if we adopt διδάσκειν found in Ald., but not in the MS. Ξ, from which Aldus printed, in lieu of γράφειν. I could have understood the Greek, had it been ὡς ἵνα παντὶ ἐγω ἐσται τῷ μὴ τε λαμβάνειν τι μὴ τε ἐκδίδωσιν τι· διὰ γὰρ χρημάτων ἀποθήκη ἄριστον ὑπὲρ τι διὸς γνώσεως πολὺς πίνητας—in English—"that equal things will be to every one on an equality by neither receiving nor giving aught; for there is no fear of the poor growing old from the want of means"—where λαμβάνειν τι μὴ τε ἐκδίδωσιν τι is due to Cornarius.

1 Ast aply refers to Eurip. Phethon, Fr., of which the sense is,

Who for a dowry has his body sold,
Is, though free-born, still of a wife the slave.

2 Ast alone has objected justly to ἵσθησθος χάριν. But he did not see that Plato probably wrote εἰς θήλεως χάριν—"for the gratification of a female;" although it is true that persons did in former times, as they do now, make presents of parts of a dress to gratify those, whom they were courting, as shown by Aristoph. Plut. 983, where an Old Girl, speaking of her young lover, says,

"Some twenty silver drachmas he would ask
For a cloak, and for a pair of sandals eight."

3 As there were four classes of property, the fines of 1, 1½, 2, and 4 minas belong to them respectively. Hence if we insert δὶ between δ and τὸ μέγαστον, and refer τοσοῦτον ἵσθησθος to the last-mentioned δυναί, there will be no need of adopting Ast's notion, that all the words from ἵσθησθος to μναί are an interpolation; while to meet the objection, that μναί and the other genitives are without regimen, we may elicit ἀφελείας ἀφειλεως from ἀφιλείας ἀφειλεως in one MS.

4 Zeus, like Juno, presided over marriage. See Hesych. Ζέως Ζεώς.

5 The Greek is ἡ παρ' αὐτῶν ἐκάστου τῆς ζημιᾶς ἑκτεινει. Φιλίμωσ.
to the power of betrothal, let the first be in the father, the second in the grandfather, and the third in that of brothers by the same father. But if there be none of these, let the right rest afterwards in a similar manner on the mother's side; but should an unusual misfortune\(^1\) occur, let the nearest of kin have the power together with the guardians. But whatever are the rites before marriage or any other sacred act, relating to things future, present, or past, and fitting to be done, it is requisite to inquire of the interpreters, and for each person to consider that, by obeying them, every thing will take place in moderation in his behalf. \(^{[18]}\) With respect to (nuptial)\(^2\) feasts, it is meet to invite together not more than five male and five female friends; and as many of both sexes of kindred and familiaris; and let the expense be not more than is according to any one's substance; a mina to him of the largest property; to another, the half of that sum; and so to another in succession, according as the value of his property decreases. And it is requisite for all to praise the person who obeys the law; but let the guardians of the law punish the disobedient, as being a person unskilled in what is becoming, and uneducated in the laws relating to marriage songs. To drink, however, to intoxication, is never at any place becoming, except in the festivals of the god who is the giver of wine; nor is it safe for a person seriously occupied about a marriage;\(^3\) at which it is becoming for the bride and bridegroom to be particularly prudent, as making no small change in their life, and at the same time, that the offspring may always be produced as much as possible from prudent parents. For it is nearly uncertain what kind\(^4\) of night or day will in conjunction with a deity whom Taylor follows, has “qui si neglexerint, de suo persolvant”— as if his MS. read ἡ παρ' αὐτῶν τῶν παρέντων ἵπποι θυμητοίς—

\(^1\) Ficinus has “desolation,” as if his MS. read ἐρήμα τῆς— “a desolation by accident.” For ἑρήμα would thus be the remnant of ἐρημία.

\(^2\) The word “nuptial” Taylor took from “nuptiale” in Ficinus, who introduced it to suit the train of thought; for ἐστίασις means “the feast” that takes place at the hearth of any one.

\(^3\) The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus; who probably could not understand οὖν οὖν ἡ— ἵπποι ἑταίραι, nor see that Plato wrote οὖν ἀδικεῖσθαι τῇ ἀκοή τῷ περί— not οὖν ἀδικεῖσθαι οὖν οὖν ἡ ἐπίθετα. For the sense would thus be, as it should, “nor is shamelessness a safe thing for the person seriously occupied about a marriage.”

\(^4\) I cannot understand ὁμοῖα applied to the night or day. I could have understood ὁμοῖοι applied to the offspring.
produce. And moreover it is meet for the work of pro-
creation to take place, not when bodies are relaxed by drink-
ing, but for what is born to stand together compact, not wan-
dering and quiet in fate. But he, who is filled with wine, is
carried along every where, and carries (others) along, mad-
dened both in body and soul. Hence he, who is drunk, is
at the same time beside himself, and bad to sow seed; so
that it is probable he would beget offspring anomalous, and not
trustworthy, and with a habit of body and mind not straight-
forward. Hence, it is requisite through the whole year, and
life more, but mostly during the time of procreation, to be
careful, and not to do willingly such things as produce dis-
ease, or such as are close upon conduct riotous or unjust.
For it must needs be, that what is squeezed out into the souls
and bodies of what is being born, should be moulded into a
form, and produce things in every respect inferior. But pre-
eminently is it requisite to abstain from what is related to
such things on that day and night. For the principle and
deity seated in man preserves all things, if it obtains the
honour, suited to it, from those, who make use of it. And it
is requisite for the bridegroom to consider that one of the
two dwellings assigned by lot is for the procreation and
bringing up of, as it were, fledgelings; and that, separated

1—1 Such is the literal version of the Greek; which Cornarius could
not understand, nor can I; although it would be not difficult to carry out
the correction first proposed by that scholar, and to restore what Plato
wrote.

2 The syntax, as regards φισει, and the antithesis, as regards αυτός,
show that ἄλλους has dropped out between φισει and λυτταν—
3—3 Ficinus has "tanquam mente captus—" as if his MS. read ἐτε πα-
ράφορος ὕν, κακῶς—not παράφορος ἄμα και—
4 In lieu of οὔδε εὐθύνορον ἥθες οὔδε σώμα, Plato wrote, I suspect,
οὔδε εὐθύν ἥθος οὔδε σώμα εὐτορον—

5—5 Ficinus has, what is far more intelligible, "per totam quidem
vitam—abstinebit quisque," thus avoiding all the difficulty in the Greek,
μᾶλλον μὲν δλον τόν ἐμπαρτὸν καὶ βίον—εὐλαβεῖσθαι: where ἐμπαρτὸν
καὶ βίον are thus strangely united, instead of being thus written, δλον
τόν ἐμπαρτὸν μᾶλλον δε καὶ βίον, to say nothing of εὐλαβεῖσθαι standing
alone. What the train of thought evidently requires is something to this
effect, συν φαινών μὲν δλον τόν βίον ἁμιανων χρή—
6 By "deity" Taylor understands "the intellect." Plato wrote, I
suspect, not καὶ θεός, but κατά θεόν—Ast suggests ὡς θεός, "as a god."
7—7 By "the two dwellings" Ast says we are to understand those men-
tioned in § 14, as being one near to and the other distant from, the city.
from his father and mother, he is to make his marriage there, and have it as his own residence and the nurture-place of his children. For where in friendships there exists a feeling of desire, it glues together and binds all habits; but where intercourse becomes satiated, and has no retaining power, it causes the desire, that existed for a time for each other, to glide away through excess of repletion. On which account it is meet for husbands to give up to mother, and father, and the relations of the wife their own dwellings, as if they were departing for a colony, and to live observing at the same time and observed, while begetting and rearing children, and handing in succession from some to others life, like a torch, and ever paying, according to law, worship to the gods.

[19.] *(We must consider)* after this by having what possessions would a person keep his substance in the most careful order. The majority indeed it is not difficult to imagine or possess; but in the case of domestic servants there is a difficulty on every side. Now the reason for this we can assign in a certain manner not correctly, and again in a certain manner correctly; for we consider what is said respecting slaves to be contrary, and yet according to, the use of them.

*Megil.* How can we say this? For we do not, O guest, understand at all what you are asserting at present.

---

1 This mention of "friendships" seems very strange here; as if friendships could exist where there is no feeling of desire. One would expect rather ἰφλίας. For Plato seems to have had in his mind a dramatic pentastich, Ἠμεταίρας ἰφλίας τίς ἀν γ’ ἐν τόθος. Καλλά τε καὶ συνδέεται τὰ πάντα ἡθνόμον. Ξυνονεία δὲ κατακορφής αὐ̂ τὸν πόθου. Διὰ χρόνων ὡς ἵσονον, ἀν ἀλλήλων πάλιν Ἐπούς αὐ̂ ποίησιν ἐπερδολαίς:

2-3 I confess I hardly understand these words; nor could, I think, Ficinus; whose version is "ac vicissim, se ipsos respicientes." I could have understood ἐπισκοπούντας τε πολλά καὶ ἐπισκοπούντας, "throwing a darkness over many things, and being in the dark themselves;" where πολλά is still seen in ἀλλα, read in one MS. for ἀμα.

3 From this allusion to the game at Athens, called Ἀμπαδήφρια, where persons carried lighted torches, and, while running, handed them from one to another, Lucretius is supposed to have borrowed the idea in his well-known verses—"Inque brevi spatio mutantur secla animantium, Et, quasi curseros, vitat lampada tradunt."

4-5 Ficinus alone has "Considerandum est," to supply the necessary connexion. Perhaps Plato wrote Κτήματα δὲ δεῖ τὸ μετὰ τούτῳ εἰπέν τοῖς—not Κτήματα δὲ τὸ μετὰ τούτῳ ποία—

5 The Greek is πῶς ὡς τῷ τούτῳ λέγομεν. But as ὡς has no meaning here, we must read, πῶς ὡς ὧν τούτῳ λέγομεν—
Athen. And very reasonably so, Megillus. For the Helot state amongst the Lacedemonians would give rise to the greatest doubt and contention to nearly all the Greeks, to some as being well introduced, but to others, not; but a less contention would the enslaving of the Marianduni by the Heralceotes furnish, and the clan of the Penestae under the dominion of the Thessalians. Looking to which and every thing of that kind, what ought we to do with respect to the possession of servants? a subject, that I happened to pass by in my discourse, when I was speaking; and as you have very properly asked me, what I meant, (I say) it is this. We know, that we should all assert, that it is requisite to possess slaves of the kindest and best dispositions. For many slaves, by conducting themselves with respect to all virtue better towards some persons than brothers and sons, have preserved their masters, and their possessions and the whole of their dwellings; for we surely know that these things have been said of slaves.

Megil. How not?

Athen. And is not the contrary likewise (said), that, as there is nothing healthy in the soul of a slave, it behoves a person, who possesses any intellect, never to trust at all to that race. The wisest too of poets has given this opinion, when speaking of Zeus, he says, (Od. xvii. 332,)  

"Half of their minds wise-seen Jove has ta'en
From men, whose doom has slavery’s day brought on."

Since then each person has got such notions in his mind, some place no confidence at all in the race of slaves, but with goads and whips, not thrice alone, but often, cause the souls of their domestics, as if they had the nature of wild beasts, to become slavish; but others on the other hand do what is quite the contrary.

Megil. How not?

1—1 Such is the interpretation of this passage given by Ruhnken on Timæus, p. 215. But to get at it we must transpose some words, despite the fact that the common order is found in Athenæus, vi. p. 264, E., and read έλκάττος δι’ τε τού Ἰππών Ηρακλεωτών δούλεια τῶν Μαριανδύνων ἵππων ἄν ἱκοι, το τε ἐπ’ τῆς καταδουλώσεως Θεταλῶν τὸ Πενεστικόν ἰδνος. For whatever Ast may say, δούλεια, “slavery,” never does nor could mean “mastery;” and least of all in a place where καταδουλώσεις has the same meaning. With regard to the double insertion of ἐπ’, the preposition could not be omitted without destroying the perspicuity of the whole account.

2—2 I have with Stalbaum adopted the arrangement of the speeches suggested by Ast.
Clin. How must we act, since persons thus differ, in the case of our land, touching the possession, and at the same time the punishment of slaves.

Athen. How, Clinias, is it not evident that, since man is an animal ill-tempered, he is by no means willing to be easily got under hand for the purpose of a compulsory definition, namely, to define in reality a slave, [a free-man], and a master?

Clin. So indeed he appears to be a thing difficult to have and hold.

Athen. (True.) For it has been often proved by facts in the case of the frequent revolts of the Messenians, that have been wont to occur, and of the cities of those, who possess many servants, speaking one language, how many mischiefs happen; and further still, (by) the doings and sufferings of all kinds of the thieves, called "Prædones," who exist round Italy. By looking to all of which a person would doubt what he ought to do in all matters of this kind. Two methods then alone are left, namely, for those, who are to act rather easily as slaves, to be not of the same country with each other, and, as much as possible, not of the same language; but to bring them up correctly, and to hold them in honour, not only for their sakes, but much more for the sake of themselves. Now the proper

1 The Greek is Ti δ', ὁ Κλαυδία; δῆλον ὡς—I have translated, as if the Greek were Ti δ' οὗ, Κλαυδία, δῆλον, ὡς—

2 Instead of ἐχρηστον ὥθελεν εἶναι τί καὶ γίγνεσθαι; Φαίνεται ὁ καλλιπότεν δὴ τὸ κτῆμα—where ἐχρηστον is scarcely intelligible, and καὶ γίγνεσθαι superfluous after εἶναι, I have translated, as if the Greek were ἐχρηστον ὥθελεν εἶναι. Οὕτω γὰρ γίγνεσθαι φαίνεται, καλλιπότεν δὴ τὸ κτῆμα—where Ast would, I think, be pleased with ἐχρηστον, for it suits better with the sense, "tractable," which he has given to ἐχρηστον. Stobæus, however, in ix. p. 385, acknowledges the common reading.

3 As the question is between δοῦλος and δοῦλος, this introduction of ἕλεθρος seems to be rather irrelevant.

4 To preserve the syntax we must suppose that either πεῖλ or διὰ has dropped out between ἔτι and τά—Ast would supply δείκνυαι, to be got out of ἐπιδείκται.

5 In the strange word πετρίδων, explained by the Schol. πετριδῶν, evidently lies hid the Latin "praedonum," written in Greek πραδόνων; and hence for κλοπῶν we must read κλόης, an explanation of πραείδων. Ast indeed says that by κλόης ἐργα are meant "thefts." But ἐργα could be thus united only to persons, not to things. Cousin observes that "ἀγομίνων indique que l'épithète πετρίδων était passée en surnom à des esclaves fugitifs, qui, à ce qu'il paraît, infestaien alor l'Italie sur terre ou sur mer."

6— The Greek is τρίφειν δὲ αὐτοῦ ὀρθῶς, μὴ ῥόνου ἔκτινων ἔνεκα, πλιν.
education of such persons is in not behaving insolently towards domestics, but in acting less unjustly towards them, if possible, than towards one's equals. For he is quite clearly a person reverencing justice naturally and not fictitiously, who truly hates what is unjust as regards those human beings, amongst whom it is easy for him to do a wrong. He then, who is with respect to the habits and doings of slaves undefiled by an unjust and unholy manner, will be the most competent to sow what is suited for the springing up of virtue. The very same thing one may correctly assert, when speaking at the same time of a despot and a tyrant, and of any person exercising authority of any kind over a party weaker than himself. It is however necessary to punish slaves, and not to make them conceited by admonishing them, as if they were free-men; and the address to a slave ought to be entirely (or) nearly a command; nor should persons ever in any respect jest with them, whether males or females—acts which many persons do very foolishly towards their slaves—and by making them conceited, render it more difficult during life for their slaves to be governed, and for themselves to govern.

Clin. You speak correctly.

Athen. When then a person has become furnished with domestics to the best of his power, as regards their number and fitness to assist in each employment, is it not requisite after this to describe the dwellings?

Clin. Entirely so.

[20.] Athen. And of the entire, so to say, house-building, it appears we ought, as regards a new city and one never before inhabited, to have a care, in what manner each, as respects the temples and walls, ought to be. The buildings ought in ἐν αὐτῶν προτιμῶντας: where αὐτῶν and ἐκείνων are improperly applied to the same persons, whatever Heindorf and Ast may say to the contrary, and there is nothing to which αὐτῶν and προτιμῶντας can be referred. Opportunity then has Ficinus “educenturque recte, non solum, ipsorum gratia, sed dominorum multo magis,” adopted to the letter by Taylor, although no notice is taken of the omission of προτιμῶντας. Plato wrote, I suspect, τρέφειν ἐν διεσπότας τοῖς τοιαύτους ὀρθῶς—“but for masters to bring up such kind of persons correctly”—

1 By the aid of “manner” in Taylor's translation, I have been led to suggest τρόπον for πιεί, which is scarcely intelligible.
2 I have translated as if τὰ had dropped out between σπαράω and εἶς—
3 Ast was the first to restore from Athenæus δίι for δῖι—
4 To this doctrine Aristotle objects in Polit. i. 8.
5 The Greek is γὰμαι ὧν ἐμπροσθεν ταῦτα. But Ficinus has
deed, Clinias, to precede the marriages. But now, since it exists only in word, it is all very well for matters to stand as they do at present. When however it shall exist in reality, we will, if god wills, make these (the walls) before the marriages, and then put those things, that are requisite, \(^1\) to a finish after all matters of this kind. But at present let us go through in a few words some model merely.

**Clin.** Entirely so.

**Athen.** The temples, then, it is necessary to build around all the market-place, and about the whole city in a circle upon elevated spots, for the sake of defence and purity. \(^3\) And hard by them the dwellings of the rulers, and the courts of justice; \(^3\) in which, as being most holy, they shall inflict and undergo punishments; \(^4\) partly, as being about holy matters, and partly, \(^5\) the seats established of such kind of gods; \(^5\) and in these \(^6\) courts of

"que sane nuptias praeecedere debabant," as if his MS. read, γάμων ἄν δίων ἄν ἐπιστοσθήν εἶναι ταύτα—

\(^1\) To defend the hyperbaton in ἡδὲ τότε, Ast refers to Theaetet, p. 165, E. § 59, ἡδὲ ἄν τότε διόταν. But there the three oldest MSS. read γε: while here it is easy to read, as I have translated, & δεῖ, τότε—On the impropiety of ἡδὲ τότε see at Phileb. § 18, n. 64.

\(^2\) So Arist. in Polit. vii. 12, says, Ἀγοράν δεῖ καθαρὰν εἶναι τῶν ἡγίων πάνω.

\(^3\) I have translated as if the Greek were δικαστήρια, not δικαστηρίων, which Ast vainly endeavours to explain.

\(^4\) From this it would seem that the rulers were to undergo their punishments, when convicted of any crime, in the very courts of law where they had presided. Cicinus indeed renders τὰς δίκας—λιπόντατι τε καὶ δύσοντι, "justam et acerpitent et ferent sententiam." But such is never the meaning of δίκην διδονάι. And should it be said that δίκας means here "lawsuits," it may be replied that δικας λαμβάνειν is not elsewhere found united in any legal sense. I suspect that Plato wrote τούτος εἰς τὰς δίκας ὀρκεσ—λιπόνται καὶ δύσονται, i. e. "they shall receive and tender the oaths relating to lawsuits." For not only has Pollux in iv. 30, ὀρκος—δοῦναι καὶ λαβεῖν, but the phrase is found in Eurip. Suppl. 1187, Πρόκειται λάβην ὀρκον. 1231, Ὑφει ἔστων τοί δ' ἀνερί πολέω τε, Instead however of λαμβάνειν, Plato uses its synonyme, ἐκείναν τε ὀρκον παρ' ἀλλήλων—καὶ διδονακυρίους, in Legg. xii. p. 949, B.

\(^5\) Such is the literal version of the Greek, τὰ δὲ καὶ τοιοῦτον θεῶν ἱδρυμάτα, which Ast would explain by saying that τοιοῦτον is to be referred to ὀσιον—as if the gods were ever called ὀσιοι—and by supplying ὄντα after ἱδρυμάτα, and thus considering τὰ μὲν—ἱδρυμάτα as an absolute sentence. Cicinus has "partim quidem tanquam de rebus sacris judicaturi, partim vero tanquam judicantium deorum ibi sint delubra," which is evidently an attempt to make something like sense out of words he could not understand literally.

\(^6\) The words δικαστήρια ἐν οἷς have been evidently repeated by some
justice, in which there shall be fitting suits relating to murders and whatever crimes are worthy of death. With respect to the walls, Megillus, I would agree with Sparta, to let them lie sleeping on the earth, and not raise them up on this account. For well is hymned that poetical saying respecting them, that “walls ought to be of brass and iron, rather than made of earth.” But our plan, in addition to this, of sending young men every year into the country to dig out the earth and make trenches, and by means of buildings to keep off the enemy, as if forsooth not suffering them to put their foot on the boundaries of the land, would justly pay the forfeit of very great ridicule. For we throw round a wall, which in the first place by no means contributes to the health of the citizens; and moreover it is wont to produce a cowardly habit in the souls of the inhabitants, by inviting them to fly to it, and not to repel the enemy, nor to find their safety in some persons in the city ever guarding it both night and day, but to fancy that, while they are hedged in with walls and gates and asleep, they will in reality possess the means of safety, as if they were born not to labour, nor knew that an easy life is the result of labour; but that, as I conceive, from a disgraceful inactivity and easy temper labours naturally result again. But if there is any need to men of walls, it must needs be that the buildings of private dwellings be so laid down from the commencement, that the whole city may be one wall through the equality and similarity of all the dwellings, possessing, as regards the roads, a good fortified position; and by the city having thus the form of one house, it would be not unpleasant to look upon;

fault of transcription, which both here and just before only a better MS. than any hitherto collated will enable us to correct.

1 On this celebrated passage relating to Sparta being without walls see Longinus § 4, and Aristotle in Polit. vii. 11, who ridicules the notion as being antiquated and silly.

2 The words ῥῶντες εἶναι are omitted by Ficinus. Ast attempts to explain them in a way, I confess, I cannot understand.

3 By walls of brass and iron were meant the bodies of men clothed in armour.

4—4 All the words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.

5 Ficinus justly omits οἷμαι—unless δὲ γε οἷμαι τῆς conceal δ’ αὖ κα’ γαμίταις, so that καὶ γαμίταις αἰσχρὰς may mean “disgraceful even for married persons.”

6 Ast would reject καὶ ῥηθυμίας as a gl. for ῥηστώνης.
and it would be in every respect pre-eminently adapted to the
case of its guards, and the safety of the garrison. To these
points it should be particularly incumbent on those, who are to
dwell in it, to direct their care, until those at the commencement
are built up, and that the City-Stewards should look to it,
and compel the party, who pays no attention, by imposing a
fine; and they ought to have a care with respect to the purity
of every thing in the city; and that no private person seizes
upon any public property, either by buildings or diggings;
and moreover it is requisite to take care that the waters from
Zeus (i.e. rain water) may run off easily; and that every part,
both within and without the city, may be fit for dwelling in.
And let the guardians of the laws, knowing all this by expe-
rience, lay down additional laws on all these points, and on such
others as the law may from its want of power have omitted.
But since both these matters and the buildings about the market-
place, and the particulars relating to the gymnasia, (have been
gone through,) and the schools, that have been prepared, and
the theatres too, are waiting for scholars and spectators, let us
now proceed to what is consequent upon marriages, and keep
close to the business of legislation next in order.

Clin. By all means.

Athen. Let then marriages be considered, Clinias, by us
to exist. But the mode of living prior to child-getting should
subsist for not less than a year after this; but in what

1 After γυμνόσα καί are found the Greek words πάντα δόσα, which, I
confess, I cannot understand; and in one MS. πάντα τάλα δόσα, which
is not more intelligible. I could have understood καί πάντατά τ' ἀνά καί
δόσα, i.e. "and all matters of a human and holy kind." Ficinus has
what, I suspect, he conceived the sense required, rather than what he
found in his MS.—"et gymnasiam et theatram spectantium, et docentium
discensiumque domicilia disposita sunt."—Ast too evidently found some
difficulty here; but his method of meeting it is by no means satisfactory.

2 I have added the words between the lunes to supply what I conceive
to have been lost.

3-3 Ficinus—"De nuptis igitur ita, ut diximus, O Clinia, res se habebat."

4-4 Although the formula τó μετά τούτο is frequently found, and is
elsewhere perfectly intelligible, yet here I must leave for others to see
its beauty. Ficinus has "vivendi regula, quae—praeceedit—sequitur," as
if his MS. read διαίπερ δὲ, ἢ—γίγνοιτ' ἀν, ἐπεὶ τῇ μετά τούτο— Plato
wrote, I suspect, διαίπερ δὲ, ἢ—γίγνοιτ' ἀν, τὸ μετά τούτο ἀκουστίον—or
something similar.
nanner it is requisite for a bride and bridegroom to live in a city, which is about to be pre-eminent above the majority of cities—a point which is close upon what has been mentioned already—is a thing not the most easy of all to state. But hough not a few of what have gone before are of such a kind, his will be still more difficult than all of those for the many to ake in. Nevertheless, Clinias, that which appears to be right and true must be mentioned.

Clin. By all means.

[21.] Athen. He then, who thinks to promulgate laws for states, as to what manner citizens should live and perform their public and common duties, but of their private concerns such as necessity does not bind down ought to be let loose, and that there should be a license for each person to live as they please each day, and no need for every thing to take place by an order, and [thinks] that by leaving private matters not regulated by law, persons will be willing, as regards public and common concerns, to live according to law, (he) does not think correctly. Now on what account has this been asserted? On this; that we shall lay down that the bridegrooms ought neither pre-eminently more nor less, than during the time previous to marriage, to have their living at the com-

1— I do not remember to have met with a phrase similar to διαφερούσος ἵσομιν. The verb substantive is united to a participle, as shown by Porson on Hec. 1159, and Paley on Ἀσκ. Suppl. 464, τὴν δὲ γνωρεισίς, who refers to Εδ. C. 316, Εδ. T. 1146, Αντιγ. 1067, and Plato Itpolog. πεπονθεκές ἵσομαι, Χεκοφ. Κ. Α. κατακατανόντες ἱσοδή: and the participle ὁδόν is found with κειμόντες κινόμενοις in Aristoph. Βαρπ. 20, but not the future, as here, with the present.

2— The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus and Taylor.

4— The Greek is αὐτοῦς— But the preceding πόλει requires ἄστρον— κοινεστός, understood in πόλεις.

4— The text is τῶν δὲ λιῶν δον ἀνάγκη μηδὲ οἶτερα δεῖν: where he genitive is without regimen, and οἶτερα repeated unnecessarily after the preceding διανοιαί: to say nothing of the negative μη, which ought to recede, not follow, ἀναγκη, unless the verb be introduced, as in Phedon, 64, E., καθόσον μη πολλή ἀνάγκη (ὑ) μετέχειν αὐτῶν. To meet all the difficulties, I have translated as if the Greek were τῶν δὲ λιῶν, δο’ ἀν νάγκη μη διή, ἀνερδα δεῖν εἶναι, where there would be a play in διή, bind,” and ἀνερδα δεῖν εἶναι, “ought to be let loose.”

5 The verb ἱγεῖται, like οἶτερα just before, could not be thus foisted in etween διανοιαί at the beginning and end of the sentence. In ἱγεῖται ἀ’ γε lies hid κατά γε τὰ— For the preposition could not be omitted.

6 The antithesis in μηδὲ ἧττον requires here μᾶλλον, not ἥμιν—μηδὲν—
mon tables. Now this was a wonderful thing when it took place at first in your country through some war, as it seems, or some other circumstance possessing the same power, establishing it legally over you, when hampered during a paucity of people by a great want of means. But after you had tasted these common tables, and been compelled by necessity to make use of them, the law was deemed to conduce very greatly to your preservation; and in some such manner as this, the employment of common tables was established amongst you.

Clin. So it appears.

Athen. What I mentioned as being at that time a thing wonderful and fearful for some to enjoined, it would not be now equally difficult for the person enjoining it to establish by law. But that which follows this, namely, that the thing naturally existing would exist in a proper manner, but not existing at all at present, it would want but little to cause the legislator, as the saying of persons in jest is, to card wool for the fire, and to do by labouring in vain an infinity of things of this kind, it is not easy to mention, nor, after mentioning, to accomplish.

Clin. What is this, guest, which you appear, although attempting to mention, so vehemently to shrink from?

Athen. You shall hear, in order that there may be no longer needlessly a waste of time about it. For every thing, that in a state partakes of order and law, produces every good; but of things that are without order, or ordered badly, the majority

---

1 I have adopted Λατ's Ἰυ for Ἰν—
2 I have inserted Ἰη, required for the sense. It was lost through Ἰν—
3—4 The Greek is μίγα διαφέρειν. Plato wrote, ἵμπηστα ἢ διαφέρειν, as I have translated. For the phrase is rather διαφέρειν εἰς τι than διαφέρειν εἰς τι: and, while ἢ η and δια are constantly thus interchanged, ἢ is perpetually united to a superlative, as I have shown in my Peppe's Prolegom. p. 309.
4 In lieu of τότε the sense requires τότε. Ficinus probably found in his MS. πρώτον. For his version is "Mirum igitur id fuit, imperantique primo ardum."
5—6 The sense and syntax require ὅληγον ἑσω, ποιεῖν in lieu of ὅληγος τε ποιεῖν—
6—7 As wool is carded generally for the loom, to card it for the fire is in fact to do so for no useful purpose.
7 I have adopted Λατ's ποιοῦντα for ποιοῦντα, who aptly compares ἄνῆμπτα—ποιεῖν in Rep. vi. 2, p. 486, D.
8—9 The words between the numerals are found in the version of Ficinus, at the commencement of the sentence, after "that which follows this—"
loosens some of the well ordered, and destroys others: ¹ which has₂ just now happened touching the matter under discussion. For in the case of your countrymen, Clinias and Megillus, the common tables relating to the men have been instituted in both a beautiful, and, as I have said, wonderful manner, from a certain divine necessity; but those relating to the women have been by no means correctly left unregulated by law; nor has the arrangement of their common tables been brought to light. But though ³ the female sex is really ⁴ rather more given to secrecy and stealth, on account of its weakness, than we men are, yet it is not properly dismissed, as being difficult to regulate in consequence of the legislator conceding this point. For, through this being neglected, many things have in your state glided by, which would have been far better than they at present are, had they met with laws. For the want of regulations ⁵ relating to women, is not, as it would seem, when disregarded, merely the half (of human concerns); ⁶ but, by how much the nature of women is worse than that of men, as regards virtue, by so much does it differ in being more than the double (as regards vice). ⁷ This therefore to take up again and to correct, and to arrange all pursuits in common for women and men, is better for the happiness of the state. But at present mankind is so led on in a manner by no means fortunate for this purpose, that it is the part of a person with mind not even to mention it in some other places and

¹—¹ The Greek is λοιπον πολλα των ευ τεσσαρεων αλλα άπα, which I cannot understand; nor could Ficinus, who, in his version "quae bene sunt ordinata, confundunt—" omits αλλα άπα, in which the chief difficulty lies; while Ast’s attempt to explain these words proves that he too was at a loss. I have translated as if the Greek were πολλα λοιπον των ευ τεσσαρεων των αλλων άπα. For there would be thus a play on λοιπον and αλλως.

² The Greek is ου δη και νυν ιφοστηκε περι, where Ast says that ου is governed by περι. But the preposition could not be thus separated from its case. I have therefore adopted δ, from "quod" in Ficinus.

³ Although Bekker has adopted Ast’s αλλα δ, I confess I cannot understand it. The sense evidently requires, as I have translated, αλλα, ei—

⁴ Ast would read αλλως for αλλως, not remembering that αλλως means "really," as shown by Ruhnken on Timæus, p. 199.

⁵ I have adopted with Ast άκοσμητως in lieu of άκοσμητως, similar to "res—inordinata" in Ficinus.

⁶ Ficinus alone has "humanarum rerum," as if his MS. read των όρεων, i. e. των ἀνθρωπεων, after μόνον.

⁷ I have supplied what the antithesis requires for the sense.
states, where it has been voted that common tables shall not exist at all in a city. How then shall any one without being laughed at attempt in reality to compel women to make their consumption of meat and drink a conspicuous spectacle? For there is nothing which that sex would with more difficulty endure than this. For being accustomed to live in retirement and obscurity it will, when brought by force into the light, make every possible resistance, and greatly overpower the legislator. This sex then, as I have said, would not elsewhere endure a reason urged even correctly, without making every kind of outcry; but in this state perhaps they would. If then it is agreeable to you, for the sake of conversation, that our reasoning, as regards every kind of polity, should not be imperfect, I am desirous of telling you, how good and becoming a thing this is; if, as I said, it seems good to you to hear; but if not, to leave it alone.

Clin. But, O guest, it does seem by all means wonderfully good for us to hear.

[22.] Athen. Let us then hear it. But do not wonder, if I appear to you to make an attempt from some source far back. For we are now in the enjoyment of leisure, and there is nothing pressing us so as to prevent our seeing on every side and in every way what relates to the laws.

Clin. You have spoken correctly.

Athen. Let us then return to what was stated at first. For it is proper for every person to correctly understand so much as this, that the generation of men either never had any beginning at all, nor ever will have an end, but always was and always will be, or that the length of time from which its

1 I have adopted δεδοκας, suggested by Stephens, in lieu of δέδοκις, and confirmed not only by Plato in Rep. ix. p. 579, B., but by a MS. subsequently collated.

2 In lieu of ἄμυχης, Ficinus, as shown by his version "manca," found in his MS. ἄστοξ, as remarked by Faecke and adopted by Ast. Stalbaum prefers ἄμυχης. But λόγος ἄμυχης is not, I believe, found elsewhere in Greek.

3—4 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has "si rem altius repetere visus fuero." If then he is to be depended upon, he must have found something in his MS. very different to what is read in other MS's.

The Greek is ἡ μήκος τι τῆς ἀρχῆς ἀπολλονίας ἀνεγόντων ἃς ἄρρονν ὀς ἀγονίς τὸν ἄποι. I have translated as if it were originally —ἡ μήκος τι, ἀπολλονίας ἀρχῆς ἀγονίας, ἀγονίας ἀν ἄρρονν, ὀς ἀγονίας ἄρρονν ἂς ἄρρονν. and ἀγονίας ἄρρονν ἂς ἄρρονν, ὀς ἀγονίας ἄρρονν ἂς ἄρρονν, ὀς ἀγονίας ἄρρονν ἂς ἄρρονν; where ἄρρονν is due to Ast; who, with Stalbaum, gave up the correction of the passage as hopeless; for they did not per-
beginning took place, is so measureless, that even Time would not know it.4

Clin. How not?

Athen. What then, do we not think that there have been the establishment and subversion of cities, and all sorts of pursuits relating to order and disorder, and the use1 of drink and food, (and) the desires of all kinds of those, mad in the affairs of love, and through all the earth, and all varieties in the alterations of seasons, in which it is likely that animals have undergone very many changes?

Clin. How not?

Athen. What then? Do we believe that vines appeared somehow, not having existed previously; and in a similar manner olives, and the gifts of Demeter and her virgin daughter; and that a certain Triptolemus was the minister of such powers; and do we not think that during the time, in which these did not exist, animals turned to devouring each other, as they do now?

Clin. How not?

Athen. But we see the custom remaining even now in many places of men sacrificing each other;2 and we hear,

ceive that Plato had here probably played upon Ἀρέστεα, as he has on Ἀρδεία in Lach. § 23, ἵνα μὴ ἡμῶν αὐτή ἡ Ἀρδεία καταγελάσῃ, ὅτι οὐκ Ἀρδείας αὐτήν ἐπιτούνειν: and on Μῶμος in Rep. vi. p. 487, Λ., οὖδ' ἄν ὁ Μῶμος τῷ γε τουούτον μέμφασιο: where he probably wrote μομήσαιο, as shown by the imitation of Aristocrates in i. 1, οὖδ' ἄν ὁ Μῶμος—μομήσαιο: and of an unknown writer in Suidas, Μῶμος—ὡσει μηδ' ἄν τον Μῶμον αὐτὸν ἐπιμήσασθαι: to which may be added Strato in Athenaeus ix. p. 383, τὸν δ' οὐκ ἄν ταχός Ἐπισεον ἡ Πειθω. Lucian in Hist. Conscir. § 38, τά μὲν πραξάντα ὁδεις Κλωβό ἄν ἐτί ἀνακλώσειν: and the passages quoted by Porson on Hec. 779, τίς οὖν ὄνομα τευτωνίς ἐνο γνωρεῖς: οὐκ ἔστειν εἰ μὴ τὴν Τύχην αὐτὴν λέγεις: who might have added from Plautus in Captiv., “Neque jam servare Salus, si vult, me potest, nec copia est;” and from Mostellar., “Nec salus nobis Saluti jam esse, si cupiat, potest.”

1 In lieu of βρῶσεως, which Ast considers an interpolation, Orelli suggested, with the approbation of Stalbaum, ἀφροδισίων, referring to the expression shortly afterwards—βρῶσιν μὲν ἕλγομεν—καὶ πόσιν καὶ ἀφροδισίων—διαπτοίησον. From whence I suspect that Plato wrote here ἰπθυμίμηματα τὲ παντοταῦτα τῶν δι ἀφροδισία πτωκύντων: while in βρῶσεως evidently lies hid χρήσεως, as shown by “cibi potique—usus” in Ficinus; and so I have translated. Subsequently Orelli proposed ἀβρότητος.

2 By the human sacrifices, to which Plato alludes as existing in his time, are perhaps meant those, that took place at Carthage, of which country the Athenians had begun to know so much, through their connexion with Sicily and their attack upon Syracuse, as to enable Aris-
on the contrary, that in others we did not dare to taste the flesh even of oxen, and that the sacrifices to the gods were not animals, but cakes moistened with honey, and fruits, and other innocent offerings of a similar kind; and that we entirely abstained from flesh, as it was unholy to eat it, and to defile the altars of the gods with blood; and that there existed, what is called the Orphic life amongst persons of that period, keeping fast to all things without life, but abstaining on the contrary from all that had life.

Clin. What you say is greatly bruited abroad, and is very easy to be believed.

Athen. But for what purpose, some one may say, has all this been mentioned now?

Clin. You very correctly understand, O guest, the matter. Athen. I shall endeavour therefore, Clinias, to state, if I can, what follows in order upon this.

Clin. Speak then.

Athen. I perceive that all things in the case of man hang from a threefold want and desire; through which virtue results to them, if they are properly led, but the contrary, if improperly. These are, immediately on being born, eating and drinking, for which every animal having an innate love, is full of a mad feeling, and a disinclination to hearken to him, who says that one must do something else than, by satisfying the pleasures and desires connected with such things, to be

totally shortly afterwards to give an account of the political constitution of that city.

1 The Greek is πιλανοί δὲ καὶ μίλων καρποὶ διδενίμοι. But as we read no where else of fruits being moistened with honey, I have translated as if the words were—Πιλανοί δὲ μίλων διδενίμοι καὶ καρποί—remembering the words of Horace in Epist. i. 10, 10, "Panegyric on mellitus potiore placentis." According to Pausanias viii. 2, the custom, first introduced by Cecrops, of offering cakes, called πιλανοί, to Zeus the Highest, had been preserved even to his day.

2 In lieu of θύματα, which means sacrifices by fire, Orelli proposed to read θυμα, from Timæus. But ἄγναθ θύματα is found Pollux i. 26, on which I have written something in Poppo's Prolegom. p. 176, and more in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature, vol. ii. p. 81, 2nd series; and I could now add not a little to supply what C. F. Hermann has omitted in Schneidewin's Philologus, T. ii. p. 1—11.

ever\textsuperscript{1} freeing oneself from all pain. But a third, and the
greatest want, and a desire the most acute, comes rushing on
the last, and causes men to be the most inflamed with
all kinds\textsuperscript{2} of madness, (I mean) that which is on fire with
the very great\textsuperscript{3} sexual passion for propagating the species.
These three diseases it is meet to turn\textsuperscript{4} from what is called the
most pleasant\textsuperscript{5} to the best,\textsuperscript{4} and to endeavour to keep them
down by the three greatest (bonds), fear, and law, and truth-
ful reasoning; and by making use moreover of the Muses, and
the gods who preside over contests,\textsuperscript{6} to extinguish their in-
crease and influx. \textsuperscript{7}But after marriages let us place the pro-
creation of children, and after procreation their nurture and
instruction. And by our discourse proceeding in this man-
ner, each law will perhaps advance onwards to (our doctrine of)
common tables; when, after arriving at communities of
this kind, we shall perhaps see better\textsuperscript{8} by approaching nearer
to them, whether they ought to exist of women likewise, or
of men alone; and by putting into order the institutions an-
tecedent to these, which are at present not laid down by law,
we will consider them previously; and, as has been just now
said, we shall see them more accurately, and lay down laws
more suited to them and becoming.\textsuperscript{7}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1} The Greek is \textit{dei deiv}, where Ast conceives that \textit{AEIN} is only the rep-
etition of \textit{AEI}, or else that it has been interpolated from the preceding
\textit{deiv}. Perhaps the words \textit{apoploponeta,} \textit{olia lèkous, tīs ἀπαστίας}
deanōn lie hid in \textit{anoploponetai} (so one MS.) \textit{lūphs tīs ἀπαστίας dei}
deiv—i. e. “by satisfying ourselves, like wolves, to be free from the pain
of not tasting food.” For the wolf is known to be an animal, that remains
the longest without food, and gorges himself the most when he gets plenty
of it; and while \textit{apastia} is found in Aristoph. \textit{Nep.} 621, in the sense of
\textit{μησεia and ἀστία}, the change of \textit{lèkous} into \textit{lūphs} would be owing to
the common confusion of \textit{κ} and \textit{π}, as shown by myself on \textit{AESch. Suppl.} 927.
\item \textsuperscript{2} In lieu of \textit{πάντως} one would prefer, as I have translated, \textit{παντοῖας—}
\item \textsuperscript{3} Instead of \textit{τῆς πλείστης}, Plato wrote, I suspect, either \textit{ἄπληστη}, “in-
satiable,” or \textit{ακολάστη}, “unchecked.”
\item \textsuperscript{4}—Stephens, whom Ast has followed, was the first to alter \textit{παρὰ τὸ}
λεγόμενον ἥδιστον into \textit{παρὰ τοῦ λεγόμενον ἥδιστον}, from “ab eo quo1}
jucundissimum dicitur,” in Ficinus.
\item \textsuperscript{5} In \textit{μὲν}, which has no meaning here, lies hid \textit{δεσμοῖς—}
\item \textsuperscript{6} The gods who presided over contests were Jupiter, Neptune, Apollo,
and Mercury, as shown by \textit{AESchylus in Suppl.} 193.
\item \textsuperscript{7}—Stalbaum considers all between the numerals an interpolation;
for according to two MSS. it was wanting in some copies.
\item \textsuperscript{8} Instead of \textit{μᾶλλον}, which came from \textit{ἀκριβίστερον μᾶλλον}, just be-
low, the sense requires \textit{καλλίον}, as I have translated.
\end{itemize}
Clin. You speak most correctly.

Athen. Let us then keep in recollection what has been just now said; for perhaps we shall have a need of it hereafter.

Clin. What do you bid us (remember)?

Athen. That which we defined by three words. For we surely spoke about eating, and secondly, drinking, and thirdly, a kind of madness in the matters of love.

Clin. We will by all means, O guest, recollect, 1 what you now bid us (to do). 1

Athen. It is well. Let us proceed then to the affairs of marriage, and teach the parties how and in what manner they ought to get children; and, if we cannot persuade them, we will threaten them with certain laws.

Clin. How?

[23.] Athen. It is requisite for the bride and bridegroom to consider, that they are about to exhibit to the state children, the most beautiful and the best in their power. Now all persons, who share in any work, when they give their minds to themselves and the work, produce the whole beautiful and good; but the contrary, when they do not give their minds, or do not possess any. Let the bridegroom then give his mind both to the bride and to child-getting; and in the same way let the bride give her mind to the bridegroom pre-eminently at the time when children have not yet been born to them. And let the women, whom we have chosen, be the overseers of these matters, whether many or few, just as the rulers may order, as many and at what time they please; and let them assemble every day in the temple of Eileithuia, 2 and (continue there) for the third part of an hour; 3 where they shall, on being assembled, tell, if they have seen any man or woman, of those connected with child-getting, looking to any thing else than to what are ordained to be done during the sacrifices and sacred ceremonies pertaining to marriage. Let the procreation of children, and the supervision of those connected with child-getting above mentioned, continue for ten

1 Ficinus has "qua modo dicta sunt."

2 The goddess called Eileithuia, who at Athens was Athéné, and elsewhere Artemis, was worshipped at Rome under the title of Juno Lucina.

3 So Ficinus understands ἤπα; but Cornarius, "a day." Ast sides with Ficinus. But ἤπα rarely in Greek, if ever, means "an hour." It does however mean "a day," as shown by H. Stephens in Thes. L. Gr. Perhaps Plato wrote τρεῖς μηορίαν, with the ellipse of ἤπα.
years, but not for a longer time, when there is a fecundity in generation. But should some continue unprolific for this space of time, let them, after having consulted with their kindred, and the women that are in power, be divorced for the benefit of each party. If however any dispute arises respecting what is proper and beneficial to each, let them select ten of the guardians of the law, \(^1\) and abide by what they shall impose and ordain.\(^1\) And let these women, entering into the houses of the young folks, partly by admonitions and partly by threats, cause them to cease from their error and ignorance. But if they are unable to do so, let them go and speak to the guardians of the law; and let these restrain the parties. If they too are unable to effect any thing, let them bring the matter before the public assembly, after having put up in writing the names of the parties, and made an affidavit that they are unable to make this or that person better. And let him, who is indicted, unless he can obtain a verdict in a court of law against the parties so putting up in writing his name, be disgraced on these points;\(^2\) (namely), let him not go to weddings, nor to the rites solemnized for children;\(^3\) and should he go, let any one who wishes scourge him with stripes with impunity. And let there be the same enactments in the case of a woman. For let her not share in female out-goings\(^4\) and honours, and the visits made at weddings, and at the birth-rites\(^5\) of children, if

\(^1\) Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has “cognoscent.” Taylor, “shall take cognizance of and determine the affair.” To avoid however the insufferable tautology in ἐπιρέψωςιν and τάξωσι, one may easily read, what the train of thought requires—οἷς ἄν πᾶν ἐπιρέψωςιν, καὶ, ὡς τάξωσι, ταῦτας ἐμμεῖνι—i. e. “to whom they may commit the whole affair, and to abide by what they may enjoin.” Winkelmann suggests ὡς ἄν ἐπιρέψωσιν, ὡς τάξωσι—

\(^2\) The Greek is ὡς τῶν παιδών ἐπιτελείωσιν; which Ast explains by saying that “there is an allusion to the sacred rites, which took place on the tenth day after the birth of a child, as we learn from Aristoph. ‘Oπν. 493, and 923.” For the ancients knew, as well as the moderns, that the critical period in childbirth was the ninth day; and that until it had well passed over, it was useless to make any rejoicing for the birth of the child.

\(^3\) It is not easy to say what is meant by ἐξοδεῖ, unless it alludes to the circumstance that women, who were mothers, were permitted to go out of the house, where and when they pleased, which virgins were not; for a married woman without children, would be only another kind of virgin.

\(^4\) In lieu of γενέσιος, Schneider suggested γενέσια; but Stalbaum has edited γενεθλίων from three MSS. On the difference between γενέσια and γενεθλία see Buttmann on Alcibiad. i. p. 121, D. There is likewise
she be indicted as acting disorderly, and does not obtain a verdict. But when they are begetting children according to law, if any man has a connexion with another woman for such a purpose, or a woman with another man, while such other parties are getting children, let the same fines be imposed upon them, as have been mentioned in the case of those still getting them. After this let the man and woman, who act temperately with respect to such points, be altogether in good repute, but those who act contrariwise be held in a contrary light, or dishonoured rather. And if the majority act with moderation in matters of this kind, let such points lie in silence without being established by law; but if they act disorderly, let enactments be laid down in this way, and punishment enacted according to the laws then laid down. The first year is the beginning of the whole of life to every one; which ought to be written in the temples of their fathers, as the beginning of life, both to a boy and girl. In every Phratria too, let the number of the rulers that are numbered for a year, be written on a whitened wall, and near to them the names of those still living in the Phratria be always written; but blot out those who have departed from life. Let the limits of a marriageable age for a female be from sixteen to twenty a dissertation. "De Veterum Solemnibus Natalibus," by Schöne, Halberstadt, 1832; but whether he has thrown any light on this passage I know not, as I have never seen it.

1. Ficinus has strangely mistaken the sense of this passage; for his version is "si in judicium justus etiam ejusdamdamnum etiam fuerint," translated by Taylor, "if they are similarly condemned in a court of justice."

2. Such is the version of ἐπιγραφήν ζευγαμίαν. But this I cannot understand; nor could Taylor, whose version is—"when they did not beget children."— Two MSS. read ἐπιγραφή for ἐπιγραφήν, from which nothing is gained.

3. Ficinus has more fully "legum circumscriptione declarantur et ad eorum normam de singulis hujusmodi judicatur etque agatur."

4. The Phratia was one part out of three, into which the Phylé was divided.

5. The persons called by Plato ἀποικονομέα seem to be similar to the Φρατριάρχοι, mentioned by Harpocrates in Φρατορία: while from this passage it may be inferred that the officers of the Phratia at Athens were chosen annually, and that their names were written on the whitened part of the wall of a temple, just as the names of the newly appointed officers and common council of a ward in the city of London are pasted up annually on the outside of the parish church; and that the names of all belonging to the Phratia were written near those of the officers, just as the list of the names of those, who have been outlawed, or have taken out game-certificates, is affixed to church doors in England.
years of age—and let this be the longest definite time—but for a man from thirty to thirty-five; and let the time for any public office be, in the case of a woman, forty years of age; but in that of a man, thirty; but with respect to war, for a man from twenty to sixty years; but for a woman, should it appear necessary to employ her for warlike purposes, and after she shall have brought forth children, up to fifty years of age, enjoining what is possible and becoming for each.

BOOK VII.

CHILDREN then, both male and female, having been begotten, it will be most correct to speak next about their nurture and education; which it is perfectly impossible to be\(^1\) not mentioned; and being mentioned it will appear to us to be rather like a kind of teaching and admonition than laws. For the numerous and trifling and not conspicuous matters, which happen to all privately, and in each family, since they easily take place through the pain, and pleasure, and desire of the respective individuals, will render, contrary to the advice of the legislator, the habits of the citizens all-various, and not similar to each other. Now this is an evil to states. For on account of their insignificance and frequency, to make them subject to a fine would be at the same time unbecoming and unseemly. But it destroys\(^2\) even the laws already laid down in writing, if persons are accustomed to act contrary to law in things insignificant and numerous; so that it is difficult to lay down laws concerning them, and yet impossible to be silent. But what I mean to say, I must endeavour to show clearly by bringing, as it were, samples to the light; for there seems (to be) on what is now said in some respect a darkness.

Clin. You speak most truly.

Athen. Has not then this been rightly said, that a nurture perfectly correct ought to show itself able to render both bodies and souls the most beautiful and best?

Clin. How not?

\(^1\) Ficinus has “silentio præterire”—which leads to ἐγνοῖ for εἶναι.

\(^2\) Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has “derogaret,” as if his MS. read διαφθείροι δ’ ἄν—in lieu of διαφθείρει—
Athen. Now the most beautiful bodies I conceive, (to speak) in the most simple style, ought, while boys are still young, to grow up in the most upright manner.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. What then, do we not understand this, that the first shooting forth of every animal is produced the greatest and most abundant by far; so that it has given rise to a dispute amongst many, whether the length of human bodies does or does not become by increase from the age of five years doubled\(^1\) in the remaining twenty-five?\(^2\)

Clin. True.

Athen. What then, when a great increase flows on without much and commensurate exercise, do we not know that it produces ten thousand maladies in bodies?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. There is need then of most exercise, when most nutriment is introduced into bodies.

Clin. What then, O guest, shall we enjoin upon the recently born, and the youngest, the greatest exertions?

Athen. By no means; but to those still prior, who are being nourished in the wombs of their mothers.

Clin. How say you, thou best (of men)? Are you speaking of those in a state of being conceived?

Athen. Yes. But it is not at all wonderful for you to be ignorant of the exercise of such as these; which, although it seems absurd, I am willing to render clear to you.

Clin. By all means (do so).

Athen. For us indeed a thing of this kind is more easy to understand through some persons playing there\(^3\) sports more than is needful. For with us not only children, but some older men, bring up the young of birds,\(^4\) and exercise such

---

\(^1\) The modern theory is, that the body of a child at the end of the second year is generally the half of what it will be when grown up.

\(^2\) Plato mentions thirty, because at that period the growth, as far as height is concerned, ceases; and he adds the "remaining," because thirty was supposed to be the average limit of human life.

\(^3\) By αὐτῆς, "there," is meant Athens.

\(^4\) Plato is supposed to allude here to the sport of quail-feeding and fighting, similar to cock-feeding and fighting in England. See at Alcid. i. § 34. According to Ἐλίαν in V. H. ii. 28, there was yearly a cock-fight in the theatre at Athens, to commemorate the victory gained over the Persians by the Athenians; whom Themistocles had urged to
kinds of wild animals in fighting with each other, and they are far from thinking that the labours are moderate, in which by exercising they stir them up. For in addition to this, each taking under their arms the smaller in their hands, and the larger under their arms within, they walk about, going many stadia, and this, not for the sake of the good state of their own bodies, but for that of the birds. And thus much they signify to the person capable of learning, that all bodies are benefited by shakings and motion, when moved without weariness, of all that are moved by themselves, or by swings, or carried on the sea, or on horseback, or borne along in any manner soever by other bodies; and through these getting the mastery over food and drink, they are able to impart to us health, and beauty, and the rest of strength.

[2.] Since then such is the case, what shall we say we ought to do after this? Are you willing for us to say with a laugh, that we are laying down laws for the pregnant woman to imitate the bravery of two cocks, whom the army happened to see fighting with each other.

1 As θηρίων seems strangely applied to birds, one would suspect the existence of some error here. At all events the words τὰ τουσάτα τῶν θηρίων are omitted by Ficinus.

2-3 Such is the literal version of the Greek. But ὑπὸ μάλης and ὑπὸ τὴν ἄγκαλην ἐντὸς mean the same thing. Ficinus has more correctly—"minores in manibus, majores sub ulna capientes." Hence it is easy to see that ὑπὸ τὴν ἄγκαλην ἐντὸς is an explanation of ὑπὸ μάλης, and that Plato wrote λαβὸντες ἑκατὸν τοὺς μὲν ἅπαντος ἐκ τῶν χειρῶν, μεντῶν—ὅτε ὑπὸ μάλης—As indeed and Stalbaum after him explain ὑπὸ μάλης by "secretly." But as there could be no need of secrecy, such a meaning would be here quite out of place. The German translator Schultes too considered ὑπὸ μάλης an interpolation.

3-5 Here again a literal version best points out that something is incorrect in the Greek—κινούμενα ἄκοπα ὄνιναται πάνων ὅσα τε—where since two MSS. offer κινούμενα in the text, and one of them κατακινούμενα in the margin, and Stobaeus πάντων for πάνων, one would prefer—ὄνιναται, εἰ γε κινούμενα ἄκοπα πάνως ἔστι, εἰ τε ὑπὸ—i. e. are benefited, if indeed, when moved, they are entirely without weariness, whether—

4 The words ἰν αἰώρας are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Tayler.

5 καὶ τὸ ἑλλεῖρυ—χοιομίνων— Compare Æsch. Prom. 477.

6 Instead of σωμάτων, which is not used indefinitely in Greek, as "body" is in English, to express any substance, one would prefer the more proper word, χρημάτων. 

7 As τὴν ἄλλην ρώμην is strangely added to ὑγίαινα καὶ κύλλος, Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has omitted τὴν ἄλλην. It is however acknowledged by Stobaeus. Perhaps Plato wrote πολλὰν τὴν ρώμην—
to walk about, and to mould the infant as a thing of wax, while it is yet flexible, and to put it in swathing-clothes until it is two years old; and that we are moreover compelling the nurses by legal fines to carry the children either into the fields, or to the temples, or their acquaintance, until they are sufficiently able to stand alone; and then that they should be careful, lest by the limbs becoming distorted, while forcibly resting on them, being still young, to undergo the additional labour of carrying the infant, until it had completed its third year; and that the nurses ought to be as strong as possible; and, in addition, that unless these things take place to each child, we are to enact a fine upon those who do not act so? or is this far from being the case? For that, which has just now been mentioned, would happen to us without stint.\footnote{1}{The Greek is πολύ καί ἄφθονον. Ficinus avoids the tautology by translating "abundes," and so too does Taylor.}

*Clin.* What is that?\footnote{2}{I have adopted πρὸς τὸ, found in the two best MSS., in lieu of πρὸς τῇ—} 

*Athen.* To pay the debt of abundant laughter, through\footnote{3}{In ἄν, which is unnecessary here, lies hid ἡμῖν, answering to "nobis" in Ficinus.} the womanlike and servile manners of the nurses being unwilling to obey us.\footnote{4}{I have translated as if the Greek were ἄνοιγμα τις καί— not ἄνοιγμα καί τις sic— For although τὰ τῶν δεσποτῶν might be written for οἱ δεσποταὶ, yet τὰ τῶν δεσποτῶν ἡμῖν could not; and still less could τὰ ἡμῖν be said to hear and to come to a conception.}

*Clin.* But on what account then did we say that this ought to be stated?\footnote{1}{The Greek is πολύ καί ἄφθονον. Ficinus avoids the tautology by translating "abundes," and so too does Taylor.}

*Athen.* On this. A person, on hearing\footnote{2}{I have adopted πρὸς τὸ, found in the two best MSS., in lieu of πρὸς τῇ—} of the habits of masters and free persons in states, would perhaps come to the correct conception, that, without a proper administration of private concerns taking place in states, one would think there would be vainly any stability in the laying down of laws; and so thinking, he would make use of the laws just now mentioned; and using them correctly, he would by his administration render both his own household and the city happy. 

*Clin.* You have spoken very reasonably. 

*Athen.* Let us then not desist from the legislation of this kind, until we have given out the pursuits relating likewise to the souls of very young children in the same manner as we
began to go through the subject, when the accounts were stated relating to the body.

Clin. Perfectly right.

Athen. Let us then receive this as an element with respect to both the circumstances, [the body and soul,] of the very young, that the nursing and motion, taking place as much as possible all the night and day, are profitable to all, and not the least to the youngest; so that, if it were possible, they may live as if always sailing on the sea. But now, (since this is impossible,) it is requisite to act as near as possible to this with respect to the newly born nurslings of children. And (what ought to be done) one may conjecture from this, that both the nurses of infants, and those who are initiated in the remedies relating to the Corybantes, have adopted this from experience, and know it to be useful. For, when mothers are desirous to put to sleep their children, who sleep with difficulty, they do not bring to them a state of quietness, but, on the contrary, of motion, by shaking them ever in their arms; nor yet that of silence, but that of singing to them; and they artlessly soothe their children, as it were, by the sound of a pipe, and, as the remedies of the mad Bacchants are employed, by making use, at the same time, of the movements in music and the dance.

Clin. What then, O guest, is especially the cause of this?

Athen. It is not very difficult to know.

1-3 The words between the brackets are evidently an explanation of αἵματος.
2-3 The Greek is τοῖς ὑπό νεωτάτων καὶ οἰκείοι, where not only is ὑπό absurdly placed before νεωτάτων, but οἰκείοι is without regimen. Fininus has, "tenerrimus, ut, si fieri possit, sic habitent," which evidently leads to τοῖς νεωτάτων, ὑπό καὶ οἰκείοι, si δυνατον ἐν—
3-5 The words between the lunes are found only in Fininus, whom Taylor follows tacitly, "quoniam autem fieri nequit—"
4-5 The Greek is τὰ νεογενῆ παιδῶν θρίμματα. But θρίμμα is united to the word for the parent, not for that of the offspring. Hence for παιδῶν one would prefer ἀπ' ὁμοῦ—
5-5 The Greek is at present simply τεκμαίρεσθαι χρή. But it was more full in the MS. of Fininus; at least his version is, "quod autem fieri oporteat, conjecturae hinc licet," adopted tacitly by Taylor.
6-5 I have adopted Cousin's interpretation.
7 I have taken δρίχως in its natural sense of "artlessly," not, as others, of "really," in Greek δριχως.
8 Although οἶοι might be understood after λάσις, yet, I suspect, γίγνον-ται lies hid in ταύρο.
Clin. How so?

Athen. Both these passions result from fear; and there are certain terrors through a depraved habit of the soul. When therefore any one brings from without an agitation to passions of this kind, that which is from without overcomes the dreadful and insane motion within; and after overcoming, it seems to have produced a calm in the soul, and a quietness in the leaping, which had been troublesome as regards the heart of each; (and) thus, (what is) altogether agreeable, it causes some to obtain by lot sleep; but others, who are awake, and dancing and soothed by the pipe under the influence of the divinities, to whom each may be supplicating and sacrificing, it causes to possess habits of sound sense in the place of a maddened state. Now this, to speak in brief, has in this way a certain probable reason.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. Now if these things possess thus any such power, it is requisite to consider this point as connected with them, that every soul, which has been familiar with fear from youth, would be more accustomed to be conversant with fears. But this every one will surely say is an exercise of timidity, and not of fortitude.

Clin. How not?

Athen. But the contrary pursuit we should say is that of fortitude, in the overcoming, even from youth, what falls upon us in the shape of fears and terrors.

Clin. Correctly so.

Athen. Let us say then, that this one thing, the all-perfect

1—Stephens was the first to see that in παντάπασιν ἀγαπητόν τι there was something wanting. For he found in Ficinus, "atque ita;" as if his MS. had καὶ οὕτως, instead of ἀγαπητόν τι. I have translated, as if the Greek were καὶ οὕτως ὃ ἀγαπητόν ἦτο τι, unless it be said that the words παντάπασιν ἀγαπητόν τι ought to follow ὑπνοι in the next sentence.

2 Instead of λαγχάνειν one would prefer γυγχάνειν. But the disorder lies somewhat deeper. For Plato probably wrote ὑπνοι λαμβάνειν ἀχνη, remembering the expression in Aristoph. Σφηκ. 91, ὑπνοι—ἀχνη, to which the Etymol. M. alludes in Ἀχνη after Ἀρχρ—where Ἀχνη is quoted from Homer in the sense of sea-fan; from Hippocrates, of the fluff of flax; from Æschylus, of the lightness of smoke; and from Aristophanes, of the lightness of sleep; while, as regards the change of λαμβάνειν and λαγχάνειν, it will be sufficient to refer to Porson on Hec. 41.

3 Instead of γυγνοθαύ, which Ast would defend by dissimilar passages, quoted by Valckenaer on Phoen. 482, Cornarius would read κυνιοθαύ, suggested by "ferri" in Ficinus.
gymnastic exercise of children in motion, greatly contributes to a part of virtue in the soul.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. And moreover, that a disposition, morose or not in the soul would become and be called respectively no little part of cowardice or bravery.

Clin. How not?

Athen. In what manner then is to be implanted which of these we may wish in the newly born? We must endeavour to state how and to what extent a person may have an easy road in these matters.

Clin. How not?

[3.] Athen. I will mention then the fixed opinion with us, that luxury renders the manners of youth morose and irascible, and vehemently agitated by things of a trifling nature; but that an excessive and rustic servitude causes them to be contrary to this, abject and illiberal, and man-haters, and unfitting associates.

Clin. But how will the whole state be able to bring up those, who have as yet no perception of language, and are unable to have any taste for the rest of instruction?

Athen. Somehow in this way. Every animal, as soon as it is born, is wont to utter some sound with a loud cry, and not the least the human species; and more than the rest of animals it is affected in addition to its crying with the shedding of tears.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. Now nurses, looking to what infants are desirous of, make a conjecture by their presenting to them something. For they think they correctly offer that, on which being presented the children are silent; but incorrectly that, at which it sheds tears and cries out. For in the case of children tears and cries are the indications of what they love and hate, (and are) signs by no means lucky. Now this period is not less than three years, a not small portion of life to pass through badly or not badly.

1 So Fortitude is said to be one part of virtue in the soul, in Laches § 29, and in the Statesman § 44.

2-3 I have translated as if the Greek were γυναικείον λάγοιρ' αυ—Ast. however, refers to iii. 4, a passage which is equally faulty, and as easily emended.
Clin. You speak correctly.

Athen. Does not a person who is morose, and by no means good-tempered, appear to you to be for the most part given to lamentation and full of moanings more than is fitting for the good to be?

Clin. It appears so to me.

Athen. What then, if a person were to endeavour, by bringing together every method, during those three years, that the nursling may be affected as little as possible with sorrow and fears and with every pains in our power, do we not think that we should render then the soul of the nursling more cheerful and kind?

Clin. It is evident, O guest; and most of all, should any one supply it with many pleasures.

Athen. In this I cannot, O wondrous man, follow Clinias. For with us such conduct would be a destruction the greatest of all. For it occurs perpetually at the commencement of nurture. But let us see whether we are asserting any thing.

Clin. State what you mean.

Athen. That our discourse is at present about a not trifling matter. Do you then, Megillus, look to it, and decide between us. For my assertion is, that an upright life ought neither to pursue pleasures, nor entirely to avoid pain, but to embrace the medium between them, which I have just now denominated a favourable temper; a disposition, of which, according to some voice of an oracle, we correctly speak as belonging to a deity. This habit, I assert, that he amongst us ought to pursue, who would be divine; nor let him go wholly headlong to pleasures; for in this case he would not be free from pain; nor let him permit any other person, old or young, male or female, to suffer the

---

1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor. Ficinus has, what is more intelligible, "nam talis educatio, cum in principio statim adhibeatur, omnium maxima perniciés est;" where ἐκάστος is omitted.

2 This, as Ast remarks correctly, refers to the fact, that the word ἐλεως is generally applied to a deity; and he quotes very opportunely Buthydem. p. 273, F., ἐλεος ἔτηον ἀπεχνώς γάρ ἔγωγε σφώ, ὡσπερ θεώ, προσαγορεύω.

3 Ast, unable to understand to what the words τοῦτο τὸν ἄμων omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor, are to be referred, would read αὐτὸ τὸν ἄμων, where αὐτὸ τὸν ἄμων would allude, he says, to ἔτη προπετηγίγγσσαι, and ἀμών to ἄλλως.
same thing with us, and, as far as he is able, the newly born the least of all. For all the manners are, through custom, implanted in all the most powerfully at that period. And further still, if I were not about to appear to be jesting, I would say, that one ought to attend to women, who are carrying any thing in the womb, the most of all during that very year, so that the person pregnant may neither enjoy pleasures numerous and violent, nor, on the other hand, feel pains, but live through that period, preserving a line of conduct benignant, and good-tempered, and mild.

Clin. There was no need, O guest, of your asking Megillus, which of us spoke in the more proper manner; for I agree with you, that all persons ought to avoid a life of unmingled pleasure and pain, and that they should always pursue a certain middle course. You have, therefore, both spoken and heard in a proper manner.

Athen. Very properly so, Clinias. But, in addition to these points, let us all three consider this likewise.

Clin. What?

Athen. That all these matters, which we are now going through, are by the many called unwritten laws; and that those, which they call the laws of the country, are no other than of such a kind; and further still, that the discourse, which has just now flowed upon us, how that we ought not either to call them laws, or to permit them to be unmentioned, has been spoken correctly. For these are the bonds of all polity, existing in a middle state between all laws that have been, and are, and will be hereafter, laid down in writing; and being, as it were, altogether the laws of a country, and ancient in every respect, and which, when laid down correctly and have become a custom, have invested the written laws with every kind of security; but should they advance improperly beyond what is right, they cause, like supports placed by carpenters in the buildings of houses, and gliding away from the centre, every thing to fall together to the same point, and to lie, some under others, both themselves and what has been subsequently built upon them, after the old portions have secretly given way. Reflecting upon which, it is necessary for us, O Clinias, to bind together your city new on all sides, and to the utmost of our power to omit nothing great or small which a person may call laws, or manners, or pursuits; for
by all things of this kind a state is bound together; but none of these can be stable without each other; so that one need not wonder, if many and at the same time trifling things, appearing to us to be enactments, or even customs, should, when flowing to the same point, cause the laws to become of a greater length.

Clin. Both you speak properly yourself, and we too shall reflect in this manner.

Athen. If then, in the case of a boy and girl of three years old, any one should bring these matters accurately to an end, and make use of what has been said in not a careless manner, they will be of no small advantage to those recently brought up. But there will be a need of sports\(^1\) for the habits of the soul at three, and four, and five, and even six years of age. But we must already remove them from luxury, by chastising them, not in an ignominious manner, but, as we said on the subject of slaves, by chastising not with insults so as to encourage an angry feeling in them, when so chastised, nor a feeling for licentiousness by suffering them to go unpunished, we must do the same in the case of the free-born. Now the sports of persons of that age are self-produced; and which, when they come together, they almost invent themselves.\(^2\) All children then of this kind ought to come together at the temples distributed through the villages, from three to six years of age, each of those belonging to the same village to the same spot in common; and let the nurses take cognizance of their orderly behaviour and licentiousness; \(^3\) but of the nurses themselves and their whole pack, let one of the twelve women be appointed to each to regulate for the space of a year, of those

---

1 Both Ast and Stalbaum have adopted παιδιών for παιδίων, as suggested by the German translator Schulthes.

2 Such may have been the case in Greece, and in the time of Plato. But in other countries and more recent periods the sports of children, so far from being invented by themselves, have been handed down from age to age; and, as Paley once remarked, while empires have flourished and decayed, the sports of children have remained unchanged by time; for they still ride on sticks, and play at odd and even, as Horace tells us they did in his day; and make horses and carts out of orange peels, as Aristophanes states they did more than 2000 years ago.

3 Such is the literal version of the unintelligible original; where it is not easy to say to what "each" belongs. Ast understands by it τῇ ἀγίλῃ τῶν τροφῶν τε καὶ παιδίων. For he had read in Pictinus, "et cuique est ut nutritibusque una quaedam praefit de mulieribus duodecim, anno
of the before-mentioned, whom the guardians of the law may have ordained. 3 And let the women, who have full powers over the care of marriages, choose them, one out of each ward, and of the same age with themselves; and let her, who is appointed, perform her office, by going each day to the temple, and ever punishing the person who does wrong, a male and female slave, and a stranger, male or female, herself, or by means of certain domestics 2 of the state; and let her take a citizen, when disputing about his punishment, before the City-Stewards for trial; but let her punish herself, even a citizen, when there is no dispute. After six years of age, let each sex be separated; and let boys pass their time with boys, and girls in like manner with each other; and it is meet for each to be turned to learning, the males from the teachers of horsemanship, and archery, and the hurling of darts, and the using of slings, and the females too, if they consent so far as to learn especially what relates to the use of arms. But what is at present established on matters of this kind, is unknown to nearly all.

Clin. What is that?

[5.] Athen. That what relates to the right and the left hand differs naturally, 3 with respect to their use in the several actions pertaining to the hands; especially since there appears in what relates to the feet and the lower limbs no difference as regards labour. But in the case of hands we each of us

temore imperatura, prout legum custodes ordinaverint;" as if he had found in his MS. τάν δε τροφόν καὶ ἀγίλης, ἐκάστης ἐκ τῶν δώδεκα γυναι-
κῶν μίαν πετάχαι κοσμούσαν καὶ ἵναιντον. ὡς ἀν τάξισαν οἱ νομοφύλα-
σκος, with the omission of τιμηπάσας after ἀγίλης, and τῶν προειρημένων
after ἵναιντον, and the change of ἀς, found in six MSS., into ὡς, read in
one. What Plato in reality wrote might perhaps be recovered by merely
reraanging the different members of the sentence. Cousin however has
penned a long note here, but produced nothing satisfactory.

1 All the MSS. but one read ἄντιν for ἄντιν, in which lies hid ἄντιν ἦ,
as I have translated.

2 Instead of the strange expression γυνών τῆς πόλεως οἰκετῶν, one would
have expected ὑπηρετῶν; or, as they were called at Athens, ῥησών,
similar to the "tipstaffs," or rather "javelin-men," that still attend upon
the High Sheriff of a county in England.

3 How Plato could say that the right and left hand differ naturally, one
cannot understand. Perhaps he wrote ἐσθ' ἀς, ὁ δαυμα ἡμ, φησίν, ἡμῶν—
not ἐσθ' ἡμῶν φήσει, i. e. "there is one, who says, what is wonderful,"—
probably Protagoras; whose doctrine Aristotle has supported in the pas-
seges quoted by Ast here, and by Gataker on Marc. Anton. xii. 6.
become, as it were, lame, through the (folly and)\(^1\) ignorance of our nurses and mothers. For while the nature of our limbs on each side\(^2\) is nearly balanced, we have ourselves, by not using them correctly, made them, through habit,\(^3\) different. In such employments as where there is no great difference, it is of no consequence, whether a person makes use of a lyre with his left hand and of the plectrum\(^4\) with his right, and whatever else is of a similar kind. But to make use of these examples in other cases,\(^5\) where there is no need of using it,\(^5\) is nearly a folly. This fact has the law of the Scythians pointed out, where a person does not push from him the bow with his left hand (merely), and draw to himself the arrow with his right merely, but he makes use of either similarly for both purposes. And there are very many other examples of this kind in charioteering and other things. From which one may learn, that those, who make the left hand weaker than the right, act contrary to nature. This, as I have said, is of no great moment in the case of plectra made of horn, and such like instruments; but in war, when it is necessary to use weapons of iron, and bows, and spears,\(^6\) and each of these,\(^6\) it matters much; but it is of the greatest moment by far, when it is necessary to use shields against shields. There is too a great difference between a person learning and one not learning, and between one, who exercises himself, and one, who is not exercised. For as he, who is perfectly exercised in the pan-

---

\(^1\) As some MSS. read ἀνοιγ, and others ἀγνοια, I suspect that Plato wrote both, as I have translated.

\(^2\) I have translated, as if the Greek were ἐκριμωθεν, similar to "in utramque partem," in Ficinus, not ἐκριψω, which to me at least is unintelligible.

\(^3\) I have adopted, with Stephens and others, ἤθη for ἡθη, suggested by coniunctio," in Ficinus.

\(^4\) The "plectrum," used for the lyre, answered the purpose of the quill, by which the string was struck in the old-fashioned harpsichord; while from a subsequent remark, it appears it was made of horn.

\(^5\) The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

\(^6\) The words between the numerals, not very easy to understand, are omitted by Taylor. Ficinus has what is more intelligible, "ceterisque hujusmodi," unless it he said that the correct translation is, "But when it is requisite to make use in war both of bows and javelins, and each of these made of iron."
cratium, or in boxing, or wrestling, is incapable of combating with his left-hand limbs, and becomes lame, and drags himself along in a superfluous manner, when any one, causing him to change his position, compels him to exert himself on the other side, so the same thing, I conceive, one must expect in the case of shields, and in all the rest of weapons, that it behaves him, who possesses doubly the arms by which he can defend himself and attack others, not to suffer, to the utmost of his power, either of these to remain idle, and without skill; but if any one were born, possessing the nature of Geryon or Briareus, he ought to be able with their hundred hands to hurl a hundred darts. Of all these matters it is meet for the care to be under the female and male rulers; the former being superintendents over the sports and nurture (of the children), but the latter over their education, in order that all the boys and girls by having the perfect use of their feet and their hands may do, to the best of their power, no injury to their natures by their habits.

[6.] But a twofold education, so to say, it will happen to make use of; one, of gymnastics, relating to the body; the other, of music, for the sake of a good state of the soul. Again, those of the gymnastics are twofold; one dancing and the other wrestling. And of dancing one kind imitates the

---

1 The pancratium was a contest of boxing and wrestling united.
2 This is perhaps the best rendering of πλημμελών. Ficinus, unable, it would seem, to understand χωλαίνει δὲ εάν ἰδίκειται πλημμελών, has given a sense out of his own head, “presto se accommodat;” while Taylor translates ἰδίκειται πλημμελῶν by “is confused in his notions.” I suspect, however, that Plato wrote something very different from what is in the text.
3 In lieu of μηδὲν the sense requires μηδὲτερον, “neither,” as translated by Taylor.
4 To avoid the violent prosopopoeia in ἀνεπιστήμον, applied to a weapon, one would prefer εἰς μηδὲτερον ἄργον αὐτόν μηδὲ ἀνεπιστήμον’ ἐξεν εἶναι—in lieu of μηδέν—τοῦτον—ἀνεπιστήμον—for εἰς might easily have dropped out after ἀλλοις.
5 These two giant sons of Heaven and Earth are similarly united in Euthyd. p. 299, C.
6 In the words τὰ δὲ μαθήματα ποι ἀντὰ, ὦς γ’ εἰπεῖν, χρήσασθαι ἐνμαίνοι ἄν, Arist says there are two constructions blended into one. But even this method of explaining away a faulty syntax, does not touch the difficulty in ὦς εἰπεῖν, which is quite useless here, nor supply the subject required by χρήσασθαι. Hence I suspect that Plato wrote, ὦτε χρήσασθαι, παντὶ ἐμβαίνοι ἄν—
diction of the Muse,\(^1\) preserving the gorgeous at the same time with the liberal; but another kind is for the sake of a good habit of body, and lightness, and the beauty of its limbs and parts, their own harmonious motion being imparted to each, (according to)\(^2\) what is becoming in their bending and extending, \(^3\) and, at the same time, scattered through and following upon every kind of dancing sufficiently.\(^3\) The wrestling, however, which Antaeus\(^4\) or Cercyon\(^5\) placed among their arts, for the sake of useless contention, or the boxing, which Epeius\(^6\) or Amycus\(^7\) did likewise, do not deserve to be graced by a discourse, as being of no use in the fellowship of war. But what relates to a stand-up wrestling, and the untwisting of the neck, and the hands, and the sides, when the labour is accompanied with a spirit for contention and a well-framed arrangement of body, for the sake of strength and health, these, as they are useful in every way, are not to be omitted; but we must enjoin upon disciples and masters at the same time, that when we come to that point of our laws, the latter are to impart with a good will all information of this kind, and the former to receive it with thanks. Nor must we omit such imitations in dances as are fit to be imitated; as regards this place, the armed sports of the Curetes\(^8\) and, as regards Lacedaemon,

\(^1\) Dancing amongst the ancients was, like the ballets of modern times, pantomimic, and suited to words at first actually written, but afterwards supposed to be so.

\(^2\) I have translated as if καὶ, preserved in five MSS. after ἐκτάσεως, were a corruption of σαῦδα, and had dropped out before τὸ προσήκον.

\(^3\) Others may, but I cannot, understand all between the numerals. Plato wrote, I suspect, Ἀδόνις περιευμένης καὶ ἐκακολουθοῦσης—ἐικονικός—similar to the expression in Tibullus, "quoque vestigia vertit. Componit furtem subaequiturque Pudor." To this emendation I have been led by διασπερωμένη, read in two MSS., in lieu of διασπερωμένης, while διακοινως might easily have been corrupted into ἐκανως.

\(^4\) To this Antaeus, a king of Libya, celebrated as a wrestler, and vanquished by Hercules, there is an allusion in Theætæt. p. 169, B.

\(^5\) On this Cercyon, who lived in the Isthmus of Corinth, and compelled all who passed near his dwelling to wrestle with him, but was overcome eventually by Theseus, see Diodor. Sic. iv. 61; Plutarch. Thes. i. p. 5; and Pausan. Attic. i. 39, quoted by Ast.

\(^6\) Epeius, the maker of the Trojan horse, was the victor in boxing at the funeral games in honour of Patroclus.

\(^7\) Amycus, the son of Neptune, was beaten by Pollux, as we learn from the spirited account given by Theocritus, in Id. 22.

\(^8\) These were called the Pyrrich dances; see the authors quoted by Ast.
those of the Dioscuri. Our virgin too and mistress (Athéné) being delighted with the amusement of the dance, does not think fit to sport with empty hands; but, being adorned with a complete suit of armour, goes in this manner through the dance; which acts it will be proper for the boys and girls to imitate, and to do honour to the kindness of the goddess shown during the needs of war, and in behalf of festive days. It will likewise be proper for the boys forthwith, and for as long a time as they shall not have gone out to war, to make to all the gods processions and pompoms, with the adornment of arms and horses, and to perform their supplications to the gods and the sons of the gods, swifter and slower, with dances and marches; and to enter into contests, and preludes of contests, if for any purpose, for not other than these. For these, both in peace and war, are useful for a polity and private households. But the rest of labours, and sports, and pursuits relating to the body are not, Megillus and Clinias, suited to free-men. And thus the gymnastic, which I said in our former discourse ought to be gone through, I have almost gone through at the present moment, and the subject is finished. But if you have any thing better than this, lay it down as a common topic and speak upon it.

Clin. It is not easy, O guest, to put these on one side, and to have any thing better to say about gymnastics and contests.

Athen. With regard then to the gifts of the Muses and Apollo, which is the sequel to the preceding, we formerly thought that, as having said all correctly (about them), we should have to leave only the subject relating to gymnastics;

1 The twin sons of Zeus were Castor and Pollux, the tutelary deities of Laconia, in whose honour was a dance, mentioned by Lucian, Περὶ Ὄρθρος. § 10.

2 From this passage it would seem that at Athens, during probably the greater Panathenaic festival, a virgin was dressed up to imitate the goddess, and who danced in armour during a part of the procession; just as, during the early part of the French Revolution a female, nearly naked, was paraded through Paris, as a representation of the goddess of Liberty. For most assuredly Athéné herself did not appear in person, nor was she even thought to do so.

3 I scarcely understand ἐθνῆς thus by itself. It is omitted by Ficinus.

4—4 I have translated, as if the Greek were ἐν πάντα, not ἡ πάντα. Ficinus has “ de quibus ita satis dictum esse putabamus;” as if his MS. read τοποτες ἵκανως, without ἡ πάντα—
but now it is evident that there is something which should be first mentioned before all. Let us then speak of it in order.

**Clin.** It must by all means be spoken of.

**Athen.** Hear me then, although you have heard previously. Nevertheless it is requisite for both the speaker and hearer to be cautious as to what is very strange and unusual; and now too, although I am going to tell a tale not to be spoken without fear, I will nevertheless take courage, and not stand aloof.

**Clin.** What mean you, O guest, by this?

[7.] **Athen.** I mean that in all states it is a thing unknown to all, that the family of games is of the greatest power in the laying down of laws, as to whether what are laid down will remain or not. 1 For if it is so ordered, that the same persons shall always use the same (sports), 1 and according to the same, and in a similar manner; 2 and be delighted with the same playthings, it permits the institutions laid down with seriousness to remain quiet. But when the sports are disturbed, and innovations made in them, and they are affected constantly by changes, the young never speaking of the same things as being dear to them, and neither in the hearing of their own bodies, nor in the rest of their dresses, the becoming and the unbecoming are laid down as acknowledged by them, and when the person, who is ever making some innovation, and introducing something different from what is customary, as regards shape and colour, and every thing of that kind, is pre-eminently held in honour, we should, by saying that no greater bane could happen to a state than by such a thing, speak most correctly; for he is secretly changing the morals of the young, and causing what is old to be dishonoured, and what is novel to be held in honour. Than this, both an assertion and a fixed

1—1 Such is the literal version of the Latin of Pırinus, "quippe si hoc ita ordinatum fuerit, ut istem ludis—idem homines semper utantur," who has thus omitted the words καὶ μείδισχον after τὰ χόριν μὲν αὖτις; out of which he could not make, I suspect, the least sense or syntax; nor can I; nor do I see how aὐτὶς, the family of games, could be ordered to do any thing by any power. There is some deep-seated disorder here, which would require perhaps a violent remedy.

2 On the phrase τὰ αὐτὶς κατὰ τὰ αὐτὶς καὶ ὑπαρτος καὶ ἄσι, expressive of what exists for ever and the same and under similar circumstances, **Astr** refers to Wyttenbach on Phædon, p. 198.
opinion, I assert again, there is not a greater bane to all states. Hear, then, how great an evil do I say it is.

Clin. Do you mean the circumstance, that what is old in states is found fault with?

Athen. Entirely so.

Clin. You will then have in us no ordinary auditors, with respect to this very discourse, but the best disposed possible.

Athen. It is likely.

Clin. Only speak then.

Athen. Come then, let us hear it more attentively than we usually do, and thus speak to each other. For we shall discover that a change in all things, except the bad, causes us to stumble the most, in the case of all seasons, and winds, and in the diet of bodies, and in the manners of souls, and not merely, so to say, in some, but not in others, but in what I have just now said, in things bad. So that (any one will see), if he looks to bodies, how, being accustomed to all kinds of food and all kinds of drink and labours, they do, although they are at first disturbed by them, in time generate from those very substances flesh, kindred to such substances, and by becoming friendly and accustomed to, and acquainted with, all that diet, they exist in the best way as regards pleasure and health. But if at any time a person is compelled by necessity to change any part of the approved diet, he is at first disturbed by diseases, and with difficulty is set on his legs

1-3 This is the proper rendering of μετώνως ἡμῶν αὐτῶν.

3-5 The words ἐν πνεύμασιν are omitted by Taylor. For finding in Ficinus "invenit," and not looking to the Greek, he did not see that "invenit" did not mean "in inventions," as he probably fancied, but "in winds."

5-7 On the phrase ὃ ἐστις μὲν, τοῖς δ’ οὖ, see at Phileb. § 32, n. 6—8.

6 I have adopted ὀλοπερ in lieu of διὶ περ, as suggested by Bekker, for the sake of the syntax.

6-8 The Greek is ὅστε, εἰτε ἀποβλησθείς πρὸς σῶματα, where Ficinus has omitted all but σῶματα. For those words were either wanting in his MS., or, what is more likely, he saw that, if they were retained, there would be required something to complete the sense, in some other part of the sentences following. I have therefore translated, as if the Greek were ὅστε εἰσελθεὶς σας εἰ ἀποβληθείς— For ὅστε εἰσελθεὶς τις εἰ might have been easily corrupted into ὅστε εἰ τις—

8 It is evident that τις has dropped out after αἰθίς, for otherwise συνταραχθείς and ἀπολαβὼν would be without regimen.
again, after acquiring again a familiarity with his food. The same thing, it is meet to think, takes place as regards the ideas of men, and the nature of their souls. For every soul has a reverence for the laws in which it may have been brought up, and which have, by a certain divine good fortune, remained undisturbed through time (so) long and much, that no one either recollects or has ever heard of their having been otherwise than they are at present, and it fears to disturb any of those then existing. The legislator then ought to devise from some quarter a plan as to the manner in which this may take place in a state. In this way then do I discover it. All men, as I have said before, consider the sports of youth, when they are disturbed, to be in reality sports, and not that the greatest seriousness and mischief arise out of them; so that they do not avert (the change) but comply with and yield to it; nor do they consider this, that the children, who engage in these new sports, must necessarily become men different from those who were children in the former period; and that, becoming different, they will seek a different life; and so seeking will be desirous of other pursuits and laws; and no one fears that, after this, there will come upon states what has been just now called the greatest evil. But other changes would effect lesser evils; such at least as relate to fashions would suffer a thing of this

1 Such is the exact meaning of κάτεστη.
2—3 Ficinus has “antequam novio victui consuescens,” translated by Taylor, “until they are accustomed to the new food.”
3 Instead of ἐντραφῶσι, both sense and syntax require ἐντραφέσια, as I have translated.
4—5 The Greek is γίνονται μακρῶν καὶ πολλῶν χρόνων, ὡς— But though χρόνος may be united to μακρός or πολὺς singly, it cannot to both at once. Moreover, ὡς, not ὡς, is thus joined to an infinitive. Plato wrote, I suspect, γίνονται ὡς μακραίων χρόνων, ὡς— while καὶ (or Ἰ) πολλῶν would be the explanation of μακραίων. Ficinus has simply “longis temporibus.”
5 Ficinus alone has, what the sense requires, “mutationem hanc innovationemque,” where the two words show, as usual, that he found only one in the Greek, probably τὰ κεκαίνιστα, καὶ καινοτομεῖα, similar to κείμενα καὶ καινοτομεῖα, a little above in p. 797, B.
6—7 For the sake of perspicuity, Ficinus has supplied some words wanting in the Greek. His version is, “quod necesse est, pueros diversis ac priores ludis gaudentes diversos differentesque a prioribus vivis fieri.”
7 The Greek is ὅσα περὶ σχῆματα πάσχει— But one MS. has πάσχοι, which leads to ὅσα γε περὶ σχῆματι ἀν πάσχοι— as I have translated.
kind. But whatever alterations occur frequently with respect to praise and blame, touching the question of manners, these would, I think, be the greatest of all, and require the most caution.

Clin. How not?

[8.] Athen. What then, do we still believe in our former assertion, in which we stated that the matters relating to rhythm and every kind of music are imitations of the manners of men better and worse? Or how?

Clin. Our fixed opinion would be in no respect otherwise than this.

Athen. We assert then, that we must contrive every kind of plan in order that the children in our state may not hanker after other imitations in dancing and singing, nor any one persuade them (to an innovation) by introducing pleasures of various kinds.

Clin. You speak most correctly.

Athen. Has then any one of us any art better for this purpose than that of the Egyptians?

Clin. What art do you mean?

Athen. Of making holy every kind of dancing and melody, by ordaining, in the first place, festivals, after calculating for the year, what ought to take place, and at what time, and in honour of what gods respectively, and the sons of gods, and demons; and after this, what ode ought to be hymned at each sacrifice of the gods, and with what dances to honour the then sacrifice: which when they are ordained, (it is meet to) ordain some other things, so that all the citizens may in common make sacrifices (and) libations to the Fates, and to all the other deities, (and) consecrate their several odes to the gods severally, and to the others. But if any person intro-

---

1 Ficinus alone has "ad novitatem," adopted by Taylor.
2 Ficinus omits συλλογισμένος, and so, after him, does Taylor.
3 Before the words ἄ δ' ἄν ταχάνη the text has τάξαι μὲν πρῶτον τίνος out of which as Ficinus could make no sense, he has omitted them; and so, after him, has Taylor. Stephens too was at a loss; and hence he proposed to read τινας, suggested by "aliquas" in Cornarius. Plato wrote, I suspect, ἄ δ' ἄν ταχάνη, τάξαι μὲν ἐπερ' αὐ τιν', ὥστε—as I have translated.
4 I have inserted "and"; for καὶ might easily have dropt out before συνιδωνακ.
5 Ficinus has, instead of καὶ τῶν ἄλλων, "eorumque filiis et deæmo-
duces in honour of any god other hymns and dances besides
those which are instituted by law, let the priests and priest-
esses, together with the guardians of the laws, restrain him
in a holy manner, and according to law; and let him, who is
restrained, if he is not willingly restrained, (suffer) the pun-
ishment of his impiety through the whole of life from any
one who is willing to inflict it.

Clin. Right.

Athen. But since we are now engaged on this subject, let
us be affected in a manner befitting us.

Clin. About what are you speaking?

Athen. Every young person, not merely the old, on seeing
or hearing any thing out of the way, and by no means cus-
tomary, would not immediately 1 run thus 1 and concede what is
the doubtful point respecting them, but he would stand still;
and, as if being where three roads meet, and not knowing very
well the road, whether he happened to be travelling alone, or
in company with others, he would inquire of himself and the
others, and not proceed before he had settled the question in
his mind, as to whither the road would lead him. And we
must act in a similar manner at present. For a strange con-
versation having now fallen upon us on the subject of laws,
we ought necessarily to make every inquiry; and, being of such
an age, to speak not readily on matters of such moment, insist-
ing with vehemence, that we have it in our power to say
something clearly on the instant.

Clin. You speak most truly.

Athen. We will, therefore, give the subject time, and decide
then firmly upon it, when we shall have considered it suffi-
ciently. But in order that we may not be prevented from
going through in vain the arrangement consequent upon the
laws, let us proceed to the end of them. For, perhaps, if god
wills, this very digression will obtain wholly its completion,
and point out sufficiently what is at present a matter of doubt.

Clin. You speak most excellently, O guest, and we will do
as you say.

nibus," found just before. Taylor's translation is "and their attendants," which he got from I know not whence.

1—1 I cannot understand ἑπιθεμόνον ὄντως— I could have understood ἑπιθεμόνον ἄνοητος, i. e. "run thoughtlessly towards—" For thus "the running towards" would be opposed to "the standing still."
**Athen.** Let then, we say, this strange thing be decreed, that odes exist for us as laws, [and] just as the ancients gave such a name, as it seems, formerly with respect to playing on the harp; so that, perhaps, not even they would have entirely dissented from what is said by us at present; and some one has surely, as if either in a night dream or with his eyes open in the day, imagined and prophesied this. Let this then be the decree respecting it. Let no one utter any song besides the public and sacred songs, or move in any dance, contrary to the whole dancing of the young men, any more than (he would act) contrary to any other law: and let him, who is such, be dismissed without a fine; but let, as was said just now, the guardians of the laws, and the priests and priestesses, chastise him, who does not obey. Let then this be held to be laid down by us in our discourse.

**Clin.** Let it be laid down.

[9.] **Athen.** But in what manner can any one, so laying them down as laws, not be altogether a laughing-stock? Let us still consider something of this kind respecting them. It is the safest course to mould for them, as it were, certain impressions in our discourse. Now I assert that one of the impressions is something of this kind. The sacrifice having taken place and the victims burnt according to law, if some person, a son, we say, or a brother, should as a private person stand by the altars and sacred rites, and blaspheme with every kind of blasphemy, should we not say that he gave vent to a want of thought, and imposed an evil omen and prophecy both against his father and the rest of his kindred?

**Clin.** How not.

**Athen.** Now this is occurring in the places with us, the

---

1. The word καὶ, which has no meaning here, is properly omitted by Ficinus.

2-3. Not only formerly, but in more modern times, the same word has been taken in a legal and musical sense. Thus the French "loix," a law, and "lais," a tale or song, are evidently of the same origin, and derived from the Latin "leg-o," I read, either letters or notes.

3. Ficinus has, more intelligibly, "qui paret," adopted by Taylor.

4-4. All between the numerals is omitted by Taylor.

5. The Greek is φαντα, which is quite unnecessary, not to say absurd, before the subsequent φαίμαν άλω—From the following άθυμαν, one would suspect that Plato wrote άθυμος ἠν—

6-6. The Greek is ἐν τοῖσιν τοῖς παρ' ἡμῖν τόποις τούτῳ ἐστι ταῖς πόλεις γεγονόμενον ὡς ἐπος ἐπίτην σχεδόν διίγου πάσας. But ταῖς πόλεις
states, so to say, nearly all by a little. For when any magistrate shall have performed any sacrifice publicly, after this there comes not one choir, but a multitude of choirs; and standing not far from the altars, but sometimes close to them, they pour forth every kind of blasphemy against things sacred, putting on the stretch the souls of the hearers with words, and rhythms, and the most doleful harmonies; and he who causes the city, after it has made the sacrifice, to weep the most on the instant, carries off the victory. Do we not reject by our votes this law? And if at any time it is requisite for the citizens to hear sorrows of this kind, it should be, not when the days are clear of any stain, but of an inauspicious kind rather; and then it is proper for some dancers (and) singers to be hired from abroad, just as those, who are hired at funerals, send forward the dead with some Carian strain. A thing of this kind would properly take place about such odes as these. Moreover a robe will be proper for funeral odes.

could not thus follow τοίς τόποις, nor διίγων be united, after ως ἵππος εἰπεῖν, το σχέδον and πάσας. Plato probably wrote τοίς τε παρ' ἡµίν—
παῖς τε ἀλλας παλαι—διίγων πάσας; while σχέδον would be the explanation of διίγων, although σχέδον διίγων πάσα is found in p. 805, A. § 11. Ficinus avoids all the difficulty by his version, “In nostris civitatibus ferme omnibus, ut breviter dicam, hoc ita fit.”

1 Ficinus has “inficiunt,” as if his MS. read some other word in lieu of 
vustiνωντες.

2 In the preceding words there is evidently an allusion to the tragedies performed at or near temples, in which the characters, especially in the plays of Euripides, frequently gave vent to blasphemous expressions.

3 The Greek word ἀποροδές is said by the Schol. to be applied to the days in which either no ordinary business was done, or only of a melancholy kind. It answers to the Latin “nefastus,” or “nefandus,” in Horace.

4 Ficinus alone has “externique cantores,” who found, no doubt, and before φίλος in his MS.

5, 6 I cannot believe that Plato wrote περὶ τοῖς τελευτησαντας—τοῖς τελευτησαντας. He might have written, περὶ τῶν τέλη λύσαντας, i.e. “having paid sums extravagantly,” and inserted those words after προ-
πέρνοντο.

7 A similar custom of hiring mourners still exists in England, while the Carian howl of sorrow was no doubt the counterpart of the wail at an Irish funeral.

8 In lieu of φίλος, which is evidently an absurdity, and omitted in one MS., Plato wrote as evidently ωρας, “seasons.”

9 Here too φίλος has again ousted the correct word ἀληθής—For it should be told, of what kind was the robe. Hence Ficinus, who acknowledges φίλος, inserted, probably out of his own head, “inugubris” before “vestis.”
and not crowns, or golden ornaments, but every thing the contrary, that I may be freed as quickly as possible from speaking on these matters. But thus much do I ask of you again, whether of the impressions relating to odes it is agreeable to you for this first one to be laid down?


Athen. As a good omen; and moreover, let the genus of the ode be every where, and in every respect, a good omen to us. Or shall I not ask you at all, but lay it down thus?

Clin. Lay it down by all means; for by all votes this law is the victor.

Athen. What then, after this good omen, shall be the second law of music? Will it not be for prayers to be (offered) to the gods, to whom we on each occasion sacrifice?

Clin. How not?

Athen. But the third law, I think, will be, that it behoves poets, when they know that prayers are requests from men to the gods, ever to direct their mind very carefully to this point, that they may not unconsciously ask for what is an evil, as if it were a good. For the condition of a prayer of this kind taking place, would, I think, be ridiculous.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Were we not a little while ago convinced, that a Plutus, neither of silver nor of gold, ought to dwell in a state, as if settled there?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. Of what then shall we say that this discourse has been spoken as the pattern? Is it not of this, that not every race of poets is competent to know thoroughly things good and evil? Some poet then surely, having composed either in

1, 2 The Greek is ἀρίσκον κεῖσθαι. But the imperative could not thus follow—τοῖς ὑπερτωτῷ—ei— The syntax evidently requires, as I have translated, ἀρίσκοι κεῖσθαι—similar to “utrum placeat—adhiberi”—in Ficinus.

3—4 The Greek is εὐχαί παρὰ θεῶν αἰτήσεις εἰσι—which is evidently incorrect. Ficinus has “preces ipsas petitiones hominum a diis”—who found in his MS εὐχαί αὐται παρὰ ἀνών θεῶν αἰτήσεις εἰσι—as I have translated, omitting αὐταί, which is unnecessary.

4 I have translated as if the Greek were ΑΕΙ, not ΔΕΙ.

5 In lieu of αὑρόις one MS. has αὑρός, which seems to lead to τοῦτος.

6 On mistakes of this kind, see Alcibiad. ii. § 1.
prose or verse, on a mistaken subject, (so that) our citizens make their prayers not correct respecting matters of the greatest moment, will not do all with impunity, especially since, as we have already said, we shall not find many mistakes greater than this. Let us then lay down this as one of the laws and forms respecting the Muse.

Clin. What one? Speak to us more clearly.

Athen. That a poet shall not compose any thing, either beautiful or good, contrary to what is lawful and just in the state; nor shall he be permitted to show what he has composed to any private person, before it shall have been shown to the judges and guardians of the law, appointed for this purpose, and approved of by them. Now they have been almost marked out, whom we have chosen as the lawgivers relating to music, and the guardian likewise of education. What then, as I have often asked, shall this be laid down as a law, and a type, and a third impression? Or how seems it?

Clin. Let it be laid down; how not?

[10.] Athen. After these there should be sung hymns to, and praises of, the gods accompanied with prayers; and after the gods in like manner, there should be prayers with praises to the demons and heroes, and suited to all of them.

Clin. How not?

Athen. And after these there should take place this law without any stint. Such of the citizens as may have come to the end of life, after having performed works honourable and laborious relating to the body and soul, and have been obedient to the laws, it shall be fitting for these to meet with praises.

Clin. How not?

Athen. But to honour those still living with praises and

1— I have translated as if the Greek were μέλος τι, τὸ ἡμαρτημένον, not μέλος τοῦτο τὸ ἡμαρτημένον—
2 To support the syntax, which Ast has been unable to explain satisfactorily, I have supposed that ὅστε has dropped out.
3— From the words τάναυρία ποιήσει, which I cannot understand, one may elicit τᾶς καυστοὶ ὑπὸ ποιήσει—as I have translated. Picioinus has ille, si quiescumque esset aut insertum ipsum rationem preceae non recte nos tradiderit, is contradic in rebus maximis petere cives faciet,’ as if he had found in his MS. εὰν τὸ ἡμαρτημένον—
4 The Greek is κείσθω— I have translated as if it were κείσθαι— For an imperative cannot be used interrogatively, although a future indicative can.
hymns, it is not safe, before a person after having run through the whole of life, shall stand (still) at an honourable end. Let all these be common to men and women, who have been conspicuously virtuous. But it is necessary for odes and dancings to be established in this manner. There are many ancient and beautiful poems of old writers relating to music, and similarly to dancing for bodies. Against choosing out of these what is becoming and suited to an established polity, there is no objection. Of these let the persons selected as examiners, being not less than fifty years old, make a selection. And let them select whatever of the ancient poems appears to be all-sufficient; but whatever is defective, or altogether unsuitable, let it be rejected entirely; or let them take poets and musicians, and employing their powers of poetry, adapt it to a new rhythm after it is corrected; but let them not give way to pleasure or desire, except in some few cases; but, interpreting the intention of the legislator, establish dancing and singing, and every dancing according to their own good sense. For every occupation relating to music, which adopts order, is infinitely better than that without order; even when the pleasant in music is not added. Now the pleasant is common to all music. For that music, with which a person has lived from childhood to a staid and intelligent age, (he considers to be pleasant,) inasmuch as it is temperate and in order. But on hearing a

1— Plato alludes, as remarked by Ast, to the celebrated saying of Solon, recorded by Herodotus, i. 32, or to a similar sentiment promulgated by Sophocles in Οέδ. T. 1515, and other poets.

2 This introduction of "bodies" seems very strange, and has been omitted by Ficinus.

3 In lieu of ἀλομίνος, one MS. has ἵημίνος, which leads evidently to ἵημίνος—as I have translated.

4 Instead of ἱπανερομένος in Ald., all the MSS. read ἱπανερομένον: from which Ast happily elicited ἱπανορθούμενον, similar to "corrigan" in Ficinus.

5 As no one, I suspect, can explain the difference between ὄρχησιν and χορειαν, I cannot believe that Plato wrote here χορειαν, in lieu of which one would prefer χαράν, "joyousness."

6 The Greek is ἀτάκτως γε—But two MSS. read ἀτάκτως γε—Hence, since Ficinus has "quam cum est sine ordine," Ast suggested ἀτάκτως—He should have proposed ἀτάκτως ἀστι—for γε has no meaning here.

7 The words between the numerals, absolutely requisite for the sense, are found in Ficinus, whom Taylor has tacitly followed, "eam iucundam arbitratur." Ast too remarks that after διαβίψ there ought to follow—ταῦτην ἱπανεὶ τε καὶ ἤδειαν εἶναι φησιν.
contrary kind, he dislikes it, and calls it illiberal. But if he has
been brought up in that, which is pleasant and common, he says
that the contrary to this is frigid and unpleasant. So that,
as I just now said, what relates to the pleasant or the unpleas-
sant does not exist about either as a superabundance, but
from a superfluity the one makes those, who have been brought
up in it on each occasion better, the other worse. ¹

Clin. You have spoken well.

Athen. Further still, it will be meet to separate the songs
suited to females and males, by defining them under a certain
type, and necessary moreover to adapt them to harmonies and
rhythms. For it is a shocking thing for the whole of harmony
to be a discord, or rhythm to be out of tune, and thus to attribute
to melodies nothing adapted to each of them. ² It is necessary
then to lay down by a law the figures of these. And it is
necessary to attribute both constrained to both, but those of
the females, by the difference of the nature of each, by this it
is meet to mark out clearly. ³ Now that which is gorgeous
and verges to fortitude, must be called manly; but that which
more inclines to the ornamental and the moderate, must
be handed down, both in law and in discourse, as more femi-
nine. This, then, is the order. After this, let the teaching
and handing down of them be detailed, as to the manner how,
and the persons by whom, and the time when it is requisite to
perform them. (And) as a shipwright, ⁴ when he lays down the
keel timbers, as the commencement of the ship-building, draws
the form of vessels, ⁵ I appear to myself to do the same thing,

¹—¹ Such is the literal translation of the Greek, which I confess I cannot
understand. How much more intelligible is the Latin of Ficinus, adopted
by Taylor, "jucunditatis et molestiae in utraque pro consuetudine nostra
par ratio est; sed emolumenti et detrimenti ratio impar; nempe altera
meliores, altera deteriores facit utentes."

²—³ Such is the literal version of a passage which, as Sydenham and
Ast truly observe, is evidently corrupt; but which neither have been able
to correct satisfactorily. Ficinus has, what is adopted by Taylor, and is
indeed intelligible; but it cannot be got out of the Greek, as existing at
present—"Horum igitur formae necessario legibus statuendae sunt, utris-
quae convenienter attribuenda; et quid virum quidve mulierem, deecat,
ex ipsa ursiusque natura differentiam declarare."

³—⁴ Such is the literal version of the original. One would however
have expected to find καταδάλλασαι—ὑπογραφομενοι—for the sense
would then have been—"after drawing the forms of vessels, lays down
the keel-timbers as the commencement of the ship-building." Ficinus
by endeavouring to distinguish the figures of lives according to the manners of souls, (and) in reality to lay down their keel-timbers, (and) very properly to consider by what device, and after what manner, we may live together and be carried the best during this voyage of life. Human affairs, indeed, are not worthy of great attention; yet it is necessary to attend to them. This indeed is not a fortunate circumstance. But since we are here, if we can somehow accomplish this in a fitting manner, it will perhaps be within our measure. But what am I saying? This very point perhaps some one would take up, and rightly so.

Clin. And very much so.

Athen. I say then, that to a serious thing we ought to pay a serious attention, but to a not serious one none at all; and that the deity is naturally worthy of every blessed attention, but that man, as I said before, has been devised as the plaything of a deity, and this is truly his best attribute. It is necessary then for every man and woman to pursue this mode, and, by engaging in the most beautiful sports, to pass thus through life with thoughts the reverse of what they think at present.

Clin. How?

Athen. At present indeed they think that serious pursuits ought to exist for the sake of sports. For they consider that they ought to well dispose the serious pursuits relating to war for the sake of peace. But in war there never has been naturally either sport or instruction worthy of mention, nor is there, nor will there be. But this we say is a thing to us the most serious, (that) every one ought to pass through life for the most part and the best in peace. What then is the proper manner, (in which) a person may pass through life in sport? and what are the sports for a person to engage in, while sacrificing

avoids the difficulty by his abridged version, “quemadmodum vero navium faber carinulas primum ad navis formam supponit.”

1 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has “per hanc maria.”

2-3 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows implicitly, has “sed quid dicam, recte fortissis aliquis quaerat.”

3 I hardly understand μακαρίων here.

4 In i. § 13.

5 The Bipont editor was the first to insert here γ for the sake of the sense and syntax; and so after him Ast, to whom Stalbaum attributes the correction. Winckelmann, with Stephens, prefers τι παιδευτα—
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and singing and dancing, so as to be able to render the gods propitious to him, and to repel foes, and to be the victor in battle? Now by what singing and dancing a person may accomplish both these things, a portion of the type has been detailed, and the paths, as it were, have been cut, in which the person is to proceed, who thinks that the poet has well said, (in Od. iii. 26,)

"Some things, Telemachus, thou wilt thyself
Find in thy heart; but others will a god
Suggest; for I do not conceive thou hast
Been born or brought up 'gainst the will of gods."

The same ought our nurslings likewise to bear in mind, and to consider that some things have been stated sufficiently, but that others a daemon and a deity will suggest to them respecting sacrifices and dances in honour of what divinities and at what time they will by playing, each for each, render them propitious, and live themselves according to the manner of their nature, while they are for the most part things to stare at, yet partake in certain small particles of truth.

Megil. You are vilifying, O guest, in every respect the human race.

Athen. Do not wonder, Megillus, but pardon me. For, looking to the deity, and being affected (somewhat), I have said what I have just [now] said. But let our race be not a vile thing, if it so please you, but worthy of some serious attention.

With regard to the subject next in order after these, mention has been made of public schools, situate in a tripartite manner in the middle of the city; but out of and around the city the exercising grounds for horses have been (assigned) in a tripartite manner, and ample places put into order for the sake of the young men, learning and practicing themselves in archery and other hurlings of missiles. But if they were not then spoken of sufficiently, let them now be mentioned in our discourse together with the laws.

In all these cases let masters in each art be induced by

1 I have adopted Stalbaum's suggestion, that τι has dropped out before παθων, although παθειν πι is generally an euphemism for "to die."

2 In the formula ειπον, δπρ είγεια, there is not elsewhere found νίμ. See a host of examples collected by Abresch and Blomfield on Agam. 67, to which I could add as many more.

3 In vi. 5 11.
wages to reside as strangers, and to teach every one, who frequent their school, the learning that relates to war, and likewise to music; not only the youth, who comes to school, because his father wishes it, but him too who, because (his father) does not (wish), neglects his education, but, as the saying is, every man and boy must by compulsion be instructed as well as they can, since they belong rather to the state than their parents. The very same things my law would mention relating to females, as it does to males. (For) it it is meet to exercise equally the females likewise. And I should fear to say respecting this subject of horsemanship and gymnastics, that they are becoming indeed to men, but not to women. For by hearing stories of the olden time have I been persuaded. And even at present, I know that there are, so to say, countless myriads of women about Pontus, whom they call Sauromatides, on whom there has been enjoined an exercise in common with, and perhaps equal to, that of men not only upon horses, but in bows likewise, and in the rest of arms. But I have, moreover, a reason for this, of some such kind as this. I say then, that if it is possible for these things to happen in this manner, of all things is that, which now takes place in our countries, the most silly, in the men not pursuing all together, and with all their might, and with one mind, the same pursuits as the women. For thus the whole state is and becomes but the half, instead of being the double, from the same expense and labour. And wonderful would this very error be to (any) legislator.

1 With this saying Ast compares the one found at the end of the Euthydemus, τό λαγόμενον δι' τούτο, αυτός τε καὶ τὰ παιδια. But the passages quoted there are scarcely in point. I suspect that, as we meet in the next ἀγ, with the expression τῷ λαγόμενον, πάντα χρήματα, the whole saying alluded to was a verse in Comedy—Πάνθ' ἀμ' ἄνθρωπα, πάντα παιδα, πάντα χρήματ' ἱππῶ, spoken by some general of an army, when threatening with utter destruction a city, that had refused to open its gates. Compare Plato in Ἐλλαδ. Fr. iii. Εἰ μὲν οὖν σοὶ τὴν θάλασσαν ἀποδώσεις καὶ γην ἐκὼν Εἰ δὲ μή, τὰ πάντα πάντως σοῦ τριαίνων ἀπολέσω, supposed to be spoken by Xerxes to an ambassador from Athens.

2 The Greek is ἵσα και—δεῖν. But I have translated as if it were ἵσα γάρ και—δεῖ, where δεῖ is due to one MS.

3 Ficinus omitted ὡς ἐπος ἐπείν, for he did not remark that the phrase is to be referred to μνώδες ἀναρίθμητον.

4 The women called here Sauromatides are better known by the name of Amazons. See Herodotus iv. 11, and the other authors quoted by Ast.
Clin. It seems so. Very much however of what has been asserted by us at present is, O guest, contrary to customary politics.

Athen. But I have said \(^1\) that it is meet to permit \(^2\) (us) to go through the discourse properly, and, when we have gone through \(^3\) it, to select \(^4\) thus what seems (the best). \(^4\)

Clin. You have spoken very elegantly, and caused me to reproach myself for what I just now said. Speak therefore on this point whatever is agreeable to yourself.

[12.] Athen. This very thing (is agreeable) \(^5\) to me, Clinias, what I said above, that, if these matters are not sufficiently proved by deeds, that they can take place, it would be possible perhaps to gainsay them by words. But now something else must be sought for by him, who does not admit this law at all; but our exhortation will not in this case be extinguished, so that we should say that the female sex ought not to partake as much as possible in education and other studies in common with the male sex. For it is required that we \(^6\) think on these points in some such way as this. Say then, if women do not share in common with men in the whole of life, is it not necessary for some other arrangement to be assigned to them?

Clin. It is necessary.

Athen. What arrangement \(^7\) then among those, which are exhibited at present, shall we assign them in preference to this very partnership, which we are assigning to them? Is it

---

\(^1\) All the MSS. read εἰπὼν in lieu of ἐπιτον, found only in Ald., as required by the sense. What the MS. of Ficinus had, is not known. For he omits entirely ἄλλα γὰρ ἐπιτον.

\(^2\) In lieu of ἱστον one MS. has ἱστον: which seems to lead to πάντα, found perhaps in the MS. of Ficinus. For his version is, "totam dissertationem," from whence Ast was led to say that if πάντα had been confirmed by a MS, he would have adopted it.

\(^3\) Instead of διελθόντος, which is without regimen, Ast would read, what I have adopted, διελθόντας, agreeing with ἐμας understood.

\(^4\) The Greek is οὐδ’ ὁρίζω τὸ ὑἄκουν: where I cannot understand οὖτε, nor could Ficinus, who has omitted it in his version, "quod potissimum videtur, eligere," and added, what the sense requires, "po-tissimum."

\(^5\) Ficinus alone has "Hoc ipsum mihi placet."

\(^6\) I have adopted ἐμὺν, read in one MS., instead of οὖν.

\(^7\) Ficinus has "quem alium—potius," as if his MS. read τιν’ οὖν ἄλλην προσθεν—and correctly so, as regards προσθεν: for ἐμπροσθεν is never, I believe, united to a genitive.
that, in which the Thracians and many other nations employ their women, to cultivate the ground, and to tend cattle and sheep, and to minister to them in no way different from slaves? Or, as we do ourselves, and all around that place? for what happens at present with us, is in this way. For having brought together into one dwelling, according to the saying, all our chattels, we hand over to the women the power to act as stewards, and to rule over the shuttles and all kinds of working in wool. Or shall we, Megillus, speak of a medium between these, adopted in Laconia? so that the virgins should live, partaking in gymnastic exercises and music, but the married women be unemployed in wool-work, but, weaving a kind of active life and in no respect mean or worthless, arrive at some middle point in the duties of attendants and stewards and brings up of children; but not to take a part in warlike concerns, so as not to fight, even should a necessity arise from any accident to do so, in behalf of their city and children, nor be able with skill to take a part in the use of bows, like certain Amazons, or in any other kind of dart-hurling; nor yet, seizing the spear and shield, to imitate the goddess, and standing up nobly for their country, while it is laid waste, strike terror at least, if able to do nothing more, into the foe, when they are seen drawn up in a kind of array. And yet living even in this manner, they would not dare to imitate at all the Sauromatides, who would appear, as compared with them, to be men. Let then the person, who is willing to praise your legislators on these points, praise them; but my opinion will not be given otherwise. For a legislator ought be a perfect and not a half one, who permits the female sex to

1 Ficinus, unable perhaps to understand τὸν τόπον ἱεῖνον, has "vici-
nique nostri," adopted by Taylor.
2-3 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.
3-3 See in § 11, n.
4 I have adopted the interpretation suggested by Ast, who might have remarked that in διαπλήκειν βιον there is a concealed play on ἄργον τα-
λασίας; for ἄργος means in fact οὐ πλεκόμασ.
5 Ast correctly observes, that Plato meant to say that the women at Sparta did not lead as idle a life as they did at Athens, nor so laborious a one as they did in Thrace.
6-6 The Greek is φόβον γε, εἰ μηδὲν μεῖζον, πολέμισι δύνασθαι παρα-
σχεῖν—I have translated, as if it were—μεῖζον δύνασθαι, πολέμισι πα-
ρασχεῖν.
indulge in luxury and waste by making use of an unregulated living, and who, by taking a complete care of the male sex, leaves to the state nearly the half instead of the double of a happy life.

*Megi.* What shall we do, Clinias? Shall we permit our guest thus to run down our Sparta?

*Clin.* Certainly. For, since a liberty of speech has been given to him, we must permit him, until we shall in every way have gone through the laws sufficiently.

*Megi.* You speak correctly.

*Athen.* Is it not then nearly my business to endeavour to unfold what follows upon this?

*Clin.* How not?

[13.] *Athen.* What then will be the mode of life amongst men, for whom what is necessary may be procured in moderation, and the affairs of art handed over to others, and agriculture committed to slaves, who are to pay the first-fruits of the earth, sufficient for persons who live in a moderate manner; and common meals adopted, the men being placed apart, but their household kept near them, and the female children likewise, and their mothers; and where all these common meals are regulated by male and female governors, so that, after having inspected them daily, and seen the behaviour of those taking the common meals, they may on each occasion dismiss them; and after this, that the governor and the rest, after making libations to the gods, to whom that day or night is dedicated, may go home thus in this manner. By per-

---

1—3 Such is the literal version of the original. One would however expect that, as the girls are mentioned with their mothers, so would the boys, after a certain age, be with their fathers. Hence Plato wrote, *τὰ τῶν ἀνδρῶν παιῶν τὰ ἢ βραγγυς έχόμενα ἢ τὰ τῶν αὐτῶν οἰκεῖων θηλείων τε, in lieu of παιῶν τε ἢ μα θηλείων.* And thus too we shall get rid of the tautology in ἀρχαῖα ἐξομένα, to which Aristophanes objects.

2 In lieu of *συσσιτίων*, Schulthes first proposed *συσσίτων*, similar to "those that eat in common," in Taylor's translation.

3—4 The words *λύνω ταῦτα ἔκαστον* are without regimen placed between *προστεγαμένα* and *τὰ ξυσσίτια*— Ficinus found them transposed in his MS. after *συσσιτίων*, as shown by his version, "in isti observant quotidian animadvertentique singula, deinde cæsus ipse dissolvant—" Hence, to complete the sense and syntax, I have translated as if the Greek were, ὅτι τὰ ξυσσίτια—συσσιτίων, λύνω ταῦτα ἔκαστοτε—

4—5 In the words *κατὰ ταῦτα οὕτως*, omitted by Ficinus, as being with-
sons under such regulations no work that is necessary, and in
every way fitting, is left undone. But must each of them live
after the manner of cattle, and grow fat? This, we say, is
neither just nor honourable; nor is it possible for a man, who
lives in this manner, not to fail in what is fitting. But it is
fitting for an animal idle and grown fat through indolence to be
almost torn to pieces by another animal amongst those greatly
worn down by fortitude and labours to boot. If then we
investigate these matters with sufficient accuracy, as we are
doing now, they will perhaps never take place, as long as women,
and children, and dwellings remain private property, and
every thing else is made such by each of us. But those things,
which have just now been mentioned as secondary to these, if
they take place at all, would take place in a very moderate
manner. We say then that to those, who live thus, there is left
a work, neither the least nor vilest, but the greatest of all or-
dained by a just law. For while the life of him, who is eager
for victory in the Pythian or Olympian games, supplies a
want of leisure for all other business, that life is filled with
a double, or more than a double want of leisure, which has
chosen most correctly the care of the body and soul alto-
gether relating to virtue, for there ought to be nothing in the
shape of a by-work as an impediment to the other works
suited to the body, as regards the emolument from labours
out any definite meaning, lies hid, I suspect, κατὰ πάντα εὐτάκτως, “in
every respect in good order.”

1. Instead of τετραχωριανων μετά ἀνδριας, which I cannot understand,
I must leave for others to discover what the author wrote.

2-3 Ficinus has briefly est reliqua propria cuique erunt? For he could
not perhaps understand, nor can I, idiai kai idioς απαντή ζ— I have
therefore translated as if the Greek were idiai ovsiai ido kai παντη ζ—

3-5 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has “nam cum
singuli vivendi modi a ceteris omnibus operibus distrahant, ut si quis
Pythia vel Olympia vincere studeat, est alias rebus vacare nequeat.” He
must therefore have found in his MS. something in the Greek answering
to “cum singuli—distrahant,” all of which Taylor has omitted, although
he has adopted to the letter the latter half of the Latin version.

4-4 I have adopted the correction proposed by Ast, ὅ τινες περὶ τοῦ
σώματος πάντως καὶ ψυχῆς εἰς ἀρετὴν ἀπετικλαίαν βίος ἀριστίνος ὁρόθα-
tata, and suggested by the version of Cornarius, “vita, qua rectissime
totius corporis ac animæ curam, ad virtutem elegit,” in lieu of ὅ περὶ τῆν
τοῦ—εἰς ἀρετῆς ἀπεκλαίαν—ἑριμήνως, out of which I can make nothing;
nor could Ficinus, as shown by his abridged version, “qui recte animi
corporisque virtutis vacat.”

6 In lieu of ἀπόδοσιν, Stephens testifies to the existence of another
and bringing up, nor in the case of the soul, from education and habits. Indeed the whole of the night and day is scarcely sufficient for a person, who is doing this very thing, to extract from them what is perfect, 1 or even something sufficient. Since then such is naturally the case, there ought to be to all free-men an order in the employment of all time, beginning almost 2 from the morning until the other, ever continually both morning and sunrise. 2 A lawgiver would indeed appear to be ill-conditioned, who speaks of many and frequent and trifling matters relating to the management of an household, 3 and the other things and whatever about sleeplessness 3 it is becoming for those, who are about to watch completely over the state carefully. For that any citizen whatever should pass the whole of any night whatever in sleep, and not be seen by all his domestics, as being awake and getting up the first, this ought to be considered by all a disgraceful act, and not that of a free-man, whether it is meet to call it a law or a fashion. So too for a mistress to be called up by any servants, and reading, ἐπίσκοπον, which was evidently the conjecture of some scholar, probably Victorinus; from which however nothing is gained. Opportunely then does one MS. offer ἀπόσκοπον: from which and ἐπίσκοπον united it is easy to elicit πρόσκοπον ἀπό—as I have translated, similar to the subsequent ἐκλαμβάνων. From the loose translation of Ficinus it is impossible, as remarked by Stephens, to ascertain what he found in his MS. His words are, "nilium enim exercitationis corporeae, nihil doctrinarum animorumque proprior alia negotia negligendum est." 1

1. To avoid the absurdity of τελεόν τε καὶ ίκανον— I have translated as if the Greek were τελεόν ἤ τι καὶ ίκανον—

2. Such is the literal version of the Greek—ἐξ ἐω μέχρι τῆς ἐσπέρας ἐπὶ ξυνεχώς ἐν τε καὶ ἀλλίων ἀνατολής: where since ἀλλίων ἀνατολής is the same as ἐω, it is manifest that Plato did not write ἐω καὶ ἠλλίων ἀνατολής, but he might have written, and probably did, what is obvious to common sense—ἐξ ἐω μέχρι τῆς ἐσπέρας ἐπὶ ξυνεχώς ἐκ τοῦ νυκτὸς εἰς ἡλίων ἀνατολήν—I. E. "from morning to evening constantly, and continuously again from night to the rising of the sun." Ficinus has, what is at least intelligible—"ab ortu solis perpetuus ad alterum solis ortum."

3. Here again a literal version proves the original to be unintelligible. The Greek is τὰ τε ἀλλὰ καὶ ὅσα νύκτωρ ἀναπνεύς περὶ— which Ficinus renders "cum in aliis, tum etiam in nocturna vigilia"—thus evading all the difficulty in περὶ, which is omitted in one MS., while another reads ἀναπνεύς. Plato wrote, I suspect, τὰ τε μεγάλα καὶ ὁ ἐστὶ νυκτὸς προφ. τ. ἀναπνεύς γέρα, i. e. "but things of moment and what are the rewards of sleeplessness during the night and early dawn—" For thus the μεγάλα answers to the σμικρά; and while the "night and dawn" follow up the idea of the preceding ἐκ νυκτὸς εἰς ἡλίων ἀνατολὴν, the words ἀναπνεύς προφ. τ. ἀναπνεύς γέρα would be the quotation from some drama.
not for herself to first call up them, it is meet for the male
and female slaves and house-lad to speak of amongst them-
selves, and, if it were possible, the whole household together,
as a disgraceful thing. It is meet then for all to get up by
night, and to perform their many parts in the business of the
state and household; the rulers, as regards the city, and the
mistresses and masters in their own families. For much sleep
is not naturally suited to our bodies or souls, or to the actions
relating to them. For he, who is asleep, is not of any more
worth at all than he, who is not alive. But whoever amongst us
is careful to live (well),¹ and to be the most wise, keeps awake
for the greatest part of his time, reserving only what is neces-
sary for his health. But it is not much going well to a
habit.² Now magistrates, who are awake by night in states,
are a terror to evil-doers, whether enemies or citizens, but are
admired and honoured by the just and the wise, and a benefit
both to themselves and to the whole state.

[14.] The night, when passed through in this manner, sup-
plies, in addition to all the above-mentioned (advantages), a
certain fortitude to the souls of each of those who are in the
state. But on the return of day and the early dawn, it is re-
quise for the boys to turn their steps to their teachers. For
neither sheep nor any thing else ought to live without a shep-
herd, nor boys without some boy-leaders, nor slaves without
masters. Now a boy is of all wild beasts the most difficult
to manage. For by how much the more he has the fountain
of prudence not yet fitted up,³ he becomes crafty and keen,
and the most insolent of wild beasts. On this account it is
necessary to bind him, as it were, with many chains;⁴ first by

¹ I have inserted “well,” conceiving that εὖ has dropped out after τῶν—
²—³ Ficinus has—“ad hanc vero non multo opus est somno, si bene as-
asureris.” The Greek is ἵστη δ’ οὖ πολὺ καλῶς τις ἐθέει τὸν: it was, I
think, ὁ ἵστη δὴ οὖ πολὺ, εἰ καλῶς τις ἐθέει τὸν—i. e., “which is not
much if a person gets well into a habit.”
³ The Greek word κατηκομίνην seems to be applied to ηγήν with refer-
ce to the fact, that in hot countries fountains are generally protected by
brick or stone work, to prevent the water from being dried up as it would
be if exposed to the heat of the sun, or rendered unfit for use by cattle
coming to drink and making it muddy. Ficinus has “perfectum,” from
which Cornarius elicits κατηκομίνην. One MS. however reads κατα-
κομίνην, which seems to lead to καταγκομίνην—“restrained,” as indeed
Ast renders κατηκομίνην—What Plato however really wrote it is diffi-
cult to discover.
⁴ To this passage Cebes refers in the Picture of Life, § 33, quoted by Ast.
boy-leaders, as soon as he is freed from his nurse and mother, on account of his childishness and infantine state; and still again by those who teach him anything whatever, and by instructions as a free-born youth; but as being a slave, let it be lawful for any free-born man to punish the child, boy-instructor, and master, whenever any one of these commits any sin. But if any one, who happens to be present, does not punish the offenders according to justice, let him in the first place be subject to the greatest reproach; and let that one of the guardians of the law, who has been chosen to preside over the boys, look to the party who was present at the deeds of which we have spoken, and did not chastise (the offenders) when it was fit to chastise them, or did not chastise them in a proper manner; and looking with a keen eye, and pre-eminently regarding the bringing up of the boys, let him regulate their dispositions, by ever turning them to what is good according to the laws. But how shall our law itself sufficiently instruct that very person? For this it has not at present stated at all in a clear and sufficient manner, but only in some things, and some not. It is however necessary, to the utmost of our power to leave nothing for him (to do); but to explain the whole reason, in order that he may be to others both an interpreter and a bringer up. Now something has been already said about a choir, and melodies, and dancing, and possessing what type they are to be selected, and corrected, and made holy. But as regards what is written out of metre, we have not stated of what kind and in what manner it is meet for the boys brought up under thee, thou best guardian of the boys, to handle them. And yet you understand by our discourse what subjects relating to war it is meet for them to learn and to practise; but

1—1 Displeased it would seem with the tautology in παιδίας καὶ μητρόγνος, Ficinus has “ad puerilem lasciviam regendam.”

2—2 This καὶ ὄρκων seems very strange, as regards the sense, and so too does καὶ μαθήμασιν, as regards the syntax. Ficinus has “docimaram potissimum gratia—” as if his MS. read ἔνεκα μαθήσεως; to which μάθησιν in another MS. would appear to lead. Plato wrote, I suspect, καλῶν τι, οὐ ἔνεκα μάθημα ὀνήμα τείνιθον—i. e. “something honourable, on account of which instruction benefits a free-born lad.” This, at least would be worthy of the author, which the present text is not.

3—3 This passage seems at first sight to defend χορείας and ὄρχησις in § 10, unless it be said that καὶ is to be struck out, so that μελῶν ὄρχησις may mean “the melodies for dancing.”
what relates to letters first and secondly to the lyre, and about calculations, of which we said there is a need, and whatever it is requisite for each to learn relating to war, and house-regulation; and the administration, as respects the state, and relating to the very same things still useful of those in the revolutions of divine things, and respecting the stars, and sun, and moon, whatever it is necessary to regulate about these things in every state. But of what things am I speaking? Of the order of days according to the revolutions of months, and of months according to each year, in order that seasons, and sacrifices, and festivals, receiving each what is suited to them, by being celebrated according to nature, may render the city alive and awake, and pay to the gods the honours due, and cause men to be more intelligent respecting them—all these matters, my friend, have been thus sufficiently discussed for you by the legislator. Direct therefore your mind to what is about to be said after this. Now we have said that you do not sufficiently understand what is the first thing respecting letters, while we were finding some fault with the conversation on this point, that it has not been as yet clearly stated to you, whether he, who is about to become a moderate citizen, should betake himself to an accuracy in learning, or not betake himself at all. And so too in the case of the lyre. We say then that he ought to betake himself. For learning

1—1 Such is the literal version of the mass of incoherent words existing at present in the Greek text; of which it would have been impossible to guess even at the meaning, had not Ficinus fortunately made his translation from a MS. far superior to any collated subsequent to his time; unless it be said, that he not only cut out, what he could not understand, but inserted out of his own head, what he conceived to be necessary for the sense. His version, adopted partially by Taylor, is to this effect—“quae ad lyram, a legislatore dictum est, præter ea quæ ad computationem numerorum spectant, quibus opus esse diximus; et omnino quæcunque ad bellum ac rem familiarem publicamque conducunt; item quæ ad divinorum, astrarum, solis lunæque circuitum perquirendum, ut universa civitas non ignorat ordinem dierum in mensem mensiumque in annum; atque ita tempora, solemnitates, sacrificia, ut decet disposita naturali quodam ductu, vivam civitatem vigilantemque reddant, et diis honorem tribuant et homines ad hec prudentiores efficiant.”

2 Cousin would read with one MS. ὀνυ in lieu of ὀνυ—

3 By γράμματα in Greek was meant not simply letters or writing, but both united, what we call “reading and writing.”

4—4 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor,
to read and write three years would do for a boy ten years old. But to those, who are thirteen, three years for handling the lyre would be a moderate time. Nor let it be lawful for a father (to permit), or his son of his own act to make his application to these studies more or less, and for more or less years than these whether desirous to learn or hating it. And let him, who disobeys (the law), be deprived of those youthful honours, which are to be mentioned shortly afterwards. But hear this first, what the youths ought to learn during this period, and what the masters to teach. They ought to labour at letters until they are able to write and read. But let us leave those unregarded, whom nature has not urged on to become, with respect to quickness and beauty, proficient within the years enjoined. But in the case of the lyreless learning of poets preserved in writings, some in metre, and others without metrical divisions, which are called merely compositions in prose destitute of rhythm and harmony, there have been left to us unsafe writings by some such men, the majority of

1—1 The Greek is πατρὶ μὴν αὐτῷ—out of which neither Stephens nor Ast could make any thing satisfactory to themselves or to others. Bekker has edited πατρὶ μην αὐτῷ—"to not even a father himself," which Stalbaum calls an egregious emendation; but which I confess I cannot understand, even if ποιήθησαι be taken in the sense of διδάσκεθαι, "to put out to learn." For in that case the pronoun αὐτῷ would be superfluous, while the mention of the son could not be dispensed with. The paraphrase of Ficinus gives what the train of thought evidently requires, "nec licet aut patri plus vel minus in his liberis destinare, aut libens, sive tædio affectus, citra id tempus, sive desiderio compulsus ultra his rebus, contempta leges, vacare." By the aid of which it is easy to elicit, as I have translated, πατρὶ ἦν μὲν μην ἠλεῖ αὐτῷ—On the loss or corruption of ἦν see my Poppo’s Prolegom. p. 121.

2—1 The Greek is φιλομαθὲντε—μισοῦντε. But Plato wrote φιλομαθῷ μαθῶν—μισοῦντι.

3—3 On the phrase πρὸς τὰχος or πρὸς κάλλος with γράφειν, see the Commentators on Thom. Mag. p. 274, with whose notes had Badham been conversant, he would not have proposed in Præf. Iph. T. p. 19, to read ἐλς καλὸς τεχάς for ἐλς καλὸς τέχας in Eurip. Trog. 1202.

4 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has "monumenta," as if his MS. read μνήματα instead of μαθήματα.

5 I have adopted δυσμακῶν for δύσμακων, proposed by the Bipont editor.

6—4 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, who is followed by Taylor. They are evidently an interpolation.

7—1 Such is the literal version of the Greek παρά των τῶν πολλῶν τοιούτων ἀνθρώπων; which I cannot understand, nor could Ficinus, who omits τῶν πολλῶν—Perhaps Plato wrote παρά των ὀντῶν ἀνθρῶπῳ
which, ye best of all guardians of the laws, how will ye make any use? Or how would a lawgiver, ordering you to use them, correctly order? I expect he would be much at a loss.

Clin. What is this, guest, which you seem to say, as regards yourself, as being in reality at a loss. ¹

Athen. You have taken me up correctly, Clinias. But before you, who are associates with me on the subject of laws, it is necessary for me to state what seems to be an easy matter, and what does not. ²

Clin. What then, do you now say, and what has been your state, with respect to these matters?

Athen. I will tell you. For it is by no means easy to speak what is opposed to many myriads of mouths.

Clin. But what, does it (not) ⁴ seem to you that the few and trifling matters, previously mentioned by us relating to laws, are somewhat opposed to the multitude?

Athen. You have spoken this with the greatest truth. ⁵ For, as it seems to me, you are exhorting me to proceed confidently in this road, although it is arduous and odious to many, and to advance through the path of laws, which our present discourse has laid open, without omitting any particular, when perhaps a journey of this kind will be pleasing to others not fewer in number, and, if fewer, not worse.

ἀναγνώρισι τ' ἀνθρώπων, i.e. "by some persons really simpletons and unintellectual."

¹-⁻ Ficinus has merely "Quid, hospes, tecum ita dubitasti?"
²-⁻ Ficinus, followed by Taylor, almost literally, has "qua certa et quæ dubia mihi videntur."
³ Here again Taylor has followed Ficinus, "quid te movit."
⁴ In lieu of ἀλήγα four MSS. offer ἀλήγου, which evidently leads to ἀλήγ' ὡθ—
⁵ From this version made by Taylor, it is shown beyond all doubt that he looked merely to the Latin of Ficinus, and not to the Greek; which is literally—"For you are indeed exhorting me, as it seems to me, while the same road has become hateful to many, and perhaps agreeable to others not fewer, and if fewer, not the worse at least, with whom you are exhorting me to run a risk, and with confidence to march along the road of legislation, now cut out by the present conversation, and to be remiss in nothing." Here although Ast would supply the want of the apodosis in the latter part of the sentence by repeating διακήλως after κλήτες, yet Ruhnken on Timeus, 128, felt disposed to adopt the correction of a critic in Miscell. Observ. ii. 2, p. 307, who proposed to read, what the sense requires in part, ὅδοι ἐχεσθαί ἐχεσθαί—while no one has hitherto seen that Plato certainly wrote ταυτῆς τῆς ὅδοι, "this road," not τῆς.
Clin. How not?

[15.] Athen. I am not then remiss. I assert indeed, that there are very many writers of poetry amongst us, in hexameters and trimeters, and all the so-called measures, some having aimed at seriousness, others at fun; in whose writings very many myriads assert that we ought to bring up such of the youths as are properly instructed, and to render them full even to satiety, by making them to be frequent hearers at the reading of them, and very learned in them, through having got whole poets by heart. But others say that, selecting the heads from all, and bringing to the same point entire sentences, they ought to learn them well by committing them to memory, if any one among us is about to be a good man and wise through much experience and much learning. Do you, then, exhort me with a freedom of speech to show to them what they say correctly or not?

Clin. How not?

Athen. By saying what then upon all these points shall I in one word say what is sufficient? I think it nearly something of this kind, in which every one would agree with me, that each of those (the poets) have said many things beautifully, and many the reverse. And if this be the case, I assert, that much learning is bringing danger to youth.

Clin. How then, and what would you advise the guardian of the law to do?

Athen. Of what are you speaking?

Clin. By looking to the pattern of what thing would he permit all the youths to learn one subject and forbid them another? Speak, and do not shrink from speaking.

ἀντῆς ὄδου, "the same road," and probably ἔχοισθαι ἄνδους πολὺ, to balance the subsequent προσφιλοῦς, and διὰ καλοῦ δεῖ, in lieu of διακει-λείον; for thus πορεύεσθαι would be governed by δεῖ, and διὰ καλοῦ show that the march was for the sake of what is honourable.

1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor, who followed Grynaeus, who threw them out of the translation of Ficinus, because there was nothing to answer to them in the then existing Greek text, which has been subsequently supplied by six MSS.

2 As ekmanthanein means by itself "to learn by heart," to avoid the tautology in eἰς μνήμην τιθημένως, I have translated as if the Greek were eἰς μανθάνειν—

3 Ficinus has "poetis," as if his MS. read τῶν ποιητῶν, not ποιητῶν—

4 This was the doctrine of Heraclitus, who said ἦ πολυμαθὴς νόον ὑπὸ διδάσκει.
Athen. My good Clinias, I seem almost in a certain manner to have been fortunate.

Clin. About what?

Athen. In not being entirely in want of a pattern. For now, after looking to the discourse, which we have gone through, from the morning up to the present moment, not without the inspiration of some god, as we appear to myself, I fancy, by Zeus, that something has been said by a person in his senses altogether similar to a kind of poetry. Nor has perhaps any wonderful event fallen upon me, in being delighted with looking upon our own discourse, as being collected together. For of the very many discourses in poems, or spoken thus in prose, which I have learnt and heard, they have appeared to me to be the most moderate of all, and the most fit for youths to hear. Hence I conceive I could not have to mention to a guardian of the laws and an instructor a pattern better than this, or to exhort the masters to teach boys these subjects, and what are next and similar to these, whether a person happens to be going through the compositions of poets, or what has been written in prose, or spoken thus nakedly, without being written, as being the brothers of these discourses, so as not to neglect them in any way, but to write them down; and in the first place to compel the teachers themselves to learn and praise them; and not to employ as co-workers the teachers, to whom they are not acceptable; but that such as a person may find giving their votes for praise, let him make use of these, and hand over to them the youths to teach and to instruct. Here then and thus let my tale be brought to an end, after having been told as regards the teachers of letters and letters likewise.

Clin. As regards the argument, stranger, we do not ap-

---

1 The Greek is ἐδοξάω ὁ ὄν μοι παντάπασι, from which I have elicit-
ed ἐδοξάσω νῦν Διὸ ἐννυρ τι παντάπασι— For thus ἀποβλήσως will recover, what it wants at present, its verb.

2 I must leave for others to understand, what I cannot, ὅν ἀθρόους.

3 From the preceding allusion to the inspiration of some god, it is quite evident, to myself at least, that Plato wrote ὅν ἐνθιοῦς— as if god-in-
spired. On the corruption of ἐνθιοῦς see myself on Eumen. 17.

4-5 Of this needlessly prolix matter Ficinus has given this abridg-
ment, adopted in part by Taylor, "et eos, qui non probent, repellant; his
vero, qui probant, erudientes instituendosque adolescentes, committat.
Seдобiteris eorumque magistris jam satis."

4-5 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and
after him by Taylor.
appear to myself at least to have wandered from the subject proposed. But whether we are right upon the whole or not, it is perhaps difficult to assert positively.

Athen. But this, Clinias, will then become more clear, as is reasonable, when, as we have often said, we arrive at the end of this digression respecting the laws.

Clin. True.

[16.] Athen. After the grammar-master is not the harp-master to be spoken of?

Clin. How not?

Athen. I fancy that, if we recollect our previous discourse, we assigned to the harp-masters what was suited to the teaching and the whole of education in things of such a kind.

Clin. Of what kind of things are you speaking?

Athen. We said, I think, that the Dionysiacal singers of sixty years of age ought to have pre-eminently a fine perception of rhythms, and the compositions of harmonies, in order that (some one, through knowing well) the imitation by melodies, when it is well or ill done, at what time an affection how violent soever may happen to the soul, may thus, by being able to select the resemblances of the good soul and those of the contrary one, reject the latter, but bring forward the former, and and hymn to and enchant the souls of the young, and invite each of them, while following him on account of the imitations, to be led on to the possession of virtue.

Clin. You speak most truly.

Athen. For the sake then of these matters, it is requisite

---

1 This mention of singers of sixty years old, having a fine perception of rhythms, seems very strange. For at that period of life all the finer perceptions have generally ceased to exist, at least in northern climates, and still more in the southern; where the faculties of man are more early developed, and more early decay. In ii. p. 670, B. 11, the age is fifty years.

2 For the sake of the syntax, without which it is impossible to get satisfactorily at the sense of an ancient author, I have translated as if, instead of ἐν τοῖς παθήμασιν ὅταν ψυχὴ γίγνηται— the Greek were originally ἐν γίγνοις, πάθημα ὅταν ὅταν ἐν ψυχῇ γίγνηται—

3 In lieu of ὅν τις, the sense seems to lead, as I have translated, to ὅπερ ὅταν.

4 The Greek is ὄμνυκαὶ ἔπεδον ταῖς τῶν νέων ψυχαῖς. Ficinus has "adolescentium auribus concinat traheantque eorum animos—".

5 The Greek is ἐκοθαὶ—συναιρολούνται— But as Ficinus has "imitatione quadam perductos," I suspect he found in his MS. ἅγιοθαὶ, as I have translated.
for both the harper and his pupil to use the sounds of the lyre,
\(^1\) for the sake of the clearness of the chords, by bringing out
sounds in accordance with sounds.\(^1\) But (as regards) the dif-
ference and variety of the sounds of the lyre—the chords pro-
ducing some melodies, and the poet who composes the strain
others—and moreover\(^2\) others by their making the thick\(^3\)
and the thin, the swift and the slow, the sharp and the flat,
agree with or opposed to each other respectively, and by
adapting similarly all the varieties of rhythms to the sounds
of the lyre, it is not lawful\(^4\) to bring all such things as these
before those, who are about to extract quickly in three years
what is useful in music. For contraries, confusing each other,
produce a difficulty in learning. But it is requisite that the
young should be as quick as possible to learn. For the subjects
of education enjoined upon them are of necessity not trifling
or few. However, our discourse, as it proceeds, will, together
with time, point them out. To such matters relating to music,
let the teacher thus attend. But the melodies and words, of
what kind and what it is meet for the choir-masters to teach,
have been all previously discussed; and we have said that, by
being consecrated and adapted each to festivals, they ought to
be of service to the state, by contributing to a pleasure of a
happy kind.\(^5\)

**Clin.** And this too have \(^6\) you discussed with truth.

**Athen.** Most truly indeed.\(^6\) And let him, who is chosen the
ruler as regards music, receive these rules from us, and let him

\(^1\) I confess I hardly understand what Plato is aiming at. Ficinus
has “expressionis gratia, que ex canoris fidibus provenit, et vocibus vo-
ces consonas reddere.” Ast refers to Histoire de l’Academie des Inscript.

\(^2\) From the words καὶ δὴ καὶ is evident that some participle has dropt
out of the sentences preceding.

\(^3\) By πυκνότης is meant, says Martianus Capella, ix. p. 320, quoted
by Ast, “a certain quality composed of three sounds,” which I must
leave for musical Greek scholars to explain.

\(^4\) The Greek is πάντες οὖν τὰ τοιούτα μὴ—But one MS. for μὴ reads
μὴ—where νόμομου lies hid; and hence I have altered οὖν into οὐ—

\(^5\) I scarcely understand ἤδωνὶν εὔνεχη—unless it be said that, to use
the language of Horace, there is a “voluptas, empta dolore,” which
“nocet.”

\(^6\) The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor; Ficinus
has “Hec itaque vere distincta electus ad musam magistratus susci-
pit,” as if his MS. read ἀληθεστατά τοι νῦν ταύτα παραλαβὼν ὁ περὶ
τήν μοῦσαν ἀρχῶν αἴρεθεῖς, without καὶ and ἡμῶν

\(^v\) 2
attend to them with a kind fortune. But let us deliver them relating to dancing and the whole of the gymnastics pertaining to the body, in addition to what has been stated previously; (and) as we have delivered the instruction, that remained respecting music, let us act in a similar manner with regard to gymnastics. For it is meet for boys and girls to learn to dance and to practise gymnastics likewise. Is it not?

Clin. Certainly.

Athen. Now for the boys dancing-masters, but for the girls dancing-mistresses, would be the better fitted for going through the occupation.

Clin. Be it so.

Athen. Again, let us call the man, who has the most to do, the curator of youth; and who, since he attends to the subjects relating to music and gymnastics, will not have much leisure.

Clin. How then is it possible for a person, advanced in years, to attend to so many things?

Athen. Easily, my friend. For the law has allowed and will allow him to take to himself as his associates in such an employment, whomever of the male and female citizens he pleases; and he will know whom he ought (to take); and he will be desirous not to do wrong in these matters while prudently knowing and reverencing the importance of his office, and being conversant with the reasoning that, when youths

---

1 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has thus transposed the sentences, nos vero, sicut musicæ docendæ modum, qui restabat, adjecimus, ita nunc saltationi et universæ corporis gymnasticæ, cum idem reliquum sit, idem quoque adjiciamus; while Taylor has adopted the transposition and thus abridged the original, But as we have delivered what remained to be discussed respecting music, we shall do the same respecting dancing, and the whole of the gymnastics pertaining to the body.

2 I have translated as if the Greek were ἀνεπιτηθέοτερον, not ἀνεπιτηθεῖοτερον.

3 On this sense of προκλαμβάνειν, see at Æsch. Prom. 225.

4—5 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

4—5 I have followed, as Taylor does likewise, Ficinus in transposing the order of the words αἰδοίμους ἐμφόνως καί γιγνώσκων into γιγνώσκων ἐμφόνως καί αἰδοίμους.

6 The Greek is λογισμῷ — ξυνών, where Ast would read ξυνεῖς — Ficinus has "ignoret." Taylor, "being well convinced."
have been and are properly brought up, every thing will sail on prosperously 1 (over the sea of life); 1 but if not, 2 it is not fit to state, nor do we state (what will follow) 3 through our venerating the great lovers of prophets in a new city. 4

[17.] Much then has been said by us on the subjects relating to dancing and all the movements of gymnastics. For under gymnastics we place all the exercises relating to war in archery and every kind of hurling, and the use of the small shield, and all the fighting with the large shield, and the tactics of sallying out, and all the marching of armies, and their conduct in camps, and whatever relates to cavalry regulations. For all these subjects there ought to be teachers in common, obtaining their pay from the state, and having both men and boys as their pupils, and girls and women skilled in all these matters—those who are still virgins practising every kind of dancing, and fighting in armour, but the women laying hold of the science of sallying out, 5 and of laying down and taking up arms, if for nothing else, 6 at least for this, that should there be a necessity at any time for those, who had been guarding the children and the rest of the city, to leave the town with their whole force, 8 and to march to a distance from it, the women may be sufficient for so much 9 as this. Or, on the contrary,

1—1 Tayler has introduced “the sea of life,” from “in vita” in Ficinus.
2 The Greek is πλεῖ, μὴ δὲ—But an aposiopesis cannot be expressed by a prohibitive formula. Plato wrote πλεῖ, εἰ δὲ μὴ—as I have translated.
3 Ficinus adds, what the sense requires, “quid sequatur,” as if his MS. read τὸ ἱππὸν for ἱππὶ before καὶ ἔλει.
4 Here again Ficinus has, what is better suited to common sense, “perniciorum in civitatem novam omen fugientes.” For why there should be in a new state persons more fond of prophets than in an old one, it is not easy to understand.
5 The Greek is διεξόδων καὶ τάξεων. It should be διεξόδων τακτικῶν, as just before.
6 Ficinus, “si nullius rei alterius gratia, attamen,” as if his MS. read εἰ μηδένος ἵππον ᾧλλον, ᾧλλ—as remarked by Stephens.
7 I have adopted φιλάξιντας, found in four MSS., in lieu of φιλαξιντας, which Ast says may be referred to the women. But then Plato would assuredly have written φιλαξιντας. Ficinus has, in an abridged form, “si res cogat, ut in militiam viri omnes proficiscantur, possint ipsae interim, si quid adversi acciderit, civitatem defendere.”
8 Unless I am greatly mistaken, πάση τῷ δυνάμει is an explanation of πανόμης.
9 As to defend the town.
(should it happen) what is not at all denied to be possible, that enemies from without fall upon it with some mighty power and force, whether Greeks or Barbarians, and furnish the necessity for a battle to take place for the state itself; it would surely be a great fault in a polity for the women to have been brought up in so shameful a manner, as not to fight, as even birds do in behalf of their offspring with the strongest of wild animals, nor to be willing to die, and to expose themselves to every danger; but straightway to hurry to sacred places, and to fill all the altars and temples, and to bring down upon the race of women the bad repute of being the most cowardly of all animals.

Clin. By Zeus, O guest, this would be by no means seemly, independent of the cowardice, in any state, where it might take place.

Athen. Let us then lay down the law so far as this at least, that warlike concerns ought not to be neglected by women, but that all the citizens, both male and female, ought to attend to them.

Clin. I agree with you.

Athen. With respect to wrestling, then, we have said something; but that which is, as I should say, the greatest thing, we have not spoken of; nor is it easy to speak of it, without pointing it out with the body, as well as by word of mouth. This then we will determine, when our language, following out acts, shall indicate something clear about the other points of which we have spoken; and that such a wrestling is in reality of all motions allied the nearest to a personal encounter in battle; and, moreover, that it is requisite to attend to this for the sake of that, but not that for the sake of this.

1 Stephens was the first to see, that as there is nothing to govern the infinitive παρασχειν something has dropped out here. The missing word was, I suspect, πεγαν, as I have translated.

2-3 So Ast explains απωμοσων. With regard to the syntax in ὅν οθών απωμοσων, Stephens suggested, what Ast has adopted, ὅν οθών απωμοσων. But the sense requires rather ὅν οθών απωμοσων—

3 With this sentiment Ast compares a similar one in Lycurgus c. Leon. T. iv. p. 229, and Musonius in Wytenbach. Philomath. i. p. 129.

4 Faehse aptly compares Æsch. S. Th. 165.

5 The Greek is καὶ διδακαίοι. I have translated as if it were, καὶ διδακαίοι, similar to ἀσχολεῖ κέφης in Hom. Od. A. 432, and the passages quoted on Menexenus, § 14.

6-6 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has, "Per Jovem, hospes, et dedecori hoc et detrimento est civitati."
Clin. Beautifully indeed do you say this.

[18.] Athen. Let then thus much be held to have been said up to the present moment on the subject of wrestling. But with respect to the other motions of the whole body, the greatest part of which a person would, by calling it a certain dancing, call it correctly, it is proper to consider as of two kinds; one imitating the solemn in the more beautiful bodies, but the other the depraved in baser bodies. And again, of the depraved there are two species, and two of the serious. Of the serious motion one kind exists, when bodies of beauty and a soul of bravery become implicated in war and violent exertions; but the other, when a temperate soul (being mixed up) with a prosperous state and moderate pleasures. Now he who calls a dancing of this kind pacific, calls it according to its nature. But the warlike, on the other hand, which is entirely different from the pacific, a person would correctly call Pyrrhic; which imitates the careful guarding against all blows and hurlings by leanings away, and by every kind of yielding and leapings on high, together with a lowering of the body; and the contrary to these, which are borne along to active gestures in the shooting of arrows, and the hurling of javelins, and which attempt to imitate the infliction of all kinds of blows. But that which is erect and braced up in these, when an imitation takes place of good bodies and souls, becoming straightforward for the most part of the limbs of the body, receiving a thing of this kind as right, but the contrary as not

---

1. The Greek is τὴν πολεμικὴν δὴ τοῦτον: where I cannot understand τοῦτον, nor could Ficinus, who has omitted it. For his version is, "illum vero a pacifico diversum, Pyrrchen recte quisque vocabit." I have translated as if the Greek were τὴν πολεμικὴν δ' αὖ, τὸ πᾶν ἄλλην, where δ' is due to Ast.

2. Ast and others explain ἐκνεύσεις by "inclinings away." But that would be ἐπονεύσεις: and so perhaps Plato wrote. For ἐκ and ἐπί are constantly confounded in MSS. See Porsen Miscell. Crit. p. 181.

3. I have translated as if the Greek were ἐμβλήματα, not μυθήματα, which I cannot understand, despite the references to Lucretius ii. 40, Virgil Æn. v. 585, and Livy xxix. 22, made by Ast. Ficinus has simply "cædendo," omitting πασῶν παληγὼν μυθήματα ἐπικεφούσας μυθίσθαι.

4. Such is the literal translation of the Greek, out of which Ast has been unable to make any thing satisfactory; and I am equally in the dark. Ficinus has "in his omnibus arbitrari oportet, quando intrepidus et constans habitus in membrorum rectitudine et fortitudine adhibetur, recte fieri; quando vero, non recte." What Plato wrote, might, however, be
right. In this way, on the other hand, we must look upon the pacific dancing of each, whether a person lays hold or not of the beautiful dancing, and conducts himself in a becoming manner in the dances of men, acting according to law. It is necessary, then, to separate first the dancing about which there is a doubt from that about which there is not a doubt. Now what is this? And how must we separate them? Such then as is Bacchic, and belongs to those that follow the Bacchants, whom some persons, calling by the name of Nymphs, Pans, Silenuses, and Satyrs, say that they imitate, and, drunk with wine, perform purifications and certain mystic rites, the whole of this kind of dancing it is not easy to define, as being neither pacific, nor adapted to war, or (to say) what it means. But it seems to me that it is nearly the most correct to define it in this way, by placing the warlike dancing apart, and apart too the pacific, and to assert that this kind of dancing is not adapted to a civil life. Leaving it, therefore, to lie down lying there, let us return to the warlike and pacific dancing, as being indubitably ours. Now the kind of the unwarlike Muse, and that which honours the gods and the sons of the gods by dancing, will become altogether one kind, when it takes place in the reputation of doing well. And we could recovered by a bold conjecture, which it is unnecessary to bring forward.

1 In lieu of ἰκάστον, which Ast could not understand, nor can I, he suggested ἰκάστος. Stallbaum says that ἰκάστον is to be referred to τῶν ὑγιομένων. But neither Plato nor any other sensible writer is wont to omit words absolutely requisite for the sense and syntax.

2 In lieu of ἐπονομαζοῦσας ὡς φασι μεμοινται, where ὡς is omitted by Ficinus, I have translated as if the Greek were, ἐπονομαζοῦσσες τενες, φασιν ὧτι μεμοινται, καὶ—

3 From ἀποτελομέαν, in which, as there is no syntax, there can be no sense, it is easy to elicit ἀποτελεῖν, τὸ—as I have translated, and to change the following τὸ into γε—

4 Instead of πολιτικοῦ, Taylor has “to war,” misled by the preceding πολεμικοῦ.

5 Since κείμενον—κείθει is not. I believe, thus united elsewhere, in τὸ κείμενον lies hid perhaps ἐ ἐκβαλλόμενον, “rejected.” Compare Axlion. § 12, ἐκαμον παῖγνον ἐκβαλλόμενον.

6 I have with Stallb. adopted τιμῶν, first suggested by Stephens, and subsequently found in five MSS.

7 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

8 The expression ἐν ἐκκόρ, whether ἐκκόρ means “opinion,” or “reputation,” or “glory,” is to my mind perfectly unintelligible; and so to Fic
make of this a twofold division; the one, possessing greater pleasures, after we have escaped from certain labours there and dangers to what is good; but the other, when there is a preservation and increase of former good things, possessing pleasures milder than them; since in matters of this kind, every one is affected with greater movements in the body, when the pleasures are greater, but with less, when they are less; and he, who is more orderly, and more exercised in fortitude, exhibits less changes of movement; but he, who is timid, and unexercised in temperance, the more vehement; and generally every one, who emits a sound, whether in singing or in speaking, is not entirely able to exhibit tranquility in his body. Hence an imitation of what has been said, taking place by gestures has produced the whole of the art of dancing. In all these occasions, one person amongst us moves elegantly, but another inelegantly. Now it is fitting for him, who reflects, to praise many others of the old names, as being assigned correctly, and according to nature; and to one of them, relating to the dancings of those who are doing well, and are moderate in their pleasures, how correctly and at the same time musically did he, whoever he was, give a name. For assigning to them taken all together a name according to rea-

"..."
son, he called it Emmeleia,¹ and established two kinds of beautiful dancings, one warlike, called Pyrrhic, the other pacific, called Emmeleia, assigning to each a becoming and fitting appellation. These matters it behoves the lawgiver to explain by types, but the guardian of the laws to seek out; and having sought out, to combine dancing with the rest of music, and to distribute at all festivals that which is suited to each of the sacrifices; and having thus made them all holy in their order, hereafter to disturb nothing connected with dancing or singing. ² For it is requisite that the same city and the same citizens should pass their time as far as possible equally in the same pleasures,³ and live really⁴ well and happily.

[19.] The matters then relating to the dancings of beautiful bodies and souls, of what kind it has been said they ought to be, have been gone through. But it is necessary to look into and know those relating to disagreeable bodies and thoughts, and of those that are directed to the comicallities of laughter, as regards the language, and the song, and the dance, and the imitations of all these, done in a comical way. For it is not possible to learn serious things without the laughable, nor the converse of any thing without its contrary, if a person is about to be intellectual; but to do both it would be not possible, if a person is on the other hand about to have even a little share of virtue. But it is meet to learn them for the sake ⁴ of this very thing,⁴ namely, the not doing or saying at any time through ignorance what is ridiculous, when there is

¹ I have preserved the Greek word Ἐμμέλεια, in which there is an allusion to μέλος, "a melody," and ἐμμέλ-ής, "elegant," derived from ἐν-μέλεων, "to have a care in," and hence Ἐμμέλεια means "an elegance in melody," an appellation given to tragedy; while κόμῳς was that given to comedy, and σκηνῆς to farce, as we learn from Athenæus i. p. 20, E.

²—³ I have adopted for the most part the version of Ficinus, "sed in iisdem voluptatibus civitas eadem perseverans, civesque idem similis semper pro virtus permanentes," who probably found in his MS. ἐν δε ταῖς αὐτάς ἡδοναῖς τὴν αὐτὴν πόλιν καὶ τοὺς αὐτοὺς πολίτας διάγοντας δροιαῖς— ὡς δὲναι, instead of ἐν ταῖς δ' αὐτάς ἡδοναῖς ὁσσάτως τὴν αὐτὴν πόλιν καὶ πολίτας διάγοντας: ὡςδιὰ where since ὡσσάτως is without sense, and διάγοντας without syntax, I have translated as if the Greek were, ἐν γάρ ταῖς αὐτάς—τοὺς αὐτοὺς—οἷς ἀγώνας ὀμοίως—

⁴ In lieu of δυνας, which is superfluous after διάγοντας, Plato probably wrote, what I have translated, δύνας—

⁴— Ῥίκινος has "hujus—" For his MS. read αὐτοῦ—τοῦ, more correctly than αὐτῶν—τοῦ, more
need of it; but (it is proper) 1 to order slaves and hired
actors to imitate things of this kind; but for no seri-
ously of them to exist at any time, or for any free person, either
man or man, to be seen learning them, 2 but for some novelty
imitations about them to always appear. 2 Thus then let
whatever are the sports pertaining to laughter, which we all call
tragedy, be laid down both by our language and law. But
would any of the serious poets, who, they say, are occu-
pied on tragedies, come to us and ask—Shall we, O strangers,
to your city and country, or not, and bring our poetry to
act 3 it? or how is it decreed for you to do in matters of
kind? what answer to this should we correctly give to
divine men? This to myself indeed it seems good to
—O most excellent of strangers, we are ourselves, to the
most of our power, poets of a tragedy the most beautiful and
t. For the whole of our polity consists in an imitation of
the most beautiful and best, which we say is in reality
truest tragedy. You, therefore, are poets, and we too
poets of the same kind, being your opponents in art, and
agonists in the most beautiful drama, which true law alone
naturally completed, 4 as is the hope in us. But do not
ask that we shall so easily suffer you to fix your scenes in

1 I have inserted δε, which might have been easily lost after δι—

2 Such is the literal version of the Greek, καὶνόν δε ἀδικεῖ τι περί
γραμματικῶν τῶν μυθισμάτων: where since τῶν μυθισμάτων is plain-
ly periphrastic after ἀδικεῖ, Plato wrote, I suspect, καὶνόν δε ἀδικεῖ ποτε περί
γραμματικῶν, ὅτως μυθισμάτων: i. e. "but to ever appear new to the
acts of which these are imitations;" where καὶνόν would apply to a
son and not to a thing. Ast indeed says that the reason for the novelty
he imitations is, that, if the same subjects were repeated, people would
sume accustomed to them; for he perhaps remembered the lines of
ε, who says that,

"Vice is a monster of such hideous mien,
That to be hated it needs but be seen;
But seen too oft, familiar with its face,
We first endure, admire, and then embrace."

so far was Plato from patronizing any novelty in ludicrous imitations
odrama, that he would not admit even the serious ones of tragedy.
Ast has mistaken the meaning of ἀγεννεί here, as shown by his refer-
to Xenoph. Κ. Π. iii. 3, 2, φεύγοντας καὶ ἀγεννεῖ, where the express-
is in its usual military sense of carrying off dead plunder, and driving
he living.

Instead of ἀποτελεῖν πέφυκεν, one would have expected ἀποτελεῖν
δι φύσιν ἔχει, similar to "potest pericere" in Cicinus.
our place of meeting, and, introducing players with beautiful voices, and who talk louder than we do, to speak in public before our children and wives and all the masses not the same things as we do about pursuits, but for the most part even the most contrary: For we should be ourselves nearly quite mad, and the whole state too, should it permit you to do what has been just now mentioned, before the magistrates shall have decided whether you have composed what is to be spoken and fit to be brought forward or not. Now then, ye children, offspring of the tender Muses, we will, after first showing your odes by the side of ours to the rulers grant you a Chorus; if what has been said by you shall appear to be the same as, or better than that by us, but if not, we shall never, friends, be able to do so. Let then these be the customs, ordained by laws, relating to all kind of dancing and the teaching of them, that separate are the affairs of slaves, and separate those of masters, if so it seems good to you.

Clin. How does not this seem good, at least for the present?

[20.] Athen. Three things however still remain for the free-born to learn; one is computation, and what relates to numbers; but that, which measures length, breadth, and depth, is a second one: and the third that, which (measures) the orbits of the stars, (and) how they naturally march with re-

1 Ficinus has "viril," either because his MS. read ὅρηδες instead of παιδες; or because he disliked with the tautology in παιδες—ἐγκονοι.

2 As the Athenian speaker and his friends were not the Archons, they could not say of themselves that they would grant the writers of tragedy a chorus, or refuse one. Hence there is evidently some error in δώσομεν and δυναίμεθα: which it is easy to correct, if we bear in mind that Plato has merely put into prose, what he found in verse, probably in the Μαλθακοι of Cratinus, to this effect: Νῦν ὃ ἢ ἢ ἢ παιδες μακάκων Μουσών, Ἐπιδεικνυτε τοις ἀρχομαιν Πρώτον τὰς ὑμετέρας μιᾶς καὶ μὲν ταῦτά ἢ καὶ βελτίων. Τὰ παρ' ἤμων λεγόμενα γίνεται, Δώσομεν ὅμων χαιρόντα καὶ οὗτος Διόνυσος ποίην ἄνοιγεν ἰδοὺ ἄν: where most-opportune one MS. according to Bekker reads γίνεται in lieu of φαίνεται, and another according to Stalbaum omits λεγόμενα. The verses of Cratinus were spoken probably by the Chorus at the end of the play, where the author anticipated a victory, and gave the audience to understand that he had ready for production other comedies as good as, if not better than, the present one.

3 Ficinus alone has what the sense requires, "nostris," i. e. βελτίων ἢ τά παρ' ἢμων, instead of βελτίων τά παρ' ἢμων.

4 The Greek is ἐν αὖ δεύτερος. But εἰς δεύτερος could not be thus united. Plato wrote ὅς ἢν αὖ δεύτερος— For ὃς is thus perpetually joined to a participle.
lation to each other. On all these it is not requisite for the many to labour to a nicety, but only some few; of whom, as we advance, we will speak towards the end (of our discussion).

1 For so it will be becoming. But such as are necessary for the masses, it has been very correctly said even by boys, that it is shameful for the many not to know. However it is neither easy nor altogether possible to search into all things accurately; but whatever is necessary among them, it is not possible to throw aside. And it seems that he, who first spoke proverbially of the deity, that not even a god will ever at any time be seen contending against necessity, (said so) looking to this, namely, such necessities as, I conceive, are at least divine; since, (if he said so) of human necessities, to which the multitude look when, speaking in this manner, it would be the most stupid by far of all their speeches.

Clin. What then are those necessities for instruction, O guest, which are not such, but divine?

Athen. I think they are those, which he, who does not practise, nor in any respect learn, will never become either a god, a daemon, or a hero among men, competent to undertake the care seriously of mankind. And he would want much of being a divine man, who is unable to tell either one, or two, or three, or, in short, even and odd, or in any respect to know how to number, or to reckon nights and days, and is unskilled in the revolutions of the moon, the sun, and the other stars. There is then much folly in the notion that all this education is not necessary for him, who is about to know the most beautiful subjects of instruction. But of what kind is each of these, and how many they are, and when they are to be learnt, and what with some, and what apart from others,

--- The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.

2 In lieu of καὶ ποίης, to which Ast objects, I have translated as if the Greek were καὶ παύειν—Compare "pueri ludentes, Rex eris, aiunt, Sire, facies," in Horace.

3 Namely Simonides, as shown by iii. § 12, n.

4 Stephens was the first to suggest δωρεάν, subsequently found in two MSS., in lieu of δωροκαίσιον. For Ficinus has "divinis necessitatibus."

5 Despite the attempt of Dorville on Chariton, p. 419, to defend τέ, I have adopted γε, as proposed by Heindorf on Protag., § 87, which both Ast and Stalbaum have neglected to notice. Bekker considers γε as an interpolation.

6 I have omitted δωρεάν, which Ast acutely saw was the explanation of ὀλοκ. 
and the whole combination of them, these are the subjects, which a person ought to learn the first; and, with this instruction as the guide, to go on to the rest. For thus a necessity has overtaken him naturally, with which we say no divinity contests at present, or ever will contest.

Clin. What has been asserted at present, O guest, seems to have been somehow truly asserted, and you speak according to nature.

Athen. Such is the case, Clinias. But it is difficult for a person, who has previously arranged thus for himself, to lay down laws in this manner. But if it seems good to you, we will lay down laws for ourselves in a more accurate manner at some other time.

Clin. You seem to us, guest, to fear our habit of ignorance on matters of this kind. You do not, however, justly fear. Endeavour then to speak, concealing nothing on this account.

Athen. I fear the very things you are now speaking of; but I fear much more those, who have indeed laid hold of these points of education, but have laid hold of them improperly. For an ignorance of all things is by no means a dreadful thing nor slippery,¹ nor yet the greatest evil; but much skill and great learning united to an improper education, is a calamity much greater than these.²

Clin. You speak the truth.

[21.] Athen. It is necessary then to say that the free-born ought to learn of each of these subjects so much as the great mass of boys in Ægypt learn together with their letters. For, in the first place, the rules relating to reckoning have been so artlessly devised for children, that they learn it in sport, and with pleasure; (for there are)³ distributions of certain apples

¹ I have translated as if the Greek were not ΣΦΟΔΡΟΝ, but ΣΦΑΔΕΡΟΝ.
² I cannot understand τοῦτον; nor could Cicinus, who has omitted it.
³ In the whole of this description of the manner, in which the boys in Ægypt were taught numeration, there is a sad want of perspicuity; so much so that Athenæus, in xvi. p. 671, F., has taken upon himself to solve what he calls a Platonic problem, by saying, that in the allusion to the apples and chaplets, the philosopher meant something of this kind: He wanted to discover a number, by which all might have an equal share, until the last guest had entered, either of apples or chaplets. I assert then, that the number 60 divided into 6 fellow-drinkers, is able to complete the equality. For I know that towards the beginning (of our discourse), [i. p. 4, E.] we stated that not more than five persons supped
and chaplets, the 1 the same numbers being adapted to more and at the same time to fewer: 1 and in the case of pugilists and wrestlers, 2 the assessorships and co-allotments 2 3 in turn and in successive order, 3 and 4 how they exist naturally; 4 and, moreover, when playing, 5 they mix phials of gold, and copper, and silver, and other things of this kind, and some distribute them whole, 5 adapting, as I said before, to their sports the use of necessary numbers; and thus they benefit those, who are learning to draw up and lead out armies, and to arrange encampments, 6 and to regulate a household, and cause in short the men 7 to be more useful together; but that we are as many as the grains of sand, is evident. Now the number 60 will commence in this way, when the drinking party is filled up to six. The first comer to the meeting receives 60 chaplets, half of which he gives to the second, and each has therefore 30; and dividing them all again with the third comer, each has just 20; and, sharing again in like manner with the fourth, just 15; with the fifth, just 12; and with the sixth, just 10. And thus is completed the equality of the chaplets. 7 In which passage I have every where changed EK into ΕΙ, and omitted γιγνονται after διακατανεμε. But as there is not a word in Plato about the number 60, the whole of this explanation is evidently the fanciful interpretation of some over-clever commentator. But for the express quotation in Athenæus of μήλων τέ τινων διανομαί, I should have said that Plato wrote μήλων τειμημάτων διανομαί καὶ στεφάνων ὅλων. For thus the apples cut up and the whole chaplets would answer to numbers fractional and integral.

1—1 I confess I do not exactly understand what is meant by the words between the numerals; I could have understood perfectly πλεῖον  ἀμι καὶ διάλοχων ἄμορφοτον ἀρμοδίων τῶν ἑαυτῶν κοινών, καὶ—i. e. "the numbers being adapted to the more and fewer likewise of those who had come in common."

2—2 Así says that in ἰφθέρειας καὶ θυλλήξεως there is an allusion to the custom of appointing by lot a third combatant, who was to contend with the conqueror in a preceding contest, as shown by Aristoph. in Blogg. 791.

2—3 The Greek is εὐ μέρει καὶ ἰφθέρεις καὶ—But one MS. omits καὶ ἰφθέρεις correctly. For the two expressions mean the same thing. Correctly too one MS. omits καὶ.

4—4 How the ἰφθέρεια and σύλληξεις can be said to take place naturally, I cannot understand.

4—4 Here again I am at a loss. All would be intelligible, were we to read, what Plato probably wrote, ἥοὐ πλάκας ἤ πλάκας, in lieu of καὶ ὅλας πως. For "the full" and "not full" would express whole and fractional quantities.

6 In lieu of καὶ στρατεύεις, omitted by Ficinus, two MSS. read στρατοπεδεύεις, which leads to στρατοπεδεύως, as in p. 813, E.

7 Here again Ficinus omits τοῦς ἀνθρώπους, as being superfluous at least, and scarcely intelligible. The antithesis in ἱγηγορῶς seems to lead to μᾶλλον ἢ τοῦς νησιντίδος. "more than the indolent"
themselves to themselves, and awake; and after this in the
case of measurements, relating to length, breadth, and depth,
(since they say)¹ that there is naturally inherent in all men
a certain ridiculous and disgraceful ignorance on all these
points, they liberate them from this.

Clin. What and what kind of ignorance do you mean?

Athen. My dear Clinias, I too, having altogether late in
life heard how we are affected on these points, have felt a
wonder; and it seems to me, that it is the situation not of
human beings, but rather of certain swine-like animals; and
I have been ashamed not only of myself, but of all the Greeks.


Athen. I will tell you; or, rather, I will point it out to you
by asking a question. And do you give me a short answer.
You surely know what length is?

Clin. How not?

Athen. And what breadth is?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. And that there are these two things, and that a
third of these ² is depth?

Clin. How not?

Athen. Does it not, then, seem to you, that all these may
be measured by each other?

Clin. Yes.

Athen. I mean length by length, and breadth by breadth;
and that depth is naturally capable of being measured simi-
larly?

Clin. Very much so.

Athen. But, if some of these can do this neither ³ violently
nor quietly, ² but some can, and others not, ⁴ and yet you im-
agine that all (can), how do you conceive yourself to be situated
with respect to these?

Clin. Sadly, it is evident.

¹ I have inserted "since they say," to complete the sense. The Greek
is περὶ ἀπαντα—φήσα. But ἰτί might easily have dropt out before
περὶ, and φήσα corrupted into φήσα.
² In lieu of τοῦτον, which I cannot understand, Plato wrote I imagine
ἐτι αἰ ὑ τι ὄν—
³—² In σφόδρα, says Ast, there is an allusion to the same word in the
answer of Clinias; and hence, to preserve the antithesis, Plato added ἀρέμα.
For otherwise he would have written µᾶλλον and ἡττον.
⁴ That is to say, some quantities are incommensurable, and others not. I
Athen. But again, as regards length and breadth against depth, or length and breadth against each other, do not all of us the Greeks think, touching these questions, thus, that they can be measured against each other in some way?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. But if this be at no time and by no means possible, and yet all the Greeks, as I have said, think it is possible, is it not fit, that, being ashamed of them all, we should thus address them,—O ye best of Greeks, this is one of the things, which we said it was base not to know. But is it not altogether beautiful to know things necessary (to be known)?

Clin. How not?

Athen. And in addition to these, there are other things allied to them, in which many errors, the sisters of those [errors],\(^1\) are produced in us.

Clin. What are these?

Athen. Those relating to quantities that are commensurable and not commensurable, by what nature they exist. For it is necessary that he, who reflects upon them, should distinguish them, or be altogether a person of no mark; and it is meet\(^2\) by throwing out problems to each other, and, being engaged in an amusement more agreeable than the pebble-game\(^3\) of old men, to have a love for contention in a pursuit worthy of all attention.\(^4\)

Clin. Perhaps so. At least it seems that the pebble-game and this education are very\(^5\) different from each other.

Athen. These subjects then I assert, Clinias, the youths ought to learn. For they are neither hurtful nor difficult; and

---

1. Ast has properly rejected ἀμαργημάτων as an interpolation.
2. In lieu of ΑΕΙ the sense requires ΔΕΙ, as I have translated.
3. So I should have translated περίπλεον at Charm. § 47, Alcib. i. § 15, and here in v. § 9. For though the modern draughts is the nearest approach to the Greek περίπλεον, yet there seems to have been some difference in these two games. Wrongly therefore have I translated περίπλεον, "a game of dice," in the Statesman, § 38, as shown by Phædr. p. 274, D. περίπλεον τε καὶ κυβείας.
4. Instead of ταύτων, which I cannot understand, I have translated as if the Greek were τάντων—
5. All the MSS. read οὐ πάμπολυ—Stephens was the first to suggest καὶ πάμπολυ, found subsequently, according to Stalbaum, in the margin of a solitary MS. For Ficinus omits the negative. But as καὶ has no meaning here, I should prefer οὐ—On the confusion of οὐ and ποις see Porson at Hecub. 300. Winckelmann refers to his note on Plutarch, Eroth. p. 217, but what he says there I know not, for I have never seen the book.
when they are learnt, combined with sport, they will do a
benefit, but never a hurt, to our state. But, if any one says
otherwise, let us hear him.

Clin. How not?

Athen. If then these things appear to be so, it is evident
that we shall decide in their favour; but appearing to be not
so, they will be decided against.

Clin. Evidently so. How not?

Athen. Let then these be laid down as belonging to neces-
sary instructions, in order that what relates to the laws may
not be (done) by us in vain.

Clin. Let them be laid down.¹

Athen.² (For they are) as it were pledges from the rest of
the polity, which may be dissolved,³ if they should in no re-
spect receive kindly⁴ us, who propose them, or you, who
establish them.

Clin. The condition you propose is just.

[22.] Athen. After these then look to the instruction re-
lating to the stars, whether this being chosen for youth pleases
us, or the contrary.

Clin. Only speak.

Athen. And yet there is respecting them a subject of great
marvel, and to be endured at no time and by no means.

Clin. What is this?

Athen. We say that we ought not to search after the great-
est god,¹ and the whole order of the world, nor to be busy in
explaining the causes (of things); for it is not holy. It seems
indeed, that, if the very contrary took place, it would take
place correctly.

Clin. How say you?

Athen. What is stated is a paradox, and some one may
think it is not suited to old men; but when any one conceives

¹—¹ I have assigned the words κείσθω μὲντοι to Clinias. For μὲντοι,
following a word repeated, always indicates the assent of the party thus
repeating the word, as I have shown on Hipp. Maj. § 12, n. 2.

²—² I confess I cannot understand the words between the numerals.

³ Ast says that φιλοφρονήσαν means “be agreeable.” But φιλοφρονή-
σάν ἵσθαι has always elsewhere an active sense. Hence I am at a loss here
for the real meaning of the whole sentence.

⁴ On this celebrated saying of Plato Ast has referred to a host of
writers, who have alluded to it, from Cicero De N. D. i. 12, to Theodo-
rectus.
that instruction is something beautiful, and true, and advantageous to a city, and likewise in every respect acceptable to the deity, by no manner of means is it possible not to mention it.

Clin. You say what is reasonable. But shall we find an instruction of this kind in the case of the stars?

Athen. All we Greeks, so to say, tell, O ye good men, a falsehood respecting those mighty divinities the Sun and Moon.

Clin. Of what kind is the falsehood?

Athen. We say that they never proceed in the same path, and that there are some other stars with them, to which we give the name of planets.

Clin. By Zeus, you are saying, guest, the truth. For in the course of my life, I have often seen myself the morning and the evening star, and certain other stars, never proceeding along in the same track, but wandering entirely. And we all know that the Sun and Moon are perpetually doing so.1

Athen. These then are the things, Megillus and Clinias, which I assert our citizens and youths ought to learn respecting the gods in heaven, so far as this about all these matters, so far for the sake of not blaspheming them, but of offering sacrifices ever with good-omened words, and piously in prayers approaching them.

Clin. This indeed is right, if, first, it is possible to learn that, of which you are speaking; and next, if we are not present speaking properly about them, yet after learning, we shall speak so of them. Thus much do I go along with you; and that a thing of this kind must be learnt. Do you then, endeavour to explain entirely that these things are so, and we will together follow you as your disciples.

1—1 The Greek is ὅρμνης ταῦτα ἄει—which is perfectly unintelligible. Hence Ast would read ταῦτα ἄει, similar to "semper haec facere" in Cornarius. But Ficinus has "errare semper omnes cognovimus:" Plato wrote, ὅρμνης ἐνθα καὶ ἐνθα θείν—i. e. "on looking at them we know that they run hither and thither." On the confusion of ὅρμνης and ὅρμνης see my remarks in Troad. Pref. p. xxiii., and on ἐνθα καὶ ἐνθα, found in viii. § 5, p. 885, B., see at Eumen. 95.

2—2 The Greek is πείρι ἀπάντων τοῦτων μιχρί—where μιχρί is repeated unnecessarily, whatever Ast may say to the contrary; and πείρι ἀπάντων τοῦτων, omitted by Ficinus, have nothing to which they can be referred. I suspect that we ought to transpose them after εἰδημεῖν ἔι, and read πείρι ἀπάντων τοῦτων ἐν χαρι—

3 I have translated as if the Greek word was formerly ἔμοινος, not as at present, ἔμοινος.
Athen. It is not easy to learn what I am saying, nor is it on the other hand altogether difficult, nor is it a matter of a very long time. And the proof is, that, although I myself have heard these things, neither recently ¹ nor formerly, I am able to render them manifest in a little time. And yet had they been difficult, I, who am in years, would not have been able to explain them to you, who are in years.

Clin. You say what is true. But what is the instruction, which you call marvellous; but which you say it is fitting for the youths to learn, and yet we are ignorant of? Endeavour to speak about it, at least to this extent, with the utmost perspicuity.

Athen. I must endeavour. The notion then, thou best of men, respecting the Sun and Moon and the other stars, that they are planets, is not correct; but the very contrary is the case. For each of them perpetually traverses the same path, being not many, but one, in a circle; but they appear to traverse many. And that, which is the most swift of them, is not rightly thought to be ² the slowest, and contrariwise the contrary. Now if such is the case naturally, but we do not think so, if we had such notions respecting the horses, that run at Olympia, or of men contesting in the long course, and we called the swiftest the slowest, and the slowest the swiftest, and, passing our eunostums, celebrated the vanquished as the victor, I think we should not attach our praises properly, nor in a manner agreeable to the racers, ³ being men. ⁴ But now, when we err in the very same manner respecting the gods, do we not think that, what, ⁵ when it took place there, would be then ridiculous and incorrect, takes place here at present (not well) in the case of the gods.

Clin. Ridiculous, I am aware, entirely. ⁶

¹ From "nuper" in Ficinus, Stephens suggested νέον, found subsequently in one MS., in lieu of νιώτα: which should otherwise be νιὼς ὴν, to which νιὼς in three MSS. seems to lead, or else to νιώση, which Winckelmann prefers.
² I have translated as if the Greek were εἶναι, not αὖ—
³ The words between the numerals Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has omitted; for he saw that αὐθρώπως could scarcely thus be mentioned singly after the preceding ἵππος and ἄνθρωπος. Hence Plato wrote, I suspect, αὐθρώπως ἵππος τε, not ἀνθρώπως ὴν.
⁴ I have translated as if the Greek were οἷς, δαμαῖς, not εὕλαμαῖς—
⁵ I have adopted the notion of Ast, that Plato wrote ἐλομπθῆ—not εὔλαμαῖς—He should have elicited likewise ἰνταυθοί εἴκ ἐκ from ἰνταυθοί καὶ—as I have translated.
Athen. It is not then an act acceptable to the divinity, when we hymn to the gods what is false.

Clin. Most true; if such is the case.

Athen. If then we can show that such is the case, all these subjects are up to this point to be learnt; but, if we cannot show it, we must dismiss them; and let this be thus laid down.

Clin. By all means.

[23.] Athen. It is then proper to say now, that the legal institutions relating to the instruction of childhood, have reached their end. And it is requisite to reflect in a similar manner upon hunting and every thing else of this kind. 1 For it appears that the office of a lawgiver is not merely that of laying down laws; but that he ought to make use of what is a mean between admonition and laws; 2 an idea that has often occurred to us during our discussion; for instance, (when we were speaking) about the bringing up of the very young. For we said there were things not to be mentioned; and that, speaking of them as laws laid down, we thought the notion 3 to be full 4 of folly; but laws having been written in this way, and the whole of a polity (laid down), 5 the praise of a citizen pre-eminent in virtue is not then perfect, when any one says that he, who ministers the best to the laws, and obeys them the most, is the good man; but this would be said more perfectly, that he is so, who leads a life without stain, 6 through being obedient to the writings of the party, who lays down the laws and distributes praise and blame. This is the most correct language for the praise of a

1—1 Such is the literal translation of Ficinus. That of the Greek is less intelligible. "For it seems almost that, what is ordained by the lawgiver, is for some other purpose than for the lawgiver to be freed (from trouble), and that there is something else in addition to the laws, which is naturally something between admonition and laws." Instead however of ἐπὶ μείζον ἠναυ, which Ast would defend, Stephens suggested ἐπὶ μείζον λίναι; while the Bipont editor prefers ἐπὶ μείζον ἠναυ, obtained from the version of Cornarius.

2 In lieu of ἠναυ, which I cannot understand, nor could Ast, as is evident from his unsatisfactory explanation, I have translated as if the Greek were ἐνυναυ—For there would be thus a Platonic play upon ἐνυναυ—ἀνοια ἐνυ— See at Phileb. § 57, n. 56. Ficinus has, what Taylor adopted, "idque tentare dementis esse."

3 This is the happy restoration by Cornarius of ἐνυ for γε μὴν.

4 Ficinus alone has "republica constituta," required by the sense.

5 Ficinus omits ἀκρατοῖν—Winckelmann suggests ἀκρότατοι.
citizen; and the legislator in reality ought not only to write down his laws, but in addition to the laws to write down, interwoven with them,\(^1\) what seems to him to be beautiful and not beautiful; and the tip-top citizen should establish firmly these no less than what are bound down by fines imposed by the law. And we adduce as a witness the subject of our present discussion; for it will show more clearly what we mean. For hunting is a thing of wide extent, comprehended at present under nearly one name. For there is much hunting of aquatic animals; much of those that fly; and still more of those on land, not only of wild beasts, but that which\(^2\) it is fit to consider as the hunting of men, I mean\(^3\) in war, and much too is the hunting in the way of friendship, of which one part brings praise, the other blame. The thefts too of robbers and armies are huntings. The legislator, therefore, who establishes laws about hunting, can neither leave these unnoticed, nor, by imposing regulations and fines on all, lay down laws of a menacing kind. What then is to be done in cases of this kind?\(^4\) On the one hand, the legislator ought to praise and blame the business of hunting,\(^4\) relating to the labours and pursuits of youth; and on the other hand, the young man ought to hear and obey, and neither pleasure nor labour ought to prevent him (from doing so); but let him honour what is mentioned with praise, rather than what has been laid down by law, and are accompanied with threats, united to fines relating to each,\(^5\) and perform what is enjoined.\(^5\) This being premised, the praise and blame of hunting will follow in a becoming manner. For that, which makes the souls of young men better, belongs to the person praising, but to the party blaming that, which (effects) the contrary. Let us then speak of what follows in order, addressing the young men by a prayer—O friends, never may any desire or love of fishing by sea, or of fishing with a hook, seize you; nor, generally, of labouring to catch

\(^1\) Ficinus omits νόμοις ἵππειπελέγμεναι.

\(^2\) I have translated as if the Greek were ἥνυ, what the syntax requires, not τῆνυ.

\(^3\) Stephens correctly suggested τῆνυ ἐσ—ino liu of τῆνυ τε—

\(^4\) Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has "oporiet ut legislator, quae in venatione, laudanda sunt, laudet; quae contra, vituperet."

\(^5\) The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.
any aquatic animals with an osier net, either when you are awake or asleep! May no desire ever come upon you to catch men at sea, nor to rob them, which would make you cruel and lawless hunters! And never may it come into your farthest thoughts to commit thefts in the country and city; nor let a desire, full of cleverness, but not a very liberal one, come upon any young person to catch birds. The hunting then and catching of land animals alone remains for our athletes; of which, one kind, performed by those sleeping ever in turn, and called nocturnal, belongs to sluggish men, and is not worthy of praise; nor yet the other (of those awake), which, enjoying a remission from labour, does by nets and snares, and not by the victory of a soul fond of labour, get the savage strength of wild beasts into its power. That hunting then of quadrupeds alone remains as the best of all, performed with horses and dogs, and by the bodies of the parties themselves; over all of which animals they get the mastery by running them down, and inflicting blows, and hurling darts, the parties themselves, to whom there is any care of possessing a godlike bravery, being engaged with their own hands in the hunt. Of all these matters then in the shape of praise or blame, let this discourse have been spoken; and let this be the law. Let no one hinder these truly sacred hunters from hunting, wherever they please. But no one shall ever suffer any person at any place to engage in nocturnal hunting with dogs and ropes. And let him not prevent

1 The nets, to which Plato alludes, are still in use in England for catching eels especially, and are called eel-baskets.
2 This allusion to catching fish, when the fisherman is asleep, will be best understood by knowing that nets are generally set over-night; when fish are more eager in their search for food than during the day.
3 Ast, dissatisfied with eic τον εσχατον νούν, would reject those words as an interpolation; or, omitting only νούν, render eic τον εσχατον “to the man of lowest character,” referring to Aristotle Polit. vii. 1. Stahl would expel eic and νούν. I should prefer eic τον τον εσχατον—νούν. Ficinus omits εσχατον entirely. Winckelmann would read eic το εσχατον, referring to Herodot. vii. 229.
4—5 Ficinus has “jucunda venatio, servilis magis quam libera.” But αμύλος is not “pleasant,” but “crafty,” as shown by myself on Æsch. Suppl. 1035.
5 Ficinus seems to refer τον ευδόντων to the animals.
6 In the unmeaning aδι— as I have translated.
7 Instead of τον διαπαίματα, Winckelmann suggests τον ιγρηγορόνων διαπαίματα—what I have adopted.
8 In lieu of κοι Grou proposed to read ἀρκει, whom Ast and the Zurich editors have followed.
fowling in uncultivated places and in mountains; but anyone who may be present shall forbid it in cultivated and sacred holy places, and a person catching fish, except in ports or sacred rivers, and marshes or pools; but in other places let it be lawful for him to catch them, provided he does not use a mixture of juices. Now, therefore, it is proper to say, that the legal institutions respecting education have arrived at their end.

Clin. You may well say so.

BOOK VIII.

[1.] Close upon these it is for us to regulate and lay down by law, in conjunction with the Delphic oracles, festivals, (and) what (are to be) the sacrifices and the divinities, to whom it will be better and more advisable for the state to sacrifice, and at what time, and how many in number. Of these matters, I think it will be perhaps nearly our business to lay down some by law.

Clin. Perhaps so, as regards the number.

Athen. Let us then speak first as regards the number. For let there be of three hundred and sixty-five nothing wanting; so that some one of the magistrates may always sacrifice.

1—1 The Greek in one MS. is ἵππος ἄγιος: where Ast would reject ἄγιος as a gl. The six others read ἄγιος: which seems to lead to ἵππος ὀργίας—On the word ὀργίας see Runken on Tim. p. 195.

2 This is the earliest allusion to the custom, still prevalent in England, of catching fish by putting poisonous or stupefying drugs into the water.

3 I have translated as if καὶ had dropt out before αἱ τινὲς, and thus met the objection first started by Stephens against the want of syntax.

4 Although θεοὶ ὀλόσωμοι might be defended by the passages produced by Lobeck on Ajax. 501, ed. 1, yet here one would prefer θεοὶ, οἴσωμοι—and so in Aristoph. Batr. 889, Ἠπερροῖ γαρ εἰς, οἴσωμεν εὐχομαι θεοὺς—Brunck correctly adopted θεοὶ, found in some MSS.

5 In lieu of ἐνα ἐν αὐτῶν, where γε is useless, Plato wrote, I suspect, τέσσερα, as I have translated.

6 One MS. has ἄν εἶναι νομοθετεῖν, evidently an error for ἄν οἶμαι νομοθετεῖν, which I have adopted.

7—7 Instead of ἵππος, Ficinus has “opertere census,” translated by Taylor, “I should establish.”

8—8 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

In lieu of ὁπως ἄν μία γε τις, I should prefer ὁπως ἄν ὀσμοῦσαι τις—
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sacrifice to some god or daemon in behalf of the city, and the people, and their property. And let the (holy) interpreters, and the priests, and the priestesses, and the prophets, being assembled together, with the guardians of the laws, ordain what it was necessary for the legislator to omit. For it is requisite that these should take notice of things omitted. For the law will say that there are twelve festivals to the twelve gods, from whom each tribe has its name, and that persons are to make to each of these monthly sacrifices, and dances, and musical contests, and to assign the gymnastic exercises, in a manner befitting both to the gods themselves, and the several seasons; and to distribute the female festivals likewise, such as ought to be separated from the men, and such as ought not. Moreover, the festivals of the gods below, and such as are to be called celestial, and what is attendant on these, must not be mixed together, but must be separated in the twelfth month, sacred to Pluto, by persons paying rites according to law: nor must persons feel, like enemies, an ill will towards that god, but they must honour him, as being even the best to the race of men. For the communion between soul and body is not better than the separation, as I affirm, speaking seriously. Besides, it is re-

For Plato meant to say that there ought to be a sacrifice daily; for he knew that the year consisted of 365 days. With regard to the word ἄρτων, it is found twice in Aristophanes, and is to be restored again for σεμερον, as I remarked in the Cl. JI., No. 37, p. 130, although μία γε τις might be supported by at least a dozen passages.

1 Ficinus has "se ipsius," from whence Ast would read αὐτῶν. He should have suggested ἄρτων, unless it be said that αὐτῶν agrees with ταλαίπωρον, to be got out of ταλάπωρος. See Porson on Hec. 22.

2-3 So Taylor translates the Latin of Ficinus, "nam derelictorum cognitores istos esse oportet." The Greek is καὶ δὴ καὶ αὐτῶν τοῦτον χρῆ γίγνεσθαι ἐπιγνώμονας τοῦ παραλειπομένου τοῦτος τούς αὐτοὺς: where καὶ δὴ καὶ, "moreover," is an absurdity, for the sense requires καὶ γὰρ, and τοῦ παραλειπομένου is an evident explanation of αὐτῶν τοῦτον: to say nothing of the unmeaning τοῦτος τοὺς αὐτοὺς, "these the same." Plato wrote in Greek καὶ γὰρ αὐτοῖς τοῦτον χρῆ γίγνεσθαι ἐπιγνώμονας—answering to the Latin of Ficinus.

3 In like manner during the 12th month the Saturnalia were celebrated in ancient Rome.

4-5 I must leave for others to explain the relevancy of the sentiment between the numerals. It is beyond my comprehension. Unless I am greatly mistaken, there is a lacuna here, in which it was shown that the union of body and soul was effected by the agency of the celestial gods, and the separation by that of the infernal; and that both were equally kin
quissite for those, who are about to distinguish these sufficiently, to have this notion, that this our city is such, as no one will find another like it, of those at present, as regards the leisurely employment of time, and the power over things necessary for existence. But it ought, like a single individual, to live well. Now to those living well, it is necessary for this to be present the first, namely, 1 that persons should neither injure others, nor be injured by others. Now of these, the former is not very difficult; but it is very difficult to possess the power of not being injured; nor is it possible to perfectly acquire it otherwise than by becoming perfectly good. 2 The same thing also takes place in a city, to which, when it is good, there is a life of peace; but of war from without and within, when it is wicked. And as this is the case nearly every where, each must exercise themselves in war, not during a war, but during a life of peace. It is necessary then for a city, endued with intellect, to exercise itself in war, for not less than one day in each month, but for more as it may seem fit to the rulers, without taking thought of cold or heat, both the men, and the women and the boys, 4 in order that all may be prepared, when it shall somehow seem good to the rulers to lead forth the people in a mass, 6 and sometimes in portions. 5 to man, while living and dead, if he only acted during life piously towards both. With regard to the sentiment that death is not inferior to life, Stobaeus will furnish plenty of passages in Tit. cxx.

1—1 I have adopted the reading found in the text of two MSS., and the margin of one, μήτε αὐτοῖς ἄνεικν ἄλλοις, similar to “ut nec ipsi alii nec alii ipse inuriam inferant” in Ficinus, where ἄλλοις, wanting in the rest, has been supplied, as required by the antithesis; on which see my Poppo’s Prolegom. p. 157. Perhaps however Plato, τὸ μήτε ἄνεικν μήτ’ ἄνεικνοις, as we find Δάκην, ἐδικασάται in Aristoph. Barp. 886.

2 For a perfectly good man cannot be injured; because he, who is injured, is deprived of some good. Now virtue is the property of a perfectly good man; but this cannot be taken away. T.

3 I have translated as if the Greek were πάντη, not πάντη—

4—4 The words between the numerals have been adopted by Taylor from the Latin alone of Ficinus, “ut omnes parati sint.”

5 The Greek is ὄς πανεμημαν: where ὄς is unintelligible. Ficinus has “quodammodo—” which leads to ποις. Winckelmann suggests πανεμημα—

6—5 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor. The Greek is τὸτε δὲ καὶ κατὰ μέρη: where Stephens would read τοτε, adopted by Ast and Staib. But though τὸτε is sometimes found in the second clause, with the omission of it in the first, yet here Plato wrote, I suspect, either τὸτε δ’ αὖ or ioiotε—
And it is meet¹ to devise some beautiful sports, together with sacrifices, that certain festival-battles² may take place, imitating as distinctly as possible the battles in war; and it is meet to distribute rewards of victory and valour to each of these, and to make encomiums upon, and abuse of, each other, according as each may conduct himself in the contests, and through the whole of life,³ by deck the party, who has been thought to be the best, and dispraising him, who has not.⁴ But, in the first place, let not every one be a poet on such subjects, but let him be a person not less than fifty years of age; nor, in the next place, such of those, as possess poetry and music sufficiently in themselves, but have never done any honourable and conspicuous act, but such as are good men themselves and held in honour by the state, and have been the doers of honourable deeds. (And)⁵ let the compositions of such persons be sung, even although they may not be naturally musical. But let the decision on these matters be with the instructor of youth, and the other guardians of the laws; and let them⁶ assign, as an honour to them⁷ alone, a freedom of speech in songs; but to the others let there not be this liberty; nor let any one dare to sing a song, which has not been approved of by the guardians of the laws, who are to decide, not even if it be sweeter than the hymns of Thamyris and Orpheus;⁸ but such sacred poems as have, after being decided upon, been dedicated to the gods; and such as, being the poems of worthy men, scattering blame or praise on certain parties, have been adjudged to do a thing of this kind with moderation.

[2.] The same things, I assert, ought to take place similarly, both among men and women, respecting war, and the liberty of speech in poetry. But it is meet for the legislator to bring the question before himself, and to cast about it with this discourse—Come, what citizens shall I, after having

¹ I have translated as if the Greek were ΔΕΙ not ΑΕΙ.
² These festival-battles would be now called sham-fights, occurring on certain holy-days.
³ The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.
⁴ I have translated as if καὶ had dropt out after καλεῖ.
⁵ I have adopted ὄντος δὲ, suggested by Ast, for ὄντος—
⁶ Ficinus has "probis viris," adopted by Taylor.
⁷ In the time of Plato there was some poetry afloat, attributed to Orpheus: but this and another passage in Ion, § 4, are the only two, where a similar allusion is made to the existing poetry of Thamyris.
nourished the whole state properly, bring up? Ought they not to be the combatants in the greatest contests, to whom there are ten thousand antagonists? Entirely so, some one speaking with propriety may say. What then, if we had brought up boxers or combatants in boxing and wrestling united, or persons contending in any other contests of this kind, should we have met in the contest itself, not having ourselves fought with any one at a former time? Or, if we were pugilists, should we not have learned to fight many days previous to the contest, and laboured hard in imitating all such things as we should be about to adopt at that period, when we were contending for victory? And should we not, with the view of coming the nearest possible to what is similar, have put on boxing-gloves instead of the cestus, in order that the blows and the avoidance of blows might be practised as sufficiently as possible? And should there have happened to be a deficiency of fellow-combatants, should we not, through dreading the laughter of the senseless, have dared to hang up an innate image, and practise ourselves against it? And if we were in want both of animate and inanimate adversaries, should we not have ventured, in some desert spot, to fight even with a shadow against ourselves? Or, for what else would any one say that this practice in moving the hand took place?

Ctin. For nearly nothing else, O guest, than the very one you have just now mentioned.

Athen. What then, will the warlike portion of the city dare

1 Ficinus, mistaking the meaning of δωπνων, has rendered the passage itane in ipsum certamen educeremus, ut cum nullo antea unquam pugnaverint: and his mistake is followed to the letter by Taylor.

2 Instead of sic τότες, Ficinus seems to have found in his MS. iυ τότε, for his version is in verò certamina, adopted by Taylor.

3 The Greek is σφαιρας, literally "balls," from which it is evident, that by σφαιρας were meant what we call in England "boxing-gloves," that have on the outside a semi-spherical projection; while by the word ἵματις, literally, "a thong," was meant "a leather strap, studded with iron nails," called in Latin "cestus," which, as we learn from Thecicer, Id. xx. 3, was put round the knuckles, not only to protect them, but to cause the blow to be heavier.

4 Such was the practice of the Romans, as we learn from Juvenal vi. 246, Senec. Epist. xviii. 6, and Vegetius de Re Milit. i. 11, ii. 23, quoted by Ast; who might have referred to the Laches, § 1, where the fighting in armour was probably something of a similar kind.

5 On this συκσαμαχία, Ast refers to Virgil, Æn. v. 376; Plato, Rep. vii. § 2; and Schol. on Philostratus Heroic. p. 393, ed. Boiss.
on each occasion to go to the greatest of contests, worse prepared than combatants of this kind, when it is about to fight for life, and for children, and property, and the whole of the state. And will not then the legislator, fearful lest these gymnastic exercises with each other should appear to some persons ridiculous, lay down a law, and ordain that persons are to act the soldier each day in a little way without arms, and cause the dances, and the whole of gymnastic exercise, to tend together to this point? and will he not likewise ordain that some of the gymnastic exercises for instance, either greater or less, are to last for not less than a month; and that persons are to enter into contests with each other through the whole country in seizing upon places, and making ambuscades, and by imitating the whole of war in reality, to fight with boxing-gloves, and to make use of darts somewhat dangerous, and as near as possible to the hurling of real ones; in order that the sport may not be altogether without a fear from each other, but cause some terror, and thus, after a manner, show who is the man of mettle, and who is not; and by distributing correctly honours to some, and disgrace to others, he may render the whole state through its (whole) life useful for a real contest. And moreover, should any one happen to die in these contests, that, as the death was involuntary, he may lay down that the homicide shall, after being purified according to law, be pure in hand; reflecting that when not many men die, others will be born again not inferior; but when fear, as it were, dies, in all these cases he will no longer

1 This is the only passage I remember to have met with, where of or any word is introduced between of or Οί and Ρίνας—and even here it is omitted by Picinus; whose version however is not sufficiently close to enable us to see what he found in his MS.

2 Τό would reject τά καὶ ἱλάττουσας, as being not only at variance with the train of thought, but omitted likewise by Picinus. But he forgot that in μεῖζονας καὶ ἱλάττουσας, for τά is properly omitted by one MS., there is an allusion to the πανδήμια ἡ κατὰ μέρη mentioned in § 1, and that καὶ is to be taken in the sense of καὶ, as shortly afterwards καλλίω [τέ] καὶ ἄσχημοστίραν. For other examples see my Popo's Prolegom. p. 173.

3 I have translated as if Plato wrote ἀμίλλας—ἀμιλλωμίνους—και ποιομένους ἑιδος, not ἀμίλλας—ποιομένους—ἀμιλλωμίνους και ἑιδος—

4 In lieu of δυτικας one MS. has δυτικος. Neither word is acknowledged by Picinus. One would prefer οὕτως, and unite it to οὕτως.
be able to discover a test of the better and the worse; which
is, in no small degree, a greater evil to a state than the
other. 1

Clin. We will agree with you, O guest, that he ought to
lay down matters of this kind by law, and direct the attention
of the whole state to them.

[3.] Athen. Do we then all of us know the reason, why in
cities at present no such dancing and contest exist, scarcely at
any time or in any manner, except to a very small extent?
Shall we say that this happens through the ignorance of the
masses, and of those who have laid down laws for them?

Clin. Perhaps so.

Athen. By no means, O blessed Clinias. But it is proper to
say that there are two causes of this, and very sufficient too.

Clin. What are they?

Athen. One is, that, through the love of wealth making the
whole of time to be without any leisure 2 for the care of other
things except private property, on which the soul of every
citizen is hanging, it can have no care for other things but
of daily pecuniary gain; and whatever learning or pursuit
leads to this, every one individually is most ready to learn and
to practise, but he laughs down all the rest. It is proper there
fore to mention this as one reason, why a state is unwilling to
engage seriously in this or any other honourable and excellent
pursuit; but through an insatiable desire of silver and gold
is willing for every man to undergo every art and artifice,
both the more beautiful and the more base, 3 if he is about to
become wealthy, and to engage in a line of conduct holy and
unholy, and thoroughly disgraceful, and to feel no annoyance,
if only he possesses the power, like a wild beast, 4 to eat all

1 Namely, "the involuntary destruction of a few individuals." T.
2 From hence it is evident that the favourite doctrine of the Political
Economists of the present day, that "time is money," is older than they
are probably aware of.
3 With this passage may be compared the celebrated one in Horace
i. Ep. i. 65, "rem facias, rem, Si possis, recte; si non, quocunque modo,
rem."
4 Instead of θηρὶος Stephens was the first to suggest θηρίον, adopted
by Asse and Stahl. Winckelmann conceives that γαστρὶ has been erased
before καθαπατὶ θηρὶος, answering to "ventri" in Ficinus, "veluti pecora,
ventri ac veneri serviant."
kinds of things, and drink likewise,¹ and to obtain all satiety
in all forms of venereal enjoyments.

Clin. Right.

Athen. Let this then be put down as one reason, which I
assign, as preventing states from practise² any thing else
that is honourable or what relates to war sufficiently; but by
causing the naturally well-ordered to become merchants, and
ship-owners, and servile ministers, and the brave to be rob-
ers, and house-breakers, and guilty of sacrilege, and fond of
war, and tyrannical, it destroys, and greatly so³ sometimes,
those who were well-disposed but unfortunate.

Clin. How say you?

Athen. Why should I not call those in every respect unfor-
tunate, to whom there is a necessity by feeling hungry through
the whole of life and neglecting their own soul to be per-
petually engaged in a contest?⁴

Clin. This, then, is one reason. But what do you assign, O
guest, as the second?

Athen. You have very properly reminded me.

Clin. This insatiable search (after wealth)⁵ that makes
each person to be without leisure, is, as you say, one impedi-
ment to each practising what relates to war. Be it so. But
tell us the second.

Athen. Do I seem to have not spoken, but to have wasted
time through a want of readiness?

Clin. You do not. But you seem to us to reprobate, as
through hatred, a custom of this kind more than is becoming,
in the language which has just now fallen from you.⁷

¹ Although ὠσαύτως might perhaps stand, yet I should prefer ἀσύτως—
"intemperately." See at viii. § 6.
² I have omitted here ἠσθα, which is evidently out of its place, and
translated as if ἠσθα, "neglecting," followed τὴν ψυχὴν ἀεὶ τὴν αὐτῶν in
the next speech of the Athenian.
³—⁴ The Greek is πωοῦσα καὶ μᾶλ' ἐνίοτε— But πωοῦσα is evidently
superfluous after the preceding ἀπεργαζομένη. Plato wrote, I suspect,
what I have translated, ἀπόλλυσι καὶ μᾶλα ἐνίοτε—
⁴ Instead of διεξελθεῖν, Ficinus found some word answering to his
"cruciare," probably διεξαθλεῖν.
⁵ This speech belongs rather to Megillus. For otherwise Clinias will
be found to repeat his previous request.
⁶ Ficinus alone has, what is required by the sense, "divitiarum—"
⁷ The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.
Athen. You find fault with me, guests, most correctly; and you shall hear, as is reasonable, what is after this.

Clin. Only speak.

Athen. I say, then, that the not-polities, of which we have often spoken in our previous conversation, namely, a democracy, an oligarchy, and a tyranny, are the causes of this. For in these there is not a single polity; but all may most justly be called states of sedition. For not one willingly rules over the willing, but willingly over the unwilling, and this always with some compulsion. And as the governor fears the governed, he never at any time willingly permits a person to be handsome, or wealthy, or strong, or brave, or altogether warlike. These two then are nearly pre-eminently the causes of all things, but of these they are really the pre-eminent. But the polity for which we are now giving laws, avoids both these. For it leads a life of the greatest leisure; and (the people) are free from each other, and will, I think, become from these laws the lovers of money the least. So that such an establishment of a polity would alone of all existing at present, probably and according to reason receive at the same time the instruction that has been gone through, and the warlike sport, which has been perfected correctly at least by description.

Clin. Correctly (said).

[4.] Athen. Is it not then next in order to these for us to have a recollection of all gymnastic contests, so that we may attend to such of them as appertain to war, and lay down the rewards of victory, but to bid farewell to such, as do not appertain. But what they are, it is better for them to be detailed from the beginning, and to establish by law. And, first, must we not lay down what appertains to running and swiftness?

Clin. We must lay them down.

Athen. Now the quickness of the body is altogether of all things the most appertaining to war; one kind connected with the feet, and the other with the hands; that of the feet being required for running away and overtaking, but (of the hands)
the fight in close conflict and the standing up together requiring strength and vigour.\

Clist. How not?

Athen. But neither of them without heavy arms possesses the greatest utility.

Clist. For how should they?

Athen. The crier, then, shall first invite the runner in the stadium, as he does now at the games. And the runner will enter, having a shield; for we do not put down rewards for the light-armed soldier. He, who is about to contend by running in the stadium, will enter the first with his arms; but the second, he (who is to run) the doubled course; the third, he (who is to run) the horse course; the fourth, moreover, he (who is to run) the long course; and the fifth, whom we shall start the first with his arms on, is to run a dis-

1--2 Ast, justly objecting to the omission of χειρός or χειρῶν, required to balance θῶδων, proposed to expel ἰσχύως, as being superfluous before ῥόμπως, and to insert in its place χειρός. But Schäfer has shown that those two words are frequently united. To myself the error seems to be rather in μάχη καὶ σύνταγμα, for which I would read ἄψυμαχία καὶ σύνταγμα, where ἄψυμαχία would necessarily carry with it the idea of a fight at close quarters. Suidas has opportunely Ἀψυμαχία· συνάφη μάχης. Ἀπυμαχια.

2--3 According to Ast, the whole course was divided into four parts. The first was called the Στράτος, consisting of 125 paces = 625 feet; the second was called Διανδος, because the distance being a straight line, like a pipe, was the double of the stadium, and persons run from the starting post of the stadium to its winning post, and back again; the third called Δαλάχος, was six times the length of the stadium, and sometimes seven, as may be inferred from Soph. El. 717; the fourth, Ἡπνειος, was, according to Pausanias, twice the Διανάλος, or four times the length of the stadium. Now if such was the case, it seems strange that the Ηπνειος should be mentioned after the Δαλάχος, and still more strange that if the course was called Ἡπνειος, as it seems to have been from Euripides in Elect. S24, that Plato should call it ἱφιππος: from whence Ficinus was led to render καὶ τριγός, ὅ τοι ἱφιππος, by "tertius, qui equis," as if the question were here about a person riding on horseback, as well as running on foot, an interpretation at variance with the whole train of thought.

3--5 After "the fifth," Ficinus alone has, what is required by the sense, and adopted by Taylor, "qui leviore armatura ornatus," antithetical to the πᾶλιν βαρύτερον just afterwards. This however is not the only variation, for he thus transposes the next sentences, by writing after "ornatus"—"quem primum sexaginta stadiorum spatio ad aliquod templum Martis perventurum inmittemus; alius etiam graviore armatus armatura, brevius ac planius spatium cursurus,"—where not only has he omitted ἐπονομάζοντες, which is here perfectly unintelligible, but inserted "alius," to
tance of sixty stadia to a certain temple of Mars; and again calling by name (another) heavier armed to contend in a (shorter and) smoother road; and again, another who is an archer, and having all the dress of an archer, (to run) a hundred stadia while engaged in the contest, through mountains and all kinds of country, to a temple of Apollo and Artemis; and after establishing the contest, we will wait for them, until they arrive, and we will then bestow upon each victor the prize.

Clin. Right.

Athen. Let us then consider these contests as of three kinds; one of boys, another of beardless youths, and a third of men. And for the beardless youths we will lay down two thirds of the whole course; but for boys the halves of these, when contending with archers and armed men. With respect to females, for girls not yet arrived at puberty and undressed, (we will establish) the stadium, and diaulum, and horse-course, and the long course, for them to contend in the course itself, but to those, who are thirteen years of age, the communion remaining until marriage, for a period not longer than twenty years, nor less than eighteen. And clothed with a fitting dress let them descend to the contest in these courses.

And thus much concerning the contests of men and women answer to the following τον ἄλλον, and "brevius,"—likewise, which if not absolutely necessary, certainly renders the sentence more elegant. With regard to Ast's explanation of the common text, it is not such as will, or indeed should, satisfy any one.

1 To this passage Spanheim thinks that Callimachus had an eye, when he says in Η. in Pall. 23, that the goddess had ἄλλον ἄλλονα διαφεύγεια διεικόλουσα, to show her power to do twice as much as a mortal runner.

2 The German translator Schulthees, as I learn from Ast, found some difficulty here, which Ast has endeavoured to master by rendering the Greek as if it were εἰπε τούτον ἢ εἰπε καὶ ἐπιλήφαν εὐεργίαν ἐμπολλαμένους, i.e. "whether contending as archers or heavy-armed."

3 From the expression in Eurip. Hec. 933, μονοπεπλασμενος—Δορίς ἀσ κόρα, one might infer that the girls were not completely naked; although the contrary would seem to be the case from the passages of Anacreon and Duris, quoted there by the Scholiast.

4 I suspect the words between the numerals are an interpolation.

5 I cannot understand ἐν αὐτῷ τῷ δρόμῳ. Plato probably wrote ἐν 

6 Such is the literal version of the Greek, which Ast has endeavoured vainly, I think, to explain. I cannot understand it.
nning. With regard to trials of strength, in the place
restling, and such things, we will establish what are
considered heavy contests, namely, the fighting in heavy
ur, by one contending with one, and two with two, and
ten with ten. But what and to what extent it is re-
te for a person not to suffer, or to do, to gain the victory,
as recently in the case of wrestling, the parties con-
t with that exercise have laid down laws, relating to
the work of a person wrestling well, or not; so it is
tisite to invite parties skilled in fighting with arms, and
quest them to lay down laws, as to who is justly the
in contests of this kind, and what regulation shall
mine likewise the defeated party. And let the same laws
down respecting the females up to the time of marriage.
it is requisite for us to oppose to the contest in boxing and
ting united the whole of the art of the light-shield soldier,
ies contend with bows, and light shields, and short
es, and in the hurling of stones from the hand and from
s; and to lay down laws on these matters, (and)\textsuperscript{1} to distribute
honours\textsuperscript{2} and victories\textsuperscript{2} to the party conducting himself\textsuperscript{3}
est on these points. After this it would be in the order of
ls for laws to be laid down respecting equestrian contests.
re is not, indeed, much need of horses; no; many of them,
aei in Crete; so that of necessity there is less attention
t to the rearing of horses, and the contests with them.
et one of you\textsuperscript{4} is in any respect\textsuperscript{5} the rearer of a chariot,\textsuperscript{5}
there would be no ambition founded on reason to any one
his point: so that for us to establish competitors in a
it, which does not belong to the country, would be for
have no mind, and to seem not to possess it.\textsuperscript{5} But by
osing rewards for single horse contests, and for colts, that
not shed their first teeth, and for those that are between
have translated as if καὶ ἡσύος had dropt out between νόμους and τῷ—
\textsuperscript{2} The words καὶ τάς νικαὶς I suspect are an explanation of τά γέφρα.
do not remember to have met with another passage, where ἀντο-
ς has this meaning. Plato wrote, I suspect, ἵπποντης, “who had
ved”—For such is the constant meaning of ἵπποντης.
stephens reads ὥμιν for ἥμιν, from “vestram” in Ficinus.
\textsuperscript{5} To explain the strange expression ἀρματος—προεύς, Ast says
itu is here used for “equus,” as “currus” is in Latin. But the
is found only in poetry.
\textsuperscript{5} Taylor has merely, “So that it would be foolish to establish con-
of this kind.”
full-grown horses and colts, and to those that are full-grown, we should introduce an equestrian amusement, suited to the nature of the country. Let then there be on these points, according to law, a contest and a love of contests, and let there be granted to the Phylarchs and Hipparchs a decision in common respecting all the courses themselves and those, who descend into them as competitors with their arms on. But by establishing contests either in gymnastic exercises or for those without arms here, we shall not correctly lay down the law. But as an archer on horseback, or a javelin-hurler, a Cretan is not useless, so that there will be for the sake of sport a strife and contest in these points. But it is not fit to force females by laws relating to these matters and by ordinances touching a sharing in common. But if from their previous education, proceeding to a habit, their nature admits of it, and there is no reluctance in boys and virgins to take a share, (it is proper) to permit them and not to blame.

[5.] Here then has there now completely come to an end the plan for contending and the learning of gymnastics on such points, as we labour in contests, and such (as we learn) under masters day by day. And of music, moreover, the greater part has been gone through in like manner, and the matters relating to the Rhapsodists, and those that follow after them, and whatever contests of choirs necessarily occur at festivals, and will be orderly arranged in the mouths, and on the days, and in the years, assigned to the gods and those with them, whether they are distributed into triennial periods, or quinquennial, or in whatever way or manner the gods have given an idea respecting their arrangement. At that period too it is meet to expect that the contests of music will take place, when ordered by the prize-distributers and the instructor of the youths, and the guardians of the laws; who, on meeting

1 Since ὅστε cannot be united to an imperative, I have translated as if the Greek were ἵσταται, not ἰστα. A few passages may indeed be produced to gainsay this canon. But they all admit of an easy correction.

2 By παιδείας are meant here, what are called a little before ἀνθρωποί.

3 To support the syntax, Stephens was the first to read ὁπο ἐνδασψάλουσ, suggested by “sub magistrias,” in Ficinus. The idea has been adopted by Ast and Stahl. I should prefer καθ ἣμᾶς ἐν διδασκάλων, with the usual ellipse of ὅστε. And so Winckelmann, who refers to Protagor. p. 325, F. and Alcibiad. i. p. 110, B.

4 Ficinus has, what is more natural, “diebus mensibusque et annis.”

5 Instead of μετὰ θεῶν, Ficinus has “daemonibus.”
together at a common spot, touching those very matters, shall become themselves the lawgivers, as to the time when, and the persons who, and with whom, they shall make the contests relating to all choirs and dancing. But of what kind each of these ought to be, both with respect to the language, and songs, and harmonies mingled with rhythms and dancing, has been often said by the first legislator; according to which the second legislators ought, by following in their steps, to distribute the contests in a manner befitting the several sacrifices at proper periods, and to permit the city to enjoy its festivals. With respect to these and other such like points, it is not difficult to know what kind of a lawful arrangement they should obtain by lot;¹ nor would the placing them here and there bring any great gain or loss to the state. But what is of no small consequence, and difficult to effect by persuasion,² would be the work especially of a god;² if indeed it is possible for the regulation to exist from him; but now there seems almost to be the need of some bold man to do honour pre-eminentiy to the liberty of speech, and to state what seems to be the best for a city and citizens, by enjoining upon souls, that have become corrupt, what is becoming and consequent upon the whole polity, and by speaking in opposition to the greatest desires, and this without having a human being as an ally, but solely following reason alone.

Clin. Of what reason are you now speaking, guest? for we do not understand you.

Athen. Very likely. But I will endeavour to speak to you in a yet clearer manner. For when I arrived in the discourse at education, I perceived the lads and lasses associating with each other in a friendly manner. And it came, as was natural, upon me to be alarmed, when I considered how a person would use a state of that kind, where young men and women are delicately brought up, and unoccupied in those violent and vulgar labours, which very greatly extinguish rudeness, and where sacrifices, and festivals, and choirs are a care to all through the whole of life. By what means then in such a state will they abstain from those desires, which hurl many men and many

¹ In lieu of λαγχάνειν one would prefer τυγχάνειν, “meet with.” For the idea of obtaining by lot a lawful arrangement is scarcely intelligible.
²—² I have translated as if the Greek were θεοῦ μὲν ἐάλλον ἀν ἐργον ἐη, εἰ—not θεοῦ, μᾶλλον ἐργον, εἰ—
women into the worst state, from which should reason order them to abstain, a law is attempting to become. Indeed it is not wonderful, if the laws previously ordained obtained a mastery over the majority of desires. For the not permitting a person to be excessively wealthy, is a no trifling advantage towards being temperate; and the whole of education has adopted laws in temperate for objects of this kind. Added to this, the eye of the rulers is compelled not to look elsewhere, but to regard even the young. These then, such at least as relate to man, possess moderation, as compared with the rest of desires. But against the unnatural love for boys and girls, and for women (as if they were) men, and for men (as if they were) women, whence innumerable evils arise both to men individually and to whole cities, how can any one be on their guard? and by cutting what remedy for each of these will a person discover an escape from such a danger? This is by no means easy, Clinias. For in other things not a few the whole of Crete and Lacedaemon will properly contribute no small assistance to us, while laying down laws alien to the manners of the majority; but in matters of love—since we are alone,

1 Such is the literal version of the unintelligible Greek. Ficinus has "ita ut ratio, quae abstinere imperet, lex efficiatur," as if his MS. read ὅστις ὁ λόγος, ὅν ἀν προστάτη ἀπέκλειος, νόμος ἐπιχειρεῖ γινεῖθαι. But this would be equally unintelligible. Taylor's translation seems to preserve the train of thought—"So that those things may be forbidden by law, which reason orders us to abstain from."

2—3 Such is the version of the present text. But Ficinus, whom Ast has partially followed, seems to have found in his MS, ταῖς ἄλλαις ἐπιθυμίαις, δοσα γε ἀνθρώπων, μέτρον παράχει. For his translation is "ce teris quidem humanis cupiditatibus modum adhibent."

4, 5 Ficinus has "pro feminis" and "pro viris," as if his MS. read ἀντὶ αὐτῶν and ἀντὶ γυναικῶν, instead of ἀντὶ ἀνθρώπων and γυναικῶν without the preposition.

6 The word ἑαυτῶν, omitted in all the MSS., is found only in Ald., and acknowledged by "mala" in Ficinus. Ast refers to Propertius, i. 14.

7 On the phrase τίμητεν φάρμακαν, repeated in xii. § 4, p. 919, B., and Epist. vii. p. 353, E., see Blomfield on These, Agam. 16.

8 One MS., and Ficinus, and after him Taylor, omits ἐπιθυμίας.

9 On the formula ἀντι τις γὰρ ἐμέν, omitted here by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor, see at Xenophon § 5, n. 31, and the parallel passages quoted here by Ast; amongst which the most apt is that of Cicero de Divinat. ii. 12, "Sed soli sumus; licet verum exquirere sine invidia."
(I say it,) they are entirely opposed to us. For, if any one, following nature, should lay down the law, which was prior to the time of Laius, and assert it was proper not to have an intercourse with men and boys, as if they were females, and bring forward as a witness the nature of wild beasts, and show that for such purposes the male does not touch the male, through its being unnatural, perhaps he would make use of a probable reason; but he would by no means accord with your cities. Moreover he would not agree with them in that point, which we have said the legislator ought always to observe. For we ever seek in the laws laid down what contributes to virtue or not. Come then (say), should we agree that this may be at present laid down legally as something beautiful, or at least as not base, what part of it would aid us in the road to virtue? Whether, when it takes place, will the habit of fortitude be produced in the soul of him, who is persuaded? or a kind of a temperate form in the soul of him who persuades? Or would no one be persuaded on these points? but rather in every way the contrary of this. Will every one blame the soft disposition of him, who yields to pleasures, and is incapable of self-control? But will not every one blame on the other hand the likeness of the image in him, who proceeds to an imitation of the female sex? What man then will lay down as a law such a thing as this? Scarcely not one, who has true law in his mind. How then do we say that this is true? It is necessary for a person to see the nature of friendship and desire at the same time, and of the so-called loves, if he would reflect upon these matters correctly. For they are two, and there is another and a third kind arising from both, and which, comprehended under one name, produces every doubt and darkness.

Clin. How?

1 Respecting the habits of the people in Crete and Lacedemon in love affairs, Ast refers to Strabo x. p. 39, Cas., and Servius on Virgil Æn. x. 325. Add Hesych. in Κρήτη τρόπον and Δακωνικὸν τρόπον.
2 On the story of Laius, see Valckenae in Diatrib. p. 23.
3 The Greek is πρὸς δὲ τοῦτοις—τοῦτο ἐν τοῦτοις οὐχ ὁμολογεῖ, where the same pronoun is repeated very inelegantly. Plato wrote, I suspect, τοῦτο ἄν αὑτοῖς οὐχ ὁμολογεῖ—For Ficinus has “quod minime assequetur.”
4 Fioinus, followed by Taylor, has “semper enim observari oportet,” as if his MS. read τρούμεν in lieu of ζητοῦμεν, a confusion of words found elsewhere, as I have shown on Eurip. Tro. 927.
[6.] Athen. We surely call a friend one, who is like to like and equal to equal, as regards virtue. And on the other hand, a friendly thing that, which is in want of what has become wealthy, although it is the contrary in sex. But when each of these friendships becomes vehement, we call it love.

Clin. Right.

Athen. The friendship, then, which arises from contraries is horrible and coarse, and does not often possess any thing in common; but that which arises from similars is mild and common to both parties through life. But as regards that, which is mixed up with these, it is not, in the first place, easy to learn thoroughly what the person, who possesses this third love, would wish to happen to himself; and, in the next place, being drawn by both to a contrary point, he is in a state of doubt; the one exhorting him to enjoy the prime of youth, and the other forbidding him. For he, who is a lover of the body and hungers after its beauty, as if it were a ripe grape, exhorts himself to be filled with it, and pays no honour to the moral feeling in the soul of his beloved. But he, who holds the desire of the body as a thing of secondary importance, and looks rather than loves with his soul, is wont, after feeling a desire for the soul in a becoming manner, to consider the satiety relating to the body as an insult; but, reverencing, at the same time, and worshiping temperance, and fortitude, and what is highly becoming, and prudence, he would wish to live ever chastely with the object of his love. But the love, which is mixed up with both these, is the love,

1—1 In the words between the numerals Plato alludes to the love supposed to exist between those, who sell and who buy the beauty of body.

2—2 On this comparison of beauty to a ripe grape, see my note on Æsch. Suppl. 994. Add Ælian. Epist. 8, τὸ κάλλος τῶν σωμάτων ὀπώρα ἔοικε. Himerius, quoted by Photius, p. 1131, ἀναμενεῖς τὴν ὤραν τῆς ὀπώρας ὑμών ὑμῶν.

3—3 Ast has properly remarked the play on the words ὅρων and ὅρων, and just before in ὥρα et ὀπώρα, which one cannot preserve in another language, although Ficinus has attempted to do so in part by his version—"considerat potius quam desiderat."

4 I have followed Ast in rejecting τοῦ σώματος as an explanation of τῆς περὶ τὸ σώμα. Perhaps however Plato wrote—τῆς περὶ τὸ ἀνώτων τοῦ σώματος ἀνθρώπου. See at viii. § 3.

5 This introduction of μεγαλοπρεπῆς amongst the cardinal virtues seems very strange; and so does the union of αἰδοήμενος and σεβόμενος. Hence I suspect that τὸ μεγαλοπρεπῆς ought to be inserted between ἡ and σεβόμενος.
which we have just now detailed as the third. Since then there are these so many in number, ought the law to forbid all of them, and prevent them from subsisting in us? or, is it not manifest that we should wish for the love, which is of virtue, and which is desirous of a young person becoming the best possible, to exist in the state? and, if it were possible, that we would prevent the other two? Or how shall we say, friend Megillus?

Megil. You have spoken, guest, on these very matters in a manner perfectly beautiful.

Athen. I was likely, as I conjectured, friend, to meet with your accordance in sentiment. And there is no need for me to examine what your law intends on points of this kind, but for me to receive your agreement with my reasoning. But after this, I will again endeavour to persuade Clinias by a kind of enchantment to be of our opinion. Let then, what has been conceded by you to me, be dismissed, and let us now go through entirely the laws.

Megil. You speak most correctly.

Athen. For laying down law itself I possess a certain art, which at present is partly easy, and partly in every respect the most difficult possible.

Megil. How say you?

Athen. We know even at present very many men, who, although they act contrary to law, yet are restrained properly and carefully from an intercourse with beautiful persons, not unwillingly, but as much as possible willingly.

Megil. When, say you?

Athen. When any one has a beautiful brother or sister; and in the case of a son or daughter, the same law, although unwritten, defends as sufficiently as possible (a person) from sleeping with (them) either openly or in secret, or in any other way from embracing and touching them. Nor does even the desire of this intercourse come at all upon the masses.

1 Ficinus has "cum ergo tres sint amores," adopted by Taylor.
2 Ficinus omits ἐπαύων, and so after him does Taylor.
3 I have adopted αὐτοῦ, found in one MS., in lieu of τοῦτον.
4 Ast says that ἀνυγκαθείδουσα and ἄπαξάμενον are used indefinitely. But the mention of the son and daughter would require a distinct mention likewise of the parents, which Taylor has introduced.
5 Ficinus, whom Taylor has followed as usual, has omitted the whole clause, because, I suspect, he could make no sense out of it. For he
Megil. True.

Athen. Does not then a small word extinguish all such pleasures?

Megil. What word do you mean?

Athen. The assertion that these acts are by no means holy, but hateful to the gods, and of [all] base acts the most base. And is not this the cause, that no one even speaks of them in other terms? but that each of us immediately from our birth hear persons speaking of these acts at all times and in all places, both in fun and oftentimes in all the so-called seriousness of tragedy, when persons introduce Thyestes, or some Ædipuses or Macareuses, who have had secretly a connexion with their sisters, but on being detected have readily inflicted death as the punishment of their wickedness upon themselves?

Megil. You have spoken most truly so far as this, that fame has some wonderful power, since no one attempts even to breathe in any other manner contrary to law.

[7.] Athen. That, therefore, which we just now said was right, that for a legislator, desirous of bringing under subject some one of those passions, which pre-eminently get the mastery of men, it is easy to know in what manner he should take this in hand. For by making this (evil) report a doubtless knew that ποιεῖν ἄλλως could not be written in the place of ἄλλως; and if it could, that there is nothing to which that phrase could be referred by way of an antithesis; and that τοῦτων could not be used for ἀντί, and still less for ἐκαθόρον, what correct language would require. Perhaps Plato wrote τῶν πατέρων, ἀδελφῶν ἀδελφοῖς ἀντί συνοδοί τῶν ἄνδρες—i.e., “the father libidinously embracing and touching one or the other.”

1 Ficinus alone has “omnium,” adopted by Taylor. But in the formula ἀδελφῶν ἀδελφοῖσα the word ἀντίσως is omitted, as shown by the passages quoted by myself on Æsch. Eum. 230.

2 To avoid the absurdity of supposing, that persons from their birth understand what is spoken, Ficinus has “statim ab ineunte sate.”

3 On such plural proper names see at Menexen. § 17.

4 This assertion is applicable only to Macareus, who had a son by his sister Canace. In the case of Thyestes, the act of incest was with his daughter; and in that of Ædipus, with his mother.

5 I confess I cannot understand what fame has to do here. The sense requires rather the mention of a dispirited conscience, or evil report. Perhaps Plato wrote τῆς ἄθετου συνοδος—or rather τῆς ὀνειρευματικῆς—which coincides better with the subsequent ταύτην τῇν φήμην.

6 Instead of ἄλλως, which I cannot understand, Plato evidently wrote ἄλλους, similar to the preceding ὀφθαλμας, and to Μοῖχον γαρ ἐν τῷχοι ἀλόγος in Aristoph. Nup. 1079.
holy thing amongst all the slaves and free-born and children and women, and the whole city, he will in the same manner thus work out the greatest stability relating to this law.

Megil. Entirely so. But (consider) how it will be possible to make all persons willingly speak in this manner.

Athen. You have taken me up correctly. For this is what was stated by myself, that I possess an art, relating to this law, of making use of an intercourse according to nature for the procreation of children, by persons abstaining from a connection with males, and not designedly destroying the race of man, nor sowing upon rocks and stones that, which, even if it takes root, will never obtain its naturally productive power; and by abstaining from every female field, in which what is sown is unwilling to germinate. This law then, by becoming perpetual and in power at the same time, as it is now in power in the case of the intercourse amongst parents, would, if it prevailed in other connexions justly, produce benefits innumerable. For, in the first place, it is laid down according to nature. And, next, it causes persons to restrain from the fury and madness of love, from all adulteries, and all the immoderate use of meats and drinks, and to be familiar with and friendly to their wives; and many other benefits would arise if any one could be the master of this law. But, perhaps, some violent and young man, who is brim-full of seed, would,

1 In lieu of παιδ Ficinus found in his MS. ἀνδράς, as shown by his version, "masulos," adopted by Taylor.
2 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.
3 On the ellipse of ὅρα before ὅπως ἔσται see Matth. Gr. Gr. § 520, 4.
4 Instead of ὅμηπτε, which is without regimen, Ast suggested ὁμὴπτε—He should have elicited rather ὅ γ᾽ ὅμηπτε from δὲ τι in Clemens Alexandr. Pedag. ii. 10, p. 224, ed. Potter.
5 On this metaphor Ast refers to numerous passages collected by himself and others. He has however neglected to observe that Plutarch in Precept. Conjugal. § 42, alludes to this place in the words ἐκ ὧν οὖσαι αὐτοῖς φύεσθαι θέλων.
6 Ficinus omits ἁν—νυκῆσθαι δεικώς—correctly.
7 One MS. has ἠχοι instead of ἠχό. Hence we must read μυρὶ ἀγαθὰ ἠχοι, similar to "innumerorum erit bonorum causa," in Ficinus.
8 To avoid the manifest absurdity in the Greek—εἰ τοῦ νόμου τις τοῦτο δύναιτο ἡγεματική εἶναι, Ficinus has "si apud quemque fuerit stabilita," which would lead to εἰ τοῦ νόμου πᾶσι τοῦτο δύναι τὸν κράτος εἶναι, i. e. "if the whole strength of this law could be over all persons." Taylor has, what the sense requires, "If this law was diligently observed by every one."
on hearing this law laid down, immediately abuse (us) for framing laws foolish and impracticable, and would fill every place with his vociferations. It was then through looking to this, that I said I possessed a certain art, in part the easiest of all, and in part the most difficult, for perpetuating this very law, when laid down. For it is very easy to understand that this is possible, and in what way it is so. For we have said that, when this legal institution shall have been sufficiently made holy, it will bring under subjection every soul, and cause them through fear to be entirely obedient to the laws laid down. But matters at present have come to such a pass, that it appears never can take place; just as the practice of common meals is believed to be a thing impossible for a whole state to practise through its whole life and to exist, and though it has been proved by the fact, that it does take place amongst you, yet as regards the female sex, it does not seem ever in your states to have the nature of being able to exist (for ever). Hence through the strength of this unbelief, I said it was very difficult for both of these to remain according to law.

Megil. And you were right in saying so.

Athen. Since then it is not above the power of man, but it may indeed take place, are you willing that I should endeavour to tell a tale bordering on credibility?

Clin. How not?

Athen. Will then a person abstain more easily from venery and be willing to do, what is enjoined, respecting it, in a moderate manner, when he has his body in a good condition, and not like an ordinary person, or when in a bad one?

Clin. By much the most, when it is not like an ordinary person.

Athen. Do we then not know by hearsay of Icicus of Taren-

1 The Greek is ἐποθήκην καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ καὶ κα Download the content to see more.
tium, how,\(^1\) for the sake of his contests at Olympia and the rest,\(^2\) he did, from his love of contest and his art and his possessing in his soul fortitude combined with temperance, never, as the story goes, touch any woman or a boy during the whole period of his practice.\(^3\) And the same account is told of Crysson, and Astylus, and Diopompus, and very many others; although they were much worse educated as to their souls than my fellow-citizens and yours too, Clinias, and had their bodies swelling much more with carnal desires.

**Clin.** In this you speak the truth that, what has been stated by persons of old respecting those athletes, did really take place.

**Athen.** What then, did they for the sake of victory in wrestling, and in running, and such like things, dare to abstain from that, which is called happiness by the masses? and shall our youth be unable to have a mastery over themselves, for the sake of a far more excellent victory? which we tell them from their very childhood is the most beautiful, and in fables in prose, and by singing in verse, charm them, as is natural.

**Clin.** What victory?

**Athen.** The victory over pleasure; (so that)\(^4\) by being masters of themselves they live happily; but by being mastered, the very reverse. In addition to this, will not the dread of its being at no time and by no means a holy act give them the power to be the masters over those things, which others, worse than them, have mastered?

**Clin.** It is probable.

[8.] **Athen.** Since then we have arrived thus far on the subject of this law, but have fallen into a difficulty through the wickedness of the many, I assert (with confidence),\(^5\) that mentioned here; of whom nothing seems to be known with the exception of Astylus, who Pausanias says, was a victor in the diaulum.

\(^1\) I have adopted ως for ων, as suggested by Heindorf on Protagoras, p. 489.

\(^2\) The Greek is καὶ τούς τε δὴλοντὶ —where καὶ — τε could not thus follow καὶ— Plato wrote, I suspect, καὶ πολλοις ἑτε δὴλοντι—

\(^3\) Ast quotes opportunely Horace in A. P. 412, “Qui studet optatam cursu contingere metam—Abstinuit Venere et vino.”

\(^4\) I have translated as if ὅποτε had dropped out after νίκη—

\(^5\) Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has alone “audacter”—as if his MS. read φημι θαρρῶν—

\(^6\) The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.
our legal institution ought to march on without disguise, and
to say on these points,6 that our citizens ought not to be worse
than birds, and many other wild animals; who, produced in
large herds,1 live without intercourse, and pure, and chaste,
up to the time of procreation; but when they arrive at that
period, the male for its gratification pairing with the female,
and the female with the male, they live for the remainder of
their time in a holy and just manner, firmly abiding in the
first compacts of friendship. It is requisite then for them7
to be better than wild beasts. If however they are corrupted
by the other Greeks, and the greatest number of the Barba-
rians, and on seeing what is called the unregulated Aphrodite,
and on hearing that it has the greatest power, are thus unable
to have a mastery over it, there will be a need for the guardians
of the laws to become legislators, and to devise for them a
second law.

Clin. What law would you advise to be laid down for them,
if the one now laid down escapes them?

Athen. Evidently, Clinias, that which follows upon this.

Clin. What law do you mean?

Athen. That they should especially cause the strength of
pleasures to be not exercised, by turning, by means of labours,
to other parts of the body the course of their overflow and
feeding.3 And this will take place, if in the use of venereal
pleasures there is no shamelessness. For they, who, through
shame, make a rare use of a thing of this kind, will have their
mistress of less power, 4 [by using it seldom].4 5 Let it then
be held by custom and an unwritten law, that to do any of
these lawful things secretly, is honourable; but not secretly, is
disgraceful;5 6 but not to do it, not at all; thus this would lie

1 Plato had perhaps in mind flocks of small birds and herds of wolves;
although in the case of gregarious quadrupeds very few, I believe, are
known to pair.
2 Instead of άπροβης I should prefer άπαθος—"citizens."
3 In lieu of τροφήν one would have expected τροφήν, "luxurious-
ness."
4—5 The words between the brackets are evidently superfluous, and cor-
rectly omitted by Ficinus, and tacitly after him by Taylor.
3—5 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor
follows implicitly, has—"Ciam ergo consentudo et lex non scripta hae
fieri suadeat, contra autem fieri, velit turpe, dissuadeat."
6—5 Stephens was the first to see that the Greek, of which I have
given a literal translation, concealed some error, which he confesses his
n our law as being disgraceful on the other hand, and honourable secondly possessing a second rectitude. And thus one genus, comprehending three genera, would compel those, who are corrupted in their nature, (and) whom we have spoken of as being inferior to themselves, not to act contrary to the law.

Clin. What are these?

Athen. The god-worshipping (genus), and the honour-loving, and that which is produced from the desire not of beauties in the body but of those really existing in the manners of the soul. And these matters perhaps, now detailed by us, are like prayers in a fable; but they will be by far the best, should they perchance exist in all states. Perhaps, too, if a god pleases, we may compel one of two things to take place in matters of love; either that no one shall dare to touch any free and well-born woman, besides his married wife, or sow the seed, for which there has been no sacrificial rite, and which is illegitimate, amongst harlots, nor that, which is barren, amongst males, contrary to nature; or we will take away entirely the intercourse of males; but with respect to females, if any one has an intercourse with any one, except those who come to his house, together with the gods, and sacred marriages, whether such women are bought, or acquired by any other means, and he does not lie hid from all men and women, to such a person we should, if we caused him by law to be disfranchised of the privileges in the state, perhaps appear to have acted by law correctly, as being one who is truly like a foreigner. Let this law, whether it is one, or we ought to call inability to correct; and so do I; nor has the long note of Ccusin thrown, I think, any light on the passage. Ast, however, has suggested some alterations, from which nothing appears to be gained. Ficinus, “turpe que sic non omnino agere; sic enim et secundo servabimus honestum loco.”

1 Compare v. § 8.
2 This alludes to the fact that sacred rites preceded a marriage, as shown by μετὰ θεῶν καὶ ἱερῶν γάμων. Ast quotes opportunely Iamblich. Vit. Pythag. § 195, ἀθύτος καὶ νῦθη συνουσία. But the ἀθύτους τε καὶ ἱερόμοις γάμος, mentioned by Suidas in Ἀθύτους καὶ Διαξαίνων, related to what Persius calls “fædos hymenæos,” as may be inferred from the expression τὴν ἄνδραν ἀπεικόμενος φύσιν.
3—3 I confess I hardly understand this clause.
4 I do not remember to have met elsewhere with the phrase of ἄτυμος ἱερίων. Ficinus has “infamis lege omnibusque civitatis honoribus,” as if his MS. read ἄτυμον αὐτὸν πασῶν τῶν ἐν τῷ πόλει τιμῶν.
them two, be laid down respecting all venereal and amatory matters, which, through having an intercourse with each other from desires of such a kind, we transact both in a proper and improper manner.

Megil. Even now, 1 O guest, I would vehemently accept this law from you; but let Clinias here tell us himself, what he thinks on these points.

Clin. So shall it be, Megillus, when it appears to me that a fitting opportunity presents itself; but, for the present, permit our guest to proceed forward in the matter of his laws.

Megil. Right.

[9.] Athen. But having proceeded so far, we are almost at the establishment of common meals, which we said would with difficulty exist elsewhere; but in Crete no one else 2 would suppose that it ought to be adopted. But after what manner? whether as here, or as at Lacedæmon? or is there a third kind of common meals beside these, which would be better than both? This it seems to me it is not difficult to discover; and when discovered, to work out not a great good. For what has been now prepared is in an elegant condition.

Following upon these is the preparation for livelihood, 3 in what manner it ought to follow them. 3 Now a livelihood in other states would be of various kinds and many, and especially from the double sources of what there would be to these. For what relates to food is obtained by most of the Greeks from the earth and sea; but by these from the earth alone. This therefore will present a more easy task for the legislator. 4 For not only will half the laws be moderate, but much fewer, 4 and still befitting free-men. For the legislator

1 I have translated as if the Greek were καὶ τὰ νῦν, not καὶ τοῖς—
2 Instead of ἄλλως, rendered “frustra” by Ficinus, all the other MSS. read ἄλλας—an error I presume for αὐτοῖς, i.e. ἄνθρωπος. Taylor has “but no one will suppose but that it ought to be adopted in Crete.” From which I have been led to suggest—οὐδ’ εἰς ἄλλας ἡ ὡς δίουν ἐπολύσω ἄν γίγνεσθαι: unless it be said that the sense is—“But in Crete no one would think that it is adopted in vain.” But in that case οὖν ought to be omitted.
3—3 Such is the literal version of the Greek—τίν’ αὐτοῖς ἂν τρόπον ἔσοτε. Ficinus—“quomodo haberi possit.” But Taylor has, what the sense requires—“in what manner it should be procured for our citizens,” which would be—τίν’ διότοις ἂν τρόπον ἔσοτε. This confusion of ἔσοτε and ἔσοτο I have noted twice or thrice elsewhere.
4—1 The Greek is οὐ γὰρ μὲν ἡμεῖς ἂν γίγνονται νόμοι μᾶρμοι
state is freed for the most part from matters re-
do ship-owners, and foreign merchants, and retail-
and inn-keepers, and tax-collectors, and miners, 1 and
sellers, and usurers at compound interest, 1 and ten-
other things of this kind, and bids them all go
but he will lay down laws for the tillers of land, and
is, and the breeders of bees, and the guardianship
superintendents of the operations connected with such
after having laid down laws on subjects of the
moment relating to marriages, and the procreation
bringing up of children, and still further, their educa-
tion, the establishment of magistracies in the state. But at
it is necessary for the legislator to turn himself 2 to
s), relating to feeding 2 and to those, who labour for
the laws then, called Agricultural, be first laid down.
this be mentioned as the first law relating to Zeus,
sides over boundaries. Let no one remove the land-
either of a fellow-citizen, who is a friend, or of a
n, 3 while possessing himself at the extremities he is a
ar to another stranger, 3 thinking that this is truly "To
what is not to be removed." 4 But let every one be de-
attempt to remove the greatest other 5 [except a bound-
ze 5 rather than a small stone, which is the boundary
λάττους, which Ficinus, whom Taylor follows in part, has thus
"multo enim major quam dimidia pars legum sufficiet." For
oly saw that αὐτὸς had no meaning here, and knew that after ou
rect Greek would require ἄλλα καὶ, not πολλὰ δὲ—I have trans-
the words were ἄν γίγνοντο: but I cannot correct the error in
λάττους.
he Greek is—καὶ δανεισμῶν καὶ ἐπιτόκων τόκων. But one MS.
κευ, which shows that καὶ is an interpolation. On the expres-
δέκα τόκων, Ast refers to Spanheim on Aristoph. Nef. 1155.
have translated as if the Greek were ἵπτος νόμον τὴν τροφῆν
δομι— and not ἵπτος τὴν τροφὴν καὶ δοςὶ περὶ—For Ficinus
leges de victa deque iis qui—"
ich is the literal version of the Greek—μὴτε δροτῆρμονος, ἵπ
κεκτημένος ἄλλω ἔξω σειρόνον—out of which, I confess, I can
hing; nor could Ficinus, whose abridged translation, adopted by
" nec finitimi peregrini, si agri extrema possideat."
his saying see Ast at iii. § 6, p. 684, D.
he words between the brackets are omitted by Ficinus, whom
ollowed with the approbation of Stalbaum. One MS. likewise
ν' δρον μᾶλλον. But unless I am mistaken, in the letters ἄλλον
ν lie hid the names of two mountains, one in Crete, and the
Laconia. Hence, instead of πλῆν δρον, I would read Ἡ Ταῖνα-
of friendship and hatred sworn before the gods. For Zeus, who presides over a kindred-clan, is the witness of the one, and he who presides over hospitality, of the other; which deities ¹ are excited together with the most hateful wars.¹ Now he, who is obedient to the law, will have no perception of the ills, that come from it; but let him, who despises it, be exposed to a double punishment, one, and the first, from the gods, but the second under the law. For let no one voluntarily remove the landmark of his neighbour; and against him, who does remove them, let any one, who is willing, inform the landowners; and let them bring him into court; and if any one has to pay damages on the charge of his having made privately and by force the land to be without a division, ² (respecting) the party so having to pay, ² let the court fix the penalty, as to what he is to suffer (in person) or in purse after being defeated. After this, many and small injuries from neighbours do, through their frequence, beget a great weight of enmity, and cause a neighbour hood to be disagreeable and excessively bitter. Hence it is requisite for a neighbour to take every care not to cause any differences with his neighbour; and to be particularly cautious in other matters, and especially as regards the cultivation of grounds, which they have a mutual right to till. For to do an injury is by no means difficult, but is in the power of every man; but to do a benefit is not in the power of every one. Let him then, who, stepping over his own boundary, secretly tills ³ his neighbour’s land, pay for the mischief done; and, on account of his shameless and sordid conduct, pay another sum, the double of the mischief to the injured party. Of these and all such like matters let the Land Stewards take cognizance, and act as judges and fix the fines.

¹—¹ The words between the numerals, I confess, I do not understand. Ficinus has—"qui hostili praelio semper insurgent," partially followed in Taylor’s translation, "are roused in conjunction with the most hostile battles." If it were permissible to personify War here, one might fancy that Plato wrote οί μάλιστα Πολέμω τοι θεών ἐχθριστοί ἐγείρονται.

²—² Ast, whom Stalbaum follows, would reject τού δφιλόντος, as an interpolation. I have translated as if πείρα had dropt out between τοῦ δφιλόντος and τοῦ δφιλόντος—

³ Instead of ἐπεργάζηται one MS. reads ἀπεργάζηται; which evidently leads to ὑπεργάζηται, as I have translated.
and over the greater suits, as it has been stated before, let the whole order of the twelfth part (preside); but of the lesser, the chiefs of the guardians of these. And if any one pastures his flocks over (his neighbours' grounds), let those who witness the injury, decide upon it and fix the fine. And if a person appropriates to himself the swarms of bees belonging to another, by following the pleasure of the bees, and making a noise, by beating them down thus makes them his own, let him pay for the injury done. And if any one sets fire to his own wood, and takes no thought of his neighbour's, let him be fined according to the damage decided on by the rulers. And if in planting he does not leave a proper distance from his neighbour's land, (let him pay;) as has been stated even by many legislators sufficiently; of whose laws it is meet to make use, and not to think that the greater regulator of a state is to lay down laws for all matters, both great and small, and such as belong to a casual legislator. Since relating even to water laws of the olden time, and those beautiful too, have been laid for the tillers of the ground, which it is not proper for us to use (like water-channels) in our discourse. But let him, who will, lead water to his own ground, commencing from common streams, and not cutting off the sources, evidently belonging to a private person; and let him lead it

1 Such is the meaning of ἵππεῖργ, which Ficinus renders "pascuis nuceat;" and Taylor, "distributes cattle—"

2, 3 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has, what is far preferable, "si aliena examina quis persequitur, atque ara pulsans delectiones apes ad se trahit." But whether he found in his MS. the counterpart of his translation is another question. By the aid however of the pl. in Photius and Suidas, Μελίσσης τὸ κροσσόντας ψόφον ποιεῖν, ἵνα μη ἀποδίστων προσπίτωται, or as it should be read, Μελίσσην τι ἡχεῖν ῥυόμενον τοι ἡχεῖν —ἵνα μη—παραποτίστωται, i. e. "To sound something suited to bees, in order that they may not fly away"—one may hazard a conjecture that Plato wrote something to this effect—τῷ τῶν μελισσῶν πτήσει συνεπόμενός, καὶ ἡδονῆς κατακηλοῦν κροσσόμενον τοι αὐτάς ἰθως οἰκείωται, i. e. "by following the flight of the bees and charming them with the delight of something being beaten, thus make them his own."

5 The words between the lunes are supplied by Ficinus alone, "ita spectatur," whom Taylor has followed. In two MSS. it is stated that ημεύσθω is understood here.

4 Plato is thought to allude here to Solon; who introduced a similar law at Athens, as we learn from Plutarch i. p. 91, D.

3, 4 I have introduced the words "like water-courses," to preserve the play in παροχθενίων, applied here to both the course of the water and conversation.
where he likes, except through dwellings, or certain sacred (places) or tombs, and doing no damage, except what arises from leading aside the water. But if the natural dryness of the ground in certain places should be incapable of retaining the waters from Zeus, and there is a deficiency in necessary drink, let a person dig in his own ground, until he comes to the clay. But if in this depth he does not meet with water, let him draw from his neighbours as much drink as is necessary for each of his domestics. But if there should be a scarcity amongst his neighbours also, let him, after receiving an order from the Land-Stewards, take to himself the regulation-allowance each day, and thus have a share in the water of his neighbour. But if there be water from Zeus, and one of those on the lower ground does an injury to a farmer on the upper, or to the party dwelling near him, by not allowing an outlet to the water; or, on the contrary, if the party above carelessly permits the waters to run down, and does an injury to a party below; and (the two parties) are for this unwilling to communicate with each other on these matters, let the party, who wishes it, bring in a City-Steward in the city, and in the country a Land-Steward, and let him regulate himself what each ought to do; and let him, who does not abide by the regulation, undergo a punishment for his envious and at the same time morose temper, and let him, the verdict being against him, pay to the injured party the double

1 To support the syntax we must insert either δι' or δι' before αὐτῷ, similar to "ab ipso" in Ficusin.

2 i. e. rain-water.

3 To this passage Plutarch alludes in ii. p. 827. D., and from i. p. 9. it appears that Plato adopted merely a law of Solon.

4 So Ast, after Ficusin, understands δι' ἀκριβείας—a meaning the words never did or could bear; and though Fuscus has failed in successfully correcting them, he has happily suggested, what I have adopted δέσαμενος in lieu of ταξάμενος—

5 Ficusin renders κοινωνεῖν by "convenire," i. e. to come to terms; meaning which that verb does not, if I rightly remember, have elsewhere.

6 This seems a rather strange enactment. For the party, who is brought in, ought rather to appoint what each should do. To avoid this absurdity, Ficusin, whom Taylor has followed, omits ἐπάγων ὁ βουλευτής, as shown by his version, "in urbe quidem ædilis, in agris verò qui agris præest, modum imponat." Hence in lieu of ἐπάγων—ταξάμενος τι—
on would prefer ἐπάγεται—ταξάμενος, τι—i. e. let him bring a person to lay down regulations.
of his loss, through not being willing to obey the person in office.

[10.] It is meet likewise for all to have a communion in some such way as this of the fruits of autumn. The goddess herself has a twofold gift of grace for us; one a Dionysal instruction, not to be treasured up; the other, which is naturally suited for laying by. Let then this law be ordained respecting the fruits of autumn. Whoever tastes the rustic fruit, be it grapes or figs, before the season for gathering them, which falls in with the rising of Arcturus, either in his own or the grounds of others, pay fifty drachms sacred to Dionysus, if he has plucked them from his own land; but if from his neighbour’s, a mina; but if from that of others, two-thirds of a mina. But let him who wishes to gather the grape now called “well-born,” or grapes called “well-born,” if he takes them from his own ground, pluck them how and when he likes; but if from another’s, let him, if he has not

1— The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

2— Such is the literal version of the Greek, διηγημα της ημερας της θεως ξυς χαριτως αυτη: but the goddess imparts rather than possesses gifts. Hence Ficinus translates ξυς by “largitus,” a meaning assigned elsewhere, but improperly, to ξυς. Plato evidently wrote διηγημα — δωρας — χαριτως αυτης, i.e. “pours out the favours of a double gift.” On the confusion in ξυς and χαριτως, see at Menexen. § 14, p. 52. Winckelmann suggests χαριτως της αυτης, which I cannot understand.

3 Here again is an error in the text, which, although it has baffled the ingenuity of Cornarius, Ast, and Stalbaum, it is not very difficult to correct. The Greek is παιδις διαυσιδα — where lies hid ου καθε ηλειαν Διονυσιαν λιβα — “the sweet flowing of the Dionysian juice,” a quotation from some lyric poet; while in δυς there would be an allusion to ορνινα, which, says the Etymol. M. in ουκ, is so called, ὅτι δυς αυτην ἔριζε, ὅτι φυλάττει, or, as it should be read, ὅτι όνος αυτη ἔριζε. With regard to λιβα, see at Αεσχ. Eum. 54, where I elicited λιβα from δια, adopted by every editor except Wellauer. Winckelmann refers here to something he has written on this passage in Act. Societat. Grec. ii. p. 17. But as I have never seen the work, I do not know what he has done for the correction or explanation of the passage.

4 This star, at the tail of the Greater Bear, rises about the autumnal equinox.

5 That is, double; for the mina contained 100 drachms.

6 Although Eustathius on λ. E. p. 544 = 414, quotes from this passage γεωναν and γεωνας, yet Plato wrote, I suspect, the names of two places, where the grape and fig were grown to perfection.

7 Ficinus adds here, “neque commodre recondi possint.”
persuaded (the owner), be fined in that way ever following out the law, that a person is not to remove what he has not put down. But if a slave, not having persuaded the owner of the ground, gathers any fruit of this kind, let him be scourged with stripes equal in number to each grape on a bunch and fig on the tree. Let a foreign settler, who has bought the "well-born" autumnal fruit, eat them if he pleases; but if a stranger sojourning in the land, as he passes along the road, (either alone) or with one follower, desires to taste the autumnal fruit, let him taste the "well-born" fruit, receiving it as the gift of a host; but the law prohibits even a person of such a kind from sharing in the fruit called rustic. If anyone ignorantly tastes these, either himself or a slave, let a person punish the slave with stripes, but send away the free person after admonishing and teaching him that he may taste other autumnal fruits (unfit) for laying by, but that those, belonging to raisins and wine and dry figs, are unfit for him to have. With respect to pears, and apples, and pomegranates, and all such fruits, let it not be held a disgraceful act to gather them secretly. But if a person under thirty years of age is detected (gathering them), let him be struck and repelled, but without wounds, but let there be no infliction of such like blows upon a free-man. And let it likewise be lawful for a stranger to be a partaker of these, as of the autumnal fruits. But if any older person tastes of them, eating them on the spot, and secretly taking away none, let him partake of all such as a stranger does; but if he is not obedient to the law, let him run the risk of being no competitor for virtue, should any one at that time give information of such matters to the then judges.

[11.] Water for gardens is pre-eminently the most nutritive.

1—3 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, unable it seems to understand ἐκεῖνος dei, has omitted those words; and so he has ἐπομένος, for which Stephen suggested ἐπερυθρός, found in Timæus, p. 27, C.

2 This too was a law of Solon, as we learn from Diogen. L. i. 57.

3 Ficinus renders τὴν γενναῖαν, by "ad repositionem ineptis," and shortly afterwards τὴν γενναίαν by "fructus non reponeundos."

4 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has alone "si transeat solus."

5 Instead of τὴν ταυστήν, all the MSS. have τὴν ταυστήν, answering to "peregrinos" in Ficinus.

6 Ficinus has "ficus uvasque solum modo ad repositionem ineptas," who therefore found in his MS. ἀνεπιρρήτων after εἰς ἀπόθανον.

7 Here too Ficinus has inserted "quos superius diximus repositioni ineptos."
of all things, but it is easily rendered corrupt. For it is not easy to corrupt either the earth, or the sun, or the air, which together with water are the nourishers of what springs up from the soil, either by drugs, or turnings aside, or thefts; but all such things as these can take place in the case of the nature of water; and hence it requires the assistance of law. Let this then be (the law) respecting it. If any one willingly corrupts the water of another by drugs, or diggings, or thefts, whether such water be from a spring or collected (in a tank), let the party injured have a trial before the City-Stewards, and write down the estimated amount of the injury. And if any one be found guilty of having corrupted it by any drugs, let him, in addition to the fine, cleanse the spring or the tank of water in the way that the laws of the (holy) interpreters shall point out, how the cleansing ought to be done on each occasion, and by each person.

With respect to the conveyance of all fruits in season, let it be lawful for any, who wishes, to carry home his own property through every place, wherever he shall do no damage to any one, or gain an advantage himself three times as much as the damage done to his neighbour. But of these questions let the magistrates take cognizance, and of all other injuries that one person willfully commits by violence or secretly against another person unwillingly, either himself or his property, by means of the property of the former. And let the party (injured) lay all matters of this kind before the rulers, and receive compensation for the injury up to three minae; but if the complaint of one person against another be of a higher amount, let him bring his suit before the common courts of justice, and let him have satisfaction against the party, who has done the injury. But if any magistrate shall be found to decide upon the damage with an unjust sentence, let him be considered as a debtor to the injured person for twice the loss sustained. And let any one, who wishes it, bring the unjust conduct of the magistrate before the common tribunals in each case of complaint. But as there are ten thousand trifling

---

The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

---

In the place of all between the numerals Taylor has merely, “and if convicted he shall be punished adequately to his offence.”

---

I have translated as if the Greek were ἐν ἔκδοτα, not ἔκδοσων, which is without regimen.
things of law, according to which punishments ought to be inflicted, respecting the distribution of trials by lot, and the citations, and the persons citing, whether the citation ought to be made before two, or how many, and whatever else is of such a kind, these are not to be left unregulated by law, nor yet are they worthy of an aged legislator. Let young men, therefore, lay down the laws relating to these, 1 (by looking) to the enactments of their predecessors, and modelling trivial matters after great, 1 and by becoming experienced in the necessary use of them, till every thing shall appear to be sufficiently laid down. 2 And then rendering them immovable, let them live and use them as possessing a power in moderation. 2

With respect to the other handcraft trades, it is requisite to act in this manner. In the first place, let no person of the country be one of those, who labour at handcraft trades, nor yet the domestic of a person of the country. For a citizen, who is to preserve and hold the arrangements of the state, common to all, is engaged in an art requiring much practice, and at the same time, much learning, nor is he able 3 to attend to the pursuit as a by-work. Now to labour accurately in two pursuits, or two arts, scarcely not a single nature of man is sufficient. Nor is the same person sufficient 4 to exercise one art, and to superintend another person, exercising another. This therefore ought first of all to take place in a state. Let no coppersmith be at the same time a carpenter; nor let a carpenter attend more to others, who are coppersmiths, than to his own art, making as a pretext, that while he is attending to many servants, who are working for him, he very reasonably attends more to them, for the sake of greater gain accruing from thence to himself than from his own art; but let every artist in the state exercise one art alone, and from that obtain

1. 2—Such seems to be the meaning of the Greek, πρὸς τὰ τῶν πρόσεχεν νοθετήματα ἀπομομοίωμεν συμφέρεται πρὸς μεγάλα, although μεμείσθαι and its compounds do not, as far as I know, mean "to cause to imitate."

2—Ficinus has "deinde sufficienter, positis immobiliiter, his utuntur," as if his MS. read μετρίος in lieu of μετρόν, which can hardly stand here without τι.—Baiter would read μετρόν, and refers to p. 836, A., 957, A., 959, A.

3 I have translated as if the Greek were οὐδὲ ἐν παρέχον δύναμιν ἐπιθετέον, not δεόμενον, which Ast is able to understand only by saying that ἐπιθετέον is to be taken in a passive sense.

4 The Greek is αὐτός ἰκανώς. But five MSS. read ἰκανός, while αὐτός is plainly required by the sense.
his living. This law let the City-Stewards with all exertion preserve; and let them punish with disgrace and infamy any person of the country, if he inclines to any art more than to the attention to virtue, until they bring him to his own proper course. But if any stranger applies himself to two arts, let them, by punishing him with bonds, and fines, and expulsions from the city, compel him to be one person instead of being many. With respect to the wages of workmen, and the destruction of their works, and should any other person injure them, or they any one else, let the City-Stewards pass a judgment as far as to fifty drachms; but beyond this, let the common tribunals decide according to law.

And let no person in the state pay any duty on exports and imports. But with respect to frankincense, and other foreign aromatics, for the gods, and purple, and other dyed colours, which this country does not produce, or with respect to any other art, requiring foreign articles to be imported, let no one introduce any of these without some necessity; nor, on the other hand, export any thing which it is necessary to remain in the country. On all these matters let the twelve guardians of the laws, five of the elder being excepted, take the cognizance and have the care. With respect to arms and all warlike instruments, if there should be a necessity for importing any foreign art, relating to plants, or metals, or chains, or any animals, on account of their use of such a kind, let the Hipparchs and the Generals have full powers over the import and export of such articles, the state

---

1 This I cannot understand, nor could Ast, who thinks that something has been lost here. Ficinus has "de operis ipsorum approbatione aut improbatione."

2 This "and" seems strangely introduced here.

3 The Greek is ἔνα τὸν αὐτόν ἐτέρον ἡ ἔκτιον τὸν ἄλλον ἀδικώς. But in this antithetical formula, where αὐτός is found in the first clause, it is always repeated in the second. There is some error here; which might be corrected without much difficulty.

4 The plants used for warlike purposes were, the ash made into spear handles, and other trees converted into shields and bows and arrows.

5—5 The Greek is ἡ μεταλλευτικῶν κτήματος ἡ ἔσσεμνον. Ficinus has "sine instrumenta, funes—"

6—6 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has "qua ad bellum conferant."

7—7 The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor. Ficinus fills out the sense in his version, "ut civitas invehendi evvehendique simul, cum opus sit, faculatur non privetur." What Plato wrote and meant to say, I confess myself unable to discover.
giving at the same and receiving; but the guardians of the laws shall lay down, respecting these matters, laws becoming and sufficient. And let there be no haggling for the sake of money-making, either by this person or any one else, either in the whole country or city, or in any part.

[12.] With respect to food and the distribution of the produce of the country, the correctness of the method near to that laid down by the law in Crete, would seem, if adopted, to be adopted with reason. For it is meet that all should distribute into twelve parts the whole produce of the land, in which way also it is to be consumed. Let every twelfth part, for example, of wheat and barley, of which let all the rest of fruits be the followers, that are to be divided, and all the animals in each, that are to be sold, be divided into three parts, according to a certain proportion; one being for free-men, another for their domestics, and the third for handicraftsmen and strangers generally, and such as are residing with the foreign settlers, in want of necessary sustenance, or are constantly arriving during the exigencies of the state, or any individual. Of all the necessaries (of life), let this third part so distributed be alone vendible from necessity; but of the two others let nothing be necessarily sold. How then would these be distributed most correctly? In the first place, it is evident that we should distribute them partly equally, and partly unequally.

Clin. How say you?

Athen. It must needs be, that the land produces and brings up each of these things worse or better.

Clin. How not?

Athen. In such a way then as this, as there are three parts, let no part have more, when distributed, either (that) for masters

1 Here again I am in the dark, as to the person or thing meant by τοῦτον and ἄλλου μηδένος.

2 Cousin understands after ἐκάστοις the words μὴ εἰς τὴν χώραν.

3 In lieu of νῦμομεν, one MS. has νεμόμενα; which leads to νεμομεν ἄν.

4 The Greek is Τῷ μὲν τοῖν τοιν ἀντίστροφον, where Ast would read τῷ μὲν τοῖν τοιν τοιντοῦ. But to my mind nothing is gained by the change. In both cases I am equally in the dark. Ficinus renders τῷ μὲν τοῖν τοιντοῦ, by "quod hoc." But that would be in Greek, τοῦτον γ' ἔνικα. Winckelmann suggests τοιντοῦ τράπεζ, which I have adopted.

5 Stephens and Ast would read μητὴ τῆ—found subsequently in two MSS.
or slaves, nor, on the other hand, that for strangers; but let the distribution give the equality of similitude, the same to all. And let each citizen, on receiving his two parts, have the power to distribute both to slaves and free-men, as much of his share, and of what kind, as he pleases. But the greater quantity of these it is meet to be distributed by measure and number, in this way, (by a person) taking the number of all the animals to which there ought to be food from the earth and distributing it. After this it is meet for habitations to be separately assigned them in an orderly regulated manner. Now the following regulation is suited to matters of this kind. There ought to be twelve hamlets, one in the middle of each twelfth part; and in each hamlet, to be selected first a marketplace, and temples for the gods and the demons, who follow the gods; and whether these are some local (heroes) amongst the Magnetes, or the holy seat of other ancients, whose memory has been preserved, to these let persons pay the honours due to ancient men, and found every where temples to Vesta, and Zeus, and Athéne, and to him who may be the leader of the others, that belong to each twelfth part. And first (it is meet) for the buildings to be about these temples, where the ground is the highest, as receptacles the best protected possible for the garrison; but to prepare all the rest of the country, by distributing it into thirteen parts for the handicraftsmen; and to cause one portion of these to settle in the city, by distributing this portion amongst the twelve parts of the whole city; (but to have the other) persons distributed out of the city, and in a circle about it; and every hamlet to cause the race of handicraftsmen to settle together, that are useful to the agriculturists; and of all these let the Land-Stewards have the care, and of how many and of what kind each place may require; and of the spots in which the handicraftsmen may dwell, and be the least annoyance, and the greatest benefit to the agricul-

1—1. I must leave for others to explain what Plato meant by this expression; on which however Picius has thrown some light by his version, “aequalis eademque similitur sit omnibus distributio.”

2—2. Cousin translates τὸ δὲ πλῆθος τὸῦ ἄνδρον—“pour le surplus.”

3. The Magnetes here alluded to were the inhabitants of Magnesia in Crete. For a list of other cities of the same name in the Troad, Lydia, and Macedonia, see Steph. Byz.

4—4. Picius alone has, what is required by the sense, “alio exterioriorem undique teneant locum,” omitting however καὶ ἐν κύδοις.
turists; but of those in the city, let the City-Stewards in like manner have the care. But to the City-Stewards each of the matters relating to the market-place must be a care. For after their inspection of the sacred things, let their attention (be given) to the matters of the market-place, lest any one does wrong in what relates to the needs of man: their second work would be to punish, as being the inspectors of temperance and insolence, the person requiring punishment; but such of the vendible articles, as the citizens are under regulations to sell, they must first look into, in behalf of the strangers, whether each article is according to the law. And let the law be this. On the new day of each month, let the superintendents bring out a portion of what is to be sold to the foreigners; namely, a first twelfth part of the corn; and let the foreigner buy corn, and such things as pertain to corn, on the first market for the whole month. But on the twelfth day of the month, let some make a selling, and others a buying of liquid articles, sufficient for the whole of the month. And on the twenty-third day (of the month), let there be a sale of such animals as are to be sold by each party, or bought by those in want of them, and the sale of such chattels and goods as (suit) the agriculturists, such as of skins, and all kind of clothing, either woven or felt-like, or other things of such a kind; but it is necessary for foreigners to

---

1 The Greek is ἵππελενθήκαι καὶ ἵππελεισθαι, which I cannot understand; nor could, I think, Ficinus, whom Taylor has followed in omitting ἵππελενθήκαι καὶ, properly wanting in one MS.

2—3 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has "ne quis vendendo emendove injuriam faciat," adopted to the letter by Taylor.

4 I do not remember to have met elsewhere with the word vié instead of πρώτῃ, and even here the Scholiast evidently read, ἐν καὶ νίκ. by which was meant the last day of the old moon, and the first of the new.

5 Bekker has νόμος ὑπὸ ἐστῳ, ἐννῦς—But six MSS., νόμος ὑπὸ ἐκάστῳ ἐννῦς. Plato wrote νόμος ὑπὸ ἐστῳ ἐκάστῳ ἐννῦς, as shown by "mensis cujusque" in Ficinus, who however omits νόμος ὑπὸ ἐστῳ.

6 After τοῦς τεπτόπους, the Greek text has δυοῖς τοῖς ἀστοῖς ἕνων ἡ κα. δύολε ἐπιστροφέουσι, which Taylor has omitted with Ficinus, who probably could not understand those words; nor assuredly can I, even after Ast's attempt to explain them.

7 All the MSS. read δικαρί, answering to "decimo" in Ficinus.

8—7 Ficinus has thus abridged all between the numerals, "quibus homines agent, supellectiliumque, ut corii vestiumque ac similium."

9—8 Such is the literal version of the Greek, which I confess I cannot understand; nor, I think, could Ficinus, whose rendering is "necess
acquire them by purchasing from others; but the retail dealing in these articles either barley or wheat, distributed in the form of meal, or any other food in general, for citizens and their slaves, let no one sell or buy from any person of this kind. But in the markets for foreigners, let a foreigner (sell) to the handicraftsmen, and their slaves, exchanging the sold articles for wine and food, which the majority call a retail trading; and let the cooks expose for sale portions of animals cut into pieces to foreigners and handicraftsmen and their domestics. Let too a foreigner buy daily the whole of the materials for burning in a mass, from the superintendents of farms, and sell it again to other foreigners for as much as he pleases, and when he pleases. But of all other goods and chattels, as much as there is a need of them to each person, let (the foreigners) sell (any part) at the common market, after bringing them to a place appointed for each occasion, where they shall wait, having made a conjecture about fitting situations, until the guardians of the laws, and the Stewards of the market, with the City-Stewards, shall have marked out the limits of the sale-stands. In these

autem est peregrinos omnia a possidentibus emere, ne cauponatio in triticó et hordeo circa farinam ac cætera alimenta uta fiat; nec civibus nec servis eorum cauponari omni liceat."

1 Here again I am quite in the dark. Ficinus has "vinum cibumque commutare ac vendere carne simuliter; quæ res a plurimis cauponat dicitur—" thus translated by Taylor, "exchange to artificers and their slaves wine and food, and in like manner distributed flesh."

2 I have translated as if ὅτιον, required to govern the genitive χρημάτων, had dropped out after πωλεῖν.

3 Ficinus has "in locis determinatis," who therefore found in his MS. εἰς τακτόν τόπον in lieu of εἰς τόν τόπον, where the article has no meaning.

4 Instead of ἐκαστον, which cannot follow εἰς τὸν τόπον ἐκαστον, whatever Ast may say to the contrary, I have translated as if the Greek were ἐκάστοτε—

5 In this most intricate passage the Greek is at present ἐν ὅλη δὴ νομοθετάκεις τε καὶ ἀγορανόμοι μετ' ἀστυνόμων τεκμηριάμενοι ἔδρας προπούσας δροὺς θῶνται τῶν ὑνίων. Ficinus has "ubi legum custodes censoresque una cum ædilibus locum designarint et pretia venalibus imposuerint." But τεκμηρίζεσθαι never does and never could signify "to mark out," nor could δροὺς τῶν ὑνίων mean "pretia venalibus." Unless I am greatly mistaken the words τεκμηριάμενοι ἔδρας προπούσας have been misplaced, and should follow ἵνα μενοῦσι, which I have elicted from ἐν ὅλη δὴ— For Plato meant to say that the market people were to bring their goods and place them where they thought they would be allowed to have their stalls, as soon as the civic authorities had marked
places let a person exchange money for goods, and goods for money, one party not giving up to another the article of bar-
ter (without an equivalent). But if a person does give it up
in confidence, whether he recovers (its value) or not, let him
rest contented; as there is no action relating to contracts
of this kind. But the article sold and bought, by how much
more it is, or at a greater (price) than according to the law,
which has stated through how much its being increased and
decreased it is meet to do neither of these acts; let the greater
be written up before the guardians of the laws, and the contrary
expunged. Let the same take place respecting the foreign
settlers with regard to the registering of their property.

And let any one, who wishes, come to the emigration on cer-
tain conditions, as there is a location for any foreigner, who
has the wish and the power to emigrate, if he belongs to any
craft; and if there is to him sojourning not more than twenty
years from his enrolling himself, and paying no foreign set-
tler's tax, ever so small, except that of living temperately, nor
any other hawker's licence for the sake of buying and selling.
But when the time (twenty years) shall have expired, let him
take away his property and depart. But if during these
years it should happen to him to become a person of note
through some sufficient acts of kindness done to the state, and
he trusts he can persuade the Council and Assembly by
making a request that a delay may take place in his quitting
the country absolutely, or that he may stay there for the whole
of his life, let him go and persuade the city; (and) whatever he
out the boundaries for each kind of wares. It would seem however, from
a passage just afterwards, that the magistrates had a power to fix a price
upon different articles. But the words are too corrupt to lead to any
positive conclusion.

1 I have inserted the words between the lunes to fill up what I con-
ceive to be the sense.

2 Such is the literal version of the text. Ficinus has “si quid vero
venditum emptumque pluris minorisve est, quam lex jussit, qua rerum
venalium mensurae et pretia constituta sunt”—by the aid of which Av-
would read πλιον ἄν γὗ καὶ μείον instead of πλιον ἄν γὗ καὶ πιλέονος—
Cousin’s version is “Si on vendait ou si on achetait une chose en plus
grande quantité et plus cher qu’il n’est marquée par la loi”— thus ap-
plying πλιον to quantity, and πιλέονος to price.

3 All the words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and
after him by Taylor, who has just afterwards adopted from Ficinus—
quo in tempore incolendi vectigal numulo solvere cogatur.”

4 Here again Taylor has adopted almost to the letter the abridged
may persuade, let it be accomplished for him. But in the case of the sons of foreign settlers, who are handicraftsmen and fifteen years of age, let the period of their settlement commence after their fifteenth year; and after these let a person remain twenty years, and then depart whither he pleases; but if he wishes to remain let him remain after having persuaded (the government) on the same grounds. But let the person, who is leaving, go and expunge for himself the registrations, which have been written previously about him before the rulers.

---

BOOK IX.

[1.] After these there would be law-suits, consequent upon all the preceding doings, according to the natural arrangement of laws. Now of the doings whatsoever, respecting which it is requisite for law-suits to take place, some have been mentioned, namely, those relating to agriculture, and what follow upon them; but some of the greatest moment have not been mentioned at all; and each having been mentioned stated singly what recompense it ought to receive,

translation of Ficinus—"Quod si magnum aliquod beneficiunm intra viginti annos civitati contulerit velitique plus temporis aut etiam per vitam in civitate manere, fiat sibi, quod petierit ratumque habeatur, si modo consilio concionique persuaserit."

1-1 Such is the literal translation of the Greek. Ficinus has "qui autem recedit, obita descriptione, qua apud magistratus erat conscripta, sic abeat:" Taylor is content with the general sense. "But if they choose to leave the city, they may depart, after their registers, which were committed to the care of the magistrates, are obliterated."

2 Ficinus has, "Judicia vero, si post haec superioribus actionibus convenientia reddantur, naturalis utique ferendarum legum ordo servabitur," as if his MS. read Δίκαια δὴ, αὖ τὰ—οὖσαν κατὰ φύσιν γίγνοντ' ἄν— But Ast says that οὖσα γίγνοντ' ἄν is merely a circumlocution for γίγνοντ' ἄν.

3-3 Such is the literal version of the unintelligible Greek, τὰ δὲ μήγιστα οὐτὶ εἰρηται τῶ, καθ' ἐν ἑκατὸν τε λεγόμενον βῆθεν, out of which Cornarius, Stephens, and Ast have been unable to elicit any thing satisfactory; while Ficinus has been content to give an abridgment of the whole passage in his version, "de maximis vero judiciis et judicibus sigillatiis nondum diximus." What the train of thought requires might perhaps
and what judges to meet with, these are to be stated after those in order.

Clin. Right.

Athen. It were, however, after a manner disgraceful 1 to lay down all the laws, that we are now about to do, 1 in such a kind of state as we assert will be well regulated, and meet with every thing leading directly to the pursuit of virtue. For 2 ever to think that in such a state a man can be born, who will participate in the depravity 3 of the others, the greatest, 3 so that it is necessary to lay down laws by anticipation, and to put out threats, should such a character arise, and for the sake of averting these, when they do arise, to lay down against them laws of punishment, as if they would arise, 4 (this,) as I said, were after a manner disgraceful. But since we do not, as the ancient legislators did, give laws 5 to heroes the sons of gods, as the story now goes, and they who were born from gods, gave laws (to themselves) 6 and others, born themselves from such beings, but we do at present legislate as men for the seed of men, there is no dread of doing wrong in fearing that some of our citizens should be, as it were horn-struck, 7 and be obtained, but not without alterations, which would appear too violent. In lieu of ἄνθρωπος, which Ast would expunge, Winckelmann proposes διαφόρος, Orelli, δην ὲν—

1 I have translated as if the Greek were ἄν νομοθετήσων πάντα, ὤποσα νῦν μέλλομεν, δρὰν ταύτα, νοτι καὶ νομοθετήσων πάντα, ὤποσα νῦν μέλλομεν τούτο δράν, where Stephens and Ast have justly found fault with τούτο δράν, and Stalbaum with καὶ—Ficinus has, "Turpe quodam modo videri potest leges de hujusmodi rebus, quales tractabimur, illi civitati tribuere," as if his MS. read Αἰσχρὸν μὲν δὴ τινα τρόπον εἶναι νομοθετήσων, δοτα νῦν μέλλομεν δράν, ταύτα τῇ πόλει—

2 The Greek is ἐν δὲ—The sense requires ἐν γάρ—On the confusion of δὲ and γάρ, see Schaefer’s Index to Porson’s Euripides in Γάρ.

3 I cannot understand τῶν ἄλλων—τῶν μεγίστων, nor could Ast; who understands ἄστων after τῶν ἄλλων, and would insert πέρα after τῶν μεγίστων.

4 I have adopted ἐσομένους, suggested by Stephens, in lieu of ἵσομένους, which is without regimen.

5 In lieu of νουθετοῦμενοι we must read νομοθετοῦμενοι, or, what is preferable, omit the word altogether.

6 I have inserted “themselves,” absolutely requisite to balance ἄλλως. For αὐτοὶ αὐτοῖς ὑπotropic’ might easily have been corrupted into αὐτοὶ τῷ.

7 In the word κεράσβαλος, there is an allusion to the notion of some ancient agriculturists, that seeds which, when sown, had struck against the horn of a bull or cow, produced fruit so hard as to be cooked with difficulty, and in fact to never become tender. The notion was ridiculed
become naturally so hard, as not to be liquefied,\(^1\) (and,) as these kinds of pulse are in the case of fire, so these persons should in the case of laws, although ever so strong, become not wasted.\(^2\) In favour of whom I will state what is no favour,\(^3\) first a law relating to sacrilege, should any one dare to commit it. Now we would neither wish, nor is it to be very much feared, that any citizen amongst those, who have been properly brought up, will ever labour very greatly under this disease; but their domestics and strangers, and the slaves of strangers, would attempt many things of this kind. For the sake of whom especially, and at the same time being cautious of all the weakness of human nature, I shall mention the law relating to sacrilege,\(^4\) and all the other matters of that kind, as are to be cured, or not to be cured at all. The prelude, however, to these matters ought, according to what has been formerly agreed upon, to be as short as possible. Some one then would, conversing and at the same time admonishing, address him, whom an evil desire calls aside by day and excites by night, and leads him to plunder temples, in these words:—O wonderful man, no ill, either human or divine, stirs up that—which is now urging you to proceed to an act of sacrilege, but a certain madness, begotten in men from crimes of old date, and not yet cleansed, and which is carried round in the form of something to be expiated; and against which you ought, with all your might, to be on your guard. Learn, then, what this

by Theophrastus, quoted by Ruhnken on Timæus, p. 155, who has shown that ἀτεράμον, which was originally said of pulse that, like some kind of peas, does not become soft by boiling, was afterwards applied by Aristophanes and Plato to a person; and, he might have added, by Æschylus likewise in Prom. 198, and 1098.

\(^1\) Ast would read τεγγεσθαι and τεγγετοι in lieu of τήκεσθαι and ἀτηκτοι. For the idea of wasting away is not applicable to pulse, but of becoming soft rather, as in Ælian, ὡσι καὶ πάντας τοὺς ἀτέρχετοι τε καὶ ἀτεράμονας τέρεται. Ficinus, not understanding, it would seem, the allusion to vegetables boiling over a fire, renders δεσπρα πυρι by “leguminum fulminis tactu,” whom Taylor follows with his “leguminous substances, blasted by thunder.”

\(^2\)—\(^3\) This is the only rendering I can give to χάρων ὁκε ἱπίχαρων, similar to χάρων ἱχαρών in Eurip. Iph. T. 566, and δικην ἀδίκων below, § 12, p. 873, C. Ast however would unite ὁκε ἱπίχαρων with νόμων, and so does Ficinus in his “legem—quamvis onerosam nobis atque molestam.”

\(^4\) In lieu of ἵππεσαίων Ast once wished to read correctly ἱποσαίων, similar to “sacrilegio” in Ficinus, whom Taylor and myself have followed.

\(^5\) Ficinus has “ant vix ant nullo modo sanari possunt,” He therefore found in his M.S. ή, not καί, or perhaps both ή καί—
caution is. When any such idea comes upon you, betake yourself to expiatory rites; betake yourself, as a suppliant, to the temples of the gods who avert evils; (and) betake yourself to the society of men, who are called good, and partly hear, and partly endeavour yourself to say, that every man ought to honour what is beautiful and just. But fly, without turning back, from the society of the wicked. And if, while you are so doing, the disease becomes somewhat lighter, (it is well); but if not, consider that death is more honourable than life, and free yourself from it.

[2.] Since, then, we have sung these preludes to those, who turn their thoughts to all such things as are unholy and destructive to the state, it is meet for the law to be silent in the case of him who obeys: but to him, who does not obey, to sing, after the prelude, loudly—He, who is detected in the act of sacrilege, if he is either a slave or a stranger, shall have the circumstance marked in his face and hands; and after being scourged with as many stripes as the judges shall think proper, he shall be cast out naked beyond the boundaries of the country. For, perhaps, after suffering this punishment, he will, by being brought to his senses, become a better man. For punishment, taking place according to law, is not inflicted as an evil, but it nearly effects one of two things; for it makes him who suffers the punishment, either better or less depraved. If however any citizen shall appear to have done any thing of this kind, in the shape of a crime, considered one of the heinous and not to be mentioned, relating to the gods, or parents, or the state, the judge shall consider such a person to

2 On this ellipse, see Koen on Gregor. de Dialect. p. 48, ed. Schaaf.
3—2 I have translated as if the Greek were τῷ μὲν πεθομένῳ τὸν νόμον εἶναι σιγήν δε, not τῷ μὲν πεθομένῳ τὸν νόμον ἔγν σιγή δε; where Stephens was the first to find a difficulty, but unable to master it; although he has quoted, very appositely, ix. p. 938, A., πεθομένοις μὲν σιγῇ, ἀποθάνοις δὲ φωνῇ νόμου ἔχῃ. The error arose from the similarity between ἔγν and εἶναι, and ΣΙΓΗΑΝΔΕΙ and ΣΙΓΗΔΕΙ. Ficinus, no doubt feeling himself at a loss, has given a paraphrase—quicunque ex his paruerint, eos a lege liberos dimitteamus.

3 On the punishments inflicted upon sacrilegious persons, Ast refers to Meursius, Them. Attic. ii. 2, and Pet. Leg. Attic., p. 671. With regard to the marks on the hand, something similar was done formerly in England to persons found guilty of manslaughter.

4 I have adopted the interpretation given by Dorville on Chariton, i. 5, in preference to that of Ast, who explains ἀπορρήτων by "forbidden."
be incurable, from reflecting that though he had met with an education and a bringing up of so excellent a kind, he had not kept himself from the greatest wickedness. Now to such a person death is the least of evils. But he will by his example benefit the rest, when he is held in dishonour, and is made to disappear,\(^1\) and (is cast out) beyond the boundaries of the country. But to his children and race, if they avoid their father’s habits, let there be glory and words of honour, inasmuch as they have well and bravely fled from evil to good. It will not, however, be becoming for the property of such person to be confiscated to the state, in which the same and equal allotments ought to remain for ever. But when any one shall be voted to have committed crimes worthy (of a loss) of property, let him pay \(^2\) from his possession the fines,\(^2\) if there be any overplus beyond his allotment properly furnished; and to this extent let him be fined, but not beyond. And let the guardians of the laws, looking into these matters accurately from the registers, ever give a clear statement to the judges, in order that no one may be idle,\(^3\) with regard to his allotment, through the want of means. But should any one be voted to be worthy of a greater fine, and none of his friends be willing to be his surety, and, by paying jointly the fine, to procure his liberty, punish him with bonds for a length of time, and in public, and with some kind of ill-treatment;\(^4\) and let no one for any offence be at any time without a punishment,\(^5\) not even if he is driven over the boundaries;\(^6\) but it is meet for the

---

\(^1\) The verb ἀφανίζειν is an euphemism for ἀποκτεῖναι.

\(^2\)—\(^3\) Although ἐκσταῖς—ἐκτιναί would be correct Greek, yet I very much doubt whether ἔκμιας ἐκτιναῖς—ἐκτιναῖ in English translation, as if the text were ἐκμίας ἐκ ἐκτίσεως—similar to ἔχρηματα ἐκτιναῖς shortly afterwards.

\(^3\) As each allottee was required to cultivate his allotment, he would of necessity remain idle, if it were confiscated, and no provision made for its cultivation by another person: which could not take place in a state, where every one is supposed to be already occupied in some business.

\(^4\) An English reader will perhaps better understand τις προτυλακισμός, by knowing that formerly, when persons were put into the pillory, they used to be pelted with mud, which is literally προτυλακισμός in Greek, and with rotten eggs. What, however, Plato meant specifically by that word, I do not know, nor has any one, I believe, been able to explain.

\(^5\) This is a rare sense of ἄγμος. Ast refers to Eustathius on Ὀδ. Δ. 32.

\(^6\) So Ast explains ἔτις ἐναραι ἀγμάδα—where he has adopted ἔτις, as suggested by Stephens. But then the article would be required, as shown
punishment to be either death, or bonds, or stripes, or certain 1
formless sittings or standings, or by-standings at temples, 2 at
the extreme parts of the country, or, as we before stated, the
payment of money; 3 and for the trial to take place in this
way. Let then 2 the guardians of the laws be the judges
of death; and let the tribunal consist of the last year’s mag-
istates, selected for their excellence. But as regards the
bringing (before the court) an accusation and the citing (the
witnesses), and such like matters, and how they ought to take
place, this must be the care of the junior legislators, but ours
to lay down the law for regulating the manner of giving votes.
Now let the vote be given openly; but, prior to this, let the
judge be seated before the face of the accuser and defendant,
in order, as near as possible, according to old age; 3 and let
all the citizens too, who are at leisure, diligently attend as the
hearers of such causes; and let the accuser speak first one
speech, and afterwards the defendant; and after these speeches,
let the senior judge commence by his own inquiry 4 and proceed
to a sufficient examination of what has been stated; and, after
the elder judge, all the rest in order ought to go through
whatever a person is 5 still desirous of being stated, or (re-
grets to have been) not stated 6 by each party. But let him,
by εἰς τὴν ἐπιφοράν ἐκπίνοντες in ix. p. 866, D., and xi. p. 936, C.
Hence ἐπιφορὰν, proposed by Steph., and found in two MSS., is preferable.
1—1 Such is the literal version of the Greek—ἀμόρφον εἰς εἰρᾶ—where I cannot well understand ἀμόρφον; nor
1 can I believe that Plato wrote στάσεις ἢ παραστάσεις εἰς ἢ ἐρᾶ—where I cannot well understand ἀμόρφον; nor
1 can I believe that Plato wrote στάσεις ἢ παραστάσεις, especially as Dio
1 Cassius, iv. p. 790, quoted by Casaubon, on Suetonius August. c. 24, has
1 ἔρας τὸ ἄγαμος καὶ στάσεις ἢ παραστάσεις—by comparing however Ti-
1 maneus Lec. in Parátaxos στάσεις παρά τινα ἄγαμος—(or, as it should be
1 read, παρά ἢ ἐρᾶ τινα)—it would seem that ἢ στάσεις is a part of an expla-
1 nation. Perhaps by ἀμόρφον or ἄγαμος ἔρας are to be understood sittings,
1 where the party offending was placed in a corner or had a dress of
1 dishonour put on him; while with the standing at the temple may be com-
1 pared the custom in modern times of persons doing penance by standing
1 in a church with a white sheet thrown over them.
2—3 I have adopted, what Ast has suggested—τὴν δὲ δίκην ταῦτῃ γί-
2 νωσθαι, in lieu of τὴν δίκην ταῦτῃ γείωσθαι, which is without sense or
2 syntax. To complete however the connexion of the sentences he should
2 have suggested ἢ for δὲ—
3—5 I confess I hardly understand ἢ εἰς ἠγγίζουσαν κατὰ πρόθυσιν—
3 According to Harpocration, by ἄνεκτος ὡς was meant an inquiry by
3 a magistrate previous to a trial. But here it must mean a sitting of the
3 evidence of the opposite parties, after a trial had commenced.
4—5 The Greek is ῥηθέν ἢ μὴ ῥηθέν ἐπιτοθῇ—I have translated as if
who desires or regrets nothing, give up his right of inquiry to another. But of the matters mentioned, whatever may seem to be to the purpose, let persons affix a seal to the writings, and, after putting the marks of all the judges, place the document in the temple of Vesta; and again on the morrow, after coming together to the same place, let them inquire into and go through the suit, and again affix marks to what has been stated; and when they shall have done this thrice, after having sufficiently sifted the proofs and testimony, let each judge, carrying in his hand a sacred pebble, undertake before Vesta, to decide, as far as he can, justly and truly, and thus put an end to a suit of this kind.

[3.] After the offences relating to the gods, (let us speak) of those, that relate to the dissolution of a polity. Now he, who brings a person into power and makes the laws slaves, and puts the state under the control of factious societies, and effects all this by force, and excites sedition, acts contrary to the law. Such a person it is meet to consider as the greatest enemy of all to the whole state. And it is meet to hold him as the second in wickedness, who, although not taking any part in any of these acts, yet while he has a share in the greatest offices of the state, either lies hid from the knowledge of these matters, or not lying hid does through cowardice not act the part of an avenger on behalf of his country. But let every

ἐπινοθῆ were written ἕτ ποθῆ, and ποθῆ taken in the double sense of desiring and regretting. But if this is not possible, we must omit ἡ μὴ ἔθεν, with two MSS., if ποθῇ means “be desirous;” but ἔθεν ἡ, if it means “regret.”

1 I do not know another place where mention is made of a holy pebble. By comparing ἑσφερὰ ἡ ψυχος just before, one would prefer ἑσφερὰ to ἔσοι—

2 As Pictinus has “jurejurando per Vestam,” Stephens suggested πρὸς τῆς Ἑστίας, adopted by Ast, and found afterwards in five MSS. But ἐπικαινισθαι has not elsewhere in the sense of “to swear.”

3 Pictinus has alone “dicatur—”

4 Unless κακῷ is to be referred to δελφίω, which can hardly be the case, one would prefer κακίω—

5 That Plato would thus brand with dishonour a person, who did not know what was going on in secret and factious associations, I cannot for a moment believe; unless the want of knowledge were a willing act. Hence I suspect he wrote λελήθὼτα τε πάντα ἵκοντα τὰ μὴ κεκεκτότα—i. e. “and willingly lying hid from all things not concealed.” To obviate the difficulty, Ast, whom Stalbaum follows, says that λελήθὼτα ἤτοι is put for λελήθῶτων τοῦτων.
one, who is of the smallest utility, lay an information before the magistrates, and bring to trial the person who is plotting for a violent and at the same time an illegal change in the form of government. And let the judges for these be those in the cases of sacrilege; and let the whole process be conducted for the former in a similar manner as for the latter; and let the vote, which is the superior in number, bring with it death. And in one word, let not the disgrace and punishment of the father follow upon any of the children, unless the father, grandfather, and great-grandfather of any one have in succession paid the penalty of death; and let the children keep their own property, except so much as belongs completely to the regulated allotment, and let the state send them away to their ancient paternal land and state. But as to those citizens, who shall happen to have more children than one, and these not less than ten years of age, let ten of them cast lots, whom the father or grandfather on the father's or mother's side shall mark out; and let the names of those who have obtained the lot be sent to Delphi; and whomsoever the god fixes upon, (it is meet to) appoint with a better fortune as the heir of the family of those who have left their home.

Clin. And properly so.

Athen. Let there be still a one-third law in common, respecting the judges [who ought to judge for them], and the mode of the suits, in the case of those, against whom a person shall lay a charge of treason, and bring them before a court of justice.

In like manner, let there be in the case of their children this

---

1 Ficinus has "judicibus," adopted tacitly by Taylor.
2-3 This seems a rather strange law. Since even if the greater number of votes were for an acquittal, the party would still be put to death. But perhaps Plato meant to say, that if a bare majority of votes were given against the accused, he was to suffer death.
4 This expression seems here perfectly out of place.
5-6 The reader should bear in mind that the laws laid down by Plato were intended for a colony sent out from a mother country, and not for one existing already; where it would be in some cases impossible for them to be acted upon.
7 To avoid the incorrect ρίτος ἦς, Sydenham suggests ἐν τρισίν ἦς —I should prefer τρίτος ἦς τοίς ἑτεροίς ἦς νόμος—
8-9 The words between the brackets are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.
10, 11 Here again Ficinus has briefly "adversus eos, qui profitionis accusati sunt," followed tacitly by Taylor.
one law on all points touching their remaining in, or departing from, their country, as regards the three, a traitor, and him who commits sacrilege, and him who by violence destroys the laws of the state. Against a thief too, whether he steals a thing great or small, let there be one law, and one punishment, after a trial in all cases. For if any one is cast in a trial of this kind, and he has other property, beyond his allotment, sufficient to pay, he must in the first place pay double of what has been stolen; but if he has not, let him be put into bonds, until he either pays, or persuades the party, who has a verdict against him, (to forego his claim). But if any one is cast in a trial relating to a public theft, let him be freed from bonds, after he has either persuaded the state, or paid the double of the property stolen.

Clin. How say we, guest, that there is no difference in the case of a thief, who purloins a thing small or great, and from places sacred or not sacred; and in such other cases, as present a dissimilitude in the whole of thieving, which, as being various, the legislator ought to follow up by assigning punishments not similar at all?

Athen. You have, Clinias, in the best manner, nearly beaten me off, while I have been as it were carried along; and after stirring me up, you have reminded me, although I had previously thought of it myself, that the matters relating to the laying down of laws have never at any time been by any means properly worked out, as it has fallen out to speak of them at present.

Clin. But how again say we this?

[4.] Athen. We did not make use of an incorrect image, when

1 In lieu of περὶ ταῦτα, which is scarcely intelligible, I have translated as if the Greek were περὶ πάντα—

2 I have translated as if the Greek were ἐκ δικης τιμωρία, which is unintelligible; and hence Ast wished to read δικη τιμωρία, for he found δικη τιμωρία as a var. lect. in two MSS. Picianus omits δικη in his version "una lex prænæque—" Winckelmann suggests Δικη τιμωρίας—but that would be too poetical.

3 The Greek is ὠσπερ φερόμενον. But ὠσπερ requires the mention of something to serve as a comparison. Perhaps Plato wrote ὠσπερ θήρα, φερόμενον—For to a wild beast would well apply the verb ἀνήγειρας.

4 I have translated as if the Greek were ὦς γε ἐν τῷ νῦν παρόντι πῖττωκ' αὐτᾶ λέγειν, not ὦς γε ἐν τῷ νῦν παραπεπεκτότι λέγειν: which I cannot understand. Opportunity then do four MSS. offer παρόντι, which leads to παρόντι πῖττωκ' αὐτᾶ—
we compared all those, who were now regulated by laws, to slaves under the care of slave-physicians. For it is meet to know a thing of this kind correctly, that if at any time one of those physicians, who handle the medical art from practice (alone) without theory, should come upon a free-born physician, discoursing with a free-born patient, and making use of theories bordering upon philosophy, and touching upon the disorder from its very commenceement, and going back to the subject relating to (the whole) nature of bodies, he would quickly and greatly laugh, and speak no other language than is ready on such subjects to be addressed to the majority of the so-called physicians. For he would say—O stupid fellow, you are not curing the sick man, but you are almost giving him a lesson, as if he wanted to become a physician, and not to be in health.

Clin. And would he not speak properly in speaking so?

Athen. 1 And would not the same person deservedly object against us,1 that whoever discusses laws, as we do now, gives the citizens lessons, but not laws?

2 Clin. And would he not seem to say this too correctly?2

Athen. Perhaps so.3 But at present a fortunate circumstance has occurred to us.

Clin. What is it?

Athen. That there is no necessity for us to lay down laws; but that, entering voluntarily upon an inquiry into all kinds of polity, we are endeavouring to perceive in what manner the best one and the most necessary may take place. And now, as it seems, it is permitted us, if we please, to consider what is the best, or, if we had rather, what is the most necessary on the question of laws. Let us choose, then, whichever it seems (is best).

Clin. We propose, O guest, a ridiculous choice, and we

---

1. Such is the literal version of the Latin of Ficinus, "Nonne et nobis merito idem objiciet," who either did not find in his M.S. the words τάχ' ἄν εἰ πρὸςδιανοοῦσι γάρ, or else could not understand them a bit better than myself; although it is easy to see that they conceal something like Ἀντὰ [opt.] ἄν εἰ παίς διανοοῦσι ἄν, i.e. And perhaps even one still a boy would thoroughly understand.

2. The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him tacitly by Taylor.

3. The word ἵσωξ has been hitherto assigned to Clinias. Evidently incorrectly.
should become really similar to those legislators, who are compelled by some great necessity to give laws immediately, as being not permitted (to defer it) till the morrow. But it is lawful for us to speak with god’s will, just as it is for masons, or those, who commence any other putting together of materials, to bring together for ourselves dispersedly, things out of which we may select what is suited to the combination which is to be, and to collect them at leisure. Let us then suppose ourselves to be for the present house-builders, not from necessity, but those, who at leisure put aside for their use some things, and put together others, so that we may have to say correctly, that some portions of the laws have been laid down, but others laid aside.

Athen. For thus, Clinias, our survey of the laws will be more natural. But, by the gods, let us consider some such thing as this, relating to legislators.

Clin. What?

Athen. There are writings and written discourses in cities by many other persons, and writings likewise and discourses by the legislator.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Whether then shall we direct our attention to the compositions of the rest of poets, and of such as in prose and in verse, have put together their advice relating to life, to be remembered by their having written them down, and by no means apply ourselves to the writings of legislators? Or (to the latter) most of all?

Clin. Very much so.

Athen. But surely it is not necessary for the legislator alone of those who write to give counsel about things beautiful, and good, and just, while teaching what they are, and how they ought to be studied by those, who are about to be happy.

Clin. How not?

Athen. But is it more disgraceful for Homer, and Tyrtaeus, and the rest of poets, to have laid down in their writings what is incorrect, relating to life and its pursuits, and less so for Lycurgus, Solon, and such as, being legislators, have composed

\[1-1\] The words *καὶ μετὰ μὲν πολλῶν* are properly omitted in the two best MSS., as being superfluous after *ποιητῶν;* unless it be said that *ποιητῶν* καὶ are to be omitted, as being scarcely intelligible after τῶν ἀλλῶν—

\[2-2\] Pictinus has “operibus de ratione vivendi compositis.”
writings? Or is this correct, that of all writings in cities those relating to laws ought to appear, when unfolded, the most beautiful and best; but that those of the rest, either following after them, or at discordance with them, are to be laughed down?

3 Clin. Let us think in this way.

Athen. And that with regard to the writing down of laws, it ought to take place in states, that the writings seem to be of persons, who, in the garb of a father or mother, have feelings of love, and possess a mind, and not, like a tyrant and despot, commanding and threatening, and after writing decrees on walls, to depart. Let us consider then, even now, whether we should, after thinking upon laws, endeavour to speak in this manner, whether we are able or not. Let us (gird up ourselves for it), exhibiting at least an alacrity, and proceeding along this road, let us, if we must suffer aught, endure it. And may the attempt be fortunate; and (fortunate), if god pleases, it will be in this way.

Clin. You have spoken well. And let us do as you say.

1 So I have translated διαπυκτόμενα, adopted from MSS. by Bekker and Stalbaum, in lieu of διαπυκτόμενα, got by Stephens from διαπυκτόμενα, the conjecture of Cornarius, instead of διαπυκτόμενα in Ald. Ficinus, and Taylor after him, omit the word altogether.

2—3 In the place of these unmeaning words Ficinus has, what is at least intelligible, "caterorum vero scripta probari, si legibus consentaneum sit; sin dissomna, derideri."

3—3 The Greek is, οὕτω διαπυκτόμεθα περί νόμων διειν—all put into the mouth of the Athenian. I have translated as if it were originally, Κλ. οὕτω διαπυκτόμθε. ΑΘ. περί νόμων διειν—Ficinus, to avoid the want of connexion in the sentences, and to conceal, probably, the difficulty in οὕτω διαπυκτόμθε, has given the general sense of the passage, "Sic igitur leges civitatis conscribantur." Cornarius proposed to read, οὕτω διαπυκτόμεθα περί νόμων, μόνον διειν—but Ast, τῶς δέι, so that γραφής might be governed by τῶς, which he would defend by τως—τῆς ἑιμορίας, in p. 860, C., and the other passages quoted by himself on ναυπηγησίμης ἑλης—πῶς ἔχει, in p. 705, C.

4—4 I have translated as if the Greek were καὶ μή, not ἦ—Cousin says that the clause to which ἦ is to be referred, is τὰ γεγραμμένα φαινείσθαι ἐν σχῆμας πατρᾶς: but the laws would surely not be said to be as mild as a parent, or as severe as a tyrant.

5—5 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has "rationem vero nullam penitus assignantis," with the omission of ἄπηλλαχθας, neglected here by Taylor likewise.

6 Ficinus alone supplies, what the sense requires, "accingamur," translated by Taylor, "let us attempt it."
[5.] Athen. In the first place then, let us accurately consider, as we have attempted to do, respecting those who commit sacrilege, and about every kind of theft, and injuries of all kinds. And let us not take it ill, if we lay down some, during our legislating, and deliberate about others. For we are becoming to be legislators, but are not yet so, although perhaps we soon shall be. But if it seems good to you, to consider about what I have said, let us, ¹ as I have said, ² consider.

Clin. By all means.

Athen. With regard to all things that are beautiful and just, let us endeavour to look in some such way as this, how we may for the present agree with, and how differ from ourselves; ³ who would say that we desire, if nothing else, to differ from the majority, and the majority too on the other hand with themselves.

Clin. Of what kind of disagreement among ourselves are you speaking?

Athen. I will endeavour to state. On the question of justice generally, and of just men, and of things, and of actions, we all of us in a manner agree, that all these are beautiful; ⁴ so that if any one should strenuously affirm that just men are, through their most just habit, all-beautiful, although they should happen to be ugly in body, scarcely a single person would, by speaking thus, be thought to speak improperly. ⁵ Is not this true?

Clin. Perhaps so.

Athen. But let us see ⁶ that, if all things that border upon

¹—¹ According to two MSS., ὥς ἐποίηκα have been noted as spurious.
²—² Such is the literal version of the Greek; in lieu of which Taylor has, "for we acknowledge, that we desire, though we may not be able, to excel others." Ficinus, "qui in hoc maxime studere nos prospetemur, ut plurimis differamus, quo item alii a se ipsis dissentiant—" by the aid of which one might read, ἐν γὰρ τὸ τούτῳ γε, ἀντίποι φρόνος ἀντίφος, ἐν—" on a point, where the many differ, themselves from themselves, not at all."
³ Ficinus, uncertain whether καλὰ means "honourable" or "beautiful," has expressed as usual both ideas, "honesta pulchraque."
⁴—⁴ Such is Taylor's translation of ὁ βοῦν ὁρθῶς. Ἰσως: who seems to have adopted the idea of Stephens, who says that after ὁ βοῦν ὁρθῶς is to be supplied ταύτα καὶ σοι λέγεσθαι δοκεῖ. But as such an ellipse is not to be found elsewhere, Bekker assigns ὁ βοῦν ἐρθῶς to Clinias, as if δεξιῷ λεγοῦν were to be understood. But to such a question the Athenian could not answer Ἰσως, "perhaps," after he had stated distinctly what
justice are beautiful, the sufferings of all of us are nearly equal to our doings.

Clin. What then?

Athen. Whatever action is just, so far as it partakes of what is just, it nearly partakes of the beautiful likewise.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Whatever suffering then partakes of what is just, it would so far, by being confessed to be beautiful, exhibit a reasoning not discordant.

Clin. How not?

Athen. But if we should agree that a suffering is just, but not beautiful, the just and the beautiful would be discordant through things that are just being said to be the least beautiful.

Clin. How have you said this?

Athen. It is not difficult to understand. For the laws which have been laid down a little before, would seem to proclaim what is perfectly the contrary to our present assertions.

Clin. To what assertions?

Athen. We surely laid it down, that he, who committed sacrilege, would justly die, and he too, who is hostile to well-established laws; and, as we were about to lay down many other laws of this kind, we stopped short, on perceiving that these sufferings were infinite in multitude and magnitude; and that they were of all sufferings the most just, and of all the least beautiful. Will not then things just and beautiful appear in this manner at one time to be the same, and at another to be the most opposite?

Clin. There is a danger of it.

Athen. By the multitude, then, things beautiful and just,

his opinion was. To meet this difficulty, Ast would render ἵσως—"is truly so." But such is not the meaning of ἵσως. Plato wrote, I suspect, Ἐκ Ἰσως. Ἀθ. οὐκ ὀφθαλμὸς ἰδοὺς Ἰδοὺς αὖ—instead of ἰδοὺς ἀὖ—

The meaning, says Ast, is—"Every thing that is just, is honourable and beautiful. Hence not only what we do justly, but what we suffer justly, must be beautiful; and hence no suffering that is just can be disgraceful." But this is rather the explanation of the next speech of the Athenian, than of the present one, where Plato asserts that what men suffer is nearly on a par with what they do, as regards the numbers of each set of events. But why this assertion thus follows the supposition, that all things, which border upon justice, are beautiful, I must confess my inability to explain.
which are so discordant on these kind of points, are addressed as things separate.

Clin. It appears so, guest.

Athen. Let us then, Clinias, view again our notions, as to how the accordance exists on these very points.

Clin. Of what accordance, and with what, are you speaking?

Athen. I think I have clearly stated in the previous discourse; but if not before, suppose me saying it now.

Clin. What?

Athen. That all wicked persons are in all things wicked involuntarily; and that as this is the case, it is necessary for this inference to follow in order.

Clin. What (inference) do you mean?

Athen. That the unjust man is wicked; and that the wicked man is such involuntarily. Now there is no reason for a voluntary act to be ever done in an involuntary manner. He therefore, whoever acts unjustly, will appear to act so in an involuntary manner to him, who considers injustice to be an involuntary act. And this too must now be acknowledged by me. For I have agreed, that all men act unjustly involuntarily; and though some one, for the sake of contention or ambition, may say, that unjust men are involuntarily unjust, but yet many act unjustly voluntarily, the other is my assertion, and not this. In what way then should I agree with my own assertions, should ye, Clinias and Megillus, thus interrogate me—If these things are so, what would you, O guest, advise us respecting the legislation for the city of the Magnesians? To legislate for them, or not? How net? I shall say. Will you then sepa-

---

1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus. Taylor has “with each other.”

2 Ast was the first to object to πρὸς ποιαν—for there is nothing to which ποιαν can be referred; and he proposed to read ποιαν. He should have suggested ποια, as Baiter has done, answering to ταύτα in the speech of the Athenian, and either πρὶς here or πρὸς there, to preserve the balance of the sentences. Ficinus, unable perhaps to understand πρὸς ποιαν, has omitted those words.

3 The words between the numerals have been translated by Taylor, from the Latin of Ficinus: “Athen. In superioribus manifeste mihi dictum arbitrator. Clin. Quo pacto? Athen. Quod si supra dictum non est, nunc saltem me dicere existimare. Clin. Quidnam? ”

4 On this doctrine see at v. § 3.

5 Ficinus, “Ego vero dare leges consulam.”
rate injuries into the involuntary and voluntary? And shall we assign greater punishments for voluntary offences and injuries, and less (for the contrary)? Or equal for all, since injuries are not voluntary at all?

Clin. You speak properly, O guest. But how shall we make use of what has now been said?

Athen. You have inquired correctly. Let us in the first place use them for this.

Clin. For what?

[6.] Athen. Let us call to mind that we stated correctly, that there is a great confusion and dissonance amongst ourselves respecting things just. Laying hold then of this, let us ask ourselves again what shall we say. Since we have neither found a way clearly out of the doubt relating to these matters, nor defined how these things differ from each other, which in all states, and by all legislators, that have ever existed, are laid down as forming two kinds of injuries, one voluntary, and the other involuntary, are they to be legally established in this way likewise? and shall the language, which has been expressed by us, as if it had been spoken by some god, be dismissed, after having said only thus much, and without assigning any reason, that it has spoken correctly; shall it in some manner lay down a counter-law? This may not be. But it is somehow necessary, before we lay down laws, to show these two things as existing, and (having) another difference between them, in order that when any one assigns a punishment for either, every one may follow what is said, and be able to judge, whether it is established in a becoming manner, or not.

Clin. You appear to us, O guest, to speak well. For it is necessary to do one of two things, either to say that all unjust

1 I have translated as if the Greek were τῶν ὁ ῥνατὶς, ἔλαττον, not τῶν δὲ, ἔλαττον— to preserve the balance of the sentences.

2 I have translated as if the Greek were τί ἔροστον, not ἄρτον, to supply the apodosis of the sentence.

3 The Greek is νομοθετίσαι. I have translated as if it were νομοθετησία—Ficinus has "ita varie puniuntur."

4 i.e. in a twofold manner.

5 I have translated as if the Greek were ἔστας, not ἔσταρι—

6 I cannot understand ἔλαττον, nor could Ficinus, who omits it in his version, "et quam differentiam habeant." Did Plato write τολλαττον? 

7 Ficinus has "intelligat," translated by Taylor, "may understand—"
actions are not involuntary, or to show, 1 by first defining; 2 that this has been stated correctly.

Athen. Of these two things one I can by no means endure that it takes place, 2 (I mean) 3 the denying that the person, who thinks so, has the truth on his side; 5 for this would be neither according to law 4 nor holy. But in what manner these are two, if they do not differ by the involuntary and voluntary, but by something else perchance, I must endeavour by some means to show.

Clin. By all means, O guest: for it is not possible for us to understand this at least otherwise.

Athen. Be it so. Come then, (say,) does not, as it seems, much damage take place amongst citizens in their communications and intercourse with each other, and yet the voluntary and the involuntary abound in these transactions?

Clin. How not?

Athen. Let not however any one imagine, after laying down that all damage is an injury, that in this way the injuries exist in them of a double kind, partly voluntary, and partly involuntary. For the involuntary damage done by all men is neither in number, nor in magnitude, less than the voluntary. But consider 5 whether I am saying anything, when I say what I am about to say, 5 or nothing at all. For I do not say, Clinias and Megillus, that if some one hurts another, 6 not willingly, but unwillingly, 6 he does an injury to a person unwilling (to be injured). And in this way I will lay down the law, by making legally this an involuntary injury; nor will I consider a damage of this kind as an injury at all, whether it be of a greater or less magnitude. And we shall frequently

1—1 Ficinus has "antequam ad alia pergamus—"
2 I have adopted γιγνεσθαι, found in all the MSS., in preference to γιγνεσται, suggested by Cornarius, with the approbation of Steph., Ast, and Stalb.
3—3 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has "ut videlicet, quod ita esse existimo, negem," translated by Taylor, "I mean the denying that I think it is so."
4 In lieu of νόμον five MSS. read έμον, similar to "officii mei est" in Ficinus. But νόμον is required by δειον.
5—5 In lieu of this repetition of λέγω λέγων—λέγειιιι, Ficinus has "utrum deinceps veri aliquid afferam."
6—6 As Ficinus could not understand, nor can I, the difference between μή δολόμενος and ἄκον, he very wisely omitted ἀλλ' ἄκον, and so after him did Taylor.
say that through 1 assistance taking place not correctly, he, who is the cause of the assistance, does an injury, 2 at least if my opinion is the better. 2 For, my friends, if any one gives one any thing, or, on the contrary, takes it away, it is not meet to call such an action thus simply just or unjust; but whether a person does to another in any thing a benefit or harm, while making use of (a correct) 3 habit, and a just manner, to this ought the legislator to look; 4 and [direct his attention] 4 to (these) two things, injustice and detriment; and 5 by making, what has been damaged, uninjured 6 as much as is possible, by the law, and by restoring, what has been lost, and raising up again, what has fallen by means of any one, 6 and making, what has been wounded, whole, and, what has been killed, expiated with money, 6 let him ever endeavour to convert, in the case of the doers and sufferers, by means of his laws, each of the injuries from a state of variance to that of friendship.

Clin. This at least is well (said).

Athen. Unjust damages therefore and gains, if any one can by injuring a person cause 7 to be a gain to himself, 7 he ought to cure, such at least as are to be cured, as being diseases in

1 To support the syntax, I have translated as if δι᾽ had drop out between δι᾽ and ὀφελεῖαν—

2—2 Ald. alone has ἥ γ᾽ ἵμη νικα, with the usual ellipse of ἀξια—as Stephens was the first to remark; although he has edited himself ἥγε μὴ νικά, deceived by “si huc minime superat” in Ficinus.

3 Ficinus has “probi moribus,” as if his MS. read ἦθει δρήθη, to balance ὀκειαρ πρόπων.

4—4 The Greek is καὶ πρὸς διὸ τῶν ἆτα δὴ βλεπτέον πρὸς τε ἁδεῖαν καὶ βλάβην. But but βλεπτέον is superfluous after the preceding θετέον: nor could πρὸς τε be thus repeated after πρὸς διό, where ἁδεῖαν and βλάβην are the two things alluded to; nor lastly, could τὰ be omitted before ἄνο.

5—5 The Greek is τὸ μὲν βλαβὲν ὑγιές—ποιήσων: where Ast was the first to see that the sense and syntax require ποιήσων, while since four MSS. read ἅβλαβες in lieu of βλαβὲν, it is evident that Plato wrote τὸ μὲν βλαβὲν ἁβλαβὲς, of which ὑγιές is the explanation.

6—6 The Greek is καὶ τὸ θανατώθην ἃ τρωθὲν ὑγιὲς, τὸ δὲ ἀποίνοις ἔξλασθεν—where Ast would reject ἃ τρωθὲν ὑγιὲς as an interpolation; but Stalbaum insert ἡμένον after τὸ θανατώθην, forgetting that for what is dead there is no cure. Cousin would understand ποιῆσον— I have translated as if the Greek were—καὶ τὸ τρωθὲν ὑγιὲς ἰστάντα καὶ τὸ θανατώθην ἀποίνοις ἔξλασθεν—and so Winckelmann, but without ἰστάντα.

7—7 In κερεάιναι lies hid κερδῆ ἔλαι, and ἰατρῷ in τοῦτῳν, as I have translated.
the soul; but the question of the cure of injustice it is meet
to say inclines in this way.

Cln. In what?

Athen. That what injury soever a person may do, be it
great or little, the law may instruct, and altogether compel
him, either not to dare again at any time to do such an act
voluntarily, or far less frequently, in consequence 1 of the punish-
ment for the injury. This should any one accomplish, either
by works or words, or by pleasure or pains, or by honours
or dishonours, and by fines of money or gifts, or altogether by
any means whatever, (so that) 2 a person may hate injustice,
and love, or at least not hate, the nature of justice, this is the
very business of laws the most beautiful. But, upon the
persons, whom the legislator perceives to be incurable on these
points, he shall impose a punishment and law, 3 knowing that
to all such as these it is better even for themselves not to live
any longer, and that they will doubly benefit the rest, when
freed from life, by being an example to others to do no wrong,
and by causing the state to be devoid of bad men. In this way
there is a necessity for the legislator to assign death, as the pun-
isher of delinquencies of this kind, 4 but by no means otherwise.

Cln. This appears to have been spoken by you with great
moderation; but we would hear still more gladly this spoken,
namely, the difference between injustice and detriment, 5 and
how the question of what is voluntary and involuntary is in
these cases variously represented. 5

[7.] Athen. I must endeavour therefore to do and say as
you request me. For it is evident that, respecting the soul,
you 6 say to, and hear from, each other 6 thus much, that one

---

1 This is a rather strange use of πρός—Ficinus, whom Taylor follows,
has "pœme imposizione deterritus."
2 After τις there has evidently dropt out ὁστε—
3 In lieu of καὶ νόμον, which are evidently corrupt, Ficinus, whom
Taylor follows tacitly, has "ultimo supplico affectus." Winckelmann
would suggest καταν μοθήματι. Cousin understands by νόμον τιβά
"une certaine peine—qui seule peut obtenir l' effet désiré." But νομος
never has nor could have such a meaning.
4 Ficinus has "insanables homines," as if his MS. read τῶν ἀνάτων
in lieu of τῶν τουτών.
5—5 All the words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor, and
thus abridged by Ficinus—"et quomodo sponte et non sponte siant."
6 Ficinus has "sepe dicitis et auditis," as if his MS. read πολλάκις
λέγετε instead of καὶ λέγετε.
property of nature resides in it, whether as an accident or part, namely, anger,\(^1\) a thing naturally hard to contest with and to overcome, and which overturns many things by its irrational violence.

Clin. How not?

Athen. And we speak moreover of pleasure as not being the same as anger; and we say that it possesses, from a contrary influence, a power through persuasion, united to a violent deception, to do whatever the will pleases.

Clin. And very much so.

Athen. He too who says that ignorance is a third cause of crimes, will not state a falsehood. Now the legislator, who makes a twofold division, would act the better by considering one kind as simple, and the cause of light offences; but the other twofold, when any one is in a state of non-instruction, not only by being afflicted with ignorance, but by an opinion of wisdom, as if he knew perfectly what he does not know at all; and laying down things of this kind, when followed by power and strength, as the causes of crimes mighty and un-musical;\(^2\) but when followed by imbecility, as are the crimes of children and old men, he will consider them (all) as crimes, and will ordain laws against those who commit them; (laws), however, the mildest of all, and near to the greatest pardon.

Clin. You speak what is reasonable.

Athen. Now nearly all of us say, that one of us is superior to pleasure and anger, and another inferior. And such is the case.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. But we have never heard even, that one of us is superior to ignorance, and another inferior.

Clin. Most true.

Athen. But we say that all these allure to their will a person, who is frequently drawn at the same time to things opposite.

Clin. Very often indeed.

---

\(^1\) In lieu of ἀν ὅ θυμος, five MSS. read ἀν ὅ θυμος, which leads to ἄμωμα ὅ θυμος, similar to “quam iracundiam dicimus,” in Picianus. Taylor omits the words entirely.

\(^2\) Such is the literal version of ἀμοίβεως, by which was meant, says Ast, the whole of a liberal education; an idea which it is impossible to convey by any single word in English. Taylor has “rustic—” We might say by a paraphrase, “arising from a want of education.”
Athen. Now I will define to you clearly the just and the unjust, of which I was speaking, with no variety of colouring. For I denominate injustice to be wholly the tyranny over the soul through anger, and fear, and pleasure, and pain, and envy, and desires, whether it does, or does not, harm any one. But the opinion of what is the best, by whatever way a state or any individuals may think it will exist, should it (the opinion,) by having a power in the soul, arrange in order the whole man, even though it stumbles in some matter, we must say that, what is done in this way, is just entirely, and (that too) which is under a rule of this kind of each, and of men through the whole of life best; but that a damage of this kind is thought by the multitude to be an involuntary injustice. However, our discourse at present is not a harsh contest about names. But since there have been pointed out three kinds of delinquencies, let us, in the first place, still more diligently recall them to our memory. Of pain then, which we denominate anger and fear, there is one kind.

Cln. Entirely so.

Athen. But of pleasure and desires there is a second kind; another the third, of hopes, and a desire of true opinion about that which is the best. Now by this third being divided into two parts, five kinds will be produced, as we have just now stated, for which we must lay down five laws, differing from each other in two genera.

Cln. What are these?

Athen. One, when a deed is done constantly with violence

---

1 In lieu of τοῦτον one MS. has from a correction τοῦτο, i.e. τὸ ἄμετρον, as suggested by Cousin.

2 Such is the literal version of the unintelligible Greek; upon which Ast has written what has failed, in my opinion at least, to throw any light. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows for the most part, has "si animo dominata omnem virum exornet, etiamsi quid minus recti illi successerit, justitiam nomino; et quidquid inde gestum est, justum appellor: atque eos, qui hujusmodi principatui libenter parent." As Plato alludes to what he had stated just above relating to the causes of crimes, it is strange to find here ἀμάρτημαντων instead of ἀμάρτημαντων.

3 All between the numerals are considered by Ast to be an interpolation; for the three causes of crimes were said already to be pain, and pleasure, and an opinion of wisdom. Grun suggested ἀφέως in lieu of ἀφέως, which, although the Zurich editors seem disposed to adopt it, I cannot understand. Cousin would reject ἀφέως as a faulty gloss.

4 Ficinus, and after him Taylor, omits ὃς ρήσῃ φαμίν.
and accordant actions; and the other, when it takes place secretly in darkness and with a fraud; but sometimes the act is done with both of these, against which there will be laws the most severe, if they possess their proper character.

Clin. This is reasonable.

[8.] Athen. But let us after this proceed to the point, from which we have digressed, and finish the laying down of laws. Now the subjects laid down by us were respecting those, who rob the gods, and are traitors to their country, and who corrupt the laws for the purpose of dissolving the existing polity. Of these some one may perhaps commit an act, when mad, or affected with a disease, or a very great age, or childishness, differing not at all from things of this kind. Of which acts should any become manifest to the judges selected on each occasion, either by the party himself informing, or a person making an excuse in behalf of the perpetrator, and he be decreed, when in this state, to have acted contrary to the law, let him pay simply for the damage, whatever he may have done; and let him be exempt from other punishments, unless by having killed any one his hands are not clean from murder; for in this case let him depart to another country, and dwell there in exile during a year; but if he returns before the time prescribed by the law, or puts his foot on the whole of his native land, let him be imprisoned by the guardians of the laws for two years in the public gaol, and then released from bonds.

Since then we have begun with murder, let us endeavour to lay down laws completely for every kind of it. And, in the first place, let us speak of that done with violence and in-

1 In lieu of ξυμφώνων Faehse suggests ξυμφανών, from "aparte" in Ficinus; but Ast, ξυμφανών, antithetical to μετά σκότων. Cousin says that either alteration is admissible. The Zurich editors suggest δίψονων—

2 Such is the literal version of the Greek, οὔδεν τῶν τοιούτων διαφίρον: where Stephens was the first to remark that τῶν τοιούτων had nothing to which it could be referred. Ast however, with whom Kühner agrees in Gr. Gr. § 373, says that παιδίων is to be supplied from the preceding παιδία. Plato wrote I suspect οὔδεν των ανυπότων διαφίρον—

3 Ast explains πάσος by "altogether." There is, I suspect, some error here. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows literally, has "aut etiam intra fines deprehendatur." The word πάσος seems to have been inserted from ξυμπάσος τῆς πατρίδος, a little below.
voluntarily. If then any one in a contest, and at the public games, shall involuntarily kill a friend, either on the instant, or some time after from the blows inflicted; or, in like manner, during a war, or in warlike exercises, of which the rulers have enjoined the practice, with naked bodies, or with any weapons, in imitation of warlike doings, let him be purified according to the law brought from Delphi touching these matters, and let him be held to be pure. And in the case of physicians, should any person, when attended upon by them, die, without their willing it, let every one be held to be pure by the law. But if any one with his own hand unwillingly slays another, whether with his own naked body, or with an instrument or dart, or by administering drink or food, or by the hurling of fire, or a tempest, or the privation of breath, whether he does this with his own body, or through the means of other bodies, let him be considered altogether a slayer with his own hand, and suffer punishments such as these. If he kills the slave (of another), thinking that he had done for his own, let him either cause the master of the dead (slave) to be without loss or hurt, or be fined double the value of such slave; and let the judges make an inquiry into the value, and let the homicide make use of greater and more purifications than those, who kill a person in gymnastic exercises; and in such cases let the holy interpreters, whom the

1 In lieu of καθαρως Desiderius Heraldis, Observ. ad Jus Attic. et Roman. p. 354, suggested καθαρθεις, similar to φων καθαρθεις—καθαρως έστω in ix. p. 869, A., and viii. p. 831, A., καρα νόμον καθαρθεινα, καθαρον είναι—Ficinus omits καθαρως, and so after him does Taylor. But the correction of Heraldis has been confirmed by two MSS.
2 Compare Εσχ. Cho. 1069, and Eum. 283.
3 To avoid the absurdity in καθαρος έστω, applied to the patient—for it must be according to the rules of syntax—Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has altered the construction in his version, "omnes autem medici, qui curantes non sponte occiderint, mundi sint." Plato wrote, I suspect, γιατρων δι περι, πάς τις—not πάντων— and so I have translated. Respecting this clause in favour of a physician, Matthie quote opportunely Antiphos, p. 694, R.
4 This appears strangely introduced here, as if a person could kill another by bringing a storm upon him. Ficinus renders χειμωνως by "frigoris et fluctus," uncertain of the meaning of χειμωνως, in which there is evidently some error.
5 Ficinus alone has "alienum servum," what the sense requires; as if his MS. read ΔΟΥΛΟΝ ΆΛΛΟΥ—
6 This is the exact rendering of διηργάσθαι.
god ordains, decide without an appeal. But if any one kills his own slave, let him, after undergoing a purification, be released according to law from (the stain of) murder. But if any one kills involuntarily a free-born person, let him be purified with the same purifications as him, who has killed a slave. And let him not dishonour some of so-called old stories of the ancients. For it is said, that a person, who had lived with the feelings of a free-man, having been violently put to death, was, when recently dead, angry with his murder and being filled with fear and terror likewise through his violent suffering, and beholding the person, who slew him, passing the time in his own seats, [familiar haunts,] terrified him, and, being disturbed himself, disturbed with all his might the murderer and his doings, by having Memory as an ally. On this account, it is requisite for the doer to withdraw himself from the sufferer through all the seasons of the year, and to cause a void in all his own places through the whole of his native land. But if the party deceased is a stranger, let (the homicide) be debarred the country of the stranger for the same period. And if any one willingly obeys this law, let him, who is the nearest relative of the deceased, be the examiner into all that has taken place and grant a pardon; and by keeping quiet, he would

1 Such is the proper meaning of κατοὴς, in lieu of which Faehse suggested κατοῖς, to answer to "idonei" in Ficinus.
2-3 Such is the literal version of παλαιὸς δὲ τὸν ὅρθων μεθύου λεγόμενον: where instead of παλαιὸς δὲ τῶν Plato wrote, I suspect, παλαιὸν δὲ Δία ἐν τοῖς For the Etymol. M. has Παλαιοῦνς ὁ τὸν αὐτοχρῆρον φονεύσαντας τιμωρούμενος Ζεὺς παλαιόντος λέγεται. And let him not dishonour Zeus, who avenges murder, as stated in some of the stories of old. Ficinus has "primum mysterium non condemnat," as if his MS. read μυστηρίων instead of μεθύου.
3-3 Why the murdered man should be said to be filled with fear and terror, I must leave for those to explain, who can point out the story to which Plato alludes. According to the Greek dramatists, it was the murderer rather, who felt the touch of fear, as shown in the case of Clytemnestra and Orestes. Unless I am greatly mistaken, the author wrote φόνου (to which φόνον in one MS. plainly leads) καὶ λήματος; where λήμα would be the counterpart of φόνημα mentioned just above.
4 The word συγκεκρίμενος is evidently an explanation of ἕνδοεια.
5 What Plato means by μυστηρία, Euripides, in Orest. 396, expresses by στύμων, in English "conscience."
6-7 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has "qui etiam pace ipsi reconciliatus et æquus omnino erit."
be altogether moderate towards him. But if a person does not obey, and, in the first place, being still unpurified, dares to go to the temples, and to sacrifice; and, further, is not willing to be an exile, and to complete the stated time; let the nearest relative of the deceased prosecute the murderer on a charge of blood, and let his punishment be doubled when found guilty. But if the nearest relative shall not prosecute (for the act of suffering), let any one, since the pollution has come round to the relative, through the sufferer turning on himself the suffering, prosecute the relative and compel him by law to be absent from his country for five years. But if a stranger involuntarily kills a stranger amongst those in the city, let whosoever is willing prosecute him on the same laws; but if a foreign settler (kills a stranger), let him be exiled for one year; but if he be altogether a stranger, in addition to the purification, let him, if he shall have killed a stranger, or a foreign settler, or a citizen, be banished for his whole life from the country which has the supreme power over these laws, and if he returns contrary to the law, let the guardians of the laws punish him with death; and if he has any property, let them give it to the nearest relative of the deceased. But if he returns involuntarily by sea, and has been cast out on the coast by a storm, let him fix a tent (on the shore), so that his feet may touch (the water), and watch for an opportunity of sailing; but, if he is brought on land

1—1 The Greek words τῷ παθήματι could not thus follow ἐπετίθη, as shown by ἐπετίθη τῷ κτίσματι. They should be τῷ δράματι, or rather be omitted entirely as an interpolation.

2—2 Such is the literal version of the unintelligible original; where the Scholiast says that προστρεπομένου means the same as ἀποτρεπομένου: but πρὸς and ἀπὸ never have the same meaning. The Scholiast’s interpretation is, however, adopted by Ficinus; whose version is—“ipso videelicet interempto passionem in illum convertente,” translated by Taylor—“or in other words the slain person turning his anger towards him.”

3 In lieu of τῶν, Ficinus found in his MS. τοιῶν, as shown by his “hujusmodi.”

4—4 So Taylor, and after him Ast, paraphrases the Greek—σκηνοσῶμενος ἐν θαλάτῃ, τιγγυστοῦς πόδας, πλοῦν ἐπιβιαστέω—But as one MS. has συννοσῶμενος, Plato wrote, I suspect, something more fit to be read than what the literal version presents—“let him, fixing a tent in the sea and wetting his feet, watch for a sailing.” Ficinus has “navigandi opportunitatem, pedibus mare tangens, exspectet,” omitting σκηνοσῶμενος.
forcibly by any one, \textsuperscript{1} let the magistrate, who of those in the city first meets him, \textsuperscript{1} release him \textsuperscript{2} and send him safe from harm to the country over the borders. \textsuperscript{2} But if any one with his own hand kills a free-man, and what is done is done through passion, it is meet, in the first place, to make a two-fold distinction in a thing of this kind. For a thing is done in a passion by those who, on a sudden, and without intending to kill, destroy by blows, or such other means, a person, \textsuperscript{3} on the instant that an impulse arises, and when repentance is close upon the deed; \textsuperscript{3} and (a deed is done) in a passion by those too, who, having been befouled by words or deeds of dishonour, pursue with revenge and subsequently kill a person, intending to murder, and for the deed there is no repentance. We must therefore, as it seems, put down two kinds of murder, and both of them as arising nearly from passion, and they may be said most justly to be between the voluntary and the involuntary. \textsuperscript{4} Each, however, is only a likeness. \textsuperscript{4} For, he who stores up his anger, and does not immediately (and) \textsuperscript{5} suddenly, but with malice prepense \textsuperscript{6} after a time \textsuperscript{7} revenge himself, is like to the voluntary; but he, who, without storing up \textsuperscript{8} his anger, does on the instant [immediately] \textsuperscript{9} gratify his passion, without premeditation, is like to the involuntary. He is not, however, altogether involuntary, but the likeness of the involuntary. On this account, the murders committed in anger are difficult to define, whether one ought to lay down laws for them, as being voluntary, or some of them involuntary. The

\textsuperscript{1}—\textsuperscript{1} Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has, what is less objectionable—"a magistratu, cui primo res delata fuerit."  
\textsuperscript{2}—\textsuperscript{2} Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, is content with the general sense—"et intactus in exsilium retraiturus."  
\textsuperscript{3}—\textsuperscript{3} Ficinus, followed by Taylor, thus abridges this passage—"ita ut causam post impeptum permittit sequatur."  
\textsuperscript{4}—\textsuperscript{4} Ficinus alone supplies, what is wanting for the sense—"neutra enim voluntaria revera vel involuntaria est; sed altera alterius est imago."  
\textsuperscript{5} Ficinus has "nec repente"—for he found probably in his MS. και between παράχρημα and ἔκατον.  
\textsuperscript{6} This legal phrase in English answers best to the Greek ἐκ τοῦ—βοῦλῃ.  
\textsuperscript{7} In lieu of ὑπεραν χρόνῳ I should prefer ὑπεραν χρόνῳ. See my note on Esch. Suppl. 220.  
\textsuperscript{8} The common expression in English of "not bottling up one’s anger," would answer the best to ἀναμεμεστὸς in Greek.  
\textsuperscript{9} The word σθῆναι is evidently an interpretation of ἐκ τοῦ παράχρημα.
best and the truest method therefore is to put both down as likenesses; and to divide them apart from each other, by their being done with malice prepense and without premeditation; and to lay down by law severer punishments for those, who kill in anger, and with malice prepense; but milder for those without premeditation and on the sudden. For that, which is like a greater evil, should be punished more severely; but that, which is like a less one, less severely. Let it then be thus established by our laws.

Clin. By all means.

[9.] Athen. Let us then return again to the subject and say, that if any one with his own hand kills a free-man, but if the deed, when done, took place without premeditation, in a moment of anger, let him in other respects suffer, as it is proper for the party to suffer, who has killed a person, not in a passion; but let him of necessity be an exile for two years, and thus punish his passion. But he, who in a passion, but with malice prepense, commits a murder, let him (suffer) in other respects as the former does; but let him be an exile for three years, as the other is for two, and be punished for the greatness of his passion by a longer time. And let this be held universally respecting these matters. It is difficult however to give laws on such matters with accuracy. For sometimes of these two murders, the one, which is held by the law to be the more atrocious, is the milder; and that, which is the milder, would be the more atrocious, according as the murder is committed in a more savage or a more gentle manner. But for the most part the deeds take place according to what has been mentioned already. Of all these matters, therefore, it is meet for the guardians of the laws to have the cognizance; and, when the period of the exile shall have expired to each

---
1 As four MSS. read καθόδον, and six τούτων, Bekker and Stahl have so edited. But Ficinus found in his MS. καθόδον—τούτων, as shown by his version—“Universalis—istorum dispositio.” Either would do. But as καθόδος means “the return from exile,” to which Plato alludes just afterwards, the reading of the MSS. is to be preferred.

---
2 So Taylor translates the Latin of Ficinus—“pront atrocius aut mitius gesta est.” But the Greek is καὶ τὰ πεῖρα τῶν φόνων ἀγωνίτερον ἐν πράξειν, ὡς ἔργωτέρος. By uniting the two it is easy to read—καθ’ ἔπιρ ό μὲν τῶν φόνων—ὡς ἔργωτε—i. e. “according as one”—

---
3 Taylor has thus expressed in English, what Ast says would be in Greek not ἔλθῃ, but ἐκλήθη, as shown by x. p. 903, Δ., xi. p. 921, Κ.
offender, to send twelve judges to the borders of the country, (so that) after having examined still more clearly the conduct of the exiles during that period, they may be the judges of the pity (to be shown) and of their reception; and let the exiles acquiesce in the decisions of such magistrates. And if, after having returned from exile, any one of them shall, overcome by passion, commit again the very same offence, let him be exiled and never return again; and if he returns, he shall suffer in the same way as a stranger for returning from exile. And let him, who kills his own slave, undergo a purification. But if, in a passion, he kills the slave of another, let him pay to the master double the value of the loss. But whoever of all the homicides does not obey the law, but, while he is unclesed, defies (by his presence) the place of public meeting, and of contests, and other sacred places, whoever is willing may bring to trial the relative of the deceased, who has neglected (his duty), and the murderer likewise, and compel him to pay a double fine, and to do some of the other doings; and let the (accusing) party carry off the payment according to the law. If a slave kills his master in a passion, let the kinred of the deceased use the murderer in whatever manner they please, and be clean (of the acts), so long as they do not by any means preserve the life (of the slave). But if a slave kills (not his own master, but) some other free-man, in a passion, let the owners give up the slave to the relatives of

1 I have translated as if ἀντίστατα had dropped out.
2—3 Such is the literal version of the Greek; which Ast explains by saying, that "the other doings" refer to the acts requisite to be done for the purpose of a purification. But if such be the meaning, and I confess I have nothing better to offer, it is a pity that Plato did not take the trouble to express his ideas more clearly.
3—4 Such is the literal version of the Greek, which Taylor has thus translated, "And let the offending party consider the fine as legal."
4 From ἀνέλομαι Stephens acutely elicited ἄν ἄνθλομα, suggested by "velint" in Ficinus. And so one MS. subsequently collated.
5—6 This is a very unusual meaning of the verb ἑρέω, literally "to take alive."
6—7 The Greek is ἄν ἔλθεν ἄλλος τις δοῦλος ἐπέκειτα. But Ficinus has more fully, "sin vero servus non dominum suum sed alium liberum per iram necavit," from whence Fehse was the first to correct ἄλλος into ἄλλον—
7—7 This mixture of numbers, εἰ δεσπόται τὸν δοῦλον, seems rather strange; as if one slave had many masters.
and let them of necessity put him to death in whatever manner they please. If a father or a mother in a
session kills their son or daughter by blows, or any other
silent manner—events that happen but rarely—let them be
riified after the same manner as other homicides, and be
bled for three years; and on their return from exile, let the
spouse be divorced from the wife, and the wife from the
spouse, and let them never afterwards beget children to-
gether, nor be a fellow-dweller with those, whom they have
prived of a child or brother, nor have a share with them in
sacred rites. But he, who has acted impiously in these mat-
ters, and does not obey the laws, let him be brought to trial
of impiety by any one who is willing. If a husband kills his
wife in a passion, or a wife does the same thing in a similar
manner to her husband, they shall undergo the same purifi-
cations, and complete an exile for three years; and let not the
tyrannical, who has so acted, on his return, have a share with their
children in sacred rites, nor ever eat at the same table with
them. And let the father or the child, who disobeys the law,
be brought to trial of impiety by any one who is willing. If
brother kills either a brother or a sister, or a sister (kills) a
brother or a sister in a passion, let the matters, relating to
lications and exiles, be stated as necessary to take place in
the same manner, as have been stated in the case of parents
and children; and (on their return from exile), let not any
one be a fellow-dweller or a sharer in sacred rites with
any one, whom a person has deprived, brothers of brothers, and
brothers of children. And if any one disobeys the law, he would
rightly with justice be amenable to the before-mentioned law.

—1 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, followed by
yler, has “non aliter quam parentes, qui liberos interfecerunt.”

—2 So Taylor, from “post reditum,” in Ficinus; who probably found
his MS. καὶ τούτως—καταφθάνει δὴ, instead of καὶ τούτως—τούτως δὲ,
where the same pronoun is repeated uselessly. On the meaning of
τέναι, similar to κατάφθανει, see Porson on Med. 1011.

1 Instead of αὐτῶς, Eusebius, Præp. Evang. xii. p. 711, D., has αὐτὸς—
which leads to αὐτὸς τις, as I have translated, and similarly in (καὶ τις is to
read for τις after ἀδέλφος—

1 That Plato wrote both δικᾶς and μετὰ δίκης, it is hard to believe;
which of the two he did write, it is equally hard to say. I suspect
weaver that δικᾶς is an interpretation of μετὰ δίκης: for there would be
Platonic play on the words ὑπόδηκος μετὰ δίκης. Ficinus has merely
ure ut impius condemnabitur.”
relating to impiety on these points. But should any one in
the case of his parents be so powerless over his passion, as
in the madness of anger to dare to murder one of his parents,
if the deceased shall, before he expired, have voluntarily ab-
solved the perpetrator of the murder, let him be purified as
they are, who commit murder involuntarily,¹ and performing
the other things that they do, let him be considered as pure;
but if (the deceased shall) not have absolved him, let the party
who has done a deed of this kind be amenable to many laws.
For he will be amenable to the extreme punishments for an
assault, and, in like manner, for impiety and for the robbery
of what is holy, because he has robbed his parent of his life;
so that, if it were possible for the same man to die oftentimes,²
it would be most just for a person, who had in a passion com-
mited an act of parricide or matricide, to meet with many
deaths. For in the case of him, whom no law will permit, even
when defending himself and about to be made an end of by
his parents, to destroy his father or mother, who have brought
his nature to the light, and whom (the legislator) shall order³
to endure all things rather than do a deed of this kind, how
would it be fitting for such a person to meet with punishment
legally in any other way? Let death then be laid down
as the punishment for him, who in a passion kills either his
father or mother. But if a brother shall in his own defence,
during a fight occurring in a sedition or in any other similar
manner, kill a brother, while warding off the party, who first
had recourse to his hands,⁴ let him be held clear in the
same manner, as he who kills an enemy; and similarly, if
a citizen (kills) a citizen, or a stranger a stranger; and if a
citizen in defending himself kills a stranger, or a stranger a
citizen, let him in the same way be held to be clear; and si-
milarly if a slave (kills) a slave. But if a slave, in his own
defence, kills a free-man, let him be amenable to the same
laws as him, who kills his father. And what has been stated

¹ Cornarius was the first to perceive that the sense required not ἱερο-
σιον, but δικαίωσιον, as shown by p. 865, B., and 869, E.
² Compare Criton, § 6.
³ This future seems rather strange here. One would prefer νεοθε-
τητον, similar to “precipitur” in Ficinus.
⁴ On the phrase ἀμυνοῦσαι τὸν ἄρχοντα, with or without χειρῶν, see
Ast’s learned note.
respecting the absolution from murder by a father, let the very same thing take place respecting every absolution in matters of this kind; that if any person of his own accord gives an absolution to any one for such an act, let the purifications take place for the perpetrator, as if the murder had been involuntary, and let one year be the term of absence from the country according to law. And thus let the matters relating to murders, done with violence and involuntarily and in a passion, be held to have been detailed in moderation. But as regards those relating to such as are voluntary and perpetrated with every kind of injustice, respecting these and what are done with malice prepense, through yielding to pleasure and desires and envy, it is to be spoken of subsequently.

Clin. You speak correctly.

[10.] Athen. Let us then again speak to the utmost of our power in the first place upon these points, how many they are. Now the greatest is desire, having a mastery over a soul rendered savage by regrets. And this exists for the most part there, where there happens to be the greatest and most vehement wish for wealth on the part of the many, and a power that is producing an infinite love for the possession of property insatiable and boundless, by means of a natural disposition and a wretched want of education, of which the cause is that wealth is praised improperly by report amongst both the Greeks and Barbarians. For by placing as the first of good things that, which is the third,

--- Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows in part, has "Primum igitur, quod voluntarie cædis cause sint, pro viribus declaramus."

2 Taylor, misunderstanding the meaning of "libidinibus," Ficinus' version of πόθων, has translated "venereal incentives—"

3 Ast, by not perceiving that o δι' after ἵνα ὁθά is an adverb, and not a pronoun, has missed entirely the meaning of the passage.

4 The Greek is in all the MSS. ἦ τῶν χρημάτων τῆς—I have translated as if Plato had written τῶν χρημάτων, ἦ τε τῆς—

4—5 Here again by the slightest change I have, I hope, restored what Plato wrote. For where the Greek is now—τῆς δέ Ἀπαθενσίας ἦ τοῦ κακῶς ἐπιστημονίας πλῆθος φίλμη—"it was originally ἦς δή Ἀπαθενσίας ἦσταί τις κακῶς ἐπιστημονίας πλῆθος φίλμη—where δή is due to the best MS., and ὅδε to Stephens, who was led to it, I suspect, by the version of Cornarius, "imperti tut vero causa est fama, qua et a Graecis et a Barbaris divitie male laudantur." Cousin translates Ἀπαθενσίας by "præjugès," a meaning which that word does not and could not bear.
they do (by this opinion) injure both those after them and themselves. For that the truth respecting wealth be told in all states is of all things the most beautiful and the best; (namely,) that it exists for the sake of the body, but the body for the sake of the soul. Of the good things then existing, for the sake of which wealth naturally exists, it would be the third after the virtue of the body and soul. This reasoning then will be to us a teacher, that it is not meet for him, who would be happy, to seek to be wealthy (by any means), but [to be wealthy] in a just and temperate manner. For thus murders, which require to be purified by murders, would not take place in cities. But now, as we stated at the beginning of the discussion, this is one and the greatest thing, which causes the greatest punishments of voluntary murder. The second is the habit of an ambitious soul, producing envy, a fellow-dweller the most disagreeable to him who possesses it, and secondly, to the best of those in the state. But the third is a cowardly and unjust fear, which has caused many murders, when acts are being done or have been done by a person, which he does not wish to be conscious to himself of their taking place, or of having taken place. They therefore take off by death the informers of such acts, if they cannot do it by any other means. About all these matters then let this be

1 The words between the lunes are adopted by Taylor from "hac sententia," found in Ficinus alone.

2-3 Here again Ficinus seems to have found in his MS. something more complete than is furnished by the other MSS. For his version is—"Optime sane et pulcherrime vivere mus, si vera de divitiis sententia ubique praedicaretur."

3-4 Ficinus, whom Taylor has translated in part, has—"quere cum bona admitt, quorum gratia possidendae divitiae sunt, tertium gradum post virtutem animi corporisque tenebunt."

4 Ficinus has "nos tanquam magistra docebit," as if his MS. read ημων between ουν and ην—

5 Ficinus inserts, what is required to balance the sentence, "quomodo cuenque"—unless it be said that he remembered the passage in Horace—rem facias; rem, si possis, recte; si non, quocunque modo rem."

6 This repetition of πλοτσιν is omitted correctly by Ficinus.

7 Ficinus, "sic enim," which leads to και γαρ instead of και—

8 On the doctrine that murder is to be cleansed by murder, see Esch. Cho. 304.

9 The Greek is της κατημενης των φηεων. But των φηεων could not thus be repeated after φηεως— I have therefore omitted those words.

10 Instead of δευστηρως one MS. has δευτερως, which leads to δευτερως, similar to "deinde" in Ficinus.
ekd to be said as a prelude; and in addition to this, the story, which many of those engaged seriously in the Mysteries have feared touching these subjects, and strongly believe, that of such persons there is in Hades a punishment; and that it is necessary for them to come back hither to suffer punishment according to nature, namely, of suffering from another what a person did done himself, and with such a fate to finish his then life. For him therefore, who from this prelude is persuaded, and fears together such a punishment, there is no need to hymn a sw on this point, but for him, who is not persuaded, let this aw be expressed in writing.

[11.] Whosoever shall designedly and unjustly kill with his own hand any one soever of his tribes-men, let him, in the first place, be debarred from legal rights, nor let him pollute the temples, or the place of public meeting, or the ports, or any other general assembly, whether any person forbids the perpetrator or not. For the law forbids him; and it is ever seen and will be seen forbidding him in behalf of the whole state. But the relative of the deceased as far as a cousin, on he male or female side, who does not, when requisite, prosecute, or forbid him to be debarred (from those things), shall first of all take upon himself the pollution, and the hatred of he gods, as the imprecation by the law provokes the report; and secondly, let him be amenable to any, who is willing to avenge the dead; and let him, who is willing, avenge, after performing every thing respecting the observation of washings for such occasions, and of such other acts as the leity has enjoined as legal in cases of this kind; and after

1 Ast quotes opportunely Demosthenes in Macart. p. 1068, 23, R., and

2 Ficinus alone has “ab his”—From the passages of Antipho and Demosthenes, quoted by Ast, one might suppose that τῶν νομίσματων had tropt out between προαγορεῖτων and ἐργεῖσθαι.

3— Such is the literal version of the Greek, which I cannot understand, nor could Ficinus, as shown by his translation—“sicut vulgo legis imprecatio et maledictio dictat,” while that of Ast—“ut legis imprecatio ex inscriptionem provocat,” proves him to have been equally in the dark. I could have understood ὑς ἐν τῷ νόμῳ φήμη τῆς Ἀράν προπέτειται—“since the report of the law calls up a curse,” as if Plato had in mind a dramatic saying—“Αράν προπέτειται τῷ νόμῳ φήμη (πιθανόν)—

4 The Greek is λοιπῶν φυλακής πείρη—But Ficinus has “de luendi criminae observatione”—from which Faehse was led to λοιπῶν—Ast however explains λοιπῶν by “the washings,” which the party, who prose-
making the proclamation let him go and compel the perpetrator to suffer the vengeance of justice according to law. But that these things ought to take place through certain prayers and sacrifices to certain deities, who have a care of such matters, so that murders may not take place in cities, it is easy for a legislator to show. But who are the deities, and what would be the manner of introducing such suits most correctly as regards the divine power, let the guardians of the laws, together with the (holy) interpreters, and the prophets, and the god, lay down by law, and introduce these suits. But let the judges of these matters be the same as those, to whom has been given the power of deciding upon sacrilege. Let him too, who is convicted, pay the penalty of death, and let him not be buried in the country of the murdered person, on account of his shameless conduct, in addition to the act of impiety. But if he goes away, being unwilling to stand a trial, let him suffer a perpetual exile. And if any one of these sets his foot upon the land of the murdered party, let whatever relation or even citizen, who first meets him, kill him with impunity, or, placing him in bonds, hand him over to the magistrates, who decide upon the suit, to put him to death. But let him, who urges (the suit), require bail at the same time from him, against whom he is urging it; and let the latter produce three persons, whom the magistrate appointed for such matters shall decide to be in sufficient credit, executed the murderer, is supposed to undergo, to avoid the pollution of blood. But as of such washings nothing is to be found elsewhere, Plato wrote, I suspect, something else, which it would be not difficult to discover by bearing in mind a celebrated scene in the Choephoroi of Eschylus.

1—3 Ast refers to Demosthenes in Aristocrat. p. 634, 26, R.

2—3 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has merely "et si unquam citra fines fuerit deprhensus." Winckelmann suggests τις ἐπιβύ τῶν τόπων τῆς—χώρας, as in iv. p. 705, C., δ τόπος—τῆς χώρας; v. p. 747, E., τόπου χώρας, vi. p. 760, C., τοῦς τῆς χώρας τόπους.

3—3 Ast was the first to explain this passage, which Ficinus, when Taylor has followed to the letter, thus translated, incorrectly, "quod si quis hunc defensurum accesserit, pro co fide jubeat, quem tutatur."

4—4 Ficinus has "tresque is fidejussores, quos judices ipsi sufficientes puliaverint, afterat," from whence Ast was led to read, what I have adopted, τρεῖς ἐγγυητὰς, οὗ τὸν ἐν Ἀρχὴ κρίνῃ ἄδικος θεος, in lieu of τοὺς ἐγγυητὰς ἄδικος ἐγγυητὰς, τρεῖς ἐγγυητὰς ἄδικος—Cousin, however, so far from being dissatisfied with the repetition of ἄδικος, conceives it to be perfectly after the manner of Plato.
shall engage to produce (the accused) at the trial; but if

ter either will not or cannot get bail, let the magistrate
put him in prison, and produce him at the trial of
it. If a person shall not with his own hand (perpe-
1 but suggest to another, a murder, and by his willing
lotting cause the murder to take place,1 and dwell in a
aving been the instigator of, and not pure in his soul
the murder, 2 let there be to him in the same manner,
the exception of the bail, a trial and verdict on these
\[lands;2 and, if convicted, let it be lawful for him to have
nily3 burial-place; but let other things take place in the
manner to him, as to the party previously mentioned;
the same things take place in the case of strangers to-
strangers, and citizens and strangers towards each other,
slaves towards slaves, with respect to a murder done
person's own hand and instigation, with the exception of
it; but this let the murderers with their own hands be
t to procure, as has been stated; 4 and let the party
rings forward the suit, require bail of them likewise.4
a slave voluntarily murders a free-man, whether with his
and or through a plotting, and there is a verdict against
the public executioner lead him to the tomb of the
ed, or 5 to a place, where he may see the tomb, and after
him with as many stripes as the plaintiff shall order,
 murderer, if he survives the whipping, to death.
any one kills a slave, who has done no wrong, through
of his disclosing deeds disgraceful and wicked, or
similar reason, 6 let him, as if he underwent the punish-
of murder for having killed a citizen, undergo similarly

Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has merely
olunteer consilio insidiosique hominem interfecerit."
Ficinus has more briefly, what Taylor adopts, "condemnatus si-
puniatur, præterquam quod fidejussores non præbeat."
I have translated τῆς ὀλείας—
The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, for per-
could not understand them; nor do I very clearly see why they
duced here.
inus alone has "vel," from which Ast elicited 7 before δητορ—
however translates πρὸς τὰ µνήµα αυ "du côté du monument du
and explains it by "dans un lieu d'ou le coupable puisse aperce-
tombe du mort."
Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has merely "quasi cive\em{n} occavorit, iatur."
and with the same forms a punishment on account of the slave who had thus perished.\(^6\)

[12.] But if cases occur, for which it is a thing of dread and by no means agreeable to legislate, and impossible on the other hand\(^1\) not to legislate, (relating to) the murder of relations by a person's own hand or plotting, and done willingly and wickedly in every way—which takes place for the most part in states\(^2\) badly administered and nurtured,\(^2\) and which will somehow take place in a country where no one would expect it—it is requisite to mention again, what has been stated a little before, should perchance some one, on hearing us, be enabled more willingly on this account to abstain from murders the most unholy in every way. For a fable, or a story, or whatever else it is meet to call it, has been clearly told by priests of old, that\(^3\) Justice, the avenger and inspector of kindred blood, makes use of the law, which we have just now mentioned; and has ordained that he, who has done any such act, shall necessarily suffer what he has done;\(^4\) (so that)\(^5\) if any one has ever murdered his father, he has at some time suffered\(^5\) the very same fate by the daring and violence of his own children;\(^5\) and if he has (murdered) his mother, he has in after times become necessarily\(^6\) a partaker in a feminine nature.

\(^1\) I have translated as if the Greek were δ' αὖ αὖ ένατον, not δέ αὖ ένατον—

\(^2\)—\(^3\) Ficinus has merely "male gubernatis." For his MS. read perhaps οἰκονόμας in lieu of οἰκονόμας, which is scarcely correct.

\(^3\) In the prose of Plato evidently lies hid a dramatic tetristich—Τῶν ἔλεγχων ἀγαθών ἐπίσκοπος Δίκη νόμος τιμωρός οὖσ' ἐχρή' ἀντί ἐσοφ' ἄλλον, παθεῖν—where I have substituted Δράσις for ἄρα, for the verses were probably spoken by Ὅδιπος, while cursing his sons for their unkind conduct to their father: and I have inserted ἄλλον, for δράσις frequently has two accusatives, one of the person and another of the thing. With regard to the sentiment Ast refers to Choeph. 409. He might have added Cho. 311, 'Δράσασται παθεῖν,' Θριγγίων μόθος τάδε φωνεῖ: and Agam. 1541, μιμεῖ δ', ἀμέλειας εὖ χρόνος Δίως παθόν τὸν ἐξαντα—so we must read in lieu of Μιμεῖ έ, μιμοντος—παθεῖν τὸν ἐξαντα—For the sense is, "the sufferer waits for the door, when in time Zeus is the avenger."

\(^4\) Ficinus, by his "ut," shows that his MS. had ἄστε between ἔρασιν and εἰ—

\(^5\) I have translated as if the Greek were αὐτό ταύτῳ ὑπὸ τῶν τίκων τὸλμησι βια, ποι αὐτὸν τούτῳ ὑπὸ τίκων τὸλμησι βια, where αὐτό ταύτῳ is due to Ast, τῶν to one MS., and τὸλμησι to Stephens.

\(^6\) By partaking in a feminine nature is meant, I presume, the be-
nature, and having become so, has departed from life at the hands of his offspring. For of a common blood defiled there is no other cleansing, nor is the pollution wont to be washed out, before the life, that has done (wrong), shall pay like blood for like blood, and appease and put to sleep the anger of all the kindred. It is requisite then for a person to be restrained on these points, through the fear of such punishments from the gods. But if so wretched a calamity should lay hold of any one, as that he should dare designedly and willingly to separate the soul of his father or mother, or brethren or children, from the body, the law of the mortal lawgiver legislates respecting matters of this kind in this way, that there is to be a proclamation respecting a debarring from all rights, and the same bail, as mentioned above; and if any one is convicted of a murder of this kind, [for having killed any one of those,] let the ministers of the judges and the magistrates put him to death, and cast him out of the city naked to an appointed place, where three roads meet; and let all the magistrates, in behalf of the whole state, carry each a stone and hurl it at the head of the dead body, and thus make an expiation for the whole state; and afterwards carry the corpse to the boundaries of the country, and cast it out there unburied, according to law. But what ought he to suffer, who murders his nearest and so-called dearest friend? I mean, he who kills himself, and by violence deprives himself of his share of fate, being compelled neither by a verdict of the city ordering it, nor by a very painful (and) unavoidable misfortune falling upon him, nor by sharing in a thing of shame, without a resource, and not to be lived through, and who by his indolence and the cowardice coming, like a woman, full of fears, according to the sentiment in Shakespeare, that “conscience doth make cowards of us all.”

1—1 I have adopted with Ast the emendation suggested by Matthiae in Miscell. Philolog. i. 2, p. 161, περὶ τοῦ τῶν νομίμων, in lieu of περὶ τῶν—

1—3 The words within brackets, evidently an interpolation, are properly omitted by Finicus, whom Taylor has tacitly followed.

1—3 On such kinds of stoning see Valckenaer in Adnotat. Crit. in N. T. ii. p. 287, ed. Lips., quoted by Ast, and Scaliger on Propertius iv. 5, 75. Jacobs on Epigr. Inc. 234. The practice has been still preserved in the East, as we learn from Laurent’s “Recollections,” p. 209, and Hen-

4 Stephens was the first to insert καὶ, suggested by “et” in Finicus, whom Ast has followed.

4—5 Baiter suggests ἀνανθρία καὶ δυλία, in lieu of ἀνανθρίας
of unmanliness⁵ imposes upon himself an unjust punishment. To such a person a god knows what ought to take place on other points, and relating to purification and burial; about which it is necessary for the nearest relatives to inquire of the (holy) interpreters, and at the same time the laws relating to them, and to do according to the orders given by them; but let the tombs of those, who have perished thus, be in the first place by themselves, and with no one buried in them; next, let them be in the twelve boundaries of the divisions, which are uncultivated and without a name; and bury them⁴ without honour, nor mark their tombs with any pillars or names. But if a beast of burden or any other animal shall kill any person, except such as may do so in some public contest, let the relations prosecute the causer of the death: and let the Land-Stewards, upon whom and how many the relative shall impose the task, decide upon the matter; and let them destroy the condemned animal, and cast it² beyond the borders. If any lifeless thing deprives a man of life, except lightning, or any other such-like bolt sent from a god, but of all the rest that kill a person, by either the person falling upon it, or it falling upon the person, let the nearest of kin appoint the nearest neighbour to be a judge for him, and let him make an expiation both for himself and the whole of his kindred; but drive the thing condemned beyond the borders of the country, as has been stated in the case of the living kind. If any one is found dead, and the murderer is not known, and is not to be discovered by parties searching not carelessly, let there be proclamations, as in other cases; and let the heir-at-law³ make a proclamation against the perpetrator of the murder, and state in the Market-place that the person, who has murdered sc

ἀνεῳδίαισαν δολεῖα, "the slavery to unmanliness."

¹ Matthiae in Gr. Gr. has suggested ἀθροῖς for ἀθροῖς, in allusion to ἀκλεῖας ἀθροῖς in ll. vii. 100.

² The word ἀπορία is strangely introduced here. One would have expected something like διαμπερία, "to cut up into pieces." Unless it be said that ἀπορία is the same as ἐκπολίζων, a little below. Ficinus omits the word entirely. His version is, "extra regionis fines inconveniant." ³ I have translated, as if the Greek were τὸν ἐπιδικασάμενον καὶ—καὶ ἐπιδικασάμενον: where καὶ is omitted by two MSS. Ficinus, apparently not understanding ἐπιδικασάμενον, has omitted it.
is not, as being guilty of murder, to set his foot upon the sacred place, or in the whole of the country of the suffering, as he shall die, should he be found and, and shall be cast out unburied, beyond the country sufferer. Let this one law then be laid down by us live on the subject of murder. And thus (be it said) up point about matters of this kind.

for killing whom, and on what conditions, a person be properly pure, let this be laid down. If any one as a thief, entering his house by night, for the purpose stealing his property, and kills him, let him be pure. In anner, let him be pure, who kills a cloak-stripper in his defence. And if any one commits a rape upon a free-born or a boy, let him be put to death with impunity, either party treated with insult and violence, or by the father, theirs, or sons of the party. And if a man comes upon added wife, while being ravished, and kills the party using ce, let him be pure by the law. And if any one, while his father, when doing nothing unlawful and un-or his mother, or children, or brothers, or joint-parent children, shall kill a person, let him be in every re-pure.

. Let these then be the laws laid down relating to the and education of a living soul, with which if it meets live; but not meeting, the reverse; and relating also to t deaths, what punishments there ought to be for them. on too has been made of the nurture and education of ; and what is close upon those subjects, namely, actions with violence by persons to each other, both voluntary voluntary, we must define according to our power, what re, and how many, and meeting with what punishment

Ficinus omits τῆς τοῦ πεπνθότος—Taylor, with a total defiance original, translates, "where the deed was committed."
Ficinus has what seems preferable, "extra regionis fines.”
I have with Ast adopted ὅν, found in one MS., in lieu of ὅν—

has "nunc dicamus, in quibus recte mundus sit," as if his MS, ν δι—ἰς ὅς, not ὅν δι—ἰς ὅς τι—

erally, "one who robs another of his clothes at the public baths.”
The Greek is βοηθῶν βαίνων μηδὲν ἀνόσιον, where since βάνω-
without regimen, I have translated as if Plato had written δῆμι-
κιν εἰς ἀνόσιον. Ficinus has "haud quaquam per scelus cedem

i,” which Ast truly observes is at variance with the train of thought.
they would each of them possess what is suited to them. For these, it appears, would be properly laid down as laws after those. Now the person of the least mark amongst those, who have turned themselves to law, would rank wounds, and mutilations from wounds, as secondary to murders. Wounds then are to be divided in the same manner as murders have been divided. For some are involuntary, others done in a passion, some through fear; but such as take place from design are called voluntary. Now about all such something of this kind must be premised; that it is necessary to lay down laws for mankind, and for them to live according to law, or for them to differ not at all from animals the most savage in every respect. And the cause of this is, that the disposition of not a single man is naturally sufficient to know what is conducive to a polity amongst men; and, when it does know, to be always able to do and wish what is the best. For first it is difficult to know that not private but public interests must necessarily be the object of the true science of polities—for a common interest binds states, but a private one tears them asunder—and that it conduces to both public and private interests, when the public are well established rather than when the private are so. Secondly, that, although a person should obtain sufficiently from art the knowledge that such things are so naturally, yet should he after this possess power in the state, without being brought to book, and hold it in his own hands entirely, he would never be able to remain in this opinion, and continue to live, while nourishing the public interest in a state as the leading one, and the private as following the public; but his mortal nature will ever urge him on to the wish to possess more, and to his own individual well-doing. (For) through irrationally avoiding pain, and pursuing pleasure, it will set both of these before what is more just and excellent; and, by producing a darkness in itself, it will at length fill both itself and the whole state with every ill. Since should any man, born with a divine destiny, be

1—1 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has “commode reprehensae.”
2 Ficinus alone has “Recte enim,” required by the connexion of ideas.
3 I have translated, as if the Greek were not γιαγομενα, but λεγομενα—
4 This is the exact rendering of ἀνωτετθυνος; in which there is no allusion to the custom prevalent at Athens of all magistrates having their accounts audited before they laid down their office.
naturally competent to comprehend\(^1\) this,\(^2\) he would require
to laws for the government of himself. For there is no law
order superior to science; nor is it lawful for intellect to be
minister, and the slave of any thing, but the ruler of all, if it
thus\(^3\) true and really free by nature. But now (it is not)
for it does not exist any where and in any manner, ex-
cept to a small extent. On this account then we must choose
second in rank, namely, order and law;\(^5\) which the one for
most part sees and beholds, but the other is entirely unable.
Thus much then has been stated for the sake of these matters;
and let us now ordain what he ought to suffer (in person),
(in purse), who wounds or otherwise\(^6\) injures another.
For it is easy for every one upon every point to take up cor-
rectly of a party having wounded what thing, or what per-
on, or in what manner, or whether are you speaking;\(^7\) for
here are numberless things of this kind and very differ-
ent from each other. It is therefore impossible to commit to
courts of justice, to decide upon all these matters, or not.
For it is necessary to commit in the case of all to decide
this one point, whether each of these acts have taken place

---

\(^1\) The Greek is φύσει ἵκανος—παράλαβείν ἰνάρας—But ἰνάρας is
ridently an interpretation of ἵκανος—which was probably wanting in the
IS. of Ficinus, whose version is—"ea natura præeditus est, ut cog-
osceret."

\(^2\) Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has—"publicum bonum."

\(^3\) So Taylor, from "ita," in Ficinus. The MSS. read δύνας, which is
periphrastic after ἀληθινὸς—One MS. has neither οὐνως nor ὅνως
late probably wrote ἐάνπρο ἀληθινῶς ἡλθόρος γυ γυ—for γυ thus per-
teually follows ἐάνπρο.

\(^4\) After νῦν ἄσi Ast says there is an apoiopesis, as in the Banquet, § 8.
bout there, as here, I suspect that οὐ has droped out before οὐ—

\(^5\) Such is the literal version of the Greek, which I confess I cannot
understand; nor could, I think, Ficinus. For his version is "a quibus
lurima quidem perspicuunt, omnia vero videri nequeunt."

\(^6\) I have translated as if the Greek were ἐρεσω, not ἐρεσω. Ast would
read ἐρεσω ἀλλα, of which Stalbaum approves.

\(^7\) Such is the literal version of the Greek, where in lieu of πότερα,
nce one MS. gives us a var. lect. πότες, Orelli suggested πότε ἀρα—But
ps is not thus found at the end of a series of questions. Ficinus has—
cuique enim facile est singula hujusmodi recte comprehenderere, utrum
idelicet quis vulneraverit an non, quem, qua in parte, quo pacto"—
which is intelligible indeed, but not to be got out from the Greek. Cousin
owever is perfectly satisfied with πότερα, which he seems to identify
ith ἰδο πότερα, and which last he refers to the question touching the
ality of the fact, or falsehood of the accusation.
or not; but on the other hand not at all to commit to them, (to decide) upon this point, what the party, who has done any of these injuries, ought to be fined (in purse), and suffer (in person); and yet (for the law-giver) himself to lay down laws upon all questions, small and great, is nearly impossible.

Clin. What then is the inference consequent upon this?

Ath. It is this; that some matters should be committed to courts of justice, and others not, but be left to (the legislator) himself.

Clin. What then are the matters, which are to be laid down by law, and what those to be committed to courts of justice?

[14.] Ath. After the preceding, it would be the most correct to say this; that, in a state, where the courts of justice are deprived and dumb, and concealing their opinions pass sentence in private; and, what is still more dreadful than this, when, not in silence, but full of noise, as in a theatre, they praise and blame with an uproar each of the orators in turn; then is a grievous calamity wont indeed to occur to the whole state. It is not then a fortunate circumstance for a person to be laid hold of by some necessity to legislate for courts of justice of this kind; nevertheless, when he is laid hold of by a necessity, he must commit to them to order fines only relating to matters of the slightest kind, but he must himself distinctly lay down those relating to the most numerous, if he would ever legislate correctly for such a kind of polity. But in a state, where courts of justice are established as correctly as possible, and those, who are about to judge, are brought up well and undergo a scrutiny with all accuracy, there it is right and it will be well to commit to such judges to decide upon most points relating to those who are found guilty, as to what they

---

1 I have translated as if the Greek were αὐτὸν τὸν νομοθέτην, not αὐτὴν simply, and so too just afterwards (2), αὐτῷ τῷ νομοθέτῃ λατίον, not αὐτῷ νομοθέτητον.

2 The Greek is εἰκαστα. But Ficinus found in his MS. καλύπτορος, as shown by his version—"occulus manent." 3 4 Such is evidently what the train of thought requires. Hence we must read αὐτὸν περὶ τὰ συμπόσια, not ἥν περὶ συμπόσια, as shown by the antithesis in τὰ πλέον.

5—6 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

6 In lieu of ποῦς, the sense evidently leads to πῶς εὖ, as I have translated.
ure to suffer (in person), or to pay (in purse). Against us then there will be no cause of complaint for our not laying down laws relating to matters the greatest and most numerous, into which judges, who have been educated in the meanest manner, would be able to look, and to adapt to each offence a punishment suited to the suffering and act. But since we are of opinion, that those, for whom we are laying down laws, will be not the least clever of judges in such matters, we must commit to their decision the greatest number of cases. However, as we have often said and done during the previous laying down of the laws, that by giving an outline and types of punishments, we have presented to judges patterns for their never going beyond the line of justice; and, as this was then correctly done, so must we now do likewise the very same thing, while returning again to the laws. Let then the outline \(^1\) (of the laws) relating to wounds be thus laid down. If any one, having both the intention and wish to kill a friend, except it be those whom the law ordains, shall wound, but is unable to kill him, towards the party with such intentions, so inflicting a wound, it is not meet to feel a pity nor to pay a regard to him, otherwise than by compelling him to undergo the punishment of murder, as if he had actually killed his friend; \(^2\) and, by doing reverence to his Fortune, not bad in every respect, and his Daemon likewise, who, pitying both him and the wounded party, became to both an averter of evil—to one, in the wound not being incurable, and to the other, in the accident and calamity being exposed to a curse \(^3\)—it is meet \(^4\) to give thanks to this Daemon; and, by not opposing him, to take away the punishment of death from the party inflicting the wound, but for a removal to take place to him during life to a neighbouring state, enjoying there...

---

\(^1\) I have translated as if the Greek were not γραφή but περιγραφή, to answer to the preceding περιγραφή—

\(^2\) Such was the law at Athens, as we learn from Lysias, p. 159, R., quoted by Ast.

\(^3\) How the Daemon could be called an averter of evil, by the accident of a person being exposed to a curse, I cannot understand. Did Plato write ἐπάρατον μόνον εἰς τὴν ἑυμερίαν—"to be exposed only to a curse touching the event which failed"—instead of ἐπάρατον τὸχν καὶ ἑυμερίαν. Ficinus endeavoured to evade the difficulty by translating—"pectique, ne vulnus huic letiferum, illi fortuna calamitasque exsecranda infigeretur."

\(^4\) I have translated as if the Greek were τοὺτῳ ἐστὶ, not τοὺτῳ ἐστὶ—
his property; but if he has inflicted any loss upon the wounded person, let him pay for the loss; and let the court of justice, that tried the cause, fix the sum; 1 and let those, who would have decided about the murder, had the party died from the blow of the wound, 2 be the judges. 

If a child designedly wounds his parent, or a slave his master, the punishment shall be death. And if a brother wounds in like manner a brother or sister, or a sister a sister or brother, 3 and there is a verdict of wounding by design, 4 let the punishment be death. But if a woman wounds her husband with the design of killing him, or (in like manner 5) a husband his wife, let (each) undergo a perpetual exile; and, if their sons or daughters are at that time but children, let guardians manage their property, and take care of the children, as being orphans; but if they are adults, let it not be a compulsory act for the exiled parent to be supported by their offspring, but let there be a permission to take possession of the estate. But whosoever happens to be childless, when falling into calamities of this kind, let his kindred, as far as cousins, both on the male and female side, come together, and appoint for this family, being one of the five thousand and forty in the state, an heir, after consulting with the guardians of the laws (and) considering the matter in this manner and reasoning, 5 that no house out of the five thousand and forty is the property of its inhabitant, or of all his kindred, but of the state, considered in a public and private view, and that it is requisite for the state to possess its own houses, as holy and as happy as is possible. When therefore any house has become at the same time unhappy and unholy, so that its possessor has left no children in it, and 6 being in youth and married

1— Such is the literal version of the intelligible Greek, which Taylor has thus mistranslated,—“But those judges that decide in cases of murder, shall decide in this case,” although he might have found a more correct version in Ficinus, “judices autem sint, qui cædis essent, si vulneratus obississet.”

2 To avoid the tautology in πληγής and πράφθωντος, we might read τοῦ τραύματος

3—4 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

4 Ficinus alone has “similiter,” adopted by Taylor.

5—6 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

6— F] Here again Taylor has tacitly omitted the words between the numerals, because they were wanting in Ficinus.
has died childless," through his having been convicted of voluntary murder, or some other crime against the gods or his fellow-citizens—the punishment for which has been distinctly laid down by the law to be death—or if a person is in perpetual exile, being without male children, let it be necessary in the first place to purify this house and make use of expiatory sacrifices according to law; and next, let the kindred coming together, as we have said just now, examine together with the guardians of the laws, what family there is in the state in the greatest repute for virtue, and fortunate at the same time, and in which the children are rather numerous; from which let them put one upon the father of the deceased and his progenitors, as their adopted son, and let them call him, for the sake of a good omen, by the name (of the father,) and pray that he may become for them a parent and hearth-preserver and minister of rites holy and sacred, with better fortune than his predecessor; after praying in this manner, let them appoint him the heir according to law, and suffer the sinner to lie nameless, and childless, and shareless, whenever such a calamity shall have seized upon him.

[15.] There is not, as it seems, in all existing things a boundary close in contact with a boundary; but in things to which there is a boundary, that in the middle being previously thrown

1— Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has merely—" cujus mora vel sempiternum exilium poena est"—while Taylor’s translation is, “the punishment of which according to law is evidently death, or perpetual exile.”

2 In lieu of των ἀνδρῶν ἀπασ, we must read, as I have translated, των ἀνδρῶν ἀπασ, as shown by the passages quoted by Ast.

3— The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor. With regard to the addition “of the father,” I have been led to it by finding in Ast’s note “a patre mortui denominator.”

4— The Greek is at present φίλμς— I have translated as if it were formerly εὐφημίας—similar to “boni ominis causa” in the note of Ast.

5 I have translated as if the Greek were γεννήτωρα τ’ αὐτοῖς—γεννησθαι—similar to “fore” in Ficinus, in lieu of γεννήτωρα τ’ αὐτοῖς—γεννησθαι; which I cannot understand.

6 Taylor, by translating “his predecessor,” has led me to suggest τοῦ πάρος instead of τοῦ πατρος, which is here unintelligible.

7 I have translated as if τε had dropt out between τοῦτῳ and τῷ—

8— Such is the literal version of the Greek, which I must leave for others to explain. Ficinus has—“Non est autem in omnibus rebus
to either of the boundaries, would become between both. Moreover, we have said that what takes place in a passion is something between what are voluntary and involuntary. If then a person is found guilty of wounds existing, taken place in a passion, in the first place let him pay double the amount of the damage, if the wound is curable; but fourfold in the case of those incurable. But if it be curable indeed, and yet brings upon the wounded party a feeling of considerable shame and disgrace, let the party pay fourfold. But when a person in wounding another, injures not only the sufferer, but the state likewise, by rendering him unable to assist his country against its enemies, he must, in addition to other fines, pay for the damage done to the state. For besides his own period of service abroad, let him go through that of the disabled party, and execute the orders relating to war (at home) in the place of the other; or not doing so, let him be brought to trial by any one whatever, according to law, for neglect of military duty. And let the judges, who have given their votes against him, fix the equivalent for the damage, whether it is to be twofold, or threefold, or fourfold. If one relative by blood wounds another in the same manner, let the parents...

terminus termino conjunctus. Nam ubi coninium aliquod commune est, ibi hoc inter rerum terminos utrisque conventum medium fit—’’ where πράτερον is omitted, in which one part of the difficulty lies.

1 I cannot believe that Plato wrote τραυμάτων ἐνεποτοῦν ὑπὸ γενομένων— I suspect he wrote ἐνεποτοῦς ἐν ὑπὸ—’’ not knowingly, in a passion.”

3 Ficinus omits καὶ ἐπονειδοῦν.

4 Sydenham was the first to suggest τραπελαίων for τετραπλαίων, and so too Orelli, comparing shortly afterwards εἰτε διπλὴν, εἰτε τριπλὴν, εἰτε καὶ τετραπλαίων.

5 I have translated as if the Greek were, what is suggested by Stahlbaum, ὅταν, not δόσα, which is without regimen; unless it be said that τράματα is understood, and that τρόπους governs two accusatives.

6 Although τοῦτον ἢ might perhaps be defended, yet I have no doubt that Plato wrote τοῦτον ἢ, as I have translated. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has ‘’ similitur puniatur, ac præterea damnnum civitati restituit.’’

6—7 Such is the literal version of the Greek; which Taylor has thus abridged: ‘‘ Besides too his own military duties, he shall perform those of the wounded person.”

7 So Bekker and Stahl, with six MSS. But this is at variance with the subsequent mention of giving up the party to the parents. Hence Αἱ...
and kindred, as far as the cousins on the male and female side, come together, and decide to deliver the offender to his parents to fix the fine according to nature. But if the fixing of the fine be a matter of doubt, let the kindred on the male side fix the fine definitely. And if they are unable (to decide), let them at length commit it to the guardians of the laws. And of such kind of wounds as are inflicted by children on their parents the judges must be of necessity above sixty years old, and whose children are not adopted but truly their own. And if a person is found guilty, let them fix the punishment, whether such a person must die or suffer something else greater, or not much less; but let none of the relatives of the doer act as judge, not even if he be of the age which the law has ordained. But if a slave wounds any free-man in anger, let his owner give up the slave to the wounded person, to use him as he pleases; but if (the owner) does not give him up, he himself shall remedy the wrong. And if any one brings an accusation touching what has happened, as being a plan arising from an arrangement between the slave and the wounded party, let him contest the matter; and if he does not get a verdict, let him pay the damage threefold; but if he does, let him hold the party planning as amenable together with the slave under the statute of slavery. But let him, who involuntarily wounds another, pay a simple fine; for no legislator is competent to be the ruler over accident; and let the judges be those, who were mentioned in the case of children (wounding) their parents, and let them fix a fine for the damage.

[16.] All the aforesaid sufferings come under the class of violent; and violent too is every kind of assault and disfigurement. It is necessary therefore for every man and every woman in matters of this kind alway to bear in mind that, what is older is honoured in no small degree beyond what is younger, both amongst gods and such persons as are about to be in a state of safety and happiness. To see therefore an assault made upon an elderly person by a younger is in a state a thing shameful and hateful to the deity; and it seems reasonable for every young man, when struck by an old one, to refrain with a light heart

his anger, and to lay up for himself such a kind of honour for his old age. Thus then let it be. Let every one reverence both in deed and word a person older than himself; and let him, deeming a person, who is his superior by twenty years of age, whether male or female, as a father or mother, act reverently towards them, and let him keep his hands from every period of life, that would be able to beget or bring forth himself, for the sake of the gods who preside over births. In like manner let him keep his hands from a stranger, whether a resident of old, or a new comer. For neither as the aggressor nor in self-defence let him dare to punish by blows such a person. But should he conceive that a stranger ought, through acting wantonly and rudely, to be punished, let him lay hold of the party and bring him before the office of the City-Stewards; but let him abstain from beating him, in order that he may be far from daring to strike a fellow-citizen. And let the City-Stewards, reverencing ever the god of hospitality, receive (the stranger) and sift the matter; and let them, should the stranger appear to have struck unjustly the inhabitant of the country, cause the stranger to cease from his foreign and bold behaviour, by inflicting as many blows as he may himself have struck. But if he has acted not unjustly, let them after threatening and reproaching the party, who

1. Such seems to be the meaning of the Greek, αὐτῷ τιθέμενον τιμὴν ταύτην εἰς γῆρας, or, what correct language would require, τιμῶν ταύτην, as I have translated. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows in the letter, has “id ob senectutis reverentiam patiender ferre.” Cousin translates, “se préparant a lui-même la même déférence dans vieillesse.”

2. Ficinus has here, “abistineat, inquam, non solum cive, sed seniore etiam.”

3. Here again the version of Ficinus differs from the Greek in consequence of some words having been misplaced in his MS. and others omitted, and others added that are wanting in all the other MSS.

4. In lieu of νομοθετέων in Aid. Stephens happily conjectured νομοθέτων, found, it would seem, in all the MSS. but one.

5. Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows tacitly, has, what is more intelligible, “ut eo magis a cædendis civibus suis abstineat, quando etiam a peregrinis se contineat.”

6. The Greek is τῶν ἔσω κὰ ἡθῶν, where αὖ, which has no meaning, is either a corruption of ἀτι, or, what is more probable, of ἡγουν, and thus showing that θέων is an interpretation of τῶν ἔσω κατόν, or, as it should be read, τῶν ἔσων. On a similar use of the article and adjective without θέως, see Suidas in Φίλιος Ζεικ.
had brought him, dismiss them both. If one person strikes another of the same age with himself, or 1 who is a little older, but without children, or if an old man strikes an old man, or one youth another, let a person defend himself according to nature, [without a weapon,] 2 with naked hands. But if any one more than forty years old dares to fight with another, either as the aggressor, or in self-defence, let him be called rude, and ill-mannered, and slave-like, and meeting with this disgraceful punishment, he will have what is becoming to him. And if any one is obedient to these admonitions, he will be led easily by the rein; but let him, who is disobedient, and heed not a prelude, 3 receive with readiness the following law. If any one strikes another, who is older than himself by twenty years or more, in the first place, let him, who happens to be present, if he is neither of an equal age, nor younger than the combatants, prevent them; or (if he does not prevent them,) 4 let him be considered a bad man according to law. But if he is of the same age with, or younger than, the person struck, let him defend the injured party, as if he were his brother or father, or a person still more remote; 5 and further still, let him, who has dared to strike his senior, undergo the punishment for an assault and disfigurement, as stated; and if he is found guilty, let him be put into prison for not less than a year; 6 and if the judges fix the fine for a longer period, 7 let the time so fixed be considered as positive. If a stranger or a settler strikes his senior by twenty years or more, let the same law have the same power, with respect to the assistance of those who are present. And let him, who is defeated in a suit of this kind, if he is a stranger, and not a settler, 8 undergo this very punishment, by being in bonds.

1 Ast correctly adopts ἂν before καὶ, from "vel," in Ficinus.
2—3 Ficinus justly omits ἄνευ βίλους, which is evidently an interpretation.
3 Stephens was the first to see that the preceding παραμυθίως seems to lead to παραμυθίου here in lieu of προομίου.
4—4 Ficinus alone has, what is adopted by Taylor, "si non prohibuit—"
5 The word ἄνω was applied to a relation older than a father. See my note on Soph. Philoct. 180, and compare § 14, τοῖς ἄνω τοῦ γενοῦς.
6—6 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows tacitly, has "immo etiam majore, si modo judicibus id videbitur."
7 In this passage ἔννοιος seems to be put for μέτοικος, a meaning which that word does not bear, as far as I have observed, elsewhere.
8—8 Such is the literal version of the Greek, ὅπο ἔτη δεδεμένοις ἱκτιώτω
for two years. But if he is a settler, and disobedient to the laws, let him be in bonds for three years, unless the court of justice shall fix upon him a punishment for a longer period. And let whoever happens to be present on any of these occasions, and does not give assistance according to law, be fined, the person of the largest estate, a mina, of the second class, fifty drachms, of the third, thirty, and of the fourth, twenty; and let the court of justice for such matters consist of the Generals and Taxiarchs, and Phylarchs and Hipparchs.

[17.] With respect to the laws, some, as it seems, are in behalf of worthy men, for the sake of their instruction, as to what manner they may associate with each other on friendly terms; others for the sake of those, who fly from instruction through their being of an unmanageable nature and not to be softened, so that they proceed to every kind of vice. These are the persons, who would have caused the discourses to be spoken, that are about to be; for whom in truth the legislator would of necessity lay down his laws, while wishing that there may never be a need of using them. Whoever then dares to touch his father or mother or their progenitors still, and to violently maltreat them, neither fearing the anger of the gods above nor the so-called vengeance of those below the earth, but, as one who, thinking he knows what he does not know at all, despises the men of old, and what has been asserted by all, and acts contrary to the law, for such a person there is ταύτην αὐτῆς τὴν διανεῖα: where I cannot see the force of αὐτῆς, nor could, I think, Ficinus, whose version, adopted by Taylor, is merely “bienium vincit.” Ast says however that ταύτην αὐτῆς is put for αὐτῆς ταύτην, from which nothing, as far as I can see, is gained.

1—1. As the Taxiarch, answering to the English Colonel, was under the General, and is therefore placed after him, so ought the Phylarch to come after the Hipparch, as being an inferior officer, according to Aristotle, quoted by Harpocrates in Φύλαρχος; unless it be said that there is here a Chiasmus, a figure of speech frequently found in Plato.

2—2. The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor, who might have remarked the similar passage in § i. p. 553, D.

3 I confess I hardly understand πεποιηστές ἐν ἔν. One would have expected the indicative πεποιηκαί. Ficinus has “hi sequentium verborum causa sunt.”

4—4. The Greek is ἡ μητρὶς ἡ ταύτῃ ἢ προγόνων, where Ficinus omits ἡ μητρὶς, and Taylor ἢ. But as ἢ could not be united to προγόνων, Plato probably wrote ἢ προγενεστήρων—

5—5. The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.
a need of some extreme turning aside. Now death is not the extreme; but the pains inflicted on such persons in Hades are still more amongst the extreme than this; and though they tell the greatest truths, they effect nothing in the way of turning aside in the case of such souls as these. For otherwise there would not have been persons to strike their mothers, nor the unholy daring of blows inflicted upon other parents. It is requisite then, that the punishments here for crimes of this kind, should be as much as possible in no respect inferior to those in Hades. Let then what follows be stated in this way. Whoever shall dare to strike his father or mother, or their fathers or mothers, unless he is seized with madness, let, in the first place, any one, who is present, as mentioned before, give assistance; but if it be a settler or stranger, who assists, let him be called to the principal seat at the (public) games; but, not assisting, let him suffer a perpetual exile from the country. But let him, who is not a settler, if he assists, receive praise; but if he does not assist, blame. And if a slave assists, let him be made free; but if

1 I have here adopted Taylor’s idea, who probably wished to read γενόμενοι for λέγόμενοι, which could hardly be united to τούτων.

2 As the last thing mentioned was death, it is evident that Plato wrote not τούτων, but τούτων, as I have translated.

3 Here λίγοντες is to be united to πόνοι by a prosopopoeia, of which I could produce full thirty examples, if requisite; of which the most apposite is Aeschyl. Pers. 823, Θίνες δὲ νεκρῶν στόμασιν εὖ βρενών γένει αἵωνα συμανοῦσα καὶ τριτοπορφή, ὃς εὖ υπὲρ θεῶν θυτῶν δύνα ὑπὲρ φρονεῖν, i.e.

"Well with the mouths of dead men shall the shores
To the third race of mortals voiceless say,
‘No man must deem himself above a god:’"

where στόμασιν, in lieu of δύμασιν, vainly defended by Paley, is confirmed by Diodor. Sic. i. 2, p. 5. οἱ πράξεις—διαβολωμέναι τῷ τῆς ἱστορίας στόματι, and Epigr. Inc. 387, Πάν ἵππος ἀφθηγητῷ τῷ δώδε λίγῳ στόματι, supposed to be spoken by a pen.

4 With regard to this allusion to the heinousness of striking a parent, see Aeschyl. Eum. 269; and Aristoph. Barp. 150; Kuhn on Pausanias x. p. 866; and Wytenbach on Phædon, p. 319.

5—Ficinus, followed to the letter by Taylor, has "nulli, qui parentes acelerate pulsarent, unquam reperientur."

6 Taylor omits "or stranger," although found in Ficinus.

7—Cousin, unable to understand ὃ μὴ μέτουκοσ, considers ἦ ξίνος as a gloss of μὴ μέτουκος, which a transcriber had improperly applied to μὴ μέτουκος, instead of applying it to μὴ μέτουκος—but he correctly adds that this supposition is far from being satisfactory.
he does not assist, let him receive a hundred stripes with a whip. And if this occurs in the market-place, let him (be whipt) by the Market-Stewards; but if out of the market-place in the city, let any one of the City-Stewards, who is resident, inflict the punishment; but if in the rural parts of the country, let the chiefs of the Land-Stewards do so. If any denizen happens to be present (when parents are struck by their child), whether such denizen be a boy, or a man, or a woman, let him assist, and call the striker an impious wretch; and let him, who does not assist, be implicated in the curse sworn in the name of Zeus Homognius, and Patroclus, according to law. And if any one is convicted on the charge of assaulting and disfiguring his parents, let him, in the first place, suffer a perpetual exile from the city to some other country; and next, let him keep himself from all sacred rites; but if he will not so keep himself, let the Land-Stewards punish him with blows, and entirely as they please. And if he returns from exile, let him be punished with death. And if any free-man shall eat or drink with such a person, or have any other communication of such a kind with him, or only touch him voluntarily, should he happen to meet him anywhere, let the party neither enter a temple, nor a place of public meeting, nor, in short, the city, until he is purified; conceiving that he has had a communication with a calamity of an impious kind. But if, disobedient to the law, he shall contrary to the law defile the sacred places, and the city, let the magistrate, who, cognizant of this, does not institute a suit

---

1 Ficinus alone has, what is adopted by Taylor, as being requisite for the sense, "parentibus a filio verbēratis."

2 On these titles of Zeus, Ast refers to v. § 2, and Rep. iv. § 5.

3 Taylor omits the formula κατά νόμον, although found in Ficinus.

4 On this rite of excommunication, see my note on Ἀσχ. Eum. 437, where I should have referred to Cæsar, in B. G. vi. 13, "Iis (quos sacrificiis interdictam Druides) omnes decedunt; aditum eorum sermonemque defugiant, ne quid ex contagione incommodo accipient; neque iis potentiōs jus reddiūris, neque honor ullus communicatur;" and I should have corrected the remarkable passage in Eurip. Iph. T. 947, by reading Ἡλθον ὃ ἵκει, οὐ πρῶτα μὲν μ. οὐδ' εἰς ξίνοις Ἐκὼν γ' ἣδεῖα, ὡς θεοί συνγομένον. "Ος ὃ ἵκει, οἰδ' ἐναν, ἐνυφαί νοστήμα τινής παραξενίας μοι Παρεῖχ' ἀκοινωνητῶ τ' εἰς τάυτῳ στέγης, Εἰς γάρ ὃ ἵκει, ὡμ' ἀποφθεγμάτω τ' ἔπος, Εἰς' ἄργος ἴδιον γειμ' δύον γ', οὐ βάκχιον Μέτρημα πληρώσας τίς, έκέθι, τ' οὖν γάινον Δαιός γάιος τ' ἀφ' πώματος, πάντων ἐίχας."

5 The expression παρανόμως seems perfectly superfluous after ἀπειθῶν νόμῳ.
against such a person, \(^1\) be held amenable \(^2\) to the greatest accusation for this very matter. \(^3\) If a slave strikes a free-man, whether a stranger or citizen, let any one present give assistance, or pay the fine above-mentioned, according to the value of his estate; \(^4\) and let those who are present succour the party struck, and having bound the striker, deliver him to the injured party; \(^4\) and he, on receiving him, shall \(^5\) put him into the stocks, \(^6\) and give him as many stripes with a whip as he pleases, without doing an injury to the slave’s owner, to whom let him deliver up the slave, to be his possession according to law. And let the law be this. Whatever slave strikes a free-man, without the order of the magistrates, let his owner, on receiving him bound from the party struck, not release him from bonds, until the slave shall have persuaded the party struck that he deserves to be released and to live. And let the same laws be for women, with respect to each other, on all matters of this kind; and for women with respect to men, and men to women.

BOOK X.

[1.] After assaults, \(^6\) let a law of some such kind as this be stated relating to acts of violence, one for all; that no one

\(^1\) Ficinus translates ἵπαγγ δίκην τῷ τουούτῳ by “punierit,” adopted by Taylor.

\(^2\) I have translated as if the Greek were ὑπεύθυνος, not ἐν εὐθύναις—

\(^3\) In lieu of ἐν τούτῳ αὐτῷ, Bekker would read ἐν τούτῳ αὐτῷ, and in that case ἐν εὐθύναις might remain; for the sense would be, “let this thing be held as one of the greatest charges against him, when the accounts of his office are examined.”

\(^4\)—\(^4\) Such is the English for the Latin of Ficinus, “qui ergo praesentes erunt, pulsato succurrent, vinciantque pulsantem, et ei vinctum tradant, cui fecit injuriam.” The Greek is, συνδήσαντες δὲ οἱ προστυγχάνοντες μετὰ τοῦ πληγίντος παραδόντων τῷ ἀδίκουμιν: where μετὰ τοῦ πληγίντος is perfectly unintelligible; for it would thus seem that the striker and the struck were to be bound together—an idea that never could have occurred to Plato. Perhaps however it will be said that μετὰ τοῦ πληγίντος may mean, “after the blow has been struck”—” But that would be in correct Greek, μετὰ τὸ πληγίντος—

\(^5\) Taylor omits the words between the numerals, although duly found in Ficinus.

\(^6\) Ficinus, uncertain how to render aıkiaç by a single word, has made use of three, “cæde, vulneribusque et verberibus.”
shall carry or take away any thing belonging to another, or use his neighbour's property, if he has not induced the possessor to permit it. For from a thing of this kind all the above-mentioned evils have depended, and do and will (depend). But of the remaining evils, the greatest are the lasciviousness and insolence of young men; to the greatest extent, when they are directed against sacred things; and they are particularly great in the case of public and holy matters, or in those of the common portions of tribes-men, or any other (persons) who have a communion in things of that kind. The second in order and heinousness, are those (directed against) the sacred concerns of individuals and sepulchres. The third, when, apart from the acts previously detailed, a person behaves insolently towards parents. The fourth kind of insolence is, when any one, despising the magistrates, carries off, or drives away, or makes use of any thing belonging to them, without having persuaded them (to suffer it). The fifth consists in unjustly calling to account the political conduct of any citizen. For each of these there must be assigned a law in common. For in the case of sacrilege, it has been stated summarily what a person ought to suffer, if it takes place with violence and secrecy. But with regard to what a person does by word or deed insolutely towards the gods, let me now detail, after laying down

---

In the phrase φέρεν καὶ ἄγειν, the first verb was generally applied to things inanimate and portable, the second to animals driven away alive.

---

The Greek is παύειν ἠπηγήσεις τῷ τε εἰνημένῳ καὶ γέγονε καὶ τῷ κείλεσάς. Ficinus has "hinc enim malam omnia, quam narravimus, dependebat, pendenteque jam et in posterum dependebant." From which Ast was led to read τά γε εἰνημένα—and Stalbaum to consider τα as an interpolation. But then γέγονε would have to be united to ἠπηγήσεις in a manner not to be found elsewhere in lieu of ἦν. Hence Plute wrote, I suspect, πάντ' ἦν ἠπηγήσεις τά τε εἰνημένα καὶ κακαὶ ἦ γέγονε—

---

Ficinus, not perceiving that ἄλλων agrees with ἀνθρώπων understood, as opposed to φιλατών, has thus translated the Greek, "vel in tribunum aliquarum communiorem vel aliqurum hujuscemodi," as if his MS. read ἦ κατὰ μίρη ψυλλόν τινεν, ἦ ἄλλων τῶν τοιούτων.

---

Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, omits φέρεν ἦ—

---

Such is Taylor's translation. The Greek is, πίμπτεσθαι το τελεῖν ἐν τῇ ἐκκλησίᾳ τῶν πολιτῶν ὑβρισθέν τίς ἐκεῖν ἐπικαλόμενον, where I cannot make out the syntax or sense; nor could Ast, I think, for he is quite satisfied with the loose version of Ficinus, "quintum cum eviris aequos civiles dignitas legitur vel offenditur."

---

Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has "quod genus omnino ulationem poscit."
an exhortation,¹ what he ought to suffer. Let it then be this. No one, who believes that there are gods, conformably to laws, has ever at any time voluntarily done an impious act, or spoken a word contrary to the laws; but he, ² who does or says an impious deed or word against the gods,² suffers one of these three things; either he does not think, what I have stated;³ or, secondly, that, although they exist, they take no care of mankind;⁴ or,thirdly, that they are easily appeased by sacrifices,⁵ and drawn aside by prayers.⁶

Chin. What then shall we do, and what shall we say to them?

Athen. Let us, my good man, first hear, what I prophesy they will jocosey say in contempt of us.

Chin. What?

Athen. Perhaps they will say with a banter—O guests from Athens, and Lacedæmon, and Cyressus, you speak the truth. For some of us think ⁷the gods are no gods⁷ at all; others, ⁸that they take no care of us; and others, that they are drawn aside by prayers,⁸ as you have described them. We deem it then proper, as you have deemed it with respect to the laws, that, before you threaten us severely, you should endeavour to persuade and teach us that there are gods, by stating sufficient arguments, and that they are beings too good to be drawn aside, contrary to what is just, by any gifts. For now,

¹ In lieu of παραμεθέν, Ficinus found in his MS. προοίμιον, as shown by his version, “proemio quodam proposito,” which seems to lead to παραμεθέν τι καὶ προοίμιον, as in xi. p. 923, C. παραμεθσια τι καὶ προοίμιον—
² The words between the numerals, wanting in the Greek, are found only in the version of Ficinus, “faciant autem aut dicunt impium aliquid in deos.”
³ Namely, “that there are gods;” which very words Taylor has adopted from Ficinus, “deos esse negant.”
⁴ A similar sentiment is to be found in Hippodamus, quoted by Ast from Stobæus xii. p. 250, 40, ἦτοι μὴ εἴμην τὸ θεῖον, ἦ ἀλλ' ἄλλον, μὴ ἔχειν εὐτυχὴ ποιεῖ τὸ τῶν ἀνθρώπων γίνον, ὥστε ἐπιβλήθην αὐτῷ καὶ φροντίζεν.
⁵ On this doctrine, see iv. § 8.
⁶ Ficinus, followed by Taylor, omits παραγομίνους—
⁷—"I have adopted the reading θεος φυσικος, preserved by the Scholastic, in lieu of θεος οὐδεμιος. See Dobree on Aristoph. Eccl. 115, and myself on Crito, § 13, n. 5.
⁸—The words between the numerals are wanting in all the MSS, but the one used by Cornarius, and another by Ficinus, as shown by his version, “alii, nihil nostra curare; alii, munusibus facile placari”—who has however omitted οἰων ὑμικός λέγεται, which certainly seem to be superfluous.
after hearing this, and other things of such a kind, from these
said to be the best of poets, and orators, and prophets, and priests,
and ten thousand times ten thousand others, the majority of
us do not turn to the acting unjustly, but, after acting so, we
endeavour to get a salve. But on the part of legislators, who
profess themselves to be not savage, but mild, we think it
reasonable for them to make use of persuasion in our case, by
stating, with regard to the gods, if not in a manner much su-
perior to the rest, yet superior at least as regards the truth,
that they do exist. And then perhaps we may be persuaded
by you. Endeavour then, if we say what is fair, to speak on
the points, to which we invite you.

Clin. Does it not seem then easy, O guest, to say with
truth, that there are gods?

Athen. How?

Clin. In the first place, the Earth and Sun, and all the
Stars, and the arrangements so beautiful of the Seasons, di-
vided into months and years, (prove this); and moreover,
that all men, both Greeks and Barbarians, believe that there
are gods.

Athen. I feel a fear, O blessed man—for I will never say
that I feel shame, lest depraved persons hold you in con-
tempt. For you are not acquainted with the cause of their
difference (in opinion); but you imagine that their souls
are impelled to an impious life, by a want of mastery alone
over pleasures and desires.

Clin. But what other cause can there be, O guest, besides
this?

Athen. That, which you would know nearly not at all,
through living out of their way, and which would lie hid
from you. 3

Clin. Of what are you speaking at present?

Athen. A certain ignorance of a very grievous nature is
appearing to be the greatest prudence.

---

1 The words between the lunes, absolutely requisite for the sense, are
found only in the version of Ficinus, "id ostendunt."
2 Cornarius seems to have found in his MS., or rather to have wished
to read, διαφόρας; which Stephens, and after him Stalbaum, considered
be correct. Cousin is content with διαφόρας—I should prefer τοις πρώ
περι—διαφόρας, "of the difference on these points."
3-3 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has merely
"Quod vos ipsius expertes penitus fugit."
Clin. How say you?
[Athen. There are certain stories put into writing amongst us, which, as I understand, are, through the virtue of your polity, not amongst you, some in a kind of verse, and others out of it, which speak of the gods. The most ancient (assert), that the first nature was that of Uranus and the other (gods); and proceeding they detail, not far from the beginning, the birth of the gods, and how after being born they had intercourse with each other. Upon those, who hear the accounts, whether they are well or not upon any other ground, it is not easy to cast a censure, as they are of the olden time; but as regards the attention and honour to be paid to parents, I would never praise them, nor say that they are beneficial, nor that they have been correctly told at all. Let then, what relates to the writings of the ancients, be dismissed and bidden farewell, and let them be spoken of, as may be pleasing to the gods. But let the poetry of the young and wise be blamed as the cause of evil; for the language of such persons effects this. For when you and I, detailing the proofs, that there are gods, bring forward those very things, the Sun and Moon, and Stars, and the Earth, as being gods and of a god-like nature, they, who have been persuaded by these wise men, would say that they are earth and stones, and incapable of paying any regard to human affairs; and that such ideas are cleverly wrapped round in a paste of words to render them plausible.

1 I have thus translated ὄβρανοι: for it alludes to a person, not a thing, as shown by ἀλλως (θεων).
2 Instead of ὅθως five MSS. read ὄντως. But as Ficinus has "vera esse," he probably found in his MS. ὅρθα ὄντα —
3 I have adopted Ast's Ἀγη for δηη, which Cousin retains without attempting to explain it.
4 This union of the young and wise seems rather strange. Hence one would prefer νιν καὶ ἀνθων — the young and not wise, in lieu of νιν καὶ αὐτοί — Unless it be said that ἀνθων is to be taken ironically.
5 Ast refers opportunely to Apolog. § 14, where, according to the doctrine of Anaxagoras, the Sun was said to be a shining stone and the Moon a mass of earth. Had the philosopher lived in our days, he would perhaps have compared the Sun to a large diamond, or a mass of pure carbon reduced to a solid state, and by the aid of the Earl of Rosse's telescope confirmed his guess that the Moon is a mass of earth in its most solid state of granite.
Clin. You have spoken, guest, a speech, grave indeed, even if only one had (said so);¹ but now, since there happen to be very many (who say so),² it will be still more grave.

Athen. What then shall we say, and what ought we to do? Shall we apologize, as if some person were accusing us before impious men, who fly³ from the subjects relating to legislation, and³ assert that we are acting in a shocking manner by legislating as if there were gods? Or shall we bid farewell to these, and return again to the laws, in order that this our preface to the laws may not become rather prolix? For the discourse will, if stretched out, become by no means short, if we sufficiently prove only moderately by reasons to men, eager to act impiously, some of the points, on which they say we ought to speak;⁴ and if we lead them to feel a fear upon others; and if, after having caused them to be disgusted on others, we lay down laws after this on matters that are becoming.⁴

Clin. But, O guest, we have often, for so short a time at least, said this very thing, that for the present it is not met to prefer brevity to prolixity. For nobody, according to the saying,⁵ is pursuing us in haste.⁶ And it would be ridiculous,⁶ and at the same time paltry, for us to be seen preferring the shorter to the best. And it is a thing of no little moment, for our reasons possess somehow a power to prove that

Jacobs in Athenaeum, p. 297. Other passages are quoted by Dobree on Aristoph. l. c. According to Donaldson in the New Cratires, p. 370, ed. 1, there lies hid here a comic verse, Ἄγοιος ἂν τῶν παύσα περὶ πεπόνων, similar to δηματίων περὶ πεπόνων in Aristoph. Σφικ. 668.

¹² The words between the lunes have been introduced from the version of Ficinus—"etiam si sollemmodo unus dixisset, nunc vero—quod piures sunt, quid dicunt?"

³⁴ I have translated as if τὰ had dropt out before, and καὶ after, περὶ τῆς νομοθεσίας. Orelli however has suggested, what Stalbaum approves of, περὶ τῆς νομοθεσίας; and while Winckelmann would read θέγονοι in lieu of θεγονοι, Ficinus, unable perhaps to understand θεγονοι περὶ τῆς νομοθεσίας, has omitted these words; and so after him has Taylor.

⁴⁵ Such is the literal version of the Greek, which Ficinus, whom Taylor has followed in part, has thus abridged—"atque etiam terrens illos a scelere amore, demum vero, quemadmodum convenit, leges ferre."

⁶⁵ On this saying, the origin of which is unknown, Ast refers to vi, § 1, σχόλις ἀπολαύοντι καὶ οὐδὲν ἡμᾶς ἐστὶ τὸ κατεπείγον.

⁶⁶ The Greek is γελοῖον ἰν—It was γελοῖον ἰν ἰν in the MS. of Ficinus, as shown by his version—"quare ridiculum—esset." On the corruption of ἰν ἰν into ἰν ἰν see Porson Miscellan. Crit. p. 182.
there are gods, that they are good, and that they honour justice pre-eminently more than men. For this will be nearly the most beautiful and excellent preface to all our laws. Let us then, without feeling any disgust, or being urged on, exhibit, as far as we can, sufficiently whatever power we possess in the way of persuasion, and lay aside no part of such kind of reasonings.

Athen. 1 The speech just now spoken by you appears to me to invite a prayer, since you put yourself on the stretch with alacrity, nor is it fitting to delay any longer to discourse.

[3.] But come, (tell us) how can any one speak without a feeling of anger on the question that there are gods? For there is a necessity for us to bear ill with and to hate those, who have been and are now the cause of the discussion, in not being persuaded by the tales, which they have heard even from young children, and when they were fed with milk from their nurses and mothers, and which were spoken, as it were, in epodes, both in sport and in earnest, and together with sacrifices hearing them in prayers, and seeing the sights that follow them, which a young person sees and hears with the greatest delight, when they take place; while their parents are making a sacrifice with the greatest earnestness, and occupied in it in behalf of themselves and them; and addressing in prayers

---

1. Such is the literal version of the Greek; that of Ficinus is a paraphrase—"Iste sermo tuus adeo te paratum promptumque vides ut ad preces voluisses videatur provocaret."—But what this naked mention of prayer has to do in this place, I confess I cannot understand. Nor could Sydenham; who proposed to read εὐ μὴν for εὐχὴν—But μὴν does not elsewhere thus follow εὐ, if I rightly remember.

2. Taylor adds, no doubt to complete the idea, "as if it were a thing of a doubtful nature."

3. Ficinus, and Taylor after him, omit καὶ γίγνονται.

4. I have, with Ast and Stalbaum, adopted Stephens’s correction—γίγνονται νῦν, εὐ πειθόμενοι—in lieu of γίγνονται νῦν εὐ πειθόμενοι—which is perfectly unintelligible. Cousin however observes that "la construction suspendue (est) extrêmement claire—Il était difficile de gâter davantage une plus belle phrase—"

5. It is correct Greek to say εἰ νῦν or εἰ παιδών, but not εἰ νῦν παιδών. Hence Winckelmann proposed to insert αδείμενοι after παιδών—I would rather read εἰ νῦν in lieu of εἰ νῦν παιδών—

6. I confess I cannot understand what is meant by οὐλον εἰ ποδαίς.

7. Ast translates, after Ficinus, ἵππομικας by "consentaneas—"

8. In lieu of ἱκεῖνων I should prefer τίκνων—On the custom of persons praying for themselves and children only, I have written something on It. Alcibiad. § 18, n. 10, ἡ καλὰ ἱπτι τοῖς ἀγαθοῖς τοὺς θεοὺς διδόναι καλεστείς μόνους σφίσαν αὐτοῖς.
and supplications the gods, as really existing, both at the rising of the Sun and Moon, and at their setting: and when they hear and see the rollings on the ground and acts of adoration of Greeks and Barbarians of all kinds, under the influence of all kinds of adversity and prosperity, not as if the gods were not existing, but as if existing in reality, and giving not even a handle for the suspicion that the gods do not exist—they who despise all these facts, and from not a single sufficient reason, as all would say, who possess even a little intellect, compel us to speak as we do at present, how can any one in mild language admonish, and at the same time teach them, in the first place, that the gods do exist? Let us however dare the attempt. For it is not meet that some of us should be mad through a violent hankering after pleasure, and others through being angry with such characters as these. Let then our address to persons thus depraved in their intellect be of this kind and passionless, and let us speak mildly after extinguishing our anger, as if conversing with one of such persons—My child, you are young. But time, as it advances, will cause you to change in many points the opinions you now hold, and to give them to the opposite side. Wait then until that period, so as to become a judge of matters of the greatest moment. Now that is of the greatest moment, which you at present deem to be of no consequence, namely, to have correct ideas on the subject of the gods, and to live well or not. If then I first point out to you a thing of this kind, as being one of great moment, I shall not appear to tell a falsehood. Not you alone nor your friends are the first, who have held this opinion respecting the gods; but there have been always a greater or less number labouring under this very disease. I will therefore tell you this, as I have come in contact with many of them, that not one of them, after adopting this opinion

1 I have translated as if the Greek were not πάντων, but πάντεσθω, to suit better with the subsequent παντοίας—

2 In lieu of ἡμῶν, which Stephens wished to reject, Winckelmann would read ἡπτώμενον—Sydenham suggested ἥδονα for ἥδους ἡμῶν—Cousin translates ἡμῶν by "parmi nous autres hommes—"

3-3 In the Greek it is easy to detect a dramatic fragment in Anaptychia—'Ο θαῖ, νέος εἶ, προίων ἔρχοντας Πολλά ποίησαι σ', ὅν δεῦτε, ζησι, Νῦν, μεταβάλλειν ἐπὶ τάναντα Θεῖα. Ficinus has "juvenis ad- huc es—" as if his MS. read ἐτε νέος εἶ.

4 Ficinus has "sacrificavero," from which it is difficult to discover what he found in his MS. in lieu of μηνύων—
from their youth respecting the gods, that they do not exist, has continued to old age remaining in it. Two circumstances have however remained as regards the gods, not indeed to many, but to some; one is, that the gods exist indeed, but take no care of human affairs; and the other after this, that they do indeed take care, but are easily appeased by sacrifices and prayers. If then you will be persuaded by me, you will, turning over with all your might this doctrine, which has ever been clear to you, wait and consider whether it be thus or otherwise, by inquiring of other persons, and the legislator in particular. But during that period do not dare to act impiously towards the gods. For he, who lays down laws for you, must endeavour, both now and hereafter, to teach you on these points in what state they are.

Clin. What has been said thus far, is, O guest, most beautiful.

Athen. Entirely so, Megillus and Clinias; but we have unconsciously fallen upon a wonderful assertion.

Clin. Of what kind are you speaking?

Athen. That, which is thought by many to be the wisest of all assertions.

Clin. Speak yet clearer.

[4.] Athen. Some persons surely say, that all things, which are and have been and will be, exist, some from nature, others from art, and others from chance.

Clin. And do they not (say) well?

Athen. It is reasonable, indeed, for wise men to speak correctly. Let us then follow those from that point, and consider what they happen to be thinking of.

Clin. By all means.

Athen. It seems, say they, that nature and chance effect the

---

1 I have translated as if the Greek were περιλιττων, not περι αυτῶν, which I cannot understand.
2-3 Here again, by the slight change of ἀν into δελ, I have made the meaning of Plato intelligible, of which Ficinus and Cornarius had only a vague idea, as may be seen from their respective versions, quoted by Ast.
4-5 In lieu of τούς ἱεροθεμ Ast suggests τὸ ἱερὸν, "what results from thence," and translates τί διανοούμεν τυγχάνουσι by "quid inde colligant," a meaning those words certainly cannot bear. I suspect that Plato wrote τούς ἱηθέν, "those from Ias," the name for the people of the country called more commonly Ionia. For the writer is here alluding more particularly to the tenets of Ionic philosophers.
greatest and most beautiful things, but art the lesser; which, receiving from nature the generation of great and primary works, moulds and fabricates all the smaller works, which all of us call artificial.

Clim. How say you?

Athen. I will speak still clearer in this way. They say that fire and water and earth and air exist from nature and chance, and not one of them from art; and that the bodies, next after these, of the Earth, and the Sun, and the Moon, and the Stars,¹ are generated through them, being entirely without a soul; and that, ² each being borne along by the chance, which is a portion of the power of each, ² to the spot where they fall together, ³ fit together in some congenial manner, ³ the hot with the cold, the dry with the moist, and the soft with the hard; and that all things, which by the mixture of contraries, according to chance, have been commingled through necessity, have in this way and under such circumstances really ⁴ generated the whole of heaven and all that are in heaven, and animals and plants together, ⁵ all the seasons having been produced from them; ⁵ and not, say they, through intellect, nor any god, or art, but, as we have stated, by nature and chance; and that art, mortal itself, being subsequently produced from these, themselves mortal, generated afterwards some kind of instruction, not partaking very much of truth, but certain images allied to themselves, ⁶ such as painting produces, and music, and whatever arts are fellow-workers: and that if any ⁷

¹ Ast says that περι after ἀπεργῶν θι might be omitted; and omitted it was in the MS. of Ficinus; from whose ἀπεργῶν μοῦν it is easy to elicit ἀπεργῶν τι πάντων—unless it be said that in τις πάντων united lies hid περιπλανῶν, "wandering round," i. e. planets.

²—³ This is the only translation I can give of τύχη φύσιμενα τῇ τῆς δύναμις ἐκαστὰ ἐκάστῳ—

³—⁴ The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus.

⁴ From οὔτως in Euseb. P. E. i. 7, Viger elicited δύνως, which I have adopted; for ταύτα κατὰ ταύτα ὁτὲ is not found elsewhere thus united.

⁵—⁶ Why Plato should have thus introduced genitives absolute after the preceding accusatives, it is hard to say.

⁶ In lieu of ἰαυτῶν Ast suggests ἀντῶν, i. e. τεχνῶν. But Taylor translates ἰαυτῶν by "each other," a meaning assigned elsewhere to the same pronoun.

⁷ I have translated as if the Greek were, not αἱ ἐκ τοῖς—γεννησίς—for ἃν or ἃν ἐκ τοῖς τι— for thus τῶν τεχνῶν recovers, what it had lost, its governing pronoun.
of the arts produce any thing of a serious nature, they are such as communicate their own power with that of nature, such as the art of medicine, and of agriculture, and of gymnastics; and, moreover, the statesman’s art communicates in some small part with nature, but very much with art; and thus the whole of legislation is not from nature, but art; of which the positions are not true.

Clin. How say you?

Athen. The gods, O blessed man, these persons say, in the first place, exist from art, not nature, but from certain laws; and that these are different amongst different people, according as each have agreed to have laws laid down for each. And, moreover, that things beautiful by nature are of one kind, those by law of another; and that things just do not exist by nature at all, but that persons continue to dispute amongst themselves about them, and are perpetually changing them; and that, what they change and when, possess then a fixed authority, emanating from art and laws, but not from any certain nature. All these, my friends, are amongst young men the doctrines of the wise, both private persons and poets, who assert that to be the most just, by which a person obtains a victory through violence. From whence both impiety comes upon young men—since gods are not such as the law enjoins us we ought to think there are—and seditions too (arise) on this account, while persons are drawing towards the

1 I cannot understand ης applied to τέχνη. Plato wrote, I suspect, ὅς ὅσιν ἀληθείας φήσω ἐναὶ τὰς θείας, "to whom I will say that their positions are not true;" where φήσω might easily have dropped out after ἀληθείας.
2 I have adopted ἐκάστοις, preserved in one MS. in lieu of ἐναυρίις, similar to ἐκάστα ἐκάστων—
3—3 On this doctrine Ast refers to Gorg. p. 482, E. § 85; Theæt. p. 172, B. § 75; Protag. p. 337, D. § 69; and Aristot. Pol. i. 3.
4 As ἀνθρώπων is seldom thus united to νικεῖ, Plato wrote, I suspect, both here and shortly afterwards, ἀναυαί, "senseless," for such young men are, and ἀναυς for ἀνθρώπων a little below. See my Poppus’s Prolegom. p. 106.
5 Ficinus has "scriptores alii—" which would lead to ΑΟΓΙΩΝ TΙΝΩΝ in lieu of ΙΔΙΩΤΩΝ. Where λογίων would mean "prose writers—"
6 Plato alludes to Pindar, as shown by iii. § 10.
7—7 Such is the literal version of the Greek, out of which I can make nothing, nor could, I think, Ficinus; whose translation is—"hinc etiam seditiones orintur, per quas ad eam homines vitam, quasi secundum naturam rectam, trahuntur, quia ita vivant, ut ceteros vincant, nec secundum
life, which is correct according to nature, which is in truth that a person lives, the master over others, and not the slave of others according to law.7

Clin. What an account have you, O guest, gone through, and what a mischief (detailed) to young men, both publicly in cities, and in their private homes?

Athen. You speak truly, Clinias. What then think you a legislator ought to do,1 when states have been of old in this condition.1 Ought he 2 merely to stand up in the city3 and threaten all, that unless they assert, and 3 are thoroughly satisfied in their own minds,4 that there are gods, such as the law says there are, 4 (they shall suffer punishment).4 And with respect to things beautiful and just, and every thing of the greatest moment, and whatever tends to virtue and vice, that it is meet for them to think and act in the way the legislator leads by his writings; and that, whoever does not exhibit himself obedient to the laws, one of them ought to die, another to be punished with stripes and bonds, and another with disfranchisement, and others with poverty and exile, and that while he is laying down laws for men,5 he is to have no persuasion over them, (so that) by fitting them to reasonings, he may, as far as he can, render them mild.5

Clin. By no means, O guest. But should any persuasion, though small, happen to exist relating to matters of this kind, it behoves a legislator, who is of the least worth, to be never

leges alis servient."— From which however it is easy to see that his MS. read δυσομιδαν, what the sense seems to require, instead of δεσμωτηρια—

1—1 In lieu of the words between the numerals Taylor has merely "in this case," got from "cum ita se res habent—" in Ficinus.

2—3 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and partly by Taylor likewise.

3—3 Such seems to be the meaning of διανοηθησονται δοζαζοντες. But as such an union of words is scarcely admissible in Greek, there is probably some error in δοζαζοντες, for which one would prefer εις δουλαζοντες, "nothing doubting"—a word quoted by Stephens from Synesius Epist. 44, and he might have added Plato in p. 897, B. § 8.

4—4 The words between the lunes, absolutely requisite for the sense, are found only in the Latin of Ficinus—" eos omnino penas daturos."

5—5 Such is the literal version of the Greek, which, although it is not quite unintelligible, is not so clear as the Latin of Ficinus—" ut aulem in legum latione persuasionem minus adjungat, qua mitiget, nihil erubet;" by the aid of which Ast has given, what he considers to be the general sense of the passage, not to be elicited fairly from the Greek.
faint-hearted, but to utter, as the saying is, every cry, and to become an helper to the old legal saw, that there are gods, and such other things as you have discussed; and moreover, to aid both nature itself and art, (by showing) that they two exist by nature, or not less than nature, since they are the progeny of intellect, according to correct reasoning, which you seem to me to have stated, and as I now believe.

Athen. O thou most eager-minded Clinias, what, are not the matters thus spoken before the multitude difficult to follow up by arguments, and do they not possess a proxility spoken with a clamorous voice?

Clin. But what, O guest, have we on the subject of drunkenness and music waited, while we were speaking at such a length, and shall we not wait (while speaking) on the subject of the gods, and such like matters? Moreover there will be the greatest assistance to the legislation, which is united to intelligence, because the ordinances relating to the laws being put into writing, will, as being about to afford a disproof, for all time remain perfectly quiet. So that we ought not to be alarmed, even if those things are at the commencement harsh to hear, which it will be in the power of a person, who is slow to learn, by frequently recurring to them, to look into; nor even, if they are prolix, yet useful, do they on this account possess no consideration; nor does it seem to me to be a holy thing for every person not to assist these assertions to the utmost of his power.

Megil. Clinias appears to me, O guest, to speak most excellently.

Athen. Yes, very much so; and we must do as he says. For if assertions of this kind were not scattered, so to say,

--- On the expression—πᾶςν φωνήν ἱλαι, Ast refers to his note on Rep. v. § 19, p. 530, A.
2 The Greek is τῷ παλαιῷ νόμῳ ἤ τικουρον γίγνεσθαι λόγοι: where Winckelmann would expunge νόμῳ, but Orelli alter it into νομίμω, whom I have followed.
3—3 This I confess I hardly understand. The sense seems to require φόρα τῇ φάσισθεν οἷς ἢ τοῦ τῷ—"by nature or by something not less than nature."
4 Ficinus has "est futurum," for his MS. doubtless read ἔσται, not ἔστι—
5—5 Ficinus has "redargutioni subjecta—" as if his MS. read something the reverse of διάσωστα—
6 One MS. has ἄναστι, to which if we add ἄν, we shall have what Ficinus found in his MS., answering to "quiescant."
amongst all men, there would be no need of arguments to prove that there are gods. But now this is necessary. To whom then does it pertain, more than to the legislator, to give assistance to the greatest laws, when corrupted by wicked men?

Clin. To no one. 1

[5.] Athen. But do you, Clinias, tell me again—for it behoves you to take part in the conversation—does not he, who mentions these things, namely, fire and water and earth and air, appear almost to consider them as the first of all things, and to call them nature, and (to say) that soul is (a production) subsequent to them? Does it seem that he not only appears (to think so), but in reality signifies to us so much by his assertions?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. Have we not then, by Zeus, discovered, as it were, some source of the stupid opinion of those men, who have ever touched upon inquiries relating to nature? Look into and examine the whole subject. For it is a matter of no small moment, if those, who meddle (themselves) with impious assertions, and are the leaders to others, are seen to employ arguments not correctly, but erroneously. Such to myself at present 2 appears to be the case.

Clin. You speak well; but endeavour to show why so.

Athen. It seems then I must employ rather unusual arguments.

Clin. You must not, guest, hesitate. For I understand that you conceive you will travel out of legislation, if we handle reasonings of this kind. But if it is not possible to agree in any other way than this with what has been according to law just now stated, as being correct, 3 on the subject of the gods, 3 let us, O wonderful man, speak even in this way.

Athen. I will detail then some such reasoning as this, which, as it seems, is nearly not usual. The discourses, which have worked upon the soul of the impious, have shown that

1 Instead of oυκ ἔστιν the syntax requires evidently οὐ τίνα, to answer to the preceding τίνα.
2 The sense requires τὰ νῦν, as I have translated, not τοῖς νῦν.
3—3 In lieu of θεοῖς, which is perfectly unintelligible, Ast suggested λόγοις. But Ficinus found in his MS. θεον πέρι, as shown by his version. 'De die secundum legem'—which Sydenham says is correct. For otherwise there would have followed, not οὐκ ἔστις ἐκοσμών, but οὐκ ἔστις εἰσιν. Orelli would read θεομούς, and refers to Epist. viii. p. 355, Bekk.
what is the first cause of the generation and corruption of all
things, was not produced the first, but subsequently, and that
the subsequent was prior: from whence they have erred re-
specting the real existence of the gods.

Clin. I do not yet understand.

Athen. Almost all men, my friend, appear to have been
nearly ignorant what the soul happens to be, and what power
it possesses, with respect to other things belonging to it, and
its generation besides—how that it is amongst the first of sub-
stances and before all, and that more than any thing else it
rules over the change and altered arrangement of bodies.
And if this be the case, is it not necessary for things allied to
soul to have been produced prior to those pertaining to body,
through soul itself being more ancient than body?

Clin. It is necessary.

Athen. Now opinion, and care, and intellect, and art, and
law, would be prior to things hard and soft, and heavy and
light. And moreover the great and first works and doings
of art would be amongst the first things; but those produced
by nature, and nature herself, which they do not correctly
call by that name, would be posterior to, and ruled by art and
intellect.

Clin. How not correctly?

Athen. Because they are willing to say that nature is
the generation relating to the first; and they place bodies
amongst the first. But if soul shall appear to be first, and
not fire or air, soul would be said with almost the greatest

1—1. I have with Ast adopted what Ficinus found in his MS., as shown
by his version—Clin. Cur non recte? Athen. Quia—From whence Ast
saw correctly that őρι had dropt out before φύσιν—
2—2. Ficinus alone has, what the train of thought requires, "primaque
ponunt corpora—" in Greek, according to Cornarius, τὸ δὲ σώματα πώς αισθάν
τὸ πρῶτα—words evidently lost through τὸ ὁμωσίλευτον. Cousin, how-
ever considers those words to be perfectly useless.
3—3. I have followed for the most part Ficinus, whose version is, "ani-
ma ipsa corpore antiquior rectissimē affirmavitur; et hæc ipsa ita natura
constare, si animam corporibus antiquiorem esse constiterit," who seems
to have found in his MS. ψυχὴ δὴ, not ψυχὴ δὲ—and ἐναι καὶ φύσιν, not
ἐναι διαφερόντως ὅτι φύσιν—while to preserve the train of thought, it is
requisite to read ἐσται for ἐστι—Ast, however, adopts διαφερόντως φύσιν,
from Eusebius P. E. xii. p. 622, D., which, I confess, I do not understand.
Cousin says—"On eclaircit la phrase entière un peu en lisant καὶ δὲ τὰ
ἢ δὲ τὰ, i. e. et que c'est là le véritable ordre naturel des choses."
correctness to have been produced amongst the first; and these will be pre-eminently by nature in this state, should any one show that soul is more ancient than body; but otherwise not.

Clin. You speak most true.
Athen. Shall we then, after this, proceed to this very point?
Clin. Undoubtedly.
Athen. But let us by all means guard against a deceitful reason, lest perchance, being of a youthful look, it persuades us old men improperly, and after escaping, makes us a laughing-stock; and lest we appear, after throwing ourselves upon greater things, to miss even the little. Consider then, if it were requisite for us three to pass a river, running with a strong current, and I, happening to be the youngest of us, and acquainted with many rivers, should say,—It is proper for myself to make an experiment the first, and, leaving you in safety, to ascertain whether it is fordable by you, older than myself, or how it is; and, on its appearing to be in that state, I were then to call upon you, and by my experience cause you to pass it together with myself; but if not fordable by you, for the danger to fall upon myself—I should appear to speak with moderation. So now, the future reasoning is of rather a violent kind, and perhaps nearly impassable, at least by your strength.

Lest then it should cause in you a dizziness and giddiness, by being carried round, and put questions to you unaccustomed to give answers, and afterwards beget in you an unseemly and unbecoming conduct, it appears to me that I ought, in the present case, to do thus to myself, (namely) to interrogate myself, first, while you are hearing in safety, and after this to give the answer myself, and thus to go through the whole of the reasoning, until, as regards the soul, it is finished, and shows that soul exists prior to body.

1—There seems to be here an allusion to the fable of the Dog and Shadow. At least in the prose of the original lies hid a Choliambic verse, Μείζων ἄρα πιθανόν ὁ πάντως καὶ σημερῶν.

2—Such is the literal version of the Greek. Taylor however thought it sufficient to translate nearly as closely the Latin of Ficinus, "ne vertigine tenebrasque vobis faciat, ad eam vos questiones deducens, quibus consueti non estis, atque hoc pacto dedecore et tristitia afficiat—" where περιφράσμενος was probably omitted, as being unintelligible; for Plato wrote no doubt περιφράσμενος: since giddiness is produced rather by a circular than a lateral motion. And so I have translated.
Clin. You seem to us, guest, to speak most excellently; and do then as you are saying.

[6.] Athen. Come then, if at any time we ought to call upon gods, let this be done so now; (and) let them be called on with all earnestness to the demonstration of their existence. And laying hold, as by some secure rope, let us mount up to the present reasoning. Now it appears to me that, when I am examined upon these points, I shall answer most securely after this fashion, to questions of this kind. When a person says—O guest, do all things stand still, and is nothing moved; or does quite the contrary to this take place? Or, are some things moved, but others remain (fixed)? To this I shall reply—Some things are moved, but others remain (fixed). Do not then the things, which stand still, stand in a certain place; and are not the things, which are moved, moved (in a certain place)? How not? And some things would surely do so in one spot, but others in more (than one). Are you speaking, we shall say, of the things, which, obtaining the power of such as stand in the middle, are moved in one (spot), just as the circumference of tops, which are said to stand still, revolves? I do. And we understand that, in this circumference, the motion, which carries round the largest and the smallest circle, distributes itself proportionally in small and large circles, and is proportionally less and more. Hence it becomes

2 Ast refers to Phado, p. 85, D, where reasoning is compared to a raft.
3 In lieu of the unintelligible κῆτα δὲ, I have with Ast adopted κατὰ τὰ ἅ, furnished by Eusebius, and similar to hujusmodi in Ficinus.
4 This was the doctrine of Parmenides.
5 This was the doctrine of Heracleitus.
6 So I have translated κύκλων. For Plato is alluding here to the fact, that a top, when it revolves the quickest, seems to stand still, or, as boys in England say, to sleep. See my note on Sophist § 73, p. 155. And hence by ἐν μέσῳ, "in the middle," we must understand "on their centre." See § 8, on τῶν ἐντόρνων—κύκλων.
7 This allusion to the large and small circles will be understood at once by knowing that in a top the circles are less and less, as the sides of the toy taper to a point. With regard to the coelocation of the words τῶν μέγιστων καὶ τῶν σμηρότατων, as Plato has written just afterwards σμηρότας τε καὶ μείζονα καὶ ἐλάστων τε—καὶ πλείου, one would prefer here τῶν σμηρότατων καὶ τῶν μέγιστων: unless it be said that there is the figure of speech called Chiasmus.
the fountain of all wonderful things, proceeding (with) slowness and swiftness, that coincide with large and small circles, in a manner that one would expect to be an impossible occurrence. You speak most true. But by things that are moved in many (places), you appear to me to mean such as are carried along by a movement, and pass from one place to another. And sometimes it is when they obtain the going of some one centre, and sometimes more, by being rolled around, and meeting on each occasion with each, they are cut through by

1—Sydenham, dissatisfied, it would seem, with the syntax of βραβευμένης πορείουσα— for the accusative can depend only upon καθ’ understood—proposed to read πορείουσα, remembering probably the preceding περιηγούσα—κίμωσις— I should however prefer περιηγούσα—

2 Here εύκλεος is taken in its usual sense. For there is a general inference drawn from a particular fact.

3—The Greek is τότε μὲν ἔστεν ὡτε—where Stephens, after justly objecting to such an union of words, supposes that ἔστεν ὡτε is used pleonastically with τότε. The idea is adopted indeed by Ast; but neither of those editors have produced a parallel passage, nor could they, I suspect, produce one. In ἔστεν οτι βεαν lies hid perhaps αὐταν μεταβάσαι—where μεταβάσαι would coincide with the preceding μεταβαίνοντα, and ἀρτάτων with ἴς ἔτρων ἄι τότον: and the sense would be, and sometimes they obtain the changing motion of some one centre that is not at rest."

4 I cannot understand to what πλείωνα is to be referred. From its being opposed to ἔνας κύντρον, one would expect πλείωνων. But as ἔνας κύντρον depend themselves upon βασιν, (or μεταβάσαι, if my correction is correct,) the sense would require βασις (οτ μεταβαίνοις) πλεύων. With regard to the two kinds of motion, one of a body revolving on its centre in a fixed place, and another of a body revolving similarly, but with a change of place, Ast refers to Parmenides, p. 138, D. § 24, and Theatet. p. 181, D. § 35.

5 Cousin translates περικυκλινιζόμαι, by "rouler çà et là dans l’espace." But that would be in correct Greek ἔστεν εἰδεν και ἐστεν κυκλινιζόμαι.

6 Such is the literal translation of the Greek, which I confess I cannot understand; nor could I think, Finicum, who has "et cum singula sibi invicem passim occurrent, si stantibus resistentibus obvia fluint, scinduntur," as if he had found in his MS. προστυγχάνουτα δὲ ἱκανώτερα ἔκαστα ἰατροίς τοῖς ἰστώσι καὶ ἀνθρώποι διασκίζεται μεν— For Plato might have alluded to a theory promulgated perhaps by some philosopher, who endeavoured to unite the conflicting tenets of Parmenides and Heraclitus, that the Earth, which was supposed to be at rest at the centre of the system, might be split by a planet coming in contact with it; just as some modern astronomers have fancied that the four asteroids, Juno, Ceres, Pallas, and Vesta, are the fragments of a large planet, that was once found between the Earth and Mars.
those that stand still; but being in the middle and between things of this kind, they are mingled with each other, meeting from an opposite direction, and carried along to one point. I mean that these things are, as you say. And, moreover, the things that are mingled together, are increased; but when separated, waste away, when the existing condition of each remains; but when it does not remain, both are destroyed. But the generation of all things takes place, when what event occurs? It is evident that, when the commencement, after receiving an increase, arrives at the state of a second transition, and proceeding from this to that which is near, as far as three, it possesses sense in things sentient. Every thing therefore is generated by this change and transition, and it exists in reality when it remains; but when it is changed into another condition, it becomes entirely destroyed. Have we not then detailed, O friends, the whole of motion in its species and numbers, except two?

Clin. Of what kind are those?

Athen. They are nearly those, my good man, for the sake of which has been the whole of our present inquiry.

Clin. Speak more clearly.

Athen. It was surely for the sake of soul.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. Let then one motion be that, which is able to move other things, but is ever unable to move itself; and let the

1—1 Here again I am quite in the dark; and so was Ficinus, as is evident from his unintelligible version, “sin vero contra laitis unum facta, tam hæc quam ipsorum intermedia conjuguntur atque condensantur;” and so too was Taylor, whose translation is—“But when they meet with each other and are borne along in an opposite direction, then the parts situated in the middle, and those between these, becoming one, they are mingled together.” Cousin says—I entends μεταξύ τῶν τοιούτων παρ μεταξύ τῶν ἐν ἀντικρίσε ἄπαντον τῶν και φερομένων, c’est a dire que deux corps qui, partis de deux points opposés, se rencontrent, forment un seul corps, dont le mouvement tient le milieu entre les deux mouvements, qui poussoient les deux corps, dont il est composé.”

2 2 Ficinus, aware that συγκρούμενα could not be translated into Latin by a single word, has properly made use of two, “conjectura densataque,” and rendered similarly διακρούμενα by “disjuncta rarefactaque.”

4—4 Unless σχύ is to be taken in the sense of παρέχει, we must take ἀλεθήσεων in a passive sense, says Ast; whose version is “percipi possit ab iis, qui sensibus prædicti sunt,—” referring to ἀρχή as the thing to be perceived. For myself I am quite content to confess my inability to perceive what Plato is aiming at in the whole of this passage.

5 This motion belongs to nature. T.
other be that, which is ever able to move both itself and other things, by a commingling and a separation, and by increase and the contrary, and by generation and corruption; and let this motion be different from all the other motions.

Cl. Be it so.

Athen. Shall we not then place that motion as the ninth, which always moves another, and is moved by another; but the motion, which moves both itself and others, (and) which is adapted to all doings and sufferings, and which is truly denominated the change and motion of all things, shall we not call this almost the tenth?

Cl. Entirely so.

Athen. But which of the ten motions shall we most correctly select as the most powerful of all, and pre-eminently effective?

Cl. It is necessary to say, that the motion, which is able to move itself, is superior ten thousand-fold, and that all the rest come after this.

Athen. You speak well. Must we not then alter one or even two of our present assertions, as having been made not correctly?

Cl. Of what are you speaking?

Athen. That, which was stated respecting the tenth, was not correctly stated.

Cl. In what way?

Athen. According to reason, it is the first in generation and strength; but we hold, as second to this, that which comes

---

1 This is the motion of soul, T. On these two kinds of motion Plato founds his leading argument in the Phaedo for the immortality of the soul.

2 Why Plato should thus have written καὶ τῷ ἐναντίῳ, instead of μετώποις, to balance the preceding ἀντίς, it is difficult to understand. Something similar however is found in τ. 5, as I have remarked in p. 163, n. 4.

3 This "almost" seems very strange here, as if there could be any doubt of its being the tenth or not. The word is properly omitted by Ficinus. It came from δεκάτης—σχεδόν shortly afterwards.

4 The genus of motion is here distributed into ten species: 1. revolution about a fixed centre; 2. transition from place to place; 3. condensation; 4. rarefaction; 5. increase; 6. decrease; 7. destruction; 9. change produced in another by another; and 10. change produced by a thing itself, both in itself and in another. This last is the tenth motion, of which he now speaks, and is the motion of soul, T.

5 Ficinus has "et se et alia movere," as if his Ms. read τὴν αὐτὴν αὐτὴν τὴν καὶ ἄτερα κινῶν—similar to τὴν τι ἐναντίῳ κινοῦσαν καὶ ἄτερα just before.
after it, (the tenth,) although it has been just now absurdly called the ninth.

Clin. How say you?

[7.] Athen. Thus. When one thing moves another, and something else always moves the former, will there ever be amongst such things any thing which first moves?

Clin. How can that, which is moved by another, ever be the first of things that cause an alteration?

Athen. It is certainly impossible. But when a thing, by moving itself, alters another thing, and this latter some other thing, and thousand things upon ten thousand become moved thus, will there be any other commencement of all the motion than the change of that, which moves itself?

Clin. You speak most beautifully; and on these points we must agree.

Athen. Let us speak still further in this way, and give an answer to ourselves. If all things that are produced should somehow stand still together, as the majority of such persons dare to assert, (they do), which of the above-mentioned motions must necessarily exist the first?

Clin. That surely which moves itself. For things will never change by a fall under another, when there has not existed previously a change by a fall in themselves.

Athen. We will say then that the commencement of all motions, and which first exists in things standing still and moved, is that, which moves itself; (and) that this is necessarily the most ancient and the most powerful change of all: but that the second is that, which is altered by another thing, and moves other things.

Clin. You speak most true.

Athen. Since then we are at that point of our reasoning, let us likewise give an answer to this.

1—1 I have adopted in part the arrangement of the speeches suggested by Ast, and approved by Stalbaum. Cousin however is content with the common arrangement, but without being able to assign any satisfactory reason in its favour.

2 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has "nos ipsos interrogetus."

3 By "such persons" are meant "the impious," whose arguments the Athenian is supposed to be bringing forward and refuting.

4—4 I have translated as if the Greek were εβυ μη ποτε τι ἴμπροσθεν μετατίθη—not ποτε ἴμπροσθεν—for otherwise μετατίθη would want its subject
Clin. To what?

Athen. If perchance we should see this (first)\(^1\) notion taking place in a body formed of earth, or water, or fire-like, whether separate or mixed, what circumstance should we say was inherent in a thing of this kind?

Clin. Do you ask me, whether, when a thing moves itself, we should say it is alive?

Athen. Yes.

Clin. That it is alive. How not?

Athen. But what, when we see soul inherent in any thing, must we admit\(^2\) that it lives through any thing else than this?

Clin. Through nothing else.\(^2\)

Athen. Hold then, by Zeus. Would you not be willing to understand three things with respect to each thing?

Clin. How say you?

Athen. One, the existence; and one, the definition\(^3\) of the existence; and one, its name; and that there are likewise two questions respecting every thing that exists?

Clin. How two?

Athen. Sometimes each of us, when the name itself\(^4\) is proposed, inquires the definition; and sometimes, when the definition itself\(^4\) is proposed, we inquire on the other hand the name. Are you then willing for us to speak again of a thing of this kind at present?

Clin. Of what kind?

Athen. There is surely a twofold distinction in other things, and in numeration. Thus, for instance, in numeration, “even” is a name; but the definition is, a number divided into two equal parts.

Clin. Certainly.

\(^1\) Ficinus has alone, what the train of thought requires, “primum motum,” as if his MS. read ταύτην τήν ἂν instead of ταύτην merely.

\(^2\) I have followed Ficinus, who doubtless found in his MS., ἄλλο ὡς τούτῳ αὐτῷ τῆς, and οὕτω ἄλλο, in lieu of ἄλλο ἂς τούτιν τούτῃ τῆς—οὕτω ἄλλο: which Ast could not understand, as is evident from his attempt to explain and correct the common reading.

\(^3\) The proper Greek word for definition is ὅρος. But λόγος is sometimes taken in that sense, as shown by Wytenbach, quoted by Ast, on Phaedon, p. 198.

\(^4\) I cannot see what αὐτῷ and αὐτόν have to do here. The sense seems to require rather, τὸ δομομα προτεινόμενον ποῦ τοῦ—“the name perchance of a thing being proposed”—and similarly in the next sentence, τὸν λόγου αὖ τοῦ προτεινόμενον instead of αὐτόν—
Athen. I mean some such thing as this. Do we not speak of the same thing in each way, when, on being asked the name, we give the definition, or, being asked the definition, (we give) the name? 1 and when we call by the name of “even” a thing really the same, but by a definition divide a number as into two (equal) 1 parts?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. But what is the definition of that thing, to which there is the name of soul? Have we any other than what has been just now mentioned, I mean, the motion which is able to move itself?

Clin. Do you mean, that the thing, which moves itself, is the definition of that existence, which we all call by the name of soul?

Athen. Yes, I do. But if this be the case, do we not still regret that it has not been shown sufficiently, that soul is the same with the first generation and motion of things which are, and have been, and will be, and, on the other hand, 2 of all the contraries to these; 2 since it has appeared to be the cause of all change and motion in all things?

Clin. No. For soul has been sufficiently shown to be the most ancient of all things, and the commencement of motion.

Athen. Will not then the motion, which exists in another through another, but which never causes a thing to be moved in itself, be the second in order? 3 and ought it not to be placed after the former motion, by whatever interval of numbers any one may choose to reckon, 3 since it is the change by a truly soulless body?

Clin. Right.

1—1 I have translated the Latin of Ficinus, “quandoquidem unam eandemque rem, nomine quidem, parum, ratione vero numerum in duo æqualia divisibilem appellamus;” for he probably found in his MS., not simply δίχα διαπρόμενον, but δίχα εἰς ἵσα διαπρεπόν, similar to διαπρόμενος εἰς ἵσα εἰς μήρη just before.

2—2 What Plato meant by the contraries to things that are, have been, and will be, I confess I cannot conceive.

2—3 Such is Taylor’s translation of the Latin of Ficinus, “et quoque quis velit numerorum intervallum, superiorem motui postponendus,” as if he had found in his MS. καὶ ὀσῶν ἀριθμοὶ θετηθέν ἐν τις ἀριθμοὶ αὐτῆς, πολλοτέρον τοσοτέρο, instead of ὑπὸσιν ἀριθμοὶ—πολλοτέρον τοσοτέρον, where I cannot discover either syntax or sense. With regard to πολλοτέρον, Ast says it means “one out of many, i.e. the least,” referring to Phileb. p. 44, E. while “postponendus” would lead to ἦκελα in lieu of τῆς καὶ—
Athen. Rightly then, and decisively, and most truly, and most completely, should we have said that soul was generated prior to body, and that body is posterior and secondary, as being according to nature ruled over by the ruling soul.

Clin. With the greatest truth indeed.

[8.] Athen. We surely remember, however, that we agreed on a previous occasion that, if soul should appear to be more ancient than body, the things pertaining to soul would also be more ancient than those pertaining to body?

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. Now conduct, and manners, and wishes, and reasonings, and true opinions, and attention, and memory, would have been generated prior to the length, and breadth, and depth, and strength of bodies, if soul be (prior) to body.

Clin. It is necessary.

Athen. Is it not then necessary after this to acknowledge, that soul is the cause of things good and evil, and of honourable and base, and of just and unjust, and of all contraries, if we lay it down as the cause of all things?

Clin. How not?

Athen. Is it not also necessary to assert, that soul, which administers and dwells in all things that are moved in every way, administers likewise the heavens?

Clin. How not?

Athen. One soul, or many? Many; (for) I will answer for you. Let us not then lay down less than two, one the beneficent, and the other able to effect things of a contrary kind.

Clin. You speak very correctly.

Athen. Be it so. Soul then leads every thing in heaven, and on earth, and in the sea, by its movements; the names of which are, to will, to consider, to take care of, to consult, to form opinions true and false, to be in a state of joy, sorrow, confidence, fear, hate, love, together with all such primary movements as are allied to these, and which, receiving those of bodies that are secondary efficients, lead all things to increase.

---

1 The words καὶ ἐνοικοδέον are omitted by Clemens Alexandrinus Strom. v. p. 593, &c. 701, Pott., correctly; for the argument turns not upon ἐνοικίαν and ἐνοικιάω united, but ἐνοικία ὑπὲρ ἰδίως.

2 On this doctrine of two powers, good and evil, Aristophanes Cyrop. vi. 1, 41.
and decay, and to rarefaction and condensation, and to things consequent upon these, such as heat, cold, gravity, lightness, the hard and the soft, the white and the black, the sour and sweet, (and the bitter,) and all that Soul makes use of, when, being a goddess herself, she ever takes as an ally Mind, a god, and disciplines all things correctly and happily: but when with Not-Mind, it works out every thing the contrary. Shall we lay down that such is the case? or do we still doubt whether the case is different?

Clin. By no means.

Athen. Whether then shall we say, that the genus of soul has a power over heaven and earth, and the whole circuit, (as being) intellectual and full of virtue, or as possessing neither of these qualities? Are you willing then for us to answer these questions thus?

Clin. How?

Athen. If, let us say, O wonderful man, the whole path of heaven, and at the same time the progressive movement of all it contains, possess a nature similar to the motion and circulation and reasonings of Mind, and proceed in a manner allied to them, it is evident that we must say that the most excellent soul takes care of the whole world, and leads it along a path of that very kind.

Clin. Right.

1 The words between the lunes are omitted by Bekker, with the two modern MSS., which have been evidently tampered with. Pcinus found them in his better one, as shown by his version, "austerum, dulce, amarem."

2 I have followed the text of Bekker, προσλαβοῦσα ἀτι θεῶν θεῶς οῆσα, and translated προσλαβοῦσα, "taking as an ally," remembering the expression in Esch. Prom. 225, προσλαβοῦσα μητέρα, as explained by Barker in Classical Recreations, p. 303, who to the passages quoted from Demosthenes might have added Thucyd. i. 82, and Xenophon K. A. i. 7. 3. In considering Mind as a god, Plato had perhaps in mind the doctrine, to which Euripides alludes in Tro. 890, Ζεὺς εἰρ' Ἄναγγει φόβος αὕτη Νοὺς κρατῶν: where Musgrave refers to Cicero de N. D. i. 11, "Cur quidquam ignoraret animus, si deus esset?"

3 To preserve the antithesis in Νοὺς and "Ἀνοια I have translated "Mind," and "Not-Mind."

4 Ficinus has "totumque orbem." But as περιόδος could not have that meaning by itself, one would suspect that τοῦ παντὸς had drop out between τῆς and περιόδου, similar to τοῦ παντὸς περιόδου, in Timaeus, p. 58, A.

5 I have translated as if the Greek were ἄτε φρόνυμον ὃν, and ἦ ἄτε, not τὸ φρόνυμον, and ἦ τὸ—
Athen. But if it proceeds in a mad and disordered manner, that the evil (soul leads it).

Clin. And this too is correct.

Athen. What nature then does the motion of Mind possess? To this question indeed it is difficult, friends, to answer prudently. It is therefore just that I should for the present anticipate you in the answer.

Clin. You say well.

Athen. Let us then not look, as it were, opposite to the sun, and, bringing upon ourselves night in mid-day, answer the question, as if we could ever sufficiently see and know Mind with mortal eyes; but one may see it more securely by looking to the image of the object of the question.

Clin. How say you?

Athen. From among those ten motions let us take (one) as an image, to which Mind is similar, which bearing in remembrance, I will in common with you give a reply.

Clin. You would speak most beautifully.

Athen. We remember, at present, so much at least of what was said formerly, that some of all things we laid down were moved, and others remained (at rest).

Clin. We do.

Athen. But of things, which are moved, some were moved in one place, but others borne along in many.

1 I have adopted προλαμβάνων, found in one MS. of Eusebius, in preference to προμαβάνων, which Ast says means the same as ἔμπλημαβάνω: an assertion so little to the taste of Winckelmann, that he proposes to read προθυμως ἔμπλημαβάνων, referring to ἐπιλήπτωρ—προθυμως, in xii. p. 968, B.

2 Ast explains this correctly by saying that persons by looking upon the sun blunt their eye-sight. But unless I am greatly mistaken, Plato did not write ἐκ ἰαννίας. For ἐκ ἰαννίας ἐκ ἀλον expresses all that ἐκ ἰαννίας ἐκ ἀλον could do, to say nothing of ἄλον, which ought to precede, not follow, ἐκ ἰαννίας. But he might have written something to this effect, γλαυκίν ἀνοίγτας ἔμοι, i. e. "like owls without sense." For owls, like bats, cannot see when flying against the sun.

3 In the words of the original lies hid, I suspect, a poetical fragment, ὅβ νολυν ποτε θυνητοῖς Ὀρμασον δύομεν γνωσόμενοι θ' ἱαννίας.

4 I have translated as if μιαν had dropped out after λάβωμεν. Of this fact had Ficinus been aware, he would have given a closer version than the following, "Videamus, cujus potissimum decem illarum agitacionum simul ac sit intellectus, ut, tanquam imagine, habeat utamur."

5 I have translated as if the Greek were not τοίνυν but τὰ νῦν, to balance τῶν τότε—
Clin. They are so.
Athen. Of these motions, it is necessary for that, which is borne along in one place, to be moved round a certain middle point, in imitation of circles fashioned by a wheel, and that it is in every respect as much as possible allied and similar to the circular movement of Mind.
Clin. How say you?
Athen. In saying that both Mind and the movement borne along in one place, are moved according to the same, and in a similar manner, and in the same, and round the same, and towards the same, according to one reason, and one order, similar to the movements of a sphere made round by a turner, we should not appear to be at all indifferent workmen for beautiful similes in a speech.
Clin. You speak most correctly.
Athen. The motion, then, which is not borne along in a similar manner, nor according to the same, nor in the same, nor round the same, nor towards the same, neither in arrangement, nor in order, nor in one certain reason, will be allied to all Not-Mind.
Clin. It will so most truly.
Athen. It will then be now no longer difficult to assert distinctly, that since it is soul, which leads all things in a circular

1 As οἷος σιμίν is generally employed by Plato to denote a progressive motion, ἕρμηξιν could scarcely be introduced here; nor was it, I conceive, in the MS. of Ficinus, whose version is "qui semper in uno fit." But since Eusebius acknowledges it, and it is repeated twice afterwards, it would be perhaps uncritical to reject it in this place.

2 Such is Taylor's English for the Latin of Ficinus, "circuli torno confecti similis." For neither of them knew that Plato was alluding to a top, as I have shown on § 6, p. 419, n. 6. Hence the real meaning is, "being an imitation of tops made round by a turner." For according to Hesychius, the Τῶρος was an instrument used to make things round. With respect to the text, it is strange that Bekker should not have adopted οὖσαν from Eusebius, in lieu of οὖσων, which is perfectly unintelligible, and properly rejected by Ast.

3 Ast would read καθ ἐνα in lieu of καὶ ἐνα, which is without regimen. Ficinus too has "una ratione et uno ordine."

4 By this "sphere," was meant "a top."

5 Others may, but I will not, believe that Plato wrote here, ἐν κόσμῳ ἐν τάξει ἐν τινὶ λόγῳ, after he had written in the corresponding clause of the preceding speech, καθ ἐνα λόγων καὶ τάξιν μίαν, although it is true that κόσμῳ seems to have been introduced here to pave the way for the subsequent κοσμοῦσαν. In lieu however of τινι we must evidently read ἐν, as I have translated.
manner, we must of necessity assert, that the best soul, or the contrary, leads round, and takes care of, and arranges the circular movement of heaven.

Clin. From what has been now stated, it is not, O guest, holy to say otherwise than that either one soul, possessing every virtue, or more souls, lead those things round.

Athen. You have listened, Clinius, to the reasons in the best manner; but listen still further to this.

Clin. To what?

[9.] Athen. If a soul leads round the Sun, and Moon, and the other Stars, does it not do so to each singly.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Let us then direct our arguments to one (luminary), that they may appear to suit all the stars.

Clin. Which one?

Athen. Every one sees the body of the Sun, but not one its soul; nor (the soul) even of the body of any other animal, either living or dead; 1 but there is a great hope that this genus (of things), which is naturally altogether not perceptible by all the senses of the body, would be thoroughly perceptible by the Mind alone. Let us then take something of this kind in our thoughts respecting it. 1

Clin. What?

Athen. If soul leads the Sun, we shall perhaps not miss the mark by asserting that it does so in nearly one of these three methods.

1—1 I have translated as if the Greek were—διαλεχέτο ἥν ἢν τοῦτο, ὃ ἀναίσθησαν τὸ παράταν πάσας ταῖς τοῦ σώματος αἰσθήσεως περιπέφυκε, διανοήηον ἄν εἶναι πολλὰ καὶ δῆ καὶ διανοήησιν, λάβωμεν αὐτοὶ πέρι τὸ τοιοῦτο—not ἡ πολλὴ τὸ παράταν τὸ—τοῦτο ἀναίσθησαν πάσας—περιπέφυκεν, νοητον δ' εἶναι πολλὰ καὶ δῆ καὶ διανοήησιν—where, as Ast was the first to remark, there is neither syntax nor sense. With regard to the transposition of τὸ παράταν, it is required by the usual practice of Plato, who unites perpetually παρά with some of its adverbial derivatives, and so too he does καὶ δῆ καὶ: and while περιπέφυκεν Διὰ might have been easily corrupted into περιπέφυκεν Διὰ, where the compound διανοήησιν is better suited than the simple νοητον to the following διανοήησιν, both the syntax and sense require rather ἄν εἶναι after ἡ πολλὴ than εἶναι. Lastly, as regards εἰς διανοήησιν—πολλὰ καὶ δῆ καὶ, Ficinus found that very reading in his MS. as shown by his version—"idque genus cum nullo corporis sensu percipiatur, sola mente comprehenditur," although less dependence than usual is to be placed here upon his translation, as he has omitted ἡ πολλὴ—τὸ παράταν and περιπέφυκεν—Baillet would unite πολλὰ καὶ δῆ καὶ with νοητον—
Clin. What methods?

Athen. That either, residing within this apparent circular body, it entirely carries along a thing of that kind, just as the soul within us carries us around every where; or that, by supplying somehow from without a body of fire or air, as the doctrine is of some persons, it violently impels body with body; or thirdly, that being itself destitute of body, yet possessing certain other powers pre-eminently wonderful, it leads the way.

Clin. Yes, this is necessary, that a soul, by doing some one of these things, should lead through all.

Athen. And this too is surely better, for every man to consider this very soul as a god, which, keeping together the Sun, as a well-reined car, brings a dancing light to all the universe, whether derived from without, or in whatever manner, or by whatever road. Or how shall we say?

Clin. Yes, (for every man) surely, who has not arrived at the extremity of silliness.

Athen. But with respect to all the stars, and the moon, and years, and months, and all the seasons, shall we give any other

1—1 I have followed the arrangement of the speeches found in Ficinus.
2 Instead of διάγετε one would have expected rather περιάγειν, or δια-εκπειτε—
3—3 I have translated as if the Greek were καὶ τοῦτο γ ην ἀμεμον τὸ ταύτην, not αἰτότω δι ἀμεμον: to which Stephens was the first to object; for since ἀμεμον and χρεῖον could not both be found in the same sentence, one of them is superfluous. He did not however remark that αἰτότω and its cases never begin a sentence, unless followed by μὲν, δὲ, γαρ, or an eneilitic.
4—4 The Greek is ιτε ἐν ἀμαισιν ἐχοῦσα ἡμῖν ἡλιον ἄγει ϕως τοῖς ἄπασιν, εἰτ' ἐξωθεὶν εἰθ' ὧπως εἰθ' ἅτη, θεὸς ἡγεῖσθαι χρεῖον πάντα ἄνδρα. But as the first ἔτε has nothing, to which it is opposed, it is evidently an error. So too is ἐν ἀμαισιν. For the Sun was not held to be in more cars than one, but to be seated in a car drawn by four horses. Moreover ἡμῖν is perfectly useless. And lastly, χρεῖον would, as remarked already, be superfluous after ἀμαισιν. I have therefore translated as if the Greek were ἡ γε, ὁν ἄρμα, συν ἔχοινσα ἐχόνον ἡλιον, ἄγει ϕως χρεῖον τοῖς τάσιν εἰτ' ἐξωθεὶν εἰθ' ὧπως εἰθ' ἅτη θεὸς ἡγεῖσθαι πάντα ἄνδρα: where εὑρίσκειν is plainly confirmed by Plato himself in Phdr. § 57, τὰ μὲν θεῶν ἄγαμωσ τι σοφόστως χάραι ὁντα βασίως πορευεῖται, and his imitator Plutarch, ii. p. 445. B., Ὅπως εὑρίσκειν ὑπομένει καὶ πρέσον δι λόγος ἕνας: and while χρείον, as applied to the heavenly bodies, is sufficiently defended by Euripides in Perith. Fr. 2, Νέι αιτολύχος ἀκρυτος τ' ἀστρών άγας ἐνδέκτως ἀμαρχοτειν, and by Tibullus in i. 1, 87, "Nox jun- git equos currumque sequuntur—sidera fulva choro—" the expression may be compared with ἐμβιβάσας ως εἰς ὑχήμα τὴν τούτων ἑσον ἐδεικε. in Timaeus, p. 41, B.
account than this, that, since a soul, or souls, good in every virtue, are seen to be the causes of all these things, we will call them gods, whether they exist in bodies, as being animals, and put in order the whole of heaven, by whatever road or in whatever manner (they do so)? nor is there the person, who, assenting to this, would endure (to say) that all things are not full of gods.

Clin. There is not, O guest, a person so insane.

Athen. After assigning then limits to him, who at the former period conceived that gods do not exist, let us, Clinias and Megillus, free ourselves (from this person).

Clin. What (limits)?

Athen. Either that he is to teach us we do not speak rightly, in laying down that soul is the first generation of all things, and such other points as follow upon this; or, if he is unable to assert any thing better than we do, that he is to be persuaded by us, and live for the remainder of his life in the notion that gods do exist. Let us then see whether we have spoken sufficiently to those, who do not conceive that gods exist, or insufficiently.

Clin. Insufficiently, O guest, the least of all.

[10.] Athen. For these then let this be the end of our discourse. And let us thus soothe him, who conceives that gods exist indeed, but take no care of human affairs. Let us then say, O thou best (of men), since you think there are gods, perhaps a certain divine relationship leads you to honour what is cognate, and to think it does exist; but the (good) fortune of

1 I have adopted ἀθώ ὅστις, as suggested by Ast, in lieu of εἰθ' ὅστις, to answer to ὁκε ἐστίν—ὅδε ὅστις in the answer of Clinias, and ὁμολογῶν with four MSS., and ἔπεμενι with Stephens.

2 This was the theory of Thales. See Aristot. Περὶ Ψυχῆς, i. 8, Diogenes Laert. i. 27, and Stobæus Ecl. Physic. Ast.

3—2 From the words of the original may be elicited an Iambic verse—Οὐκ ὁστὶν οὕτως παραφρονῶν ὅδε ὅστις, ἔπειν.

4 Ficinus omits entirely ἐν τῷ πρῶτῳ χρόνῳ. Taylor has “at present.”

5 Ficinus has “sic,” answering to ὅς εἰ in Theodoretus. The word is wanting in all the MSS. of Plato.

6 Ast, not aware that ἔτη follows the superlative, as I have shown in Poppo’s Prolegom., and that ἕτα τῷ ἔτη is to be taken ironically, conceives that ἔτη φῶμεν is put by an hyperbaton for φῶμεν ἔτη—as if ἔτη could thus begin a clause after a vocative.

7—2 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has “successus,” as if his MS. read εὐρυχαία, not τῆχαι.
and unjust men, both in private and public life, who, al-
though not truly happy, yet are deemed to be very much so
common opinion, and are improperly hymned by the Muses,
in all kinds of compositions to boot, leads you not very
ubly to impiety. Or perhaps, on seeing that impious old
man, after arriving at their end, have left behind them grand-
dren in the greatest honours, you are disturbed for the
sent in all these matters; or learning by hearsay, or
aps being altogether an eye-witness, you have met with
and dreadful impieties, that have occurred to some, who
ough such very acts have arrived from small means at
otic power and the greatest (state). On account of all
events, you would then evidently be unwilling to blame
gods as the causes of such things, through your relation-
with them; but at the same time being led by a want of
, and unable to feel an ill-will towards the gods, you
arrived at your present state, so as to think that they
indeed exist, but that they despise and neglect the affairs
of men. In order then that your present opinion may not
draw you in the direction of impiety to greater suffering, but that we may be able, as it were, to send it away, while advancing (like a disease), by reasonings, let us endeavour to unite the reasoning next in order, with that, which we went through from the beginning, against the party, who held that gods did not exist at all, and to make use of it for the present. And do you, Megillus and Clinius, in succession, answer for the young man, as you did before; and if in our reasoning any thing difficult occurs, I will, as I did just now, take hold of you and cause you to pass the river.

Clin. You speak correctly. And do you act in this manner, and we will, to the best of our power, do as you say.

Megil. But, perhaps, it would not be difficult to prove that, at least, that the gods are no less attentive to small things than to such as are pre-eminent in greatness. For I surely heard and was present during what was just now said, that they are good and possess every virtue, and have a care peculiarly their own of all things.

Clin. And I too heard it very distinctly.

Athen. Let us then after this search out in common that by speaking of what virtue of theirs do we acknowledge that they are good. Come then, to be temperate, we say, and to possess a mind, (belongs) to virtue, but their contraries to vice.

Clin. We say so.

where interchanged, as I have shown in Poppo's Prolegom. p. 234, and to the passages there quoted I could add not a few more.

1 I have translated as if the Greek were ἄλλα ἵνα, not ἄλλα ἰαν, to which Ast was the first to object.

2 The verb ἀποδιοικεῖσθαι, similar to “averruncare” in Latin, is applied to the driving away a calamity or disease; and hence I have introduced just afterward the words, “like a disease,” as has been done just before in the phrase “impietas morbum,” and for the same reason, by Ficinus; whose translation, “remedium pro viribus, opinionem habe, refutantes adhibeamus,” is thus partially adopted by Taylor, “to the utmost of our power to convince you of its fallacy.”

3 I have adopted the arrangement of the speeches suggested by Ast; while in ἀκοῦει, found in five MSS., and ἡκοῦει, in three, lies hid ἄκοῦει or ἡκοῦει. So too again, where one MS. reads ἐπηκοοῦει for ἐπηκοοῦει there Plato ἐπηκοοῦει. In like manner ἀκοῦεις is quoted incorrectly by Georg. Lecapen. in lieu of ἄκοῦεις, in Meno, § 32.

4 Plato has here, as elsewhere, adopted an ὑπερτερον προτερον. Ficinus therefore, designedly perhaps, abridged the whole passage in his version, “præsertim cum paulo ante dictum fuerit, eös omni virtute refertos providentiam omnium sibi propriam vendicare.”
Athen. And that fortitude (belongs) to virtue, and cowardice to vice.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. And shall we say that some of these are base, and others honourable?


Athen. And shall we say that of such things those, that are vile, if (vile) they are,¹ belong to us; but that to gods there is no share in aught that is great or small amongst things of this kind?

Clin. And this too every one would acknowledge.

Athen. What then, shall we place carelessness, and idleness, and luxuriousness, as belonging to the virtue of soul? Or how do you say?

Clin. How can we?

Athen. But belonging to the contrary?

Clin. Yes.

Athen. The contraries therefore to these belong to that which is contrary.

Clin. To that which is contrary.

Athen. What then, would a person luxurious, and careless, and idle, whom the poet² says is most like the bees without a sting, be³ wholly of such a kind amongst us?⁴

Clin. Having spoken most correctly.⁴

Athen. It must not then be said, that a god has a habit of

¹ On the ellipse in εἰκτερ Ast refers to ii. § 10.
² Hesiod in Ἑρυ. 300.
³—⁴ The Greek is ὅ τοιοῦτος πᾶσιν ἡμῖν. But four MSS. acknowledge πᾶς, adopted by Stalbaum; who confesses however the passage to be corrupt, nor is it clear how it ought to be corrected. Finicus has—"nonne odio nobis habetur"—as if his MS. read γίγνοιτ' ἄν συνυγήτος in lieu of γίγνοιτ' ἄν τοιοῦτος—Hence, if we read πᾶς ἐν ημῖν likewise, we shall probably have what Plato wrote, unless we adopt Winckelmann's—ὁ τοιοῦτος πᾶσι νεμεσητός, got from the words in Hesiod, Τῷ γε θεοὶ νεμεσωσί. To make something like sense out of these words, Finicus, who is followed by Taylor, translated—"Rectissime profecto poeta ille cecinit." But the question is not whether Hesiod said what was correct or not, but what any one else would say. Hence I suspect the true reading to be Ὀρθότατα ταῦτα γε ὃ εἰπών εἶποι ἄν: i. e. "He who says so, would say so most correctly." For ταῦτα might easily have dropped out after Ὀρθότατα, and εἶποι ἄν after εἰπών. With regard to the formula, perpetual in Plato, see Ast on iii. p. 682, and myself on Crition, § 8, n. 10. And to the passages there quoted I could now add full twenty more.
such a kind that he himself hates it; nor must we overlook it, when a person attempts to say so much.

Clin. By no means. For how could it (be said)?

Athen. But of him, to whom it belongs pre-eminently to do, and to take care of, any thing, does the mind take care of great things, but neglect small? (And)¹ shall we not do wrong entirely in the case of a person by praising such an assertion? But let us view the matter in this way. Does not he, who acts so,² whether a god or a man, so act according to two kinds (of acting)?

Clin. What two?

Athen. We will tell (you).³ Either because he thinks it of no consequence to the whole, when the small are neglected; or, if it is of consequence, he does through indolence and luxuriousness (knowingly) disregard them.⁴ Or does negligence take place in any other way? For surely, when it is impossible to take care of all things, there will not then be a neglect of things small, or great, in the case of the party not taking care of what ⁵ either a god may be wanting in power or some trifling person unable to take care.

Clin. How not?⁶

[11.] Athen. Now then let those two, who, although they both confess that there are gods, yet one (says) they are easy to be turned aside, and the other that they neglect matters of small moment, give an answer to us three. Do ye both assert, first that the gods know, and see, and hear all things, and that no-

---

¹ I have with Taylor inserted "and," as if Kai had dropped out before

² I. e. neglects the small.

³ Ficinus omits λίγομεν: which Stephens and all subsequent editors assign to Clinias on the authority of Eusebius. But in that case Plato would have written λέγως, or λίγομεν ἀν;

⁴ In ὅ δι', to which Stephens justly objects, lies hid εἰκώς—or, since Ficinus has "pigritia mollitieque detentus"—ἀλοιφ—a word elsewhere corrupted, as I have shown on Esch. Prom. 918.

⁵ The Greek is—δυνάμει θεός ἡ φαύλος τοι, ὣν ἐλληστὶ καὶ μὴ ἐννατός ἐπιμελεῖσθαι γίγνεται. The version of Ficinus—' sive homo quidam sit impotens, sive deus aliquid non posse fingat"—who either found in his MS—or else wished to read—ἡ ἀνθρωπος οὐκ—δυνάμει φαύλος ἡ θει, τοι μη ἐννατός ἐπιμελεῖσθαι λέγεται. I have translated as if Plato wrote ἡ δυνάμει θεός ὅν ἐλληστι, καὶ—φαύλος τοι μη ἐννατός—

⁶ In lieu of ἀν the syntax requires ὅ. For otherwise to supply the ellipse ἐστιν would be united to ἀν, which I have shown to be impossible, in Poppo's Prolegom. p. 125—132.
thing of what there is a perception or knowledge can lie hid from them? Do ye say that such is the case? Or how?

Clin. That it is such.

Athen. What then, that they are able to do all things over which there is a power to mortals and immortals?

Clin. How will they not agree that such too is the case?

Athen. We five then have agreed that the gods are good and the best.

Clin. Entirely.

Athen. Is it not, then, impossible to confess that they do at all any thing whatever through indolence and luxuriousness, since they are such as we confess they are? For with us inactivity is the offspring of cowardice, but indolence of inactivity and luxuriousness.

Clin. You speak most truly.

Athen. Now of gods not one is negligent through inactivity and indolence; for in cowardice surely they have no share.

Clin. You speak most correctly.

Athen. It remains then that, if they neglect things of little moment and size of those in the universe, they would do so either through their knowing that there is no need of taking care of things of this kind; or—what remains but to think the contrary? 1


Athen. Whether then, O thou 2 most excellent and best of men, shall we put you down, as saying that (the gods) are ignorant, and through their ignorance neglect, when they ought to take care; or that, knowing what is proper, they do just as the weakest of mankind are said 3 to do, when they know

1— The introduction of a question, where one would expect an assertion, expressive of another alternative, is at variance with the generally transparent style of the author.

2— I confess myself quite incompetent to understand, much less to explain, the difference between ἀδῷστος and βελτίστος. Ficinus has merely "O vir eximie."

3— Plato had probably in mind the sentiment of Medea, in Euripides, Και μανθήσω μέν, οία δραμω μίλλω κακά· Θυμός δέ κρίσσων τῶν ἐμῶν βουλευμάτων, in v. 1074, 5, where it is strange that Porson did not perceive that the dramatist wrote, τῶν καλῶν βουλευμάτων—similar to "video meliora proboque; Deteriora sequor," in Ovid, and the version by Meursius of Chalcidius, "Nec me latet nunc, quam cruenta cogitem; Sed vincit ira sanitatem pectoris—" both of which passages are quoted by himself.
there are other things better to be done than what they are really doing, they do not do them through some failure, arising from pleasure or pain.

Clin. But how could there be ignorance?

Athen. Do not human affairs partake of a nature ended with soul, and at the same time is not man of all animals the most pious towards the gods?

Clin. It appears so.

Athen. Now we assert that all mortal animals are the property of gods, to whom belongs the whole of heaven.

Clin. How not?

Athen. Let then any one say that these things are to the gods either small or great, (it matters not); for on neither ground would it be fitting for our owners, who are the most careful and the best, to neglect us. For let us, in addition to these points, consider still further this.

Clin. What?

Athen. Respecting sensation and power, are they not naturally contrary to each other, with reference to easiness and difficulty?

Clin. How say you?

Athen. To see and hear small things is more difficult than large. But on the other hand, to carry, and to rule over, and to take care of, small and few things, is for every one more easy than in the case of their contraries.

Clin. Yes, more easy.

1 I have taken ποιεῖν in a passive sense after βιλτίω, remembering a similar expression, ἐρωμεν πελάζειν for πελάζεσθαι, in Med. 320. Ficinus, it would seem, not aware of this, and remembering the passage in Ov., has given this version, “An sicut improbos homines dicimus meliora quidem videre, sed voluptate aut dolore fractos deteriora sequi, sic deos, quamvis sciant providendum esse, simili non providere.”

2 Instead of αὐρ, one of the best MSS. read αὐρα, which evidently leads to αὐρ δίγνωσιν εἰη — and so I have translated. For otherwise αὐρ would have nothing to which it could be referred.

3 Compare a similar sentiment in Menexen. § 7.

4 In lieu of ἄνω παρά, Ficinus, as shown by his “quemadmodum,” found in his MS. ἄνω παρά, of which Ast here approves, and Wyttenbach likewise on Phaedon, p. 62, B., § 10, ὅπερ ἄνθρωπου ἐν τού τεματιν τοῖς θείς ἄνω.

5 So Ast supplies the ellipse before γὰρ — of which Ficinus not being aware, thus renders, “Jam ergo, seu parva hac sive magna quis dixerit diis esse, nullo modo, cum providentissimi atque optimi sint, negligendo sibi sua possessio est —” which Taylor has for the most part adopted.
Athen. But when the whole of a thing is enjoined upon a physician, both willing and able to cure, will the whole itself\(^1\) ever be in a good state, while he is taking care of great matters, but neglecting parts that are small?

Clin. By no means.

Athen. Nor will things many and large, apart from the few and small, \(^2\) (be in a good state)\(^3\) in the case of pilots, or army-leaders, or housekeepers, nor, \(^4\) on the other hand, of some\(^5\) statesmen, or any other person of such a kind. For masons say, that great stones do not lie well without small ones.\(^6\)

Clin. \(^6\) For how (is it possible)?

Athen. We will not then think it right\(^5\) for a god at least to be even more vile than mortal artificers; who, the better they are, by so much the more do they from one art bring out accurately and perfectly the works small and great, pertaining to their own trade; but that a god, who is most wise, and both willing and able to take care of things, does of things which, being small, it is easy to take care of, take no care at all, like a person inactive or timid, or listless through labour, but only of things that are large.\(^6\)

Clin. Let us by no means, O guest, receive this notion, respecting the gods; for we should form a conception neither holy nor true.

Athen. We seem then, to myself, to have conversed in a very moderate manner with him who loves to find fault with the carelessness on the part of the gods.

\(^1\) I have adopted αὐτός, found in Eusebius, in lieu of αὐτῷ—

\(^2\) Ast supplies καλῶς εἴη from the preceding speech.

\(^3\) In lieu of τις one MS. has τοῖς— Hence in αὐ and τις, neither of which is suited to the train of thought, there lies hid, I suspect, some other reading; perhaps οὖς ἃ τοῖς πολιτικοῖς—where ἃ is put for πρώτοις—as I have shown in Poppo’s Prolegom, p. 223.

\(^4\) Donaldson in The New Cratylus, p. 551, ed. 1, compares very aptly Soph. Aj. 158, Καίτω σμικροὶ μεγάλων χωρίς Σφαλερόν πόργου βύμα πέλονται. Μεγά γὰρ μεγάλων βατῶς ἅματ' ἄν, Καὶ μέγας ὀρθυθ' ἐπὸ μικροῖρων. He did not however perceive that in the words of Plato there probably lies hid a proverbial hexameter—Οὐ γὰρ ἄνευ μικρῶν μεγάλως καίσθ' ἐτοὶ λίθους εῦ.

\(^5\) The Greek is Πῶς γάρ ἄν; Μὴ τοίνυν—ἀξιώσωμεν— But there is nothing to which ἄν can be referred; and moreover μὴ—ἀξιώσωμεν is rather doubtful Greek. To meet the latter difficulty, we might read ἀξιώσομεν with Thedoretus in Therap. Serm. vi. p. 570, B., or—Οὐ μὴ τοίνυν ἀξιώσομεν—which last word is found in one of the best MSS.

\(^6\) The apophasis is to be supplied from the next speech of Clinias.
Clin. Certainly,

Athen. By forcing him through our reasoning to confess that he does not speak correctly. He seems however to myself to be still in want of enchantments by certain words.  

Clin. Of what kind, my good man?

[12.] Athen. Let us persuade the young man by our reasonings, that by him, who takes care of the universe, with a view to the safety and excellence of the whole, every thing has been arranged, each part of which, as far as possible, suffers and sets what is suited to it; and that over each of these parts rules have been appointed with reference to even the smallest portion of action and passion, having worked out an end to the ultimate distribution; of which parts, even thy portion, O miserable man, is one, and although it is very small, it is continually stretching its view to the whole. But this very thing has lain hid from you, that all generation is for the sake of the whole, in order that the existence of the universe may be happy in its life, and not for the sake of you; but that you exist for the sake of the universe. For every physician, and every skilful handcraftsman, works out all things for the sake of the whole, stretching (his view) to that which is the best, taken in common; and he fashions a part for the sake of the whole, and not the whole for the sake of a part. But you take it ill, through not knowing that what is best with respect to yourself, happens both to the universe and yourself, according to the power of a common generation. But since a soul, connected at one time with one body and at another with

1 Stephens compares the expression μὴθος οὖς—κιν ἰπηθαὶς—ἀγοριον, in p. 877, D. § 3.
2 Such is the literal translation of the Greek, which Stalbaum conceives to be corrupt; and so too does Ast; for he proposes to read τῆλος in lieu of τῆλος: but I confess I cannot see what is gained by the change. Ficinus has what is intelligible indeed, but not to be got from the Greek at present—"per singulas et extremas universi particulias distributiones, ad ultimum usque peracta, curam habent"—as if his M.S. read καὶ μειον τοῦ ἠλον τῆλος εἰς τὸ ἐσχατον ἀπειραγμένοι, i.e. 11 and working out a distribution of the universe perfectly to its extreme point."
3 I have added "his view," on account of the preceding ξυντεῖνον βαλέτον—from which came here ξυντεῖνον, corrected first by Stephen into ξυντεῖνον from Eusebius.
4 Of this passage in Plato Horace had perhaps a recollection, when he wrote his remark—"Infelix operis summa, quia ponere totum Nescit."  
5 In lieu of συστασίαμεν one would prefer συστασήμαιν—
another, undergoes all kinds of changes through itself, or through some other soul, nothing else remains for the player at pebbles than to place the habit, which has become better, into a better place, but the worse into a worse, according to the proper condition of each, in order that they may obtain their fitting allotment.

Clin. In what way do you mean?

Athen. I appear to myself to be speaking in that way, by which an inactivity on the part of the gods in taking care of all things would seem to have a reason. For if any one, always looking to the whole, were to mould all things by changing their forms—for instance, water with a soul from fire, and either many things from one or one from many—participating in a first, or second, or even a third generation, the things relating to an altered arrangement would be infinite in number. But now there is a wonderful easiness to the party taking a care of the universe.

Clin. How again, say you?

Athen. Thus. After our king had seen all his actions, possessing a soul, and much of virtue existing in them, and much of vice, and both soul and body being a thing indestructible,
but not eternal, like the gods, existing according to law, for there never would have been a generation of living beings if either of these (soul or body) had been destroyed—and that the thing which, as being a good in the soul, has been thought to be always naturally disposed to be of service, but that the thing which, as being an evil in it, (has been thought) to do mischief,—all this, when (the king) beheld, he planned, where each of the parts should be situated, and cause virtue to gain the victory in the universe, and vice to suffer a defeat, in the easiest and best manner. He planned therefore generally this, how a thing, being generated of what kind, what seat it ever ought to share in, and in what place reside; but he left to the will of each of us the causes of generation of this or that. For wherever a person has a desire, and of what kind he may be as to his soul, there nearly on each occasion, and such becomes each of us, for the most part.

1 By “law,” says Taylor, Plato meant intellectual distribution; so that the gods according to “law,” are those divine natures, which proceed from the intellect of the fabricator of the universe; while by “law,” Ast understands “the law of fate.” But in that case Plato would have written here, as he does shortly afterwards—κατὰ τὴν τῆς εἰμαρράντης τάξιν καὶ νόμον—

2 I have adopted, what Stephens suggested, ὡς δὲν for ὅσον, which I cannot understand. Cousin says that ὡς δὲν means the same as ὅσον.

3 In lieu of τὸς one MS. has ἀντὶς, which seems to lead to some other reading.

4 On the doubled superlative μᾶλλον ἀπαύγαστα, see Monk on Hippol. 487

5 Ficinus has “ad universum,” as if his MS. read πρὸς τὸ πᾶν, translated by Taylor, “with reference to the universe,” and by Ast, “universalis convenientem.”—And hence we can avoid the impropriety in τὸ ποιῶν τι by reading πρὸς τὸ πᾶν τοῦτο, ποιῶν τι—

6 Ficinus has “sortiri,” as if his MS. read μεταλαγχάνειν—

7 I hardly understand here the difference between ἱθραύν and τοποῦν, for where the seat is, there also will be the place. Ficinus has “sedem habitationemque”—

8 So Taylor translates the Latin of Ficinus—“talis eujusdam aut talis—” as if his MS. read τοῦ ποιῶν ἡ τινος—Eusebius and Theodoretus offer τὸ ποιῶν τινος—approved of by Stephens and Ast. But the definite τοῦ could not be thus united to the indefinite τινος.

9 Such is the literal version of the Greek, out of which I must leave for others to make what sense they can. I am quite in the dark. In lieu of ὅποιος τις ὡς Theodoretus has, what Ast adopts, ὅποιος ἀν ἂν, similar to “qualisque animus sit” in Ficinus; while from “femine semper habitat,” in the same version, Cornarius elicited σκειών ἐκάστοτε οἰκίζοντα. Lastly ἀναῖς ἦμων is omitted there, as being considered perhaps perfectly useless.
Clin. It is likely.

Athen. Every thing then, that has a share of soul, is changed, and possesses in itself the cause of the change; but, when changed, it is borne along according to the order and law of fate. And of the manners such as being changed are less and less (wicked), proceed along the superficies of the region; but those that are more (changed) and are more unjust, fall into a depth, and into the so-called places below, which persons, designating by the name of Hades, and what are close upon these appellations, greatly fear, and dream of, when living and freed from their bodies; but the soul when it partakes more of vice than of virtue through its will and intercourse becoming strong, when mixing with divine virtue, it becomes pre-eminently such, and it is changed to a pre-eminent place entirely holy, after being carried to some other better place; but when the contrary, it transfers its life to the contrary.

1—1 I have translated as if the Greek were σμικρότερα μὲν τὰ τῶν ἠθῶν μεγαβάλλοντα καὶ ἐλάττω κακὰ κατὰ—not σμικρότερα μὲν τῶν ἠθῶν μεγαβάλλοντα ἐλάττω, κατὰ—which Ast would correct by omitting ἐλάττω, an explanation he says of σμικρότερα: as if any one would ever think of explaining a word so common and intelligible as σμικρότερα: while to support the syntax in ἠθῶν, he conceives that σμικρότερα τῶν ἠθῶν is the same as ἠθή, καὶ σμικρότερα αὐτῶν ίση—an idea he would, I think, find it difficult to confirm by a parallel passage. Ficinus has "quae minus peccarunt, minus profundae," which is evidently a guess, and not a very successful one, at the meaning. Cornarius has "quae quidem animae minus pravos mores habent, minus mutantur," which is certainly more intelligible, but not to be obtained from the Greek; and if it could be, it is at variance with the train of thought, which relates to the changes made positively, and not in a greater or less degree. Hence Viger on Eusebius Præp. Ev. xiii. 18, p. 703, B., proposed to read ἐλάττω μὲν καὶ δικαιώτερα, antithetical to πλεῖον δὲ καὶ ἄδικωτερα in the corresponding clause. But though ἐλάττω μὲν could scarcely follow σμικρότερα μὲν, yet was Viger near the mark; at least he led myself to conjecture καὶ ἐλάττω κακὰ, where κακὰ might have been easily lost before κατὰ—

2 I confess I cannot understand what Plato meant by τῆς χώρας—nor could Ast, I suspect; for he supplies "terræ" in his translation, "per terræ planitiem—" But from the subsequent εἰς βάδος τὰ τὰ κάτω λεγόμενα τῶν τόπων—it is evident that some word was written here originally, as antithetical to κάτω λεγόμενα, as ἐπίπεδον is to βάδος. Now this would lead at once to τῆς ἀνω χώρας.

3 Such is the literal version of the Greek, where I am completely in the dark; and so too was Ficinus, I suspect; for he has been content to give what he conceived to be the general sense—"anima vero, qua majoris virtutis vel viæi compos est, quando propria voluntate et assidua
O thou boy and youth, who thinkest that thou art neglected by the gods; for that the person, who has become more wicked, departs to the more wicked souls; but he, who has become better, to the better, both in life, and in all deaths, to suffer and do what is fitting for the like to do to the like.

consequentio vehementius permutata, divina virtue adhaerit, talisque principiis facta est, in locum similibus longe melioris sanctumque transfortus; quae vero contrario modo affecta est, in contrarium translatu vitam peragit suum. But as Eusebius offers διαλθετίς, δέ σωμάτων, properly opposed to εὖντες— I suspect that Plato wrote to this effect, διαλθετίς δέ τῶν σωμάτων μείζων δείκτοι, ἡ φυσική εκάστη ἡ ἱερική. Θλίψις ήτοι κτισμάτων ἐν εἰρημένη σύμφωνα καὶ ἄλλων ἐὰν ἄδηλη, ἀγήγηται προσμέθεσα, γίγνεσθαι διαφέροντος τοιαύτης, καὶ, εἰ ἐτῶν ἄνδρον ἄλοιμον μεταφθείοις, εἰς ἰδίων μετάβαλεν ἄροι καὶ τάναντι ποτὲ, κατὰ τάναντι μεθερέσατο εἰς τὸν ἄνδρον τῶν ἄνδρων βίου: i.e., "But after being freed from their bodies they have a greater fear, when the soul shall have participated in more of virtue than its own, having been, in this life, become violent and base. But when on the other hand it shall remain, having an intercourse with divine virtue, it becomes such (i.e. divine) pre-eminently; and pre-eminently, after being conveyed to a place entirely holy, it is changed for the better; but when it acts in a contrary manner, it has, under contrary circumstances, placed its existence in some unholy spot." To produce however this light out of darkness, it was requisite to alter the position of some words, and to change ἐν ἰδίων, and ἄνδρον ἄλοιμον into πλεῖον σταῖ, and ἄνδρον μεν into σταῖ μεν, and γίγνεται into γίγνεται, and διαφερομένων into διαφέροντων, and Ἰτι τανάστατα into πολλὰ τανάστατα; and τῶν ἀνδρῶν into τῶν ἀνδρῶν; and lastly, on the authority of Eusebius, μεθερέσασα into μεθερέσασα, which Stephens was the first to point out and approve. With regard to μείζω δείκτος, this is evidently required as a climax to the preceding σφόδρα φεβοῦντα—and so too both ἰσχυράν and ἀλλοτρία are required by βοηθείας and ὁμιλίας: and διαφέροντως καὶ by the preceding διαφέροντως: and lastly, τῶν ἀνδρῶν to balance τῶν ἄνδρον: by the aid of which it is easy to see that in § 13, where all the MSS. read ἄμφοτερον—τῶν, contrary to the sense, except that of Pycinus, which seems to have had ἄμφοτερον answering to his "remotiorum," as remarked by Stephens, Plato probably wrote ἀμφοτέρων— Neither of these corrections would however meet with the approbation of Winckelmann, if he still adheres to his proposed reading, τῶν ἄλλων in lieu of τῶν ἄνδρων ἄλοιμον—

1—1 This is from Hom. Od. 25. T. 43.

2—2 Πάτες and μετανίκωσε are not, I think, thus united elsewhere.

3 This "all" seems rather strange here, as if the question were about many kinds of death.

4 From προσφέρων in Ald. Cornarius elicited προσφέρων, by the aid of "a similibus ad similes" in Pycinus. And so all the MSS. subsequently
But neither must you or any one else pray, after becoming fortunate, to be superior to this judgment of the gods. For this judgment, pre-eminent above all, did those, who ordained, ordain, and it is meet to regard it carefully in every way. For you will never be neglected by it, not though you were so small, as to sink into the depths of the earth, nor so lofty, as to fly up to heaven; but you will suffer from them the fitting punishment, whether you abide here, or depart to Hades, or are carried to a place still more wild than those. And my language will be the same to you, as it was respecting those persons, whom you have seen becoming great after being small, and whom, after committing unholy acts, or doing something of that kind, you thought had become happy after being miserable. And then you conceived that you beheld in their doings, as in a mirror, the disregard of all things on the part of the gods, nor did you know in what way they pay up the full amount of their contribution to every one; and to know that, think you, O most courageous of all men, is a thing of no consequence? which he who is ignorant of, will neither see a type of life, nor be able to contribute a discourse about it on the subject of happiness or an unhappy fortune. If then Clinias here, and the whole of this old assembly, are able to persuade you that you do not know what you are saying about the gods, a god himself will kindly give you his aid; but if

collated. Eusebius has however προσφυγιν. But even there some MS. probably reads προσφυγη—

1 Instead of εις et ἄλοχος, Ficinus found in his MS. εις τος ἄλοχος, as remarked by Ast. For his version is "nec alius ullus—"

2 I have adopted εὐτυχῆς, found in the three best MSS., in lieu of ἄτυχῆς, through the usual change of ευ and α, as I have shown on Eurip. Tro. 606. Ficinus too found εὐτυχῆς, as shown by his version, "adeo felicem." Eusebius however acknowledges ἄτυχῆς.


4 Ficinus has "remotio rem inaccessibilemque," as if he had found in his MS. απεδέψαι και διστατερο._— But see just before in § 12.

5—6 The words between the brackets are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor. They are certainly superfluous.

6 I have translated as if the Greek were ποινι τε, not τε ποινι—for the allusion to the universe would be here out of place.

7 I have adopted πρὸς εὐδὲν, found in Eusebius, in lieu of πῶς οὐ δεῖ— Winckelmann suggests ποιησ οὐ πολλοῦ δεῖν δοκεῖσ;—

8 Instead of γερωνία, Plato probably wrote γερωνία, for such was the Spartan word.
you are still in want of a further reason, hear us, if you possess any mind whatever, while we are speaking to the third party. For that there are gods, and that they take care of men, I would say has been not altogether badly shown by us. But that the gods can be turned aside by receiving gifts from those who act unjustly, must not be conceded to any one; but on the other hand, disproved by every means in our power.

Clin. You speak most beautifully; and let us do as you say.

Athen. Come, then, by the gods themselves, (say) if sooth¹ they are turned aside in what manner are they so moved; and who and what kind of beings are they? Now it is surely necessary for those to be rulers, who regulate continually the whole of heaven.

Clin. It is so.

Athen. But to what rulers are they like? or what rulers are like to them ² amongst such as it is in our power to meet with, while likening the less to the greater?³ Would such be either the rein-holders, while two-yoked cars are contending (in the course), or the pilots of ships? Perhaps however they may be likened to certain leaders of armies. Or it would be possible to liken them to physicians, who have a prudent care respecting the war of diseases⁴ about bodies; or to husbandmen, who, in fear for the generation of plants, wait for the usual period of bad seasons; or to the superintendents of herds. For, since we have agreed amongst ourselves that heaven is full of many good things, and that there are some of the opposite kind, but the majority is of those that are not,⁵ we assert that a war of this kind is immortal, and requires a wonderful watching. The gods however, and at the same time demons, fight on our side; for⁶ we are the property both of

¹ In lieu of αἰ, which has no meaning here, Plato wrote, what I have translated ἐδ, taken in its usual ironical sense.

²—⁴ Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has "ut possibile nobis sit minores majoribus compare," as if he had found in his MS. ὡς οὐσίαν ἢ ὥμην ἀπεικόνισιν μείζοναν μαστονας, in lieu of ἀπεικόνισι τυγχάνειν.

³ Although the expression νοσῶν πόλεμον might perhaps stand, yet I should have preferred νοσῶν πολέμον ἵσμον — similar to νοσῶν ἵσμος in Ἀσκ. Suppl. 677, and "morborum cohors," in Horace. Winckelmann suggests νοσῶν ξίδ πολέμωσε, referring to πολέμους Νοσῆσαν τι, in Hesiod 'Εργ. 91.

⁴ Ast would supply ἄγαθων after ἐδ —

⁵ The Greek is ζ' αἰ — but as αἰ has no meaning, it is properly omitted in one good MS. Plato wrote γὰρ, not ζ', as I have translated.
gods and demons. But injustice and insolence together with imprudence corrupt us; whereas justice and temperance, united to prudence, which dwell in the soul-endued powers of the gods, preserve us. Now that some little portion of such properties resides in us, one may clearly see even in this way. Certain souls residing on the earth, and possessing an unjust disposition, it is plain, have a savage feeling towards the souls of their guardians, whether dogs, or shepherds, or in every respect the highest of all rulers. (And) falling upon these, they persuade them by flattering words, and some prayer-like enchantments—as say the reports of the wicked—that it is lawful for them to possess a superfluity of power amongst men, and not to suffer anything. Now this superfluity, what is now denominated a sin, we surely say is called, in the case of fleshly bodies, a disease; in that of the seasons of the year, a pestilence; and in that of cities and polities, by giving again to this very word a change, injustice.

Clin: Entirely so.

Athen. Such a reasoning as this it is, therefore, necessary for him to state, who asserts that the gods always pardon men unjust and acting unjustly, should any one offer a part of his unjust gains, just as wolves give a small portion of their

---

1 I have adopted λὴμα, suggested by Ast, in lieu of λήμμα, which Dorville on Chariton, p. 87, vainly identifies with λήμα. See Valckenaer on Ammonius, p. 87.

2-3 The Greek is προσπίπτουσαν πείθουσι—But no person, who wishes to persuade another, would think of making a violent attack upon him. Nor can προσπίπτουσα be rendered “falling down to” in an attitude of prayer, as applied to souls. There is then, evidently, some error in προσπίπτουσα. But since προσπίπτουσα suits sufficiently well with θηριόδεις, one would say that the error is in πείθουσι, were it not that πείθουσι suits equally well with θωτείας λόγων. Hence to avoid either dilemma, perhaps Plato wrote ὄντα οὐκ, ἐν ξοδείς ἕλατι—διακρίνεται, ὡς πλάθουσι προσπίπτουσα—i.e. it is plain that, even if they are savage—they still approach them and beg of them by flattering words—that it may be lawful—

3 Ast explains εὐκαίριας ἐκφθάσις by “carminibus preces continentibus”
—But Plato wrote, no doubt, καὶ καταλύει εἰς τί τινι λεγόμενες, “and by supplications and some enchantments—”

4 Although ἐρῶν and ἐναυτῶν are united in Homer, they are not so in prose. Hence Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has omitted one of those words.

5 Ficinus unable, no doubt, as I am, to see the difference between ἀδικοὺς and ἀδικοῦν, has merely “injustis,” adopted by Taylor.

6 By this passage may perhaps be understood the λυκεφαλία alluded to in Epist. iii. p. 318, E.
plunder to dogs, who, being softened down by gifts, allow them to seize upon the sheep. Is not this the assertion of those who say that the gods are easily turned aside?

Clin. It is this.

[14.] Athen. To which then of the aforesaid guardians would any man by likening the gods not become a laughing-stock? Is it to pilots, who turned aside

*By wine-libations and the scent of fat, destroy both the ships and the sailors?

Clin. By no means.

Athen. Nor yet to charioteers, who, when drawn up in order for contest, are induced by a bribe to give up the victory to the other two-yoked cars.

Clin. For in speaking such a speech you would speak of a dreadful likeness.

Athen. Nor yet to army-leaders, nor to physicians, nor to husbandmen, nor to shepherds, nor to certain dogs softened down by wolves.

Clin. Speak good words. For how could (a person, by so likening them, not be a laughing-stock)?

Athen. But are not all the gods the greatest of all guardians, and over the greatest affairs?

Clin. Very much so.

Athen. Shall we then say that those, who watch over the most beautiful things, and over themselves pre-eminently, with a guard as respects virtue, are worse than dogs, and men of a moderate kind, who would never betray justice for the sake of bribes given in an unholy manner from unjust men?

Clin. By no means—such an assertion is not to be borne; and of those, who are engaged in every kind of impiety,
who lays hold of this opinion runs the risk surely of being most justly adjudged to be of all impious persons the worst and most impious.

Athen. Let us say, then, that the three subjects proposed, namely, that the gods exist and have a care of (all things), and that they are not to be drawn aside (by entreaties) contrary to what is just, have been demonstrated sufficiently.

Clin. How not? and we give our votes together in favour of these reasonings.

Athen. The arguments have however been somehow stated with greater vehemence through the love of contention in bad men. But, friend Clinias, this love of contention has been indulged in on this account, that wicked persons may not imagine that, by being the masters in words, they have a licence to do what they please, (according to) what and of what magnitude and of what kind they conceive of the gods. There has then arisen a readiness on this account, to speak in rather a novel manner. But if we have done even a little of moment towards persuading somehow the (three) men to hate themselves and to love manners quite the reverse, the prelude to the laws relating to impiety will have been spoken by us to a good purpose.

Clin. There is a hope at least; but should (the event be) not so, this kind of discourse will bring no blame upon the lawgiver.

[15.] Athen. After the prelude, then, such a discourse as is the interpreter of the laws, would follow correctly, pro-

are evidently an interpolation. They are omitted in the former place by Ficinus, whom Taylor does, and Ast would, follow. They ought rather to be omitted in the latter. For we find in § 15, περὶ δισβιβαν ἵντων. But in both passages Plato wrote, I suspect, ἵντων. For εἰναι περὶ τὲς is scarcely correct Greek.

1 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, alone has "omnia."

2 The syntax and sense show that καθ’ has dropt out before ἐ— Hence Taylor has "conformably to—"

3 Ficinus has merely "et qualia circum adversus deos," as if his MS. read καὶ τὰ πρὸς θεοὺς— in lieu of ἐ δὲ καὶ δὲ καὶ καὶ εἰς περὶ θεοὺς— Cousin would omit ἐ δὲ καὶ and read διανοιασθοῖν.  

4 On account of προφέρων just before, perhaps νεωτίρως means here "rather like a young man."

5 I have translated as if δ (i. e. τρεῖς) had dropt out before "Ἀνδρας," for there were three parties, whose ideas Plato had shown to be incorrect.

6 So Taylor after Ficinus, who found no doubt ἵντων in his MS., an-
claiming to all impious persons, that they must stand apart from their depraved manners, and (betake themselves) to such as are pious. But against those, who are not persuaded, let this be the law relating to impiety. If any one is impious in word or deed, let any one who happens to be present repel him by giving information to the magistrates; and let the magistrate, who first hears of it, bring, according to law, the party before the court of justice appointed for such matters. But if any magistrate, on hearing of it, does not act so, let him be accused of impiety by any one, who is willing to be the avenger on behalf of the laws. And if any one is convicted, let the court of justice fix a fine against each person¹ for each act of impiety. And let a prison in the case of all be assigned, since there are three prisons in the city; one in common for the generality of crimes committed about the Market-place, for the sake of safety to the majority of persons; another by the spot, where meetings take place at night, and which has the name of the House of Correction; and another in the middle of the country, where the locality is most solitary and wild,² and having as an appellation of punishment some ill name.³ There being respecting impiety three causes which we have

swearing to his "sequitur." Stalbaum however defends γιγνεται, and refers to his small edition of the Euthyph. p. 5, C.

¹ I have adopted Winckelmann’s ἰνὶ ἱκάστῃ in lieu of ἰν ἱκάστῃ.
² To avoid τὸ ἀπόλυσεν, Stephens suggested, what Asl has adopted, γι γι τὲ: but Plato wrote rather ἤτοι, as I have translated.
³ Ficinus renders ἁγρόπαγος incorrectly by "silvestris,"
⁴ Such is the literal version of the Greek, where others may, but I will not, believe that Plato wrote τιμωρίας ἐχὶ ἐπιστήνμαι φήμην τω. For it is evident that ἐπιστήνμαι is the explanation of φήμην: while, since every prison is a place of punishment, the name of no individual one would be τιμωρία, although it might be μωρία, as the opposite to σωφροσύνης. Hence we must read μωρίας—For thus the philosopher would lead us to consider wickedness to be only a kind of folly. Ficinus has "supplicii nomine notatus."

Such is the literal version of the Greek, περὶ ἀνήθειαν δὲ ὧν ἀκιν μὲν γραν, αἰσθητι καὶ δέλθους, where Asl, despairing doubts of being able to make out the syntax, is content to give the sense in his version, "Quum tribus de causis (hominis) in impietate versentur: " and so too is Ficinus, "tres quoque impietatis, ut supra narravimus, caus sunt." I suspect however that Plato wrote, περὶ ἀνήθειαν δὲ ἴοντων ἄκιν ἐν γραν, αἰσθητι δέλθους, δέο γι—i. e. "The three being engaged in impiety from the three causes which we have gone through, indeed—" For here, as before in § 14, ἴοντων has been corrupted into ἴοτων, and Δ (three) been lost through Δ in aκιν.
gone through; and since from each of such-like causes two are produced, there will be six kinds of crimes against the gods, which, 1 as being worthy of a distinction, 2 require neither an equal nor a similar punishment. For to him, who may think that gods do not exist at all, there may be a naturally just habit (of mind); and such become the haters of the wicked; and through their bearing ill with injustice, they do not give themselves up to committing actions of that kind, and they avoid the unjust, and love the just. 2 But upon whom, in addition to their opinion that all things are destitute of the gods, there falls a want of self-control in pleasures and pains, and to whom there is present a strong memory and a quickness in learning, the notion that gods do not exist, would be one circumstance common to both; but in the mischief done to the rest of mankind, one effects less of evil, the other more; 2 for the one would in word be full of a freedom of speech on the subject of the gods, and about sacrifices and oaths, and, laughing at the others, he would perhaps render the rest like himself, should he not meet with punishment. But the other, who thinks as the former does, is called by the vulgar clever, 3 but is full of fraud and stratagem; 4 from whom many diviners are produced, and such as are excited 5 with respect to every kind of witchcraft; and sometimes, too, from them are produced tyrants, and moborators, and army-leaders; and those, who plot against 6 private mysteries, 7 and with the plans of men called sophists. Of these indeed there are many species. But two of them are worthy of legislation; one of which the ironic 8

1.—1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.
2.—2 Such is the literal version of the Greek, which I confess I do not understand; nor could, I think, Ficinus; who has in the last clause, what Taylor has adopted to the letter, "in hoc autem differunt, quod, ceteris hominibus ille minus, hic plus, nocet."
3 From ἑυρωκής, found in two MSS., in lieu of ἑφθης, Winckelmann elicits ἑφτοχος, and refers to xii. p. 950, B., θείων ἐν τι καὶ ἑφτοχον.
4 Literally "ambush," in Greek ἒνόμας, which is strangely applied here to the mind of a man.
5 Winckelmann reads καὶ τὰ περὶ —κεκτήμενοι, referring to ii. p. 635, D.
6 Such is the exact meaning of ἐπιβεβολευκότες. But the sense seems to require "plot against others with their own private mysteries—"
7 I have translated, with Cornarius, as if the Greek were μηχαναι, not μηχανει, which Aristotles considers as the abstract for the concrete. Ficinus has "et qui homines captiunculis sophistarum deciunt," which gives a better sense.
8 I confess I cannot understand what Plato means by εἰρωμένοι here.
errs in a way to deserve not one or two deaths, (but more); but the other requires admonition and bonds. In like manner the notion that the gods are careless, produces two errors; and that they are easily turned aside, another two. Of these persons, so placed apart, such as have become so through folly, without a vicious frowardness and manners, let the judge appointed by law, put into the House of Correction, for not less than five years; and during that time, let no one of the citizens converse with them, except those, who participating in the assembly by night, associate for the purpose of admonition and the safety of the soul. And when the period of their imprisonment expires, if any one amongst them appears to be modestly behaved, let him dwell together with the modest; but if not, and he is again convicted on such a suit, let him pay the penalty of death. But such as, in addition to their believing that gods do not exist, or that they are careless, or easily turned aside, become brute-like, and despising mankind, allure the souls of many while living, and pretend they can allure too the souls of the dead, and promise they can persuade the gods, as bewitching them with sacrifices, and prayers, and incantations, and who endeavour by these means to destroy utterly individuals and whole families and cities, for the sake of their property; amongst these whoever shall be deemed to be convicted, let the court of justice determine that he is to be imprisoned according to law in the prison of the midland district; and let no free-man be ever allowed to visit him; but let the food, appointed for him by the guardians of the laws, be brought to him by servants; and, when he dies, let him be cast out, beyond the boundaries of the country, unburied; and if any free-men shall together bury him, let the party undergo the punishment for impiety.

1 On "many deaths," see at ix. § 10. Ficinus alone has what the sense requires—"sed pluribus."

2—3 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

3 On the νυκτίρενος ζώλλωγος, see at xii. § 14.

4—5 A similar idea is expressed in Rep. ii. § 7, quoted by Ast.

5 In lieu of δέδησθαι, which could not be applied to a future event, common sense requires δέδησθαι: on which Attic future passive see myself at Αeschin. Bum. 302. Ficinus, omitting τοίμα κατ᾽ αὐτοκτόνον, has merely "vincitatur."

6—7 Ast, who justly finds fault with συνβάπτη, did not see that Plut wrote τό αἰώνα θάπτη, i. e. "bury his body,"
through any person who is willing to obtain by lot a trial.\footnote{On the phrase \textit{λαγχάνων δίκην}, see Ast on vi. § 9.} If he leaves behind him children, sufficient\footnote{I do not remember to have met elsewhere with \textit{ικανος}, used in a similar manner.} for the state, let the guardians of orphans take care of these likewise, as being orphans not less than the others, from the day, on which their father was convicted.

But it is meet for a common law to be established in all these cases, such as shall cause the masses to behave less improperly towards the gods, both in word and deed, and may render them moreover less devoid of intellect, through not permitting them to attend to sacred matters in a manner contrary to law. Now let this law be laid down simply for all together. Let no one practise sacred rites in a private dwelling.\footnote{Ast quotes a similar enactment in the laws of the Twelve Tables at Rome. “Separatim nemo habessit deos.”} But when it enters into the mind of any one to sacrifice, let him go to the public buildings, and there sacrifice; and let him place his offerings in the hands of the priests and priestesses, to whom the holy ritual is a care; and let him pray, both himself and whoever else may wish to join with him in prayer. And let this take place on this account. It is not easy to build temples and place statues of the gods; but to do such things correctly, is the work of some mighty intellect. But it is a custom with all women especially, and all\footnote{In lieu of \textit{πάντας} Taylor, by his “all,” seems to have wished to read \textit{πάντας}, subsequently found in a good MS.} men in sickness, or in danger, or in want, and, on the contrary, when they receive an abundance of any thing, ever to consecrate that which is at hand, and to vow sacrifices, and to promise statues to the gods, and to demons, and to the sons of the gods; when they are awakened by frightful\footnote{I have translated as if the Greek were \textit{διαφόβος}, not \textit{διὰ φόβος}.} apparitions, and in dreams bring up the recollection of many visions likewise; against all of which things they endeavour to make for each of themselves\footnote{I have adopted \textit{ιδιατεινός}, found in three MSS., in lieu of \textit{ιδιατείνοις—}} remedies, by filling all the streets\footnote{Instead of \textit{εἰκιας} Plato wrote, I suspect, \textit{ἀγνος}, as I have translated. See Buttmann on Demosthen. Mid. § 15, n. 2.} and all the villages with altars and chapels, and fixing them in purified places, and wherever a person has met with such events.\footnote{Such I conceive to be the meaning of the words \textit{kai δὲ η τις ἵνα}.} On account of all which
things it is meet to act according to the law now mentioned, and on account moreover of the impious; in order that they may not, after acting fraudulently by such doings, put up altars in their private dwellings; and, thinking to render the gods propitious by sacrifices and prayers in secret, increase injustice unlimitedly, and give rise to accusations on the part of the gods against them and those, who permitted them (to do so), although the latter were themselves the best of all; and thus the whole city meet justly, after a certain manner, with mischief through the impious. The god, however, shall not blame the lawgiver. For let the law be laid down that no one is to have holy places in private houses; and the party, who is discovered as having other places and performing orgies, except such as are public, let the person, who is cognizant of it, denounce to the guardians of the laws: and let them, if a man or a woman has it, not having committed any great or impious crime, order the parties to carry their private sacred affairs to the public places; and not persuading, let them punish with a fine, until they are carried. But, if any one shall be conspicuously committing, not the impious deed of unholy boys, but of men, whether by sacrificing to the gods in private or in public temples, let him be condemned to death, as one who has sacrificed, not being pure; and let the guardians of the laws, after deciding, whether there is (any impiety) or not, τοῦτον τοιοῦτον: which Ast renders "ubiunque ejusmodi homines ea collocant—" Ficinus, apparently unable to understand them, has omitted them entirely, and so after him has Taylor.

1-1 As five MSS. read βελτίστοις, I have altered αὐτῶν into πάντων—

2 Ast quotes very opportunely Hesiod Ἱμηρ. 238, Πολλάκι καὶ ἐμπάλας παρὰ κακοῦ ἀνδρὸς ἀπόφημα—where ἀπόφημα, like ἀπολαβὴν here, is used in the sense of "unhappily enjoying—" a meaning first remarked by Jensius in Lec. Lucian. i. 4, p. 24.

3-3 The words between the numerals Ficinus doubtless found transposed, as he has translated them; or else he exercised a sound discretion in so transposing them.

4 One would have expected here πεισθέντας in lieu of πειθοῦτος, which Ast strangely says is put for πειθοῦτος.

5-5 Ficinus has "non puerilem sed nefarium impietatem," who therefore did not find in his MS. ἀνδρῶν. But what he did find, it is not so easy to tell; and still less, to what circumstances Plato is here alluding.

6 So Taylor, from "sacrificandō" in Ficinus, who probably found in his MS. τειρουσάμενος instead of τειρουσάμενος.

7-7 This seems a rather strange enactment. For if the guardians of the laws decided that there was no act of impiety on the part of the boys, there could be no necessity for bringing the matter before a court of pa-
on the part of the children, bring it before a court of justice, and thus put in their case a finish to the trial for impiety.

BOOK XI.

[1.] After these, the compacts with each other would require from us a suitable regulation. Now a thing of this kind at least is surely simple. Let no one touch, as far as possible, my property, nor disturb the least thing (of mine), without previously persuading me; and may I, possessing a well-disposed mind, act in the same manner with respect to the property of others. Let us then, in the first place, speak about such a treasure, as a person not descended from my parents, has placed as a thing to be kept both for himself and those belonging to him, and which may I never pray to the gods to find, nor, on finding, to disturb; nor on the other hand to communicate with those called diviners, who in some sort advise me to take up the deposit put into the ground. For I should never be so much benefited by the possession of property, should I take it up, as I should increase in the virtue of the soul and in justice by not taking it to myself, (and)

units. To avoid therefore this difficulty, Ast renders εἰσαγαγώντες by "judicium reddentes," a meaning that εἰσάγεω never has, nor could have.

1—1 Although μη δοῦνομ expresses here a wish, yet the wish itself is of the nature of a command. So in English, "let a person not do a thing," is said both of a wish and command.

2 The Greek is τῶν τοιούτων, which, says Ast, depend upon πρωτῶν, and that the sense is πρωτῶν τῶν τοιούτων, "primo inter has res." But πρωτῶν is always used by itself adverbially. Ficinus has "thesaurum eum," which leads to τῶν τοιούτων—

3—3 So Taylor, after the Latin of Ficinus, "qui meorum parentum non erat," as if his MS. had read, μη τῶν ἵμων ῥων πατέρων, instead of δν πατέρων in five MSS., adopted by Stalbaum. Ast retains the Aldine, δν πατέρων, and supplies ἄγαθῶν with Stephens after πατέρων.

4—4 Such is the literal version of the Greek; where however Stephens suggested, what Ast has adopted and Stalbaum approves, ξυμβουλεύοντις for Ξυμβουλεύοντιν. Ficinus has merely "nece hariois depositum accipere consulentibus credam," which Taylor has thus translated, "nor be induced to partake of by those who are called diviners." I wish that Stephens had proposed μηδί τι, for αδ has no meaning here.

5—5 In lieu of this verbiage, where the phrase Δαιον τυ Δαινον
by acquiring one possession instead of another, a better in a better, (and) preferring justice in the soul to wealth, to hold it as a property in preference. For on many occasions it is well said—"Do not disturb what ought not to be disturbed"—and it may be said on this too, as being one of them. It is likewise meet to be persuaded by the stories told relating to these matters, that things of this kind do not contribute to the procreation of children. Now he, who is careless of children, and disregards the enactment of the lawgiver, and takes up that, which neither he nor his grandfather had deposited, such a one destroys the most beautiful and simple law, which has been laid down by a man, ignoble by no means, which says, "Thou shalt not take away that, which thou hast not deposited." What then he ought to suffer at the hands of the gods, who, disregarding these two lawgivers, takes up a trifling thing, which he did not deposit himself, but is sometimes a mighty treasure, the god knows; (but let us declare what he ought to suffer from men.) Let him, who first sees (the offender) give information, if such an event happens in the city, to the City-Stewards; if in the marketplace of the city, to the Market-Stewards; and, if in any other part of the country, point him out to the Rural-Stewards and to their chiefs; and when the parties have been pointed out, let the city send to Delphi; and whatever the god gives as an oracle respecting the money and the person who

without syntax and sense, Ficinus has more tersely, "pro possessioneigitur pecuniae melior mihi possessio animi justitiae eit, si virumtem divinitispropones."

1 It is difficult to understand what stories Plato is here alluding to, unless it be something like what the Etymologist mentions relating to Helen, that she was after her birth thrown by Tyndareus into a marshy spot, and there taken up by Leda. So too Oedipus was exposed by the order of Laius, and afterwards taken up by a shepherd; and a similar story is to be found in the case of the children of Melanippé, and doubtless in many other dramas likewise.

2 This was Solon, as we learn from Diogen. Laert. 1. 57.

3 Why Plato thus introduced the article, as if some specific god were intended, it is difficult to say. From the subsequent mention of Delphi, one would suspect that he wrote ὄ Πόθιως—

4—4 Ficinus alone has, what the train of thought requires—"que vero ab hominibus, declarabinus—" which Stephens however and Stalbaum conceive he added out of his own head, and not from the Ms, before him.

5 Ficinus omits τῆς πόλεως, which is not elsewhere thus united to ἄγορα.
has removed it, let the city perform, and be the minister to the oracle; and if the informer is a free-man, let him have a reputation for virtue; but, not informing, for wickedness; but if he is a slave, let him for informing be made, and justly so, free by the city, paying the value to his owner; but not revealing it, let him be punished with death. This enactment there would in due order follow this same\(^1\) law relating to matters great and small, \(^2\)(so as) to follow.\(^2\). If a man leaves any property of his own willingly or unwillingly, let him, who may happen to meet with it, suffer it to remain, conceiving that the daemon, who presides over roads, watches over things of this kind, that are dedicated to the deity\(^3\) by the law. When any one shall be \(^4\)disobedient to the enactment, and, contrary to it,\(^4\) take up and carry home any thing of little worth, let him, if a slave, receive many stripes from any one not less than thirty years of age, who may happen to meet him. But, if he is a free-man, let him in addition to his being considered ungentleman-like\(^5\) and out of the pale of the law, pay as a fine to the party, who left it, ten-fold the value of what he took up. When any one accuses another of detaining his property, whether it be much or little, and the party (who detains it) acknowledges that he has it, but (denies) that it is the other's property, if there be a written statement relating to the property laid before the magistrates according to law, let the plaintiff call the detaining party before the magistrate,\(^6\) and let the latter place the property in court;\(^6\) and the matter being rendered clear, if the property mentioned in the written statement shall appear to belong to either of the

\(^1\) Instead of ταβρό τούτο, some MSS. read ταβρόν τούτω: which seems to lead to τοιούτω τι—"some such as this."

\(^2\)–\(^3\) It is impossible to believe that Plato would have added ξυμακολονθείν after ἓπομενον ἵζεισ— and this too without any word to govern the infinitive. He might however have written ξυμακολονθοῦν—of which ἓπομενον would be the interpretation.

\(^3\) The deity was Diana, the Moon, or Hecate, three names for one goddess, whose power was respectively on earth, in heaven, and in hell.

\(^4\)–\(^5\) It is evident that ἀπειθὼν is a gl. of παρὰ ταύρα—

\(^6\) This is perhaps the best translation of ἀνελεύθερος—

\(^6\)–\(^6\) The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor, for they are wanting in Finicio; who probably did not understand the expression ὁ ἐκ καθυστάτω—where Ast would supply ἐκατόν: but the ellipse is rather of αὐτὸ, the property in "dispute," just as we say in England, "money paid into court."
contending parties, let him have it and depart. But if it belongs to some of those, who are not present, whichever party shall in favour of the absent owner produce trust-worthy bail, that he will deliver it up to him, let the party (so producing the bail) take the property away, according to the right of taking away in the absent party. But if the property in dispute be not stated in writing before the magistrates, let it be under the charge of the three oldest magistrates until the trial; and if the property under security be a thing requiring food, let the party defeated in the suit respecting it, pay the magistrates for its keep; and let the magistrates decide the question within three days.

[2.] Let any one who wishes, provided he is in his senses, take his own slave and treat him as he pleases, in whatever way it is holy, and let him on behalf of a relation or friend, for their security, lead the slave (to punishment) who has revolted. But if any one takes away another person, as if the latter were a slave led away, on the ground of giving him freedom, let the party so leading let (the other) go; and let the person taking away, on producing three trust-worthy bail, take away on these conditions, but otherwise not. And if a person takes away contrary to these conditions, let him be amenable to the laws relating to acts of violence; and on being cast, pay to the party, who has taken away, double of the damage which

---

1. Such, I presume, is the meaning of the Greek καρά τὴν ἑκινοῦ ἀφαίρεσιν ἀφαίρεσθαι: which Ficinus, perhaps unable to understand literally, has thus put into Latin—"is tantumdem deponere cogatur," translated by Taylor, "let him be compelled to deposit it."

2. Such, I conceive, is the correct translation here of θρέματα, not merely "an animal—"

3. All the words between the numerals are tacitly omitted by Taylor, although duly found in the version of Ficinus.

4. Such is the literal version of the Greek; where I must confess myself to be quite in the dark. For as ἀφαίρεσθαι is never, that I know of, taken in an intransitive sense, I cannot perceive how ὁ ἀφαίρομενος differs from ὁ ἄγων. Ficinus however, not aware of this difficulty, renders "qui vero in ductus est"—adopted by Taylor, who translates moreover—μεθύσας μίν ὁ ἄγων, by "let him who leads him be dismissed"—either because he did not know that μεθύσας was of the active voice, and μεθύσαμι passive; or else that the train of thought led to such a translation, at variance with the language. I could have understood the passage had the Greek been μεθύσαμι μίν ὁ ἄγων μοι instead of μεθύσας ὁ ἄγων—

5. Ficinus renders τῷ ἀφαίρεθαι "a quo absulit"—thus implying the participle in a passive sense; and so Ant. translates it...
has been stated in the pleadings. And let a person lead (to punishment) his freed-man, if he does not attend to those, who have made him free, (at all) or not sufficiently. Now the attention is in the freed-man going thrice in the month to the hearth of the party, who had made him free, and engaging to do whatever is requisite of acts just and in his power; and as regards marriage, to do whatever seems good to his lord. And let it not be lawful for him to possess more wealth than the person who made him free; and let the overplus belong to his lord. And let a freed-man remain not longer than twenty years, but like the rest of strangers depart, taking his whole property with him, unless he can persuade the magistrates and the party who made him free. And if the property of a freed person, or of any other stranger, is more than that of the census, the third in magnitude, let him within thirty days from that on which this occurs take his property and depart; nor let there be granted to him by the magistrates a request for a further stay. And if any one disobeys them, let him be brought before a court of justice, and after being convicted, let him be punished with death, and his wealth become public property. And let the suits in these cases be amongst the suits relating to parishes, unless the parties are previously freed from the accusations against each other in the presence of neighbours or chosen judges. And if any one lays his hand upon an animal or any thing else whatever, as being his own property, let him who has possession of it bring (the claimant) to the party who sold or gave it, being trust-worthy, and having the right to do so, or who handed it over in any

fecto," i. e. cujus servum quis in libertatem asservuit"—and this too although he had shown from Demoethenes, p. 1327, 22, R., and Ἀσχινε, p. 85, 6, R., that ἀφαίρεσθαι οἷς ἀδελφοῖς meant actively—"e rei quorum servorum numero eximere et in libertatem vendicare."  

1—1 This is said because slaves were generally brought from foreign countries.

2 The ellipse of ἐντὸς before ἔμπροσθεν is supplied in § 1.

3 Ficinus, followed partly by Taylor, has—"factum deprehensumve sit"—where he designedly added, what he saw was requisite for the sense, "deprehensumve."

4—4 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has "tribuum judices cognoscant"—as if his MS. read ἐν τοῖς φυληκοῖς δικασταί.—

5—5 In lieu of the words between the numerals, Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, has merely "litigantes" and "arbitros" as the version of διασωστοὺς δικασταί, from which Winckelmann was led to ἐν διαιρηταί.——
manner with authority, in the case of a citizen, or a settler in the city, within thirty days, but in the case of a transfer by a stranger, within five months, the middle of which is the month in which the summer sun turns to the winter. And whatever articles one person exchanges with another by sale or purchase, let them thus make the exchange, by one party giving and the other receiving, on the instant the value in the place appointed for each kind of articles in the market-place, and nowhere else; and let no one engage in the purchase or sale of an article on credit. But if any one person barters with another any thing whatever for any thing whatever in any other manner or in any other place, by trusting the party, who is making the exchange, let a person act in this way towards him, as no action will lie according to law, respecting articles, that have not been purchased according to what is here detailed. With respect to joint contributions, let any who is willing ask a contribution as a friend amongst friends; but if any difference arises respecting the payment of the contribution, let the parties act thus, as there will be no action against any one on such matters.

1 Ficinus has strangely here—"et veritas, si ad civem vel urbium incolam ille retulit, intra triginta dies inveniatur—"
2 So Ficinus, as if his MS. read ἓν in the place of ἴς, which refers to παράδοσις—But in both readings I am equally at a loss.
3 On this method of marking the summer solstice, when the sun turns from the tropic of Cancer to that of Capricorn, see at iii. § 5.
4 This is the phrase in English, answering to ἐκ ἀναβολῆς. Plato's object was that all transactions should be for ready money alone. For he knew that the credit system was the forerunner of usury; and usury, of extravagant profits; and these, of large fortunes; and these again, of luxurious habits; and these, lastly, of a corruption in morals and the destruction of the state.
5 I have translated as if the Greek were not εἰδώλων, but εἰσοίμων, repeated shortly afterwards.
6 All between the brackets are evidently out of their place; unless it be said that Plato introduced the subject of friendly contributions, with the view of showing that under no circumstances, either of barter or voluntary subscriptions, was any credit to be given; or if given, any remedy by law for the creditor.
7 The Ἐονον at Athens were like the Benefit Societies or Clubs in England, to which persons contributed by monthly, as in England by weekly, payments; and the money thus raised was, according to certain regulations, given to the contributors when in want. At Athens the contributors could be sued for arrears. But this Plato would not permit in his code of laws.
8 i.e. as friends. But oura conceals, I suspect, some error.
Whoever sells an article and receives for it a price of not less than fifty drachms, let him remain of necessity ten days in the city; and let the buyer know the residence of the seller, for the sake of the complaints which usually take place on such matters, and the return of the articles according to law. Now let the return or not, according to law, be in this way. If a person sells a slave labouring under a consumption, or the stone, or a strangury, or the disease called sacred, or any other malady not apparent to the many, of long standing and incurable, whether of the body or mind, if the sale be to a physician or a master of gymnastics, there is to be no return; nor yet, when the seller tells beforehand the (whole) truth to any one; but if a handicraftsman sells to a person not in trade an article of such a kind, let the buyer return the article, except in the case of (a slave affected) with the sacred disease, within six months; but in the case of the disease, let it be lawful to make the return within a year; and let the matter be decided before some physicians, whom the parties may bring forward and select in common, and let the party defeated pay double the value for which the party sold it. But if a party not in trade sells to another not in trade, let the return and decision take place in the manner mentioned above; and let the party defeated pay simply the value. If any one knowingly sells to another knowingly a slave, who has killed any person, let him have no return in the case of a purchase of this kind; but to a person not knowing, let there be a return then, when any buyer becomes aware of it; and let the decision rest with the five youngest guardians of the laws; and if it is decided that the seller was cognizant of the fact, let a person purify the residence of the buyer according to the law of the sacred interpreters, and let the seller pay the purchaser triple the sum.

[3.] Let him who exchanges either money for money, or any thing whatever for things of life or not of life, give and receive every thing unadulterated, following out the law. Let us however receive a prelude, as in the case of other laws, so likewise with respect to the whole of this wrong. It is meet

1 Epilepsy, as we learn from Celsus, quoted by Ast. See too Herodot. ii. 33, where Wesseling refers to Hippocrates, p. 308.
2 In lieu of ἀπεικόνισθαι, Winckelmann would read ἀποδεικνύμεθα, "let us exhibit."
for every man to consider adulteration, and lying, and fraud,
as forming one genus; to which it is usual for the multitude
to apply the saying, although speaking improperly, that when
such a conduct is adopted opportune, on each occasion, it
turns out well. But as they leave the occasion, and the
where, and the when, in an unregulated and undefined state,
they do by this assertion much injury to themselves and to
others. But it is not fitting for the legislator to leave this
undefined; but he ought always to state clearly the greater
and lesser limits. Let them be determined now. Let no one
who is not about to be the most odious to the gods, perpetrate,
either by word or deed, a falsehood, or fraud, or adultery
in any thing, when calling (to witness) the race of the gods.
Now such is (in the first place) he, who while swearing false
oaths, thinks nothing of the gods; and secondly he, who speaks
falsely before those who are better than himself. Now the
better are superior to the bad, both the elder, to speak in
general terms, than the younger, and parents [better] than
their offspring, and men than women and children, and go-
ernors than the governed; all of whom it is becoming for all
to reverence in every other government, and especially in
political offices, for the sake of which the present conver-
sation has come upon us. For every one of those in the
market-place, who by adulterating any thing perpetrates a
falsehood and a fraud, and calling upon the gods takes an
oath, according to the regulations and precautions of the
Market-Stewards, is a person who has no regard for men nor
reverence for the gods. It is indeed a beautiful institution
not to defile the names of the gods, while a person is taking it
of the majority of us do on each occasion as regards the part of a pure and holy conduct in what relates to the
If then a person is not persuaded (by these reasons) this be the law. Let the seller of any thing in the place never mention two prices of what he is selling; or mentioning a simple one, if he does not meet with him take the article back again, and justly so, nor value that day at a greater or less sum. Let puffing and absent in the case of every thing sold. And if a is disobedient to these enactments, let any citizen, not a thirty years of age, who happens to be present, pun-party swearing, and strike him with impunity; and if acts to do so, and is himself disobedient (to the law), be amenable to blame for his betrayal of the laws. him, who falls in with those who know the seller adulterated article, and unable to obey the present age, if he is able himself to detect the party, expose fraud) before the magistrates, and if he is a slave or, let him carry off the adulterated article. But citizen, who does not expose (the fraud), be proclaimed man, as one who defrauds the gods: but if he ex-, let him offer up (the adulterated article) to the gods, beside over the market-place. And let him, who has discovered selling any thing of this kind, in addition being deprived of the adulterated article, be scourged many lashes from a whip as there are drachms in a 2123 2128 un at which he valued the article, by the hands of the proclaiming in the market-place the reason of his being esta nobina decorn non facile inquinare, nec e a huc atque illuc; sed omnia, quae ad deos pertinent, pure casteque servare." Ficinus alone adds "his rationibus."

"un" seems very strange here, where one would have ex-unwilling." Correctly then has Ficinus "qui legi non obten-
us, not understanding apparently the meaning of the middle s "secum asportet," translated by Taylor, "bring with him." iterated article was forfeited to the informer.

one gods at Athens were Zeus and Hermes especially, as shown by Plut. 1156, quoted by Ast.
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about to be whipped. And let the Market-Stewards and the
guardians of the laws, after hearing from those who are skilled
in each of the adulterations and evil practices of the sellers,
write out what the seller ought and ought not to do; and
let them, after writing down the laws that are to afford clear
information to those engaged in business about the market-
place, put them upon a pillar before the court belonging to
the Market-Stewards. But the particulars relating to the
City-Stewards have been sufficiently detailed above. Should
it however appear that any thing more is wanting, let them
communicate with the guardians of the laws, and writing
down what seems to be wanting, let them place on a pillar at
the court belonging to the City-Stewards, the first and second
regulations, as laid down by their authority.

[4.] To the business of adulteration there follows on its
heel those of the huckster’s trade. But about the whole of
this let us first give advice according to reason, (and) afterwards a law respecting it. For the whole of huckstering in
a city does not exist for the sake of doing an injury, at least
naturally, but the reverse. For how is not every one a ben-
efactor, who causes the existence of property of any kind
soever, that is out of measure and unequally (diffused), to become
so equably in measure? This it is meet for us to acknow-
ledge, and to work out the power of money; and it is necessary

1—1 This clause Ficinus places after 2, whom both Ast and Stalbaum are disposed to follow, as Taylor had done already, forgetting however that ἀνώρθωσις would, thus standing by itself, have no meaning.

2—3 In lieu of ἀγοράθεμα, which is unintelligible, Stephens suggested, what Ast has adopted and Stalbaum approves of, ἀγορανομία, obtained from “fore” in Ficinus, similar to ἀντωνομια just afterwards.

4 I have adopted Winckelmann’s κυβοδιάς, in lieu of κυβοδῆς, to balance the subsequent κατηλίας.

5 Such is the idiomatic English version of κατὰ πόδα.

6—8 I have translated as if the Greek were not καὶ λόγον, but καὶ λόγον καὶ, where καὶ is due to one of the best MSS.

7—7 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has, “quod nummularius, mercator, mercenarius et hospitalis diversorii magister faciunt; hi enim ceterique hujusmodi sive honestiores sive turpiores, indigentiam suppletere rebusque æqualitatem prebere;” from which however I have been led to elicit εἰκοσι and ἐκπομπάια out of εἰκοσιπόμπα, which cannot stand here, as εἰκοσπόμπα and its compounds are intransitive, whereas the syntax requires a trans-
itive verb.
to say that the merchant is ordained for this; and the person who is hired, and the tavern-keeper, and other trades, that are some, more genteel, and some, less, have all this power, to show assistance to all in need, and to cause an equality in property. But let us see why this seems to be neither honourable nor becoming, and why it happens to lead to calumny, in order that, although we may not cure the whole by a law, yet we may at least a part.

Clin. This, as it seems, is no trifling matter, and requires no little virtue.

Athen. How say you, friend Clinias? A race of men small and naturally few, and brought up with a superior education, are, when they fall into want and a desire for certain things, able to bear up with moderation; and when they have it in their power to acquire great wealth, behave soberly, and prefer that, which borders on moderation, to excess. But the mass of mankind conduct themselves in a manner perfectly the reverse of this; for they desire without measure; and when they have it in their power to obtain a moderate gain, they prefer to have a gain that never satisfies. Hence all the races of men engaged in trades retail and wholesale, and as tavern-keepers, have been calumniated and subject to disgraceful reproaches. For should any one—which never may it happen, nor ever will—compel what it is ridiculous indeed to say, yet said it shall be—the best of men in every way to keep a tavern for a certain time, or to be a huckster, or to do any thing of this kind, or even women (the most holy) through some necessity of fate, to take part in an employment

1 Ast, with whom Stalbaum and the Zurich editors agree, has adopted the arrangement of the speeches suggested by Grou; who continues the words, Πράγματα — ἀρετὴς to the Athenian, and assigns Πῶς λίγος to Clinias, and Οὐ φίλος to the Athenian.

2 Ficinus, unable probably to see the difference here between σμικρὸν and δλιγὸν, has merely "Pauci admodum homines." Unless I am greatly mistaken, Plato wrote φόνοι οὐ λιγὸν— On the meaning and loss of λιγὸν see Porson on Hippol. 917.

2 On the difference between σαπηλὸς, "a retail dealer," and ἱμπορος, "a wholesale merchant," see at Sophist, § 19, n. 23.

4 In the words of the original lies hid an iambic verse, ἐπίτιν γε-λοῖον, ἀλλ’ ἰμπορῳ εἰρήστασι—

2 H
of such a kind, we should know that each of these is honest and laudable, and that if they occurred uncorrupted according to reason, all such acts would be honoured, as belonging to the character of a mother and a nurse. But now, since some one has for the sake of a retail trade established dwellings in solitary places, and, having in every direction a length of road, receives in much-desired resting-places those unable to proceed, or affords a warm and quiet spot to those driven by the violence of severe weather, and a cool one in hot; and afterwards having them received as friends, does not give them symbols of friendship subsequent to their reception, but, as if they were enemies taken in war and in their power, lets them go for a ransom very great, and unjust, and not to be cleansed—these actions and such as these, having been disgracefully committed by all persons of this kind, have correctly furnished a ground of calumny against the assistance given to distress. Against these the lawgiver ought therefore to prepare a remedy. For the saying of old is correct, that against two opposite things it is hard to fight, as in the case of diseases

1. So Taylor translates the Latin of Ficinus, “honesta et appræbenda.” But such is not the meaning of φιλον καὶ ἀγαπητῶν, “dear and to be loved,” words which I can scarcely understand here, even if they are applied to a person, and not, as the train of thought seems to require, to a thing.

2. Here again I am at a loss, and so was Ficinus; who translates, “nisi corrupte fient,” omitting entirely κατὰ λόγον, while Taylor has “according to uncorrupt reason.”

3. I have translated as if the Greek were φιλεῖα—ξύμβολα, not φιλεῖα ἔτινα—

4. I have adopted with Ast ἀλνομονοεῖς, as suggested by Stephens, in lieu of ἀλλομονοεῖς—

5. The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor; who through the whole of this passage has looked only to the Latin version.

6. Such is the literal translation of the Greek. Ficinus has “sed ut inficiscos atque captivos crudeliter se redimere cogunt robuusque omnibus spoliànt.” For he did not understand, nor can I, the meaning here of μακροφατων καὶ ἀκαθάρτων λυτρων.

7. In lieu of φθοράς, Ficinus found in his M.S. αἰσχρός, as shown by his version, “turpiter.” Plato wrote, I suspect, both words; and so I have translated.

8. Literally, “to cut.” On this expression, see Blomf. on Agam. 16.

9. To this saying there is an allusion in Phaidon, § 38, πρὸς ὅποιο ὁ θανάτος ἢ ἡ μέγιστη φθορα τῆς ἑαυτοῦ, where by the two were meant the Ἡδύν and Crab, as shown by Euthydem. § 60.
and many other things. But at present the contest is against these two things, poverty and wealth; the latter of which corrupts the soul of man through luxury, while the former turns itself through pain to shamelessness of every kind. What protection, then, will there be against this disease in a state endowed with intellect? In the first place, let it make use, to the utmost of its power, of the fewest in number of the race of hucksters; next, we enjoin such trades upon some of those persons, from whose corruption there would be not a great mischief to the state; and thirdly, to discover a plan in the case of those, who take a part in these occupations, how their morals may not happen to become freely partakers in impudence and in feelings unfitted for free-men. Let then, after what has now been stated, a law of this kind take place, with a good fortune relating to these matters. Of the Magnesians, whom a god is again raising up and settling into a colony, let no one amongst such as have a share in the land, and possess hearths amounting to five thousand and forty, either willingly or unwillingly become a retail or wholesale dealer, nor hold any situation whatever under individuals, who are not upon an equality with himself, except under a father or mother, and those who are still higher up in birth than these, and all who are older than himself, and (live) like free-men in a free manner. It is not however easy to legislate for what is gentleman-like or ungentlemanly. Let however a distinction be made by those, who have obtained the prize of excellence, by their hatred and reception of these doings (respectively). Let then any one, who is willing, indict, on the charge of disgracing his family, the person, who takes a part in any trickery

1 As αὐτῇ cannot thus follow ἀναισχύνης, I have translated as if the Greek were παντοίην.
2—3 I have translated as if the Greek were ταύτα τισιν, not τούτοις, which is without regimen. Ficinus has his hominibus cauponandi artæ.
3—4 Taylor has, by an error perhaps of the press, “forty-five thousand.”
4—4 I have translated as if the Greek were ἐτὶ τούτων εἰς τὸ ἀνώ γένος ἱσχύς, not γένεσι; or since one MS. has γένεσιν, γένος ἱσχύς. For in this formula the singular γένος is either adopted or omitted entirely, as in ἱσχύς, ἵσχυς. Menex. § 5, τῶν ἀνωθέν ἐτὶ προγόνων, and the other passages quoted by myself on Philoct. 180. Ast too would read here εἰς τὸ ἀνώ γένος—
5 Ficinus alone has “qui libere vivunt,” as if his MS. read τοίς ἀνω ἑλευθέρους.
of an ungentlemanly huckstering; and if he shall appear to have defiled his paternal hearth by any unworthy employment, let him, after being in bonds for a year, abstain from such employment; and if he does so again, for two years; and on each conviction let him not cease doubling the previous period. A second law ordains, moreover, that a person must be a settler or a stranger, who is to follow a retail trade. And a third one (ordains this) the third, in order that the best character, or one the least improper, may be a fellow-dweller in the city, that it is requisite for the guardians of the law to consider that they are the guardians not only of those, whom it is easy to guard against, when (acting) contrary to the law, and becoming wicked—such, I mean, as are well born and have been well brought up—but that they ought to guard still more against persons, who are not of such a kind, and who follow pursuits, that possess a powerful incentive to their becoming bad. Such then are the circumstances relating to retail trade, which is extensive, and embraces many occupations. Respecting then such of these, as may be left, through their being thought to be, from a great necessity, requisite in a state, it behooves the guardians of the laws to come again together with those skilled in retail trades, as we before enjoined in the case of adulteration, an occupation allied to this; and, after coming together, to see what receipts and outlay produce a moderate profit to the retail dealer; and after writing down the outlay and receipts, to lay down the result, and, to watch over it, in some matters the Market-Stewards, in others the City-Stewards, and in others the Rural-Stewards. And thus will retail trading be of service in some points on nearly every occasion, and be of the least disservice to those, who make use of it in states.

1 Ficinus incorrectly omits τὸ δὲ τριών, but correctly adds 'cavendum monet,' requisite to complete the sense.
2 I have translated as if the Greek were χρησιμεύσαντι, as required by the syntax, not χρηστῷ—
3 I have omitted προσφερικόν, which Arist. vainly, I conceive, attempts to defend.
4—5 In ταύρυ δη, which has puzzled Ast, not a little, evidently lies hid—ταυρών δη—similar to 'cum vero cauponatio—sit,' in Ficinus.
6—7 All between the numerals is thus translated by Ficinus, et tam impendium quam emolumentum conscribant, and by Taylor, 'et establish its expenses and emolument.'
Whatever compact a person acknowledges to have made, if he does not act according to the acknowledgment, except in cases where laws or a decree prevent him, or where he has made the acknowledgment through being compelled by some unjust necessity, or if he is prevented unwillingly by an unexpected accident, let an action lie against him in the legal suits relating to the tribes, for an acknowledgment not completed in other respects, unless the parties are able to come to a reconciliation previously, in the presence of arbitrators or neighbours. The race of artificers is sacred to Hephaestus and Athéné, who jointly fit up our life by their arts; while, on the other hand, they, who preserve the works of artificers by other arts of a defensive kind, are (sacred) to Ares and Athéné. And justly too is this race sacred to those gods; for all these are through life attending to the country and people; some by presiding over the contests of war; others by bringing to an effect the production by hire of instruments and works; to whom it would not be a becoming act to tell a falsehood about these matters, while reverencing the gods, their progenitors. If then any operative shall, through improper conduct, not complete his work by the stated time, and, paying no reverence to the god, who is the giver of life, conceive, seeing nothing with his mind’s eye, that a god, as being of his own kindred, will pardon him, such a one will, in the first place, suffer punishment from the god himself; and secondly, let a law be laid down conformably to this; and let him be bound to pay the value of the work, of which he has defrauded by a falsehood the party, who gave it out; and let him complete it again from the commencement within the stated time gratuitously. And as the law has advised the seller not to make an attempt (on the purchaser) by

1 All between the numerals is omitted by Taylor, although duly found in the version of Ficinu.
2 Here, as above in § 4, Ficinus translates ἐν ταῖς φυλακαῖς δίκαιοις by “tribunum judices cognoscant,” as if his MS. read ἐν τοῖς φυλακαῖς δίκασταις. And so he does in § 5, where the Greek is ἐν τοῖς κατὰ φυλάξ δίκαιοις—
3 A similar expression in Menexen. § 7, where however the names of the deities are not given. Compare too Protagor. § 33, and the Statesman, p. 274, C., and Pseudo-Plato in Critias, p. 109, C.
4 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has “auctores—” translated by Taylor, “the authors of these arts—” And so too Ask.
5 The words between the numerals seem strangely introduced. Ficinus has “hoc lege reus factus,” what is far preferable.
valuing (an article)\(^1\) at more than its worth, but in all simplicity at its worth—for the operative knows the value—so does it advise in the case of a person undertaking a job, and gives the same order. In cities, therefore, of free-men, it is not meet for the operative himself to make an attempt upon unskilled individuals by his own skill in an art, which is a thing naturally clear and devoid of falsehood; but (it is meet) for an action to lie on this ground in behalf of the person injured against the party doing the wrong. If then any one, after giving out work to an operative, does not pay him his wages, according to the agreement legally drawn up, but by dishonouring Zeus, the guardian of the city, and Athené, \(^2\) (both) sharing in the polity, and, by being in love with a little gain, shall loosen \(^3\) great societies, let there be a law to assist, conjointly with the gods, the binding together of the state. For let him, who, after he \(^4\) has bargained for work and got hold of it,\(^4\) does not pay the wages at the time agreed upon, be sued for double the amount. \(^5\) And if a year has elapsed, while all the other monies are without interest, which a person confers as a loan, let him put down the interest at the rate \(^6\) of an obolus,\(^8\) for a drachm monthly, and let the cause be tried in the courts of justice \(^7\) belonging to the tribes. As, however, (we have made mention)\(^8\) incidentally of those, who in war are the workers of safety, and of army-leaders, and such as are artists in

\(^1\) I have translated as if τι had dropped out before τιμᾷν.

\(^2\)-\(^3\) As I do not believe that Zeus and Athené, both of whom are called elsewhere πολιτικά, are ever spoken of as κυριωτά πολιτείας, I suspect there is some error here, arising from the improper position of some words, and the faulty writing of others. To avoid the difficulty Ficinus has "Minervamque hujus rei participem—"

\(^4\)-\(^5\) Ficinus alone has "pro viri parte dissolverit.

\(^6\)-\(^7\) Such seems to be the meaning of προμεταγενές ἐργον. I suspect however that Plato wrote something like προμεταγενές ἐργον καὶ ἀφάμενος. But as the very same phrase is repeated shortly afterwards, it is perhaps to be considered as a technical one, applicable to various trades. Cousin's note is—"Celui, qui après avoir commandé un ouvrage à un artisan, προμεταγενές ἐργον, ne le paie pas le prix convenu, paiera le double."

\(^8\)-\(^9\) All the words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor, although duly found in Ficinus.

\(^9\) As the obolus was the sixth part of a drachm, the rate was above 10\% per cent. monthly.

\(^1\) From this passage it is evident that, although the expression in \(^4\) and \(^5\) is παῖς φιλαθλικὸς δίκαιος, Plato wrote in all the three places παῖς φιλαθλικὸς δίκαιος.
these matters, it is (only) just to say that we have been reminded of operatives altogether, as in the case of these being again, like those, as it were other operatives. If then any one even of these undertakes a public work, either voluntarily or from a command, and executes it beautifully, (and) the law justly pays him in honours, which are the wages of men skilled in war, such a law one will never be tired of praising; but he will blame it, if it does not pay, after it has been bargained for and got hold of any work of those [works] that are beautiful in war. Let then this law mingled with praise be laid down by us respecting these matters, in the form of advice, and not of compulsion, to the mass of the citizens, namely, to pay secondary honours to brave men, who are the savours of the whole state, whether by their valour, or by stratagems in war; for let the greatest guerdon be given to those the first, who have been able to honour pre-eminently the writings of good legislators.

[6.] The greatest of compacts, that men have with each other, except such as relate to orphans, and the guardians of orphans, have been laid down by us in due order, in nearly (the best manner). It is necessary however, after what has

1— Such is the literal version of the Greek; which Ficinus, unable, like myself, to understand, has given a translation of it, adopted to the letter by Taylor, "non alienum est ut de his quoque dicamus."

2 Ficinus has "jussus," which leads to προσταχθείς: but if προσταχθείς be retained, we must read ἐκψησθον instead of ἐκψῶν.

3 I have adopted καὶ, suggested by Stephens, and inserted by Ast.

4— I have translated as if the Greek were τοῦτον ἑπανὸν ὁποτὲ καμείτις, not αἰτῶν—καμείται, for the sense partly, and partly the syntax. For there is no such form in Greek as καμοῦμαι, as I have remarked in Aeschyl. Suppl. 851, ὁποτε καμοῦμαι σοὶ λέγουσα τάγαθα: where I edited ὁποτε κάμοι' ἄν— We meet indeed with ἐπί τ' ἐγχεὶ κείρα καμείται in I. B. 389. But there it is easy to read κείρα καμείται ἐνε: where ἐνε is plainly confirmed by the preceding ἦδρωσε μὲν τεν ρελαμὼν, and the following ἢδρωσε δ' ἐνε ἵππος: while here, as regards the sense, it will be sufficient to refer to Prom. 340, Τὰ μὲν σ' ἑπανῶν ὁδαμὴ λῆκω ποτὲ, and Theognid. 1327, οὐποτε σ' αἰνῶν Πάνθσματι.

5— Ficinus has been content to give the general sense, "sin autem ei, qui rem bellicam bene gesserit, nihil redditur, juste conqueretur."

6 The word ἐγανὸν could not be thus repeated after ἐγανὸν.

7 This introduction of "able" seems very strange here. It was probably omitted by Ficinus designedly. One MS. has διανθείς. The sense seems to require— "who have caused the writings of good legislators to bloom pre-eminently in eternal honour:" in Greek, τιμᾷ διαφθορῶν ἄθικον ἄνθρωπον διότι. With the expression τιμᾷ ἄθικος συμφάξας ἄθικον διότι in Thucyd. iv. 87.

8 I have translated as if κάλλιστα had dropped out between διατίθεται ἵν ταῦτα, for σχεδόν could scarcely stand here by itself.
been now detailed, to arrange these matters at least in some manner. Now of all these is the desire 1 of those about to die 1 respecting their will, and the circumstances of those who have made no will. I have said it is necessary, Clinias, from looking at the harsh and difficult temper of such persons; nor is it possible to leave the point unarranged. For each party would, 2 previous to his being about to make his will, 3 introduce many clauses at variance with each other, and contrary to the laws, and the manners of the living, and their progenitors, if one gave a power for a will to be effective, simply in the manner, that a person may have made it in whatever state he might be towards the end of life. For most of us, when we think we are about to die, are in a certain manner silly in mind, and broken down in spirit. 3

Clin. How say you this, O guest?

Athen. A man, Clinias, when about to die, is morose, and full of language very terrible to legislators, and difficult (to treat with).

Clin. In what way?

Athen. Seeking to be the master of all things, he is wont to speak with anger.

Clin. What?

Athen. It is a shocking thing, O ye gods, says he, if I am not permitted to give my property to whomsoever I please, 4 and not 4 to one person more, and to another less, amongst such as have evidently behaved ill or well towards me, after they have been tested sufficiently, (some) 5 during my disorders and others during my old age, and in other circumstances of various kinds.

Clin. Does he 6 then, O guest, not appear to you to speak correctly?

1—1 Ficinus has "qui mortui sunt," as if his MS. read τῶν τελευτη-
kὼν, not τῶν τελευτῶν μελλόντων.
2—3 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, omits all between the numerals.
3 Ast renders διαστήματων "ani mo fractus," and refers to Xep-
phon’s Agesilas ii. 14, ἀστίδας διαστήματων. He should have read here διαστήματων, and there διαστήματων.
4—4 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, omits καί μη. But Stephens says that the ellipse is to be thus supplied, καί μη δοιναι, φο δοιναι μη θέλειν.
5 Here of μην is to be supplied from the subsequent of δε—
6 Taylor has, what the train of thought requires, the singular here, not the plural, as if he wished to read δοκεῖ σοι γε, instead of δοκεῖται
Athen. The lawgivers of old appear to me, Clinias, to have seen cowards, and to have legislated, while they were looking o 1 and thinking upon 1 a trifling portion 2 of human affairs.

Clin. How say you?

Athen. Terrified at this language (of the dying man), 3 they aid down this 4 law, that it should be lawful for any one 5 to dispose of his property without exception entirely as he pleased. But I and you will answer those in your state about to die, in a more careful manner.

Clin. How?

Athen. O friends, we will say, 6 who exist really but for a lay, 5 it is a difficult thing for you to know your own affairs, and yourselves to boot, as the writing of the Pythian (priestess) 7 says at present. I, therefore, as being a legislator, lay down that neither yourselves are your own property, nor this substance of yours, but that they belong to the whole of your family, both past and to come; and further still, that both the whole of your family and substance belong to the state; and this being the case, should any one by flattery insinuate himself 8 into your favour, either during a disorder or when you are most about by old age, and persuade you to dispose of your property by will in not the best manner, I shall not willingly agree to it; but looking to all that is the best both for the whole state,

1—1 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows, omits καὶ διανοοῦμενοι—
2 Ficinus has "ad minimum quid," as if his MS. read συμπόσιατον τι, not συμπόσια merely.
3 Ficinus adds "morituri hominum," and so after him Taylor, "of the lying man."
4 The Greek in all the MSS. but two is τὸνδε, in lieu of which Bekker, whom Stallbaum follows, has edited τὸν—contrary, I conceive, to the genius of the language. They should have read τὸνον—With regard to the law itself, Ast refers to Plutarch, in Solon, p. 90, A., but there, as remarked by Cousin, Solon permitted a father to dispose of his property, only when he had not a son.
5 Ficinus has "licet cuique," as if his MS. read ἵτειναι τῷ τα—
6—8 Ficinus, not aware that Plato had in mind the expressions in Pindar, Ἀeschylus, and Aristophanes, where man is described as "the being of a day," has "brevi procul dubio morituri," and so Taylor after him.
7 Of the celebrated saying, "Know thyself," to which Plato has alluded in not less than five places, the earliest notice is in Ἀesch. Prom. 317, Ἡγ- 
8—9 καὶσαυρόν; and the passage the least noticed is in Ovid, A. A. ii. 499, "Est ibi (at Delphi) diversum fama celebrata per orbem Litterae, cognosci quae sibi quemque jubet."
and your family, I will lay down laws by justly putting to less account that which belongs to each individual. May you, therefore, be mild and well-disposed towards us, and proceed in the path, in which you are now, according to man’s nature, journeying; while of the rest of your concerns it will be for us to be the guardians, by taking, to the utmost of our power, a care (of every thing), and not of merely some, but not of others. Let this then, Clinius, be the consolation for the dead, and for the living this the prelude (of the law); but this the law itself.

[7.] Let him, who makes a will, disposing of his property, if he is a father of children, appoint first whichever of his sons he thinks proper to be his heir, but of his other children whichever he gives to another person to adopt, let this too be written down. And if any of his sons survive him, after having been adopted, but not with any heir-property, and of whom there is an expectation that he will be sent to a colony according to law, let the father be permitted to give him from his other property what he pleases, except the paternal allotment, and all the chattels belonging to it. And if there are more children, let their father distribute in shares the remainder of the allotment in whatever manner he pleases. But whichever of the sons possesses a house, let him not leave to such a one any money. To a daughter, in like manner, to whom a man has been affianced, [that he may be about to be her husband,] let him not give a share; but to her, who is not betrothed, let him give a share. And if any allotment in the country shall be found to be in the hands of any of the sons or daughters, after the will has been made, let it be left for the heir of the party.

1—3 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has more fully, “ut singulorum commoda minoris quam cunctorum, ut par est, respectem.”
2—7 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has “quorum humanae vos necessitas vocat,” thus rendered by Taylor, “as human nature requires you should.”
3 I have with Taylor adopted “omnia” in Ficinus, similar to the expression of Phocylides, Λέρων καθιε, οὐχ οὔτε μὲν, οὔτε δὲ οὐ, Πάντες δὲ—
4—4 To avoid the figure of speech called Chiasmus in the original, I have placed the words in their natural order; while Ficinus has altered the construction by his version, “haec proemio solamina.”
5—5 The words between the numerals are evidently an explanation, and are omitted by Ficinus, who has “filiae, quae viro sit despensa.”
6 In lieu of καταλειπτος Ast suggests correctly καταλειπεσθοι, similar to “relinquatur” in Ficinus.
who has made the will. And if the testator has no sons, but
daughters, let him write down what man he would wish as
he husband for any of his daughters, and as the son-in-law
or himself. And if the son of any one, whether natural or
dopted, happens to die before he could be enrolled amongst
sons, let the testator mention this circumstance in the will, and
ignify whom he wishes to be his son in his stead with better
fortune. And if any one without children makes a will, let him
elect the tenth part of his property, beyond the allotment, and
give it to whom he pleases; but all the rest let him give
without blame to his adopted son, and make for himself, ac-
cording to law, a son kindly disposed. And in the case of a
person whose children require guardians, if, after having made
his will, he dies, and has mentioned as guardian for his children
sarties of the number and kind he wishes, and who are will-
ing and agree to act as guardians, let the selection of the guar-
dians be according to what has been written down in full force.
But if a person dies intestate, if there is 1 any thing deficient
in the selection 1 of the guardians, let the next of kin, two on
the father's side, and two on the mother's, and one from among
the friends of the deceased, have power to act as guardians;
and these let the guardians of the law appoint (as guardians) to
any orphan, who is in want of them. And of the whole care
of orphans, let fifteen of the guardians of the laws, who are
the oldest, have the charge 2 ever according to seniority; and
saving divided themselves into threes, let three (act) in one year,
and in another year three others, until the five periods are ac-
complished in a circle; 3 and let no one fail in this duty to the
rest of his power. But should any one die without having
made a will at all, and leave children that require a guardian,
et the indigent state of the children share in the same laws.
And should any one, meeting with an unexpected misfortune,
leave behind him daughters, let him pardon the legislator if,
looking to two things out of three, namely, proximity of race,
and the preservation of the allotment, he makes provision for

1—1 Instead of ἂν τῆς—παρὰς ἀπὸ τοὺς ἄνδρας, where there is nothing to
govern the genitive, I have translated as if the Greek were ἂν τῆς—
παρὰς ἀπὸ τοὺς ἄνδρας—

2—2 Ficinus, partly followed by Taylor, has thus abridged all between
the numerals, “ut terni pro dignitate singulis annis curreat, et, exacto
quinquennio, similiter quindecim alios.”
the giving the daughters in marriage; but the third point, to which the father would have attended, namely, by looking to the habits and manners, (to select) from all the citizens a single son for himself and a husband for his daughter, he omitted through the consideration of it being an impossibility. Let then this law be laid down relating to matters of this kind. If any one, dying intestate, leaves behind him daughters, let the half brother on the father’s or mother’s side, if he is without an allotment, take the daughter and the allotment of the deceased.

But if there is not a brother, let a brother’s son (do so) in like manner, if the cousins are of a sufficient age. And if there is not one of these left, let the son of the father’s sister (act) in the same way, and let the fourth after these be the father’s brother; the fifth, the son of this (brother); and the sixth, the son of the father’s sister; and in like manner let the ascent be continued perpetually by consanguinity, if a person leaves behind daughters, proceeding through brothers and cousins, first the males, and afterwards the females, in one family. And let the judge on reflection determine the fitness or unfitness of the time of marriage, by looking at the males naked and at the females naked, as far as the navel. And if there is a want of kindred to families, as far as the sons of brothers and as far too as the children of grandfathers, whomssoever of the other citizens, being willing, the girl shall of her own free-will select, with the consent of her guardians, let that person become the heir of the deceased, and the husband of his daughter. Further still, there might be a great want of many things, and a still greater of persons of this kind, at some time in this very state. Should then a female, being in want of nuptials, see any one going from hence to a colony, and if

---

1. The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.

2. Ficinus alone has, what the sense requires, “deligit.” Hence, as in MS, reads κλέπτων for βλέπων, Winckelmann suggests ἰκλέγων, βλέπων.

3. With this law Ast compares a similar one at Athens, as shown by Isæus, T. vii. p. 270, R., and Demosthenes, p. 1067, R.

4. Ficinus has, what is preferable, “in eodem genere.”

5. I have adopted the reading suggested by Ast—πολλαὶ πολλὰ ἀπορία καὶ τῶν τοιούτων ἐτι πλείων—in lieu of πολλὰ πολλῶν καὶ ἀπορίων τῶν τοιούτων πλείων—What Ficinus found in his MS. it is impossible to discover by his version, adopted to the letter by Taylor—“qui urbe urbem habitant.”

6. I have translated as if the Greek were τις οὖν ἀπορεῖ ὑμεῖς not τις ἀπορομάνη—which Ast vainly, I think, endeavours to explain.
her mind for that person to be the heir of her father’s
ty, provided he is a relation, let him enter upon the al-
tant according to the arrangement of the laws. 1 But if
out of the family, those in the city being out of rela-
tship, 1 let him have the power, through the selection of the
clans and of the daughter of the deceased, to marry her,
returning home, to take the allotment of the intestate.
If any one, who has no male or female children at all, dies
iate, let other matters hold good respecting such a per-
according to the aforesaid law; but let a female and
ese go, as joint-sharers, from his family to the dwelling,
ch occasion deserted; and to them let the allotment
es as owners; and let a sister (enter) first; a brother’s
ther, second; a sister’s offspring, third; a sister of the
r, fourth; a daughter of the father’s brother, fifth; and
chter of the father’s sister, sixth. Let these females live
her with those (males) according to affinity and lawfu-
as we have previously laid down by law. Nor let the
hty nature of laws of this kind lie hid from us, that some-
s it harshly ordains the relation of a deceased person to
y a relation. 2 (For he who introduces a law of this
1 does not appear to consider that 2 ten thousand imped-
is arise, so as to render a person unwilling to comply with
ates of this kind; and that there are those, who would
ny thing whatever, when diseases and maimings in
mind come upon some of those ordained by law toy, or be married. The legislator then will perhaps seem,
correctly so, to some, to pay no regard to these matters. Let
then be stated, as if it were a prelude in common, both for
awgiver, and the party to whom laws are given; which re-
tes 4 those under laws to grant a pardon to the legislator, be-
while he is taking care of public concerns, he cannot at
ime regulate the circumstances that occur to each in-

1 Such is the Greek literally. Ficinus has, what is more intelligible,
vero civis quidem, sed non ex genere sit,” as if he had found in
εδώ τὰν ἐν γῇ πολὺ οὐχιν αὐτῶν ἱερῶς γίνοντες τὸν γιὸ—without έξω
γενειῶν.

2 The words between the lunes are found only in the version of
as, “quappe qui hujusmodi legem fert,” adopted by Taylor.
3 Ille of & μύρια Ficinus seems to have found in his MS. ὡς μύρια—
a version is “quam multos—”
st unites δέομενων with προοίμιον by a rather violent prosopopeia.
individual likewise; and, on the other hand, 1 (the legislator's grant) 1 a pardon to those under laws; since they are sometimes unable, and reasonably so, to perform the commandments the legislator, which, ignorant 2 of private circumstance, he has ordained.

Clin. By doing what then, O guest, will a person be most in measure in such a case?

Athen. It is necessary, Clinias, to choose arbitrators between laws of this kind, and for those governed by them.

Clin. How say you?

Athen. Sometimes 3 the son of a rich father 4 would not be willing to marry the daughter of his uncle, 4 through being given to luxury and keeping his thoughts upon a greater connexion; 3 and sometimes too, while the legislator enjoin the greatest calamity, he would be compelled by necessity to disobey the law, which forces 6 him to accept an alliance with a mad woman, or other-terrible calamities of body or soul, by possessing them, to live a life not to be endured. 5 Let this law, which has been just now spoken of, 7 be laid down among us. If any persons find fault with the laws laid down relating to wills and any thing else whatever, and marriages to be (by saying) 8 that if the legislator himself were 9 present living, 9 he would never compel a person to act thus, nor would those compelled to marry, or to be married, do either; or should any of the family or any guardian assert, that (as the laws)

1—1 I have inserted the words between the numerals, as being requisite for the balance of the sentence.
2—3 Ficinus, followed tacitly by Taylor, has alone, what the true thought requires, "singularum calamitaturn"—
3—3  The Greek is πλουσιον without regi
4—4 From the two it is easy to elicit πλουσιον τις, as I have translated.
4—4 I have omitted ἀδελφίδος, as a gloss for βέβαια.
5—5 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus found something different, it would seem, in his MS. For his version is "non munus calamitate maxima puellae seu corporis sive animi coactus, legi illi in obtemperat, qua ad insana cumbia invitus trahitur, quibus implici vivere nonet."
6—6 I have followed Stephens, who reads ἀναγκάζουσι in lieu of ἀναγκάζουσι, which is without regimen.
7—7 I have translated as if the Greek were λέγομενος, not λόγος, as I cannot understand, and so I cannot conceive, to explain satisfactorily.
8—9 Ast supplies λέγοντες, which he got from "asserant" in Ficinus; I confess I cannot understand why Plato thus put the cart before the horse. Ficinus omits παράντα καί—
left the fifteen of the guardians of the laws to appear as
bitrators and parents to male and female orphans, to these 
the law, let him carry the matter to the tribunal of selected
and by them be adjudged, and bring to an end their
crees as being decisive. But should it seem to any one
that too great a power has been given to the guardians
of the care he is defeated by the legislator, let blame and re-
reach lie, a fine in the eyes of him, who possesses a mind,
more heavy than a mass of money.

[8.] And now there would be, as it were, a second birth to
orphans. After the first the nurture and education for each
have been spoken of. But after the second, rendered desolate
by the want of fathers, it is meet to devise by what means
the misfortune of their orphanhood may excite the least pos-
ible pity for their misfortune in the case of those who have
become orphans. First then, we assert that we assign by law
to the guardians of the laws to be not worse parents,
the place of those who begat them; and we ordain moreover,
that for each year they take a care of them, as if they were
their own. And such is the prelude we have given with care
the guardians, relating to the bringing up of or-
phans. For we appear to have detailed at some fitting time in
the previous discourse, how that the souls of the dead pos-
se a certain power, by which they attend to human affairs.

1 I have translated as if the Greek were φανής, not φάναι, which,
ius Ast, often means "to think." But even if such were the case, of
which I am very doubtful, we should here gain nothing by such a
meaning.
2 In lieu of οίς I have adopted τούτων, as suggested by Stephens;
who got the idea from "ad hos ipsoe" in Ficinus. For otherwise the
apodosis of all the preceding sentences would be wanting.
3—4 In the Greek there evidently lies hid a dramatic distich—Ψόγος
ς ημια της νοῦν ἐχοντι σωφρονοι.
—4 That Plato should have been guilty of this wretched verbiage
seems hardly credible. Ficinus has—"Post secundam vero, operam dare
lebemus, ut privati parentibus, quam minime miserabiI calamitate pre-
nantur"—thus translated by Taylor, "But after the second it is necessary
do devise some means by which orphans may be oppressed with calamity
as little as possible."
5 I have translated as if the Greek were—τιμελή ταύτα τούτων—
ν εν μελί τούτων—Opportunely then do three MSS. offer τιμελή—
6 I have omitted τιλευτήσασαι with Ficinus.
On this point indeed the reasons are true, but long, through the going round about. It is necessary likewise to believe in the other traditions relating to matters of this kind, which are so numerous and very old; and to believe too in those who legislate, unless they seem to be altogether insane, that such is the case. If then such is naturally the case, let persons fear in the first place the gods above, who have a perception of the desolate state of orphans; next, the souls of the dead, to whom in the course of nature it belongs to have a care of their own offspring, and to be kind to those who do them honour, but hostile towards those who treat them with dishonour; and further still, the souls of those who are living, but in old age, and in the greatest honours; for to whom there is a state under good laws and prosperous, their children's children live a pleasant life, through paying them a proper attention. For all those acutely hear and acutely see every thing relating to these matters, and are kind to those who act justly to these persons, but excessively angry, on the other hand, with those, who behave insolently towards orphans and the destitute; since they deem (such a state) to be a deposit the greatest and the most sacred. To all of which points it is meet for the guardian and magistrate, who possesses the smallest degree of intellect, to direct his attention, and by bestowing his care upon the bringing up and education of orphans, to pay, as it were, a contribution for the benefit of himself and children, and confer wholly a kindness to the whole of his power. He then, who is persuaded by this story before the law, and does not behave insolently toward an orphan, will never know distinctly the anger of the legislator about matters of this kind. But let him, who is unpersuaded and does an act of injustice to one

1, 2 I have translated as if the Greek were δρος γάρ, not δεῦν περι, and τούτος, not τούτων—On the Attic δρος see myself in Aesch. Eum. 28.
2—3 The Greek is at present—καὶ τὰ περὶ—It was, I suspect, originally, καὶ γὰρ όντως πάντως πάντα περὶ—as I have translated. And thus we need not adopt the transposition recommended by Desiderius Herendus, which Ast and Stalbaum call an egregious one.
4 I have adopted αὑτὸς—to the reading of Ast, in lieu of αὐτοῦ—which is unintelligible.
5 Ast quotes opportunely Demosthen. c. Aphob. p. 840, 7, Β.
6 Ficinus has "hoc ante legem exordio"—as if his MS. read παραпροηθειν. for παραπροηθειν is found in nearly the same sense as προηθειν in x. p. 885, Α., § 1, as remarked by Stephens.
deprived of father and mother, suffer a punishment entirely the double of what he would have done from acting evilly to a party whose parents are both alive.

With regard to the remaining portion of legislation applicable to guardians, in the case of orphans, and to magistrates touching their supervision of guardians, if they had not themselves a pattern for bringing up free children, in bringing up their own, and taking care of their own property, and laws relating to these very matters stated in moderation, there would have been some reason to lay down certain laws for guardians, as differing very much individually from others, and causing to vary by individual pursuits the life of orphans from that of those who are not so. But now, with respect to every thing of this kind, the care of orphans does not with us differ much from paternal care; but it is unwilling to be equalized in honour, and dishonour, and in attentiveness. Hence as regards this very point the law has, by consoling and threat-ening, attended to the legislation relating to orphans; and further still, a threat of this kind would be very seasonable. Let him, who is the guardian of a female or a male, and him, who is appointed by the guardians of the law to watch over the guardian, love, not less than his own children, the party who has a share in the misfortune of an orphan; nor let him pay less attention to the property of the party brought up than to his own, but better than according to the forethought shown to his own. Let then every one act as a guardian while having this one law relating to orphans. But if any one acts otherwise (and) contrary to this law in affairs of this kind, let the magistrate fine the guardian.

And let the guardian bring the magistrate, (who has acted contrary to the law,) before the tribunal of select (jurymen),

---

1 I have with Baiter adopted εἰ μὲν μὴ, suggested by Grou, for εἰ μὲν δὴ.
2 Instead of διηρημένος, Ast would read, what Stalbaum has edited from two MSS., διηρημένονς—
3 The sense requires προμήθειαν, not προθυμίαν.
4—4 All the words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor; although Ficinus has “magistratus autem ad electorum judicium a tutore vocatus, duplo damno afficiatur; id damnnum sententia judicum estimes-tur”— But even thus it would be impossible to see what Plato intended to say, unless we suppose, with Ast, that after δροντα is to be supplied παρὰ τῶν νῦν πράττοντα, and, what he has neglected to remark, φιλόντα after ζημιοῦστω—as I have translated.
and punish him (if convicted) with a fine, that shall have seemed good to the tribunal, two-fold. And if the guardian shall appear to the kindred of the orphans, or to any other of the citizens, to act negligently or viciously, let such party bring him before the same tribunal; and in whatever sum he shall be cast, let him pay the quadruple, and let one half belong to the child, and the other to the party who brought the charge forward. When an orphan arrives at puberty, if he thinks that he has been badly treated by his guardian, let him be allowed to obtain by lot a trial relating to guardianship up to five years from the close of the guardianship; and if any guardian is found guilty, let the court of justice fix what he is to suffer (in person), or pay (in purse); and if any magistrate shall appear to have injured an orphan through negligence, let the court of justice fix what he is to pay the child; and if through injustice, in addition to the fine, let him be removed from the office of a guardian of the law; and let the common power of the state appoint another in his place for the country and the city.

[9.] Greater differences take place between fathers and sons and between sons and fathers, than is proper; in which fathers will think that the legislator ought to permit them to renounce, if they wish it, a son by the public crier, (and to say) he is no longer his own according to law; and sons, on the other hand, that they ought to be allowed to indict their fathers on the charge of silliness, when they are disgracefully in that state through disease or old age. Now these things are wont to take place when the morals of men are perfectly corrupt. For on the half only of these evils taking place, as in the case of a wicked parent and child, or the contrary, calamities, which are the progeny of such a mighty hatred, have no existence. Indeed, in any other polity, a son disowned by his father would not necessarily become cityless; but in a state, where these are the laws, it is a matter of necessity for the fatherless to settle himself in some other place; since it is not possible for a single one

---

Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has "quadruplum damnii residual". Hence, to avoid the difficulty, which presented itself to Ficinus, one might read σιγα ταυτων αγυνον διαζων ανατον αν ο δολιο—instead of—δως τροπον οτι δαν δολι—

---

A similar law was in force at Athens, as shown by Demosthenes p. 989, 22, R., quoted by Ast.
to be added to the five thousand and forty households. On this account it is necessary that the son, who shall suffer this justly at the hands of one person, his father, should be renounced by his whole race. It is meet then, in relation to matters of this kind, to act according to some such law as this. For him, upon whom a feeling by no means fortunate has come, whether justly or not, in his desire to release the party, whom he has begotten and brought up, from a relationship to himself, let it not be lawful to do so upon slight grounds, nor on the instant; but let him first bring together his own relations up to cousins, and in like manner those of his son on the mother’s side; and let him accuse his son before them, and show that he deserves on all accounts to be expelled from the family; and let him allow his son to give reasons of equal weight (to prove) that he does not deserve to suffer any thing of that kind; and if the father can persuade them, and get to vote on his side more than half of all the relations, except the father, mother, and the son himself, and of the rest such as are complete women and men, in this way and under these regulations let it be lawful for the father to renounce his son; but otherwise not; and if any of the citizens is willing to adopt as his son the party so renounced, let no law prevent him from so adopting him. For the habits of youth naturally undergo many changes continually in life. But if during ten years no one wishes to adopt the renounced party as a son, let the curators of the superabundant population (that is fit) for a colony, look to these likewise, in order that they may have a share in the same colony in a proper manner. But if disease, or old age, or

1 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has here “tam viri quam mulieres—”
2 After πατρός the Greek has διαψηφιζομένου, which neither Ast nor Baiter could understand; for the former would read διαψηφιζομίνος, and the latter διαψηφιζομένον: nor could Ficinus, who has omitted it, I could have understood κρύβει ψηφιζομένου placed after ἑγγενῶν, or after τῶν τε ἀλλων—
3 The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor. Ficinus has “tam viri quam mulieres conferant, nisi aetas impedimento sit,” which evidently leads to ἔσοτερ ἐν ὤσι—μὴ τέλειο, what the sense requires: where τέλειο is to be taken in the sense of “perfect” in limbs and full grown.
4 Ficinus alone has, what the sense seems to require, “quam constitutinus transmissis coloniis amputari—” But what he found in his MS. it is not so easy to say.
5 I confess I scarcely understand here ἐπιμελεῖσθαι, which Ficinus translates “congrueur,” and Ast would unite to ἐπιμελεῖσθαι.
harshness of manners, or all these together, more than anything else, cause a person to be pre-eminently beyond the majority out of his mind, and this is concealed from every one, except those who live with him, and, as being the master of his property, he brings his family to ruin, but his son hesitates and fears to bring a charge of silliness, let a law be first laid down in this case, that the son is to go to the oldest guardians of the law, and inform them of his father’s calamity; and let them, when they have seen him sufficiently, take counsel together, whether the suit is to be entered upon or not; and if they together advise (a suit), let them be both witnesses and parties in the cause. And if the father is condemned, let him for the remainder of his time be without the power of disposing by will of even the smallest portion of his property, but dwell at home for the rest of his life, like a child.

[10.] If a husband and wife cannot, through the misfortune of their tempers, agree with each other, it will be requisite for ten men, from amongst the guardians of the laws, as mediators, and similarly ten women, who are the curators of marriages, to have the care of matters of this kind; and if they are able to reconcile the parties, let their decision be valid. But if their minds swell rather violently, like waves, let them seek, to the best of their power, such persons as will reside with either party; and as it is likely that such persons are not tempered by gentle manners, it is meet to endeavour to fit them social habits and manners of greater weight and mildness, and that such as, being without children, or having but a few, disagree, should, even for the sake of children, make for themselves a joint-dwelling. But it is meet for such as, when there is a sufficient number of children, to make for themselves a separation and an union, for the sake of a joint old age, and a care for each other. If a woman dies,

1 Instead of ἐνορκέσσουσιν five MSS. read ἐνορκίσσουσιν, similar to “convenient” in Ficinus; who has likewise “facto divorcio,” to which there is nothing at present to answer in the Greek.

2 In lieu of ὅν one M.S. has ὅν, which leads distinctly to ὅν—

3—4 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor follows in part, has “procreationem liberorum causa conjugium nus quære compellendi.” Hence instead of την, Winckelmann suggested κανή—Orelli, ἀλήνη—

4— Here again Ficinus swerves from a literal translation in his “quod
and leaves behind her male and female children, let the law laid down advise, but not compel, (the husband) to bring up the children, and not bring upon them a stepmother; but if there are no children, let him of necessity marry, until he has begotten children, sufficient both for his household and the state. But if the husband dies, and leaves behind him a sufficient number of children, let the mother of the children remain (a widow), and bring them up. But if she seems to be younger than is fitting for a person to live in a state of health without a husband, let her kindred, communicating with the women who take care of marriages, do what seems good to themselves and the women touching matters of this kind; and if they are in want of children, even for the sake of children; and let an exact sufficiency of children be considered, according to law, a male and a female. When it is agreed that an offspring is the progeny of the adopters, but there is a need of a decision, as to which of the parents the child ought to follow, if a female slave shall have had connexion with a slave, or with a free-born person, or with a freed-man, let the offspring be the property of the master of the female slave; and if a free-born woman shall have had intercourse with a slave, let the offspring belong to the master of the slave. If a slave becomes pregnant by her master, or a mistress by her slave, and this becomes apparent, let the women send the offspring of the woman, together with the father, into another country; but let the guardians of the law (send away) the offspring of the man together with its mother.

[11.] To have a neglect of parents neither a god nor a man, si filios non paucos habent atque dissentient, senectutis mutuo curandae gratia, divortio facto, alid conjugium ineunt.” What Plato meant to say, I must leave for others to explain.

1 Ficinus alone has, what the sense requires here, “virum—”
2 Here again Ficinus supplies, what is wanting for the sense, “vidua—”
3 Ficinus adds here—“ducant nubantve:” but Ast understands τοῦτο ποιεῦντων, which he explains by “mulierem viro nubere jubento.” I am quite in the dark.
4 From the version of Ficinus, “qui sibi eos vendicant,” Stephens, who is followed by Ast, was led to προσποιοιμένων—“of those who lay claim to it”—Taylor translates “the begetters”—But that would be in Greek πεποιηκότων. Winckelmann would read either ἀποποιοιμένων or ἀποτοιμένων—
5 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, inserts “sic agatur”—
6 i. e. those, who have the care of marriages
7 Winckelmann, in the Preface to the Phaedrus in the smaller Zurich
who has any mind, would ever advise any one. And it is necessary to consider that a prelude of this kind would be relating to the ministering to the gods, having been properly regulated touching the honours and dishonours shown to parents. Now laws have been of old laid down relating to the gods amongst all men in a two-fold manner. For seeing clearly some of the gods, we honour them; but of others we place statues as resemblances; which while we are honouring, although not endued with life, we do not vainly imagine that the gods, who are endued with life, feel a great goodwill on this account, and gratitude towards us. Let not then any one, whose father or mother, or the fathers or mothers of these, lie in his house, like a deposit, worn down with old age, ever conceive that while he has such a possession at his hearth and in his house, there will be ever a statue more powerful, if only the possessor ministers to it in a proper manner.

Clin. What is the propriety which you say exists?

Athen. I will tell you. For things of this kind, friends, it is fit to hear.

Clin. Only mention it.

Athen. We say that Oedipus, having been dishonoured by his children, imprecated upon them what every one celebrates in hymns, as having come to pass and being heard by the edition, has supplied here what he conceives to be omissions, by the aid of a fragment of Pempelus the Pythagorean, in Stobæus Tit. 77, p. 460.

1—1 Such is the literal version of the unintelligible Greek. Ficinus, following by Taylor, has changed the terms of this proposition—“Sed quod de cultu deorum ignorare non oportet, id recte dicit ad honorandos parentes proximum eum, ut in his MS. φτωνήσας δι’ χρή το περὶ θεῶν θεραπείας ὧδως συντεταγμένον τούτο ἐκ προοίμων αὐτοκοπηκὼν εἰς τὰς τῶν γενεσίποτων τιμὰς τι καὶ ἀτιμίας.

2 By these are meant the Sun and Moon.

Instead of οὐκ, which is unintelligible, I have translated as if the Greek were δὲ, similar to “eas” in Ficinus.

4 I have translated as if the Greek were Ὠφῖνως, not ἱκνινοῦς—

5 I have adopted κτῆμα, which the Bipont editor elicited from οἰκέμα in Ald., in lieu of which five MSS. offer ἱδρύμα, evidently a various reading for ἴγαλμα, both of which are found shortly afterwards.

6 Ast erroneously explains κόμον by “his own”—See a little below.

7 I have omitted ὧδως, plainly an explanation of κατὰ τρόπον, although it seems to be defended by the subsequent ὧδοσση.

8 On these imprecations of Oedipus see Valckenaer on Eurip. Phoen. 67.

9—9 Here again Plato has chosen to put the cart before the horse. For the prayers must have been heard by the gods before they were brought to pass.
The gods. Amyntor too is said to have cursed in anger his son Phœnix, and Theseus too Hippolytus, and innumerable other fathers innumerable other sons. From which it has become manifest that the gods hearken to parents (when praying) against their children. For a parent is to his children, as no one else is to other persons, when imprecating a curse, most justly pernicious. Nor let any one imagine, that for a deity to be hearkening to the prayers of a father and mother, when dishonoured pre-eminently by their children, is according to nature; for when a parent is held in honour, and has become very joyous, and on this account is earnest in prayer and is calling upon the gods for good things to his children, shall we not imagine that they equally hear and grant us (their requests)? For otherwise they would not be just distributors of what is good—an act, which we say becomes the gods the least of all.

Clin. Certainly.

Athen. Let us think then, as we observed a little before, that we could not possess a statue more honoured by the gods, than that of our father and grandfather, worn down by old age, and of mothers and grandmothers, possessing the same want of power; which when any one honours, the god is glad; for otherwise he would not hear them. For the statues of our progenitors (still living) are wonderfully superior to those without life. For those, which are animated, do, when ministered to by us, pray for us on each occasion; but the very contrary when they are held by us in dishonour. But (the inanimate do) neither of these. So that he, who behaves properly to his father and grandfather, and all persons of this kind, would possess the most powerful of all statues, as regards his portion (of life) beloved by the gods.

Clin. You speak most beautifully.

1 This was probably told in the Phœnix of Euripides, who followed Homer in Ἱ. i. 417.
2 See Eurip. Hipp. 891.
3 One MS. has βλασφεῖς, all the rest ἀραῖος—Plato wrote, I suspect, both, as I have translated, βλασφεῖς γὰρ ἀραῖος—Winckelmann proposes βαρὸς γὰρ ἀραῖος, comparing Soph. Trach. 1202.
4 I have translated as if the Greek were not δύναμιν, but, what the sense requires, δύναμιν, as suggested by Winckelmann. Pempelius however, quoted by Stobæus, has τὴν ἐκεῖν δύναμιν, in lieu of τὴν αὐτὴν δύναμιν.
5 As there is nothing to which Ἀντῶν can be well referred, one would prefer Ἀντῶν, "prayers."
Athen. Every one therefore, who has any mind, fears and honours the prayers of his parents, as knowing that they have come to pass to many persons and at many times. Since then this is the ordinance of nature to good men, their aged progenitors will be a god-send, when living to the extremity of life, and young persons, when they depart, be a source of great regret; but to the bad, on the contrary, very terrible. Let then every one, persuaded by these reasonings, honour his parents with all lawful honours. But if the voice of preludes like these lays hold of any deaf person, for such would this law be properly laid down. If any one in this state takes a less care of his parents than is fitting, and does not pay them all matters more attention than he does his sons, and all his offspring and himself, and is (not) fulfilling their wishes, let the party suffering in this way lay an information, either himself or by sending some one to three of the oldest guardians of the law, and likewise to three of the women, who have the care of marriages; and let these attend to the matter, and punish the offenders, if young men, with stripes and bonds, if they happen to be up to thirty years of age; and let women be punished with the same punishment, up to ten years more. But if they are beyond these years, and do not stand aloof from the same neglect of parents, but maltreat them in some way, let (persons) bring them before a court of justice, to one and each of the citizens, who may be the oldest of all; and if a person is cast, let the tribunal fix what he is to pay (in purse) or suffer (in person), and consider nothing of what a person can suffer (in person) or pay (in purse) as a thing not to be told. And

1 Instead of ἀπόντες Winckelmann would read ἀπόντες, comparing Lys. p. 215, B.
2 In lieu of ἐν Ficinus found in his MS, ἐν, as shown by his "contra--"
3 I have translated as if the Greek were not κωφή, but κωφόν, similar to "surdus" in Ficinus; unless it be said that Plato wrote κωφή κωφόν, for κωφός means both "deaf" and "dumb."
4 I have translated as if the Greek were ἀποπληρῶν μὴ ἵνα, not ἀποπληρῶν μὴ.
5 Such is the literal version of the Greek—εἰς δικαστήριον εἰςαχόν· τῶν ἀντικτος εἰς ἔνα καὶ ἱκαστον τῶν πολιτῶν—which I cannot understand, nor could Bekker; who proposes to read ἱκαστον, from which nothing appears to be gained; and still less from As's method of explaining εἰς ἔνα καὶ ἱκαστον, as if it were εἰς ἓν καὶ ἱκάστῳ, which he renders "coram singulo quoque." Winckelmann too is equally at a loss; for he wishes to read εἰς τὸ τῶν ἱκάστων δικαστήριων εἰςαχόν· τῶν πολιτῶν ὀδύνεως—1 am while in the shadow.
if any one, who has been maltreated, is unable to tell the tale, let him, who has heard from free persons, lay an information before the rulers, or let him be considered a bad man, and brought to trial by any one who is willing, for a mischief done. And if a slave gives information, let him be made free; and if he is the slave, either of the maltreating or maltreated parties, let him be made free by the magistrate; but if he is the slave of any other citizen, let the public (treasury) put down his value for his master; and let it be a care to the magistrates, that no one, in revenging himself, does an injury to a person of this kind for giving the information.

[12.] With respect to the cases, where one person does a mischief to another by means of poisons, such as are deadly have been already spoken of; but as regards other mischiefs, if any does an injury willingly and with malice prepense, by drink, or meat, or ointments, of these nothing has been stated as yet. For two kinds of poisonings according to the race of man stop the statement. For (the poisoning), of which we were just now clearly speaking, is doing an injury to bodies by bodies according to nature; but the other is that, which, by sorceries and incantations and the so-called bindings, persuades those, who dare to injure them, that they are able to do something of this kind; and others, that they are injured more than any thing by those, who are able to act the sorcerer. Now these matters, and all relating to things of this kind, it is neither easy to know how they exist in nature, nor, if any one did know, to persuade others. But upon the minds of men, who look with suspicion on each other in things of this kind,

1.—1 Winckelmann, unable, like myself, to understand κακὰ τὸ τῶν ἄνθρωπων οὖσα γίνος, proposes to read κακὰ—ποιοῦσαι—i.e. “doing mischiefs to the race of man.”

2—2 Here again I am at a loss. For though Ast translates ιπτισχώσι τῆν διάφοραν “inhibent expositionem,” yet I cannot see how such a result could arise from the poisonings merely of two kinds. Finicinus omits the words entirely.

3 What the ancients understood by “bindings,” is perhaps similar to what would now be called “mesmerisms,” when a person is thrown into a state of torpor, and becomes spell-bound. To this kind of quackery the earliest allusion is in Eumen. 322, ήμνος εἰς Ευμενίων διάμοιραι—

4 Finicinus, unable probably to understand αὐτοὺς, has omitted it. Taylor has “others.” But Plato wrote, I suspect, either τοὺς ἀνὸντος, or τοὺς αὐτοὺς—Winckelmann suggests ἐναντίον—
it is not worth while to endeavour to make an attack, if perchance they see representations moulded in wax, either on the house-door, or where three cross-roads meet, or on the tombs of their parents, and to exhort those, who have no clear notions about them, to hold all things of that kind cheap. Dividing then the law relating to poisonings into two parts, according as a person may attempt to use poisons in one way or the other, let us first beg, and exhort, and advise persons, that they ought not to attempt to do a thing of this kind, nor to terrify the masses of mankind, frightened like children; nor, on the other hand, to compel the legislator and judge to cure mankind of such fears; since, in the first place, he who attempts to make use of poison, if he does not know what he is doing, both as regards the body, if he happens not to be skilled in medical science, and as regards on the other hand sorceries, unless he happens to be a diviner, or an interpreter of miracles. Let this law then be stated in words respecting poisons. He, who employs poison, not for deadly injury to a person himself, or to the folks belonging to that man, but for an injury of another kind, or deadly to cattle and hives of bees, if he happens to be a physician, and is condemned for poisoning.

1 I have translated, both for the syntax and sense, as if the Greek were πιθειναι, not πιθειν.
2—3 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and by Taylor after him.
3 There is evidently a lacuna here.
4 I have translated as if the Greek were λεγίσθω δή ἐν λόγοις δὲ εἰς μοι, not δή λόγοι δὲ, where λόγος is omitted by Ficinus, as being, no doubt, unintelligible.
5—6 The words between the numerals I hardly understand; nor could, I think, Ficinus. At least he has omitted them, and so after him has Taylor. The difficulty lies in ἵκειν, placed after ἀντω, whether the two pronouns be applied to the same person or not. Cornarius applies it to the same. Moreover ἄνθρωπων is strangely used here for ἄνθρωπον; or ἄλλων, opposed to ἀντω, from whence one would be led to read ἵνα ὕπο το ἵκειν.
6—8 Stephens was the first to object to οἰς ἀλλη βλάβης εἰς ὅν τανασίμως, thus introduced after ἵκει βλάβη μηθ τανασίμως. He would therefore expunge οἰς ἀλλη βλάβης, as an interpolation. But οἰς ὅν could not stand here or any where without οἰς in a corresponding clause. I suspect that Plato wrote ἵκει ἀλλη βλάβης, explained by ἦπουν τανασίμως: for when ἦπουν was corrupted into οἰς ὅν, the ἵκει would of course be altered into οἰς. Ficinus seems, as remarked by Ast, to have found in his MS. οἰς ὅν βλάβης ἦπουν τανασίμως. For his version is οἰς εἰς δὲ αὐτὲν ut alter quae morte bestulis nosce.
im be punished with death; but if he is unskilled (in wine), let the tribunal fix what he must suffer (in person or pay (in purse)). But if any one by bindings-down, urements, or certain incantations, or any of such like poigms whatever, appears to be like a person doing an injury, if a diviner, or an interpreter of miracles, let him be put to . But if any one is accused of poisoning, without being inner, let the same thing take place to him likewise. For eting him, let the tribunal fix what it seems good to he ought to suffer (in person) or pay (in purse). Whatinjury one person does to another by fraud or force, if it great one, let him pay a greater fine; but a smaller one, be small; and in all cases let a party pay as much as he on each occasion have done an injury, until he shall have died the mischief done. In each case of wrong-doing, eh person pay the penalty that follows it, for the sake of ing him to his senses; and let one, who in thoughtlessness one wrong, and by making use of a persuasion foreign to his e, through his youth or some such thing, (pay) a lighter t, but another one a heavier, through his own thoughtness, or his non-mastery over pleasure and pain, from the of cowardice, or certain desires, or envyings, or anger, have become difficult to cure; and let him suffer a punish-, not for having done wrong—for what has been born, will be unborn—but for the sake of this, that in after both the culprit and those, who see him under the sentence a law, may either hate injustice entirely, or that a great on of a calamity of this kind may cease. For the sake of hich, it is meet for the laws to look to all these matters, like a bad archer, to take aim, for the sake of the magni-

The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor.


erphens and Ast, objecting to ἐν φόβοις δειλίας, wished to read, the ἐν φόβοις ἡ δειλίας; the latter ἡ δειλία—But as one MS. has

4, perhaps Plato wrote ἐν φόβοις δουλούμενος—"enslaved by fear." Cæsarius suggests ἐν φόβοις διελθησθε, referring to p. 870, C.

With this sentiment, ὦ γὰρ τὸ γεγονός ἐστιν ἀγινητόν ποτὲ—which eamatic fragment, Ast compares Soph. Trach. 743, τὸ γὰρ Φανθίν 

τὸν αὐτὸν ἀν ἀγινητον ποτὶ—and Horace, "neque Difinget in- 
quae reddet, Quod fugiens semel hora vexit," and the other passages 

tude of the punishment in each case, and the proper desert viewed as a whole. The same ought the judge to do, and to be the minister to the legislator, whenever a law puts upon him to fix what the party tried ought to suffer (in person) or pay (in purse); and, like a painter, he ought to sketch out the acts, in conformity with the description of them; which must be done at present by us, Megillus and Clinias, in the most beautiful and best manner; and we must state what fines, as they are called, are to take place for all acts done by fraud and violence, in order that the gods, and the sons of gods, may permit us to lay down laws.

[13.] If any one is insane, let him not be seen openly in the city, but let the relations of each person watch over them at home, in the best manner they know of; or let them pay a fine, he with property of the largest valuation a hundred drachms, if he is negligent in the case of a person, whether a slave or a free-man; he of the next valuation, four out of five parts of a mina; he of the third, three parts of a mina; and he of the fourth, four parts. Many indeed are mad in various ways. Some, of whom we have just spoken, through disease; others, through the vicious nature and nurture to boot of passion; for being excited by a trifling enmity, they send forth a loud voice and speak blasphemously against each other. But nothing of this kind ought to take place at any time, or by any means, in a state under good laws. Let then there be this one (law) relating to all on the subject of evil-speaking. Let no one speak evil of another. But when one person has in some discourses a dispute with another, let him give to and receive instruction, from the person disputing, and those who are present, and abstain entirely from evil-speaking. For from uttering prayers and curses against each other, and bringing through disgraceful names the language of women upon each other, in the first place from word,

1 Such seems to be the meaning here of παντελῶς, which is omitted entirely by Finicus.
2 I have adopted ἐνδον e ndoν for ενδομεν, as suggested by Stephens, who refers to xii. p. 950, D., to which he was led by finding "bonis legis instintu" in Finicus, followed tacitly by Taylor.
3-3 In lieu of ἐν τις λόγως Winckelmann suggests ἐν προφέσι λόγοις, referring to p. 888, A., but Baiter ἐν τις συλλόγους—
4-4 Finicus, followed by Taylor, has thus abridged all between the
which are a light thing, hatred and grievous enmities are produced in deed. For by gratifying anger, a thing most unlovely, the speaker gorges passion with an evil feast, and just as much as he was once rendered mild by education, to such an extent does he again make his soul savage, and, living in moroseness, becomes like a wild beast, and receives from passion a bitter delight. And under these feelings all are frequently wont to go out of the way to utter something ridiculous about their opponents; to which there is no one who accustoms himself, but who fails in a seriousness of manner, partially or entirely, or destroys of highmindedness many a part. On this account therefore, let no one ever speak any word of this kind in a temple, or at public sacrifices, or at public games, or in the market-place, or a court of justice, or at any common meeting. But let the magistrate, who is the president at such places, punish without damage to himself the individual (so speaking); or never let him enter the lists for the prizes of good conduct, as being one who pays no attention to the laws, nor performs what is enjoined by the legislator. And if any one in other places begins abuse or uses it in self-defence, and does not keep himself from language of this kind, let any more elderly person, who meets him, in defence of the law restrain with blows those, who act kindly towards anger, another ill; or let them be held amenable to the fine ordained. We say too at present, that he, who is entangled with abuse, is not able to make use of it without seeking to say what raises a laugh;

numerals—"cum enim sibi invicem verbis turpibus maledicunt, mulieres habentur."

1. Philoctetes is said by Sophocles, in v. 8—11, to have interrupted the rites of sacrifice δυσφημίας Βοῶν, λέξων. Compare likewise El. 630, Οὔς οὖν λάτεις οὖδ᾽ ἐνεφημον βοής θεός με;

2. Finicus is here unusually prolix—"quod si non fecerit, quasi legum proditor præceptorumque legislatoris spretor, nunquam ad publici cujusquam munera certamen, quasi de virtute certaturus, ascendet."

3. The Greek is τοὺς θυμ时间节点, ἐτέρῳ κακῷ, φιλοφρονούμενοι: where φιλοφρονομένοι is strangely used for χαριζομένοις, and ἐτέρῳ κακῷ applied to λοιπόρια. Finicus has "ira, alieno malo, concitati," dissatisfied, it would seem, with φιλοφρονομένοις. Winckelmann proposes θυμός, Ἴστερος θυμός κακῷ—I should prefer θυμός, ἄγριῳ κακῷ καὶ φίλῳ, θρησκόμενοι—Cousin with Grou refers κακῷ δντὶ το πληγαῖς—

4.—Stephens was the first to find fault with λοιπόριας συμπλεκόμενος, and to suggest that συμπλεκότεθαι might mean "velitari," for he had perhaps a faint recollection of the passage in Festus quoted by Ast—"Velitatio dicta est ultero citrique proborum objectio, ab exemplo velitaria
and this is what we abuse ourselves, when it takes place through anger. But what then? Shall we admit the propensity of comic writers to say what raises a laugh against persons, if without any feeling of anger they attempt in their comedies to say anything of this kind against the citizens? Or shall we make a twofold division into the playful and not? and that it may be lawful for any one in fun to say what is laughable, if without anger, about any one; but that it be not lawful for any one, as we said before, when on the stretch and with any angry feeling? This then must by no means be put off; but let us lay down by a law for whom it may be lawful, or not. Let it then be not lawful for any composer of comedies, or of any iambics or melodies of the Muses, either by words or caricatures, to make any citizen a butt in comedy, either in anger or without anger. And if any one disobeys (this law), let the umpires at the contests expel him utterly from the country on the very same day, or be fined three minae, sacred to the god to whom the contest belongs. But let it be lawful for the others, to whom it has been stated above that there is a permission, to do so to each other without anger and in sport; but let it not be allowed in seriousness and in anger. And let the inquiry into this matter be committed to him, who has the care of the whole education of the young. And whatever he shall select, let it be lawful for the composer to bring it before the public; but whatever he rejects, let not the author show it to any one, nor let him be found to have taught it to any other person, either a slave or free-man; or let him be considered as a vicious character, and disobedient to the laws.

[14.] But he is a person deserving of pity, not when he is hungry or suffers a thing of this kind, but when temperate, or possessing some (other) virtue, or a part of it, he has in pugna; and hence λοιπορίας συμπλεκόμενος would signify "fighting with abuse," as Thersites doubtless did, until he was stopt by Ulysses—as idea that would have been borne out to the letter, had Plato written—Ζητέων, Θερσίτης ὄν—

1—Ficinus is here rather wide of the Greek—"Comicorumque satyrorumque sales et ridiculosa convicia, quibus adversus cives utuntur, abaque ira sic mordeant, admittemus."

2 In lieu of ἐντοταγμένω, Heuse was the first to suggest, what Sul- baum takes to himself, ἐντοταγμένω, got from "concitato" in Ficinus.

3 Ficinus alone has "virtute alia," as if his MS. read τιν' ἄλλην ἀρετήν.
addition a certain calamity.\footnote{1} Hence it would be a thing of
wonder, should a person, who is such, be so entirely neglected,
as to arrive at extreme poverty, whether a slave or a free-man,
in a polity and a city which is regulated even moderately.
On this account it would be safe for the legislator to lay down
for such persons a law of this kind. Let there be no beggar
in the state. But if any one attempts to do a thing of this
kind, by collecting food by prayers\footnote{2} which cannot be satisfied,\footnote{2} let
the Market-Stewards expel him from the market-place, and
the City-Stewards from the city, and the Rural-Stewards send
him from the rest of the country, over the land on the borders,
in order that the land may become altogether pure from an
animal of such a kind.

If a male or a female slave injures the property of persons
ever so little, the injured party himself not being a joint-cause,
through inexperience or any other event of an intemperate kind,
let the owner of the party, who has done the mischief, either
remedy the mischief in not a deficient manner, or hand over
the injuring party himself. But if the owner (of the slave)
brings an accusation by saying that the charge has been made
by the common trick of the parties injuring and injured, with
the view of depriving him of his slave, let him bring against
the person, who pretends to have been injured, an action for
fraudulent practices; and if the party is convicted, let him re-
ceive double the value of the slave, at which the tribunal may
have fixed it; but if he is himself defeated, let him remedy the
mischief and give up the slave. And if a beast of burden, or
a horse, or a dog, or any other animal, injures the property of
neighbours, let\footnote{3}(the owner of the animal)\footnote{3} in like manner
pay for the mischief done.

If a person is unwilling to be a witness, let the party, who
wants him, cite him;\footnote{4} and after being cited,\footnote{5} let him meet the

\footnote{1} After "calamity" Taylor inserts what is neither in the Greek, nor in
the Latin of Ficinus—"But this cannot be said universally of any one,
who falls into such like misfortunes."

\footnote{2} Such is Taylor's translation of "inexpleblibus" in Ficinus; a
meaning that ἄνωβτος can scarcely bear.

\footnote{3} Ficinus, whom Taylor tacitly follows, has alone, what the sense
requires, "animalis dominus—"

\footnote{4} This would be said in England "to serve him with a subpoena."

\footnote{5} Ficinus, followed for the most part by Taylor tacitly, has—"cua-
tusque tempore idoneo adsit ut testimonium, prout sciverit, afferat."
party at the trial; and if he knows the facts, and is willing to give
evidence, let him give it. But if he says that he knows nothing,
let him swear by the three deities, Zeus, Apollo, and Themis,
that he knows nothing, and be dismissed from the trial; and
let him, who, when cited to give evidence, does not attend,1
be held amenable for the mischief according to law. If any one
cause a juryman to stand up as a witness, let him not, while
giving evidence, give his vote upon the case. Let a free
woman be allowed to bear witness, and appear as counsel, if
she is more than forty years of age, and to obtain by lot a trial, if
she is unmarried; but if her husband is living, let her be al-
lowed to be a witness only. Let a male and female slave, and
a boy,2 be allowed to be a witness in the case of murder, and
to act as counsel, if they can produce trust-worthy bail that they
will remain up to the trial, should they be accused of bearing
false witness. Let either of the litigants bring a charge against
the whole or part of the evidence, if he asserts that some
have borne false witness before the trial is decided; and let
the magistrates preserve in writing the accusations put under
the seal of both, and bring them forward for the purpose of
deciding upon the false testimony. If any one shall be twice
convicted of having borne false witness, let the law no longer
compel him to bear witness again; but if thrice, let him not
be allowed ever to bear witness again. And if he dares, after
having been caught thrice, to bear witness, let any one who is
willing, inform against him before a magistrate; and let the
magistrate deliver him to a tribunal, and if he is convicted, let
him be punished with death. Of whomsoever, that have
seemed to have borne false witness in a cause, and by so do-
ing to have gained the suit for the plaintiff, the evidence shall
be detected, if more than half of such testimony is condemned,
let the verdict obtained by such evidence be set aside, and let
there be a question of doubt, and a trial, whether the cause
had been decided or not by such evidence; and according as
the decision may be on either side, let the final result of the
previous trials be determined by this decision.

While however there are many things of beauty in the life

1 The technical word in Greek was ἀπαντᾶν, "to meet," as shown by
Demosthenes in various places, quoted by Ast.
2 This boy would appear strange, did we not know that youths up to
eighteen years of age were called "boys" at Athens.
of man, to the majority of them there stick, as it were naturally, evil fates, which stain and defile them. And yet, as there is justice amongst men, how is not that. beautiful, which renders all human affairs mild? And this being beautiful, how would it not be beautiful in us to take the side of a party in a cause? But on these notions being of such a kind a certain maliciousness brings a calumny, by putting forward art under an honourable name, which says forsooth that the first thing is a certain stratagem in causes, and that it is able to gain a victory by litigating, and taking a part in causes, whether what may have been done respecting each suit is just or not; and that of this art, and of the speeches resulting from it, there is a gift, if a person will give money in return. This therefore, whether it is an art, or an artless skill and practice, it is particularly necessary that it should not exist in our state; but, as the legislator requests (the people) to be persuaded by him, and not to say what is contrary to justice, be sent about its business to some other country. To those then, who are persuaded, silence (is sufficient); but for the unpersuaded let this be the voice of the law. If any one is thought to be endeavouring to turn the power of justice, which is in the souls of the judges, to a contrary direction, and out of season to

1— The Greek is ταύτα οὖν τοιαύτα δύνα διαβολή τις κακή—But as all calumny is bad, and as there is nothing to govern ταύτα—τοιαύτα, Cornarius proposed to read κακοί, adopted by Stephens. Since however

one MS. offers διαβάλλη, and another διαβάλλῃ, I have, with the Zurich editors, accepted διαβάλλῃ, and altered κακή into κακία, where Orelli would read κακή, and Winckelmann, δικαική.

2— Such, I presume, is the meaning of τῷ τέ δικάσασθαι καὶ ζυγωσι: which Ficinus either did not understand, or else he found something very different in his MS. For his version is "quae agenda et dicenda, sive honesta, sive turpis sit causa, superare facile quis possit, victoresque facere, quibus ipsa rationibus sui favet." The art however to which Plato alludes here is evidently that of the Sophist, who boasted that he "could make the worse appear the better reason."


4— Here again the version of Ficinus, followed in part by Taylor, has something different from the Greek, "legum verita conditorem, nihil adversus leges proferat."

5— Ficinus differs again from the Greek, "et alio profecta, vires suas ostendat."

6— The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus.

7— Instead of πολυδίκαιος, which is not, I believe, to be found else-
toss back and throw a matter of this kind, or to side with it, let any one who is willing, indict him for the perversions of a suit, or siding with a wrong one; and let the trial come on in the court for select jurymen; and if he is convicted, let the court decide whether he seems to have done a deed of this kind through a love of money or contention; and if through a love of contention, let the court decide for what length of time such a person is not to obtain by lot a suit, or to side in a suit with any one; but if through avarice, let him, if he is a stranger, depart from the city, and never return to it again, or be punished with death; but let a citizen be put to death for his love of money, which has been honoured by him in every way; but if a person is convicted of having done so twice through a love of contention, let him be put to death.

BOOK XII.

[1.] If an ambassador or a herald by telling falsehoods performs improperly an embassy from one state to another, when sent does not report the embassy on which he is sent, as it is in reality; or again, on the other hand, is clearly bringing back not correctly from enemies or friends what he has heard as an ambassador or herald, let indictments be drawn up against those persons, for having, contrary to law, acted with impiety towards the messages and mandates of Hermes and Zeus; and let there be a fine as to what he is to suffer (in person) or pay (in purse).

where, I have translated as if the Greek were παλινδρομία, where there is a play on δικείαν, "to throw," and δίκεια, "a suit," as in Aristoph. Alex. 376. Τὸ τ' αὖ γεροῦσων οἴδα τὰς ψυχὰς, ὡς Οὐδὲν βλέπως ἐκ ἄλλη πλὴν ψιφόν δικείαν; for so I corrected in Praef. Troad. p. xxviii., and should have compared Archestratus, quoted by Athenaeus vii. p. 305, Εἰς Ἐλυθασι δολείυς ψιφόν αἰθων λογισμῷ.

1 Stephens would omit, with Ficinus, τὸν τοῖούτων. Ast refers those words to τις. He should have read τι τῶν τοῖοντων, as I have translated.

2-3 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, followed for the most part by Taylor, has "Si legatus aut praeco falsa, que sibi commissu sunt, nunciaverit, dicendave tacuerit, vel rursus ab hostibus amicisve residiens, que ab illis accipit, aliter quam accepit, retulisse reperierat."

3-4 Ficinus has more fully "et judices pro magnitudine rei, quid paen daret ipsum oportet, si damnatus fuerit, statuam."
The stealing of money is an ungentlemanlike act, but seizing by violence is a shameless one. But of the sons of Zeus not one has ever carried on either of those pursuits by fraud or force with impunity. Let no one therefore, acting improperly, be deceived and persuaded at all by poets or certain mythologists, and think that, if he makes use of fraud or force, he does nothing disgraceful, but only what the gods themselves are doing. For this is neither true nor becoming. But whoever does a thing of this kind contrary to law, is neither a god, nor a son of the gods. But this it is fitting for the legislator rather than all poets to know. He therefore, who is persuaded by our discourse, is happy, and may he be happy through the whole of time; but let him, who is unpersuaded, be restrained subsequently by some such law as this. If any one steals what is public property, whether great or small, he has need of the same punishment; for he who steals a trifle, steals with the same desire, but with less power. But he, who removes any thing of greater value, and does not put it down again, is wholly unjust. The law however deems it just to punish the one with a less punishment than the other, not on account of the greatness of the theft, but through one of them being perhaps curable, but the other incurable. If any one convicts before a tribunal a slave or a stranger of stealing any public property, let sentence be passed on him as to what he ought to suffer (in person), or what fine he ought to pay, as if he were, from what is likely, curable; but if a citizen, who has been brought up, as he will have been brought up, is caught committing a theft upon, or doing violence to, his country, whether taken in the fact or not, it is meet to punish him with death, as being nearly incurable.

1 Ast very opportunely quotes from Horace, speaking of Mercury, "Callidum, quicquid placuit, jocosus condere furto." But I do not remember where it stated that he did not practise his art with impunity.
2 I have translated as if the Greek were μηδαμως υπο της, not μηδ ολως υπο—where I cannot understand ολως, nor could Ficinus; who has "a fabulosis alius hominibus," as if he wished to read, or found in his MS., μηδ υπο ολως τινων μυθολογων—
3 Instead of ους της, one MS. has δς της, from which the Zurich editors have elicited, what I have adopted, δς της—similar to "qui" in Ficinus.
4 In lieu of μαχθω, Stephens would read ἐνεγκεισθω, from "arcebuitur" in Ficinus. But Ast, more correctly, ἐνεγκεισθω—
5 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus; for the letters ἦ τινα ημιαν ἀπορίειν, made up one line of the Codex Archetypus.
[2.] For the sake of foreign expeditions much consultation and many laws are properly instituted. The greatest of all things, however, is for no one, either male or female, to be at any time without a ruler, nor the soul of any one, either seriously engaged or in sport, to be ever accustomed to do any thing alone by itself; but that in all time of war and in all of peace, to look perpetually to a ruler, and, following him, to live and be governed by him in the smallest things; as for instance, to stand, when he commands, and to march and to engage in gymnastics, and to wash himself, and to take food, and to get up at night, to mount guard and to convey orders; and in the midst even of dangers, neither to pursue nor to give way to any one, without the orders of the rulers; and in one word, to teach the soul by habit to do nothing apart from the rest, nor to think of, or know it at all; but that the life of all men should, as much as possible, be in all things collected (into one), and in common. For nothing is, or will ever be, superior to, and better, and more full of art than this, for the purposes of safety and victory in war. And in peace, too, men must from their childhood be practised in ruling over others, and being ruled by others; but anarchy must be expelled from the whole life of all men, and of wild beasts under man. All dancing moreover (it is meet) to celebrate with a view to the best modes of warfare, and to practise a complete facility in using the body and arms for the sake of the same objects, and an endurance in food and drink, and of cold weather and the contrary, and a hard bed, and, what is the greatest of all, the not destroying the powers of the head and feet through the covering of strange clothing, and by relaxing the generation and growth of our natural caps and shoes. For these extremities, when preserved, possess the greatest power of the whole body; but the contrary, when in a contrary state; and one (the feet) is the most subservient to the whole body; but the other (the head) has the greatest power, through possessing naturally all its dominant senses. And this praise of a warlike life, it is meet, it seems to me, for young men to hear: but the laws are these. Let the party serve in a campaign, who is on the list, or has been ordered through a certain quota.

1 This, I confess, I scarcely understand.

2 I have translated as if the Greek were ἀπολλέστας, not ἀπολλύτας.

3 By a natural cap is meant the hair, and by a natural shoe, the hardened flesh.
But if any one through cowardice deserts his post, without a dismissal from the army-leaders, let an indictment for desertion lie before the war-officers, when they return from camp; and let those, who have served, try each of the parties, the heavy-armed foot and the cavalry severally, and all the other arms of the service each of the parties in a similar manner; and let the heavy-armed bring (the defaulters) before the heavy-armed, and the cavalry before the cavalry, and each of the other arms in like manner to those of their comrades. If any one is convicted, let it be not in his power to be a candidate for the whole prize of good conduct; or to indict another party for not serving in a campaign, or to be an accuser on these matters; and besides this, let a court of justice decide what he is to suffer (in person) or pay (in purse). After this, when the trials for desertions have been decided, let the commanders of each arm of the service form an assembly; and let the party, who wishes it, have amongst his own clans a trial relating to the prizes for good conduct; but let him not produce any testimony touching a former war, nor the confirmation of his assertions by witnesses, but only of the campaign, which had taken place at that time; and let the crown of victory to each be that of a bough; and let this person, after writing out an inscription, hang it up in the temple of whatever war-god he likes, as a witness through the whole of life, of the decision relating to the prize of good conduct; and so of the second and third prizes likewise. But if any one goes out during a campaign, but returns home before his time, without the commanding officers having sent him away, let there be indictments against such persons for leaving the ranks before the same parties as those in the case of non-service; and against the parties convicted, let punishments be imposed, such as have been laid down before. Now it is requisite for every man, when bringing every kind of law-suit against a person, to have a fear of bringing a false punishment, either willingly or

1—1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

2—2 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has “corona ex frondibus arboris perpetuo virentis conserta,” as if his MS. omitted τον νιεντήριον, and had δεινών after θάλλου. Taylor’s translation is “let a crown of olive too be the reward of the military champion.” From which I have been led to conceive that δεινών has dropped out after θάλλου—

3 Winckelmann, perceiving that there was nothing to answer to ἡλπίζει.
unwillingly, to the best of his power. For Justice is said to be a modest virgin, and is said to be so really. Now Falsehood is naturally an object of blame to Modesty and Justice. Respecting other matters then it is requisite to take care not to err against Justice; but pre-eminently so, in the case of throwing away arms in war; lest perchance a person by making a mistake about the throwing away of arms from a necessity, places such acts on the score of a reproach, and brings lawsuits unjustly against a person not deserving them. Indeed it is by no means easy to define one or the other of these points. It is necessary however for the law to endeavour to define somehow in part. Employing then a fable, let us say, that had Patroclus been carried to his tent without arms, and was still alive, as has befallen numberless persons, and those former arms, which, as the poet says, (II. 2, 81,) were given as a wedding present to Peleus by the gods on his marriage with Thetis, had Hector possessed, would it have been lawful for such bad men, as were at that time, to reproach the son of Mencetius, for throwing away his arms? Still further, (could such persons be reproached,) who, by being thrown down from precipices, have lost their arms, or (have fallen) into the sea during storms, or in level places, when

τιμωρίαν, proposed to read κατηγορίαν μὲ τὶ μαρτυρίαν— So too Ficinus has "supplicium multctamve," unless it be said that he has here, as elsewhere, translated one Greek word by two Latin.

1 In lieu of αἰδοίως Stephens suggested αἰδοίως, which he got from "pedica" in Ficinus, and παράθυρος—Δίκη—αιδοίως in Hesiod, Βρε. 256. Winckelmann would read—aιδοίως Δίος Δίκη, answering to παράθυρος λείπι Δίκη Δίος in Hesiod. But since it would matter nothing to the argument, whether Δίκη was, or was not, a virgin, Plato wrote, I suspect, παράθυρος γὰρ Αἰδότης Δίκη—for we find in the next sentence Ψεῦδος δὲ Αἰδότη καὶ Δίκη νεμέσθην— On the confusion between παράθυρος and παράθυρος see my note on Αesch. Eum. 227.

2—3 As ὅντως εἰρηταί never are, because they could not be, so joined, Plato wrote, no doubt, πάντως εἰς εἰρηταί, "wholly well said—"

3—5 Ficinus has "et arma, quae diis, ut poeta dicit, in detum Thetidi data fuerant, ab Hectore rapta fuissent," as if his MS. omitted πρὸτερα ἵκειν, and read ἐλευ for ἐλευ.

4—5 I have adopted, what Ficinus alone has preserved, absolutely necessary for the sense, "eruntne vituperandi—"

5—6 I have translated, as if the Greek were χειμώνων ὅτων ἡ, not η χειμώνων—

6—7 The Greek is ἐν τοῖς ὑποθέξαμεναι— where Ast would read ἐν τρόποις, Orelli in κότως, and Winckelmann in στρόβιος. I have trans-
great flow of water has suddenly received⁶ them—and¹ num-
berless things of this kind one might chaunt, when consoling
(persons), and beautifying an act bad (in itself), and easy to be
abused? It is necessary, however, to the utmost of our power,
to divide the greater and the most grievous evil from the con-
trary. Now in abuse, the very abundance of such appellations
possess nearly a certain division. For a person would not be
justly called in all cases a thrower away of a shield, but the
loser of them. For he, who is deprived (of his arms) by a
reasonable display of force, and he, who throws them will-
ingly away, would not be equally a thrower away of a shield;
but there is a difference wholly and entirely. Let then this
be held as spoken by a law. If any one, being overtaken by
the enemy, and having arms, does not turn round and defend
himself, but voluntarily drops them, or throws them away,
catching at a base life, united to a soulless cowardice,² rather
than at an honourable death, united to manliness, against such
a loss of arms thrown away, let there be justice done; but let
the judge neglect to consider the loss mentioned above. For
it is requisite always to punish the coward, in order that he
may become better; but not the unfortunate. For in this
there is no advantage. ³But what punishment will be suited
to him, who gives up such a power of defensive weapons to
a contrary purpose?⁴ For it is not possible to do, in the case
of a man, the contrary to what they say a god did, by changing

lased as if it were originally ἐν τόπους ἀπίδους δεξαμένης—for ἀπεδοῦν,
found in Thucyd. vii. 78, χωρίον ἀπεδοῦν, is explained in Greek Lexicons
by ἴσον ἐπέδω, ὀμαλά: while it is chiefly in level grounds that a sudden
rush of waters, when it overtakes an army, is sure to carry off soldiers,
unless they throw away their arms.
¹ In lieu of ἦ, Stephens saw that the sense requires καὶ, as I have
translated.
²—³ The Greek is μερὰ τάχους, which is perfectly absurd. Porson
was the first to point out, in Miscellan. Critic. p. 266, that Photius in
Κατη, has preserved a portion of the original reading, μερὰ κάκης—while
Winckelmann was the first to see that in μερα τάχους lies hid μερ’
ἀψιχου— and that Plato wrote μερ’ ἀψιχου κάκης, as I have trans-
lated.
³—⁴ Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has “sed quaen-
am abjectionis armorum damnato et a virili fortitudine degeneranti
pœna congrua erit?” One would prefer τὸν ἰναντίον, “the enemy—”
⁴—⁵ Ficinus, whom Taylor follows almost to the letter, swerves here
from the Greek, which I have closely translated; in his version, “pre-
Cæneus of Thessaly from a woman into the nature of a man. For the man, who throws away his shield, the sex would, after a manner, be the most becoming of all, which is the contrary to that sex, which, by the being changed from a man into a woman, would become a punishment to such a person. But now, what is the nearest to these, in order that a person, for the sake of a love of life, may through the remainder of life run no risk, but live as long as possible, as being a coward and coupled to reproaches, for such let this be the law. The man, who is convicted of having disgracefully thrown away his weapons of war, let neither the general of an army, nor any other military officer, ever employ as a soldier, nor put him into the ranks at all; otherwise let the party, who is the auditor of his accounts and doings, set him to rights thus. If the person who has put the coward into the ranks, belongs to the highest property-census, (let him pay) a thousand drachms; if to the second, five minæ; if to the third, three; and if to the fourth, one mina. And let him, who has been convicted (of throwing away his arms), pay, in addition to his being excluded from manly dangers, through his own individual nature, a thousand drachms, if he belongs to the highest census; and five minæ, if to the second; three, if to the third; and one mina, in like manner as the preceding, if to the fourth.

[3.] With respect to the auditing of accounts, what would be for us the fitting discourse, when some of the magistrates are chosen by the chance of a lot for a year, and others for many years...
and from a selection? For of such accounts who will be a sufficient Auditor? 1 For should any one of the persons in office say or do any thing not straightforward, when bent down by the weight of his duties, or by the want of power, with respect to the dignity of his office, it (would be) by no means easy to find a ruler, superior to (other) rulers in virtue; 1 still we must endeavour to discover some god-like Auditors. For the case is this. There are many occasions for dissolving a polity, as of a ship, 2 or any animal; 3 of which while we say there are blocks, and underjoinings, and fibres, and ropes, 3 we call the nature one, yet dispersed in many parts by many names. But this is an occasion by no means the smallest, for the preservation of a polity and its dissolution and falling away. For if those, who audit the accounts of the magistrates, are better than the magistrates, and this takes place with justice not to be blamed, 4 and in a blameless manner, the whole country and state thus flourishes and is happy. But if that, which relates to the audit of the magistrates, takes place in a different manner, then the justice,

1—1 Ficinus, whom Taylor follows to the letter, has “Quis enim sufficientia repetundarum judex erit, si quis magistratus, rerum pondere presus, dixerit fecerit suo aliquid ingenuum principatu? Difficile inventu hoc est. Nam cum delecti magistratus virtute alios antecellat, quoc pacto præstatiorem eis inveniems?” where not only are sentences transposed, but many words omitted; and “fecerit” added; from which Cornarius elicited ἦ πρᾶξι, wanting in every other MS.

2—2 This introduction of an animal seems very strange here, as if an animal were, like a form of government or a vessel, made by man. Unless I am greatly mistaken, Plato wrote νεῦρα ἐτόστοις τινος, not νεὼς ἦ τῶν τινος, for he goes on to mention the parts of a well-joined vessel.

3—3 The Greek is at present ὅς ἐνόνοις τε καὶ ὑποκόμματα καὶ νεῦρον ἐπιτόνον. I have translated as if it were originally—ἤς λεγοντες ὅνοις τε καὶ ὑποκόμματα καὶ νεῦρα εἶναι ἐπιτόνον τε—for by ὅνος is meant what we call the “blocks” through which the ropes run, or a windlass, as it would seem from Eustathius on Ἰ. Α. p. 862 = 807, and the Schol. on Thucyd. vii. 25, ὅνοι ἐστι μηχάνη ἐκ ἀκρων τῶν ἀκατίων τενγυματία, ἀφ’ ἤπειραλλόντες βρόχους τοὺς σταυροὺς ῥαῖδος ἐκ τοῦ βεθοῦ ἀνιστῶν. With regard to ἐνόνοις, that word is never found in the sense of a rope; only τόνον καὶ ἐπιτόνον,—both of which however would not be used here; and with respect to νεῦρων ἐπιτόνον, Cornarius was the first to read νεῦρα καὶ ἐπιτόνον, for he doubtless remembered the passage in the Timæus, p. 84, E., τοὺς τε ἐπιτόνον καὶ τὰ ἐνεκχύτα νεῦρα—By νεῦρα are probably meant ropes made of the tendons of animals twisted like the so-called cat-gut.

4 Winckelmann would expunge ἀμείβετο: Orelli read ἀμέλλετο, referring to p. 777, E. Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has “ut nemo jure concueri possit.” What Plato wrote, others, I hope, will discover.
which binds together all political affairs into one, being dissolved, the whole government is torn apart, one portion from another, and they cause the city from being one to become many, and, filling it with sedition, destroy it quickly. On this account then it is requisite for the Auditors to be objects of admiration for their virtue. Let us then devise by some method that their production shall be of this kind. Let the whole city, come together each year, after the turn of the sun from the summer to the winter, to a sacred grove, common to the Sun and Apollo, with the view of exhibiting to the god three men, which each person shall judge to be the best of all except himself, and not less than fifty years of age; and of those voted in preference by the greatest number of persons, let them make a selection up to the half, if they are an even number; but if they are odd, let them take away the one, who had the fewest votes, and leave the half, and make a decision by the number of votes; but if to some the votes are equal, and they make the half number more, let them take away the surplus, after rejecting on account of the youth; but selecting the others, let them give their votes again, until three with unequal votes are obtained. But if for all or for two the votes are equal, then, committing the affair to good fate and fortune, let them select the victor by a lot, and let them crown him, and the second, and the third, with a bough; and after giving the prizes for excellence, let (a crier) proclaim to all, that the city of the Magnesians having again obtained

---
1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus. For he could perhaps make nothing out of νικα oðοια, corrected by Stephens into νεώνανα, but into νεώνανα by Winckelmann.
2 This is the only place I remember, where the Sun and Apollo are considered different deities.
3 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has simply "electuri"—
4 These words, I confess, I cannot understand. Ficinus has "dimidiumque numerum auxerint"—which is equally unintelligible. Taylor translates—"and the half of these is more than three"—
5 In lieu of λειψανων Stephens proposed to read λησοθονων, similar to "obiteant" in Ficinus, and so the best MS., followed by Ast and Stelbaum. The Zurich editors prefer λειψανων. But in the whole of this passage I must acknowledge myself to be quite in the dark.
6 Here, as before in § 2, Ficinus renders ἰδίκη by "ex semper virentia arboris frondis contexta."—
7 In the original there seems to lie hid the following pentastich, Η σανδ θεον τυχουσα Μαγνητων πολις Σωτηριας, θειος ην κατ’ ἀρχαιαν
safety from a god, shows before the Sun three of her best men, and offers them up, according to the old law, as a common first-fruit to Apollo and the Sun, for as long a time as they follow their judgment. Let these in the first year mark out twelve Auditors (and do so) until each has reached his seventy-fifth year; and afterwards, let three be always added every year. Let these, dividing the magisterial offices into twelve parts, freely examine them, by making use of all kinds of touchstones; and let them reside, as long as they are Auditors, in the grove sacred to the Sun and Apollo, in which they were elected. And let each, judging of some matters privately, and of others in common with each other, exhibit the rulers before the state; and putting, what they have written respecting each office in the market-place, let it be stated what the parties are to suffer (in person) or pay (in purse) according to the decision of the Auditors. And whichever of the magistrates shall not admit that he has been judged of with justice, let him bring the Auditors to the select jurymen; and if he escapes from the Auditors’ decision, let him, if he will, bring a charge against the Auditors themselves; and if he is convicted, let him, if the punishment fixed by the Auditors against any one is death, simply die, as necessity requires; but of the other fines, of which it is possible to pay the double, let him pay the double.

It is now meet to hear what the honours of these Auditors are to be, and after what manner. Let the first seats in all public meetings be given to those, who, while they live, are deemed by the whole state worthy of the prizes for good conduct; and further, in the case of sacrifices, and holy embassies

κόμιον Τραίς τοις ἄριστοις ἄνδρας, ἀκροβινον Κοινόν τ’ Ἀπόλλωνος καλόν θ’ δὲν Ἡλίου, Ὀσον πέρ ἀκολουθοῦσι τῇ δικῇ χρόνου, where, however, correct Greek would require a dative after ἀκροβινον, as shown by ἀκροβινα Δούλων in Phœniss. 210. As regards the last clause, all the words after “Sun” are tacitly omitted by Taylor. Ficinus has—“quatenus judicium secuturi sunt”—But the business of the Auditors was to follow not the judgment of any one, but justice alone. Hence I suspect that Plato wrote not κρίειν, but δικαίρ. The two words are confounded in MSS. elsewhere.

1—1 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, supplies “idque facient—”

2 Instead of ἱλευθήρας, the two best MSS. read ἱλευθήροις, which leads distinctly to ἱλευθήρως.

3 I have adopted τιμάζει, as suggested by Ast, in lieu of εὐθύνας, which is here unintelligible. On the other hand, Ast quotes opportunely τῶν ἄλλων τῶν δοθυναμ ὑμῶν, found at the end of this section.
amongst the Greeks in common, and of holy rites, in which there is a communion on other grounds,¹ let them send from amongst these the chiefs of each holy embassy; and let these alone of those in the state be adorned with a crown of laurel; and let all of them be priests of Apollo and the Sun; and let one be the high priest for the year, who is adjudged to have been the first amongst the priests ² in that year;² and write up his name every year, in order that it may become the measure of the period of time, as long as the city is inhabited. And when they die, let the laying out of the corpse, and the carrying it out, and their graves, be different from those of the other citizens; and let (every one)³ wear his whole robe white, and let no one be without weeping and lamentation; and let there be also (one) choir of fifteen girls, and another of as many boys, and let each stand round the bier, and sing in turn praises on the priests, as it were a set hymn, and celebrate their happy state in an ode the whole day long; and on the morning (following), let a hundred young men, amongst those engaged in gymnastic exercises, and whom the relations of the deceased shall have selected,⁴ carry the bier to the sepulchre. And first, let the unmarried young men precede (the bier), each having put on a warrior’s dress, the horsemen with their horses, and the heavy-armed foot-soldiers with their shields, and the rest after a similar manner; and let the boys around the bier go before and sing the national hymn, and let the girls follow behind, and such of the women as happen to be freed from child-bearing; and after them let the priests and

¹ I have translated as if the Greek were ἐῖρεως, not ἐῖρημ, although I confess I do not understand what Plato meant to say here; nor could, I think, Ficinus; who has omitted the clause καὶ δεινῶν ἂν ἐῖρημ κοινωνίαν ἔρωτι— and so after him has Taylor.
² Ficinus has, what the sense requires, “in superiori anno.” But how ἐκεῖνῳ came here in lieu of περισσότερω I am unable to explain.
³ So Taylor, as if he wished to read πάντα for πᾶσαν— Plato wrote, I suspect, πάντας πᾶσαν— For πᾶς is thus repeated perpetually.
⁴ So Ficinus, and after him Taylor. But from his “delegerint” it is difficult to elicit what he found in his MS. It was certainly not ἂν— ἐπολύωνται— for there is no such Greek aor. I, mid. as ὑψάμην; and incorrectly did Stephens suggest, and Ast and Stalbaum adopt, ἐπολύωνται to avoid the solecism in ἂν— ἐπολύωνται. Equally at a loss was Burtman, who in Gr. Gr. T. ii. p. 201, suggests ἐπολύωνται, a word perfectly unknown in Greek. Perhaps Plato wrote οἷς ἂν— ἐπιπροφιέωνται, i. e. “upon whom the relations of the deceased may have imposed the duty.”
priestesses follow, as to a pure tomb, although they are repelled from other tombs, if at least the Pythian priestess gives her vote so and on this side; and let the place of deposit for them be built under the earth, a long vault composed of stones very valuable, and without old age to the best of their power, and having couches, made of stones, lying by each other; where having placed the man, who has become blessed, and raising a mound in a circle, they shall plant a grove of trees around, except at one limb, in order that the burial-place may have an enlargement, such that there may be no deficiency in a mound for those to be placed there in all time; and they shall make yearly contests in music and gymnastics and horsemanship. Such are the honours to be paid to those, who have escaped (the reversal) of their auditorship. But if any one of these, confiding too much in his having been tried, should exhibit (a depraved) human nature, by becoming depraved after his trial, let the law ordain that any one, who is willing, may indict him; and let the trial take place at a tribunal, in some such manner as this. First let the guardians of the laws belong to this tribunal. Next of these very persons

---

1 The Greek is λείθων προτίμων και ἀγάρων εἰς δύναμιν. But Julius Pollux ix. 49, and Suidas in Ψάλιδα, offer λείθων πολυτίμων; which has led me to suggest ἵππιμοι: for Suidas in Λίθος has—οἱ δὲ Ἀβαροὶ—λείθων τὰς ἑπτά χοιρίμιως ἀποφείρεις. Moreover as ἀγάρων εἰς δύναμιν is here perfectly unintelligible, Hemsterhuis on Pollux, p. 1039, was led to consider those words as an interpolation. But since words are not introduced thus without some reason, it is probable, that they are either a corruption of some others, or, what is more likely, misplaced; for they might follow τῶν μακάριον γεγονότα θείνεις—where they perhaps drop out, as forming one line of the Codex Archetypus.

2 On this custom of calling a deceased person by the name of blessed, see Blomfield on Ἡθ. Pers. 639.

3 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, who is thus followed by Taylor—"that the sepulchre may be always enlarged, when it is requisite."

4 Such is, as Ficinus saw correctly, what the sense requires. This is evident from his version, adopted almost to the letter by Taylor, " haec premia illis reddantur, quorum de relatis rationibus judicia damnata non sunt." But such is not the meaning of τοῖς τὰς εἰδίνας διαφυγοῦσιν—What Plato wrote, I must leave for better scholars to discover.

5 I have translated as if κακῶν had droped out before κακῶς—

6 Such is the literal version of the unintelligible Greek, αὐτῶν τεθυμοὶ σοι ζώην: where Ast would read αὐτῶν τῶν εἰδίνων ζώης—But that is equally obscure. Ficinus has "accusati ipsius collegae," as if he had found in his MS. τοῦ Ἰν αἴτια δόντος αὐτῶι σοι εὐζώης—
the living; and moreover let the tribunal be composed of the select jurymen. And let him, who lays the indictment, put on the record against the party, whom he is indicting, the charge, averring that this or that person is unworthy of the prize for good conduct and of his office. And if the defendant is cast, let him be deprived of his office, and sepulchre, and the other honours granted to him; but if the accused does not obtain a fifth part of the votes, let him pay, if his property is of the highest valuation, twelve minae; eight, if of the second; if of the third, six; and if of the fourth, two.

4. Respecting the so-called decision of Rhadamanthus, in judicial matters, it is indeed worthy of admiration. For he saw that the men of that time distinctly believed that there were gods, and reasonably so; because at that time the majority were the descendents of gods, of whom he was himself one, at least as the story goes. He appears, therefore, to have thought that he ought to commit (nothing) to any man as a judge, but to gods; from whence causes were decided by him simply and quickly. For by tendering an oath to the disputants upon each matter in dispute, he was freed from them with rapidity and safety. But since at present, as we have stated, some portion of mankind think that the gods do not exist at all; and others conceive that they take no care of us; while the opinion of the greatest and worst part is, that, by receiving trifling sacrifices and abundance of flattery, they will conjointly deprive persons of considerable property, and free them from harm on many occasions, the art of Rhadamanthus in lawsuits would no longer be suited to men of the present time. For since the opinions of men respecting the gods have undergone a change, it is necessary for laws to be changed likewise. In the allotment of causes therefore, it is meet for those who, possessing a mind, lay down laws, to take away the oaths of either of the opposing parties, and for the party, who has obtained by lot a trial against any one, to write down

1 I have translated, as if ὀδευ had dropt out between ὀδευει and διενοθυμευνος.
2 I have retained πολλα, which Bekker, followed by Stalbaum, has inconsiderately omitted with two indifferent MSS.
3 Such seems to be the meaning of κατά πολλα—I suspect however that Plato wrote κατα ηδην, "according to their flattery." The word ηδην Stephens found in a MS. Greek lexicon explained by ἀπαγ. Ficinus omits all after χοιματα, and so does Taylor.
the accusations, but to swear no oath; and for the defendant in like manner to write down his denial, and to hand it over to the rulers without an oath. ¹ For it is surely a terrible thing to know well that, while many lawsuits are occurring in the state, almost one half of the parties have perjured themselves,¹ by having been easily mixed up with each other at joint-feasts and through other intercourse and private joint-producings of each one.³ Let it therefore be laid down as a law that he, who is about to act the juryman, shall take an oath as a juryman; and that he, who appoints for the commonweal the magistrates by oaths, or by the bringing of votes, ³ must bring them from sacred places and do something of this kind; ³ and on the other hand, that the judge of choirs and all kinds of music, and the presidents over, and the umpires at, the gymnastic and equestrian contests, and in all matters which, according to the opinion of men, do not bring a gain to the party forsaying himself, (shall take an oath;) ⁴ but in those, that seem to be plainly a great profit to the party, who makes a denial or takes an oath, let all, who bring a charge against each other, be judged by lawsuits without any oaths.⁴ And generally in a lawsuit let

¹—¹ Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has rather strangely, what Taylor has adopted, “Nam si jurandi licentia cuique datur, ubi plura quotidie ad judices deferuntur, omnes paene perjuri erunt.”

²—² Such is the literal version of the Greek, συνονοσίας τε και ἰδιωτικάς συγκεκρίμενας ἱκάστος: where Ast explains συγκεκρίμενας by συνονοσίας, thus introducing a needless tautology. Moreover γένης always means elsewhere “a producing,” or “production.” Opportunely then does the best MS. offer συμπονήσεως, from which it is easy to elicit συμπονήσεως, “joint-labourings;” but as the idea of an act, done jointly by more persons than one, requires the mention of such persons taken jointly, not individually, it is evident that for ἱκάστων the train of thought leads here to δικαστῶν: while the antithesis required by ἰδιωτικάς plainly shows that δημοσίας has dropped out after συνονοσίας; and thus the sense will be “by other intercourse, and joint-labourings of jurymen of a public and private kind,” where, by the figure Chiasmus, ἰδιωτικάς belongs to συνονοσίας, and δημοσίας to συμπονήσεως.

³—³ The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor. With regard to the expression ἵκας ἰδράς ἰδρος ἰερόν ἃριστον, Ast explains it by saying that the pebbles used in voting were taken to a temple, as stated in vi. p. 753, C. § 2, and afterwards brought from thence with the odour of sanctity about them.

⁴—⁴ Ficinus, followed almost to the letter by Taylor, has thus abridged all between the numerals, “in quibus autem utilitatem ex perjuro aliquis assequitur, ea sine jurejurando judicentur.”
not the presidents permit a person while speaking to take
an oath, for the sake of making his assertion credible, or to
imprecate curses on himself and race, or to employ unseemly
entreaties or the piteous tones of a woman, but let the party
proceed ever with good words in teaching and learning what
is just; and if not, let the magistrate, as if the party were
speaking out of the record, bring him back to the arguments
that may happen to be relating to the business in hand. But
let it be in the power of a stranger (when litigating) with a
stranger, as at present, to receive from, if they are willing,
and to tender to, each other oaths. For they will not grow
old, nor by hatching young ones in the state, will they fur-
nish the power to others for the most part of such a brood to
become the masters of the country.

In the same manner let there be a decision respecting the
allotment of lawsuits against each other in all cases, where
a free-man is not obedient to the state in matters, deserving
neither stripes, nor bonds, nor death. But as regards the non-
attendance at dancings, or processions, or other public acts of
a showy kind, or sharing in public duties, such as take place
for the sake of a sacrifice in peace, or a contribution in war,
in all these let the first necessity be a remedy for the damage
done; but from such, as are disobedient, let a security be
demanded by those, on whom the state and the law to-
ther enjoin to demand it; and of such, as are inattentive

1-1 The words between the numerals, evidently out of place here, are
omitted in the best MS. Ficinus has elegantly, but not closely, “sed
quod justum putant manuete doceant, et docentem audiant.”

2-2 Here again Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has abridged the origi-

nal in his version, “peregrinis autem inter se litigantibus, quemad-
modum nunc, si velint, jurare liceat.”

3-3 The metaphorical word ἐντοτεκατοντες is omitted by Ficinus and
Taylor; who should have remembered ἐντοτεκατοντας—ἐντοτεκατοντας in

4-4 Ficinus, followed to the letter by Taylor, has strangely represented
this passage in his version, “non est formidandum, ne alios corruptam.”

5-5 Such, I presume, is the meaning of Ἀγβως. But the reading is how
uncertain. For two MSS. offer λίγως: while Ficinus, followed by Taylor,
has “Eodem autem modo inter liberos homines executio judicii niat.”

Ficinus has, what the sense requires, “squis ad choreas—non veni”
—as if his MS. read τοιαν ὧν ὑπογείεσθαι, not τινών—
7 I have adopted τινος for τινης, as suggested by Ast.

8-8 Here again Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has strangely rendered—
“exactoque tempore—”
(to the matter), let there be a sale of the security, and let money (got from the sale) belong to the state. But if they are in need of a greater fine, let each of the magistrates, after imposing a fitting fine on the disobedient, bring the parties before a court of justice, until they are willing to do what they are ordered.

[5.] It is necessary moreover to consult about what it is meet to do for a state, which does not make money, except by what arises from the land, and does not import any thing, touching the going abroad of its own people out of the country, and the reception of foreigners from other parts. On these points the legislator ought to give advice by first persuading to the utmost of his power. The intermixture indeed of states with states naturally causes a mixture of all kinds of manners, through strangers making with strangers innovations with each other; which thing would bring an injury the greatest of all to those, who have a good polity through good laws. But, to the greater number of states, as being by no means under good laws, it makes no difference for the citizens to be contaminated by receiving foreigners, and for the citizens to revel in other states, when a person is desirous of going abroad in any way or at any time, whether he is young, or rather advanced in years. But, on the other hand, for these never to receive others, and never themselves to travel elsewhere, is not at all suitable; and it would appear to be a behaviour rustic and rude to the rest of mankind, who would make use of harsh names, such as the so-called stranger-expellings, and manners self-willed and morose, as they would seem to be. Now to

1 I have translated as if the Greek were πλὴν τοῦ—not πλὴν τῶν—unless it be said that τὸ πορεύεσθαι means “to be a foreign merchant.”
2 Ficinus, followed partly by Taylor, has—“neque peregrinationibus vacat, neque peregrinosis aliunde suscipiunt.”
3 As ἀλλὰ ἀλλος is evidently superfluous, Ficinus has “plurima inno- vare—” either because his MS. read μάλα πολλάς, or he wished to read so from conjecture. I should prefer ἀλλὰ ἀλλος, i. e. “some in one way, and others in another.” See my Poppe’s Prolegom. p. 135.
4 Winckelmann has correctly suggested σατοῖς for σατοῖς, and he should have read likewise σατοῖς for σατοῖς—in. What Ficinus found in his MS. it is impossible to ascertain; for he has abridged the passage in his version, adopted by Taylor—“si tam senes quam juvenes pro arbitrio et alio peregrinatur et aliunde peregrinos suscipiant.”
5 In Ἑσυλίσιος is an allusion to a Spartan custom. Ast refers to Protag. p. 342, C. § 80, and Plutarch, Lycurg. p. 56, C.
appear to be good, or not good, to others, it is meet never to consider a thing of small importance. For the multitude do not, as far as they happen to fail in the substance of virtue, fail so far in their judgment of others, who are vicious and useless, but there is even in the bad a something divine and felicitous in hitting the mark, so that very many even of the very bad distinguish very well, both by their words and thoughts, the better sort of men and the worse. And hence the exhortation to many states is correct, to set some value on the good opinion of the multitude. For it is a thing the most correct and of the greatest consequence for a man truly good to hunt in this way after a life of fair repute; for without it, he will by no means become the perfect man. And truly becoming would it be for the city, settled in Crete, to render itself in the opinion of the rest of mankind the most beautiful and best. And there is every hope in all likelihood, should it conduct itself according to reason, that in a little time the Sun and the other gods will see it amongst the states and countries, that are well-governed. In this way then it is meet to act, with regard to travelling into other countries and places, and the reception of foreigners. In the first place, let it not be lawful for a person less than forty years of age to go abroad at any time, or in any manner; and further still, for no person on a private account, but on a public one, let it be lawful for heralds or ambassadors, or certain holy inspectors (to go abroad). But to be absent from the country during a war or a campaign, does not deserve to be called a going abroad, nor to be a part of such political doings. It is likewise requisite to send persons to the Pythian Apollo, and the Olympian Jupiter, and likewise to Nemea and the Isthmus, to take a share in the sacrifices and contests (sacred) to those gods; and to send the most numer-

1—Here again Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has given merely an abridgment of the Greek in his version—"quamvis virtutes expertes sint, qui tamen probi sint, qui improbi, judicant." From which however it is easy to see that he found in his MS. oì etsi πονηροί καὶ χρήστοι—where χρήστοι is confirmed by four other MSS., while oì etsi has been corrupted into ὅσοι in two.

2 Bekker has adopted μετ’ δλίγων from four MSS., similar to "cum paucis aliis civitatibus" in Ficinus.

3 It seems strange, that after Plato had mentioned the names of the gods, who presided over the Pythian and Olympian games, he should have omitted that of Neptune, who presided over the two others. Hence one would suspect that τύ Ποσειδώνι had dropt out after τύ Δί ή καὶ—
ous, and such as are the most beautiful and the best in their power, who may cause the state to appear of fair repute in holy and peaceful meetings, by exhibiting its apparatus for renown as the counter-part of what is requisite for war. And when they return home, they will teach the young, that the legal institutions of the rest of mankind relating to political affairs, are second to their own. But on other grounds it is not meet to send out holy inspectors; but some such as these, after obtaining permission of the guardians of the laws, should any of the citizens be desirous to look at the affairs of the rest of mankind, let no law restrain. For a state, while unacquainted with good and wicked men, cannot by being unsociable be sufficiently mild and perfect. Nor again, can it preserve its laws without taking them into consideration, but not only by morals. For amongst the multitude there are always some, not many, godlike men, every way worthy of being associated with, and who are produced in no respect the more in well-governed states than in those that are not so; in whose footsteps it is ever meet for him, who dwells in well-regulated states, to proceed, when on going out by sea or by land, he is seeking the party, who may be uncorrupted, so as to make some of the legal institutions, that have been laid down correctly, more firm, and to correct others, where there is any deficiency. For without such an inspection and search, a state will never continue perfect; not even if they inspect it badly.

1—1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor. For they were either wanting in his MS., or, what is more probable, he could not understand the Greek—θεωροῦ τί ἀλλοις ἀπεικόπτε τιρας τῶν νομοφύλακας—nor could Stephens; from whose "si oporteat" Ast was led to suggest—εἰ χρεών—but Winckelmann, whom I have followed, reads more correctly, ὃ χρεὼν, τοιούτης ἢ τινα—while none have seen that Plato wrote ἀλλα, not ἀλλοις—and so I have translated the whole passage. Stalbaum, after confessing the difficulty, says that if καν, not ἀλλα, were found in MSS., he would adopt it. But I cannot discover what is to be gained by the change.

1—2 Ficinus has "nec leges servare moribus et consuetudine solum, nisi etiam notitia legum prudentur fiat:" which has led me to suggest that Plato wrote ἀνεω τοῦ μη μόνον γνωριμα παθεῖν αὐτούς, ἀλλα κἀ ἡθοὺς—not ἀνεω τοῦ γνωριμα παθεῖν αὐτούς, ἀλλα μη μόνον ἡθοὺς—For μη μόνον could scarcely thus follow ἀλλα—

1—3 The words between the numerals I cannot understand. Three MSS. offer ταύτην for αὐτήν: from which nothing is gained. I could have understood ὅδε ἀν κακίστην τινα θεωρεῖν, "not even if they inspect a very bad one," in lieu of κακῶς ταύτην—

2 L 2
Clin. How, therefore, can both of these take place?

Athen. Thus. [6.] First let an inspector of this kind be not more than fifty years of age; and further, let him be of good repute for other matters and for war, if he is about to lay before other cities a specimen of the guardians of the laws. But when he is more than sixty years of age, let him no longer be an inspector. And having made an inspection for as many years of the ten as he likes, let him return home and go to the assembly of those who inspect the laws. And let this (assembly) be composed of old persons and young; and let it be held of necessity every day, from day-break until the sun rises; and let it be composed first of those priests, who have received the prizes for good conduct; next, ten of the guardians of the laws, 1 who happen to be the seniors; 4 and further still, the guardian of the whole education, both the new one, and those who have been released from the office. And let each of these go not alone, but with a young man from thirty to forty years of age, having taken as an ally the person agreeable to himself; and let there be a conference amongst them, and a conversation upon the laws of their own state, and on such matters as they shall have heard of, superior at all in any other quarter; and about objects of learning to boot, such as may seem to be of use in this inquiry, and which, to those, who have learnt, will be more clear to be understood; 2 but to those, who have not learnt, the points relating to laws would seem to be rather dark. 3 And whatever the elders may select from these, let the younger learn with all attention; and if any one of those, who have been invited, seems to be an unworthy person, let the whole meeting blame the party who invited him. But let the whole 4 state watch over those of the young men, who are in good repute, 5 looking at them, and observing them pre-eminently; and let them hold in honour those, who

1—1 In lieu of τοις δέι πρεσβυόντας, where there is nothing to govern the accusative, Ast suggests οἱ δέι πρεσβυόντας, similar to "decem-seniores" in Ficinus.

2 In lieu of εὐαγγελον γινόμεθα, which I cannot understand, I have translated, as if the Greek were εὐαγγελον γινόμεθα — to which I have been led by finding in Ficinus "facilius — intellecturi sint."

3 After φαίνεσθαι I have omitted καὶ ἀσαφη, evidently an explanation of σκοτωδεσθαι.

4 Instead of ἄλλη, Ficinus found in his MS. ἵλη, as shown by his "τοῖς"

5—5 The words between the numerals Ficinus, followed by Taylor, omit
are in the right way, but in dishonour more than the rest, if they turn out worse than the majority. To this meeting let him, who has inspected the legal institutions amongst the rest of mankind, go immediately on his arrival; and if he has discovered any persons possessing any rumour about the laying down of any laws, or of education or bringing up, let him mention it, or if he has himself thought upon any matters, let him communicate it to the whole assembly. But if he appears to have returned in no respect either worse or better, let him be praised at least for his very great readiness to go; but if (he returns) much better, let him while living be greatly honoured, and when dead, let all the power of the parties in the assembly honour him with befitting honours. But if he appears to have returned corrupted, although he pretends to be wise, let him associate with no one, either young or old. And if he is obedient to the magistrates, let him live in private; but if not, let him be put to death. ¹ at least if he be convicted in a court of justice of being a busy-body on the subject of education and the laws. ¹ But if none of the rulers bring him before a court of justice, when he deserves it, let a reproach be laid up against the rulers at the time of their undergoing a trial for the rewards for good conduct. Let him then, who goes abroad, go abroad in this manner, and being such a person. But after him it is meet to receive kindly the person, who comes from abroad. Now there are four kinds of foreigners of whom we ought to make mention. The first is he, who comes ever in the summer, and continues for the most part in his visits like birds of passage; and of these the majority flying, as it were, cleverly over the sea in the spring of the year, ²wend their way to other cities, for the sake of making money as merchants; which persons it is meet for the magistrates, appointed for such purposes, to receive in the market-places, and ports, and public buildings outside the city, at the city; ⁴ taking care that

¹ The words between the numerals are omitted by Taylor, although found in Ficinus, “sin autem contra magistratum voluntatem de disciplina legibusque civilibus disputare condemnatus in judicio fuerit.”

² I have translated, as if the Greek were δρίχως, not τρίχως. For most assuredly neither birds of passage, nor persons in the pursuit of gain, fly from place to place “artlessly.”

³ Although πετομενοι—πιτονται might perhaps stand, yet I have translated as if the Greek were επιτεινονται.

⁴ Such is the literal version of the Greek, πος τδ πόλις: which Fi-
none of such foreigners make any innovation; and distributing correctly to them the claims of justice, and having an intercourse with them for what is necessary, but as little as possible. The second kind is he, who is in reality an inspector with his eyes, and receives with his ears such sights, as are presented by the Muses. For every such person it is meet that lodgings should be fitted up near the temples by the kindness of people towards strangers; and it is meet for the priests and the sweepers of the temples to take care that, after they have staid a moderate time, and have seen and heard (all), for the sake of which they came, they take their departure, uninjured by doing or suffering anything; and let the priests be their judges, should any one of them do an injury to any one, or any one else do an injury to any one of them, to within fifty drachms. But if there be a greater charge laid against them, it is requisite that the trial in such cases be before the Market-Stewards. The third kind of foreigner it is meet to receive in a public manner, when he arrives from another country on some public business. Him let the Generals, and the Hipparchs, and the Taxiaruchs alone receive; and let the care of such person rest with that one of the Prytanes, with whom alone any person, received as a stranger, takes up his abode. The fourth, should he come at any time, is a rarity; but if he should come, the counterpart of the Inspectors from us, let him, first, be not less than fifty years of age; besides this, let him think it right to see something beautiful, and superior in its beauty to the things in other cities, or to show something of the same kind to another city. Let then every such person come unbidden to the doors of the wealthy and wise, as being himself another of such a kind. And let him go to the house of the party, who is the guardian of the whole of education, trust-
ing that 1 the reception of a stranger by one of those, who have gained a victory for virtue, will be sufficient for a stranger1 of such a kind; and after being with some of these, and teaching in part, and learning in part,2 let him go away honoured, as a friend should be by friends, with gifts and becoming honours. According to these laws it is meet to receive all strangers, both male and female, from another country, and to send out our own people, doing honour to Zeus, who presides over hospitality, nor to make an expulsion of foreigners by eatings and sacrifices, as 3 the nurslings of the Nile3 do at present, nor yet by savage proclamations.

[7.] Let a person, who makes himself a guarantee, make it in an explicit manner, by acknowledging the whole transaction in writing, before not less than three witnesses, where the guarantee is for a sum under a thousand drachms; but, if above a thousand, before not less than five. 4 Let the broker of a person, who sells any thing not justly, or is not trustworthy, be a guarantee; 4 and let the broker, like the seller, be amenable to a lawsuit.

If a person wishes to search for his property in the possession of another party, let him, having previously sworn by the gods who preside over laws, that he expects to find (the property), search for it, either naked, or wearing a small cloak

---1 The Greek is ξινος τινα τοιοτερ ξινωνι την—where Ast, unable to understand την, would omit it. But the difficulty rests rather in ξινος—ξινων. I have therefore translated as if Plato had written ξινσιν—ξινφ, where ξινφ is furnished by two MSS. Baiter suggests ξινος—ξινφ ἡ—and so does Grou.

3—3 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, inserts "quae discenda docendaque putavit."

3—3 Despite the assertion, καθαπερ τοιοτερ την, it is hard to believe that in the time of Plato the people in Egypt fed upon foreigners and sacrificed them; while from the poetical expression, βρεματα Νεικου, one would suspect that Plato obtained the knowledge of the fact from some drama, the argument of which was similar to the Helena and Iphigenia in Tauris of Euripides. Ast however explains the passage by saying, that "to expel foreigners from banquets and sacrifices is to prohibit them the use of such things." But the dative βρεματα could not be thus taken in the sense of the genitive ἀπὸ βρεμάτων.

4—4 Such is the literal version of the Greek, where ὁ προπωλῶν means, in English, a "broker," i.e. the party who finds for the seller a purchaser. Ficinus however seems to have found the whole passage more full in his MS., for his version is "fidejussor autem sit, qui prius vendidit, ejus de quo an jure possit vendere, dubitatur, atque ejus, qui videtur minus ad promissa sufficere."
and ungirded; and let the other permit him to search the house, and the portions sealed up or unsealed. But if any one does not allow the search to the party desiring it, let the party, who is prevented, bring an action, after setting a value upon the property sought; and, if the person is convicted, let him pay for twice the loss of the property valued. If the master of the house happens to be abroad, let those that inhabit it permit the search of such portions as are unsealed, and let the searcher place his own seal by those already sealed, and appoint any person he pleases as a guard for five days. But if the master is absent for a longer time, let the other party take the City-Stewards along with him, and search it thus, by breaking the seals, and, together with the relations and City-Stewards, seal them again in the same manner (as before).

Of property in dispute it is meet to define the time, during which, if a person has held it, it will not be lawful to dispute it any longer. Of farms and dwellings indeed there will be in this way no dispute. But of other property, whatever a person may have had in his possession, if he appears to have used it in the city, and market-place, and at sacred rites, (openly for a whole year,) and no one has made a claim upon it, and he says he has been seeking (an owner) during that time, but that the party has concealed himself and never

1 Ast, misled by "praecinctus" in Finicinus, says that the object of this clause was, that the searching party might get over the business more speedily. But in that case the searcher would have been εἰς αὐτὸς, in Latin "sine cinctus." By his being αὐτὸς he would lose the opportunity of carrying away any small article of great value, concealed in the folds of the cloak.

2 From "amissa rei" in Finicinus, Ast was led to τὸ ἑρευνώμενον, for τὸν ἑρευνώμενον, subsequently confirmed by two MSS.

3-4 The Greek was once Χρόνος ὅρος, where Stephens wished to insert ἵστεω—the remains of which, Stalbaum says, seem to be found in five MSS. that read Χρόνος δέ ὅρος: where however lies hid δεί ὅρισαι—similar to "determinandum est" in Finicinus.

4-5 I have adopted "aperte anno integro," found in the version of Finicinus; for otherwise the subsequent τούτων τῶν Χρόνων would be unintelligible.

5-6 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Finicinus has "atque hunc non occultuisse constet, nec quisquam interea, quamvis quaeres, eam exegereit."

6 To complete the sense I have translated as if διεσπόρητον had dropped out between δέ and ζητεῖν.
appeared—if a person has thus held possession of any thing for a year, and he continues to be the seeker, let it be lawful for no person to lay claim to property of this kind, after a year has gone by. But if a person uses it neither in the city nor in the market-place, but in the fields openly, and no one offers himself during five years (as the owner), let it not be lawful for any one, after the five years have elapsed, to lay claim to it for the remainder of time. But if any one uses it at home in the city, let the period (of laying claim) be for three years; but if he uses it not openly in the country, for ten years; but if in another land, whenever (the owner) shall find it any where, let there be no definite period in all time for laying claim to it.

If any one by violence prevents another from being present at a trial, whether the party himself, or his witnesses, or his slave, or that of another person, let the cause be unfinished and undecided; but if (the party prevented) is a free-man, in addition to the cause being unfinished, let (the party preventing) be in bonds for a year, and let him be amenable to a trial for making him a slave at the suit of any one, who wishes. And if any one by violence prevents an antagonist in a gymnastic or musical or any other contest from being present, let any one, who is willing, inform the prize-distributors; and let them send to the contest a free-man, who is willing to contend; but if they are unable (to do so), let them, should he, who has prevented a party from contending, be the victor, assign the reward of victory to the party prevented, and write him down as the victor in whatever temples he pleases; but to the party preventing let it not be lawful for any offering or inscription of such a contest to exist; and let him be amenable to a trial for doing an injury, whether he is defeated in the contest, or is the victor.

If any one receives stolen property knowingly, let him undergo the same punishment as the thief. Let death, too, be the punishment of him, who harbours an exile. For let every

1. Such, I presume, is the meaning of ὁ δὲ ἢρων διαγένεσαι, for so we must read in lieu of διαγένεσαι—which I cannot understand; nor could, I think, Ficinus, for he has omitted the whole sentence.
2. I have adopted Ast's μηδὲν for μηδὲν—
3. Ficinus alone has what the sense requires—"qui depulit—"
4. Ficinus alone adds here—"seu quemvis hujuscemodi fugientem—"
5. Ficinus alone has "quippe—"
one consider the same person a friend and enemy, as the state
does. If any one makes privately a peace¹ with, or a war
against, certain persons, without the public (sharing in it),
let death be the punishment for such a one. But if any
part of the state makes a peace with, or a war against, any
persons for its own benefit for itself, let the Generals bring
the authors of this affair before a court of justice; and let
death be the punishment of the party convicted. For they,
who serve their country in any way, ought to do so without
gifts. And let there be no pretext or argument held out,²
that for good deeds we ought to receive gifts, but not for bad.
For it is not easy either to know,³ or knowing ⁴ to restrain
oneself⁵ patiently, when this knowledge is obtained. It is,
therefore, the safest plan to obey the law—"Do not serve for
gifts"—and let him who does not obey, simply die, when found
guilty at a trial.

With regard to the contribution of money to the public, it is
meet for ⁶ the state of each person⁷ to be valued, for many
reasons; and for the parishioners to put down in writing be-
fore the Rural-Stewards the yearly produce, in order that, as
there are two contributions, the public may, after deliberating⁸
every year, make use of whichever it pleases, whether it be
a part of the whole valuation, or of the income arising each
year, exclusive of the sums paid for the joint-feasts.

It is meet likewise for a man of moderate means to make
moderate offerings to the gods. Now the Earth is the holy
hearth of the whole⁹ domicile of all the gods. Let no one

¹ Of this an instance is feigned to take place in Aristoph. Ach. 291. See
too Thucyd. v. 60, ἐνὶ δὲ τῶν ἐν τίλην σπένδεται.
² Instead of ἐπιτυρίομενον, which I cannot understand, I have trans-
lated as if the Greek were ἐπιτυρίομενοι—
³ Taylor adds, and so does Ast—"when actions are good or bad."
⁴ So Ficinus understood καρπητέω, as shown by his version—"con-
tinere"—to which Ast adds—"from accepting gifts."
⁵ I have translated as if the Greek were, not ἐκάστου τὴν ὀδύςιαν, but
ἐκάστου τὴν ὀδύςιαν, similar to "cuiusque census—" in Ficinus.
⁶ I have adopted Ast's βουλευόμενον, applied to τὸ δῆμον, instead of
βουλευομένων, omitted entirely by Ficinus; for he probably saw it was
without regimen.
⁷ The Greek is πᾶσα, which, as it is omitted by Cicero Legg. ii. 18, 45,
and Ficinus, Casaubon would reject on Apuleius Apolog. p. 50, ed. Lugd.
1614, but Wagner on Cicero alter to πᾶσα: which would be correct only
if ὀικήσεως be read with Ficinus in lieu of ὀικήσεως, that requires πᾶσης
as I have translated.
then consecrate (the same thing)\(^1\) a second time to the gods. But gold and silver in [other]\(^2\) states, both privately and in temples, is an invidious possession.\(^3\) And ivory, as belonging\(^4\) to a body, that has departed from life, is not a pure\(^5\) offering to the gods. And iron and brass are the instruments of war.\(^6\) Let, then, any one offer up whatever he pleases, of wood,\(^7\) and of one kind of wood,\(^8\) and, in a similar manner, of stone at the public temples; and let the woven portion be not more than one month's work for one woman; and the colours becoming to a god; both in other things and those woven, should be white; and offer nothing dyed, except for warlike ornaments. But the most godlike gifts are birds and pictures, such as a painter could finish in a single day. And let all the other offerings be imitations after this fashion.

Since then the portions of the whole state have been detailed, as to what number and of what kind they ought to be, and the laws have been mentioned relating to compacts of the greatest moment, it would be requisite that, as to what remains, the lawsuits\(^9\) relating to all matters should be mentioned.\(^9\) In the first place, there should be in the courts of justice selected judges, whom the defendant and plaintiff may choose in common, having the more becoming name of arbitrators, than

---

\(^1\) Cicero has “iterum idem”; who therefore found in his MS. ἵερα καθερόπτω ταῦτα—unless he quoted from memory. Theodoret in Theoph. Serm. iii. p. 519, B., offers ἵερα τικόνα—similar to “simulacra” in Ficinus. And in truth τικόνα, or rather τικώ, might easily have dropped out between ἵεραν καθερόπτω. What Plato wrote is quite uncertain.

\(^2\) Both Cicero and Ficinus omit ἄλλας, acknowledged by Clemens Alex. Strom. V. ii. p. 692, Pott., which I confess I cannot understand; and I should therefore prefer πολλαῖς—

\(^3\) Cicero’s version is “res,” as if his MS. read χρήμα. Compare Eurip. Phoen. 205, Φιλόφομον τι χρήμα δῆλυ γένος ἐφι.

\(^4\) So Taylor, and after him Ast; who would, however, read ἀτε λελοκότος in lieu of ἀπολεκουπότος—He should have suggested that ἀτε had dropped out before ἁττ—

\(^5\) In lieu of εὐχερίς, Clemens, Theodoret, and Euseb. I. E. iii. 8, p. 99, D., offer ἐθαγής, similar to “satis castum” in Cicero. Ficinus has “inceptum”—Perhaps Plato wrote ὁκε ἐθαγής κεκρί—

\(^6\) Cicero adds “non fani—”

\(^7\) Ast explains ἐλθὼν, where the genitive is without regimen, by “quod attinet ad—” But ἐλκ has evidently dropped out between ἠγνανα and ἐλθὼ—similar to “ex ligno” in Ficinus, and ἐλκ λίθω in Theodoret.

\(^8\) Cicero adds “scavato—”

\(^9\)—\(^9\) The Greek is δἰκας—γίγνεσθαι. But Ficinus has—“de judiciis—dicamus”—which leads to δἰκας—λέγεσθαι: to which I have added πορί πάντων, commonly read ἀπερηστοι just above.
of judges. Secondly, let those of the same village and parish divided according to a twelfth part (be the judges), before whom let those go to contest about greater damages, who shall not have had the cause decided before the first judges; and let the defendant, if he is defeated a second time, pay the fifth part of the damages \(^1\) in the indictment. \(^1\) But if any one brings an accusation against the judges, and wishes to contest the matter a third time, let him carry the cause before the select judges; and if he is again defeated, let him pay the whole of the damages, and the half of it besides. But if the plaintiff, after being defeated before the first (judges), will not be quiet, but goes to the second, let him, if he is the victor, receive the fifth part; but if defeated, pay \(^2\) as has been stated, the whole of the damages, and the half to boot, \(^2\) but let the plaintiff pay the half only of the damages. With respect to the allotments of the tribunals, \(^3\) and their fillings up, \(^4\) and the appointments of persons \(^5\) to minister to the magistrates, and the times at which each of these ought to take place, and the matters relating to votes, and puttings off, and all that of such a kind necessarily takes place in lawsuits, and the obtaining by lot former and latter (trials) \(^6\) and the necessities of answers, \(^7\) and of coming (into

\(^1\) The Greek words, τῆς γραφείας δίκης, are not translated by Ficinus, whose version is—"quin tam debuit partem persolvit."

\(^2\) Ast, with the approbation of Stalbaum, would read τὸ πειματηρίον, ὅπερ ἔφησα, καὶ τὴν ἴμαλιαν. But Cousin correctly observes that ὅπερ ἔφησα is to be referred to τὴν ἴμαλιαν, and not to τὸ πειματηρίον.

\(^3\) If Plato had here an eye to the customs of his own country, he would have written δικαστῶν, "jurymen," as is evident from the Scholiast's explanation of Aristoph. Plut. 277.

\(^4\) From the note of Ast it appears that Matthias in Miscell. Philolog. T. i. p. 3, p. 253, has discussed this passage. But as I have never seen the work, I am unable to state whether he has done so satisfactorily or not. Judging however from the extract made by Ast, it would seem that he has not thrown much light on the obscurity in πειματηρίων; by which word I suspect Plato meant to show, that, when all the special jurymen in any cause, called ἐκλεκτοὶ δικασται, did not appear in court, their place was supplied by some of the common jurymen, who happened to be present, as is done to this day in England.

\(^5\) Ast says that ἡγετησίων is here put for ὑγεστησίων.

\(^6\) Budeus, quoted by Ast, supplies here δικαστῶν— for the order, in which the suits were to be taken, was determined by lot.

\(^7\) Harpocratio explains ἀπόκρισις by ἀπολογία. But I suspect it
court) and all together that are the nearest of kin to these, we have spoken of even before; but what is right is beautiful twice and thrice. All such legal matters then, as are of a trifling kind, it is requisite for a young legislator to fill up after an older one has passed them by. The tribunals relating to private suits, would, when existing in this way, have a sufficient measure. But those, that are public and common, and which it is meet for the magistrates to make use of, (so as) to administer affairs suited to each office, are in many states the not unseemly legislation nor few of reasonable persons; from whence it is requisite for the guardians of the laws to furnish what is suited to the polity now being in a state of birth, by reasoning together, and correcting themselves (and) testing by experience, until each of the points shall appear to be laid down sufficiently; and then by putting a finish, to place a seal on what is to be thus irremovable, and to use them for the whole of life. But what relates to means what is called "an answer" given to an "interrogatory," put by one party to another, as in the Court of Chancery in England.

1 Ast explains παρακαταβάςις, as if it were put for κατάβαςις, thus neglecting the meaning of παρά entirely. Grou suggested παρακαταβολή. For by παρακαταβολή was meant a certain sum deposited in court in certain causes by opposing parties, and which was lost by the defeated one. The whole passage was however so little intelligible to Ficinus, that he has introduced after "de mora et dilatatione judicii," answering to ἀναβολή, apparently out of his own head, "termino, citazione, repulsa." Cousin prefers the sense given by Ast.

2 In Greek ἀδελφά, which is used metaphorically in a similar manner elsewhere. See at Epistol. 6, p. 499, n. 4.

3 This assertion seems here very strange. For Plato has touched upon scarcely one of these matters before. But if εἰπομεν μὲν καὶ πράσσειν is to be united to what follows, then is there something wanting at the close of the preceding paragraph, supplied by Ficinus, who has "quamvis in superioribus tetigimus, tamen, quae pulchra sunt, ut habet proverbium, et bis et ter recte dici possunt," which is at once intelligent and elegant, what cannot be said of the Greek; where Stephens was the first to find some difficulty, but failed to correct it. Cousin refers to vi. § 12 and 13, although he confesses that there is nothing to be found there precisely bearing on the points detailed here.

4-4 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Cornarius has "sed pulchrum est quod rectum est, etiam bis ac ter," with which Ast indeed is satisfied; but λέγεται could not be omitted, as shown by vi. § 3, Gorg. § 117, and Phileb. § 140.

5 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has "in multis civitatis a prudentibus viris, recte constituta reperientur," thus omitting σὸν δὴ λύγα—
the silence and the good-omened language of the judges and the contrary, and what in other states cause (the mind) of the many to change improperly (about) things just, good, and honourable, these have been mentioned in part; but a part will be still mentioned towards the end. To all of which it is requisite for him, who is about to be an impartial judge according to justice, to look, and possessing them in writing to learn respecting all. For of all objects of learning the matters laid down relating to laws have the greatest power to make the learner better; which event, if the laws are laid down correctly, would take place (well); or vainly would the law, (considered) by us divine and wonderful, possess a name having an affinity with intellect. And moreover of the rest of discourses whatever are detailed in poems, as the praise or blame of some persons, or whatever in prose, whether in writings, or in all the rest of daily meetings, and are disputed about through a love of contention, and through concessions sometimes very foolish—of all these the writings of the legislator

1 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, renders ἐφημιασάς by "laude vituperationeque."

2-3 The Greek is παραλλάττει τῶν πολλῶν—δικαίων, which Ficinus unable to understand, omits τῶν πολλῶν, and thus renders—"de justis—que in alis civitatibus differunt." I have translated as if it were originally—πολλῶν νοῦν—περὶ δικαίων—

3-3 The Greek is at present γράμματα αὐτῶν περὶ μανθάνειν; which Ast unable to understand, has adopted πάρα for περὶ, as suggested by Stephens. But πάρα is never thus put after its case, as περὶ constantly is. I have translated as if it were originally γεγραμμένα αὐτὰ πάνων περὶ μανθάνειν. Ficinus has, what he considered to be the general sense, "atque operam dare, ut has legum constitutiones ante omnia dis- cat et mente firmiter tenet."

4-4 The Greek is αἱ ἑπερο—But two MSS. omit α— They should have read ἄ ἑπερ, ἑπερο—as I have translated. On the phrase ἑπερ—γιγνουται, see my Poppo’s Prolegom. p. 182.

5 In a similar strain it has been said by some English lawyer, who perhaps had heard of this passage in Plato, that "Law is the perfection of Reason." With regard to this notion of the Athenian philosopher, Taylor remarks that νόμος is properly νοῦ ἐπανομη—an idea obtained, I suspect, from Proclus or some other Neo-Platonist.

6-6 Such is the literal version of the Greek, where I can scarcely discover what Plato is aiming at. How much more intelligible is the Latin of Ficinus—"Nam cum multi sermones de laude vituperationeqne nonnullorum, partim carminibus, partim soluta oratione, tum scripti circumferuntur, tum quotidie in coronis, seu contendendo sive falso assentiendo, habeantur." With regard to ἀλλαῖος πάνως ἐν νομοί, a suspect, ἀλλαῖος πᾶς—
would be the clearest touchstone; which it behoves a good juryman to possess in himself, the remedies, as it were, against the poison of other discourses; and by putting himself and the state in a straight course,\(^1\) to furnish to the good an abiding and an increase in justice;\(^1\) but to the bad a change, to the best of his power, from ignorance and intemperance, and timidity, and in one word, from all injustice; to such at least of the bad as have opinions that can be cured; but to such as have (their opinions) really\(^2\) woven by fate,\(^2\) the jurymen and leaders of the jurymen would be deserving of praise from the whole state, by assigning, what would be frequently said justly, death as the cure for minds so disposed. After the lawsuits, that occur yearly, have been decided upon, and come to an end, it is necessary for carrying out the proceedings after the verdict,\(^3\) that these laws should hold good. Let the magistrate, who tried the cause, hand over to the victor all the monies of the defeated party, except what is required for necessaries, immediately after each verdict has been proclaimed by the cryer and in the hearing of the jury. And when a month, next upon those, when lawsuits are tried, shall have arrived, unless a party has willingly sent the victor willingly away,\(^4\) let the magistrate, who tried the cause, follow the victor, and deliver to him the property of the party in his debt. But if he has not the wherewithal, and there is a deficiency not less than a drachm, let him have no lawsuit against any other person, until he has paid to the full the whole of what is due to the victor; but to

\(σης συνουσίας\), which would be in one Greek word λίσχαις. Reasonably then did Ficinus omit ταῖς ἄλλαις πάσαις as being unintelligible.

\(^1\) In lieu of the words in the text, here translated literally, Ficinus has most strangely, "bonos confirmabit atque extollet——" which Taylor has followed in his "confirming and praising——"

\(^2\) Ast explains ἵππωκελκωσμίναι by "fato quasi destinate, ut immutari non possint." Ficinus however, justly despairing of being able to make any sense out of the Greek, as it stands at present, has followed the train of thought, and translated "nam si sanari non possunt," adopted by Taylor. Unless I am greatly mistaken, Plato wrote ἀποκεκλωσμόναι, in the sense of the Latin, "conclamata——" which would be a proper antithesis to ἱάσμοι.

\(^3\) Such is the meaning here of πράξεως, which would be rather, in correct Greek, ἱκπράξεως.

\(^4\) Ast correctly explains ἀπαλλάττησαι by "creditori satisfaciatur debito solvendo;" and aptly refers to Demosth. p. 914, 4, R.; 1169, 13, and 249, 28. "The phrase in English would be, "satisfy the plaintiff."
others let there be lawsuits decisively. And if any one who
condemned unjustly takes anything from the condemning
magistrate, let the parties unjustly defrauded bring him
before the tribunal of the guardians of the laws; and if he is
cast in this suit, let him be punished with death, as one who
is destroying the whole state and the laws.

[9.] To a man who has been born and brought
up, and has begotten children and brought them up, and has
been mixed up with contracts in a moderate manner, and has
made restitution, if he has done any one an injury, and on
the other hand received what is just in law, and in turn has
grown old, his end would take place according to nature.

With respect then to the dead, whether a person be male
or female, let the interpreters (of the gods) have full powers to
detail the laws of the gods under the earth, and of those here
relating to things divine (and) what it is proper to be done.
But let the receptacles be in such spots as are not cultivated
at all; nor let the monument be either great or small; but
such spots, as being useless, possess a nature fitted for

1 Ficinus omits κυρίως, for I presume he could not understand it, not
can I.
2 Ficinus has "inserit ant quinquam eorum injuste abstulerit," thus
supplying τι, which Arist correctly says ἀφροίρεται requires.
3 Ficinus, unable, like myself, to understand τοῦ μετὰ τοῦτο, has
omitted those words, and inserted their place, apparently out of his own
head—"sub legibus"—adopted tacitly by Taylor.
4 The Greek is ἀλαβούντι. But in the phrase λαμβάνειν δίκαιον,
the preposition ἐκ is never, I believe, added. I have therefore translated
as if the Greek were ἄλλαβούντι—
5 I have inserted, what the very balance of the sentence requires, which
would be in Greek καὶ ἡμικημένη—
6 Instead of ἀλαβούντι σύν, I suspect Plato wrote, as I have translated,
λαβοῦντι τὸ ἰσοῦ ἑν—
7 The Greek is at present ἐν μοῖρᾳ. But as μοῖρα would be more
correctly applied to τελευτήν than γνώρισμα, I have translated as if the
Greeks were ἐν μέροι—
8 I have adopted the splendid emendation of Valckenier on Herodot, vii.
106, κυρίους φράζειν τὰς θήκας δί, in lieu of κυρίους φράζοντας θήκας δί—
Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has "secondum responsa interpretum sunt."
9 In lieu of τῶν τύχες Ficinus found in his MS. τῶν ἄνω, as shown by
his version—"sive superos," adopted by Taylor.
10 To avoid the strange expression περὶ τα θεία, Ficinus has 4 parents-
nomes," as if he had found in his MS. περὶ τα ἑντάξεια—
11 The Greek is—ἀ δέ ἡ χώρα διχομομεν κρυπτειν, which Stephens would
that alone, and which easily receive and conceal the bodies of the dead in the least painful manner to the living, these (it is to be noted) to fill up. For whatever the earth, being a mother, naturally wishes to bear as food for man, of this let no one alive or dead deprive any of us still living. And heap up no mound higher than what would be the completed work of five men in five days. And make not the upright tomb-stones greater than what may contain the praises of the deceased in not more than four heroic verses. And let the laying out of the corpse within (the house), be not for a shorter or longer time than to show that the person is in a death-like trance, or really dead.

But the carrying out to the tomb would, as human affairs are, be for a moderate period on the third day nearly. It is meet likewise to be persuaded by the legislator on other points, namely, when he says that soul is altogether superior to body; and that there is nothing, but the soul, which causes each of us to be in this life the very thing we are; and that the body, like an image, follows each of us; and that, when we are dead, the bodies of the deceased are beautifully said to be image-like forms; and that each of us, being in reality immortal, but called
by the name of soul, depart to other gods, to render an account, as the law of our country asserts, full of confidence to the good, but very fearful to the bad; and that to this (last) one there is no great assistance when dead. For it behoved all the relatives to aid the living man, so that he might have lived, when living, most just and holy, and when dead, have been punished for his wicked sins, during the life after this. Since then such is the case, there is no need to ruin a family by acting in a luxurious manner, through thinking that the mass of flesh, which is buried, belongs to him; but not that his son, who lies dead, or brother, or whomsoever he regrets the most, and conceives he is burying, has departed, after bringing to an end and fulfilling his fate; and that he ought to do the best with present events, by expending a moderate sum upon, as it were, the lifeless altar of those in the earth. Now the legislature would divine what this moderate (expense) would be in not the most unseemly manner. Let this then be the law. By him in the highest census of property let there be expended not more than five minae on the whole funeral; by him of the second class, three minae; and two, by him of the third; and let one mina be the measure of expense to him of the fourth. And it is necessary for the guardians of the laws to do many other things, and to take care of many things, and especially of this, that they may

1 The word ἄλλως is added because the soul, as being immortal, is considered itself a god.
2 As Wyttenbach on the Phædo, p. 325, correctly saw that the sense is here "sepultura sumptuosa." it is strange he did not see likewise that Plato wrote διαπρῶστος, as I have translated, not διαπρήστος.
3 The Greek is at present ἄλλον ἵκειον—But ἵκειον has no meaning here, while the antithesis requires the negative. Hence I have translated as if the Greek were originally—ἄλλον χειμενον—
4 Ficinus, in lieu of περαινοῦντα καί, which he omits, has "alio"—and so after him has Taylor.
5—6 The proverb τὸ παρὶς εὐ ποιεῖν is found again in Gorg. p. 499, C. Sometimes in lieu of ποιεῖν we meet with τιθέναι, or even ὑπακούειν, as in Soph. Philoct. 149.
6—7 The Greek is εἰς ὑψωσαν χαθοιῶν βωμόν. Ficinus has—"ad manium aram, anima carentem." But as every altar is ἄψυχος, one would have expected here ἄψυχον τῶν χαθοιῶν βωμόν.
7 Ficinus, followed by Taylor to the letter, inserts here—"atque sua singulorum moderata erit impensa—"
8—9 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.
live attending to boys and men, and 1 persons of every age. 1
And moreover, at the end (of the life) of all, let one of the
2 guardians of the laws, whom the relations of the deceased shall
3 take as a superintendent, 2 act as president, 3 to whom let
4 whatever takes place in a proper and moderate manner be an
honour; but what in not a proper manner, a disgrace. 4 And
let the laying out, and (carrying out), 5 and all the rest relat-
ing to such matters, take place according to this law. But
things of this kind it is meet to give up to the legislator, who
lays down a political law. 6 It would be a thing unseemly to
order, or not, persons to weep for the dead; but it is neces-
sary 7 to forbid them to lament loudly, and to send the voice like
that of a messenger 8 out of the house, and to bring forth 9 the
corpse into the open part of the roads, 10 and to talk 11 while go-
ing along the paths, and to go 12 out of the city before day. Let
such laws then be thus laid down on these points; and let
him, who is obedient, be exempt from punishment; but let
him, who disobeys one of the guardians of the laws, be
punished by a punishment that appears fit to all in common.
What other burials, or non-burials, in the case of persons
guilty of parricide and sacrilege, and all acts of such a kind,

1—1 Ficinus, followed in part by Taylor, has—“et, ut summatur dice-
camus cujuscunque sexus vel etatis homines—”
2—3 Ficinus has—“ conjuncti elegerint, funus totum observet.”
3 The Greek is κτιστατει. But two MSS. κτιστατη which leads to
κτιστατοιν αυ—
4—4 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has—“provideatque, ut bene modera-
tequa omnia, non contra gerantur; et illud sibi honoris, hoc dedecri sit.”
5 I have adopted “elationes,” found in Ficinus, but neglected by
Taylor.
6 Ast was the first to approve of πολιτικον νομον, found in the MS. of
Ficinus, in lieu of πολιτικω νομια as shown by his version, “civis autem
legislatori concedatur ista.”
7 The best MS. has ei áŋγορευειν; where evidently lies hid δει ἀπα-
γορευειν—as I have translated.
8 In ἐξαγγέλλειν is an allusion to the tragic stage; where an ἐξάγγελος
was frequently introduced to tell of any terrible event, that had happened
in a house.
9 Ficinus has “effertre;” from which, or from Stobaeus cxxi. p. 613,
Stephens suggested προάγειν in lieu of προάγειν.
10 Ficinus, followed by Taylor, has “vias—frequentiores—”
11 Ficinus renders φθαγγεοθαι “ejulare,” a meaning that verb never has.
12 The Greek is ειναι. I have translated as if it were originally έναι—
Ficinus has “se afflictare non liceat;” where “non liceat” confirms κα
δει áŋγορευειν just above.
take place of the dead, these have been spoken of in our previous
discourse and laid down by law; so that our legislation would
now have nearly arrived at the end. But the end is not in
having on each occasion done of nearly all matters something,
nor in possessing and in settling, \(^1\) but in having discovered a
preservation for what has been produced, and in thinking that
all, which ought to have been done, has been then done com-
pletely; but previously, that the whole is incomplete.\(^1\)

Clin. You speak well, O guest. But tell me still more clearly,
for what purpose has been said, what has just now been said?

[10.] Athen. Much, Clinias, of former (sayings) have been
hymned beautifully, and nearly not the least so are the appli-
cations of the Fates.

Clin. What are these?

Athen. In Lachesis being the first, Clotho the second, and
Atropos the third, \(^2\) the saviour of what has been asserted,
things assimilated by that of those woven by fire, of working
out a power not to be turned aside; \(^2\) which in a city and polity
ought not only to furnish health and safety to bodies, but a
good state of law in souls, or rather the preservation of laws.
But it appears to me that this is yet wanting to laws, how it
is needful \(^3\) for a power to exist in them to be according to
nature not turned.

Clin. You speak of no small affair, if it is possible to find
how a thing of this kind may exist in every possession.

Athen. But this is possible, as it appears to me, in every
respect at present.

Clin. Let us then by all means not separate until we

\(^1\) Such is the literal version of the Greek. Finicinus, followed by
Taylor, has—"sed in eo potius, quod, sicut recte sunt facta, ita et firmi-
ter stabilita sint; in hujusmodi enim conservatione putandum est, quan-
tum oportuit, factum esse; aliter minime." With regard to the sentiment,
Juvenal seems to have had a recollection of it, when he wrote—"Nil ac-
tum censet, dum quid superes set agendum—"

\(^2\) Such is the literal translation of the unintelligible Greek—σώτω-
ραν τῶν λεγθείτων ἀπεικασμένα τῇ τῶν ελκοιτήνων τῷ πυρὶ, τῇ ἄμ-
tάστροφον ἀπεργαζομένων δύναμιν: where in lieu of λεγθείτων Bekker
suggests λαχόντων, and so does Sydenham. Ast, λαχόντων. Cornu-
rius proposed φόσαι for πυρὶ: but Ast, τα λασαι or πιλασαι: Winckel-
mann, τῷ συστείρων: and Baiter, τολύν—What Plato wrote might
perhaps be recovered by a bold conjectural scholar.

\(^3\) Ficinus has, what is preferable, "possit—"
have supplied this very thing to the laws already mentioned. For it is ridiculous to labour at any thing in vain, and not to lay down something stable.

Megil. You correctly exhort me: and you will find me to be such another person.

Clin. You speak indeed well. What then, say you, would this preservation be, and after what fashion for our polity and laws?

Athen. Have we not said that an assembly ought to be held in our city of this kind—That ten of the oldest guardians of the laws and those, who have received the prizes for good conduct, ought ever to be gathered together at the same spot [with them]?¹ and further, that those, who had gone abroad² to make a search, if perchance it has happened to them to hear of any thing opportune for guarding the laws, (ought),³ on arriving safe at home, to be voted, ⁴ after having been tested by these very doings, worthy to become partakers of the assembly?⁴ and in addition to this, that each ought to take as an ally one of the young men, not less than thirty years of age,⁵ and that he himself, after deciding that the young man was a worthy character both by nature and nurture, should introduce him to the others; and, if it should seem good to the others, that he should take him as an ally; but if not, that the judgment, which may have taken place, should be kept secret from the rest, and especially the party rejected;⁶ and that the assembly ought to be at day-break, when there is leisure for the most part to every one from all other business, both public and private? Something of this kind was stated by us in the preceding discourse.

Clin. It was.

Athen. Resuming then the subject relating to this very as-

¹ This ῥοῦρῳ at the end of the paragraph seems perfectly useless.
² Ficinus adds here "multas urbes—" Taylor, "many regions—"
³ Although Ast saw that καὶ had no meaning here, yet he did not see that perhaps it was an error for διᾳ—
⁴—⁴ Ficinus, followed to the letter by Taylor, has "sed hi ad cœtum huicmodi non recipiantur, nisi ex ea peregrinatone incorrupti et integri rediisse, et cœtu digni esse probentur."
⁵—⁵ Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus, whom Taylor has followed closely, has most strangely only "qui natura educatione ..., digni esse asciscenti primum, deinde et universo cœtu, videantur: quod si quis indignus adhibeatur, nullius momenti sententia sit."
semly, I would say something of this kind. I assert then that if any one throws out this, as an anchor\(^1\) for the whole city, that it has in itself every thing requisite to preserve all we wish.

**Clin.** How so?

**Athen.** \(^3\) On what comes after this an opportunity will occur for our speaking correctly, and to omit nothing of our readiness (to act).\(^2\)

**Clin.** You speak exceedingly well; and do as you intend.

**Athen.** It is meet therefore, Clinias, to understand that with respect to every thing there is a saviour suited to each kind of work; as in an animal, the soul and the head are naturally the greatest.

**Clin.** How again say you?

**Athen.** The power of these two, doubtless, affords safety to the whole animal.

**Clin.** How?

**Athen.** In soul there is, besides other things, intellect implanted; and in the head, besides other things, sight and hearing. And, in short, intellect being mingled with the most beautiful senses, and becoming one, it would justly be called the preservation of each.

**Clin.** It appears so at least.

**Athen.** So indeed it appears. But would not intellect, when conversant about something, and mingled with the senses, become the safety of vessels, both in storms and fair weather? Do not, in the case of a ship, the pilot and the sailors, by mingling their senses with the intellect of the pilot, preserve both themselves and what relates to the ship?

**Clin.** How not?

**Athen.** But there is no need of many examples relating to things of this kind; but let us consider, as in the case of armies, and (diseases),\(^3\) after laying down what mark would both generals and all the ministering of physicians direct their aim (for the sake) of preservation.

---

\(^1\) On this metaphor Ast refers to Wyttenbach Plutarch, S. N. V. p. 104.

\(^2\) Ficinus has again most strangely—"Opportune modo dicemus totisque viribus incumbemus."

\(^3\) I have adopted Baiter's νόσων, which might easily have dropped out before νοσήματων. Ficinus has "in exercitu et medicina," as if he had found in his MS. ταρακήν, what Cornarius was the first to remark.
Clin. Very right.  

Athen. Does not the former (aim at) victory, and the power over the enemy? and the latter [of physicians and their assistants,] at a preparation for the health of the body?  

Clin. How not?  

Athen. But if the physician is ignorant of that relating to the body, which we now call health, or the general of that relating to victory, or of the other things we have mentioned, would either appear to possess intellect relating to any of these matters?  

Clin. How could they?  

Athen. But what with respect to a city? If any one is ignorant of the mark, at which a statesman ought to look, could he in the first place be justly denominated a ruler? And in the next, would he be able to preserve that, of the scope of which he knows nothing at all?  

Clin. How could he?  

[11.] Athen. It is necessary therefore now, as it seems, if the settlement of this our country is to have an end, that there should be something in it, that knows, in the first place, what we call the mark, whatever that may happen to be in a statesman's view; next, after what manner it is requisite to partake of it; and which of the laws first, and, afterwards, who among men, will properly or improperly consult with a view to it. But if there shall be any state devoid of a thing of this kind, it will not be wonderful, if, by being mindless and senseless, it should on each occasion perform in each of its doings whatever presents itself by chance.  

Clin. You speak the truth.  

Athen. Now then, in what part of our state, or pursuits, is there any sufficient guard whatever prepared of such a kind? Have it we in our power to tell?  

Clin. Not I indeed, guest, clearly. But, if I must make a guess, this discourse seems to me to tend to that assembly, which you said ought to come together at night.  

Athen. You have rightly understood me, Clinias; and, as

---

1 This answer of Clinias seems very strange. Unless I am mistaken, belongs to the speech of the Athenian.

2 The words between the brackets are correctly omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

3 Taylor omits entirely the words between the numerals. Ficinus has—"quisnam civilis sit finis."
the present reasoning indicates, this (assembly) ought to possess every virtue; the beginning of which is not to be wandering, by guessing at many things, but by looking to one thing, always to direct every thought, like arrows, to this.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. Now then we shall learn that it is not a wonderful thing for the legal institutions of cities to wander; because the system of laws in each city looks, one to one thing, and another to another. And for the most part it is no wonder that to some the limit is that of what is just, in order that certain persons, whether they happen to be better or worse, may have dominion over the state; to others, that they may be wealthy, whether they are slaves of certain persons, or not; the attention of others again is urged on to a life forsooth of liberty; but others are regulated by laws, like two united, looking to both, that they may be free (themselves), and the lords of other states. But the wisest, as they think themselves, (look) to these, and to all such points as these together, and not to one (singularly), as they are unable to mention any one thing in pre- eminent honour, to which it is needful for them to direct the rest.

Clin. Would not then, O guest, our assertion formerly laid down be right; for we said that the whole of our laws ought always to look to one point; and we conceded that this might be called very correctly virtue.

Athen. Yes.

Clin. And we laid down surely that virtue is fourfold.

Athen. Entirely so.

Clin. And that of all these, intellect was the leader, to which all other things, and three of the virtues, ought to look.

Athen. You have followed me in a most beautiful manner,

1—1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.

2—2 So Ast explains ξύνηοι— But Ficinus " ad duo"—omitting προς ἀμφοτερος, whom Taylor follows, as usual.

3 Ficinus has correctly " ipsi," in Greek αὐτοὶ, to balance ἄλλων—By comparing iii. p. 694, A. §11, αὐτοὶ μεθ᾽ ἑαυτοῦ ἐντεῦθεν, ἑαυτὰ δι᾽ ἄλλων πολλῶν δεσπόται, Stephens would read πολλῶν for πολλῶν.

4 I have adopted the reading suggested by Stephens. εἰς ἐν δὲ ὅν ὡς ἐν ὑπέρ ἐν—For ὅς ὡς—are thus constantly united in Plato. See at The Banquet, § 8, n. 83.

5 Ficinus has " ad quod cætera dirigant," as if his MS. read τρέφουν, not βλέπουν
Clinias; and follow me too in what remains. For we have said, that the intellect of the pilot, and of the physician, and of the general, looks to that one point, 1 to which it ought to look; 1 but examining the intellect of the statesman, we are at that point now; and interrogating it, as if it were a person, we will say—O wonderful creature, to what point are you looking? What is that one thing, of which the intellect of the physician can speak in a clear manner? but of which you, who are forsooth 2 superior, as you would say, to all clever persons, will not have it in your power to speak? Or can you, Megillus and Clinias, define and speak for him, and tell me what it is, as I have defined to you in behalf of many other matters?

Clin. By no means, guest.

Athen. But what, 3 ought we not to be desirous of knowing well 3 what it is, and in what it is?

Clin. 4 In what, for example, do you mean? 4

Athen. For example, when we said that there are four species of virtue, it is evidently necessary to say that each is one, since they are four.

Clin. How not?

Athen. And yet we call all these one. For we say that fortitude is a virtue, and that prudence is a virtue, and the two others (likewise), as if this virtue was not in reality many things, but only one.

Clin. Entirely so.

Athen. So far, then, as these two differ from each other, and have received two names, and the other two (likewise), there is no difficulty in speaking of them; but so far as we apply to both one (name) of virtue, and to the others (likewise), it is not easy to speak of them.

Clin. How say you?

---

1 The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, who perhaps could not understand of ὑπὸ βλέπων: where Ast was the first to edit of δεῖ βλέπων, found subsequently in two MSS. And so too Sydenham after Stephens.

2 Although Stephens saw that δυσ-διαφέρων is scarcely correct, yet he did not see that Plato wrote ὅς ὑπὸ—used here ironically, as elsewhere.

3 I have translated as if the Greek were ὅτι δεῖ προθυμεῖσθαι γάρ ὑπὸ ξυνίδειν— not ὅτι δεῖ προθυμεῖσθαι τέ ξυνίδειν—where ὅτι and τέ are equally unintelligible. Ficinus has "An non querendum putatis—"

4 Ficinus, apparently unable to understand οἷον ἐν τισὶ λέγεις, has "Dic plane."
Athen. It is not difficult to explain what I mean. For let us distribute among ourselves the (business of) interrogating and answering.

Clin. How again are you speaking?

Athen. Ask me why, when speaking of virtue as one thing, we have given this appellation to two things, one of which is fortitude, and the other prudence? for I will tell you the reason. Because one of these is conversant with fear, from whence both wild beasts participate in fortitude, and so do the habits of children very young. For the soul may be brave without reason and from nature; but on the other hand, without reason it never has been prudent and possessed of intellect, nor is it so now, nor will it ever be, since this is a different thing.

Clin. You speak truly.

Athen. In what way then these are different and two, you have received from me through the reasoning; but in what way they are one and the same, do you on the other hand tell me. But bear in mind that you are going to tell me in what way, being four, they are one; and require of me (to tell), after you have shown that they are one, in what way they are again four. And after this, let us consider whether for him, who would know sufficiently respecting any thing whatever, to which there is both a name and a definition, it is meet to know only the name, but to be ignorant of the definition; or whether it is disgraceful for him, who knows something of what excels in magnitude and beauty, to be ignorant of all such matters as these.

Clin. It appears so.

Athen. But is there any thing of greater consequence for a legislator and a guardian of the laws, and for him, who is

1 In lieu of oò Ficinus found, as remarked by Stephens, οθεν, as shown by his version "unde--"
2 Ficinus has more intelligibly, "aliud ergo hæc est quam illa," i.e. that prudence is a different thing from fortitude. Of this Shakspere was well aware, when he made Falstaff say that "Discretion is the better part of Valour."
3 After rirrappa Ast says that ἐπίνων is to be supplied. I suspect it has dropt out by accident.
4 Ficinus has "intellecturus," as if his MS. read εἰδώνων μίλλοντα instead of εἰδώρα, which, if preserved, would require ὅν χεικανώς, to the detriment of the sense.
5 I have adopted with Ast γνώντα, for γε δοντα, as suggested by Car- narius.
thought to excel all others in virtue, and who has received
the rewards of victory in these very points, than fortitude,
temperance, justice, and prudence?

Clin. How can there be?

Athen. On these points then ought not holy interpreters,
and teachers, and legislators, and the guardians of others, to
(speak) \(^1\) to him, who requests to know and to perceive, or who
requests to be punished and reproved \(^2\) when erring, by teach-
ing him what power virtue and vice possess, and by showing
that they (themselves) excel the rest in every respect? Or
must some poet come \(^3\) to the city, or an instructor of youth,
and assert that he is seen to be better than him, who has been
the victor in every virtue? And then will it appear won-
derful in a state like this, where both in word and deed the guar-
dians would be incompetent through their \(^4\) not having correctly
a knowledge of virtue, that such a state, by being without a
guard, should suffer what the majority of existing states
suffer?

Clin. Not at all (wonderful), as it seems.

[12.] Athen. What then, must we do what we just now
said? \(^5\) Or how must we make the guardians more exact with
respect to virtue, in deed and word, than the masses? Or
after what manner will our state be assimilated to the head
and senses of the prudent, through possessing in itself a guard
of this kind?

Clin. How then, O guest, and after what manner, shall we
speak, assimilating it to a thing of this kind?

Athen. It is evident \(^5\) that, while the state itself is (the re-
semblance) of a cavity, \(^5\) the young of the guards, who are

\(^1\) I have translated, as if λέγειν or αὐθάν had dropt out between δεὶ
and διδάσκοντας. For otherwise the dative τῷ δεομένῳ would be without
regimen. I have adopted likewise διδάσκοντας and δηλοῦντας, in
lieu of the singular, which Ast vainly endeavours to defend.

\(^2\) I cannot understand how the active ἵππηκαί can here follow the
passive κολάζεσθαι. I have therefore translated as if the Greek were
ἵππηκασθαι—

\(^3\) Ficinus has "urbem nuper ingressus," as if his MS. read ἱλθόντα
νεωστὶ τὴν πόλιν—

\(^4\) To avoid the incongruity of the assertion that guardians would be
incompetent, who had a competent knowledge of virtue, I have tran-
slated, as if the Greek were οὐ καλῶς, not ἰκανῶς.

\(^5\) I must leave for the others to make out the sense and syntax in
the words—ὡς αὗτής μὲν τῆς πόλεως ὁσιός τοῦ κύτους—

I supposed understood—ὡς αὗτης μὲν τῆς πόλεως ἡ οὐσία ἵστη τον κύτους εἰκῶν—\(\text{L. E.}\).
selected, as it were, for the top of the head, as being of the best disposition, and possess a quickness of perception in their whole soul, survey the whole state in a circle; and, while guarding it, they deliver up the senses to memory, and become the announcers to the elders of every thing in the state; and that these [the elders],\(^2\) being assimilated to intellect, through considering pre-eminently many matters and those worthy of regard, enter into consultations, and employ the young, as agents, in their joint deliberations; and thus both truly preserve the whole state in common. Whether then shall we say that they are to be established in this manner, or how otherwise? Or that they all possess all things equally,\(^3\) and that some of them have been brought up and educated in not the most exact manner?\(^4\)

**Clin.** But this, O wonderful man, is impossible.

**Athen.** Let us then proceed to a more accurate education than the former.

**Clin.** By all means.

**Athen.** Would not that, which we almost touched just now, happen to be the very one, of which we have a want?

**Clin.** Entirely so.

**Athen.** Did we not say then, that of each trade the tip-top handicraftsman and guardian ought to be able not only to look to the majority of things, but to hasten onwards to one thing, and to know it, and, after knowing it by looking at it, to arrange every thing in order?

**Clin.** Correctly so.

**Athen.** Would there be then to any person whatever a speculation or a sight more accurate, respecting any thing whatever, than to be able to look to one form out of many and dissimilar?

"that the substance of the city itself is the resemblance to some receptacle—" Ficinus has, what is at least intelligible, "quia civitas capitis quadam capacius erit."

1 I have adopted \(\text{ἀπολεγμένους}\), found in four MSS., in lieu of \(\text{ἀπειλημένους}\), which Ast translates "sorsim collocatos—"  
2 The words \(\text{τοῦς γέροντας}\) are evidently an interpolation.  
3 The Greek is \(\text{ὅμως πάντας εἰκημένους}\). Ficinus has "aequales omnes habendas esse censemus." But \(\text{εἰκημένους}\) is never found in a passive sense. I have translated as if Plato had written \(\text{ὅμως πάντας εἰκημένους—}\)  
4 I have, with Ast and Stalbaum, adopted \(\text{διηρεβωμένους}\), for \(\text{διηρεβωμένους}\), as suggested by Stephens from "exceae" in Ficinus.
Clin. Perhaps (not).

Athen. Not perhaps, but in reality, O thou godlike man, there is not any method more clear than this to any one.

Clin. Trusting to you, O guest, I admit it; and in this way let us proceed in our discourse.

Athen. We must compel, then, as it seems, even the guardians of our divine polity to see accurately, in the first place, what happens amongst all the four virtues to be the same; and which, being one thing in fortitude, and temperance, and prudence, and justice, we assert would be properly called by one name, virtue. This, my friends, if we are willing, let us for the present, as it were ¹ squeezing violently, not let go, before we state sufficiently what it is that we must look at, whether as one thing, or as a whole, or as both, or in whatever way it exists naturally. Or, if this escapes us, think we that we shall ever sufficiently possess the things relating to virtue, of which we shall be unable to say, whether it is many things, or four, or one thing? If, then, we follow ourselves as fellow-counsellors, we shall by some means devise a plan for this to take place in our state. But if it seems good to you ² to dismiss the subject altogether, it is necessary to dismiss it.²

Clin. By the god, who presides over hospitality, we must, O guest, dismiss a subject of this kind the least of all, since you appear to us to speak correctly. But how can any one devise this plan?

Athen. Let us not at present speak of the how we can devise it; but let us first establish firmly by agreement amongst ourselves, whether it is requisite or not.

Clin. It is doubtless requisite, if possible.

¹ The Greek is οἴον περ—But Plato wrote, I suspect, olov προφια—"like Proteus," or rather olov χειλ προφια—For it was necessary to lay hold of Proteus with a firm grasp, before he would open his lips, as a prophet, as we learn from Homer Oδ. Δ. 414 and 454.

²—² I have adopted the reading proposed by Baiter, δοκει ίαν, ίαν δη χειλων. So we say in English—"If I must, I must."

²—² The words between the numerals are omitted by Ficinus, and after him by Taylor.
Clin. It seems almost necessary for them to understand how (each of these) is one.

Athen. But what, (ought they) to understand, but be unable to show by arguments 1(what they understand)?

Clin. How so? For you are speaking of a certain habit belonging to a slave. 2

Athen. But what, with respect to all serious pursuits, is there the same reasoning, that it behoves those, who are to be really guardians of the laws, to know really the matters relating to the truth, and to be competent to interpret them in a discourse, and follow them out in deeds, deciding upon the things that exist beautifully according to nature, or do not exist?

Clin. How not?

Athen. Is not then one of the most beautiful things that relating to the gods, which we went through with seriousness, how that they exist, and of how great a power they seem to be the lords; and that man, as far as he can, ought to know this; and, that we ought to pardon the greatest number of those in the state, if they will only follow the voice of the laws; but that we ought not to commit to persons a share in the guardianship, who have not laboured to acquire every faith in the existence 3 of the gods; and that there should be 4 this one object of care, namely, never to choose any one for a guardian of the laws, who is not a divine man, and has not laboured for them, 5 nor (permit him) 6 to become one of those selected for his virtue.

1— Ficinus, followed by Taylor, adds, what the sense requires, "quod intelligant."

2 This is said, because slaves were either foreigners, or uneducated.

3 I have translated, as if the Greek were αδικών, not αδοκών—which has nothing to which it can be referred. Compare shortly afterwards αδικών ἐπόρισαν.

4— The Greek is τῆς δὲ μὴν ἑπιτροπῆς—where Ast would read τῆς δὲ μὴν ἑπιτροπῆς—adopted by Bekker and others; which, I confess, I cannot understand. I have translated therefore, as if the Greek were τῆς δὲ μὴν ἑπιτροπῆς—

5 Stephens was the first to object to αὐτὰ thus placed by itself; although he says that ῥὰ θεῖα is to be got out of τὸν θεῖον: and so too does Ast. But Plato would in that case have written ῥοιαῦτα— Ficinus has, what is far more elegant and intelligible—"nisi divinus sit divinisque studiis operam dederit."

6 The Greek is at present a—it was formerly ἵν— as I have translated.
Clin. It is just then, as you say, for him, who, on matters of this kind, or unable to give a reply, a distance from honourable affairs.

Athen. Do we then not know, that there are relating to the gods, which lead to a belief in but has gone through in our previous discourse?

Clin. What are they?

Athen. One is that, which we asserted regarding the soul, that it is the oldest and most divine of all, of which a motion, by receiving the generation, imperanism ever-flowing existence; and one too is that, concerning the movement, how orderly it is, of the stars and such other things with which mind has, by its power over them, adorned the universe. For he, who views these matters in neither a mean manner, nor like a common individual, has never been an atheistical person, so not to be affected in a manner the contrary to what would be expected by the many. For they imagine that those, who take in hand subjects of this kind through astronomy and other necessary arts in conjunction with it, become atheists from having seen that it is possible for things to exist by necessity and not from the intellect of a divine plan relating to good things to be brought to pass.

Clin. How then would it exist?

Athen. All things, as I have said, are in a contrary state

1 Ficinus avoids the difficulty in ἀποκρίνεσθαι by omitting the word entirely, and translating—“et ineptus sit—” Did Plato write ὑποκρίνεσθαι, “to act the part” of a divine person—or rather ἡ, ὥς ἄλλων ὑποκρίνεσθαι—“unable to act the part he ought.”

2 After τῶν καλῶν there has evidently dropped ἐναί, as I have translated.

3 Ast conceives that Plato had in his mind the doctrine of Heracletus, which he has developed more at length in the Cratylus and Parmenides, that all things are in a state of flowing.

4 This was the doctrine of Anaxagoras, to which Euripides alludes in Tro. 890, where I should have supported the conjecture of Bouhier, νοῦς κρατῶν for νοῦς βροτῶν, by referring to νοῦς ἐγκρατῆς in this passage.

5 Such as Geometry and Arithmetic.

6 The Greek is διανοιαίς βουλής ὧν, which I confess I cannot understand; nor could I think, Ficinus, who has “voluntate divina.” I have translated therefore, as if the Greek were διανοιαίς βουλής θείας—remembering the Δίος ὥς τέλειον βουλή in Homer, Ili. A. 5.

7 I have translated, as if the Greek were πάντα—If πάν is to be preserved here, we must prefix τὸ and read ἄψυχον αὐτῷ—But the other
to what they were, when those, who thought upon them, 
thought them to be without soul. 1 A feeling of wonder 
even then upon the mind respecting them; and what is 
really determined upon, was suspected then by such as 
gushed upon accuracy, how that things without soul would 
ever have made use of reasonings wonderful for their accu-
rency, had they not possessed intellect. 1 And some indeed 
dared to hazard this very doctrine even at that period, by say-
ing that it was Mind, which put into order every thing in 
heaven. 2 3 But the same persons erred again 3 about the nature of 
the soul, (by not knowing) 4 that it is older than body; but con-
cieving it to be younger, 5 they did, so to say, overturn all things, 
and themselves much more. 6 For all things, that were before 
their eyes, while carried along the heavens, appeared, to them 
to be full of stones and earth, and many other soulless bodies, 
that furnished reasons for the existence of the whole world. 7 8 These 
doctrines it was that caused much of atheism and disgust to flit about amongst such persons. 8 Moreover reviling 
is the preferable method. Hence at the end of the speech we must read 
likewise πάντα τοιαύτα τινι είχε in lieu of πάντα—
1— Such is the literal version of the Greek, which Finibus, followed 
almost to the letter by Taylor, has thus abridged and remodelled—"quar-
vis etiam tunc, quicunque diligentius alius illa perscrutabantur, min-
veritatem tangebant, quod videlicet nunquam, si anima carerent, tam ex-
quista ratione uterentur mentis expertia." 2 
2— Here again is an allusion to Anaxagoras, whose Κόσμος began with 
this sentence—"Ομού πάντα χρυσάτα ενυ· νος δε αὐτά διήρεσ και δι-
κόρπες." 3 3— The Greek is at present, οι δε αὐτοι πάναν ἀμαρτάνοντες— But 
unless I am mistaken, it was formerly οι γε ἐν πλεον ἀμαρτάνοντες— 
i. e. “who erring still more about the nature of the soul.” 4 
4— Finibus alone has, what the sense requires, “nescientes—” 5 
5— The same doctrine, that the soul is younger than the body, is ad-
covated by Locke and the other Materialists of modern times. 6 
6— How Anaxagoras overturned his own theory may be seen in Phaedo, 
p. 98, B. 
7— Such is the literal version of the Greek. Finibus, followed to the letter 
by Taylor, has “Nam quae ante oculos sunt, hue et in ccelo esse cre-
derunt. Itaque terra lapidibus aliisque inanimatis corporibus refera 
esse cœlestia credentes his causas totius mundi dederunt.” With regard 
to the notion of the heavenly bodies being full of stones, this has been 
partially confirmed in modern times. For it has been said that the End 
of Rosse’s telescope shows that the Moon is a mass of granite. 8— 6— The Greek is ἀπτεσθαι, where Finibus felt himself so much at 
loss as to give merely the general sense of the whole passage, "his iguit
be from the poets, (so that,) while likening dogs that make use of vain howlings, the other hand, other senseless things. But not the contrary takes place.

How could this be?

Athen. It is not possible for any mortal ever to be firmly pious, who does not receive these two things, that soul is the oldest of all things, which shall in generation is immortal; and that it rules over all lives. And in further to this, what has been said very often, who shall receive the mind said of beings in the stars, and the necessary learning before these subjects, and after beholding the communion in these according to the Muse, shall make use (of it) in a manner fitting to the pursuits of morals and legal institutions; and shall be able to give a reason for such things as admit of a reason, and do not. Now he, who is not able to acquire these in addition to public virtues, will scarcely ever become a competent ruler over a whole state; but he would be a minister to other rulers. It is then, Clinias and Megillus, re-

factum est, ut, qui haec tractant, philosophi tamquam impii vulgo-circumferuntur." I have therefore altered ἀπειρωμένα into ἀπειρωμένα. On the loss and corruption of ἀπειρωμένον, and its use in an astronomic sense, I could say not a little; suffice it to quote at present Plutarch De Fortun. Roman. t. i. p. 326, ἀστρον φερομένον καὶ διέπουσι τοῖς ὑμῖν ἀστρον ἀναπολοῦν.

1— Such is the version of Bekker’s text adopted by Stalbaum; who should have suggested πολλὰ καὶ ἀνόητα—

2— Such is the literal translation of the Greek—τὸν τε εἰρημένον ἐν τοῖς ἄστροις τῶν ἄνων, which Ast endeavours to explain by his version and paraphrase, "the reason of all things in the stars," that is, "dwellings there and most conspicuous." Ficinus has "veram esse mentem in astris," as if his MS. read τὸν τε ἐν τοῖς ἄστροις ὑμῖν ἀνωτέρως, without εἰρημένον, omitted in another MS. Perhaps Plato wrote τὸν τε, αἰωροῦμένον ἐν τοῖς ἄστροις, νοῦν ὑμῖν ἀνωτέρως—i. e. "the mind, really existing, and suspended amongst the stars," or rather something to this effect, τὸν τε ἀιωροῦμένον ἐν ἄστροις ὑμῖν ἀνωτέρως ἀνακτὰ, "the Sun suspended amongst the stars, the only ruler of years."—where ὑμῖν is (ὥλιον). See myself on Æsch. Eum. 2.

3 In lieu of πρό, "before," I should prefer περί, "respecting"—

4— Here again I am quite at a loss; and so, I think, was Ficinus; whose version is "Muse ciem his convenientis non ignarum ad mores componendos legesque servandas ipsa utatur."—

5— Bekker, followed by Stalbaum, considers ὅσα τε καὶ μή, omitted by Ficinus, as an interpolation. But who would have inserted those words, or why, we are not told.
THE LAWS.

...ite to see in addition to all the laws already detailed, which have gone through, whether we can bring this nocturnal meeting of the rulers to be a guard, according to law, the sake of preservation, after becoming a sharer in the nation, such as we have gone through. How shall we...

Clin. But how, O thou best of men, should we not bring it, if perchance we are able, even for a little?

Athen. Let us then enter altogether into a contest for a thing of this kind at least. For I will readily be your helper in this; and in addition to myself perhaps, through my skill in things of this kind, and my thinking upon them very frequently, I shall find others likewise.

Clin. Let us, O guest, proceed in this path, rather than any other, in which even a god is almost leading us. But what is the method, which, if it took place, would take place correctly, this let us now speak of and seek out.

Athen. Laws about things of this kind, Megillus and Clinias, it is not possible to lay down, until (the whole state) is orderly arranged; for then (one can) lay down, over what it is meet for them to have an authority. But the furnishing such things at present would be, if it were done correctly, an act of instruction combined with much intercourse.

Clin. How so? Why do we say that this is mentioned again?

Athen. In the first place, a list should be drawn out of those, who would be fitted for the nature of a guard by the power of their time of life, and instruction, and by their morals and manners. But after this, it is neither easy to find (oneself), what one ought to learn, nor to become the disciple...

1—1 In lieu of this unmeaning verbiage Ficinus has merely “predictis legibus."

2 Ficinus has “ut apicem custodemque,” as if his MS. read κορεφήν καὶ φυλακήν——

3 Ficinus alone has, what the sense seems to require, “civitas universa——”

4—5 Such is the literal version of the Greek. Ficinus has “tunc enim debita cum auctoritate constituendo videntur.”

5—3 Here again Ficinus has swerved not a little from the Greek in his version, “sed eo non alter recte, quam doctrina multa et longo disputations examine, probabuntur.”

4 I have inserted “oneself,” for αυτῶν might easily have dropped out
of another, who has found it out. In addition to this, it is a thing to state in writing the times which and in which is requisite to obtain each particular. For not even learners themselves would it be manifest, what is learned, before the science of the instruction is generated soul of each. Hence, all, that relates to these matters, spoken of, would not be said to be properly secrets; but (might be said to be) not previously spoken, through nothing of what has been spoken indicating what has been previously spoken.

Clin. Since then this is the case, what, O guest, must we do?

Athen. According to the proverb, friends, it appears we are lying in a common and middle ground. And if we are willing to run a risk respecting the whole polity, we must do all things, by throwing, as they say, either thrice six, or thrice ace. I will, however, undergo the danger with you in stating and explaining, what appears to me respecting the education and nurture, which has been agitated in our conversations. The hazard is, indeed, neither small, nor similar to any others. But I exhort you, Clinias, to have a care of this. For you will obtain the greatest renown by establishing

after obte—for the sake of the balance in allou, on which see my Poppo's Prolegom. p. 254. In vi. p. 772, D. § 16, abro is however omitted in the words skopoun kai skopoumenos uπ allων—

1-2 Ficinus, with the approbation of Stephens, omits ob and kai—

1-2 The Greek is—ούτω δι πάντα τα περα ταύτα ἀπορρητα μήν λεγομεν μέν ἀν ορθώς λέγομεν, ἀπορρητα δι διά το μήδεν προφητειντα δηλοιν τοι λεγομενων: which, I confess, I cannot understand; nor could Ficinus; for his version is “que igitur in his palam dici non possunt, non recte tentantur; dici autem non posse inquam, quoniam, si dicantur, nihil planius explicant.” Nor could Stephens, who wished to expunge the second ἀπορρητα. Nor could Faehse, who would read ἀληθίνα with one M.S., or δειδην from conjecture; nor, lastly, could Ast, who proposed ἀπορρητα, adopted by Bekker and the subsequent editors. But what we gain by the alteration, I am yet to learn; although I have so translated it.

2-3 The proverb is ἐν μίσῳ κισθαί, not, as here, ἐν κοινῷ κισθαί. See Berkler on Alciphron. ii. 3, n. 75. It was applied to neutral ground lying between two contending parties.

4 On the expression τρίς ἐκ, applied to a lucky throw with three dice, see Blomfield on Agam. 33, and on τρίς κύβος, an unlucky one, Hemsterhuis on Jul. Pollex i. 95, ἡ μονάς—όνομα ἐπεὶ κύβος καλεσθαι, καθεπερ καὶ ὁ παρομόδης λόγος μηνέιν ἄλλην "Ἡ τρίς ἐκ ἡ τρίς κύβος—The corresponding phrase for the latter in English dadda, "cuckoo."
THE LAWS.

...city, the city of the Magnesians, or after what other
god shall give it a name; or you will at least not seem
to be the bravest of all born afterwards. If
this divine assembly shall be established by us, O friends
of Loomus, there be any dispute amongst any one, so to say, of the
legislators at present respecting these institutions; but there
will be completed almost a day-dream in a matter, which
we touched upon in our discourse a little before as a night dream,
when we mingled together a certain image of the agreement
of the head with intellect; if indeed these men are accurately mingled together by us, and properly instructed, and
when instructed, reside in the acropolis of the country, and
become guardians, such as we have never seen in our previous life, as regards the power of preservation.

Megil. O friend Clinias, from all that has been now said
by us, we must either give up the city, as regards its settlement,
or not dismiss this our guest, but by entreaties and all
kinds of devices make him a partner with us in settling the
city.

Clin. You speak with the greatest truth, Megillus; and
both myself will act thus, and do you also co-operate.

Megil. I will co-operate.

1-1 With the phrase ἀνδριμάτας τῶν ὁστερον, compare ἀξιαλωγησαν τῶν προφεκτημένων in Thucyd. § 1; otherwise one would prefer ἀνδριμάτας, found in a good MS.
2-2 Such is the literal version of the Greek, which differs not a little from the version of Ficinus—"neque his reliqui legumlatores tanquam minus sufficientes adversabantur."
3 I have translated as if the Greek were περί, not πσαρ—
4-4 On the difference between ἡσαρ, "a day-dream," i. e. a reality; and ἐναρ, "a night-dream," i. e. a non-reality, see at vii. 8.
5 I have translated as if περί had dropt out after κατουσιωρ—
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A CATALOGUE OF

Tales of the Genii; or, the Delightful Lessons of Horus. Numerous Woodcuts, and 3 Steel Engravings, after Rubens.


-----; or, with 26 additional page Illustrations on Steel. 1 vol. 12mo.

CLASSICAL LIBRARY.

Eschylus, Literally Translated into English Verse by an Oxfordian. 3 vols. 8vo.

-----, Appendix to. Containing the Readings given in Hermann's posthumous Edition of Eschylus by George Burks. 3 vols. 8vo.

Ammianus Marcellinus, History of Rome from Constantine to Valens. Translated by G. E. Walden, B.A. 2 vols. 8vo.

Antoninus, the Thoughts of the Emperor Marcian Aurelius. Translated by G. E. L. Long, M.A. 3 vols. 8vo.

Apuleius, the Golden Ass; Death of Socrates; Metamorphosis; and Discourse on Magic. To which is added a Metrical Version of Cupid and Psyche, and Mrs. Tighe's Psyche. 2 vols.

Aristophanes' Comedies. Literally Translated, with Notes and Extracts from Pfeffer's and other Metrical Versions, by W. J. Pickers. 2 vols.


1. 2. Lysistrata, Thesmophoriazusae, Frogs, Ecclesiazusae, and Plutus.

Aristotle's Ethics. Literally Translated by Archdeacon Brown, late Classical Professor of King's College.

Politics and Economics. Translated by E. Walden, M.A.

Metaphysics. Literally Translated, with Notes, Analyses, Examination Questions, and Index, by the Rev. James H. M. Mayhew, M.A., and John Meddall in Metaphysics, T.C.D.

Aristotle's History of Animals. In Two Books. Translated, with Notes and Index, by Richard Glowen, M.A.

-----, Organon; or, Logical Treatises. With Notes, &c. By G. E. Owen, M.A. 4 vols. 8vo.

-----, Rhetoric and Poetics. Literally Translated, with Examination Questions and Notes, by an Oxfordian.

Athenaeus, the Deipnosophists; or, the Banquets of the Learned. Translated by G. D. Yonge, B.A. 5 vols.

Cassius, Complete, with the Alexandrian, Arican, and Spanish Wars. Literally Translated, with Notes.

Catullus, Tibullus, and the Vigil of Venus. A Literal French Translation. To which are added Metrical Versions by Lampa, Brander, and others. 3 vols.


Vol. 1. Contains the Orations against Verres, &c. 4to.


Vol. 3. Orations for his House, Flaccus, Sertinius, Catiline, Milo, Ligatus, &c.

Vol. 4. Miscellaneous Orations, and Rhetorical Works, with General Index to the Four Volumes.


Wellington, Life of. From the materials of Macaulay, Augustus Hare, &c.

Westropp's Handbook of Archaeology. Revised, and Enlarged. 4th Edit.


-----; or, with the plates colored. 2 vols.

Young, The, Lady's Book. A Manual of Elegant Recreations, Arts, Sciences, and Accomplishments. Twelve Hundred Woodcut Illustrations, and several Engravings on Steel. 1 vol. 8vo.

-----; or, cloth gilt, gilt edges, 1 vol.

Offices, Old Age, Friendship, Sulpicius’s Dream, Pseudod, &c. Literally Translated by R. Edmonds, 2d. ed.

— on Oratory and Orators. By J. S. Watson, M.A.

Demosthenes’ Orations. Translated, with Notes, by G. Rawe Kennedy. In 5 volumes.

Vol. 1. The Olynthiac, Philippic, and other Public Orations. 3s. 6d.


Vol. 3. Against Leptines, Midels, Androtion, and Aristocrates.

Vol. 4. Private and other Orations.

Vol. 5. Miscellaneous Orations.

Dictionary of Latin Quotations. Including Proverbs, Maximus, Moralia, Law Terms, and Phrases, and a Collection of above 500 Greek Quotations. With all the quantities marked, &c. Translated, with Index Verborum only. 1s.


Epictetus. Discourses, with Editions and Fragments. Translated with Notes, by George Long, M.A.

Euripides. Literally Translated. 2 vols.


Greek Anthology. Literally Translated, with Mixed Versions by various Authors.

Romances of Heliogbros, Longus, and Achilles Tana.


Hesiod. Callimachus, and Theogonia. Literally Translated, with Notes, by J. Hawe, M.A.

Homer’s Iliad. Literally Translated. — Odyssey, Hymns, &c. Literally Translated.

Horace. Literally Translated by W. Smart. Carefully revised by an Odonian. 2d. ed.

Justin, Cornelius Nepos, and Eutropius. Literally Translated, with Notes and Index, by J. S. Watson, M.A.


By Dr. Smith and others. In 4 vols.


Vol. 4. Index, &c. " and Index.

Lucan’s Pharsalia. Translated, with Notes, by H. T. Riley.

Lucretius. Literally Translated, with Notes, by the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A. And the Metrical Version by J. M. Good.

Martial’s Epigrams, complete. Literally Translated. Each accompanied by one or more Verse Translations selected from the Works of English Poets, and other sources. With a copious Index. Double volume (660 pages), 1s. 6d.

Ovid’s Works, complete. Literally Translated. 3 vols.

Vol. 1. Fasti, Tristia, Epistulae, &c.


Vol. 3. Heroides, Art of Love, &c.


Vol. 5. The Laws.


Dialogues, an Analysis and Index to, with References to the Translation in Bohn’s Classical Library. By Dr. Day.

Plautus’s Comedies. Literally Translated, with Notes, by H. T. Riley, B.A. In 2 vols.

Pliny’s Natural History. Translated, with Copious Notes, by the late John Somm Fox, M.D., P.R.S., and H. T. Riley, B.A. In 6 vols.

Pliny the Younger, The Letters of. Melmoth’s Translation revised. By the Rev. F. C. T. Bonscquet, M.A.

Propertius, Petronius, and Johannes Secundus. Literally Translated, and accompanied by Teno Versions, from various sources.
A CATALOGUE OF

Quintilian's Institutes of Oratory. Literally Translated, with Notes, &c. By J. G. Warren, M.A. In 2 Vols.

Haller's, Pluribus, and Valvins Paterculina. With Copious Notes, Biographical Notices, and Index, by J. G. Warren.

Sophocles. The Oxford Translation revised.

Standard Library Atlas of Classical Geography. Twenty-four large coloured maps according to the latest authorities. With a complete Index (alphabetized), giving the latitude and longitude of every place named in the maps. Imp. 8vo. 17x14.


Austen's Lives of the Twelve Caesars, and other Works. Thomson's Translation, revised, with Notes, by T. Forrestier.

Tartarus. Literally Translated, with Notes. In 3 Vols.

PLACED IN THE CATALOGUE.

Tasbron's Natural History. German, Latin, &c. With Index.

Zarcon and Phaedra. By H. T. Riley, R.A.


Xenophon's Works. In 3 Vols.


Vol. 3. The Minor Works. By J. S. Wheaton, M.A.

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.

57 Vols. at 5s. each, except those marked otherwise.

Agassiz and Gould's Comparative Physiology. Enlarged by Dr. Whewell. 8vo. 164 Engravings.

Bacon's Novum Organum and Advancement of Learning. Complete, with Notes, by J. Beer, M.A.


BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.—


Kirby on the History, Habits, and Instincts of Animals. Edited, with Notes, by T. Byass Jones. Numerous Engravings, many of which are additional. In 2 Vols.

Kidd on the Adaptation of External Nature to the Physical Condition of Man. 2d. Ed.

Whewell's Astronomy and General Physics, considered with reference to Natural Theology. 3d. Ed.


BRIDGEWATER TREATISES—cont.

Prout's Treatise on Chemistry, Meteorology, and Digestion. Edited by Dr. J. W. Chittenden.

Buckland's Geology and Mineralogy. 2 Vols. 15s.

Roger's Animal and Vegetable Physiology. Illustrated. In 2 Vols. 8s. each.

Carpenter's (Dr. W. B.) Zoology. A Systematic View of the Structure, Habits, Instincts, and Uses, of the principal Families of the Animal Kingdom, and of the chief forms of Fossil Remains. Revised, under arrangement with the Author, by W. S. Dallas, F.R.S. Illustrated with many hundred Wood Engravings. In 2 Vols. 8s. each.

Mechanical Philosophy, Astronomy, and Horology. A Popular Exposition. 184 Illustrations.

Vegetable Physiology and Systematic Botany. A complete Introduction to the Knowledge of Plants. Revised, under arrangement with the Author, by E. Larkresse, M.D., &c. Several hundred Illustrations, on Wood. 8s.

Animal Physiology, revised by the Author. 360 Engravings, with 500 capital Illustrations. 8s.
All books may be recalled after 7 days.
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